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PREFACE To VOL. VIII. 

\. 

I HAD hoped to be able, in this Volume, to carry the history 
of Greece down as far as the battle of Knidus; but I find myself 

disappointed. 
A greater space than I anticipated has been necessary, not 

merely to do justice to the closing events of the Peloponnesian 
war, especially the memorable scenes at Athens after the battle 
of Arginusre, but also to explain my views both respecting the 
Sophists and respecting Sokrates. 

It has been hitherto common to treat the sophists as corruptors 
of the Greek mind, and to set forth the fact of such corruption, 

increasing as we descend downwards from the great invasion of 
Xerxes, as historically certified. Dissenting as I do from former 
authors, and believing that Grecian history has bee? greatly mis
conceived, on both these points, I have been forced to discQss the 

evidences, and exhibit the reasons for my own way of thinking, 
at considerable length. 

To Sokrates I have devoted one entire Chapter. No smaller 

space would have sufficed to lay before the reader any tolerable 
picture of that illustrious man, the rarest intellectual phenomenon 
of ancient times, and originator of the most powerful scientific 

impulse "·hich the Greek mind ever underwent. 
G. G. 

London, :February, lS:iO. 
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CONTINUATION OF HISTORICAL GREECE. 


CHAPTER LXII. 

TWENTY-FIRST YEAR OF THE WAR.-OLIGARCHY OF FOUR HUNDRED 
AT ATHENS. 

Rally of Athens, during the year after the defeat at Syracuse. B.c. 412. 
Commencement. of the conspiracy of the Fonr Hundred at Athens -
Alkihiades. -Order from Sparta to kill Alkibiades. - He escapes, retires 
to Tissaphernes, and becomes adviser of the Persians. - He advises the 
satrap to assist neither of the Grecian parties heartily - but his advice 
leans towards Athens, with a view to his own restoration. -Alkibiades 
acts as negotiator for TiR;;aphernes at Magnesia. - Diminution of the 
rate of pay furnished by Tissaphernes to the Peloponnesians. - Alkibi
ades opens correspondence with the Athenian officers at Sumos. He 
originates the scheme of an oligarchical revolution at Athens. - Con
spiracy arranged between the Athenian officer and Alkibiades. - Oligar
chical Athenians- the hetreries, or political clubs. l'eisander is sent to 
push forward the conspiracy at Athens. - Creclnlity of the oligarchical 
conspirators. - Opposition of Phrynichus at Samos to the conspirators, 
and to Alkibiades. - Manmuvres and counter-manmuvres of Phrynichus 
and Alkibiades. -Proceedings of Peisander at Athens - strong opposi
tion among the people both to the conspiracy and to the restoration of 
Alkibiades.- Unwilling vote of the assembly to relinquish their democ
racy, under the promi'e of Persian aid for the war. Pcisander is sent 
back to negotiate with Alkihiades. - Peisander brings the oligarchical 
clubs at Athens into organized action against the democracy.-l'eisander 
leaves Athens for Samos-Antiphon takes the management of the oli
garchical conspiracy- Theramenes anrl l'hr~·nichus. - Military opera
tions near the A;:iatic coast. - NPgotiations of Peisander with Alkibiades. 
-Tricks of Alkibiades - he exag-g-crates hi,; demands, with a view of 

• breaking off the negotiation -	 indignation of the oligarchs against him. 
- Reconciliation between Tissaphernes and the Peloponnesians.-Third .... 
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convention concluded between them. - Third convention C'ompared 
with the two preceding. - Loss of Oropus by Athens. - Peisander 
and his C'Olleagucs persist in the oligarchiral conspiracy, without 
AlkihiH<les. - They attempt to subvert the dPmocracy at Samos 
assas>ination of H~·pcrbolns and others. -The democraey at Sumos is 
su>taiued by the Athenian armament.-The Athenian l'arali-dcfcat 
of the oligarchical ronspirnc~· at Samos. - The l'aralus is sent to Athens 
with the news. - Progress of the oligarchical conspiracy at Athens 
dextrous rnanugcment of Antiphon. -Language of the conspirators
juggle about naming Five Thousand C'itizens to exercise the political 
franchise exclusively. -Assassination of the popular speakers by Anti
phon and the oligarchical party. - Return of Pcisander to Athens 
oligarchical government established in several of the allied cities. - Con
summation of the revolution at Athens-last public assembly at Ko!O
nus. -Abolition of the Graphe Paranomon. -New government proposed 
by Peisandcr-oligarchy of Four Hundred. -Fictitious and nominal 
aggregate called the Five Thousand. - The Four Hundred install them
selves in the senate-house, expelling the senators by armed force. - He
marks on this rcrnlution.-Attachmcnt toconstitutionul forms at Athens 
- use made of this· ~cntiment by Antiphon, to destroy the constitution. 
- Demagogues the indispensable counterpoise and antithesis to the oli
garchs. -l'roccedings of the :Four Hundred in the government.- They 
make overtures for peace to A.c:is, and to. the Spartans. - They send 
envoys to the camp at Sumos. -First news of the revolution is conveyed 
to the camp by Chrereas - strong sentiment iu the camp against the 

, Four Hundred.-Anlent dcmocratical manifestation, and emphatic oath, 
taken both by the Athenian armament at Sarnos and by the Samians. 
The Athenian democracy is reconstituted by the armament-public 

. assembly of the soldiers - new generals chos•m. - Alkihiades opens 

. correspondence with the dcmocratieal armanwnt at Samos. -Alkibiades 
comes to Samas, on the invitation of the armament. - Confidence placed 
by the armament in his language and promises-they choose him one 
of their generals. - New position of Alkihiades - present turn of his 
ambition. - The envoys of the Four Hundred reach Samas - are indig
nantly sent back by the armament. - Eagerness of the armament to sail 
to l'cirreus - is discountenanced bv Alkibiades - his answer to the 
em·ovs. -Dissuasive advice of Alkibiades - how far it is to be commend

. ed as sagacious.-Envoys sent from Argos to the" Athenian Demos at 
Samos." - Return of the envovs of the Four Hundred from Samos to 
Athens - bad prospects of the ·oligarchy. - Mistrust and discord among 
the Four Hundred themselves. An opposition party formed under The
ramenes. - Theramcncs demands that the Five Thous:rnd shall be made 
a reality. - Measures of Antiphon and the Four Hundred -their solici· 

. tations to Sparta- construction of the fort of Ectioneia, for the admission 
of a Spartan garrison. -.Unaccountable backwardness of the Lacedremo
nians. -Assassination of Phrynichus - Laced:rmonian fleet hovering 
near Peir:rus. - Hising at Athens against the Four Hun clreel - demoli
tion of the new fort at Ectioneia. - Decline of the Four Hundred- con
cessions made by them - renewal of the public assembly. - T,acedremo
nian fleet threatens l'cirreus -passes by to Eubcca. - Naval battle near 
Erctria -Athenians defeated - Eubcca revolts. - Dismay at Athens

. her ruin inevitable, if the Laccdxmonians had acted with energ-y. - The 
Four Hundt·cr! arc put down- the democracy in substance restored.

. J\Ioderation of political antipathies, and patriotic spirit, now prernlent.
•· The Five Thousand - a number never exactly realized - were. soon 
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cnlar"'e.;l into uni,·crsnl citizenship. - Restoration of the complete democ
racy, ~ill exrrpt pny. - l'srphi,;m of Dcmophant ns -dcmoerntiral oath 
prescrilirrl.- Fli~.d1t of mo>t of the leader,; of the Fonr. l~undrcd to Deke
kia. -Thernmcnes stnnrl,; forwanl to accuse the rcmamrng- lcackrs of tho 
:Four lI1111cln·d, e,;pecinllv in reference to the fort at Ectionci.1, and the 
emlrn>'SV to Sparta. - A1itiphon tried. co11<lcmncd, arnl. exeeutcd.- Treat· 
ment oi' the 1''our liullllred generally. -Favorable judg-mcnt of Thucy
dides on the conduct of the Athenians. - Oligarchy at Athens, democracy 
at Samas-contrast...•.•.••••.•.•....•..•...•..••....•...•.. 1-9:J 

CU.APTER LXIII. 

THE RESTORED ATHEXIAX DE)!OCRACY, AFTER THE DEPOSITIOX OF THE 
FOUR IIUXDRED, DOWX TO THE ARRIVAL OF CYRUS THE YOUXGER IX 

ASIA MIXOR. 

Emhanassed stnte of Athens after the Four Huml red. - Pcloponnesian 
fleet- revolt of Abydos from Athens. - Strombichidcs goes from Chios 
to the Hellespont - improved condition of the Chians. -Discontent in 

· the l'eloponncsian fleet at Mililtus. - Stromhichidcs returns from Chios 
to Samos. - Pcloponnesian squadron and force at the Hellespont 
revolt of Byzantium from Athens. - Discontent and meeting against 
Astyochus at l\Ii!etus. - The Spartan commissioner Lichas enjoins the 
Milesians to obey Tissaphcrncs - discontent of the l\Iilesians.-l\Iindarns 
supersedes Astyochus as admiral. - Phenician fleet at Aspendus - du
plicity of Tissaphernes.-Alkihiades at Aspcr.,lus-his douhle game 
between Tissaphernes and the Athenians. - l'hcnicians sent bark from 
Aspendns without action - motiYes of Tissapherncs. -l\Iinrlarus lca,·es 
l\IilCtus with his fleet-goes to Chios - Thrasyllus and the Athenian 
fleet at Lesbos. -lllilllbrus eludes Thrasyllus, and reaches the Hellespont. 
-Athenian Helle,pontine squadron escapes from Sestos in the night. 

· Thrnsyllus and the Athenian fleet at the Hellespont. - Battle of Kynos
scma- vil'tory of the Athenian fioet.- Hc>joi!'ing at Athens for the v;c. 
tory. - Briilge across the Euripus, joining Eubcea with Bceotia. - l{eYolt 
of Kyzikus. -Zeal of l'harnahazus against Athens - import•~nce of 
l'ersian money. - Ti"aphernc,; again courts the Peloponncsians. -
Alkihiades returns from Aspendns to Samos. - Farther combats at the 
Hellespont. - Thcram<'nes sent out with reinforcements from Athens. -
Hencwed troubles at Korkyra. -Alkihiarles is seized hy Tissapherne3 
and confined at Sardis. - E,;capc of Alkihiades - concentration of the 
Athenian fic>ct- l\Iill(larus besieges Kyzikus. -Battle of Kyzikus 
victory of the Athenians -l\Iindarns is slain, and the whole l'cloponne

. sian llcet taken. - Discouragement of the Spartans - proposition to 
Athens for peace. -The Lacedremonian Endius at Athens- his propo· 
sitions for peace. - Hefuscd by Athens - opposition of Klcophon. 
Grounds of the opposition of Kleophon. - Qt1c:<tion of policy as it then 
stood, bctwec>n war and peace. - Dtrenuous aitl of l'harnahazus to the 
I'eloponncsians -Alkihiailes and the Athenian fleet at the Bosphorus. 
The Athenians occupy Clirysopolis. and ]c,·y toll on the ships passing 
throug;h the Bosphorus. - The Laccdmmoninns are expclle<l from Thasns. 
- Klearchus the Lacedremoniun is sent to BYz.rntium. -Tlm1syllus sent 

·from Athens to Ionia. - Thrasyllus and Alkibiades at the Hclicspont.
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Pylos is retaken hy the Lacedmmonians - clisgrace of the Athenian 
Anytus for not relieving it.-Capture of Chalkcuon by Alkibia<les and 
the Athenians. - Convention condudeel by the Athenians with Pharna
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the celebration of the Elcu:;inian mysteries hy land, against the garrison 
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kratidas withdraws most of his fleet from Mity!Cne, leaving Eteonikus 
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again.-Arrival of Lysander at Ephesus-zeal of his partisans
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dialecties, and ethical philosophy. - Practical value and necessity of 
rhetorical accomplishments.- Hhetoric anti dialectics. - Empcdok!Cs 
of Agrigcntum - tir,;t name in the i·hetorical movement.- Zeno of Elea 
-first name in the dialectical movement.- Eleatic school- Par· 
men id~,;. - Zeno and :i\Iclissus - their dialectic attacks upon the oppo
nents of Parmenitlcs. - Zeno at A thens - his conversation both with 
Perikles and with Sokrates. - Early manifestation, and powe1ful efficacy, 
of the negative nrm in Grecian philosophy. - Hhctoric and dialectics
men of acti,·e life and men of speculation - two separate lines of intel
lectual activity. -Standing antith~sis between these two intellectual 
classes - vein of ignorance at Athens, hostile to both. - Gradual 
enlargement of the field of education at Athens - increased knowledge 
and eapacity of the musical teaehers.-The sophists-true Greek mean· 
ing of that word- invidious sen timcnt implied in it. - The name 
sophist applied by Plato in a peC'Uli ar sense, in his polemics against the 
eminent paid teachers. - l\Iiseoncc]Hions ari,.:ing- from Plato's peculiar 
use of the word sophist. - Paid teachers or sophists of the Sokratic age 
- Protag-oras, Gorgias, etc. - Pluto and the sophists - two different 
points of view - the reformer and theorist against the practical teacher. 
-The sophists were professional teachers for active life, like Isokrates 
am! Quintilian. - lllisinterprctations of the dialogues of l'lato as carry· 
ing evidence against the sophists. - The sophists as paid teachers - no 
proof that they were greedy or exorbitaut -proceeding of Protagoras. 
- The sophists as rhetorical teachers - groundless accusations against 
them in that capacity, made also against Sokratcs, Isokrates, and others. 
- Thrasymachus - his rhetorical precepts - l'rodikus - his discrimina
tion of words analog·ous in ineaning. - Protagoras-his treatise on 
Truth- his opinions about the pag:.in gods. -His view of the cognitive 
process ancl its rclati,·e nature. - Gorgias-his treatise on physical 
subjects - misrcprcscntntions of the scope of it. - Unfounded accusations 
against the sophists. - They were not a sect or school, with common 
doctrines or method; they were a profession, with strong individual 
peculiarities. -The Athenian character was not really corrupted, 
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between 480 n.c. nnd 40j n.c. - Prodikus - The choice of Hercules. 
Protao-oras- real estirnatc exhibited of him by Plato. - llippi>\S of Elis 
-ho~ he is represented by Plato.- Gorgia;, I'olus, and l(allik!Cs.
Doctrinc advanced by PU!us.- Doctrine advanced by Kalliklcs-anti 
social.- Kalliktes is not a sophist. -The doctrine pnt into his mouth 
could never have been laid down in any public lecture among the Athe
nians. -Doctrine of Thrasymaclms in the" Hcpublie" of Plato. -Such 
doctrine not common to all the sophists-what is offensive in it is, the 
manner in which it is put forward. - Opinion of Thrasymaclms after
wards brought out by Glankon-with less brutality, and much greater 
force of reason. -Plato against the sophists generally. Hig category of 
accusation comprehends all society, with all the poets and statesmen. 
It is unjust to try either the sophists or the statesmen of Athens, by the 
standard of Plato. - Plato distinctly denies that Athenian corruption 
was to be imputed to the sophists.-

0 

The sophists were not teachers of 
mere wonls, apart from action. - General good effect of their teaching 
upon the youth. - Great reputation of the sophists - evidence of respect 
for intellect and of a good state of pul1lic sentiment .........•.. 317-399 

CHAPTER LXVIII. 


SOKRATES. 


Different spirit shown towards Sokratcs arnl towards the sophists. -Birth 
and family of Sokratcs.- His physical and moral qualities. -Xenophon 
and Phtto as witnesses. -Their pictures of Sok rates arc in the maiI1 
accordant. - Habits of Sokrate~.-Lcading peculiarities of Sokratcs. 
His constant publicity of lifo and indiscriminate conversation. -Reason 
why Sokrates was shown up by Aristophanes on the stage. - His per
suasion of a special religions mission. -His dremon, or genius - other 
inspirations. - Oracle from Delphi declaring that no man was wiser than 
he. - His mission to test the false conceit of wisdom in others. - Con
fl ucnce of the religious motive with the inquisitive and intellectual 
impulse in his mind-numerous enemies whom he made. - Sokrates a 
religious mi"<ionary, doing the work of philosophy.- Intellectual pecu
liarities of Sokratcs. - He opened ethics as a new subject of scientific 
discussion. - Circumstances which turned the mind of Sokratcs towards 
ethical speculations. - Limits of scientific study as laid down by Sokrates. 
- He confines stncly to human affairs, as distinguished from divine -to 
man antl. soC'icty. - Importance of the innovation - multitude of new 
and accessible phenomena hrought nncler discussion. - Innovations of 
Sokrntes as to method - dialectic method - inductive discourses
definitions. - Commencement of analytical consciousness of the mental 
operations- genera and species. - Sokratcs compared with previous 
philosophers. - Great step made by Sokrates in laying the foundation 
of formal logic, afterwards expanded by Plato, and systematized by Aris
totle. -Dialectical process employed by Sokrates-essential connection 
between method and subject. - Essential connection also between the 
dialectic process and the logical distribution of subject-matter- one in 
many and many in one. - Persuasion of religious mission in Sokrates, 
prompting him to extend his colloquial cross-examination to noted men. 
- His cross-examining purpose was not confined to noted men, but of 

B 
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universal npplicntion. - Lrnllin.g ideas whil'h 1lircl'le1l the scrntiny of 
Sokrntes- contrast between the special Jll'Ofo"ions nwl the g-cneral 
duties of social lif'c. - l'latuui<· dialog:11c,;-rli,;c11<sion \Vhcthcr Yirtne is 
tenrhahlc.- Conceit of k1101•:le•l:~·c withont rc:1l kuowi<·1lg-c- univer»tl 
prevalence of it. - Snch eon Ii< lent pcl''1l:l'ion, withont :-:1·ien1·c, fl('lougcd 
at that time to a<trunomy au<l ph}"'i'"'• ns well a.> to the snl'.i•••·t,; of man 
nnd soeictv -it is now <·ontiuc<l to the latter. - i:inkrat(·,; fir,;t i:tYs down 
the idea of ethical seil'll<'l'. <·ompri,ing the appropriate ethirnl ,;nd with 
theory nnd precepts. - Earnestness with whil'h i:iokrat•'• inenleated self. 
examination-effect of his eonvcrsation npon othcrs.-l'rcccptorial 
and positive exhortation of Sokratt·s chiefly brought out hy Xenophon. 
-This was not the peculiarity uf l::iokrates - his powerful method of 
otirring up the nnalytical focultie,;, - Ncgati,·c and iwlireet serutiny of 
Sokmtcs produced strong thirst, and active efforts, for the attainment of 
positive truth. - Inductive process of scmtiny, anrl Bal'onian spirit, of 
Sokmtcs.- Sokrntie method tends to create miu1ls capable of forming 
conclusions for themselves - not to plant conclusions rl':1<ly-madc.
Grecian dialecties - their many-side<] harnlling of snhjcc'ls -force of the 
ncgatirn arm. - The snl0e<'ts to which they were applied - man and 
society- essentially required sul'h handlin:.\'- reason why. - Heal dis
tinction nnd varianee between Sokrates and the sophists. - Prodigion~ 
cll\cncy of Sokrntes in forming new philosophical minrk- General 
theory of Sokrates on ethics - he resolved yirtue into knowledge, or 
wisdom. - This doctrine tkfcetivc as stating n pmt for the whole. - Ile 
was led to this gcncrnl dortrinc by the unalog-y of spel'ial professions. 
Constant reference of 8okrntes to duties of practice nncl detail. - The 
derivative reasonings ·of Sokrnt~s were of' larger range than his general 
doctrine. - Politieal opinions of Sokmte:;.- Long perio1l during which 
Sokrates exereisccl his Yocation as a public com·crscr.-Accusntion 
agnim•t him by llfdctus, Auytn.,, and Lykon. -The real ground for 
surpri,;e is, that that accusation had not hPcn p1·cfcrrccl before. - Incvita
hle unpopularity incurred hy Sokmte; in his rni,;sion.- It was only from 
the general toleration of the Athenian deu1oemcy uml population, that he 
was allowed to go on so Jong-.-l'nrticnlar circumstances which liroug-ht 
on the trial of Sokrntes. - Private offcnC'e of Anytue. - Unpopularity 
arising to Sokmlcs from hi.,; <'onnection 'vith Kritias and Alkibiades. 
I<:nmity of the poets aml rhetors to Sokrates. -Indictment - grounds 
of the accusers - effects of the " Clond,;" of Aristophanes, in creating 
prejudice against Sokrates.-Accusntion of corruption in teaching was 
partly founded on politictll g-ronnds. - Perversion of the poets alleged 
against him. -Remarks of Xenophon npon these ac<·usatious. - The 
charges touch upon the defrctive point of the Sokrntie ethical theory.
His political strictures. - The verdict against Sokrntes was brought upon 
him partly by his own concurrence. - Small majority by which he was 
condemned. - Sok rates defoniled himself like one who clicl not caro 
to be nequitted. -The "l'latonic Apology." - 8entiment of Sokrutes 
about death. - Effect of his dl'fence upon the tlikasts. -Assertion of 
Xenophon that Sokrates might haYc been acquitted if he had chosen it. 
-The sentence -how passed in Athenian procedure. - Sokrates is 
cnlled upon to propose some counter-penalty a~·ainst himself - his 
hchavior. -Agg:nwation of feeling in the dika:;ts against him in conse
quence of his bcha,·ior. - Sentence of death - resolute 11dherencc of 
i:iokrates to his own conYietions. - Satisfaction of Sokratcs with the 
sentence, on deliberate conviction. - Sokrates in prison for thirty days 
- he refuses to ncecpt the means of escape - his serene death. - Orig
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inality of Sokratc.~. - Views taken of Sokratcs as a moral preacher an•l 
as a skeptic- the first inndcqnnte, the second incorrect. - Sokrates, 
positive and practical in his encl; neg-a ti Ye only in his means. - Two 
points on which Sokratcs is systematically ncg·ative.-l\IPthod of 
Sokrates of 11nivcr"1l npplit·ation. - Conclcmnntinu of Sokrates one of 
the mis1lce<l< of intolernnec.- Extenuating- drcumstancc,; -principle 
of orthodox enforcement rcco;:\'nizcd generally in ancient times. 
Number of personal enemies made by Sokrntes. - His condemnation 
brought on by himself. - The Athenians did not repent it ....•. 399-496 
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PART II. 

CONTINUATION OF HISTORICAL GREECE. 

CHAPTER LXII. 

TWENTY-FIRST YEAR OF THE WAR.-OLIGARCHY OF FO'Glt 
HUNDRED AT ATHENS. 

ABOUT a year elapsed between the catastrophe of the Athe
nians near Syracuse and the victory which they gained over the 
Milesians, on landing near l\liletus (from September 413 B.c., to 
September 412 B.c.). After the first of those two events, the 
complete ruin of Athens had appeared both to her enemies and to 
herself, impending and irreparable. But so astonishing, so rapid, 
and so energetic had been her rally, that, at the time of the 
second, she was found again carrying on a tolerable struggle, 
though with impaired resources and on a purely defensive system, 
against enemies both bolder and more numerous than ever. Nor 
is there any reason to doubt that her foreign affairs might have 
gone on thus improving, had they not been endangered at this 
critical moment by the treason of a fraction of her own citizens, 
bringing her again to the brink of ruin, from which she was only 
rescued by the incompetence of her enemies. 

That treason took its first rise from the exile Alkibiades. 
have already recounted how this man, alike unprincipled and 
energetic, had thrown himself with his characteristic ardor into 
the service of Sparta, and had indicated to her the best means 

VOL. vm. 1 loc. 
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of aiding Syracuse, of inflicting positfre injury upon Athens, and 
lastly, of provoking revolt. among the Ionic allies of the latter. 
It was by his boldness and personal connections in Ionia that the 
revolt of Chios and J\Iiletus had been determined. 

In the course of a few months, however, he had greatly lost 
the confidence of the Spartans. The revolt of the Asiatic de
pendencies of Athens had not b€en accomplished so easily and 
rapidly as he had predicted; Chalkideus, the Spartan commander 
with whom he had acted was defeated and slain near J\Iiletus; 
the ephor Endius, by whom he was chiefly protected, retained his 
office only for one year, and was succeeded by other ephors,1 just 
about the end of September, or beginning of October, when the 
Athenians gained their second victory near l\Ii!etu:i, and were on 
the point of blocking up the town; while his personal enemy 
king Agis still remained to· persecute him. l\Ioreover, there 
was in the character of this remarkable man something so essen
tially selfish, vain, and treacherous, that no one couid eyer rely 
upon his faithful cooperation. And as soon as any reverse 
occurred, that very energy and ability, which seldom failed him, 
made those with whom he acted the more ready to explain the 
mischance, by supposing that he liaci betrayed them. 

It was thus that, after the defeat of l\Ii!etus, king Agis was en
abled to discredit Alkibiades as a traitor to Sparta; upon which 
the new ephors sent out at once an order to the general Astyochus, 
to put him to death.2 Alkibiades had now an opportunity of tasting 
the difference between Spartan and Athenian procedure. Though 
his enemies at Athens were numerous and virulent, with all the 
advantage, so unspeakable in political warfare, of being able to 
raise the cry of irreligion against him, yet the utmost which 
they could obtain was that he should be summoned home to take 
his trial before the dikastery. At Sparta, without any positive 
ground of crimination, and without any idea of judicial trial, his 
enemies procure an order that he shall be put to death. 

Alkibiades, however, got intimation of the order in time to 

1 See Thucyd. v, 36. 
• Thucyd. viii, 45. Kat arr' avrwv Ut/>tKOfLEV1JC tmaro'Aijc rrpoc 'Aariioxov 

EK Aat<Eoaiµovoc CJar' U1r0KT£ivat (~v yap Kat rfiJ. Aytdt ex&poc Ka' aAA(.) c 
U7r t (j T 0 C lt/>aivETO), etc. 
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retire to TissaphP-rnes. Probably he was forewarned by Asty
ochus himself, not ignorant that so monstrous a deed would 
greatly alienate the Chians and l\Iilesians, nor foreseeing the 
foll mischief which his desertion would bring upon Sparta. ·with 
that flexibility of character which enabled him at once to master 
and take up a new position, Alkibiades soon found means to 
insinuate himself into the confidence of the satrap. He began 
now to play a game neither Spartan nor Athenian, but Persian 
and anti-Hellenic: a game of duplicity to which Tissaphernes 
himself was spontaneously di;;posed, but to which the interven
tion of a dexterous Grecian negotiator was indispensable. It 
was by no means the interest of the Great King, Alkibiades 
urged, to lend such effective aid to either of the contending 
parties as would enable it to crush the other: he ought neither 
to bring up the Phenician fleet to the aid of the Lacedmmonians, 
nor to furnish that abundant pay which would procure for them 
indefinite levies of new Grecian force. He ought so to feed and 
prolong the war, a.s to make each party an instrument of exhaus
tion and impoverishment against the other, and thus himseltto 
rise on the ruins of both: first to break down the Athenian em
pire by means of the Peloponnesians, and afterwards to expel 
the Peloponnesians themselves; which might be effected with 
little trouble if they were weakened by a protracted previous 
struggle.. 1 

Thus far Alkibiades gave advice, as a Persian counsellor, not 
unsuitable to the policy of the court of Susa. But he seldom 
gave advice without some view to his own profit, ambition, or 
antipathies. Cast off unceremoniously by the Lacedremonians, he 
was now driven to seek restoration in his own country. To 
accomplish this object, it was necessary not only that he should 
preserve her from being altogetlier ruined, but that he should 
present himself to the Athenians as one who could, if restored, 
diYert the aid of Tissaphernes from Laceda)mon to Athens. 
Accordingly, he farther suggested to the satrap, that while it 
was essential to his interest not to permit land power and 
mariiime power to be united in the same hands, whether Lace
da;monian or Athenian, it would nevertheless be found easier to 

1 'fhucyd. viii, 45, 46. 
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arrange matters with the empire and pretensions of Athens than 
with those of Lacedxmon. The former, he argued, neither 
sought nor professed any other object than the subjection of her 
own maritime dependencies, in return for which she would will
ingly leave all the Asiatic Greeks in the hands of the Great 
King; while the latter, forswearing all id.ea of empire, and 
professing ostentatiously to aim at .the universal enfranchisement 
of every Grecian city, could not with the smallest consistency 
conspire to deprive the Asiatic Greeks of the same privilege. 
This view appeared to be countenanced by the objection which 
Theramenes and many of the Peloponnesian olftcers had taken 
to the first convention concluded by Chalkideus an<l Alkibiades 
with Tissaphernes : objections afterwards renewed by Lichas 
even against the second modified convention of Theramenes, 
and accompanied with an indignant protest against the idea of 
surrendering to the Great King all the territory which had been 
ever possessed by his predecessors.I 

All these latter arguments, whereby Alkibiades professed to 
create in the mind of the 8atrap a preference for Athens, 
were either futile or founded on false assumptions. For on the 
one hand, even Lichas never refused to concur in surrendering 
the Asiatic Greeks to Persia; while on the other hand, the 
empire of Athens, so long as she retained any empire, was pretty 
sure to be more formidable to Persia than any efforts undertaken 
by Sparta under the disinterested pretence of liberating generally 
the Grecian cities. Nor did Tissaphernes at all lend himself to 
any such positive impression ; though he felt strongly the force 
of the negative recommendations of Alkibiade8, that he should 
do no more for the Peloponnesians than was sufficient to feed the 
war, without insuring to them either a speedy or a decisive 
success: or rather, this duplicity was so congenial to his Oriental 
mind, that there was no need of Alkibiades to recommend it. 
The real use of the Athenian exile, :was to assist the satrap in 
carrying it into execution; and to provide fo1· him those plausible 
pretences and justifications, which he was to issue as a substitute 
for effective supplies of men and money. Established along with 
Tissaphernes at 1\Iagnesia, - the same place which had been 

1 Thucyd. viii, 46-5:!. 
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occupied about fifty years before by another Athenian exile, 
equally unprincipled, and yet aLler, Themi~tokles, - .Alkibiatles 
servetl as interpreter of his views in all his conversations with the 
Greeks, and appeared to be thoroughly in his confidence : an 
appearance of which he took a<lvantage to pass himself off falsely 
upon the Athenians at Samos, as having the power of turning 
Persian wealth to the aid of Athens. 

The first payment made by Tissaphernes, immediately after 
the capture of Iasus and of the revolted Amorgcs, to the Pelo
ponnesiaiB at 1\Iiletus, was at the rate of one clmchma per head. 
But notice was given that for the future it "·ould be reduced one 
half, and for this reduction Alkibiades u1111ertook to furnish a 
reason. The Athenians, he urged, gave no more than half a 
drachma; not because they could not afford more, but because, 
from their long experience of nautical affairs, they had found that 
higher pay spoiled the discipline of the seamen by leading them 
into excesses and over-indulgence, as well as by inducing too ready 
leave of absence to be granted, in confidence that the high pay 
would induce them to return when called for.• As he probably 
never expecte<l that such subterfuges, employed at a moment 
when Athens was so poor that she could not even pay the half 
drachma per head, would carry conviction to any one, so he in
<luced Tissaphernes to strengthen their effect by individual bribes 
to the generals and trierarchs: a mode of argument which was 
found effectual in silencing the complaints of all, with the single 
exception of the Syracusan IIermokrates. In regard to other Gre
cian cities who sent to ask pecuniary aid, and especially Chios, 
Alkibiades spoke out with less reserYe. They had been hitherto 
compelled to contribute to Athens, he said, and now that they 
had shaken off this payment, they must not shrink from imposing 
upon themselves equal or even greater burdens in their own 
defence. Nor was it anything le:;s, he added, than sheer impu
dence in the Chians, the richest people in Greece, if they required 

Thucyd. viii, 45. 01 vi: Till,' vavi; cirro/l.ti;;-wa1v, v..-o:'.movTfl,' li; 1iµTJ(!£lal' 

TVv rrr1oao¢ei'XOµc:vov µu:r&Ov. 

This passage is both doubtful in the text and difiicult in the translation. 
Among the many different explanations given hy the commentators, I 
adopt that of Dr. Arnold us the least unsati:;factory, though without any 
confidence that it is right. 
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a foreign military force for their protection, to require at the same 
time that others should furnish the means of paying it.I At the 
same time, however, he intimated, - by way of keeping up 
hopes for the future, - that TissaplwrnGs was at present carrying 
on the war at his own cost ; but if hereafter remittances should 
arrive from Susa, the full rate of pay would be resumed, with the 
addition of aid to the Grecian cities in any other way which 
could be reasonably asked. To this promise was added an 
assurance that the Phenician fleet was now under equipment, 
and would shortly be brought UjJ to their aid, so as to give them 
a superiority which would render resistance hopeless: an assur
ance not merely deceitful but mi.schievous, since it was employed 
to dissuade them from all immeuiate action, and to paralyze their 
navy during its moments of fullest vigor and efficiency. Even 
the reduced rate of pay was furnished so irregularly, and the 
Peloponnesian force kept so starved, that the duplicity of the 
satrap became obvious to every one, and was ouly carried through 
by his bribery to the officers.2 

While Alkibiades, as the confidential agent and interpreter of 
Tis~aphernes, was carrying on thi8 anti-Peloponnesian policy 
through the autumn and winter of 412-411 B.c.,-partly during 
the stay of the Peloponnesian fleet at l\Iiletu~, partly after it had 
moved to Knidus and Rhodes, - he was at the same time opening 
correspondence with the Athenian officers at Samos. His breach 
with the Peloponnesians, as well as his ostensible position in the 
service of Tissaphernes, were fact8 well known among the Athe
nian armament ; and his ~cheme was, to procure both re~toration · 
and renewed power in his native city, by representing himself' as 
competent to bring over to her the aid and alliance of Persia, 
through his ascendency over the mind of the satrap. His hos-

I Thuryd. Yiii, 45. T<lr oe 71'1Jt.w;: Jeoµivar ;rp11µiiniv U'll'~AU(jfV, avrili; 

(ivnl.i; l.Jv Vrrfp Toii Ttaaacpipvovr, cJ~ ol µfv Xlot Uvalaxvvrot elev, 7rl~ov
aujrarot ovrei; TWV 'Eicici;vwv, E'll'tKOVp ir;z oe oµwr (j(J(.oµtvot u.;wv(jt Kal roir 

(jCJµarrt Kat rnir ;rp~µarnv ul..icovi; vrr£p ri;i; lKeivwv O..ev-&epiai; 1avovveveiv. 

2 Thucvd. viii, 46. Ti/v re rporp~v KaKwi; l7ropt(e roir IIel..o7rovv7Jrrioti; Kat 

vavµa,rei~ OVK eia . uAAu Kat Tclf tfiotviarra~ vavi; ¢urrKWV Wetv Kat lie 7repiov

TO( <t/WVtftrri:fat i!rp{fetpe TU 'll'(!U/µara /Wt Ti')V aKµi')v TOV VaVTIKOV aUTWV 

l1.cfu:i'Acro, YfVOJ1iv17v Kal 7rllvv la;r,vpil v, rU. re UitAa, Ka1a.cpaviarepuv nIJ<11t 

icav1%vetv, ov 7rpot'tv11wi; ~uve'l!'oiciµet. 
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tility to the <lemocracy, howen~r, was so generally known, that 
he <lespaire<l of accomplishing his return, unless he could connect 
it with an oligarchical re,·olution; which, moreover, was not less 
gratifying to his 1<entiment of vengeance for the past, than to his 
ambition for the future. Accorclingly, he sent over a private 
message to the officers and trierarehs at Samos, several of them 
doubtless his personal friends, desiring to be remembered to the 
"best men" in the armament,1 such was one of the standing 
phrases by which oligarchical men knew and clescrihed each 
other; and intimating his anxious wish to come again as a citizen 
among them, bringing with him Tissaphernes as their ally. Ilut 
he would do this only on condition of the formation of an oligar
chical government; nor would he ever again set foot amidst the 
oclious democracy to whom he owed his banishment.2 

Such was the first originating germ of that temporary calamity, 
which so nearly hrought Athens to absolute ruin, called the Oli
garchy of Four Hundred: a suggestion from the same exile who 
had already so deeply wounded his country by sending Gylippus 
to Syracuse, and the Laced:emonian garrison to Dekeleia. As 
yet, no man in Samos had thought of a reYolution ; but the 
moment that the idea was thus starteu, the trierarchs and wealthy 
men in the armament canght at it with avidity. To subvert the 
11cmocracy for their own profit, and to be rewardeu for doing so 
with the treasures of Persia a~ a means of carrying on the war 
against the Peloponnesians, was an extent of good fortune greater 
than they could possibly have hoped. Amidst the exhaustion of 
the public trea:mre at Athens, and the lo~;; of tribute from her 
dependencies, it was now the private proprietors, and most of all, 
the wealthy proprietors, upon whom the cost of military opera
.lions fell: from which burden they here saw the prospect of 
relief, coupled with increased chance of victory. Elate with so 
tempting a promise, a deputation of them crossed ovet• from 
Samos to the mainland to converse personally with Alkibiades, 

1 Thueyd. viii, 47. T<l µ£v Kat 'Al.Kt13dulov rrpocnriµ..pavror; /coyovr lr 
rovr 1lwarc.irurov> a{mjv ('A&17vaic.iv) <ivrlpar;, ware µv17a&~vat rrept avrov lr; 
.,. 0 v' /3 'AT i (J T 0 v > TWV uv&pimc.iv, Ort lrr' OAtyap,yir.i {3oi/Aernt, Kat ov 
1rDV1)pl(l OVOE 01/µ0Kpariq, 'T{i fovro1> h/3aAofo9, KareA1~iJv, etc. 

11 Thucyd. viii, 47. 

http:uv&pimc.iv
http:A&17vaic.iv
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who a,,,uain renewed his assurances in person, that he would bring 
not only Tissaphernes, but the Great King himself, into active 
alliance and cooperation with Athens, provided they would put 
down the Athenian democracy, which he aflirmed that the king 
could not possibly trust.I He doubtless did not omit to set forth 
the other side of the alternative; that, if the proposition were 
refused, Persian aid would be thrown heartily into the scale of 
the Peloponnesians, in which case, there was no longer atty hope 
of safety for Athens. 

On the return of the deputation with these fresh assurances, 
the oligarchical men in Samos came together, both in greater 
number and with redoubled ardor, to take their measures for 
subverting the democracy. They even ventured to speak of the 
project openly among the rriass of the armament, who listened to 
it with nothing but aversion, but who were silenced at least, 
though not satisfied, by being told that the Persian treasury 
would be thrown open to them on condition, and only on condi
tion, that they would relinquish their democracy. Such was at this 
time the indispensable need of foreign money for the purposes ot 
the war, such was the certainty of ruin, if the Persian treasure 
went to the aid of the enemy, that the most democratical Athe
nian might well hesitate when the alternative was thus lairl 
before him. The oligarchical conspirators, however, knew well 
that they had the feeling of the armament altogether against 
them, that the best which they could expect from it was a reluc
tant acquiescence, and that they must accomplish the revolution 
by their own han<ls and management. They formed themselves 
into a political confederacy, or hetmria, for the purpose of discuss
ing the best measures towards their end. It was resolved to 
send a deputation to .Athens, with Peisander 2 at the head, to 

1 Thucyd. viii, 48. 
2 It is asserted in an Orution of Lysias ( Orat. xxv, il~.uov Karai\furtt.J( 

'Arroi\oyia, c. 3, p. i66, Reisk.) that Phrynichus and Peisander embarked in 
this oligarchical conspiracy for the purpose of getting clear of previous 
crimes committed under the democracy. But there is nothing to counte
nance this nsscrtion, and the nanativc of Thucydides gives quite a differ
ent color to their behavior. 

Pcisander was now sen·ing with the armament at Samos; moreover, his 
forwardness and energy-presently to he descrihed-in taking tho formid
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make known the new prospects, and to put the standing oligar
chical clubs, or hetmries, into actirn cooperation for the purpose 
of violently breaking up the democracy, and farther to establish 
oligarchical governments in all the remaining dependencies of 
Athens. They imagined that these dependencies would be thus 
induced to remain faithful to her, perhaps even that some of 
those which had already revolted might come back to their alle
giance, when once she should be relieved from her democracy, 
and placed under the rule of her " best and most virtuous 
citizens." 

Hitherto, the bargain tendered for acceptance had been, sub
version of the Athenian democracy and restoration of Alkibiades, 
on one hand, against hearty cooperation, and a free supply of 
gold from Persia, on the other. But what security was there 
that .such bargain would be realized, or that when the first part 
should have been brought to pass, the second would follow? 
There was absolutely no security except the word of Alkibiades, 
- very little to be trusted, even when promising what was in bis 
own power to perform, as we may recollect from his memorable 
dealing with the Lacedmmonian envoys at Athens, - and on the 
present occasion, vouching for something in itself extravagant 
and preposterous . .For what reasonable motive could be imagined 
to make the Great King shape bis foreign policy according to 
the interests of Alkibiad&s, or to inspire him with such lively 
interest in the substitution of oligarchy for democracy at Athens? 
This was a question which the oligarchical conspirators at Samos 
not only never troubled themselves to raise, but which they bad 
every motive to suppress. The suggestion of Alkibiades coin
cided fully with their political interest and ambition. Their 
object was to put down the democracy, and get possession of the 

nble initiittivc of 1rntting down the Athenian democracy, is to me quite suf· 
ficicnt eYi1lence that the taunts of the comic writers against his cowardice 
are unfounded. Xenophon in the Symposion repeats this taunt (ii, 14), 
which aho appears in Aristophanes, Eupolis, Plato Comicus, and others: 
see the passages collected in Meineke, IIistor. Critit. Comicor. Grrecorum, 
vol. i, p. li8, etc. 

l\Iodern writers on Grecian history often repeat such bitter jests as if 
they were so much genuine and trustworthy evidence against the person 
lil,ellcd. 

l* 
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government for themselves; and the promise of Persian gold, if 
they could get it accredited, was inestimable as a stepping-stone 
towards this goal, whether it afterwards turned out to be a delu
sion or not. The probability is, that having a strong interest in 
believing it themselve5, and a still stronger interest in .making 
others believe it, they talked each other into a sincere persuasion. 
"Without adverting to this fact, we should be at a loss to under
stand how the word of such a man as Alkibiade~, on such a mat
ter, could be so implicitly accepted as to set in motio.n a whole 
train of novel and momentous events. 

There was one man, and one man alone, so far as we know, 
who ventured openly to call it in question. This was Phrynichu~, 
one of the generals of the fleet, who had recently given valuable 
counsel after the victory of l\Iiletus ; a clear-sighted and saga
cious man, but personally hostile to Alkibiades, and thoroughly 
seeing through his character and projects. Though Phrynichus 
was afterwards one of the chief organizers of the oligarchical 
movement, when it became detached from, and hostile to Alki
biades, yet under the actual circumstances he discountenanced 
it altogether.I Alkibiades, he said, had no attachment to oligar
chical government rather than to democratical; nor could he be 
relied on for standing by it after it should have been set up. His 
only purpose was, to make use of the oligarchical conspiracy 
now forming, for his own restoration; which, if brought to pass, 
could not fail to introduce political discord into the camp, the 
greatest misfortune that could at present happen. As to the 
Persian king, it was unreasonable to expect that he would put 
himself out of his way to aid the Athenians, his old enemies, in 
whom he had no confidence, while he had the Peloponnesians 
present as allies, with a good naval force and powerful cities in 
his own territory, from whoni lie had never experienced either 
insult or annoyance. :Moreover, the dependencies of Athens 
upon whom it was now proposed to confer simultaneously with 
Athens herself, the blessing of oligarchical government - would 

1 Phrynichus is affirmerl, in an Oration of Lysias, to have been originally 
poor, keeping sheep in the country part of Attica; then, to have resided in 
the city, and practised what was called sycop!iancy, or false and vexatious 
accusation before the dikastery and the public assembly, (Lysias, Orat. xx, 
pro Polystrnto, c. 3, p. 6i4, Rcisk.) 
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receive that boon with indifference. Those who had already 
rernlted would not come back, tho."e who yet remained faithful, 
\YOuld not be the more incline<l to remain rn longer. Thei1· 
object would be to oLtain autonomy, either un<ler oligarchy or 
democracy, as the case might be. Assuredly, they would not 
expect better treatment from an oligarchical government at Ath
ens, than from a democratical; for they knew that those sell'
styled "good and virtuous" men, who would form the oligarchy, 
were, as ministers of democracy, the chief advisers and insti
gators of the people to iniquitous deeds, most commonly for 
nothing but their own individual profit. From an Athenian oli
garchy, the citizens of these dependeucies had nothing to expect 
but violent executions without any judicial trial; but under the 
democracy, they could obtain shelter an<l the means of appeal, 
while their persecutors were liable to restraint and chastisement, 
from the people and the popular dikasterics. Such, Phrynichus 
affirmed on his own personal knowledge, was the genuine feeling 
among the dependencies of Athens.I IlaYing thus shown the 
calculations of the conspirators - as to Alkibiades, as to Persia, 
and as to the allied dependcncie:; - to be all illusory, Phrynichus 
concluded by entering his decided protest against adopting the 
propositions of .Alkibiades. 

But in this protest, borne out afterward~ by the result, he stood 
nearly alone. The tide of ·opinion, among the oligarchical conspir-

Thucyd. viii, 48. Tu, -re ;vµµa;rioa, 7rOAtt>, al> vrreux7Ju&ai rl11 u¢<i> 
QA1yapxiav, On VIJ Kal airro'i oU 01}µ0Kparhcrov1at, eV clJivat lq>q UTt oVOt:v 
µiiXJ.ov urpiuiv ov&' al urpeaT1]KViat npoa;rwpfiaovrai, ov&' al vrrup;rovaal 
j'le,3aiorepat. foovrat. OU yup (3ovlJ7aea&ai avrov, µer' o?.tyapxia, i"J o~µo

t<paria, oovAeveiv µ<Li.I.av, " µe&' onoripov U.v TVXlJljl TOVTWV tAev&ipov> 
tlvai. 'l'ov> re "a/,, o ii> "u ya & o v> ov o µa ( oµiv o v >ovK lAuaaw auroi>t; 
i·oµi,eiv uipiui npU.yµara r.api;eiv roil tl iiµ o v, ,,. op 1 a rat; ov rat; "al 
ta17y17ril.t; TWV KaK WV r(/J ofiµ<,J, H WV TU 1rAelW avrovt; l<tel.ei
a & a L • Kat ril µ"Ev in' luivoi~ rlvat, Kat a1<p1rot U.v Kat /3tauinpov u1r~&vfia
Kflv, TOV re o7jµov uipwv re 1<aratpvy~v elva1 Kat CKeLVlJV 
alJ¢povtarfiv. Kai Tavra 1rap' avrwv TWV l:pylJV lnturaµevat; 
rile 1i6Aelr ua<j>i:J~ aVrO~ elOtvat, Ou oVrw i.·0 

1
uf,ovat. 

In taking the comparison between oligarehy and democracy in Greece, 
there is hardly any evidence more important than this passage: a tc,timony 
to the comparative merit of democracy, pronounced by an oligarchical con
spirator, and sanctioned by an historian himself unfriendly to the democracy. 

http:l<tel.ei
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ators, ran so furion;;ly the other way, that it "·as resolved to de
spatch Peirnnder aud others immediately to Athens Lo consum
mate the oligarchical revolution as well as the recall of Alki
bia<les ; and at the same time to propose to the people their new 
intended ally, Tissaphernes. 

Phrynichus knew well what would be the consequence to him
self - if this consummation were brought about, as he foresaw 
that it probably would be -from the vengeance of his enemy 
Alkibiades against his recent opposition. Satisfied that the latter 
would destroy him, he took measures for destroying Alkibiades 
beforehand, even by a treasonable communication to the Lacedm
monian admiral Astyochus at 1\Iiletus, to whom he sent a secret 
account of the intrigues which the .Athenian exile was carrying 
on at Samos to the prejudice of the Peloponnesians, prefaced with 
an awkward apology for this sacrifice of the interests of his 
country to the necessity of protecting himself against a personal 
enemy. But Phryniehus was imperfectly informed of the real 
character of the Spartan commander, or of his relations with 
Tissaphernes and Alkibiades. Not merely was the latter now at 
:Magnesia, under the protection of the satrap, and out of the 
power of the Laced~cmonians, but Astyochus, a traitor to his duty 
through the gold of Tissaphernes, went up thither to show the 
letter of Phrynichus to the very person whom it was intended 
to expose. Alkibiades forthwith sent intelligence to the generals 
and oflicers at 8amos, of the step taken by Phrynichus, and 
pressed them to put him to death. 

The life of Phryniehus now hung by a thread, and was prob
ably preserved only by that respect for judicial formalities so 
deeply rooted in the Athenian character. In the extremity of 
danger, he resorted to a still more subtle artifice to save himself. 
He despatched a second letter to Astyochus, complaining of the 
violation of confidence in regard to the former, but at the same 
time intimating that he was now willing to betray to the Lacedro
monians the camp and armament at Samos. He invited Astyo
chus to come and attack the place, which was as yet unfortified, 
explaining minutely in what manner the attack could be best con
ducted. And he concluded by saying that this, as well as every 
other means of defence, must he pardoned to one whose life was 
in danger from a personal enemy. Foreseeing that Astyochus 
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wonld betray this letter as he had betrayed the former, Phryni
clms waited a proper time, and then revealed to the camp the 
intention of the enemy to make an attack, as if it had reached 
him by private information. Ile insisted on the necessity of im
mediate precautions, and himself, as general, superintended the 
work of fortification, which was soon completed. Presently 
arrived a letter from Alkibiades, communicating to the army that 
Phrynichus had betrayed them, and that the Peloponnesians 
were on the point of making an attack. But this letter, arriving 
after the precautions taken by order of Phrynichus himself had 
been already completed, was construed as a mere trick on the 
part of Alkibiades himself, through his acquaintance with the 
intentions of the Peloponnesians, to raise a charge of treasona
ble correspondence against his personal enemy. The impression 
thus made by his second letter effaced the taint which had been 
left upon Phrynichus by the first, insomuch that the latter stood 
exculpated on both charges.I 

But Phrynichus, though successful in extricating himseH~ 

failed thoroughly in his manreuvre against the infl.uenee and life 
of Alkibiades; in whose favor the oligarchical movement not 
only went on, but was transferred from Samos to Athens. On 
arriving at the latter place, Peirnnder and his companions laid 
before the public assembly the projects which had been conceived 
by the oligarchs at Samos. The people were invited to restore 
Alkibiades and renounce their democratical constitution; in 
return fur which, they were assured of obtaining the Persian 
king as an ally, and of o\·ercoming the Peloponnesians.2 Violent 
was the storm which these propositions raised in the ,public as

1 Tlmryd. viii, 50, 51. 
•In the speech made by Theramenes {the Athenian) during the oligar· 

chy of Thirty, seven years afterwards, it is affirmed that the Athenian 
people voted the adoption of the oligarchy of Four Hundred, from being 
tolcl that the Laced1emo11ians would never trust a democracy ( Xenoph. Hel
len. ii, 3, 45 ). 

This is thoroughly incorrect, a specimen of the loose assertion of speak
ers in regard to farts even not very long past. At the moment when 
TheramenGs said this, the question, what political constitution at Athens 
the Lacedremonians would please to tolerate, was all-important to the Athe· 
nians. Therumencs transfers the feelings of the present to the incirlents of 
the past. 
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sembly. l\Iany speakers rose in animated defence of the democ
racy; few, if any, distinctly against it. The opponents of Alki
biades indignantly denounced the mischief of restoring him, in 
violation of the laws, and in reversal of a judicial sentence, 
while the Eumolpidm and Kerykes, the sacred families connected 
with the Eleusinian mysteries which Alkibiades had violated, 
entered their solemn protest on religious grounds to the same 
effect. Against all these vehement opponents, whose impassion
ed invectives obtained the full sympathy of the assembly, Pei
sander had but one simple reply. He called them forward suc
cessively by name, and put to each the question: "·what hope 
have you of salrntion for the city, when the Peloponnesians 
have a naval force against us fully equal to ours, together with a 
greater number of allied cities, and when the king as well as 
Tissaphernes are supplying them with money, while we have no 
money left? "'What hope have you of salvation, unless we can 
persuade the king to come over lo our side?" The answer wa~ 
a melancholy negative, or perhaps not less melancholy silence. 
"Well, then, rejoined Peisander, that object cannot possibly be 
attained, unless we conduct our political affairs for the future in a 
more moderate way, and put the powers of government more in 
the hands of a few, and unless we recall Alkibiades, the only man 
now living who is competent to do the busin~ss. Under present 
circumstances, we surely shall not lay greater stress upon our po
litical constitution than upon the salvation of the city; the rather 
as what we now enact may be hereafter modified, if it be found 
not to answer." 

Against the proposed oligarchical change, the repugnance of the 
assembly was alike angry and unanimous. But they were silenced 
by the imperious necessity of the case, as the armament at Sa
mos had been before; and admitting the alternative laid down by 
Peisander, as I have observed already, the most democratical 
citizen might be embarrassed as to his vote. ·whether any 
speaker, like Phrynichus at Samos, arraigned the fallacy of the 
alternative, and called upon Peisander for some guarantee, better 
than mere asseveration, of the benefits to come, we are not 
informed. But the general yote of the assembly, reluctant and 
only passed in the hope of future change, sanctioned his recom
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mendation.1 Ile and ten ot11er envoys, invested with full powers 
of negotiating with Alkibiades and Tissaphernes, were despatch
ed to Ionia immediately. Peisander at the same time obtained 
from the assembly a vote deposing Phrynichus from his com
mand; under the accusation of having traitorously caused the 
loss of Iasus and the capture of Amorge:<, after the battle of 
l\Ii!etus, but from the real certainty that he would prove an 
insuperable bar to all negotiations with Alkibiades. Phryniclrns, 
with his colleague Skironides, being thus displaced, Leon and Di
omedon were sent to Samos as commanders in their stead; an 
appointment of which, as will be presently seen, Peisander was 
far from anticipating the consequences. 

Before his departure for Asia, he took a step yet more impor
tant. He was well aware that the recent vote - a result of fear 
inspired by the war, representing a sentiment utterly at variancfl 
with that of the assembly, and only procured as the price of Per
sian aid against a foreign enemy- would never pass into a real
ity by the spontaneous act of the people themselves. It was, 
indeed, indispensable as a first step; partly as an authority to 
himself, partly also as a confession of the temporary weakness of 
the democracy, and as a sanction and encouragement for the oli
garchical forces to show themselves. But the second step yet 
remained to be performed; that of calling these forces into 
energetic action, organizing an amount of violence sufficie11t to 
extort from the people actual submission in addition to verbal 
acquiescence, an<l thus, as it were, tying down the patient 
while the process of emasculation wn.~ being consummated. Pei
sander visited all the various political clubs, conspiracies, or 

Thucyd. viii, 54. '0 OE o~µoc TO µev rrpijrov UKOVWV xaArnwc etj>epe TU 
r.tpl r»r bl..iyapxiar • aatj>wr Oi: cliclaaKoµevoc inrii rov ITeiauvopov µ~ tlvat 
1iAATJV ac,.m7piav, cl e iaa r, Ka 2 uµ a t A"lr i ( wv iic Ka I µer a{3 al..e'i r a i, 
tv i cl w Ke. 

"Athcniensibns, immincnte periculo Lelli, major salutis quam dignitati3 
cnra fuit. Itaque, pcrmittcnte populo, impcrium ad Senatum trnnsfertnr,'' 
(.Justin, v, 3). 

Justin is correct, so far as this vote goes : but he takes no notice of the 
change of matters afterwards, when the establishment of the Four Hundred 
was consummated without the promised benelit of Persian alliance, and by 
simple terrorism. 
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hetreries, which were liabitual and notorious at Athens; associa
tions, bound together by oath, among tlie wealthy citizens, partly 
for purposes of amusement, but chiefly pledging the members to 
stand by each other in objects of political ambition, in judicial 
trials, in accusation or defence of official men after the period of 
office liad expired, in carrying points through the public assembly, 
etc. Among these clubs were distributed most of "the best 
citizens, the good and honorable men, the elegant men, the well 
known, the temperate, the honest and moderate men," I etc., to 
employ that complimentary phraseology by which wealthy and 
anti-popular politicians have chosen to designate each other, in 
ancient as well as in modern times. And though there were 
doubtless individuals among them who deserved these appella
tions in their best sense, yet the general character of the clubs 
was not the less exclusive and oligarchical. In the details of 
political life, they bad different partialities as well as different 
antipathies, and were oftener in opposition than in cooperation 
with each other. But they furnished, when taken together, a 
formidable anti-popular force ; generally either in abeyance or 
disseminated in the accomplishment of smaller political measures 
and separate personal successes ; but capable, at a special crisis, 
of being evoked, organized, and put in conjoint attack, for the 
subver;;ion of the democracy. Such was the important move
ment now initiated by Peisander-. He visited separately each of 
these clubs, put them into communication with each otl1er, and 
exhorted them all to joint aggressive action against their common 
enemy the democracy, at a moment when it was already intimi
dated and might be finally overthrown.2 

Ol (3D.mrrot, ol 1ca'AoK/tya&ot, ol xapdvre~, ol yvwptµot, ol awrppovef, etc.: 
le parti honncte et modCre, etr. 

2 About these ~vv(,)µo<Jtat l7r! oiKatr Kat up;rair, political and judicial asso
ciations, see above, in this Hist-0ry, v()l. iv, ch. xxxvii, pp. 399, 400 ; vol. vi, 
ch. Ii. pp. 290, 291 : see also Hermann Biittncr, Geschichte der politischen 
Hetrerieen zu Athen. pp. 75, 79, Leipsic, 1840. 

There seem to have been similar political clubs or associations at Car
thage, exerci;;ing much influence, and holding perpetual banquets as a means 
of largess to the poor, Aristotel. Polit. ii, 8, 2; Livy, xxxiii, 46; xxxiv, 61 ; 
compare Kluge, ad Aristotle. De Polit. Carthag. pp. 46-127, Vi'ratisl. 1824. 

The like political associations were both of long duration among the 
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Having taken other necessary measures towards the same pur
pose, Peisander left Athens with his colleagues to enter upon his 

nobility of Rome, and of much influence for political objects as well ns 
judicial success: "coitioncs (compare Cicero pro Clncntio, c. 54, s. 148) 
honorum auipisccndornrn cans:! factre, factioncs, sodalitatcs." The incident 
described in Livy (ix. 26) is rcmarkaule. The senate, suspecting th~ char· 
acter and proceedings of thc:1c clubs, appointed the dictator l\Irenins (in 
312 n.c.) as commissioner with full power to investigate and deal with 
them. But such was the power of the clubs, in a case where they had a 
common interest and acted in cooperation (as was equally the fact under 
Peisander at Athens), that they completely frustrated the inquiry, and went 
on as before. "Nee diutiu:-, utjlt, quam dum receus erat, quG'stio per clara 
tiomina reorwn viguit: inde bbi cccpit ad viliora capita, donec coitionilms .f<ic
tionibu.<que, adi•ersus quo.• romrarara erat, oppressa est." (Livy. ix, 26.) Com
pare Dio. Cas~. xxx1·ii, 57, ahont the fratptKu of the Triumvirs at Rome. 
Quintus Cicero (de Petition. Consulat. c. 5) says to his brother, the orator: 
"Quod si satis grati homines cssent, hmc omnia (i.e. all the subsidia neces
sary for st1ccess in his coming election) ti bi parata cs3e debebant, sicut pa
rata esse confido. Nam hoc Licnnio <1uatuor sodalitates civium ad ambi
tionem gmtiosissimorum tibi ohligasti ..•. Borum in causis ad te dcfer
undis quidnarn eorum soda/es tibi receperint et confirrnarint, scio; nnm in· 
terf'ui." 

See Th. l\Iom1men, De Collegiis ct Soclaliciis Romanorum, Kiel, 1843, ch. 
iii, sects. 5, 6, 7; also the Dissertation of "\Yunder, inserted in the Onomas
ticon Tullianum of Orclli ancl Baiter, in the last vo!lllne of their edi
tion of Cicero, pp. 200-210, ad Incl. Lcgten; Le:c Licinia de Sodalitiis. 

As an example of these clubs or conspiracies for mntual support in ~u

vwµoarnt lrrl oiKair (not including cipxai~, so far as we can make out), we 
may cite the association called oi EiKa1l<ir, made known to us by an Inscrip· 
tion recently discovered in Attica, and published first in Dr. \Vordsworth's 
Athens and Attica, p. 223; next in Hoss, Die Demcn von Attica, I'rtface, 
p. v. These Eirno<ir are an association, the members of which are bound 
to each other by a common oath, as well as by a curse which the mythical 
hero of the association, Eikadeus, is supposed to have imprecated (i-vavrwv 

Tij up{l ~v EiKacJevr lm7puaaTO) ; they possess common property, an cl it was 
held contrary to the oath for any of the members to enter into a pecuniary 
process ngainst the Kotvf,v: compare analogous obligations urnong the Ro
man Sodales, l\Iommscn, p. 4. Some members had violated their obliga
tion upon this point: Polyxenus had attacked them nt law for false witness: 
and the general hody of the Eikadeis pass a vote of thanks to him for so do· 
ing, and choose three of their members to assist him in the cause before the 
dikastery ( oZTtVf~ O'Vvaywvwirvrat ri;J f;;erJ"TJ,up,it.·41 roZr /J.1~procJl): compare 
the tratpiai allucled to in Demosthenes (cont. Theokrin. c. 11, p. 13:35) as 
assisting Theokrincs before the dikastery, and intimidating the witnesses. 

VOL. VITI. 2oc. 
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negotiation with Tissaphernes. But the cooperation and aggres
sive movement of the clubs 'vhich he had originated was prose
cuted with increased ardor during his absence, and even fell into 
hands more organizing and effective than his own. The rhetori
cal teacher Antiphon, of the deme Rhamnus, took it in hand 
especip.Ily, acquired the confidence of the clubs, and drew the 
plan of campaign against the democracy. He was a man esti
mable in private life, and not open to pecuniary corruption : in 
other reo:pects, of preeminent ability,- in contrivance, judgment, 
i::peech, and action. The profession to which he belonged, gener
ally unpopular among the democracy, excluding him from taking 
rank as a speaker either in the public assemLiy or the dikastery: 
for a rhetorical teacher, contending in either of them against a 
private speaker, to repeat a remark already once made, was con
sidered to stand at the same unfair advantage, as a fencing-master 
fighting a duel with a gentleman would be held to stand in mod
ern timeR. Thus debarred himself from the showy celebrity of 
Athenian political life, Antiphon became only the more consum
mate, as a master of advice, calculation, scheming, and rhetor
ical composition,1 to assist the celebrity of others; insomuch that 

The Gnilds in the European cities during the Middle Ages, usually sworn 
to by every member, and called canJuratianes Amicitire, bear in many respects 
a resemlilanre to the,;e i;vvc1µ611tat; though the judicial proceedings in the 
medireval cities, being so much less popular than at Athens, narrowed their 
range of intc1fercncc in this direction : their political importance, however, 
was quite equal. (See ·wilda, Das Gilden 'Ycsen des Mittelaltcrs, Abschn. 
ii, p. 167, etc.) 

"Omncs autem ad Amici ti am pcrti neutes villre per .fidem et sacramentwn 
firmavcrnnt, qnod unns subveniat alteri tanquam fratri suo in ntili et hon
esto," (ib. p. 148.) 

1 The person described by Krito, in the Euthydemns of Plato (c. 31, p. 
305, C.), as having censured Sokrates for conversing with Euthydcmus and 
Dionysodorus, is presented exactly like Antiphon in Thucydides: 1/Ktara 
vi/ TOV ilia pi1rnp. aMi: alµat 1rW1r01'E avrov hrl UtKaar~ptav uva13e(31jKeval. 
UAA' lrratew avroi• ¢a11t 7rEpt TOV 7rpayµarar, vi/ TOV ilia, /Wt OelVUV elvat Kat 
clEtvavr /,.6yovr t;vvrn%vai. 

IIeindorf thinks that Isokrntc< is here meant: Groen van Prinsterer talks 
of Lysias; 'Vinkelmann, of Thrasymachus. The description would fit 
Antiphon as well as either of these theee: though Stallbaum may perhaps 
be right in supposing no particular individual to have been iu the mind of 
Plato. 
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his silent a.3sistance iu political and judicial debates, as a sort 
of chamber-counsel, was highly appreciated and largely paid. 
Now such were precisely the talents required for the present 
occasion; while Antiphon, who hated the democracy for having 
}1itherto kept him in the shade, gladly bent his full talents towards 
its subversion. 

Such was the man to whom Peisander, in departing, chiefly 
confided the task of organizing the anti-popular clubs, for the 
consummation of the revolution already in immediate prospect. 
His chief auxiliary was Theramenes, another Athenian, now first 
named, of eminent ability and cunning. His father (either nat
ural or by adoption), Agnon, was one of the probuli, and had 
formerly been founder of Amphipolis. Even Phrynichus 
whose sagacity we ha>e already had occasion to appreciate, and 
who, from hatred towards Alkibiades, had pronounced himself 
decidedly against the oligarchical movement at Samos - became 
zealous in forwarding the movement at Athens, after his dismissal 
from the command. He brought to the side of Antiphon and 
Theramenes a contriving head not inferior to theirs, coupled with 
daring and audacity even superior. Under such skilful leader;:, 
the anti-popular force of Athens was organized with a deep skill, 
and directed with a dexterous wickedness, never before witnessed 
in Greece. 

At the time when Peisander and the other envoys reached 
Ionia, seemingly about the end of ,January or beginning of Feb
ruary 411 B.c., the Peloponnesian fleet had already quitted J\Iile
tus and gone to Knidus and Rhodes, on which latter island Leon 
and Diomedon made some hasty descents, from the neighboring 
i,;land of Chalke. At the same time the Athenian armament at 
Chios was making progress in the siege of tliat place and the 
construction of the neighboring fort at Delphinium. Pedaritus, 
the Lacedremonian governor of the island, had sent pressing 
messages to solicit aid from the Peloponnesians at Rhodes, but no 
aid arri\•ed; and he therefore resolved to attempt a general 

Oi avvcluceiv lrrtGniµel'ot, whom Xenophon specifies as being so eminent
ly useful to a person engng;e<l in a lawsuit, are probably the persons who 
knew how to address the dikastery effectively in support of his cu.,e (Xen
opb. Memomh. i, 2. 51 ). 
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sally and attack upon the Athenian!\ wit_11 his whole force, foreign 
as well as Chian. Though at first he obtained some success, the 
battle ended in his complete defeat and death, with great slaugh
ter of the Chinn troops, and with the loss of many whose shields 
were captured in the pursuit.I The Chians, now reduced to 
greater straits than before, and beginning to suffer severely from 
famine, were only enabled to hold out by a partial reinforcement 
soon afterwards outained from the Peloponnesian guard~hips at 
:Mi!etus. A Spartan named Leon, who had come out in the vessel 
of Antisthenes as one of the epibat::e, or marines, conducted this 
reinforcing squadron of twelve triremes, chiefly Thurian and 
Syracusan, succeeding Pedaritus in the general command of the 
i~land.2 

It was while Chios seemed thus likely to be recovered by 
- Athens - and while the superior Peloponne~an fleet was par
alyzed at Rhodes by Persian intrigues and bribe;; - that Peisan
tler arrived in Ionia to open his negotiations with .Alkibiades and 
Tissaphernes. Ile was enabled to announce that the subversion 
of the democracy at Athens was :;!ready begun, and would soon 
be consummated: and he now required the price which had been 
promised in exchange, Persian alliance and aid to Athens against 

1 Thucyd. viii, 55, 56. 
2 Thucyd. viii, 61. lrv;rov oe lrt tv 'Pooy> UVTO!; 'AO'Tvlxov he rijr MtA~TOV 

Aiovru TE uvopa -r.rrapTtUT1JV, 0' 'Av Tl O' {)eve t t 'Ir l {3uT1/' ;vvirrlcet, 
TOVTOV KeK0µ10"µivot µeTu TOV IIeo:zpiTo u {)c£varov up;rovra, etc. 

I do not see why the word hri(3ar11r should not be construed here, as else· 
where, in its ordinary sense of miles classiari11s. The commentators, see 
the notes of Dr. Arnold, Poppo, and Goller start diffieulties which 8eem to 
me of little importance; and they imagine divers new meanings, for none 
of which any authority is produced. "\Ve ought not to wonder that a com
mon miles classiatius, or marine, being a Spartan citizen, should he appointed 
commander at Chios, when, a few chapters afterwards, we find Thrasybulus 
at Sumos promoted, from being a common hoplite in the ranks, to be one 
of the Athenian generals (viii. 73). 

The like remark maybe made on the passage cited from Xenopl10n (Hel
lenic. i. 3, 1i ), about Hcgesarnlri,hs-i m/3<lr11r wv l\[wcl<lpov, where also the 
commentators reject the common meaning (see Schneider's note in the 
Addenda to his edition of li91, p. 97). The participle wv in that passage 
must be considered as an inaccurate substitute for yeyev1'/µivor, since Min· 
darus was dead at the time. Ilegesanclri<las had been among the epibatre 
of Mindarus, and was now in command of a squadron on the coast of Thrace. 
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the Peloponnesians. But Alkibiades knew well that he had 
promised what he had not the least chance of being able to per
form. The satrap had appeared to follow his advice, - or had 
rather followed his own inclination, employing Alkibiades as an 
instrument and auxiliary, - in the endeavor to wear out both 
parties, and to keep them nearly on an equality until each should 
ruin the other. But he was no way disposed to identify himself 
with the cause of Athens, and to break decidedly with the Pelo· 
ponnesians, especially at a moment when their fleet was both the 
greater of the two, and in occupation of an island close to his 
own satrapy. Accordingly Alkibiades, when summoned by the 
Athenian envoys to perform his engagement, found himself in a 
dilemma from which he could only escape by one of his charac
teristic manccuvres. 

Receiving the envoys himself in conjunction with Tissapher
nes, and speaking on behalf of the latter, he pushed his demands 
to an extent which he knew that the Athenians would never 
concede, in order that the rupture might seem to be on their side, 
and not on his. First, he required the whole of Ionia to be con
ceded to the Great King; next, all the neighboring islands, with 
some other items besides.I Large as these requisitions were, com
prehending the cession of Lesbos and Samos as well as Chios, 
and replacing the Persian monarchy in the condition in which it 
had stood in 496 B.c., before the Ionic revolt, Peisander and his 
colleagues granted them all: so that Alkibiades was on the point 
of seeing his deception exposed and frustrated. At last, he be
thought himself of a fresh demand, which touched Athenian 
pride, as well as .Athenian safety, in the tenderest place. He 
required that the Persian king should be held free to build ships 
of war in unlimited number, and to keep them sailing along the 
coast as he might think fit, through all these new portions of 
territory. After the immense concessions already made, the 
envoys not only rejected this fresh demand at once, but re
sented it as an insult, which exposed the real drift and purpose 

Thucyd. viii, 56. 'Iwviav' Te ylp rrilanv h;iovv ciicloa&at, Kat av&tr v~aovr 
TE l:rrtKttµeva~ Ka I <i A,/, a, olr ovK lvavnovµevwv rwv 'A&~vaiwv, etc. 

"What this et cetera comprehended, we cannot divine, The demand was 
certainly 11n1ple cnon,;rh without it. 

I 
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of Alkibiades. Not merely did it cancel the boasted treaty, called 
the Peace of Kallias, concluded about forty years before between 
Athens and Persia, and limiting the Persian o:hips of war to 
the sea eastward of Phaselis, but it extinguished the maritime 
empire of Athens, and compromised the security of all the coasts 
and islands of the JEgean. To see Lesbos, Chios, and Samos, 
etc., in possession of Persia, was sufficiently painful; but if there 
came to be powerful Persian fleets on these islands it would be 
the certain precursor and means of farther conquesti> to the 
westward, and would re..-ive the aggressive dispositions of the 
Great King, as they had stood at. the beginning of the reign of 
Xerxes. Peisander and his comrades, abruptly breaking off the 
debate, returned to Samos; indignant at the discovery, which they 
now made for the first time, that Alkibiades had juggled them 
from the outset, and was imposing conditions which he knew to 
be inadmissible.• They still appear, however, to have thought 
that Alkibiade:i acted thus, not because he could not, but because 
he would not, bring about the a11iance under discussion.2 They 
suspected him of playing false with the oligarchical movement 
which he had himself instigated, and of projecting the accom
plishment of his own restoration, coupled with the alliance of 
Tissaphernes, into the bosom of the democracy which he had 
begun by denouncing. Such was the light in which they pre
sented his conduct, venting their disappointment in invectives 
against his duplicity, and in asseverations that he was after all 
unsuitable for a place in oligarchical society. Such declarations, 

I Thucyd. viii, 56. vav~ ~~fov l(i,v {3cu;i).la 7rOttia'9a1, Kai 7rapa7rl.eiv TTJV 
ea v T 0 ii yiJv. urrq ltV Kat oaat~ UV {JovATjTat. 

In my judgment fovrov is decidedI y the proper reading here, not lavri:Jv. 
I agree in this respect with Dr. Arnold, Bekker, anrl Goller. 

In a former volume of this History, I have shown reasons for believing, 
in opposition to Mitford, Dahlmann, and others, that the treaty called by 
the name of Kallias, and sometimes miscalled by the name of Kirnon, was 
a real fact and not a boastful fiction: see vol. v, ch. xlv, p. 340. 

The note of Dr. Arnold, though generally just, gives an inadequate 
representation of the strong reasons of Athens.for rejecting and resenting 
this third demand. 

2 Thucyd. viii, 63. Kat lv ac{Jia1v av roir u1ta ol tv Tij '::ift,u<,J rwv 'A '97Jvat{,)V 
Kotvo'Aoyovµevot laKfipavro, 'AAKt/3tft07JV µfr, t 7r et oii 7r e p o v (3 o v~-er a t, 
tijv (Kai yup ovK lrrtri/oewv aiiTov eivai I; r b'Aiyapxiav t'A~eiv), etc. 

http:3cu;i).la
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circulated at Samos, to account for their unexpected failure in 
realizing the hopes which they had raised, created among the 
armament an impression that Alkibiades was really favorable to 
the democracy, at the same time leaving unabated the prestige 
of his unbounded ascendency over Tissaphernes and the Great 
King. 'Ve shall presently see the effects resulting from this 
belief. 

Immediately after the rupture of the negotiations, however, 
the satrap took a step well calculated to destroy the hopes of the 
Athenians altogether, so far as Persian aid was concerned. 
Though persisting in his policy of lending no decisive assistance 
to either party and of merely prolonging the war so as to enfee
ble both, he yet began to fear that he was pushing matters too far 
against the Peloponnesians, who had now been two months inac
tive at Rhodes, with their large fleet hauled ashore. He had no 
treaty with them actually in force, since Lichas had disallowed 
the two previous conventions ; nor had he furnished them with 
pay or maintenance. His bribes to the officers had hitherto kept 
the armament quiet; yet we do not distinctly see how so large a 
body of men found subsistence.I He was now, however, ap
prized that they could find subsistence no longer, and that they 
would probably desert, or commit depredations on the coast of 
his satrapy, or perhaps be driven to hasten on a general action 
with the Athenians, under desperate circumstances. Under such 
apprehensions he felt compelled to put himself again in commu
ni~ation with them, to furnish them with pay, and to conclude with 
them a third convention, the proposition of which he had refused 
to entertain at Knidus. He therefore went to Kaunus, invited the 
Peloponnesian leaders to Miletus, and concluded with them near 
that town a treaty to the following effect : 

"In this thirteenth year of the reign of Darius, and in the 
ephorship of Alexippidas at Lacechemon, a convention is hereby 
concluded by the Lacedremonians and their allies, with Tisrn

1 Thueyd. vii, 4·1-57. In two parallel cases, one in Chios, the other in 
Korkyra. the seamen of an unpaid armament found subsistence by hiring 
themselves out for agricultural labor. But this was only during the 
summer (see Xenoph. Hellen. ii, I, 1; vi, 2, 37), while the stay of the Pelo
ponuesians at Rhodes was from January to March. 
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pherues and Hieramenes and the sous of Pharuakes, respecting 
the affairs of the king and of the Lacedremonians and their allies. 
The territory of the king, as much of it as is in Asia, shall belong 
to the king. Let the king determine as he chooses respecting 
his own territory. The .hacedtemonians and their allies shall not 
approach the king's territory with any mischievous purpose, nor 
shall the king approach that of the Lacedremonians and their 
allies with any like purpose. If any one among the Lacedremo
nians or their allies shall approach the king's territory with 
mischievous purpose, the Lacedremonians and their allies shall 
hinder him: if any one from the king's territory shall approach 
the Lacedremonians or their allies with mischievous purpose, the 
king shall hinder him. Tissaphernes shall provide pay and 
maintenance, for the fleet now present, at the rate already stipu
lated, until the king's fleet shall ardve ; after that, it shall be at 
the option of the Lacedremonians to maintain their own fleet, if 
they think fit; or, if they prefer, Tissaphernes shall furnish 
maintenance, and at the close of the war the Lacedremonians 
shall repay to him what they have received, After the king's 
fleet shall have arrived, the two fleets shall carry on war 
conjointly, in such manner as shall seem good to Tissaphernes ' 
and tile Laceda;monians and their allies. If they choose to close 
the war with the Athenians, they shall close it only by joint 
consent." I 

In comparing this third convention with the two preceding, 
we find that nothing is now stipulated as to any territory except 
the continent of Asia; which is insured unreservedly to the king, 
of course with all the Greek residents planted upon it. But by 
a diplomatic finesse, the terms of the treaty imply that this is 
not all the territory which the king is entitled to claim, though 
nothing is covenanted as to any remainder.2 Next, this third 
ti·eaty includes Pharnabazus, the son of Pharnakes, with his 
satrapy of Daskyliurn, and Hieramenes, with his district, the 
extent and position of which we do not know; while in the former 

1 Thucycl. viii, 58. 
• 'l'hucycl. viii, 58. xwpav T7)v f3aui'Mwr, IJ <l 1/ 7' i/' 'A (j I a' t (j 7' 2, {3a

ai'Mwr; tlvat . Kai 7r<pi riJr: xwpai;- riJr: lavrov f3ot•Jievfrw f3aatA6V(; ilrrwr: 
6ovM:rat. ·• 
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treaties no other satrap except Tissapherne:> had been concerned. 
We must recollect that the Peloponnesian fleet included those 
twenty-seven triremes, which had been brought across by Kalli
geitus expres~ly for the aid of Pharnabazus ; and therefore that 
the latter now naturally became a party to the general operations. 
Thirdly, we here find, for the first time, formal announcement of 
a Persian fleet about to be brought up as auxiliary to the Pelo
ponnesians. This was a promise which the satrap now set forth 
more plainly than before, to amuse them, and to abate the mis
trust which they had begun to conceive of his sincerity. It 
served the temporary purpose of restraining them from any im
mediate act of despair hostile to his interests, which was all that 
he looked for. 'Vhile he renewed his payments, therefore, for the 
moment, he affected to busy himself in orders and preparations 
for the fleet from Phenicia.l 

The Peloponnesian fleet was now ordered to move from 
Rhodes. Before it quitted that island, however, envoys came 
thither from Eretria and from Oropus; which latter place, a 
dependency on the northeastern frontier of Attica, though pro
tected by an Athenian garrison, had recently been surprised and 
captured by the Breotians. The loss of Oropus much increased 
the facilities for the revolt of Eubrea; and these envoys came to 
entreat aid from the Peloponnesian fleet, to second that island in 
that design. The Peloponnesian commanders, however, felt 
themselves under prior obligation to relieve the sufferers at 
Chios, towards which island they first bent their course. But 
they had scarcely passed the Triopian cape, when they saw the 
Athenian squadron from Chalke dogging their motions. Though 
there was no wish on either side for a general battle, yet they 
saw evidently that the Athenians would not permit them to pass 
by Samo~, and get to the relief of Chios, without one. Re
nouncing, therefore, the project of relieving Chios, they again 
concentrated their force at 1\liletus, while the Athenian fleet was 
also again united at Samos.2 It was about the end of March, 
411 B.c., that the two fleets were thus replaced in the stations 
which they had occupied four months previously. 

1 Thucyd. viii, 59. 2 Thucyd. viii, 60. 
VOL. VIII. 2 
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After the breach with Alkibiades, and still more after this 
manifest reconciliation of Tissaphernes with the Peloponnesians, 
Peisander and the oligarchical conspirators at Samos had to 
reconsider their plan of action. They would not have begun tlie 
movement at first, bad they not been instigated by Alkibiades, 
and furnished by him with the treacherous delusion of Persian 
alliance to cheat and paralyze the people. They had, indeed, 
motives enough, from their own personal ambition, to originate it 
uf themselveR, apart from Alkiuiades; but without the hopes 
equally useful for their purpose, whether false or true - con
nected with his name, they would have had no chance of achieving 
the first step. Now, however, that first step had been achieved, 
before the delusive expectation of Persian gold was dissipated. 
The Athenian people had been familiarized with the idea of 
:i. subversion of their constitution, in consideration of a certain 
price: it remained to extort from them at the point of the sword, 
without paying the price, what they had thus consented to sell.I 
Moreover, the leaders of the scheme felt themselves already 
compromised, so that they could not recede with safety. They 
had set in motion their partisans at Athens, where the system 
of murderous intimidation, though the news had not as yet 
reaooed Samos, was already in full swing: so that they felt con
strained to persevere, as the -0nly chance of preservation to 
themselves. At the same time, all that faint pretence of public 
benefit, in the shape of Persian alliance, which had been originally 
attached to it, and which might have been conceived to enlist in 
the scheme some timid patriots, was now entirely withdrawn; 
and nothing remained except a naked, selfish, and unscrupulous 
scheme of ambition, not only ruining the freedom of Athens at 
home, but crippling and imperiling her before the foreign enemy, 
at a moment when her entire strength was scarcely adequate to 
the contest. The conspirators resolved to persevere, at all haz
ards, both in breaking down the constitution and in carrying on 
the foreign war. Most of them being rich men, they were con

1 See Aristotel. Politic. v, 3, 8. Ile cites this revolution as an instance 
of one begun by deceit and afterwards consummated by force : olov brt 
TLl'IJ -re-rpaKOQ'lc.JV TO'IJ o~µov l:~1/1r:UT1JQ'aV, rJ>aO'KOVTE>, TOV {Jaat'A.ia xpfiµara 
7r:api,ew 7r:pil' -rov 7r:ol.eµov rilv 'lroo, AaKeoaiµoviov, • 1/JevrJaµevoi cle, Kari· 
xuv l:'lrupwvro r~v 7rol.iretav. 

http:Jaat'A.ia
http:re-rpaKOQ'lc.JV
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tent, Thucydides observes, to defray the cost out of their own 
purses, now that they were contending, not for theil' country, but , . 
for their own power and profit..! 

They lost no time jn proceeding to execution, immediately 
after returning to Samos from the abortive conference with Alki
biades. While they despatched Peisander with five of the envoys 
back to Athens, to consummate what was already in progress 
there, and the remaining five to oligarchize the dependent 
allies, they organized all theii· partisan force in the armament, 
and began to take measures for putting down the democracy in 
Samos itself. That democracy had been the product of a forcible 
revolution, effected about ten months b6fore, by the aid of three 
Athenian triremes. It had since preserved Samos from revolting 
like Chios: it was now the means of preserving the democracy 
at Athens itself. The partisans of Peisander, finding it an in
vincible obstacle to their views, contrived to gain over a party 
of the leading Samians now in authority under it. Three hun
dred of these latter, a portion of those who ten months before 
had risen in arms to put down the preexisting oligarchy, now 
enlisted as conspirators along with the Athenian oligarchs, to put 
down the Samian democracy, and get possession of the govern
ment for themselves. The new alliance was attested and 
cemented, according to genuine oligarchical practice, by a murder 
without judicial trial, or an assassination, for which a suitable 
victim was at hand. The Athenian Hyperbolus, who had been 
ostracized some year:'! before by the coalition of Nikias and Alki
biades, together with their respective partisans, - ostracized as 
Thucydides tells us, not from any fear of his power and over
ascendent influence, but from his low character, and from his 
being a disgrace to the city, and thus ostracized by an abuse of 
the institution, - was now resident at Samos. As he was not 
a Samian, and hacl, moreover, been in banishment during the last 
five or six years, he could have had no power either in the island 
or the armament, and therefore his death served no prospective 

I Thuryd. viii, 63. Avroiit; De ""' urp&v avTiiv, wt; !i cl T/ Kat Kt v cl v" £ v o v
Ta t;, opq,v OT<,J TP01r<,J µ1/ uvefJ~CTETGt TU rrpuyµarn, Kat TU TOV rroldµov•aµa 
uvrixetv, Kat turpipnv avrovt; rrpoffvµwt; xp~µara /lat &v Tt U.Al.o DE1), wt; OVh"ETt 
uAAo t t; Ti CT rp iu t v av r o it; ra'?.atrrwpoiivrnt;. 
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purpose. But he represented the demagogic and accusatory 
eloquence of the democracy, the check upon official delinquency; 
so that he, served as a common object of antipathy to Athenian 
and Samian oligarchs. Some of the Athenian partisans, headed 
by Charminus, one of the generals, in concert with the Samian 
conspirators, seized Hyperbolus and put him to death, seemingly 
with some other victims at the same time.I 

But though these joint assassinations served as a pledge to 
each section of the conspirators for the fidelity of the other, in 
respect to farther operations, they at the same time gave warning 
to opponents. Those leading men at Samos who remained, at~ 
tached to the democracy, looking abroad for defence against the 
coming attack, made earnest appeal to Leon and Diomedon, the 
two generals most recently arrh·ed from Athens in substitution 
for Phrynichus and Skironides, - men sincerely devoted to the 
democracy, and adverse to all oligarchical change, a;; well as to 
the trierarch Thrasyllus, to ThrasybuluR, son of Lykus, then 
serving as an hoplite, and to many others of the pronounced 
democrats and patriots in the Athenian armament. They made 
appeal not simply in behalf of their own personal safety and 
of their own democracy, now threatened by conspirators of whom 
a portion were Athenians, but also on grounds of public interest 
to Athens; since, if Samos became oligarehized, its sympathy 
with the Athenian democracy and its fidelity to the alliance 
would be at an end. At this moment the most recent events 
which had occurred at Athens, presently to· be told, were not 

1 Thucyd. viii, 73. Kai 'Yrrtp{3a1'.6v rt rtva rwv 'A{}11vaiwv, µoyJJ11pov 
uvtipw7rov, wr;rpaiwrµivov ov cltu ovvuµeoJf; 1<al u;iwµaro<; rp6j3ov U.1'.1'.il cltil 7rO· 

v11piav 1<at afoxvv11v T~<; 7ra/,ew<;, u7ro1<reivovr;t µera Xapµivov re tvil<; rwv arpa
r11ywv Kat TtVWV TWV 7rapu Uc/>latV 'A{}11vaiwv, 7rlaTtV oioovre<; aVTOi<;, I< a£ 
u A. A a µer' av T w v rot av Ta ; v vi 7r pa~ av, roi<; re 7rt.eioatv wpµ11vro 
tmri&ea&at. 

I presume that the words, uAAa rowDra ;vd7rpafav, must mean that 
other persons were assassinated ulo>i:~ "'ith Hyperbolus. 

The incorrect mauner in whid1 lilt-. :Mitford recounts these proceedings 
at Samos has been properly commented on by Dr. Thirlwall (Hist. Gr. ch. 
xxviii, vol. iv, p. 30). It is the more surprising, since the phrase µer« Xap
µtvov, which Mr. Mitford has misunderstood, is explained in a special note 
of Duker. 

http:U.1'.1'.il
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known, an<l the democracy was considered as still subsisting 
there.I 

To stand by the assailed democracy of Samos, and to preserve 
the island itself, now the mainstay of the shattered Athenian 
empire, were motives more than sufficient to awaken the Athe
nian leaders thus solicited. Commencing a personal canvass 
among the soldiers and seamen, and invoking their interference 
to avert the overthrow of the Samian democracy, they found the 
general sentiment decidedly in their favor, but most of all, among 
the parali, or crew of the consecrated public trireme, called the 
paralus. These men were the picked seamen of the state, 
each of them not merely a freeman, but a full Athenian citizen, 
receiving higher pay than the ordinary seamen, and known as 
devoted to the democratical constitution, with an active repug
nance to oligarchy itself as well as to everything which scented 
of it.2 The vigilance of' Leon and Diomedon on the defensive 
side, counteracted the macliinations of their colleague Charminus, 
along with the conspirators, and provided for the Samian democ
racy faithful auxiliaries constantly ready for action. Presently, 
the conspirators made a violent attack to overthrow the govern
ment; but though they chose their own moment and opportunity, 
they still found themselves thoroughly worsted in the struggle, 
especially through the energetic aid of the parali. Thirty of 
their number were slain in the contest, and three of the most 
guilty afterwards condemned to banishment. The victorious 
party took no farther revenge, even upon the remainder of the 
three hundred conspirators, granted a general amnesty, and did 
their best to reestablish constitutional and harmonious working 
of the democracy.3 

I Thucyd. viii, 73, 74. OVI( i;~iovv rrrpttOtlv avTOV!,' u¢ur Te otarp-&apivrar, 
1<at ~uµov 'A-!JTJvaiot!,' u:A:AoTptc.J-!Jrluav, etc . 

• • • • ob yap yornuv 'IC(,) TOV!,' reTpaKOUloV!,' upxovrar, etc. 
I Thucyd. viii, 73. Kat ovx 7)Kt(!Ta TOV!,' ITapul,ovr, uvopar 'A-&7Jvaiovr Te 

teal l:Aw-!Ji:povpruvTa~ fv Tfj VTJl 1rAlOVTa!,', Kai aet ,j&11' 0 Te 0A t yap xi{' 
IC at µ 1/ 7r ap o v111J t 11' t Ketµ t v o v r;. · 

Peitholaus called the paralus porraAOV TOV oqµov, "the club,. staff, or 
mace of the people." (Ar:istotel. Rhetoric. iii, 3.) 

3 Thucyd. viii, i3. Kai TptuKovra µiv Ttvar cirrtKretvav Twv TptaKouic.Jv, 
Tpelt oe TOV!,' alrtc.JTUTOV!,' q>vyi; KTJµic.Juav. TOL!,' o' UAAOl!,' ov flVTJUl/CaKOVVTe' 
OTJµoKpaTovµevot TO Aotrrov fvverrol.irevov. 

http:TptaKouic.Jv
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Chrereas, an Athenian trierarch, 'rho had been forward in the 
contest, was sent in the para] us itself to Athens, to make commu
nication of what had occurred. But this democratical crew, 
on reaching their native city, instead of being received with that 
welcome which they doubtless expected, found a state of things 
not less odious than surprising. The democracy of Athens had 
been subverted: instead of the senate of Five Hundred, and the 
assembled people, an oligarchy of Four Hundred self-installed 
persons were enthroned with sovereign authority in the senate· 
house. The first order of the Four Hundred, on hearing that 
the paralus had entered Peirmus, was to imprison two or three 
of the crew, and to remove all the rest from their own privileged 
trireme aboard a common trireme, with orders to depart forth
with and to cruise near Eubcca. The commander, Chrereas, 
found means to escape, and returned back to Samos to tell the 
unwelcome news.I 

The steps, whereby this oligarchy of Four Hundred had been 
gradually raised up to their new power, must be taken up from 
the time when Pcisander quitted Athens, - after having obtained 
the vote of the public assembly authorizing him to treat with 
Alkibiades and Tissaphernes, - and after having set on foot a 
joint organization and conspiracy of all the anti-popular clubs, 
which fell under the management especially of Antiphon and 
Theramene~, afterwards aided by Phrynichus. All the members 
of that Board of Elders called Probuli, who had been named 
after the defeat in Sicily, with Agnon, father of Theramenes, 
at theii• head,'l ~together with many other leading citizens, 
some of whom had been counted among the firmest friendg 
of the democracy, joined the conspiracy; while the oligarchical 
and the neutral rich came into it with ardor; so that a body 
of partisans was formed both numerous and well provided with 
money. Antiphon did not attempt to bring them together, or to 
make any public demonstration, armed or unarmed, for the pur
pose of overawing the actual authorities. Ile permitted the sen

1 'l'hucyd. viii, i 4. 
• Thucyd. viii, I. About the countenance which all these probUli lent to 

the conspiruey, see Aristotle, Hhetoric. iii, 18, 2. 
Respecting the activity of Agnon, as one of the probClli, in the same 

cause, see Lysias, Orat. xii, cont. Eratosthen. c. 11, p. 426, Reisk. sect. 66. 
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ate and the public assembly to go on meeting and debating as 
usual; but his partisans, neither the names nor the numbers, of 
whom were publicly known, received from him instructions both 
when to speak and what language to hold. The great topic upon 
which they descanted, was the costliness of democratical institu
tions in the present distressed state of the finances, the heavy 
tax imposed upon the state by paying the senators, the dikasts, 
the ekklesiasts, or citizens who attended the public assembly, etc. 
The state could now afford to pay only those soldiers who fought 
in its defence, nor ought any one else to touch the public money. 
It was essential, they insisted, to exclude from the political fran
chise all except a r::elect body of Five Thousand, composed of 
those who were best able to do S€rvice to the city by person and 
by purse. 

The extensive disfranchisement inrnlved in this last proposi
tion was quite sufficiently shocking to the ear~ of an Athenian 
assembly. Ilut in reality the proposition was itself a juggle, 
never intended to become reality, and representing something far 
short of 'what Antiphon and his partisans intended. Their 
design was to appropriate the powers of go,·ernment to them
selves simply, without control or partnership, leaving this body 
of Five Thousand not merely unconvened, but non-existent, as a 
mere empty name to impose upon the citizens generally. Of this 
real intention, however, not a word was as yet spoken. The pro
jected body of Five Thousand was the theme preached upon by 
all the party orators ; yet without submitting any substantive 
motion for the change, which could not be yet done without 
illegality. 

Even thus indirectly advocat~d, the project of cutting down 
the franchise to Five Thousand, and of suppressing all the paid 
civil functions, was a change sufficiently violent to call forth 
abundant opponents. For such opponents Antiphon was fully 
prepared. Of the men who thus stood forward in opposition, 
either all, or at least all the mo:it prominent, were successively 
taken off by private assassination. The first of them who thus 
perished was Androkles, distinguished as a demagogue, or popular 
speaker, and marked out to vengeance not only by tliat circum
stance, but by the farther fact that he had been among the most 
vehement accusers of Alkibiades. before his exile. For at this 
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time, the breach of Peisander with Tissaphernes and Alkibiades 
h~d not yet become known at Athens, so that the latter was still 
supposed to be on the point of returning home as a member of' 
the contemplated oligarchical government. After Androkles, 
many other speakers of' similar sentiments perished in the same 
way, by unknown hands. A band of Grecian youths, strangers, 
and got together from different cities,1 was organized for the 
business: the victims were all chosen on the same special ground, 
and the deed was so skilfully perpetrated that neither director 
nor instrument ever became known. After these assassinations 
- sure, special, secret., and systematic, emanating from an un
known directory, like a Vehmic tribunal- had continued for 
some time, the terror which they inspired became intense and 
universal. No justice could be had, no inquiry could be insti
tuted, even for the death of the nearest and dearest relative. At 
last, no man dared to demand or even to mention inquiry, looking 
upon himself as fortunate that he had escaped the same fat0 in 
his own person. So finished an organization, and such well-aimed 
blows, raised a general belief that the conspirators were much 
more numerous than they were in reality. And as it turned out 
that there were persons among them who had before been ac
counted hearty democrats,2 so at last dismay and mistrust became 

1 'fhucyd. viii, 69. 01 £iK0<1t <«t iirnTuv µeT' al·Twv (that is, along with 
the Four Hundred) "E/";i 11ver vwviaKot, ok fxpwvro ti ri rrov clfot -;retpovpyeiv. 

Dr. Arnold explains the words 'Et.A1)Vfl" vrnviaKot to meun some of the 
members of the uristocratical clubs, or unions, formerly spoken of. But I 
cannot think that Thucydides would use such an expression to designate 
Athenian citizens : neither is it probable that Athenian citizens would be 
employecl in repeated acts of such a character. 

2 Even Peisander himself had professed the strongest attachment to the 
democracy, coupled with exaggerated violence against parties suspected of 
oligarchical plots, four years before, in the investigations which followed on 
the mutilation of the IIcrmre at Athens (Andokides de Myster. c. 9, IO, 
sects. 36-43 ). 

It is a fact that Peisandcr was one of the prominent movers on both 
these two occasions, four years apart. And if we could belic,·e Isokrates 
(de Bigis, sects. 4-7, p. 347), the second of the two occa~ions was merely 
the continuance and consummation of a plot which hud been projected and 

• 	 begun on the first, and in which the conspirators had endeavored to enlist 
Alkibiadcs. 'fhe latter refused, so his son, the speaker in the above-men
tioned oration, contends, in consequence of his attachment to the democ
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universally prevalent. Nor did any one dare even to express 
indignation at the murders going on, much less to talk about 
redress or revenge, for fear that he might be communicating with 
one of the unknown conspirators. In the midst of this terrorism, 
all opposition ceased in the senate and public a.>sembly, so that 

. the speakers of the conspiring oligarchy appeared to carry an 
unanimous assent.I 

Such was the condition to which thing;; had been brought in 
Athens, by Antiphon and the oligarchical conspirators acting 
under his direction, at the time when Peisander and the five 
envoys arrived thither returning from Samos. It is probabfo 
that they had previously transmitted home from Samos news of 
the rupture with Alkibiades, and of the necessity of prosecuting 
the conspiracy without farther view either to him or to the Persian 
alliance. Such news would probably be acceptable both to Anti
phon and Phrynichus, both of them personal enemies of Alkibi
ades; especially Phrynichus, who had pronounced him to be 
incapable of fraternizing with an oligarchical revolution.2 At 
any rate, the plans of Antiphon had been independent of all 
view to Persian aid, and had been directed to carry the revoln
tion by means of naked, exorbitant, and well-directed fear, with
out any intermixture of hope or any prospect of public benefit. 
Peisander found the reign of terror fully matured. He had not 
come direct from Samos to Athens, but had halted in his voyage 
at various allied dependencies, while the other five envoys. as 
well as a partisan named Diotrephes, had been sent to Thasos 
and elsewhere; 3 all for the same purpose, of putting down 

ra~y; upon which the oligarchical conspirators, incensed at his refusal, got 
up the charge of irreligion against him and procured his banishment. 

Though Droyseu ancl 'Yattenbach (De Quadringentorum Athenis Fac
tionc, pp. 7, 8, Ilcrlin, 1842) place confidence, to a considerable extent, in 
this manner of putting the facts, I consider it to be nothing better than 
complete perversion ; irrecoucilable with Thucydides, confounding together 
facts unconnected in themselves as well as separated by a long intern! of 
time, and introducing unreal causes, for the purpose of making -0ut, what 
was certainly not true, that Alkibiades was a faithful friend of the democ
racy, and even a sufferer in its behalf. 

1 Thucyd. viii, 66. 
Thucyd. viii, 68. voµit;wv OVIC av 1r0Te avTOIJ (Alkibiades) 1CaTii r3 £lKi>t: 

inr' b"Atyapxia~ Kau/,&eiv, .,tl'. 3 Thncyd. viii, 64. 
VOL. VIII. 2* 3oc. 

I 
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democracies in those allied cities. where they existed, and estab
lishing oligarchies in their room. l'eisander made this change at 
T€mos, Andros, Karystns, ..:Egina, and elsewhere; collecting from 
these several places a regiment of three hundred hoplites, which 
he brought with him to Athens as a sort of body-guard to his new 
oligarchy.I He could not know until he reached Peirreus the 
full success of the terrorism organized by Antiphon and the rest ; 
so that he probably came prepared to surmount a greater resist
ance than he actually found. As the facts stood, so completely 
had the public opinion and spirit been subdued, that he was 
enabled to put the finishing strnke at once, and his arrival was 
the signal for consummating the revolution, first, by an extorted 
suspension of the tutelary constitutional sanction, next, by the 
more direct employment of armed force. 

First, he convoked a public assembly, in which he proposed a 
decree, naming ten commissioners with full powers, to prepare 
propositions for such political reform as they should think advisa
ble, and to be ready by a given day.2 According to the usual 

I Thucyd. viii, 65. Ol oe uµrpl TO v IIefoanJpov 11' a pa 11' Ii. i 0 v Ti' TE, 
wa'll'ep loecloKTo, To v' cl~µ ov' £v r a i' rr 6 Ii.eat "a Ti Ii. v o v, 1<al U.,ua 
laTtV urp' WV X(,)Pl(,)V Kai lnrli.i-ra, l;rovnr arpiatv avrolrgvµµuxovr ~li.~ov 
ir TUf 'A~~va,. Kai 1<ara"Aa1if3uvova~ TU 11'1,eZara Toir fraipotr 11'pot'tpyaa
µiva. 

'Ve may gather from c. 69 that the places which I have named in t11e 
text were among those visited by Pei.sander: all of them lay very much in 
bis way from Samos to Athens. 

• Thucyd. viii, 67. Kai 11'pi:Jrov µ£.., TOV oljµov fvli.li.i;avre> et'/l'OV yviiµT/'', 
clil<a c'lvopa> D.iwat f v y y pa rpi a r av To" p u Top a r, Tovruvr cle ~vyypu
..pavrar yvwµ7Jv laevey1<elv tr Tov cliiµ~v tr i/µipav P1/T7/v, 1<a&' I'm c'lpiara '1 
rr6/i.1r ol1<naerat. 

In spite of certain passages found in Suidas and Harpokration (see K. 
F. Hermann, Lehrbnch der Griechischen Staats Alterthiimer, sect. 167, note 
12: compare also Wattenbach, De Quadringentor. Factione, p. 38), I can
not think that there was any connection between these ten fvyyparpeir, and 
the Board of 11'p6,8ovl.ot mentioned as having been before named (Tlmcyd. 
viii, 1). Nor has the passage in Lysias, to which Hermann makes allusion, 
anything to do with these fvyypmpeir. The mention of Thirty persons by 
Androtion and Philochorus, seems to imply- that they, or Harpokration, 
confounded the proceedings ushering in this oligarchy of Four Hundred, 
with those before the subsequent oligarchy of Thirty. The aiweopot, or 
avyypa.pei,, mentioned by Isokrutes ( .Areopagit. Or. vii, sect. 67) might refer 
either to the case of the Fonr Hundred or to that of the Thirt~·· 

http:11'p6,8ovl.ot
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practice, this decree must previously have been approved in the 
senate of' Fi,·e Hundred, before it was submitted to the people. 
Such was doubtless the case in the present instance, and the 
decree pa;;sed witl10ut any opposition. On the day fixed, a fresh 
assembly mst, which Peisander and his partisans caused to be 
held, not in the usual place, called the Pynx, within the city walls, 
but at a place called Kol&nus, teri stadia, rather more than a 
mile, without the walls,1 north of the city. Kol&nus was a tem
ple of' Poseidon, within the precinct of' which the assembly was 
inclosed for the occasion. Such an assembly was. not likely to be 
numerous, wherever held/! since there could be little motive 
to attend, when freedom of' debate was extinguished; but the 
oligarchical conspirators now transferred it without the walls; 
selecting a narrow area for the meeting, in order that they might 
lessen still farther the chance of' numerous attendance, an assem
bly which they folly designed should be the last in the history of 
Athens. They were thus also more out of the reach of an armed 
movement in the city, as well as enabled to post their own armed 
partisans around, under color of protecting the meeting against 
disturbance by the Lacedam10nians from Dekeleia. 

The proposition of the newly-appointed commissioners - prob
ably Peisander, Antiphon, and other partisans themselves - was 
exceedingly short and simple. They merely moved the abolition 

1 Thucyd. viii, 67. 'E1mra, lrreuii'j f1 i/µipa i</>~Ke, ;vviKA'1JO"av r1/v 
EKKA'f!O"iav t~ TOV KoAC.JVOV (for! o· lepov IToueiowvo, l;c.i "lrOAfC.J>, U"lrexov 
uraviov, µuAtO"Ta OEKa), etc. 

The very remarkable word ;vvrKA'1Jaav, here used respecting the assem
bly, appears to me to refer (not, as Dr. Arnold supposes in his note, to any 
exi;;ting practice observed even in the usual assemblies which met in the 
Pnyx, but rather) to a departure from the usual practice, and the employ
ment of a stratagem in reference to this particular meeting. 

Kol6nus'was one of the Attic demes: indeed, there seems reason to im
agine that two distinct dcmes bore this same name (see Boeckh, in the 
Commentary appended to his translation of the Antigone of Sophokles, pp. 
190, 191: and Ross, Die Dcmen von Attika, pp. 10, 11). It is in the grove 
of the Eumenides. hard by this temple of Poseidon, that Sophok!es has 
laid the scene of his immortal drama, the CEdipus Koloneus. 

•Compare the statement in Lysias (Orat. xii, eout. Eratosth. s. 76, p. 127) 
respecting the small numbers who attended and voted at the assembly by 
which the subsequent oligarchy of Thirty was named. 
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of the celebrated Graphe Paranomon ; that is, they proposed that' 
every Athenian citizen should have full liberty" of n\aking any 
anti-constitutional proposition that he chose, and that every other 
citizen 'should be interdicted, under heavy penalties, from prose
cuting him by graphe paranomon indictment on ttie' score of 
informality, illegality, or unconstitutionality, or from doing him 
any other mischief. This proposition was adopted without a 
single dissentient. It was thought more formal by the directing 
chiefs to sever this proposition pointedly from the rest, and to put 
it, singly and apart, into the mouth of the special commissioners; 
since it was the legalizing condition of every other positive change 
which they were about to move afterwards. Full liberty being 
thus granted to make any motion, however anti-constitutional, and 
t-0 dispense with all the established formalities, such as prelimi
nary authorization by the senate, Peisander now came forward 
with his substantive propositions to the following effect : 

I. All the existing democratical magistracies were suppressed 
at once, and made to cease for the future. 2. No civil functions·· 
whatever were hereafter to be salaried. 3. To constitute a new 
government, a committee of five persons were named forthwith, 
who were to choose a larger body of one hundred; that is, one 
hundred including the five choosers themselves. Each individual 
out of this body of one hundred, was to choose three persons. 
4. A body of Four Hundred was thus constituted, who were to 
take their seat in the senate-house, and to carry on the govern
ment with unlimited powers, according to their own discretion. 
5. They were to convene the Five Thousand, whenever they 
might think fit.1 All was passed without a dissentient voi~e. 

The invention and employment of this imaginary aggregate of 
Five Thousand was not the least dexterous among the combina
tions of Antiphon. No one knew who these Five Thousand were: 
yet the resolution just adopted purported, -not that such a. 
number of citizens should be singled out and constituted, either 
by choice, or by lot, or in some determinate manner which should 
exhibit them to the view and knowledge of others,- but that the 

' Thucyd. viii, 68. 'El.t%vrar oe avrovr rerpaKocrfovr; ovrar; lr ro f3ovf.w
r~ptov, upxetv 01rIJ UV up1crra yiyvwcrKwcrtv, av T 0 k pa T 0 par, Kat T 0 vr 
1r e v r a KL u x t I. l o v r tie fvf.t.i'ye1v, ihrorav avroir; VoKv. 
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.Four Hundred should convene The Fii-e Thousand, wnenever 
they thought proper: thus assuming the latter to be a list already 
made up and notorious, at least to the Four Hundred themselves. 
The real fact was, that the Five Thousand existed nowhere 
except in the talk and proclamations of the conspirators, as a sup
plement ·of fictitious auxil.iaries. They did not even exist as 
individual names on paper, but simply as an imposturous nominal 
aggregate. The Four Hundred~ now installed, formed the entire 
and exclusive rulers of the state. I But the mere name of the Five 
Thousa~d, though it was nothing more than a name, served two 
important purposes for Antiphon and his conspiracy. First, it 
admitted of being falsely produced, especially to the armament 
at Samos, as proof of a tolerably numerous and popular body of 
equal, qualified, concurrent citizens, all intended to take their 
turn by rotation in exercising the powers of government; thus 
lightening the odium of extreme usurpation to the Four Hundred, 
and passing them off merely as the earliest section of the Five 
Thousand, put into office for a few months, and destined at the 
end of that period to give place to another equal section.2 Next, 

Thucyd. viii, 66. 1/v of; TOVTO einrperri:> rrpO!; TOV!; TrAeloV!;, trrei t;eiv ye 
TlJV rroAtv ofoep Kai µefftrrTC.vat tµeAAt>v. 

Plutarch, Alkibiad. c. 26 . 

• Thucyd. viii, 72. ITiµrroVIJl Oi: E!; T7,>v r.&µov OeKa i'tvilpa!; .••••• oio&govrai
- 11' £VT a Kt IJ Xi }. t 0 l 0e /) T t e l t: V , Kat OV TeTpaKOIJlOl povov, ol rrpu<J· 
IJOVTE!;. 

viii, 86. Ol o' ci.iri]yye;Uov W( OVTE brt oiaq>ffopij. Ti/ r 11' 6 A e"'' Ii µeTuu
-a<Jl(' yivotro, uAA' irri <JWTIJpii;i ...... Twv 4e rrevTat<t<J;ttAiwv 
OT e 11' lt V T e !: EV T iii µ Ep el µ E{J E; O V IJ l V 1 etc. 

viii, 89. UAAU TO ii r 11' e II Ta Kt (J x l A [ 0 v r lpy4i Kai µlj ov6µart xpi/vat 
urrOOelKVVVat, Ka! rijv 1!'0AtTttaV foatrepav Ka{}llJTuvat. 

viii, 92. (After the Four Hundred had already been much opposed and 
humbled, and were on the point of being put down) - ~V of; 7rpur TuV o;tAOV 
Ii rrapuKATjlJl!; wr xr'!, OIJTl!; T 0 ii' 11' e v Ta Kt (J x t A[ 0 v' (3ovAeTat upxeiv 
UVTL TWV TtTpaKo<Jiwv, ievat lrrt TO l:pyov. 'ErreKpV'ITTOVTO yiip oµt.J!: tn T wv 
'IT e v Ta K l (J x t Ai"' v Tiii ovoµan, µ1'J UVTlKpvr oljµov OIJTl!: {3ovli.tTat ltpxeiv 
hvoµ(i,eiv -1> o {3 o ii I' e v o t µ 1'/ T iii ov T t wrr t , K a i rr p ur T t v a e l 
'IT,;, v T £t T t ot' it y v o ta v cnp a A fi. Kai ol TeTpaKo<Jtot oiil TOVTO ovK 
{j&eAov To ii c rr e v Ta Kt rr x t '). i o v r o vTe el v a L, o vTe µ" ov Ta' 
0i1A0 v r el v a'. TO µ'tv KaTa<JTi/IJ<Ll µeToxovr TOIJOVTovr, UVTlKpvr UV oiJ
pov i}yovµevoi, T 0 o' av u1> a,; 'tr 1> 6 (3 0 v tr ci. Ii. .i\. i7 A0 v ' 11' a pH e t v. 

Yiii, 93. AE)'OVTf!; TO V!: Te 11' e V Ta KLUX I .i\. [ 0 V !: arrorpaveiv, Kat lfc 
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it immensely augmented the means of intimidation possessed by . 
the Four Hundred at home, by exaggerating the impression of· 
their supposed strength. For the citizens generally were made 
to believe that there were five thousand real and living partners 
in the conspiracy; while the fact that these partners were not 
known and could not be individually identified, rather aggravated 
the reigning terror and mistrust; since every man, suspecting that 
his neighbor might possibly be among them, was afraid to com
municate his discontent or propose means for joint resistance.I 
In both these two ways, the name and assumed existence of the 
:Five Thousand lent strength to the real Four Hundred conspira
tors. It masked their usurpation, while it increased their hold on 
the reRpect and fears of the citizens. 

As soon as the public assembly at KolOnus had, with such 
seeming unanimity, accepted all the propositions of Peisander, 
they were dismissed; and the new regiment of Four Hundred 
were chosen and constituted in the form prescribed. It now only 
remained to install them in the senate-house. But this could not 
be done without force, since the senators were already within it; 
having doubtless gone thither immediately from the assembly, 
where their presence, at least the presence of the prytanes, or 
senators of the presiding tribe, was essential as legal presidents. 
They had to deliberate what they would do under the decree just 
passed, which divested them of all authority. Nor was it impos
sible that they might organize armed resistance ; for which there 
seemed more than usual facility at the present moment, since the 
occupation of Dekeleia·by the Lacedremonians kept Athens in a 
condition like that of a pennanent camp, with a large proportion 
of the citizens day and night under arms.2 Against this chance 
the Four Hundred made provision. They selected that hour of 

TO VT <JV eV µ epet , ~ &v roi> 'lrfVTaKl<JXlAlOl> 001('y, TOV> rerpaKO<JtoV> 
foerrf1at, rfor OE TlJV 'lrOAlV µTJDEVL rpotr<,J oiaipfJeipetv, etc. 

Compare also c. 97. 
1 Compare the striking passage (Thucyd. viii, 92) cited in my previous 

note. 
2 See the jests of Aristophanes, about the citizens all in armor, buying 

their provisions in the market-place and carrying them home, in the Lysis
trata, 560: a comedy represented about December 412 or January 411 B. c., 
three months earlier than the events here narrated. 
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the day when the greater number of citizens liabitually went 
home, probably to their morning meal, leaying the military station, 
with the arms piled and ready, under comparatively thin watch. 
While the general body of hoplites left the station at this hour, 
according to the usual practice, the hoplites -Andrian, Tenian, 
and others - in the immediate confidence of the Four Hundred, 
were directed, by private order, to hold thcmsches prepared 
and in arms, at a little distance off; so that if any symptoms 
should appear of resistance. being contemplated, they might at 
once interfere and forestall it. Having taken this precaution, the 
Four Hundred marched in a body to the senate-house, each man 
with a dagger concealed under his garment, and followed by 
their special body-guard of one hundred and twenty young men 
from various Grecian cities, the instruments of the assassinations 
ordered by Antiphon and his colleagues. In this array they 
marched into the senate-house, where the senators were assem
bled, and commanded them to depart; at the same time tendering 
to them their pay for all the remainder of the year,- seemingly 
about three months or more down to the beginning of Heca
tombreon, the month of new nominations, - during which their 
functions ought to have continued. The senators were no way pre
pared to resist the decree just passed und<1r the forms of legality, 
with an armed body now arrived to enforce its execution. They 
obeyed and departed, each man as he passed the door receiving 
the salary tendered to him. That they should yield obedience to 
superior force, under the circumstances, can excite neither censure 
nor surprise; but that they should accept, from the hands of the 
conspirators, this anticipation of an unearned salary, was a mean
ness which almost branded them as accomplices, and dishonored 
the expiring hour of the last democratical authority. The Four 
Hundred now found themselves triumphantly installed in the · 
senate-house ; without the least resistance, either within its-walls, 
or even without, by any portion of the citizens.I 

Thus perished, or seemed to perish, the democracy of Athens, 
after an uninterrupted existence of nearly one hundred years 
since the revolution of Kleisthenes. So incredible did it appear 
that the numerous, intelligent, and constitutional citizens of Ath

1 Thucyd. Yiii, 69, 70. 
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ens should suffer their liberties to be overthrown by a band of · 
four hundred conspirators, while the great mass of them not only 
loved their democracy, but had arms in their hands to defend it, 
that even their enemy and neighbor Agis, at Dekeleia, could 
hardly imagine,the revolution to be a fact accomplished. We 
shall see presently that it did not stand,- nor would it probably 
have stood, had circumstances m·en been more favorable,- but 
the accomplishment of it at all, is an incident too extraordinary 
to be passed over without some words in explanation. 

1Ve must remark that the tremendous catastrophe and loss of 
blood in Sicily had abated the energy of the Athenian character 
generally, but especially had made them despair of their foreign 
relations; of the possibility that they could make head against 
enemies, increased in number by revolts among their own allies, 
and farther sustained by Persian gold. Upon this sentiment of 
despair is brought to bear the treacherous delusion of Alkibiades, 
offering them the Persian aid; that is, means of defence and suc
cess against foreign enemies, at the price of their democracy. 
Reluctantly the people are brought, but they are brought, to en
tertain the proposition: and thus the conspirators gain their first 
capital point, of familiarizing the people with the idea of such a 
change of constitution. The ulterior success of the conspiracy
when all prospect of Persian gold, or improved foreign position, 
was at an end - is due to the combinations, alike nefarions and 
skilful, of Antiphon, wielding and organizing the united strength 
of the aristocratical classes at Athens; strength always exceed
ingly great, but under ordinary circumstances working in fractions 
disunited and even reciprocally hostile to each other,- restrained 
by the ascendant democratical institutions,- and reduced to cor
rupt what it could not overth1·ow. Antiphon, about to employ 
this anti-popular force in one systematic scheme, and for the ac
compli~hment of a predetermined purpose, keeps still within the 
same ostensible constitutional limits. He raises no open mutiny: 
he maintains inviolate the carc1inal point of Athenian political 
morality, respect to the decision of the senate and political assem
bly, as well as to constitutional maxims. But he knows well that 
the value of these meetings, as political securities, depends upon 
entire freedom of speech ; and that, if that freedom be suppres
sed, the assembly itself becomes a nullity, or rather an instrument 
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of positive imposture and mischief. Accordingly, he causes all 
the popular orators to be successively as1oa:;sinated, so tlrnt no 
man dares to open his mouth on that side; while on the other 
hand, the anti-popular speakers are all loud and confident, cheer
ing one anpther on, and seeming to represent all the feeling of 
the persons present. By thus silencing each individual leader, 
and intimidating every opponent from standing . forward as 
spokesman, he extorts the formal sanction of the assembly and 
the senate to measures which the large majority of the citizens 
detest. That majority, however, are bound by their own consti
tutional forms; and when the decision of these, by whatever 
means obtained, is against them, they have neither the inclination 
nor the courage to resist. In no part of the world has this senti
ment of constitutional duty, and submission to the vote of a legal 
majority,. been more keenly and unh-ersally felt, than it was 
among the citizens of democratical Athens.I Antiphon thus 
finds means to employ the constitutional sentiment of Athens as 
a means of killing the constitution : the mere empty form, after 
its vital and protective efficacy has been abstracted, remains 
simply as a cheat to paralyze individual patriotism. 

It was this cheat which rendered the Athenians indisposed to 
stand forward with arms in defence of that democracy to which 
they were attached. Accustomed as they were to unlimited 
pacific contention within the bounds of their constitution, they 
were in the highest degree averse to -anything like armed intes
tine contention. This is the natural effect of an established 
free and equal polity, to substitute the contests of the tongue for 
those of the sword, and sometimes, even to create so extreme a 
disinclination to the latter, that if liberty be energetically assailed, 
the counter-energy nece~sary for its defence may probably be 
found wanting. So diflicult is it for the same people to have both 
the qualities requisite for making a free constitution \York well in 
ordinary times, together with those Yery different qualities requisite 
for upholding it against exceptional dangers and under trying 
emergencies. :Kone but an Athenian of extraordinary ability, 

1 This striking and deep-seated regard of the Athenians for nil the forms 
of an established constitution, makes itself felt even by .Mr. Mitford (Hist. 
Gr. ch. xix, sect. v, vol. iv, p. 235). 
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like Antiphon, would have understood the art of thus making the 
constitutional feeling of his countrymen subservient to the success 
of liis conspiracy, and of maintaining the forms of legal dealing 
towards assembled and constitutional bodies, while he violated 
them in secret and successive stabs directed against individuals. 
Political assassination had been unknom1 at Athens, as far as our 
information reaches, since it was employed, about fifty years 
before, by the oligarcliical party against Ephialtes, the coadjutor 
of Perikles.1 Ilut this had been an individual case, and it was 
reserved for Antiphon and Phrynichus to organize a band of as
sassins working systematically, and taking off a series of leading 
victims one after the other. As the :Macedonian kings in after
times required the surrender of the popular orators in a body, so 
the authors of this conspiracy found the same enemies to deal with, 
and adopted another way of getting rid of them ; thus reducing 
the assembly into a tame and lifeless mass, capable of being 
intimidated into giving its collective sanction to measures which 
its large majority detested. 

As Grecian history l1as been usually written, we are instructed 
to believe that the misfortunes, and the corruption, and the degra
dation of the democratical states are brought upon them by the 
class of demagoguef', of whom Kleon, Hyperbolus, Androkles, 
etc., stand forth as specimens. These men are represented as 
mischief-makers and re\'ilers, accusing without just cause, and 
converting innocence into treason. Now the history of this con
spiracy of the Four Hundred presents to us the other side of the 
picture. It shows that the political enemies- against whom the 
Athenian people were protected by their democratical institutions, 
and by the demagogues as living organs of those institutions 
were not fictitious but dangerously real. It reveals the continued 
existence of powerful anti-popular combinations, ready to come 
together for treasonable purposes when the moment appeared safe 
and tempting. It manifests the character and morality of the 
leaders, to whom the direction of the anti-popular force naturally 
fell. It proves that these leaders, men of uncommon ability, re
quired nothing more than the extinction or silence of the dema

1 See Plutarch, l'erik!Cs, c. IO; Diodor. xi, 77; and vol. v, of this His· 
tory, chap. xlvi, p. 370. 
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gogues, to be enaLled to subvert the popular securities and get 
possession of the government. "\Ve need no better proof to teach 
us what was the real function and intrinsic necessity of. these 
demagogues in the Athenian system, taking them as a class, and 
apart from the manner in whieh individual:> among them may 
have performed their duty. They formed the vital movement 
of all that was tutelary and public-spirited in democracy. Ag
gressive in respect to official delinquents, they were defensive in 
respect to the public and the constitution. If that anti-popular 
force, which Antiphon found ready-made, had not been efficient, 
at a much earlier moment, in stifling the democracy, it was because 
there were demagogues to cry aloud, as well as assemblies to hear 
and sustain them. If Antiphon's conspiracy was successful, it 
was because he knew where to aim his blows, so as to strike 
down the real enemies of the oligarchy and the real defenders of 
the people. I here employ the term demagogues because it is that 
commonly used by those who denounce the class of men here 
under review: the proper neutral phrase, laying aside odious 
associations, would be to call them popular speakers, or oppo
sition speakers. But, by whatever name they may be called, it 
is impossible rightly to conceive their position in Athens, without 
looking at them in contrast and antithesis with those anti-popular 
forces against which they formed the indispensable barrier, and 
which come forth into such manifest and melancholy working 
under the organizing handil of Antiphon and Phryniclrns. 

As soon as the Four Hundred found themselves formally in
stalled in the senate-house, they divided themselves by lot into 
separate prytanies, - probably ten in number, consisting of forty 
members each, like the former senate of Five Hundred, in order 
that the distribution of the year to which the people were accus
tomed might bot be disturbed, - and then solemnized their 
installation by prayer and sacrifice. They put to death some 
political enemies, though not many: they farther imprisoned anil 
banished others, and made large changes in the administration of 
affairs, carrying everything with a strictness and rigor unknown 
under the old constitution.I It seems to have been proposed 

1 Thueyd. viii, 70. I imai;ine that this must be the meaning of the words 
To or ii.A.A.a lveµov Kari!. «puTor; r~v ?roA.tv, 
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among them to pass a vote of restoration to all persons under 
sentence of exile. But this was rejected by the majority in order 
that Alkibiades might not be among the number; nor did they 
think it expedient, notwithstanding, to pass the law, reserving 
him as a special exception. 

They farther despatched a messenger to Agis at Dekeleia, 
intimating their wish to treat for peace; which, they affirmed, he 
ought to be ready to grant to them, now that "the faithless De
mos" was put down. Agis, however, not believing that the 
Athenian people would thus submit to be deprived of their liberty, 
anticipated that intestine dissension would certainly break out, or 
at least that rnme portion of the Long Walls would be found 
unguarded, should a foreign army appear. "While therefore he 
declined the overtures for peace, he at the same time sent fo1· 
reinforcements out of Peloponnesus, and marched with a consid
erable army, in addition to his own garrison, up to the very walls 
of Athens. But he found the ramparts carefully manned: no 
commotion took place within: even a ~ally was made, in which 
some advantage was gained over him. He therefore speedily 
retired, sending back his newly-arrived reinforcements to Pelo
ponnesus; while the Four Hundred, on renewing their advances 
to him for peace, now found themselves much better received, 
and were even encouraged to despatch envoys to Sparta itself.L 

As soon as they had thus g-0t over the first difficulties, and 
placed matters on a footing which seemed to promise stability, 
they despatched ten envoys to Samos. Aware beforehand of the 
danger impending over them in that quarter from the known 
aversion of the soldiers and seamen to anything in the nature of 
oligarchy, they had, moreover, just heard, by the arrival of Chre
reas and the paralus, of the joint attack made by the Athenian 
and Samian oligarchs, and of its complete failure. Had this event 
occurred a little earlier, it might perhaps have deterred even 
rnme of their own number from proceeding with the revolution 
at. Athens, which was rendered thereby almost sure of failure, 
from the first. Their ten envoys were instructed to represent at 
Samos that the recent oligarchy had been established with no 
views injurious to the city, but on the contrary for the general 

1 Thuc~·d. viii, 71. 
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benefit; that though the Council now installed consisted of Four 
Hundred only, yet the total number of partisans who had made 
the revolution, and were qualified citizens under it, was Five 
Thousand; a number greater, they added, than had ever been ac
tually assembled in the Pnyx under the democracy, even for .he mo~t 
important debates,1 in conseque1~ce of the unavoidable absences 
of numerous individuals on military service and foreign travel. 

'Vhat satisfaction might have been given, by this allusion to the 
fictitious Five Thousand, or by the fallacious reference to the 
numbers, real or pretended, of the past democratical assemblies, 
had these envoys carried to Samos the first tidings of the Athe
nian revolution, we cannot say. They were forestalled by Chrn
reas, the officer of the paralus; who, though the Four Hundred 
tried to detain him, made his escape and hastened to Samos to 
communicate the fearful and unexpected change which had occur
red at Athens. Instead of hearing that change described under 
the treacherous extenuations prescribed by Antiphon and Phryni
chus, the armament first learned it from the lips of Chrnrea.s, who 
told them at once the extreme truth, and even more than the 
truth. He recounted, with indignation, that every Athenian who 
ventured to say a word against the Four Hundred rulers of the 
cit.y, was punished with the scourge; that even the. wives and 
children of persons hostile to them were outraged ; that there 

1 Thncyd. viii, 72. This allegation, respecting the number of citizens who 
attended in the Athenian democratical assemblies, has been sometimes cited 
as if it canied with it the authority of Thucydides; which is a great mis
take, duly pointed out by all the best recent critics. It is simply the alle
gation of the Four Hundred, whose testimony, as a guarantee for truth, is 
worth little enough. 

That no assembly had ever been attended by so many as five thousand 
(oUclerrinrore) I certainly am far from believing. It is not improbable, how
ever, that five thousand was an unusually large number of citizens to attend. 

Dr.Arnold, in his note, opposes the allegation in part, by remarking that 
"the law required not only the presence but the sanction of at least six 
thousand citizens to some particular decrees of the assembly." It seems to 
me, however, quite possible that, in cases where this large number of votes 
was required, as in the ostracism, and where there was no discussion car
ried on immediately before the voting, the process of voting may have 
lasted some hours, like our keeping open of a poll. So that though more 
than six thousand citizens must have voted, altogether, it was not necessary 
that all should have been present in the same assembly. 
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was a design of seizing and imprisoning the relatives of the demo
crats at Samos, and putting them to death, if the latter refused to 
obey orders from Athens. The simple narrative of what had 
really occurred would have been quite sutficient to provoke in 
the armament a sentiment of detestation against the Four Hun
dred. But these additional details of Chrereas, partly untrue, 
filled them with uncontrollable wrath, which they manifested by 
open menace against the known partisans of the Four Hundred 
at Samos, as well as against those who liad taken part in the 
recent oligarchical conspiracy in the island. It was not without 
difficulty that their hands were arrested by the more reflecting 
citizens present, who remonstrated against the madness of such 
disorderly proceedings when the enemy was close upon them. 

But though violence and aggressive insult were thus season
ably checked, the sentiment of the armament was too ardent and 
unanimous to be satisfied without some solemn, emphatic, anrl 
decisive declaration against the oligarchs at Athens. A great 
democratical manifestation, of the most earnest and imposing 
character, was proclaimed, chiefly at the instance of Thrasybulus 
and Thrasyllus. The Athenian armament, brought together in one 
grand assembly, took an oath by the most stringent sanctions : 
to maintain their democracy; to keep up friendship and harmony 
with each other; to carry on the war against the Peloponnesians 
with energy; to be at enmity with the Four Hundred at Athens, 
and to enter into no amicable communication with them whatever. 
The whole armament swore to this compact with enthusiasm, and 
even those who had before taken part in the oligarchical move
ments were forced to be forward in the ceremony.I ·what lent 
double force to this touching scene was, that the entire Samian pop

• Thucyd. Yiii, 75. l\feru cli- rnvro, /,.aµrrpwr ijc!rJ tr D7//loKpariav f3ovA.o
µevot µera<ITi;(Jat TU iv Tii 'J'.uµ':' 0 Te epa(Jvf3ovA.or Kai Opu(Jv}.A.or, W(JK(,)(JaV 
'lrUVTa( TOV( (JTpartwrar rovr µeyfornvr opKovr, Kat avrovr TOV( EK ri;r bA.tyap
xiar µuAt(JTa, ~ µ~v OrJ,UOKparh(Jt(Jffat Kat oµovoh(Jetv, Kat TOV r.por IIeA07!"0V• 
Vl'J(Jiovr rrol.eµov rrpofJvµwr otofoF.tv, Kat rolr rerpa1w(Jiotr rrnMµwi re foe(Jffat 
/cat ovoev t7!"lKrJPVKeVt(Jrlat. :=:vvwµvv(JaV cle Kai 'J'.aµZwv r.uvrer TOV avrov 
opKOV ol lv Tij f;A.tKl(l, Kat TU rrpuyµara 7rUVTa Kat Tlt U7r0{3T}(JOµeva lie TOJV 
Ktvovvwv .;vveKotvw(Javro ol (Jrpartwrat rolr ~aµiotr, voµil;ovur ovre tKetvotr 
7.7l"O(JTporp~v (J(,)TT}pta( OVTe (Jrpl(JtV elvat, uA.i\.' lav Te ol rerpaKO(ftot Kparf/<1W
(11V tfw re ol lK Mtl.hrov rroA.tµ1ot, r5tarpaar1~<1maa1 

http:otofoF.tv
http:Opu(Jv}.A.or
http:epa(Jvf3ovA.or
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ulation, every male of the military age, took the oatn along with 
the friendly armament. Both pledged themselves to mutual 
fidelity and common suffering or triumph, whatever might be the 
issue of the contest. Both felt that the Peloponnesia~s at l\filetus, 
and the Four Hundred at Athens, were alike their enemie8, and 
that the success of either would be their common ruin. 

Pursuant to this resolution, - of upholding their democracy 
and at the same time sustaining tlie war against the Peloponne- · 
sians, at all cost or peril to themselves, - the soldiers of the arma
ment now took a step unparalleled in Athenian history. Feeling 
that they could no longer receive orders from Athens under her 
present oligarchical rulers, with whom Charminus and others 
among their own leaders were implicated, they constituted them
selves into a sort of community apart, and held an assembly as 
citizens to choose anew their generals and trierarchs. Of those 
already in command, several were deposed as unworthy of trust; 
others being elected in their places, especially Thrasybulus and 
Thrasyllus. Nor was the assembly held for election alone; it 
was a scene of effusive sympathy, animating eloquence, and pat
riotism generous as well as resolute. The united armament felt 
that they were the real Athens ; the guardians of her constitution, 
the upholders of her remaining empire and glory, the protectors 
of her citizens at home against those conspirators who had in
truded themselves wrongfully into the senate-house; the sole 
barrier, even for those conspirators themselves, against the hostile 
Peloponnesian fleet. " 1'/ie city has revolted from us," exclaimed 
Thrasybulus and others in pregnant words, which embodied a 
whole train of feeling.I " But let not this abate our courage: 
for they are only the lesser force, we are the greater and the self
sufficing. 'Ve have here the whole navy of the state, whereby 
we can insure to ourselves the contributions from our dependen
cies just as well as if we started from Athens. We have the 
hearty attachment of Samos, second in power only to Athens 
herself, and serving us as a military station against the enemy, 
now as in the past. We are better able to obtain supplies for 

Thucyd. viii, 76. Kat 7rapa1vfoe1r ui,A.ar re lr.owiivro lv utf>iutv avrolr; 
U.vturaµevot, 1cat iii; ov Oet u:&vµelv I'm ~ 'Tr 0 Al. a ;, T;;, v u. "'E (! T 1/ /( e. rovr; 
yup lA.auuovr; u7ril uipwv rw v nl.euvl.!v /Cat ii; 7ravra noptµl.!repi.!v µer>eu
ravat. 

I 
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ourselves, than those in the city for themselves ; for it is only 
through our presence at Samos that they have hitherto kept the 
mouth of Peir::eus open. If they refuse to restore to us our dem
ocratical constitution, we shall be better able to exclude them 
from the sea than they to exclude us. "What, indeed, does the 
city do now for us to second our efforts against the enemy? Lit
tle or nothing. \Ve have lost nothing by their separation. They 
send us no pay, they leave us to provide maintenance for our
selves ; they are now out of condition for sending us even good 
counsel, which is the great superiority of a city over a camp.I As 
counsellors, we here are better than thPy; for they have just com
mitted the wrong of subverting the constitution of our common 
country, while we are striving to maintain it, and will do our best 
to force them into the same track. Alkibiades, if we insure 
to him a safe restoration, will cheerfully bring the alliance of 
Persia to sustain us ; and, even if the worst comes to the worst, 
if all other hopes fail us, our powerful naval force will always 
enable us to find places of refuge in abundance, with city and 
territory adequate to our wants." 

Such was the encouraging language of Thrasyllus and Thra
sybulus, which found full sympathy in the armament, and raised 
among them a spirit of energetic patriotism and resolution, not 
unworthy of their forefathers when refugees at Salamis under 
the invasion of Xerxes. To regain their democracy and to sus
tain the war against the Peloponnesians, w~re impulses alike 
ardent and blended in the same tide of generous enthusiasm ; a 
tide so vehement as to sweep before it the reluctance of that 
minority who had before been inclined to the oligarchical move
ment. But besides these two impulses, there was also a third, 
tending towards the recall of Alkibiades; a coadjutor, if in many 
ways useful, yet bringing with him a spit-it of selfishness and 

Thucyd. viii, 76. Bpa,p) oi Tt elval Kat ovoevar u~wv, cJ Trpor TO Trepiyiy
veu{)ai rwv' TrOAeµiwv & TrOAtf xpfwtµor f;v, Kat ov<lt:v ,;;oAwAeKivat, ol ye 
µfjre upyvptov /'rt Et'l(OV TrEµTreiv, ii/c/,,' avrot ETropi(ovro o[ urpauwrat µ~re 
{Joii/,evµa XP1/UTOV, oinrep lveKa 1rOAl(" urparor.ivwv Kparei· UAA<t Kat lv rov
'l'Olf TOV!;" µ1-v &µapr111dvat, TOV(" r.arptOV!;" voµov(" KaTaAVUaVTaf, avTOt Oe 
C'Wi;ttv Kat lKeivovr r.e1paueu{)a1 r.pouavay1<al;etv. '£lure oMe rovrovr, olrrep 
uv j3ot•/,,efot€v rt -;i:p11urov, trap<t u¢£ut -;i:eipovr efra1. 

I 
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duplicity uncongenial to the exalted sentiment now all-powerful 
at Samos.1 

This exile had been the first to originate the oligarchical con
spiracy, whereby Athens, already scarcely adequate to the ex
igencies of her foreign war, was now paralyzed in courage and 
torn by civil discord, preserved from absolute ruin only by that 
counter-enthusiasm which a fortunate turn of circumstances had 
raised up at Samos. Having at first duped the conspirators 
themselves, and enabled them to dupe the sincere democrats, by 
promising Persian aid, and thus floating the plo(/over its first and 
greatest difficulties,- Alkibiades had found himself constrained 
to break with them as soon as the tirue came for realizing his 
promises. But he· had broken olf with so much address as still 
to keep up the illusion thatylYC'ould realize them if he chose. 
His return by means of the oligarchy being now impossible, he 
naturally became its enemy, and this new antipathy superseded 
his feeling of revenge against the democracy for having banished 
him. In fact he, was disposed, as Phrynichus had truly said 
about him,2 tp avail himself indifferently of either, according as 
the one oythe other presented itself as a serviceable agency for 
his l})lli5ftious views. Accordingly, as soon as the turn of affairs 

;o<'Samos had made itself manifest, he opened communication 
,/with Thrasybulus and the democratical leaders,3 renewing to 

them the same promises of Persian alliance, on condition of his 

1 The application of the Athenians at Samos to Alkibiades, reminds us 
of the emphatic language in which Tactitus characterizes an incident in 
some respects similar. The Roman army, fighting in the cause of Vitellius 
against Vespasian, had been betrayed by their general Crecina, who en· 
deavored to carry them over to the latter: his army, however, refused to 
follow him, adhered to their own cause, and put him under arrest. Being 
afterwards defeated by the troops of Vespasian, and obliged to capitulate in 
Cremona, they released Crecina, and solicited his intercession to obtain 
favorable terms. " Primores castrorum nomen atque imagines Vitellii 
amoliuntnr; catenas Crecinre (nam etiam tum vinctus erat) exsolvunt, 
omntqne, ut causre sure deprecator adsistat: aspernantem tumentemque 
lacrymis fatigant. E:rtremum malorum, tot fortissimi viri, proditoris opem invo
cantes." (Tacitus, Histor. iii, 31.) 

2 Thucyd. viii, 48. 
3 Thucydides does not expressly mention this communication, but it is im· 

plied in the words 'AAK.t{Jtfwriv- ci u µ e v o v 1r ap He t v, .etc. (viii, 76.) , : 
VOL. VIII. 3 4oc. 
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own restoration, as he had before made to Peisan<ler and the 
oligarchical party. Thrasybulus. and his colleagues either sin
cerely believed him, or at least thought that his restoration afford
ed a possibility, not to be neglected, of obtaining Persian aid, 
without which they despaired of the war. Such possibility 
would at least infuse spirit into tbe soldiers; while the restoration 
was now proposed without the terrible condition which had before 
accompanied it, of renouncing the democratical constitution. 

It was not without difficulty, however, nor until after more 
than one assembly and discussion,1 that Thrasybulus prevailed 
on the armament to, pass a vote of security and restoration to 
Alkibiades. As AthenitlR,~itizens, the soldiers probably were 
unwilling to take upon them t11(l reversal of a sentence solemnly 
passed by the democratical tribunal, on the ground of irreligion 
with suspicion of treason. They were,' however, induced to pass 
the vote, after which Thrasybulus sailed-0ver to the Asiatic coast, 
brought across Alkibiades to the island, and introduced him to 
the assembled armament. The supple exile, who had denounced 
the democracy so bitterly, both at Sparta, and in l1is correspond
ence with the oligarchical conspirators, knew well huw to adapt 
himself to the sympathies of the democratical assembly now be
fore him. He began by deploring the sentence of banishmei.t 
passed against him, and throwing the blame of it, not upon the 
injustice of his countrymen, but upon his own unhappy destiny.2 
He then entered upon the publi~ prospect;; of the moment, pledg
ing himself with entire confidence to realize the hopes of Persian 
alliance, and boasting, in terms not merely ostentatious but even 
extravagant, of the ascendant influence which he possessed over 
Tissaphernes. The satrap had promised him, so the speech went 

1 Thucyd. viii, 81. 0pa11v{3ovA.or, U. ei re Tr; r a iJT r; r yv wµ 11 r t x 6
µ evor, hruo~ µerfor1111e Tu 7rpayµaTa, w11re Karayetv 'AA.Kt{3tao 11v, Kai 
TO.. or br' eKKA1J11iar faet11e To TrArJ19or Twv 11rpaTt1JTwv, etc. 

I Thucyd. viii, 81. ycvoµev11r oe E«KATJl1iar T~V Te l 0 [av ~ v µ"' 0 pap 
T iJ f 'fl Vy iJ f f1q1Tla11 a T 0 Kai u V CJ A 0 t/J Vp a T 0 0 'AAKt(3tao1Jr, etc. 

Contrast the ditrerent language of .Alkibiades, vi, 92; viii, 47. 
For the word ~vµtfiopav, compare i, 127. 
Nothing can be more false and perverted than the manner in which the 

proceedings of Alkibiades, during this period, are presented in the Oration 
of Isokrates de Bigis, sects. 18-23. 

http:0pa11v{3ovA.or
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on, never to let the Athenians want for pay, as soon as he once 
came to trust them, not even if it were necessary to issue out his 
last daric or to coin his own silver couch into money. Nor 
would he require any farther condition to induce him to trust 
them, except that Alkibiades should be restored and should 
become their guarantee. Not only would he furnish the Athe· 
nians with pay, but he would, besides, bring up to their aid the 
Phenician fleet, which was already at Aspendus, instead of plac· 
ing it at the disposal of the Peloponnesians. 

In the communications of Alkibiades with Peisander and his 
coadjutors, Alkibiades had pretended that the Great King could 
have no confidence in the Athenians unless they not only restored 
him, but abnegated their democracy. On this occasion, the latter 
condition was withdrawn, and the confidence of the Great King 
was said to be more easily accorded. But though Alkibiades 
thus presented himself with a new falsehood, as well as with a 
new vein of political sentiment, his discourse was eminently 
successful. It answered all the various purposes which he con· 
templated; partly of intimidating and disuniting the oligarchical 
conspirators at home, partly of exalting his own grandeur in the 
eyes of the armament, partly of sowing mistrust between the 
Spartans and Tissaphernes. It was in such full harmony with 
both the reigning feelings of the armament, - eagerness to put 
down the Four Hundred, as well as to get the better of their 
Peloponnesian enemies in Ionia, - that the hearers were not dis· 
posed to scrutinize narrowly the grounds upon which his assur· 
ances rested. In the fulness of confidence and enthusiasm, lhey 
elected him general along with Thrasybulus and the rest, 
conceiving redoubled hopes of victory over their enemies both 
at Athens and at l\Iiletus. So completely, indeed, were their 
imaginations filled with the prospect of Persian aid, against their 
enemies in Ionia, that alarm for the danger of Athens under the 
government of the Four Hundred became the predominant feeling; 
and many voices were even raised in favor of sailing to Peirams 
for the rescue of the city. But Alkibiades, knowing well 
what the armament did not know - that his ~wn promises of 
Persian pay and fleet were a mere delusion, ·strenuously dis· 
suaded such a movement, which would have left the dependencies 
in Ionia defenceless against the Peloponnesians. As soon as the 
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assembly broke up, he crossed over again to the mainland, under 
pretence of concerting measures with Tissaphernes to realize his 
recent engagements. 

Relieved substantially, though not in strict form, from the 
penalties of exile, Alkibiades was thus launched in a new career. 
After. having first played the game of Athens against Sparta, 
next, that of Sparta against Athens, thirdly, that of Tissaphernes 
against both, he now professed to take up again the promotion 
of Athenian interests. In reality, however, he was and had 
always been playing bis own game, or obeying his own self
interest, ambition, or antipathy. He was at this time eager to 
make a show of intimate and confidential communication with 
Tissaphernes, in order that he might thereby impose upon the 
Athenians at Samos, to communicate to the satrap his recent 
election as general of the Athenian force, that his importance 
with the Persians might be enhanced, and lastly, by passing 
backwards and forwards from Tissaphernes to the Athenian 
camp, to exhibit an appearance of friendly concert between the 
two, which might sow mistrust and alarm in the minds of the 
Peloponnesians. In this tripartite manccuvring, so suitable to his 
habitual character, he was more or less successful, especially in 
regard to the latter purpose. For though he never had any 
serious chance of inducing Tissaphernes to assist the Athenians, 
he did, nevertheless, contribute to alienate him from the enemy, 
as well as the enemy from him.I · 

·without any longer delay in the camp of Tissaphernes than 
was necessary to keep up the faith of the Athenians in his prom
ise of Persian aid, Alkibiades returned to Samos, where he was 
found by the ten envoys sent by the Four Hundred from Athens, 
on their first arrival. These envoys had been long in their voyage; 
having made a considerable stay at Delos, under alarm from 
intelligence of the previous visit of Chrereas, and the furious 
indignation which his narrative had provoked.2 At length they 
reached Samos, and were invited by the generals to make their 
communication to the assembled armament. They had the utmost 
difficulty in procuring a hearing, so strong was the antipathy 
against them, so loud were the cries that the subverters of the 

1 Thucyd. viii, 82, 83, 87. 2 Thucyd. viii, 77-86. 
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ENVOYS .FROM ATHENS TO SA~IOS. 

democracy ought to be put to death. Silence being at length 
obtained, they proceeded to state that the late revolution had 
been brought to pass for the salvation of the city, and especially 
for the economy of the public treasure, by suppressing the 
salaried civil functions of the democracy, and thus leaving more 
pay for the soldiers ; J that there was no purpose of mischief in 
the change, still less of betrayal to the enemy, which might 
already have been effected, had such been the intention of the 
Four Hundred, when Agis advanced from Dekeleia up to the 
walls ; that the citizens now possessing the political franchise, 
were not Four Hundred only, but Five Thousand in number, all 
of whom would take their turn in rotation for the places now 
occupied by the Four Hundred ; 2 that the recitals of Chrereas, 

Thucyd. viii, 86. El oe l·r evrt:Aetuv Tl i;vvrfrµ'l/rat, l:Hne TOVf arpartw· 
rar l;retv rporp~v, rruvv trratvelv. 

This is a part of the answer of Alkibiades to the envoys, and therefore 
indicates what they had urged. 

t Thucyd. viii, 86. rwv re rrevra1aax1Mwv ort rruvrei- tv r<;i µfpet µEl'Hi;
ovcnv, etc. I dissent from Dr. Arnold's construction of this passage, which 
is followed both by Poppo and by Goller. He says, in his note : " The 
Eense must clearly be, 'that all the citizens should be of the five thousand 
in their turn,' however strange the expression may seem, µe&ii;ovat rwv 
'!revra1Ct<J,ttl.iwv. Rut without referring to the absurdity of the meaning, 
that all the Five Thousand should partake of the government in their turn, 
- for they all partook of it as being the sovereign assembly,- yet µerixetv, 
in this sense, would require rwv rrpayµurwv after it, and would be at least 
ns harsh, standing alone, as in the construction of µe-&ii;ovat rwv '!revraKt<J· 
;rtA.fov." 

Upon this remark, I. Merf,i:etv may be construed with a genitiYe case not 
actually expressed, but understood out of the words preceding; as we may 
see by Thucyd. ii, rn, where I agree with the interpretation suggested by 
Matthire (Gr. Gr.~ 325), rather than with Dr. Arnold's note. 

2. In the present instance, we nre not reduced to the necessity of gather
ing a genitive case for µe•ixetv by implication out of previous phraseology: 
for the express genitive case stands there a line or two before - r T; i- 'IT" 6
Ae"' r, the idea of which is carried down without being ever dropped: o1 
O' arr~yyeA.A.ov, Wf ovre errt Otarp-&opij. T ~ r 'IT" 6 A e"' > fJ µeru<JTa<Jtf yivotro, 
<LA.A.' lrrt <JWT'J/pir;i, oV-&' Zva roir rroA.eµiotr rrapaclo-&fi (i. e. fi rr6A.tr) •••••• rwv 
Te 'lrfVTaKt<J"X,lAlWV OTl ITUVTef EV Tfil µipet µeffff;oV<JtV (i. C. rT;r 
rr6A.ewr). 

There is therefore no harshness of expression; nor is there nny absurdity 
of meaning, as we may see by the repetition of the very same in viii, 93 : 

http:arr~yyeA.A.ov
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affirming ill-usage to have been offered to the relatives of the 
soldiers at Athens, were utterly false and calumnious. 

Such were the topics on which the envoys insisted, in an 
apologetic strain, at considerable length, but without any effect in 
conciliating the soldiers who heard them. The general resent
ment against the Four Hundred was expressed by·several per
sons present in public speech, by others in private manifestation . 
of feeling against the envoys: and so passionately was this sen
timent aggravated, -consisting not only of wrath for what the 
oligarchy had done, but of fear for what they might do, - that 
the proposition of sailing immediately to the Peirmus was re
vived with greater ardor than before. Alkibiades, who had 
already once discountenanced this design, now stood forward to 
repel it again. Nevertheless, all the plenitude of his influence, 
then greater than that of any other office1· in the armament, and 
seconded by the esteemed character as well as the loud voice 
of Thrasybulus,1 was required· to avert it. But for him, it 
would have been executed. ·while he reproved and silenced 
those who were most clamorous against the envoys, he took upon 
himself to give to the latter a public answer in the name of the 
collecti\•e armament. ""\Ve make no objection (he said) to the 
power of the Five Thousand: but the Four Hundred must go 
about their business, and reinstate the senate of Five Hundred 
as it was before. We are much obliged for what you have done 
in the way of economy, so as to increase the pay available for 
the soldiers. Above all, maintain the war strenuously, without 
any flinching before the enemy. For if the city be now safely 

}Jyovre, TOV> re 'lrfVTQKUJXtAiov, /.motpavelv, Kat l K T 0 vT"' v l v µ ep e '• 1} 
av roz, 'lrEVTaKtlJXlt.io1, OoKfi, T 0 iJ ' T e T pa K0 (J l 0 v' l (J e (J {j at, etc. 

Dr. Arnold's designation of these Five Thousand as "the sovereign as
sembly," is not very accurate. They were not an assembly at all: they had 
never been called together, nor had anything been said about an intention 
of calling them together: in reality, they were but a fiction and a name; 
but even the Four Hundred themselves pretended only to talk of them as 
partners in the conspiracy and revolution, not as an assembly to be convoked 
-'lrEVTaKllJXlAWl-Ot rrpa<JIJOVTt> (viii, 72). 

As to the idea of bringing all the remaining citizens to equal privileges, 
in rotation, with the Five Thousand, we shall see that it was never broached 
until considerably after the Four Hundred had been put down. 

1 Plutarch, Alkibiadcs, e. 26. 
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held, there is good hope that we may make up the mutual differ
ences between us by amicable settlement; but if once either of 
us perish, either we here or you at home, there will be nothing 
left for the other to make up with."l 

"With this reply he dismissed the envoys ; the armament reluc
tantly abandoning their wish of sailing to Athens. Thucydides 
insists much on the capital service which Alkibiades then ren
dered to his country, by arresting a project which would have 
had the effect of leaving all Ionia and the Hellespont defenceless 
against the Peloponnesians. His advice doubtless turned out well 
in the result; yet if we contemplate the state of affairs at the 
moment when he gave it, we shall be inclined to doubt whether 
prudential calculation was not rather against him, and in favor 
of the impulse of the armament. For what was to hinder the 
Four Hundred from patching up a peace with Sparta, and getting 
a Laced:cmonian garrison into Athens to help them in maintain
ing their dominion? Even apart from ambition, this was their 
best chanre, if not their only cliance, of safety for themselves; 
and we shall presently see that they tried to do it; being pre
vented from succeeding, partly, indeed, by the mutiny which arose 
against them at Athens, but still more by the stupidity of the 
Lacedxmonians t~emselves. Alkibiades could not really imagine 
that the Four Hundred would obey his mandate delivered to the 
envoys, and resign their power voluntarily. But if they remained 
masters of Athens, who could calculate what they would do,
after having received this declaration of hostility from Samos, 
- not merely in regard to the foreign enemy, but even in regard 
to the relatives of the absent soldiers? ·whether we look to the 
legitimate apprehensions of the soldiers, inevitable while their 
relatives were thus exposed, and almost unnerving them as to the 
hearty prosecution of the war abroad, in their utter uncertainty 
with regard to matters at home,- or to the chance of irreparable 
public calamity, greater even than the loss of Ionia, by the 
betrayal of Athens to the enemy,- we shall be disposed to con-

I Thucy<l. viii, 86. Kat Tat.A.a hD.evev uvre;retv, Kat µ11oev lvoioovat TOl\" 
1ro'Aeµioir • 11:pi'i\" µf:v yup a<Jiu> auTOV\" <JCJ(oµev1j\" Ti/\" m)/,wr 11:o'A'Aqv e'A11:ioa 
elvat Kat ;vµf3iivat, el of: UTra~ TO frepov a<Jia'A~aerat f'/ TO lv "J:.aµ<tJ f'/ EKeivot, 
ovoi: CITl,J 1!ia'A!.ar~aerai Tl\" frt foeatiat. 
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elude that the impulse of the armament was not merely natural, 
but even founded on a more prudent estimate of the actual 
chances, and that Alkibiades was nothing more than fortunate in a 
sanguine venture. And if, instead of the actual chances, we look 
to the chances as Alkibiades represented, and as the armament 
conceived them upon his authority,- namely, that the Phenician 
fleet was close at hand to act against the Laced::emonians in Ionia, 
-we shall sympathize yet more with the defensive movement 
homeward. Alkibiades had an advantage over every one else, 
simply by knowing his own falsehoods. 

At the same assembly were introduced envoys from Argos, 
bearing a mission of recognition and an offer of aid to the Athe
nian Demos in Samos. They came in an Athenian trireme, 
navigated by the parali who ha<l brought home Ch::ereas in the 
paralus from Samos to Athens, and had been then tran5ferred into 
a common ship of war and sent to cruise about Eubrea. Since that 
time, however, they had been directed to convey L::espodias, 
Aristophon, and l\Ielesias,1 as ambassadors from the Four Hun
dred to Sparta. But when cmssing the Argolic gulf, probably 
under orders to land at Prashe, they declared against the oli
garchy, sailed to Argos, and there deposited as prisoners the three 
ambassadors, who had all been active in the conspiracy of the 
Four Hundred. Deing then about to depart for Samos, they were 
requested by the Argeians to carry thither their em·oys, who 
were dismissed by Alkibiades with an express.ion of gratitude, 
and with a hope that their aid would be ready when called for. 

:Meanwhile the envoys returned from Samos to Athens, carry
ing back to the Four Hundred tirn unwelcome news of their total 
failure with the armament. A little before, it appears, some of 
the trierarchs on service at the Hellespont had returned to Athens 
also,- Eratosthenes, Iatrokles, and other;;, who had tried to turn 
their squadron to the purposes of the oligarchical conspirators, 
but had been baffled and driven off by the inflexible democracy 
of their own seamen.2 If at Athens, the calculations of these 

1 Thucyd. viii, 86. It is very prob:able that the l\Ie!Csias here mentioned 
was the son of that Thucydides who was the leading political opponent of 
Pe1~kles. l\Ie!esias appears as one of the dramatis persona; in l'lato's dia
logue called Laches. 

' Lysias cont. Eratosthcn. sect. 43, c. !I, p. 411, Reisk. oil yap vih> rrp,;,Toll 
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conspirators had succeeded more triumphantly t11an could have 
been expected beforehand, everywhere else they had completely 
miscarried; not merely at Samos and in the fleet, but also with the 
allied dependencies. At the time when Peisander quitted Samos 
for Athens, to consummate the oligarchical conspiracy even with
out Alkibiades, he and others had gone round many of the 
dependencies and had eflected a similar revolution in their internal 
government, in hopes that they would thus become attached to the 
new oligarchy at Athens. But this anticipation, as Phrynichus 
had predicted, was nowhere realized. The newly-created oli
garchies only became more anxious for complete autonomy than 
the democracies had been before. At Thasos, especially, a body 
of exiles who had for some time dwelt in Peloponnesus were re
called, and active preparations were made for revolt, by new for
tifications as well as by new triremes.I Instead of strengthening 
their hold on the maritime empire, the Four Hundred thus found 
that they had actually weakened it; while the pronounced hos
tility of the armament at Samos, not only put an end to all their 
hopes abroad, but rendered their situation at home altogether 
precarious. 

From the moment when the coadjutors of Antiphon first 
learned, through the arrival of Chrereas at Athens, the proc
lamation of the democracy at Samos, discord, mistrust, and 
alarm began to spread even among their own members; together 
with a conviction that the oligarchy could never stand except 
through the presence of a Peloponnesian garrison in Athens. 
While Antipl10n and Phrynichus, the leading minds who directed 
the majority of the Four Hundred, despatched envoys to Sparta 
for concluding peace,- these envoys never reached Sparta, being 
seized by the parali and sent prisoners to Argos, as above stated, 
and commenced the erection of a special fort at Ectioneia, the 
projecting mole which contracted and commanded, on the northern 
side, the narrow entrance of Peirreus, there began to arise even 
in the bosom of the Four Hundred an opposition minority affect

(Eratosthenes) rf;J {'µerf:p<,J rr'Ai}fJEt ra evavrta frpa;Ev, aAAa Kat e'lrt TWV 
TerpaKou[wv lv rf;J urparo7reD<,J b'Atyapxlav KafJturilr l¢evy<v t; 'EAA1/U'lrov
rov rptT/pap;ror KaraAt'lrcJV r~v t>aiiv, µera 'IarpoKAfovr Kat trf:pwv • ••• atptKO• 

- l'Evor OE oeiipo rcivavrta roi:r {3ov'Aoµf:votr OT/fOKpartav eLVClt E'IT"farre. 
1 Thucyd. viii, G-1. 

,'!lit 
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ing popular sentiment, nmong whom the most conspicuous persons 
were Theramenes and Aristokrates.1 

Though these men had stood forward prominently as coptrivers 
and actors throughout the whole progress of the conspiracy, they 
now found themselves bitterly disappointed by the result. Indi
vidually, their ascendency with their colleagues was inferior to that 
of Peisander, Kallrescbrus, Phrynichus, and others; while, collec
tively, the ill-gotten power of the Four Hundred was diminished 
in value, as much as it wa::; aggravated in peril, by the loss of 
the foreign empire and the alienation of their Samian armament. 
Nd"w began the workings of jealousy and strife among the suc
cessful conspirators, each of whom had entered into the scheme' 
with unbounded expectations of personal ambition for himself, 
each had counted on stepping at once into the first place among 
the new oligarchical body. In a democracy, observes Thucy
dides, contentions for power and preeminence provoke in the 
unsuccessful competitors less of fierce antipathy and sense of in
justice, than in an oligarchy; for the losing candidates acquiesce 
with comparatively little repugnance in the unfavorable vote of 
a large miscellaneous body of unknown citizens; but they are 
angry at being put aside by a few- known comrades, their rivals as 
well as their equals: moreover, at the moment when an oligarchy 
of ambitious men has just raised itself on the ruins of a democ
racy, every man of the conspirators is in exaggerated expec
tation; every one thinks himself entitled to become at once the 
first man of the body, and is dissatisfied if lie be merely put upon 
a level with the rest.ii 

1 Thucyd. viii, 89, 90. The representation of the character and motives 
of Theramenes, as giYen hy Lysias ir1 the Oration contra Eratosthenem 
(Orat. xii, sects. 66, 67, 79; Orat. xiii, cont. Agorat. sects. 12-17), is quite 
in harmony with that of Thucydides (viii, 89): compare Aristophan. Ran. 
541-966; Xenoph. Hellen. ii, 3, 2i-30. 

, Thucyd. viii, 89, ~v oi: TOVTO /lfv <T)(i/µa 1l"OAl1lKOV TOV Aoyov i:Lvrolr; Kar' 
loiar; Oe ¢tAOTtµiar; ol rroAAOl avTO>V T(ii TOlOVT<:J rrpor;[KetvTo, ev i;Jrrep Kai µa
AtUTa OAtyap;ria lK ?n;µoKpariar; yevoµi:vTJ U7rOf.AVTlll. IIavrer; yap av1~r;µepov 
a~toiiutv ov;r orrwr; foot, uA.?.u Kai 1l"OAV rrpoiror; avror; {1wuror; elvat. lK OE OTJ
µoKpariar; alpfornr; ytyvoµivTJr:. f[iov TU ur.o(3aivovra, wr; OVK urro TWV oµoiwv, 
l:'Aauuovµevor; rtr; .ptpet. 

-I give in the text what appears to me the proper sense of this passa"e 
t}je 111st words of which arc obscure: sc e the long notes of the commentato~s'. . . , _., 
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Such were the feelings of disappointed ambition, mingled with 
despondency, which sprung up among a minority of the Four 

especially Dr. Arnol<l and Poppo. Dr. Arnold considPrs rwv op.oiwv as a 
neuter, and gives the paraphrase of the last clau:'e as follows: ""\Vhereas 
under ~.n old-established go1·ernment, they (ambitious men of talent) are pre
pared to fail: they know that the weight of the government is against them, 
and arc thus spared the peculiar pain of being beaten in a fair ruce, when 
they and their competitors start with equal advantages, and there is nothing 
to lessen the mortification of defeat. 'Arra rwv op.oiwv fAauuovp.evo,, is, 
being beaten when the game is equal, when the terms of the match are fair." 

I cannot concur in Dr. Arnold's explanation of these words, or of the 
general sense of the passage. He thinks that Thucydides means to affirm 
what applies generally "to an opposition minority when it succeeds in rev
olutionizing the established government, whether the government be a 
democracy or a monarchy; whether the minority be an ari:;toeratical party 
or a popular one." It seems to me, on the contrary, that the affirmation 
bears only on the special case of an oligarchical conspiracy subverting a 
democracy, and that the r.omparison taken is applicable only to the state of 
things as it stood under the preceding democracy. 

Next, the explanation given of the words by Dr. Arnold, assumes that" to 
be beaten in a fair race, or when the terms of the match are fair," causes to 
the loser the maximum of pain and offence. This is surely not the fact: or 
rather, the reverse is the fact. The man who loses his cause or his election 
through nnjust favor, jealousy, or antipathy, is more hurt than if he had lost 
it under circumstances where he coultl find no injustice to complain of. In 
both cases, he is doubtless mortified; but if there be injustice, he is offended 
and angry as well as mortified: he is disposed to take vengeance on men 
whom he looks upon as his personal enemies. It is important to distinguish 
the mortification of simple failure, from the discontent and anger arising 
out of belief that the failure has been unjustly brought about: it is this dis
content, tending to break out in acth·e opposition, which Thucydides has 
present to his mind in the comparison which he takes between the state of 
feeling which precedes and follows the subversion of the democracy. 

It appears to me that the words rc:iv op.oiwv are masculine, and that they 
have reference, like rrftvre> and fooi, in the preceding line, to the privileged 
minority of equal confederates who are supposed to have just got possession 
of the government. At Sparta, the word ol uµotot acquired a sort of technical 
sense, to designate the small ascend en t minority of wealthy Spartan citi
zens, who monopolized in their own hands political power, to the practical 
exclusion of the remainder (sec Xcnoph. Hellen. iii. 3, 5; Xenoph. Resp. Lac. 
x, 7; xiii, 1; Dcmosth. cont. Lept. s. 88). Now these oµowt, or peers, here 
indicated by Thucydides as the peers of a recently-formetl oligarchy, are not 
merely equal among themselYes, but rivals one with another, and personally 
known to each other. It is important to bear in mind all these attributes as 
tacitly implied, though not literally designMed or connoted by the word oµowt, 
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Hundred, immediately after the news of the proclamation of the 
democracy at Samos among the armament. Theramenes, the 

or peers; because the comparison instituted by Thucydide> is founded on 
all the attributes taken together; just as Aristotle (Rhetoric, ii, 8; ii, 13, 4), 
in speaking of the envy and jealousy apt to arise towards roilr oµoiovr, con
siders them as avupiiamr and avrayt.wforar. 

The Four Hundred at Athens were all peers, -equals, rivals, and person
ally known among one another, -who had just raised themselves by joint 
conspiracy to supreme power. Theramencs, one of the number, conceives 
himself entitled to preeminence, but finds that he is shut out from it, the 
men who shut him out being this small body of known equals and rivals. 
He is inclined to impute the exclusion to personal motives on the part of this 
small knot; to selfish ambition on th.e part of each; to ill-will, to jealousy, 
to wrongful partiality; so that he thinks himself injured, and the sentiment 
of injury is embittered by the circumstance that those from whom it pro
ceeds are a narrow, known, and definite body of colleagues. Whereas, if his 
exclusion had taken place under the democracy, by the suffrage of a large, 
miscellaneous, and personally unkn<lwn collection of citizens, he would 
have been far less likely to carry off with him a sense of injury. Doubtless 
he would have been mortified ; but he would not have looked upon the elec
tors in the light of jealous or selfish rivals, nor would they form a definite 
body before him for his indignation to concentrate itself upon. Thus Niko
machides - whom Sokrates (see Xenophon, Memor. iii, 4) meets returning 
mortified because the people had chosen another person and not him as 
general- would have been not only mortified, but angry and vindictive 
be~ides, if he had been excluded by a few peers and rivals. 

Such, in my judgment, is the comparison which Thucydides wishes to 
draw between the effect. of disappointment inflicted by the suffrage of a nu
merous and miscellaneous body of citizens, compared with disappointment 
inflicted by a small knot of oligarcllical peers upon a competitor among 
their own number, especially at a moment when the expectations of all 
these peers are exaggerated, in consequence of the recent acquisition of their 
power. I believe the remark of the historian to be quite just; and that the 
disappointment in the first case is lcs.s intense, less connected with the sen
timent of injury, and less likely to lead to active manifestation of enmity. 
This is one among the advantages of a numerous suffrage. 

I cannot better illustrate the jea]ou.sies pretty sure to break out among a 
small number of uµo1ot, or rival peers, than by the description which Justin 
gives of the leading officers of Alexander the Great, immediately after that 
monarch's death (Justin, xii, 2) :

" Creterum, occiso Alexandro, non, nt lreti, ita et secnri fuere, omnibus 
unum locum compctentibus: nee minus milites invicem se timcbant, quo
rum et libertas solutior ct favor inccrtus erat. Inter ipsos vero requalitas dis
c<Yrdiam ai1,qebat, nemine tantnm creterns excedente, nt ei aliquis se submit
teret." 
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leader of this minority, - a man of keen ambition, clever but 
.unsteady and treacherous, not less ready to desert his party than 
to betray his country, though less prepared for extreme atrocities 
than many of his oligarchical comrades, began to look out for a 
good pretence to disconnect himself from a precarious enterprise. 
Taking advantage of the delusion which the Four Hundred had 
themselves held out about the fictitious Five Thousand, he insisted 
that, since the dangers that beset the newly-formed authority 
were so much more formidable than had been anticipated, it was 
necessary to popularize the party by enrolling_ and producing these 
:Five Thousand as a real instead of a fictitious body.1 Such an 
opposition, formidable from the very outset, became still bolder 
and more developed when the envoys returned from Samos, with 
an account of their reception by the armament, as well as of the 
answer, delivered in the name of the armament, whereby Alkibi
ades directed the Four Hundred to dissolve themselves forthwith, 
but at the same time approved of the constitution of the Five Thou
sand, coupled with the restoration of the old senate. To enroll the 
Five Thousand at once, would be meeting the army half way; 
and there were hopes that, at that price, a compromise and recon
ciliation might be effected, of which Alkibiades had himself spoken 
as practicable.2 In addition to the formal answer, the envoys 

Compare Plutarch, Lysander, e. 23. 
Haack and Poppo think that oµol.wv cannot be masculine, because u 'lT il 

Twv uµofov l:Aarmovµevo~ wonld not then be correct, but ought to be v1r il 
TWV oµo[wv i'Aaaaovµevo(. I should dispute, under all circumstances, the . 
correctness of this criticism : for there are quite enough parallel cases to 
defend the use of u1!"o here, (see Thucy"ll. i, 17; iii, 82; iv, 115; vi, 28, etc.) 
But we need not enter into the debate; for the genitive Twv oµo[wv depends 
rather upon Tii. u'l!"o{3aivnvra which precedes, than upon Uaaaovµevor which 
follows; and the preposition u1ro is what we should naturally expect. To 
mark this, I have put a comma after ii'lTo/3a[vovTa as well as after oµoiwv. 

To show that an opinion is not correct, indeed, docs not afford cedain 
evidence that Thucydides may not have advanced it: for he might be mis
taken. Bnt it ought to count as good presumptive evidence, unless the 
words peremptorily bind ns to the contrary, which in this case they do not. 

1 Thucyd. viii, 86, 2. Of this sentence, from rpo/3ovµevoi down to Ka{}ia
Tuvai, I only profess to understand the last clause. It is useless to discuss tho 
many conjectural amendments of a corrupt text, none of them satisfactory. 

s Thucyd. viii, 86-89. It is alleged by Andokides (in an oration delivered 
many years afterwards before the people of Athens, De Hcditu suo, sects. 
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doubtless brought back intimation of the enraged feelings mani
fested by the armament, and of their eagerness, uncontrollable by 
every one except Alkibiades, to sail home forthwith and rescue 
Athens from the Four Ilun<lred. Hence arose an increased 
conviction that the dominion of the latter could not last: and an 
ambition, on the part. of others as well as Theramenes, to stand 
forward as leaders of a popular opposition against it, in the name 
of the Five Thousand.I 

Against this popular opposition, Antiphon and Phrynichus 

10-15), that during this spring he famished the armament at Samos with 
wood proper for the construction of oars, only obtained by the special favor 
of Archclaus king of J\Iacedonia, and of which the armament then stood in 
great need. He farther alleges, that he afterwards visited Athens, while the 
Four Hundred were in full dominion ; and that Peisander, at the head of 
this oligarchical body, threatened his life for having furnished such valuable 
aid to the armament, then at enmity with Athens. Though he saved his 
life by clinging to the altar, yet he ha.d to endure bonds and manifold hard 
treatment. 

Of these claims, which Andokides prefers to the favor of the subsequent 
democracy, I do not know how much is true. 

1 Thucyd. vi~i. 89. aarf>i<TTaTa oi: av TOV!: hrfjpe Ta tv Tfj Iaµ't' TOV 'AliKt{Jt


aclov ia;rvpii uvra, Kat OT! aVTOi!: OVK l:o6Ket µovtµov TO T~!: olityap;ria!: foecn'Yat. 


~}'l.JVt,eTO OVV el!: fKa<JTO!: 'Ir p 0 (J TU T TJ !: T 0 V 0 ~ µ 0 V l (J ea-& at. 


This is a remarkable passage, as in dieating what is really meant by r.po- 

arf.trri!: Tov o~,uov : "the leader of a popular opposition." Theramenes, and 
the other persons here spoken of, did not even mention the name of the 
democracy,-they took up simply the name of the Five Thousand,-yet 
they are still called r.poararat roii oi;µov, inasmuch as the Five Thousand 
were a sort of qualified democracy, compared to the Four Hundred. 

The words denote the leader of a p<>pular party, as opposed to an oligar
chical party (see Thucyd. iii, 70; iv, 66: vi, 35), in a form of government 
either entirely democratical, or at least, in which the public assembly is fre
quently convoked and decides on many matters of importance. Thucydides 
does not apply the words to any Athenian except in the case now before us 
respecting Theramenes : he does not use the words even with respect to 
Kleon, though he employs expressions which seem equivalent to it (iii, 36; 
iv, 21) - uvi'Jp oriµa}'l.J}'O!: Kar' rne'ivov riiv ;rp6vov WV Kat Ti;J r./if/{}et m-&avw

TllTO!:, etc. This is very different from the words whkh he applies to Perik!Cs 
-WV yap 0 V Va T WT a T 0 !: TWV Ka{)' faVTOV Kat a y l.J V T TJ V 'Ir 0 At Tel a V 

(i, 127). Even in respect to Xikias, he puts him in conjunction with Pleisto
anax at Sparta, and talks of both of them as ar.evoovre( ra 11-a}.iara ri'/ v 
i/ yeµovi av (v, 16). 

Compare the note of Dr. Arnold on vi, 35. 
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exerted themselves, with demagogic assiduity, to caress and keep 
together the majority of the Four Hundred, as well as to uphold 
their power without abridgment. They were noway di;;posed to 
comply with this requisition that the fiction of the Five Thousand 
should be converted into a reality. They knew well that the enroll
ment of so many partners I would be tantamount to a democracy, 
and would be, in substance at least, if not in form, an annihilation 
of their own power. They had now gone too far to recede with 
safety ; while the menacing attitude of Samos, as well as the 
opposition growing up against them at home, both within and 
without their own body, served only as instigation to them to 
accelerate their measures for peace with Sparta, and to secure the 
introduction of a Spartan garrison. 

"With this view, immediately after the return of their envoys 
from Samos, the two most eminent leaders, Antiphon and Phry
nichus, went themselves with ten other colleagues in all haste to 
Sparta, prepared to purchase peace and the promise of Spartan aid 
almost at any price. At the same time, the construction of the 
fortress at Ectioneia was prosecuted with redoubled zeal; under 
pretence of defending the entrance of Peirreus against the arma
ment from Samos, if the threat of their coming should be execut
ed, but with the real purpose of bringing into it a Lacedremonian 
fleet and army. For this latter object every facility was provid
ed. The northwestern corner of the fortification of Peirreus, to 
the north of the harbor and its mouth, was cut off by a cross 
wall reaching southward so as to join the harbor : from the 
southern end of this cross wall, and forming an angle with it, a 
new wall was built, fronting the harbor and running to the ex
tremity of the mole which narrowed the mouth of the harbor on 
the northern side, at which mole· it met the termination of the 
northern wall of Peirreus. A separate citadel was thus inclosed, 
defensible against any attack either from Peirreus or from the 
harbor; furnished, besides, with distinct broad gates and posterns 
of its own, as well as with facilities for admitting an enemy with

1 Thucyd. viii, 92. ru µ"v 1wraa<.~<mi µtro;rov~ roaovrov~, llvri«pv~ uv Vij
µov hovµevoi, etc. 

Aristotle (Polit. v, 5, 4) calls Phrynidrns the demagogue of the Four Hun
dred; that is, the person who most strenuously served their interests and 
stmggled for their favor. 
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in it,1 The new cross wall was carried so as to traverse a vast 
portico, or open market-house, the largest in Peirams : the larger 
half of this portico thus became inclosed within the new citadel; 
and orders were issued that all the corn, both actually warehoused 
and hereafter to be imported into Peirreus, should be deposited 
therein and sold out from thence for consumption. As Athens 
was sustained almost exclusively on corn brought from Eubooa 
and elsewhere, since the permanent occupation of Dekeleia, the 
Four Hundred rendered themselves masters by this arrangement 
of all the subsistence of the citizens, as well as of the entrance 
into the harbor; either to admit the Spartans or exclude the 
armament from Samos.2 

Though Theramenes, himself one of the generals named under 
the Four Hundred, denounced, in conjunction with bis supporters, 
the treasonable purpose of this new citadel, yet the majority of 
the Four Hundred stood to their resolution, and the building 
made rapid progress under the superintendence of the general 
Alexikles, one of the most strenuous of the oligarchical faction.3 
Such was the habit of obedience at Athens to an established 
authority, when once constituted, - and so great the fear and 
mistrust arising out of the general belief in the reality of the 
Five Thousand unknown auxiliaries, supposed to be prepared to 
enforce the orders of the Four Hundred,- that the people, and 
even armed citizen hoplites, went on working at the building, in 
spite of their suspicions as to its design. Though not completed, 
it was so far advanced as to be defensible, when Antiphon and 

1 Thucyd. viii, 90-92. ril uixor Tovro, «al rrvA.iclar lxov, «al fo6clovr, ical 
lrret<faywyur riiv rroA.eµiwv, etc. 

I presume that the last expression refers to facilities for admitting the 
enemy either from the sea-side, or from the land-side; that is to say, from 
the northwestern corner of the old wall of Peirreus, which formed one side 
of the new citadel. 

,See Leake's Topographie Athens, pp. 269, 270, Germ. transl. 
• Thucyd. viii, 90. Ot<,JKOooµnaav of: Kat arouv, etc. 
I agree with the note in l\I. Didot's translation, that this portico, or halle, 

open on three sides, must be considered as preexisting; not as having been 
first built now; which seems to be the supposition of Colonel Leake, and 
the commentators generally. 

3 Thucyd. ,·iii, 91, 92. 'AA.e.;1ici\€a, arparnyov i'ivra be ri'J~ b?,tyapxfo( ical 
uf.~.1ara rrpor rovr lraipov~ rcrpaµµivov, etc. 
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Phrynichus returned from Sparta. They had gone thither pre
pared to suITender everything,- not merely their naval force, 
but their city itself, - and to purchase their own personal safety 
by making the Lacedmmonians masters of Peincus.l Yet we 
read with astonishment that the latter could not be prevailed on 
to contract any treaty, and that they manifested nothing but back
wardness in seizing this goklen opportunity. Had Alkibiades 
been now playing their game, ail he had been doing a year earlier, 
immediately before the revolt of Chios,- had they been under 
any energetic leaders, to impel them into hearty cooperation 
with the treason of the Four Hundred, who combined at this mo
ment both the will and the power to place Athens in their hands, 
if seconded by an adequate force,- they might now have over
powered their great enemy at home, before the armament at Sa
mos could have been brought to the rescue. 

Considering that Athens was saved from capture only by the 
slackness and stupidity of the Spartans, we may see that the 
armament at Samos had reasonable excuse for their eagerness 
previously m'.lnifested to come home; and that Alkibiades, in com
bating that intention, braved an extreme danger which nothing but 
incredible good fortune averted. 'Vhy the Laeedremonians re
mained idle, both in Peloponnesus and at Dekeleia, while Athens 
was thus betrayed, and in the very throes of dissolution, we can 
render no account: possibly, the caution of the ephors may have 
distrusted Antiphon and Phrynichu8, from the mere immensity 
of their concessions. All that they would promise was, that a 
LacedIBmonian fleet of forty-two triremes, partly from Tarentum 
and Lokri, now about to start from Las in the Laconian gulf, and 
to sail to Eubrea on the invitation of a disaffected party in that 
island, should so far depart from its straight course as to hover 
near JEgina and Peirreus, ready to take advantage of any oppor
tunity for attack laid open by the Four Hundred.2 

I Thucyd. viii, 91. 'All.Au Kat rovi; 1ro!.tµiovi; luayayoµtvot ui-ev reixwv 
Kat Vtwv ~vµ;]ijvat, Kat fnrwaovv T<t Tijt; 7l"Ol.wt; E,t£lV1 el roit; ye aw,uaat rr<f>wv 
UOeta l:arat. 

Ibid. lrrrnl~ oi lK riji; AaKtoaiµovoi; rrpfo(3flt; oMev rrp&;avrei; uvqwp1}rrav 
roii; rrurri ;vµ(3aru<ov, etc. 

2 Thucyd. viii, 91. ~" cli rt Kat roiovrov <lrro ri:Jv r~v Karriropiav lxovrw,,, 
1cat 0 v 'Ir av v 0 la (3 0 A~ µ 6v 0 v Toil l.oyov. 

VOL. vm. 5oc. 
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Of this squadron, however, even before it rounded Cape Ma
lea, Theramenes obtained intelligence, and denounced it as in
tended to operate in concert with the Four Hundred for the 
occupation of Ection~ia. :Meanwhile Athens became daily a 
scene of greater discontent and disorder, after the abortive; 
embassy and return from Sparta of Antiphon and Phrynichus. 
The coercive ascendency of the Four Hundred was silently dis
appearing, while the hatred whic~ their usurpation had inspired, 
together with the fear of their traitorous concert with the public 
enemy, became more and more loudly manifested in men's pri
vate conversations as well as in gatherings secretly got together 
within numerous houses ; especially the house of the peripolarch, 
the captain of the peripoli, or youthful hoplites, who formed the 
chief police of the country. Such hatred was not long in pass
ing from vehement passion into act. Phrynichus, as he left the 
senate-house, was assassinated by two confederates, one of them 
a peripolus, or youthful hoplite, in the midst of the crowded mar
ket-place arid in full daylight. The man who struck the blow 
made his escape, but his comrade was seized and put to the torture 
by order of the Four Hundred: 1 he was however a stranger, from 
Argos, and either could not or would not reveal the name of any 
directing accomplice. Nothing was obtained from him except 
general indications of meetings and wide-spread disaffection. 
Nor did the Four Hundred, being thus left without special evi
dence, dare to lay hands upon Theramenes, the pronounced 
leader of the opposition, as we shall find Kritias doing six years 
afterwards, under the rule of the Thirty. The assassins of 
Phrynichus remaining undiscovered and unpunished, Therame
nes and his associates became bolder in their opposition than be
fore. And the approach of the Lacedremonian fleet under .Age
sandridas,-which, having now taken station at Epidaurus, had 
made a descent on JEgina, and was hovering not far off Peirreus, 
altogether out of the straight course for Eubrea,-lent double 

The reluctant language, in which Thucydides admits the treasonable con
cert of Antiphon and his colleagues with the Lacedremonians, deserves 
notice j also c. 94. Tax a µ ev T' /( al U'll'O ~vyKetµivov l.6yov, etc. 

1 Thucyd. viii, 91. The statement of Plutarch is in many respects dif· 
ferent ( Alkibiades, c. 25). 
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fO?·ce to all their previous assertions about the imminent dangers 
connected with the citadel at Ectioneia. 

Amidst this exaggerated alarm and discord, the general body 
of hoplites became penetrated with aversion,1 every day increas
ing, against the new citad61. At length the hoplites of ·the 
tribe in which Aristokrates, the warmest partisan of Theramenes 
was taxiarch, being on duty and engaged in the prosecution of 
the building, broke out into absolute mutiny against it, seized the 
person of Alexikles, the general in command, and put him under 
arrest in a neighboring house; while the peripoli, or youthful 
military police, stationed at l\funyehia, under Hermon, abetted 
them in the proceeding.2 News of this violence was !>peedily 
conveyed to the Four Hundred, who were at that moment holding 
session in the senate-house, Theramenes himself being present. 
Their wrath and menace were at first vented against him as the 
instigator of the revolt, a charge against which he could only 
vindicate himself by volunteering to go among the foremost for 
the liberation of the prisoner. He forthwith started in haste for 
the Peirreus, accompanied by one of the generals, his colleague, 
who was of the same political sentiment as himself. A third 
among the generals, Aristarchus, one of the fiercest of the oli
garchs, followed him, probably from mistrust, together with some 
of the younger knights, horsemen, or richest class in the state, 
identified with the cause of the Four Hundred. The oligarchical 
partisans ran to marshal themselves in arms, alarming exaggera
tions being rumored, that Alexikles had been put to death, and 
that Peirreus was under armed occupation ; while at Peirreus the 
insurgents imagined that the hoplites from the city were in full 
march to attack them. For a time alrwas confusion and angry 
sentiment, which the slightest untoward accident might have in
flamed into ganguinary civil carnage. Nor was it appeased 
except by earnest intreaty and remonstrance from the elder citi
zens, aided by Thucydides of Pharsalus, proxenus or public guest 
of Athens, in his native town, on the ruinous madness of such 
discord when a foreign enemy was almost at their gates. 

Thucyd. viii, 92. TO oi: µeyu;rov, TWV 011"AlTWV TO <1Tltpor Taiira iJovA.ero. 
• Plutarch, Alkibiad. c. 26, represents Hermon as ono of the assassins of 

Phrynichns. 

I 
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The perilous excitement of this temporary cr1s1s, which 
brought into full daylight every man's real political sentiments, 
proved the oligarchical faction, hitherto exaggerated in number, 
to be far less powerful than had been imagined by their oppo
11ents. And the Four Hundred had found themselves too much 
embarrassed how to keep up the semblance of their authority 
even in Athens itself, to be able to send down any considerable 
force for the protection of their citadel at Ectioneia; though they 
were reinforced, only eight <lays before their fall, by at least one 
supplementary member, probably in substitution for some prede
cessor who had accidentally died.I Theramenes, on reaching 
Peirreus, began to address the mutinous hoplites in a tone of sim
ulated displeasure, while Aristarchus and his oligarchical com
panions spoke in the harshest language, and threatened them with 
the force which they imagined to be presently coming down from 
the city. But these menaces were met. by equal firmness on the 
part of the hoplites, who even appealed to Theramenes himself, 
and called upon him to say whether he thought the construction 
of this citadel was for the good of Athens, or whether it would 
not be better demolished. His opinion had been fully pronounced 
beforehand ; and he replied, that if they thought proper to demol
ish it, he cordially concurred. \Vithout farther delay, hoplites and 
unarmed people mounted pell-mell upon the walls, and commenced 
the demolition with alacrity; under the general shout, " \Vhoever 
is for the Five Thousand in place of the Four Hundred, let him 
lend a hand in this work." The idea of the old democracy was 
in every one's mind, but no man uttered the word ; the fear of 
the imaginary Five Thousand still continuing. The work of 
demolition seems to have been prosecuted all that day, and not 
to have been completed until the next <lay; after which the 
hoplites released Alexiklcs from arrest, without doing him any 
injury.2 

1 See Lysias, Orat. xx, pro Polystrato. The fact that Polystratus was 
only eight days a member of the Four Hundred, before their fall, is repeated 
three distinct times in this Oration (c. 2, 4, 5, pp. 6i2, 674, 679, Reisk.), and 
has all the air of trnth. 

2 Thucyd. viii, 92, 93. In the Oration of Demosthenes, or Deinarchus, 
against Theokrines ( c. 17, p. 1343 ), the speaker, Epichares, makes allusion 
to this destruction of the fort at Ectioneia by Aristokratcs, uncle of his 
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Two things deserve notice, among these details, as illustratin.,. 
the Athenian character. Though Alexikles was vehement!; 
oligarchical as well as unpopular, these mutineers do no harm to 
his person, but content themselves with putting him under arrest. 
Next, they do not venture to commence the actual demolition of 
the citadel, until they have the formal sanction of Theramenes, 
one of the constituted generals. The strong habit of legality, 
implanted in all Athenian citizens by their democracy, - and the 
care, even in departing from it, to depart as little as possible,
5tand plainly evidenced in these proceedings. 

The events of this day gave a fatal shock to the ascendency 
of the Four Hundred; yet they assembled on the morrow as 
usual in the senate-house; and they appear now, when it was too 
late, to have directed one of their members to draw up a real 
list, giving body to the fiction of the Five Thousand.I Meanwhile 
the hoplites in Peirams, having finished the levelling of the new 
fortifications, took the still more important step of entering, 
armed as they were, into the theatre of Dionysus hard by, in 
Peirreus, but on the verge of 1'.Hunychia, and there holding a 
formal assembly; probably under the convocation of the general 
Theramenes, pursuant to the forms of the anterior democracy. 
They here took the resolution of adjourning their assembly to 
the Anakeion, or temple of Castor and Pollux, the Dioskuri, in 

grandfather. The allusion chiefly deserves notice from its erroneous men
tion of Kritias and the return of the Demos from exile, betraying a com
plete confusion between the events in the time of t·he Four Hundred and 
those in the time of the Thirty. 

1 Lysias, Orat. xx, pro Polystrato, c. 4, p. 6i5, Reisk. 
This task was confided to Polystrutus, a very recent member of the Four 

Hundred, and therefore prnbahly less unpopular than the rest. In his de
fence after the restoration of the democracy, he pretended to have under· 
taken the task much against his will, and to have drawn up a list contain· 
ing nine thousand names instead of five thousand. 
- It may probably have been in this meeting of the Four Hundred, that 

Antiphon delivered his oration strongly recommending concord, IIept 
oµovoia~. All his eloquence was required just now, to bring back the 
olignrchical party, if possible, into united action. Philostratus ( Vit. So
phistar. c. xv, p. 500, ed. Olear.) expresses great admiration for this oration, 
which is several times alluded to both by Harpokration and Suidas. See 
Westermann, Gesch. dcr Griech. Beredsamkeit, Bcilage ii, p. 276. 
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the city itself and close under the acropolis; whither they imme
diately marched and established themselves, still retaining their 
arms. So much was the position of the Four Hundred changed, 
that they who had on the preceding day been on the aggressive 
against a spontaneous outburst of mutineers in Peirreus, were 
now thrown upon the defensive against a formal assembly, all 
armed, in the city, and close by their own senate-house. Feeling 
themselves too weak to attempt any force, they sent deputies to 
the Anakeion to negotiate and offer concessions. They engaged 
to publish the list of The Five Thousand, and to convene them 
for the purpose of providing for the periodical cessation and 
renewal of the Four Hundred, by rotation from the Five Thou
sand, in such order as the latter themselves should determine. 
But they entreated that time might be allowed for effecting this, 
and that internal peace might be maintained, without which there 
was no hope of defence against the enemy without. Uany of 
the hoplites in the city itself joined the assembly in the Anakeion, 
and took part in the debates. The position of the Four Hundred 
being no longer such as to inspire fear, the tongues of speakers 
were now again loosed, and the ears of the multitude again 
opened, for the first time since the arrival of Peisander from 
Samos, with the plan of the oligarchical conspiracy. Such re
newal of free and fearless public speech, the peculiar life-prin
ciple of the democracy, was not less wholesome in tranquillizing 
intestine discord than in heightening the sentiment of common 
patriotism against the foreign enemy.I The assembly at length 
dispersed, after naming an early future time for a second assem
bly, to bring about the reestablishment of harmony in the theatre 
of Dionysus.2 

On the day, and at the hour, when this assembly in the theatre 
of Dionysus was on the point of coming together, the news ran 

I Thucyd. viii, 93. To Ji: 1raV 1rAneor TWV 01l'AtTWV, cL 11'0 11'0 lit c;; v "al 
1rpor 'lrollovr itoyc.Jv ytyvoµevc.Jv, 1/1r16Jrepov ~v lj 1rpore
Po v, " a l t <fl o /3 eZ r o µa it t r; r a 1r e p! r o ii 'Ir a v r ii r 1r o l t r t " o ii. 

I Thucyd. viii, 93. ~vvqwp17r;av oi: WUT' er iiµ t pa v p1/ T:;, v EK1<it17u£av 
'lrOtnr;at fv T4i l:i.toVVUl<,J 'Ir E p t 0µ 0 V0 tar. 

The definition of time must here allude to the morrow, or to the day fol
lowing the morrow; at least it seems impossible that the city could be left 
longer than this interval without a government. 

http:ytyvo�evc.Jv
http:itoyc.Jv
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through Pcirreus and Athens, that the forty-two triremes under 
the Lacedremonian Agesandrida.;;, having recently quitted the 
harbor of l\fogara, were sailing along the coast of Salamis in the 
direction towards Peirreus. Such an event, while causing uni
versal consternation throughout the city, confirmed all the previ
ous warnings of Theramenes as to the treasonable destination of 
the citadel recently demolished, and every one rejoiced that the 
demolition had been accomplished just in time. Foregoing their 
intended assembly, the citizens rushed with one accord down to 
Peirreus, where some of them took post to garrison the walls and 
the mouth of the harbor; others got aboard the triremes lying 
in the harbor: others, again, launched some fresh triremes from 
the boat·houses into the water. Agesandridas rowed along the 
shore, near the mouth of Peirreus; but found nothing to promise 
concert within, or tempt him to the intended attack. Accordingly, 
he passed by and moved onward to Sunium, in a southerly direc
tion. Having doubled the Cape of Sunium, he then turned his 
course along the coast of Attica. northward, halted for a little 
while between Thorikus and Prasire, and presently took station at 
Oropus.1 

Though relieved, when they found that he passed by Peirreus 
without making any attack, the Athenians knew that his destina
tion must now be against Eubrea; which to them was hardly less 
important than Peirreus, since their main supplies were derived 
from that island. Accordingly, they put to sea at once with all 
the triremes which could be manned and got ready in the harbor. 
But from the hurry of the occasion, coupled with the mistrust and 
dissension now reigning, and the absence of their great naval force 
at Samos, the crews mustered were raw and ill-selected, and the 
armame'tlt_ inefficient. Polystratus, one of the members of the 
Four Hund.r~d, perhaps others of them also, were aboard; men 
who had an intel'€st in defeat rather than victory.2 Thymocha

1 Thucyd. viii, 94. 
• Lysias, Orat. xx, pro Poly~trato, c. 4, p. 676, Reisk. 
From another passage in this oretion, it would seem that Polystratus was 

in command of the fleet, possibly enough, in conjunction with Thymo
chares, according to a common Athenian practice (c. 5, p. 6i9). His son, 
who defends him. affirms that he was wounded in the battle. 

Dioclorus (xiii; 34) mentions the discord among the crews on board these 
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res, the admiral, conducted them rnund Cape Sunium to Eretria in 
Eubrea, where he found a few other triremes, which made up his 
whole fleet to thirty-six sail. 

He had scarcely reached the harbor and disembarked, when, 
without allowing time for his men to procure refreshment, he 
found himself compelled to fight a battle with the forty-two ships 
of Agesandridas, who had just sailed across from Oropus, and 
was already approaching the harbor. This surprise had been 
brought about by the anti-Athenian party in Eretria, who took 
care, on the arrival of Thymochares, tliat no provisions should be 
found in the market-place, so that his men were compelled to 
disperse and obtain them from houses at the extremity of the 
town; while at the same time a signal was hoisted, visible at 
Oriipus on the opposite side of the strait, less than seven miles 
broad, indicating to Agesandridas the precise moment for bringing 
his fleet across to the attack, with their crews fresh after the 
morning meal. Thymochares, on seeing the approach of the 
enemy, ordered his men aboard; but, to his disappointment, many 
of them were found to be so far off that they could not be brought 
back in time, so that he was compelled to sail out and meet the 
Peloponnesians with ships very inadequately manned. In a battle 
immediately outside of the Eretrian harbor, he was, after a short 
contest, completely defeated, and his fleet driven back upon the 
shore. Some of his ships escaped to Chalkis, others to a fortified 
post garrisoned by the Athenians themselves, not far from Ere
tria; yet not less than twenty-two triremes, out of the whole 
thirty-six, fell into the hands of Agesandridas, and a large pro
portion of the crews were slain or made prisoners. Of those 
seamen who escaped, too, many found their death from tht>'liands 
of the Eretrians, into whose city they fled for shelter. On the 
news of this battle, not merely Eretria, but afao !lil Eubrea, 
except Oreus in the north of the island, which was settled by 
Athenian kleruchs, - declared its revolt from Athens, which 
had L>een intended more than a year b~fe; and took measures 
for defending itself in concert with Agesandridas and the Breo
tians.I . // 

ships under Thymo~hnres, almost the only point which we learn from his 
meagre notice of this interesting pcriQd. . 

1 Thucyd. '·iii, 5; viii, 95. 
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111 could Athens endure a disaster, in itself so immense and 
aggravated, under the present distressed condition of the city. 
Her last fleet was destroyed, her nearest and most precious island 
torn from her side; an island, which of late had yielded more to 
her wants than Attica itself, but which was now about to b~come 
a hostile and aggressive neighbor.I The previous revolt of Eubcea, 
occurring thirty-four years before, during the maximum of 
Athenian power, had been even then a terrible blow to Athens, 
and formed one of the main circumstances which forced upon her 
the humiliation of the Thirty years' truce. But this second re
volt took place when she had not only no means of reconquering 
the island, but no means even of defending Peirreus against the 
blockade by the enemy's fleet. The dismay and terror excited 
by the news at Athens was unbounded, even exceeding what had 
been felt after the Sicilian catastrophe, or the revolt of Chios. 
Nor was there any second reserve now in the treasury, such as 
the thousand talents which had rendered such essential service 
on the last-mentioned occasion. In addition to their foreign 
dangers, the Athenians were farther weighed down by two intes
tine calamities in themselves hardly supportable,- alienation of 
their own fleet at Samos, and the discord, yet unappeased, within 
their own walls; wherein the Four Hundred still held provision
ally the reins of government, with the ablest and most unscru
pulous leaders at their head. In the depth of their despair, the 
Athenians expected nothing less than to see the victorious fleet 
of Agesandridas - more than sixty triremes strong, including the 
recent captures - off the Peirreus, forbidding all importation, 
and threatening them with approaching famine, in combination 
with Agis and Dekeleia. The enterprise would have been easy, 
for there were neither ships nor seamen to repel him; and his 
arrival at this critical moment would most probably have enabled 
the Four Hundred to resume their ascendency, with the means_ 
as well as the disposition to introduce a Lacedremonian garrison 

1 Thncyd. viii, 95. To show what J.;ubma became at a later period, see 
Demosthenes, De Fals. Legat. c. 64, P· 409 : TU ev Ev{Joir,i 1<aTaUKevaufJ7j

u6µeva opµ7JTlJpta l<J>' i-µur, etc.; and Demosthenes, De Coron:l., c. 71; u11'· 
l.ovr o' ~ ~aA.auua V11'0 TWV EK Tig Ei>,13oiar opµ(,)µeV<,JV ArJUTi:iv yfyove, etc. 

VOL. VIII. 4 . 
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into the city.I And though the arrival of the Athenian fleet 
from Samos would have prevented this extremity, yet it could 
not have arrived in time, except on the supposition of a pro
longed blockade : moreover, its mere transfer from Samos to 
Athens would haYe left Ionia and the Hellespont defenceless 
against the Lacedremonians and Persians, and would have caused 
the loss of all the Athenian empire. Nothing could have 
saved Athens, if the Laceda;monians at this juncture had acted 
with reasonable vigor, instead of confining their efforts to Eubrea, 
now an easy and certain conquest. As on the former occasion, 
when Antiphon and Phrynichus went to Sparta prepared to make 
any sacrifice for the purpose of obtaining Lacedremonian aid and 
accommodation, so now, in a still greater degree, Athens owed 
her salvation only to the fact that the enemies actually before 
her were indolent and dull Spartans, not enterprising Syracusans 
under the conduct of Gylippus.2 And this is the second occasion,. 
we may add, on which Athens was on the brink of ruin in con
sequence of the policy of Alkibiades in retaining the armament 
at Samos. 

Fortunately for the Athenians, no Agesandridas appeared off 
Peirreus; so that the twenty triremes, which they contrived to 
man as a remnant for defence, had no enemy to repel.3 Accord
ingly, the Athenians were allowed to enjoy an interval of repose 
which enabled them to recover partially both from consternation 
and from intestine discord. It was their first proceeding, when 
the hostile fleet did not appear, to convene a public assembly; 
and that too in the Pnyx itself, the habitual scene of the demo
cratical assemblies,,well calculated to reinspire that patriotism 
which_ had now been dumb and smouldering for the four last 
months. In this assembly, the tide of opinion ran vehemently 
against the Four Hundred: 4 even those, who, like the Board of 

I Thucyd. viii, 96. MaAtO'Ta o' avrovr: •mt at' f:yyvrarov UJopv/3et, el ol 
71:01..iµiot rol..µ~uovui vevtK1JKorer; eMvr: urpwv l71:t rilv IIetpata lp11µov ovra 
ve.:iv 71:Aeiv. Ka~ ifoov OVIC ~,.,1/ tv6µt~OV avroiir: 71:apeivat. ·o Tr e p av, e i 
r 0 '). µ 1/ p 6 rep 0 l " O' a v, pt;i I> i (,} r: av E71: 0 i 1/ O' av. 1ea2 fj otiO'T1]0'aV av 
frt µa/.J..ov T~V '11:0AtV erpopµovvrer:, fj ei fooJ..topKOVV µevovrer, Kat rar: arr' 
'I(,Jviar vavr fjvayKaO'aV av f3011fJ~uat, etc. 

2 Thucyd. viii, 96; vii, 21-55. 3 Thucyd. viii, 97. 
' It is to this assembly that I refer, with confidence, the remarkable dia
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elders entitled probuli had originally counselled their appoint
ment, now denounced them along with the rest, though severely 
taunted by the oligarchical leader Peisander for their inconsisten
cy. Votes were finally passed: I. To depose the Four Hundred; 
2. To place the whole government in the hands of The Five 
Thousand; 3. Every citizen, who furnished a panoply, either for 
himself or for any one else, was to be of right a member of this 
body of The Five Thousand; 4. No citizen was to receive pay 
for any political function, on pain of becoming solemnly accursed, 
or excommunicated.I Such were the points determined by the 

logue of contention between Peisander and Sophok!es, one of the Athenian 
probflli, mentioned in Aristotcl. Rhetoric. iii, 18, 2. There ~vas no other 
occasion on which the :Four Hundred were ever publicly thrown upon their 
defence at Athens. 

This was not Sophok!Cs the tragic poet, but another person of the same 
name, who appears afterwards as one of the oligarchy of Thirty. 

Thucyd. viii, 97. Kat e<.KA1J'1laV ~vveli.eyov, µiav µev eiJ19vrrore rrpwrov 
fr Ti/1' Ilvforn Ka;,ovµeV7JV 1 o{nrep Kat UAAOTe elorc'JerJav, lv Jirrep Kat ToiJr TeTpa· 
KorJiovr Kararrafoavrer Toi r Trev Ta Kt" x t Ai o tr l1/J11tpfoavro ril rrpay
l'ara 1rapaoo1ivat . el v at 0 e a iJT w v , 0"0 (J 0 t K a t 0 'Tr A a 'Tr apt x 0 v 
Tat• Kat µtrJ'9ov µtJ<leva rfiepetV, µ7JOeµir;t up,l'Ji, el OE µi/, [rrupaTOV faot~(JaVTO. 
'Eyiyvovro cli: Kat alt.I.at V'1repov TrVKVat EKKA~(Jtat, arp' WV Kat v 0 µ 0 {} eTa' 
Kat TUAAa l1/J1J</Jt<TaVTO Er Ti/V 'TrOAlTttav. 

In this passage I dissent from the commentators on two points. First, 
they understand this number Five Thousand as a real definite list of citizens, 
containing five thousand names, neither more nor less. Secondly, they con
stme voµoi9irar, not in the ordinary meaning which it bears in Athenian 
constitutional language, but in the sense of ~vyyparpei~ (c. 67 ), "persons to 
model the constitution, corresponding to the ~vyyparpeir appointed by the 
aristocratical party a little before," to use the words of Dr. Arnold. 

As to the first point, which is sustained also by Dr. Thirlwall (Hist. Gr. 
ch. xxviii, vol. iv, p. 51, 2d ed.), Dr. Arnold really admits what is the 
ground of my opinion, when he says : " Of course the number of citizens 
capable of providing themselves with heavy arms must have much exceeded 
five tlwusand: and it is said in the defence of Polystratus, one of the Four 
Hundred (Lysias, p. 675, Reisk.), that he drew up a list of nine thousand. 
But we must suppose that all who could furnish heavy arms were eligible 
into the munber of the Five Thousand, whether the members were fixed on by 
lot, by election, 01· by rotation; as it had been proposed to appoint the l<'our 
Hundred by rotation out of the Five Thousand (viii, 93)." 

Dr. Arnold here throws out a supposition which hy no means conforms 
to the exact sense of the words of Thucvdides-dvat rle aiirwv, /lrr0'1ot Kai 
orrA.a 11'apixovrat. These words distin~tly signify, that all who furnished 

http:alt.I.at
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first assembly held in the Pnyx. The archons, the senate of 
Five. Hundred, etc., were renewed: after which many other assem

hea\·y arms should be ofthe Pive Thousand; should belong ofright to that body: 
which is something different from being eligiUe into the number of the Five 
Thousand, either by lot, rotation, or otherwise. The language of Thucydides, 
when he describes, in the pa..'sage referred to by Dr. Arnold, c. 93, the pro
jected formation of the Four Hundred by rotation out of the Five Thoumnd, 
is very different : Kat EK rovrwv lv µipet rovi- rerpaKouiovi- foeui'iat, etc. 
l\I. Boeekh (Public Economy of Athens, bk. ii, ch. 21, p. 268, Eng. Tr.) is not 
satisfactory in his description of this event. 

The idea which I conceive of the Five Thousand, as a number existing 
from the commencement only in talk and imagination, neither realized nor 
intended to be realized, coincides with the full meaning of this passage of 
Thucydides, as well as with everything which he had before said about them. 

I will here add that orro<rot orri\a rraptxovrat means persons furnishing 
arms, not for themselves alone, but for others also (Xenoph. Hellen. iii, 
4, 15.) 

As to the second point, the signification of voµo&fra>, I stand upon the 
general use of that word in Athenian political language: see the explana
tion earlier in this History, vol. v, ch. xlvi, p. 373. It is for the commenta
tors to produce some justification of the unusual meaning which they assign 
to it : "persons to model the constitution ; commissioners who drew up the 
new constitution," as Dr. Arnold, in concurrence with the rest, translates it. 
Until some justification is produced, I venture to believe that voµo-&irat is a 
word which would not be used in that sense with reference to nominees 
chosen by the democracy, and intended to act with the democracy; for it 
implies a final, decisive, authoritative detennination; whereas the gv)')'pa</Jei>, 
or "commissioners to draw up a constitution," were only invested with the 
function of submitting something for approbation to the public assembly or 
competent authority; that is, assuming that the public assembly remained 
an efficient reality. 

Moreover, the words Kat rui\A,~ would hiirdlv be used in immediate se
quence to voµo-&ira>, if the latter word meant tl;at which the commentators 
suppose: "Commissioners fut· framing a constitution, and the other things 
towards the constitution." Such commissioners are surely far too prominent 
and initiative in their function to be named in this way. Let us add, that 
the most material items in the new constitution, if we are so to call it, have 
already been distinctly specified as settled hy public vote, before these voµo
{}frat are even named. 

It is important to notice. that even the Thirty, who were named six years 
afterwards to draw up n constitution, at the moment when Sparta was mis
tress of Athens, and when the people were thoroughly put down, nre not 
called Noµo-&ira1, but arc named hy a circumlocution equivalent to gvyypa
9eir;-·Eooge ri;J &ht'~'· rp1ft1w1•ra ui•npar; li\fo&at, oZ Tovi- r.ar1iiovi- voµovr; gvy
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blies were also held, in which nomothetre, dikasts, and other in
stitutions essential to the working of the democracy, were consti
tuted. Various other votes were also passed; especially one, on 
the proposition of Kritias, seconded uy Theramenes,1 to restore 
Alkibiades and some of his friends from exile; while messages 
were farther despatched, both to him and to the armament at 
Samos, doubtless confirming the recent nomination of generals, 
apprizing them of what had recently occurred at Athens, as well 
as bespeaking their full concurrence and unabated efforts against 
the common enemy. 

Thucydides bestows marked eulogy upon the general spirit of 
moderation and patriotic harmony which now reigned at Athens, 
and which directed the political proceedings of the people.2 But 
he does not countenance the belief, as he has been sometimes 
understood, nor is it true in point of fact, that they now intro
duced a new constitution. Putting an end to the oligarchy, and 
to the rule of the Four Hundred, they restored the old democracy 

ypa-rpov111, Kai'J' ofu; 'lrOAL TtVcrOV!1l. - Alpei'i i:vrer oi:' l:rp' ,,; Tt gvyyputpat voµov~ 
Kai'i' ov11nvar 1rOAtTeb<10lVTO, rovrovr µf:v Uel lµe'A/,ov gvyypurpetv Tt Kat U'lrO
OetKVVVat, etc. (Xenophon, Hellen. ii, 3, 2-11.) Xenophon calls Kritias and 
Charikl&s the nomothetre of the Thirty (Memor. i, 2, 30), but this is not 
democracy. 

For the signification of No,uoi'ifrnr (applied most generally to Solon, 
sometimes to others, either hy rhetorical looseness or by ironical taunt), or 
Noµei'iirat, a numerous body of persons chosen and sworn, see Lysias cont. 
Nikomach. s~cts. 3, 33, 37; Andokides de Mysteriis, sects. 81-85, e.14, p. 38, 
where the nomothetre are a sworn body of Five Hundred, exercising, con· 
jointly with the senate, the function of accepting or rejecting laws proposed 
to them. 

1 Plntarch, Alkibi,1des, e. 33. Cornelius Nepos (Alkibiad. c. 5, and Dio
dorus, xiii, 38-42) mentions Theramenes as the principal author of the 
decree for restoring Alkibiades from exile. But the precise words of the elegy 
composed by Kritias, wherein the latter vindictites this proceeding to him
self, are cited by Plutarch, and are very good evidence. Doubtless many of 
the leading men supported, and none opposed, the proposition . 

• Thueyd. viii, 97. Kat ovx ~KL<1Ta 01) TOV 7rpCirov xp6vov t'lr[ ye lµov 'Ai'iTJ
vaiot ~aivovrat ev TCOAlTeV<1a11rer. µerpia yup ~ re lr rovr bMyovr Kat roilr 
'lro'Al..ovr ~vy1<pa11ir iyivero, Kat he 7rov11pCiv rCiv 7rpayµur(,)v ytvoµiv(,)v rovro 
1rpi::Jrov Uvf}veyKe T~v rrOA.tv. 

I refer the reader to a note on this passage in one of my former volumes, 
and on the explanation given of it by Dr. Arnold (see vol. v, ch. xiv, p. 330). 
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seemingly with only two modifications, first, the pa1·tial limita
tion of the right of suffrage; next, the discontinuance of all 
payment for political functions. · The impeachment against Anti
phon, tried immediately afterwards, went Lefore the senate and 
the dikastery exactly according to the old democratical forms of 
procedure. But we must presume that the senate, the dikasts, 
the nomothette, the ekklesiasts, or citizens who attended the as
sembly, the public orators who prosecuted state-criminals, or de
fended any law when it was impugned, must have worked for the 
time without pay. ' 

:Moreover, the two modifications above mentioned were of little 
practical effect. The exclu;;ive Lody of Five Thousand citizens, 
professedly constituted at this juncture, wa~ neither exactly real
ized, nor long retained. It was comtituted, even now, more as a 
nominal than as a real limit; a nominal total, yet no longer a 
mere blank, as the Four Hundred had originally produced it, but 
containing, indeed, a number of individual names greater than 
the total, and without any a~signaLle line of <lemarkation. The 
mere fact, that every one who furnished a panoply was entitled 
to be of the Five Thousand, - and not they alone, but others 
besides,1 - shows that no care was taken to adhere either to that 
or to any other precise number. If we may credit a speech 
composed by Lysias,'.! the Four Hundred had themselves, after 
the demolition of their intended fortress at Ectioneia, and when 
power was passing out of their hands, appointed a committee of 
their number to draw up for the first time a real list of Tlie Five 
Thousand; and Polystratus, a member of that committee, takes 
credit with the succeeding democracy for having made the list 
comprise nine thousand names instead of five thousand. As this 
list of Polystratus - it~ indeed, it ever existed - was never 
either published or adopted, I merely notice the description given 
of it, to illustrate my position that the number Five Thousand 
was now understood on all sides as an indefinite expression for a 

1 The words of Thucydides (viii, 97), elvai oe av r.;, v, tnrorJot 1<al urrA.a 
rrapexovrai, show that this body was not composed exclusively of those who 
furnished panoplies. It rould never haYe been intended, for example, to 
exclude the hippeis, or knights. 

• Lysias, Orat. xx, pro Polystrato, c. 4, p. 675, Reisk. 
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suffrage extensive, but not universal. The number had been first 
invented by Antiphon and the leaders of the Four Hundred, to 
cloak their own usurpation and intimidate the democracy: next, 
it served the purpose of Theramenes and the minority of the 
Four Hundred, as a basis on which to raise a sort of dynastic 
opposition, to use modern phraseology, within the limits of the 
oligarchy; that is, without appearing to overstep principles 
acknowledged by the oligarchy themselves: lastly, it was em
ployed by the democratical party generally as a convenient mid
dle term to slide back into the old system, with as little dispute 
as possible ; for Alkibiades and the armament had sent word home 
that they adhered to the Five Thousand, and to the abolition of 
salaried civil functions.I 

But exclusive suffrage of the so-called Five Thousand, espe
cially with the expansive numerical construction now adopted; 
was of little value either to themselves or to the state;2 while it 
was an insulting shock to the feelings of the excluded multitude, 
especially to brave and active seamen like the parali. Though 
prudent as a step of momentary transition, it could not stand, nor 
was any attempt made to preserrn it in permanence, amidst a 
community so long accustomed to universal citizenship, and where 
the necessities of dcfonce against the enemy called for energetic 
efforts from all the citizens. 

Even as to the gratuitous functions, the members of the Five 
Thousand themselves would soon become tired, not less than the 
poorer freemen, of serving without pay, as senators or in other 
ways; so that nothing but absolute financial deficit would pre
vent the reestablishment, entire or partial, of the pay." And 
that deficit was never so complete as to stop the <lisbursement of 

1 Thucyd. viii, 86. 
2 Thucyd. viii, 92. ri> µi:v Karaurqaat µeroxovr roaovrovr, uvrtKpvr D.v 

oijµov ~yovµevot, etc. 
3 See the valuable financial inscriptions in M. Iloeckh's Corpus Insc1ip

tionum, part i, nos. 147, 148, which attest considerable disbursements for 
the diobelv in 410-409 n.c. 

Nor do~s it seem that there was much diminution during these same years 
in the private expenditure and ostentation of the Choregi at the festivals 
and other exhibitions: see the Oration xxi, of Lysia.s -'A1roli.01'£a 6,t,JporJo
"iar, c. 1, 2, pp. 698-700, Reiske. 
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the diobely, or distribution of two oboli to each citizen on occa
sion of various religious festivals. Such distribution continued 
without interruption; though perhaps the number of occasions on 
which it was made may have been lessened. 

How far or under what restriction, any reestablishment of ci\'il 
pay obtained footing during the seven years between the Four 
Hundred and the Thirty, we cannot say. But leaving this point 
undecided, we can show, that within a year after the deposition of 
the Four Hundred, the suffrage of the so-called Five Thousand 
expanded into the suffrage of all Athenians without exception, or 
into the full antecedent democracy. A memorable decree, passed 
about eleven months after that event, - at the commencement 
of the archonship of Glaukippus (June 410 B.c.), when the 
senate of Five Hundred, the dikasts, and other civil functiona
ries, were renewed for the coming year, pursuant to the ancient 
democratical practice, - exhibits to us the full democracy not 
merely in action, but in all the glow of feeling called forth by a 
recent restoration. It seems to have been thought that this first 
renewal of archons and other functionaries, under the revived 
democracy, ought to be stamped by some emphatic proclamation 
of sentiment, analogous to the solemn and heart-stirring oath 
taken in the preceding year at Samos. Accordingly, Demophan
tus proposed and carried a (psephism or) decree,1 prescribing the 
form of an oath to be taken by all Athenians to stand by the 
democratical constitution. 

The terms of his psephism and oath are striking. "If any 
man subvert the democracy at Athens, or hold any magistracy 
after the democracy has been subverted, he shall be an enemy 
of the Athenians. Let liim be put to death with impunity, and 
let his property be confi~cated to the public, with the reservation 
of a tithe to Athene. Let the man who has killed him, and the ac
complice priYy to the act, be accounted holy and of good religious 

1 About the date of this psephism, or decree, see Boeckh, Staatshaushal
tung dcr Athener, vol. ii, p. 168, in the comment upon sundry inscriptions 
appended to his work, not included in the English tr,mslation hy Mr. 
Lewis; also Meier, De Bonis Damnatorum, sect. ii, pp. 6-10. Wachsmuth 
erroneously places the date of it after tho Thirty; see Hellen. Alterth. ii, 
ix, p. 267. 
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odor. Let all Athenians swear an oath under the sacrifice of 
full-grown victims, in their respective tribes and demes, to kill 
him.I Let the oath be as follows: 'I will kill with my own 
hand, if I am able, any man who shall subve.rt the democracy at 
Athens, or who shall hold any office in future after the democ
racy has been subverted, or shall rise in arms for the purpose of 
making himself a despot, or shall help the despot to establish 
himself. And if any one else shall kill him, I will account the 
slayer to be holy as respects both gods and demons, as having 
slain an enemy of the Athenians. And I engage by word, by 
deed, and by vote, to sell his property and make over one-half 
of the proceeds to the slayer, without withholding anything. If 
any man shall perish in slaying or in trying to slay the despot, 
I will be kind both to him and to his children, as to Harmodius 
and Aristogeiton, and their descendants. And I hereby break 
and renounce all oaths which have been sworn hostile to the 
Athenia.n people, either at Athens or at the camp (at Samos) or 
elsewhere.2' Let all Athenians swear this as the regular oath, 
immediately before the festival of the Dionysia, with sacrifice and 
full-grown victims; 3 invoking upon him who keeps it, good 

I Andokides de Mysteriis, sects. 95-99. (c. 16, p. 48, R.)- 'O o' U1rOKTel• 
vnr TOV rav-ra 1rOti/uavra, Kat 0 uvµ/Jovl..efoar, outor tuT(,) Kat evayfi~. 'OµOual 
o' 'A 1'f71vaiovr U1ravrar, Kai'f' lepi:Jv rel..eiwv, Ka Tu <fivl..ar /Ca~ Kara 
oiiµ o v r, u11"0Kreivetv ri\v raiira 7rotfiuavra. 

The comment of Sievers (Commentationcs De Xenophontis Hellenicis, 
Berlin, 1833, pp. 18, 19) on the events of this time, is not elear. 

• Andokides de l\fystcriis, sects. 95-99. (c. 16, p. 48, R.) ·o1rouot O' 5pKot 
oµwµovrat 'A{J~V'l)<Itv 1/ t v T ti> <IT pa T 0 7r e0 <,J 1/ UAAoi'ft 1rOV evavTlOt T(iJ 
V~ftr,J ri:Jv 'Ai'f11vafov, A.ii"' Kat c't<fii71µt. 

To what particular anti-constitutional oaths allusion is here made, we 
cannot tell. All those of the oligarchical conspirators, both at Samos and 
at Athens, are doubtless intended to be abrogated: and this oath, like that 
of the armament at Samos (Thucyd. viii, 75), is intended to be sworn by 
every one, including those who had before been members of the oligarchi· 
cal conspiracy. Perhaps it may also be intended to abrogate the covenant 
sworn by the members of the political clubs or ~v,,,µ6utat among them· 
selves, in so far as it pledged them '.o anti-constitutional acts (Thncyd. viii, 
54-81). 

3 Andokides de Mysteriis, sects. 95-99, (c. 16, p. 48, R.) Taiira oe oµo· 
uavTwll 'A ,cf 7J v a i 0 l 1T av Te~ tcai'f' frp(,iv reA.efov, rilv VOflf'-OP optcov, 1Tpil . 
!J.wvvufov, etc. 

VOJ,. VITI. 4'!' 60<), 
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things in abundance ; but upon him who breaks it, destruction for 
himself as well as for his family." 

Such was the remarkable decree which the Athenians not only 
passed in senate and public assembly, less than a year after the 
deposition of the Four Hundred, but also caused to be engraved 
on a column close to the door of the senate-house. It plainly 
indicates, not merely that the democracy had returned, but an 
unusual intensity of democratical feeling along with it. The 
constitution which all the Athenians thus swore to maintain by 
the most strenuous measures of defence, must have been a con
stitution in which all Athenians had political rights, not one of 
Five Thousand privileged persons excluding the rest.I This de
cree became invalid after the expulsion of the Thirty, by the 
general resolution then passed not to act upon any laws passed 
before the archonship of Eukleides, unless specially reenacted. 
But the column on which it stood engraved still remained, and 
the words were read upon it, at least down to the time of the 
orator Lykurgus, eighty years afterwards.2 

The mere deposition of the Four Hundred, however, and the 
transfer of political power to the Five Thousand, which took 
place in the first public assembly held after the defeat off Ere
tria, was sufficient to induce most of the Yiolent leaders of the 
Four Hundred forthwith to leave Athens. Peisander, Alexikles, 
and others, went off secretly to Dekeleia: 3 Aristarchus alone 

1 Those who think that a new constitntion was established, after the de
position of the Four Hundred, are perplexed to fix the period at wliich the 
old democracy was restored. K. F. Hermann and others suppose, without 
any special proof, that it was restored at the time when Alkibiadcs returned 
to Athens in 407 n.c. See K. F. Hermann, Griech. Staats Alterthiimer, s. 
167, note 13. 

• Lykurgus adv. Leokrat. sect. 131, c. 31, p. 225: compare Demosthen. 
adv. Leptin. sect. 138, c. 34, p. 506. 

If we wanted any proof, how peifectly reckless and unmeaning is the 
mention of the name of Solon by the orators, we should find it in this pas
sage of Andokides. He calls this psephism of Demophantns a law of Solon 
(sect. 96) : see above in this History, vol. iii, ch. xi, p. 122. 

3 Thucyd. viii, 93. Most of these fugitives returned six years afterwards, 
after the battle of .lEgpspotami, when the ,;\thenian people again became 
subject to an oligarchy in the persons of the Thirty. Several of them be
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maJc his flight the means of inflicting a new wound upon his 
country. Being among the number of the generals, he availed 
liimself of this authority to march - with some of the rudest 
among those Scythian archers, who did the police duty of the city 
-to ffinoe, on the Bccotian frontier, which was at that moment 
under siege by a body of Corinthians and Breotians nnited. 
Aristarchus, in concert with the besieger~, presented himself to 
the garrison, and acquainted them that Athens and Sparta had 
just concluded peace, one of the conditions of which was that 
ffinoe should be surrendered to the Bmotians. He therefore, as 
general, ordered them to evacuate the place, under the benefit of a 
truce to return home. The garrison having been closely blocked 
up, and kept wholly ignorant of the actual condition of politics, 
obeyed the order without reserve; so that the Breotians acquired 
possession of this very important frontier position, a new thorn 
in the side of Athens, besides Dekeleia.1 

Thus was the Athenian democracy again restored, and the 
divorce between the city and the armament at Samos terminated, 
after an interruption of about four months by the successful con
spiracy of the Four Hundred. It was only by a sort of miracle 
- or rather by the incredible backwardness and stupidity of her 
foreign enemies - that Athens escaped alive from this nefarious 
aggression of her own ablest and wealthiest citizens. That the 
victorious democracy should animadvert upon and punish the 
principal actors c~ncerned in it, - who had satiated their own 
selfish ambition at the cost of so much suffering, anxiety, and 
peril to their country, - was nothing more than rigorous justice. 
But the circumstances of the case were peculiar: for the counter
revolution had been accomplished partly by the aid of a minority 
among the :Four Hundred themselves, -Theramenes, Ari:sto
luares, and others, together with the Board of Elders called Pro
buli, - all of w horn had been, at the outset, either principals or 

came members of the senate which workecl under the Thirty (Lysias cont. 
Agorat. sect. 80, c. 18. p. 495). 

·whether Aristoteles and Charik!Cs were among the number of the Four 
Hundrecl who now went into exile, as 'Vattenbach affirms (De Quadringent. 
Ath. Factione, p. 66). seems not clearly made out. 

01 Thucyd. Yiii, 89, 90. 'Apfornp;rnr, civi)p tv -roi(' µ&:Ji.u;ra Kat lK 7rAeforov 
tvavrfn~ T~> l!~fl~J, rte. 
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accomplices in that system of terrorism and assassination, where
by the democracy had been overthrown and the oligarchical 
rulers established in the senate-house. The earlier operations 
of the conspiracy, therefore, though among its worst features, 
could not be exposed to inquiry and trial without compromising 
these parties as fellow-criminals. Theramene:> evaded this diffi
culty, by selecting for animadversion a recent act of the majority 
of the Four Hundred, which he and his partisans had opposed, and 
on which therefore he had no interests adverse either to justice 
or to the popular feeling. He stood foremost to impeach the last 
embassy sent by the Four Hundred to Sparta, sent with instruc
tions to purchase peace and alliance at almost any price, and 
connected with the construction of the fort at Ectioneia for the 
reception of an enemy's garrison. This act of manifest treason, 
in which Antiphon, Phrynichus, and ten other known envoys were 
concerned, was chosen as the special matter for public trial and 
punishment, not less on public grounds than with a view to his 
own favor in the renewed democracy. But the fact that it was 
Theramenes who thus denounced his old friends and fellow-con
spirators, after having lent hand and heart to their earlier and 
not less guilty deeds, was long remembered as a treacherous be
trayal, and employed in after days as an excuse for atrocious 
injustice against himself.I 

Of the twelve envoys who went on this mission, all except 
Phrynichus, Antiphon, Archeptolemus, and Onomakles, seem to 
have already escaped to Dekeleia or elsewhere. Phrynichus, as 
I have mentioned a few pages above, had been assassinated several 
days before. Respecting his memory, a condemnatory vote had 
already been just passed by the restored senate of Five Hundred, 
decreeing that his property should be confiscated and his house 
razed to the ground, and conferring the gift of citizenship, to
gether with a pecuniary recompense, on two foreigners who 

1 Lysias cont. Erntosthcn. c. I I, p. 427, sects. 66-68. BovAoµevo( of: (The
ramenes) Ti;J vµerip<p 'TfA~i'Jei 7rl<1TO!.' oou1v el11ai, 'Avrupwvra Kat 'Ap;te1l'TOAt· 
µov, </JLATUTOV!.' ovrai; avr<;i, rnn1yopwv U'TffKTftVEV. El, TOGOVTOV Of: KaKia!.' 
fi/,i'Jev, ware aµa µf:v Ota r]iv 1t'por l«eiVOV!.' 1l'laTtV vµil!.' KaTeOOVAwaaro, c!iU. 
oe T]iv 1t'p0!.' vµilr TOV!.' '/>ii.our U'TfWAEGEV. 

Compare Xenophon, Hellen, ii, 3, 30-33. 
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claimed to have assassinated him.1 The other three, Antiphon, 
Archeptolemus, and Onomakles,2 were presented in name to the 
senate by the generals, of whom probably Theramenes was one, 
as having gone on a mission to Sparta for purposes of mischief 
to Athens, partly on board an enemy's ship, partly through the 
Spartan garrison at Dekeleia. Upon this presentation, doubtless 
a document of some length and going into particulars, a senator 
named Andron moved: That the generals, aided by any ten sena
tors whom they may choose, do seize the three persons accused, 
and hold them in custody for trial; that the thesmothetre do send 
to each of the three a formal summons, to prepare themselves for 
trial on a future day before the dikastery, on the charge of high 
treason, and do bring them to tiial on the day named; assisted 
by the generals, the ten senators chosen as auxiliaries, and any 
other citizen who may please to take part, as their accusers. 
Each of the three was to be tried separately, and, if condemned, 

1 That these votes, respecting the memory and the death of Phrynichus, 
preceded the trial of Antiphon, we may guthcr from the concluding words 
of the sentence passed upon Antiphon: see Plutarch. Vit. x, Oratt. p. 834, 
B: compare Schol. Aristoph. Lysistr. 313. 

Both Lysias and Lykurgus, the orators, contain statements ahout the 
death of Phrynichus which are not in harmony with Thucydides. Both 
these orators agree in reporting the names of the two foreigners who claim
ed to have slain Phrynichus, and whose claim was allowed by the people 
nfterwards, in a formal reward and vote of citizenship, Thrasybulus of Kal
ydon, Apollodorus of Megara (Lysias cont. Agorat. c. 18, 492; Lykurg. 
cont. Leokrat. c. 29, p. 217 ). 

Lykurgus says that Phrynichus was assassinated by night, "near the 
fountain, hard by the willow-trees:" which is quite contradictory to Thu
·cydides, who states that the deed was done in daylight, and in the market
place. Agoratus, against whom the speech of Lysias is directed, pretended 
to have been one of the assassins, and claimed reward on that score. 

The story of Lykurgus, that the Athenian people, on the proposition of 
Kritias, exhnmed and brought to trial the dead bodyof Phrynichus, and that 
Aristarchus and Alexik!Cs were put to death for undertaking its defence, is 
certainly in part false, and probably wholly false. Aristarchus was then at 
CEnoe, Alexikles at Dekeleia. 

1 Onomaklils had been one of the colleagues of Phrynichus, as general of 
the armament in Ionia, in the preceding autumn (Thucyd. viii, 25). 

In one of the Biographies of Thucydides (p. xxii, in Dr. Arnold's edition), 
it is stated that Onomak!Cs was executed along with the other two; but the 
document cited in the Pseudo-Plutarch contradicts this. 
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was to be dealt with according to the penal law of the city against 
traitors, or persons guilty of treason.I 

Though all the three persons thus indicated were at Athens, or 
at least were supposed to be there, on the day when this reso
lution was passed by the senate, yet, before it was executed, 
Onomakles had fled; so that Antiphon and Archeptolemus only 
were imprisoned for trial. They too must have had ample op
portunity for leaving the city, and we might have presumed that 
Antiphon would have thought it quite as necessary to retire as 
Peisander and Alexikles. So acute a man as he, at no time very 
popular, must have known that now at least he had drawn the 
sword against his fellow-citizens in a manner which could never 
be forgiven. However, he chose voluntarily to stay: and this 
man, who had given orders for taking off so many of the 
democratical speakers by private assassination, received from the 
democracy, when triumphant, full notice and fair trial on a dis
tinct and specific charge. The speech which he made in his 
defence, though it did not procure acquittal, was listened to, not 
merely with patience, but with admiration ; as we may judge from 
the powerful and lasting effect which it produced. Thucydides 
describes it as the most magnificent defence against a capital 
charge which had ever come before him ;2 and the poet Agathon, 
doubtless a hearer, warmly complimented Antiphon on his elo
quence; to which the latter replied, that the approval of one such 
discerning judge was in his eyes au ample compensation for 
the unfriendly verdict of the multitude. Both he and Archep
tolemus were found guilty by the dikastery and condemned to 
the penalties of treason. They were handed over to the magis
trates called the Eleven, the chiefs of executive justice at Athens,' 
to be put to death by the customary draught of hen;ilock. Their 

1 Plutarch, Vit. x, Oratt. p. 834; comparo Xonophon, Ilelledic. i, i, 22. 
Apo!exis was one of tho accusors of Antiphon: sco Uarpokratiou, v. l:ra

utwr11r. 
2 Thucyd. viii, 68; Aristotcl. Ethic. Eudem. iii, 5. 
Riihnkcn seems quite right (Dissertat. De Antiphont. p. 818, Reisk.) in 

considering the oration rrepi µerauru(Jwr to be Antiphon's defence of himself; 
though 'Vostcrmann (Gcschichte der Griesch. Bcrcdsamkeit, p. 277) con
troverts this opinion. This oration is alluded to in several of the articles in 
Harpokration. 
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properties were confiscated, their houses were <lii·ected to be 
razed, and the vacant site to be marked by columns, with the 
inscription: "The residence of Antiphon the traitor, - of Ar
cheptolemus the traitor." They were not permitted to be buried 
either in Attica, or in any territory subject to Athenian dominion.I 
Their children, both legitimate and illegitimate, were deprived 
of the citizenship; and the citizen who should adopt any 
descendant of either of them, was to be himself in like manner 
disfranchised. 

Such was the sentence passed by the dikastery, pursuant to the 
Athenian law of treason. It was directed to be engraved on the 
same brazen column as the decree of honor to the slayers of 
Phrynichus. From that column it was transcribed, and has thus 
passed into history,! 

1 So, Themistokles, as a traitor, was not allowed to be buried iu Attica 
(Thucyd. i, 1.38; Corne!. Nepos, Vit. Themistocl. ii, 10). His friends are 
said to have brought his bones thither secretly. 

2 It is given at length in Pseudo-Plutarch, Vit. x, Oratt. pp. 833, 834. It 
was preserved by Crecilius, a Sicilian and rhetorical teacher, of the Augus
tan age; who possessed sixty orations ascribed to Antiphon, twenty-five of 
which he considered spurious. 

Antiphon left a daughter, whom Kallreschrns sued for in marriage, pnrsu
nnt to the forms of law, being entitled to do so on the score of near relation
ship (bmlucaaaro). Kallreschrns was himself one of the Four Hundred, 
perhaps a brother of Kritias. It seems singular that the legal power of suing 
at Jaw for a female in marriage, by right of near kin (roiJ lirtotKa~ea&at), 
could extend to a female disfranchised and debarred from all rights of citi
zenship. 

If we may believe Harpokration, Andron, who made the motion in the 
senate for sending Antiphon and Archeptolemns to trial, had been himself 
a member of the Four Hundred oligarchs, as well as Thernmencs (Harp. v. 
"Avopwv). 

The note of Dr. Arnold upon that passage (viii, 68) wherein Thucydides 
calls Antiphon ape•fi ovoevil> varepo>, "inferior to no man in virtue," well 
deserves to be consulted. This passage shows, in a remarkable manner, what 
were the political and private qualities which determined the esteem of Thu
cydides. It shows that his sympathies went along with the oligarchical party; 
and that, while the exaggerations of opposition-speakers, or demagogues, 
such as those which he imputes to Kleon and Hyperbolns, provoked his bit
ter hatred, exaggerations of the oligarchical warfare, or multiplied assassi
nations, did not make him like a man the worse. But it shows, at the same 
time, his great candor in the narration of facts ; for he gives an undisguised 
revelation both of the assassinations, ancl of the treason, of Antiphon. 
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How many of the Four Hundred oligarchs actually came to 
trial or were punished, we have no means of knowing; but there 
is ground for believing that none were put to death except Anti
phon and Archeptolemus, perhaps also Aristarchus, the betrayer 
of CEnoe to the Bmotians. The latter is said to have been 
formally tried and condemned :I though by what accident he 
afterwards came into the power of the Athenians, after having 
once effected his escape, we are not informed. The property of 
l'eisander, he himself having escaped, was confiscated, and grant
ed either wholly or in part as a recompense to Apollodorus, one 
of the assassins of Phrynichus :2 probably the property of the 
other conspicuous fugitive oligarchs was confiscated also. Poly
stratus, another of the Four Hundred, who had only become a 
member of that body a few days before its fall, was tried during 
absence, which absence his defenders afterwards accounted for, 
by saying that he had been wounded in the naval battle of Ere
tria, and heavily fined. It seems that each of the Four Hundred 
was called on to go through an audit and a trial of accountability, 
according to the practice general at Athens with magistrates going 
out of otfice. Such of them as did not appear to this trial were 
condemned to fine, to exile, or to have their names recorded as 
traitors: but most of those who did appear seem to have been 
acquitted ; partly, we are told, by bribes to the logistre, or auditing 
officers, though some were condemned either to fine or to partial 
political disability, along with those hoplites who had been the 
most marked partisans of the Four Hundred.a 

1 Xcnoph. Hellenic. i, 7, 28. This is the natural meaning of the passage; 
though it may also mean that a day for trial was named, but that Aristar
chus did not appear. Aristarchus may possibly have been made prisoner in 
one of the engagements which took place between the garrison of Dekeleia 
and the Athenians. The Athenian exiles in a body established themselves 
at Dekelcia, and carried on constant war with the citizens at Athens: see 
Lysias, De Bon is Nicire Fratris, Or. xviii, ch. 4, p. 604 : Pro Polystrato, Orat. 
xx, c. 7, p. 688; Andokides de Mystcriis, ~.17, p. 50. 

2 Lysias, De Olea Sacra, Or. vii, ch. ii, p. 263, Reisk. 
• " Quadringentis ipsa dominatio fraudi non fuit; imo qui cum Theramene 

ct Aris to crate stetcrant, in mngno honore habiti sunt: omnibus autem m
tiones rcddendre fucrunt ; qni solum vertissent, proditores judicati sunt, 
nomina in publico proposita." (Wattenbach, De Quadringentorum Athenis 
Factione, p. 65.) 
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Indistinctly as we make out the particular proceedings of the 
Athenian people at this restoration of the democracy, we know 

From the psephism of l'atrokleirle,;, pas;crl six ycar3 subsequently, after 
the battle of ..iEgospotamos, we learn that the names of such among the Four 
Hundred as did not stay to take their trial, were engraved on pillars distinct 
from those who were tried and condemned either to fine or to various disa
bilities; Andokides de Mysteriis, sects. 75-78: Kai oaa bv6µara Twv reTpa
Ko11iwv Tlvor lyyi:ypa-.rai. i/ UAAO T£ 7rtpl TWV l:v Ty o/,iyap;(l(L r.pa;i:1'fi:vrwv 
foTl1rOVyeypaµµi:vov, 7rl•l/V 01r0<1a e11 tJT~f.atr yf:ypa7rTllt TljV 
u 1) l v 'I'> a oe µ et vu v T w v, etc. These last names, as the most criminal, 
were excepted from the amnesty of Patroklei<lil,;. 

We here see that there were two categories among the condemned Four 
Hundred: I. Those who remained to stand the trial of accountability, and 
were condemned either to a fine which they could not pay. or to some posi
tive disability. 2. Those who did not remain to stand their trial, and were 
condemned par contumace. 

Along with the first category we find other names besides those of the 
Four Hundred, found guilty as their partisans: uf./.. o Tl (uvnµa) rrept rwv 
lv Tfj bl.tyap;i:i(L rrpa;i:'l'>ivTwv. Among these partisans we may rank the sol
diers mentioned a little before, sect. i 5: ol arpaTtwrai, olr on t rr i: µet 
Va V e7r t T WV TV p u V V CJ V £v rij rro/,ei, Ta µ£v u:Ua i)v u7rep TOL> uf.f.01, 
rrol.irai,, Et7relv u' iv T(i> ,i~l''i' OVIC t;~v avrolr nvOi: {3ovf.f1jaai, where the 
preposition irrt seems to siguify not simply contemporaneousness, but a sort 
of intimate connection, like the phrase trrl. 7rpoaTurov olK£lv (see 1\fotthire, 
Gr. Gr. sect. 584; Kuhner, Gr. Gr. sect. 611 ). 

The oration of Lysias pro Polystrato is on several points obscure: but we 
make out that Polystratus was one of the Four Hundred who diJ. not come 
to stand his trial of accountability, and was therefore condemned in his 
absence. Severe accusations were made against him, and he was falsely 
asserted to be the cousin, whereas he was in reality only fellow-dcmot, of 
Phrynichus (sects. 20, 24, 11 ). The defence explains his non-appearance, by 
saying that he had been wounded at the battle of Eretria, and that the trial 
took place immediately after the deposition of the Four Hundred (sects. 14, 
24). He was heavily fined, and deprived of his citizenship (sects.15,33, 38). 
It would appear that the fine was greater than his property could discharge; 
accordingly this fine, remaining unpaid, would become chargeable upon his 
sons after his death, and unless they could pay it, they would come into the 
situation of insolvent public debtors to the state, which would debar them 
from the exercise of the rights of citizenship, so long as the debt remained 
unpaid. But while Polystratus was alive, his sons were not liable to the 
state for the payment of his fine; and they therefore still remained citizens, 
and in the full exercise of their rights, though he was disfranchised. They 
were three sons, all of whom had served with credit as hop lites, and even as 
horsemen, in Sicily and elsewhere. In the speech before us, one of them 
prefers a petition to the dikastery, that the sentence passed against his father 
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from Thucydides that their prudence and moderation were exem
plary. The eulogy, which he bestows in such emphatic terms 
upon their behavior at this juncture, is indeed doubly remark
able: 1 first, because ·it comes from an exile, not friendly to the 
democracy, and a strong admirer of Antiphon; next, because the 
juncture itself was one eminently trying to the popular morality, 
and likely to degenerate, by almost natural tendency, into excess 
of reactionary vengeance and persecution. The democracy was 
now one hundred years old, dating from Kleisthenes, and fifty 
years old, even dating from the final reforms of Ephialtes and 
Perik!es ; so that self-government and political equality were a 
part of the habitual sentiment of every man's bosom, heightened 
in this case by the fact that Athens was not merely a democracy, 
but an imperial democracy, having dependencies abroad.2 At 
a moment when, from unparalleled previous disasters, she is barely 
able to keep up the struggle against her foreign enemies, a small 
knot of her own wealthiest citizens, taking advantage of her 
weakness, contrive, by a tissue of fraud and force not less flagi
tious than skilfully combined, to concentrate in their own hands 
the powers of the state, and to tear from their countrymen the 
security against bad government; the sentiment of equal citizen
ship, and the long-established freedom of speech. Nor is this 
all : these conspirators not only plant an oligarchical wvereignty 
in the senate-house, bnt also sustain that sovereignty by inviting 
a foreign garrison from without, and by betraying Athens to her 
Peloponnesian enemies. Two more deadly injuries it is impossi

m11y be mitigated; partly on the ground that it was unmerited, being 
passed while his father was afraid to stand forward in his own defence, 
partly as recompense for distinguished military services of all the three sons. 
The speech wus ddivercd at a time later than the battle of Kynossema, in 
the rmtumn of this yenr (sect. 31), but not very long after the overthrow of 
the Four Hundred, and certainly, I think, long before the Thirty; so that 
the assertion of Taylor (Vit. Lysire, p. 55) that all the extant orations of 
Lysins hear date after the Thirty, must be received with this exception. 

1 Thi~ testimony of Thncydidcs is amply sufficient to refute the vague 
assertions in the Orntion xxv, ofLysias (!l~µov KaraAvlT.'A rroA. sects. 34, 35 ), 
about great enormities now committed by the Athenians; though l\Ir. l\Iit
ford copies these nssertions as if they were real history, referring them to a 
time four years nfterwnrds (History of Greece, ch. xx, s. l, vol. iv, p. 327 ). 

1 Th nryd. ,·iii, 68. 
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ble to imagine ; and from neither of them would Athens have 
escaped, if her foreign enemy had manifested reasonable alacrity. 
Considering the immense peril, the narrow escape, and the im
paired condition in which Athens was left, notwithstanding her 
escape, we might well have expected in the people a violence of 
reactionary hostility such as every calm observer, while making 
allowance for the provocation, must nevertheless have condemned; 
and perhaps somewhat analogous to that exasperation which, un
der very similar circumstances, had caused the bloody massacres 
at Korkyra.l And when we find that this is exactly the occasion 
which Thucydides, an observer rather less than impartial, Relects 
to eulogize their good conduct and moderation, we are made 
deeply sensible of the good habits which their previous democ
racy must have implanted in them, and which now served as a 
corrective to the impulse of the actual moment. They had be
come familiar with the cementing force of a common sentiment; 
they had learned to hold sacred the inviolability of law and jus
tice, even in respect to their worst enemy; and what was of not 
less moment, the frequency and freedom of political discussion had 
taught them not only to substitute the contentions of the tongue 
for those of the sword, but also to conceive their situation with 
its present and prospective liabilities, instead of being hurried 
away by blind retrospective vengeance against the past. 

There are few contrasts in Grecian history more memorable 
or more instructive, than that between this oligarchical conspiracy, 
conducted by some of the ablest hands at Athens, and the demo
cratical movement going on at the same time in Samos, among 
the Athenian armament and the Samian citizens. In the former, 
we have nothing but selfishness and personal ambition, from the 
beginning: first, a partner~hip to seize for their own advantage 
the powers of government; next, after this object has been 
accomplished, a breach among the partners, arising out of disap
pointment alike selfish. ·we find appeal made to nothing but 
the worst tendencies ; either tricks to practise upon the credulity 
of the people, or extra-judicial murders to work upon their fear. 
In the latter, on the contrary, the sentiment invoked is that of 
common patriotism, and equal, public-minded sympathy. That 

1 See about the events in Korkyra, vol, vi, ch. I, p. 283. 
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which we read in Thucydides,- when the soldiers of the arma
ment and the Samian citizens, pledged themselves to each other 
by solemn oaths to uphold their democracy, to maintain harmony 
and good feeling with each other, to prosecute energetically the 
war against the Peloponnesians, and to remain at enmity with 
the oligarchical conspirators at Athens, - is a scene among the 
most dramatic and inspiriting which occurs in his history.I More
over, we recognize at Samos the same absence of reactionary 
vengeance as at Athens, after the attack of the oligarchs, Athe
nian as well as Samian, has been repelled; although those oli
garchs had begun by assassinating Hyperbolus and others. 
There is throughout this whole democratical movement at Samos 
a generous exaltation of common sentiment over personal, and 
at the same time an absence of ferocity against opponents, such 
as nothing except democracy ever inspired in the Grecian bosom. 

It is, indeed, true that this was a special movement of generous 
enthusiasm, and that. the details of a democratical government 
correspond to it but imperfectly. Neither in the life of an indi
vidual, nor in that of a people, does the ordinary and every-day 
movement appear at all worthy of those particular seasons in 
which a man is lifted above his own level and becomes capable 
of extreme devotion and heroi:;m. Yet such emotions, though 
their complete predominance is never otherwise than transitory, • 
have their foundation in veins of sentiment which arc not even 
at other times wholly extinct, but count among the manifold forces 
tending to modify and improve, if they cannot govern, human 
action. Even their moments of transitory predominance leave 
a luminous track behind, and render the men who have passed 
through them more apt to conceive again the same generous 
impulse, through in fainter degree. It is one of the merits of 
Grecian democracy that it did raise this feeling of equal and 
patriotic communion: sometime$, and on rare occasions, like the 
scene at Samos, with overwhelming intensity, so as to impassion 
an unanimous multitude; more frequently, in feebler tide, yet 
such as gave some chance to an honest and eloquent orator, of 
making successful appeal to public feeling against corruption or 
selfishness. If we follow the movements of Antiphon and his 

1 Thucyd. viii, 75. 
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fellow-con~pirators at Athens, contemporaneous with the democrat
ical manifestations at Samos, we shall see that not only was no 
such generous impulse included in it, but the success of their 
scheme depended upon their being able to strike all common and 
active patriotism out of the Athenian bosom. Under the "cold 
shade" of their oligarchy - even if we suppose the absence of 
cruelty and rapacity, which would probably soon have become rife 
had their dominion lasted, as we shall presently learn from the 
history of the second oligarchy of Thirty - no sentiment would 
have been left to the Athenian multitude except fear, servility, or 
at best a tame and dumb sequacity to leaders whom they neither 
chose nor controlled. To those who regard different forms of 
government as distinguished from each other mainly by the feel
ings which each tends to inspire in magistrates as well as citizens, 
the contemporaneous scenes of Athens and Samos will suggest 
instructive comparisons between Grecian oligarchy and Grecian 
democracy. 

CHAPTER LXIII. 

THE RESTORED ATHENIAN DEMOCRACY, AFTER THE DEPOSITIO:li 
OF THE FOUR HUNDRED, DOWN TO THE ARRIVAL OF CYRUS 

THE YOFNGEP. rn ASIA MINOR. 

• THE oligarchy of Four Hundred at Athens, installed in the 
senate-house about February or March 411 B.c., and deposed 
about July of the same year, after four or five months of danger 
and distraction such as to bring her almost within the grasp of 
her enemies, has now been terminated by the restoration of her 
democracy; with what attendant circumstances, has been amply 
detailed. I now revert to the military and naval operations on 
the Asiatic coast, partly contemporaneous with the political dis
sensions at Athens, above described. 

It has already been stated that the Peloponnesian fleet of 
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ninety-four triremes,1 having remained not less than eighty days 
idle at Rhodes, had come back to JUiletus towards the end of 
l\Iarch ; with the intention of proceeding to the rescue of Chios, 
which a portion of the Athenian armament under Strombichides 
had been for some time besieging, and which was now in the 
greatest distress. The main Athenian fleet at Samos, however, 
prevented Astyochus from effecting this object, since he did not 
think it advisable to hazard a general battle. He was influenced 
partly by the bribes, partly by the delusions, of Tissaphernes, 
who sought only to wear out both parties by protracted war, and 
who now professed to be on the point of bringing up the Pheni
cian fleet to his aid. Astyochus had in his fleet the ships which 
had been brought over for cooperation with Pharnabazus at the 
Hellespont, and which were thus equally unable to reach their 
destination. To meet this difficulty, the Spartan Derkyllidas 
was sent with a body of troops by land to the Hellespont, there 
to join Pharnabazus, in acting against Abydos and the neighbor
ing dependencies of Athens. Abydos, connected with l\1iletus 
by colonial ties, set the example of revolting from Athens to 
Derkyllidas and Pharnabazus; an example followed, two days 
afterwards, by the neighboring town of Larnpsakus. 

It does not appear that there was at this time any Athenian 
force in the Hellespont; and the news of this danger to the em
pire in a fresh quarter, when conveyed to Chios, alarmed Strom
bichides, the commander of the Athenian besieging armament. 
Though the Chians - driven to despair by increasing famine as 
well as by want of relief from Astyochus, and having recently 
increased their fleet to thirty-six triremes against the Athenian 
thirty-two, by the arrival of twelve ships under Leon, obtained 
from l\Iiletus during the absence of Astyochus at Rhodes - had· 
sallied out and fought an obstinate naval battle against the Athe
nians, with some advantage,2 yet Strombichides felt compelled 
immediately to carry away twenty-four triremes and a body of 
hoplites for the relief of the Hellespont. Hence the Chians 
became sufficiently masters of the sea to provision themselves' 

1 Thucyd. viii, 4-1, 45. 
1 Thucyd. viii, 61, 62. ovK O.a1111ov lx;ov•ec means a certain success, not 

very decisive. 
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afresh, though the Athenian armament and fortified post still 
remained on the island. Astyochus also was enabled to recall 
Leon with the twelve triremes to :Miletus, and thus to strengthen 
his main fleet.l 

The present appears to have been the time, when the oligar
chical party both in the town and in the camp at Samos, were 
laying their plan of conspiracy as already recounted, and when 
the Athenian generals were divided in opinion, Charmfnus siding 
with this party, Leon and Diomedon against it. Apprized of the 
reigning dissension, Astyochus thought it a favorable opportunity 
for sailing with his whole fleet up to the harbor of Samos, and 
offering battle; but the Athenians were in no condition to leave 
the harbor. He accordingly returned to :Miletus, where he again 
remained inactive, in expectation, real or pretended, of the arri
val of the Phenician ships. But the discontent of his own troops, 
especially the Syracusan contingent, presently became uncontrol
lable. They not only murmured at the inaction of the arnia
ment during this precious moment of disunion in the Athenian 
camp, but also detected the insidious policy of Tissaphernes in 
thus frittering away their strength without result; a policy still 
more keenly brought home to their feelings by his irregularity 
in supplying them with pay and provision, which caused serious 
distress. To appease their clamors, Astyochus was compelled to 
call together a general assembly, the resolution of which was pro
nounced in favor of immediate battle. He accordingly sailed from 
Miletus with his whole fleet of one hundred and twelve triremes 
~ound to the promontory of 1\Iykalii immediately opposite Sa
mos, ordering the J\Iilesian hoplites to cross the promontory by 
land to the same point. The Athenian fleet, now consisting of 
only eighty-two sail, in the absence of Strombichides, was the!\ 
moored near Glauke on the mainland of Mykale; but the pub
lic decision just taken by the Peloponnesians to fight becoming 
known to them, they retired to Samos, not being willing to engage 
with such inferior numbers.2 

It seems to have been during this last interval of inaction 
on the part of Astyochus, that the oligarchical party in Samos 
made their attempt and miscarried; the reaction from which at

1 Thucyd. viii, 63. 2 Thucyd. viii, 78, 79. 
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tempt brought about, with little delay, the great democratical 
manife~tation, and solemn collective oath, of the Athenian arma
ment, coupled with the nomination of new, cordial, and unani
mous generals. They were now in high enthusiasm, anxious for 
battle with the enemy, and Strombichides had been sent for im
mediately, that the fleet might be united against the main enemy 
at Miletus. That officer had recovered Lampsakus, but had failed 
in his attempt on Abydos.1 Having established a central fortified 
station at Sestos, he now rejoined the fleet at Samos, which by his 
arrival was increased to one hundred and eight sail. He arrived 
in the night, when the Peloponnesian fleet was preparing to re
new its attack from l\Iykale the next morning. It consisted of 
one hundred and twelve ships, and was therefore still superior in 
number to the Athenians. But having now learned both the ar
rival of Strombichides, and the renewed spirit as well as unanimity 
of the Athenians, the Peloponnesian commanders did not venture 
to persist in their resolution of fighting. They returned back to 
Miletus, to the mouth of which harbor the Athenians sailed, and 
had the satisfaction of offering battle to an unwilling enemy.2 

Such confession of inferiority was well calculated to embitter 
still farther the discontents of the Peloponnesian fleet at l\Iiletus. 
Tissaphernes had become more and more parsimonious in furnish
ing pay and supplies; while the recall of Alkibiades to Samos, 
which happened just now, combined with the uninterrupted 11p
parent intimacy between him and the satrap, confirmed their 
belief that the latter was intentionally cheating and starving 
them in the interest of Athen~. At the same time, earnest invi
tations arrived from Pharnabazus, soliciting the cooperation of 
the fleet at the Hellespont, with liberal promises of pay and main
tenance. Klearclms, who had been sent out with the last squadron 
from Sparta, for the express purpose of going to aid Pharna
bazus, claimed to be allowed to execute his orders ; while Astyo
chus also, having renounced the idea of any united action, thought 
it now expedient to divide the fleet, which he was at a loss how 
to support. Accordingly, Klearchus was sent with forty triremes 
from l\Iiletus to the Hellespont, yet with instructions to evade the 
Athenians at Samos, by first stretching out westward into the 

1 Thucyd. viii, 62., ' Thucyd. viii, 79. 
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lEgean. Encountering severe storms, he was forced with the 
greater part of his squadron to seek shelter at Delos, and even 
suffered so much damage as to return to Jl.Iiletus, from whence he 
himself marched to the Hellespont by land. Ten of his triremes, 
however, under the 1\Iegarian Helixus, weathered the storm and 
pursued their rnyage to the Hellespont, which was at this moment 
unguarded, since Strombichides seems to have brought back all 
his squadron. Helixus passed on unopposed to Byzantium, a 
Doric city and l\Iegarian colony, from whence secret invitations 
had already reached him, and which he now induced to revolt 
from Athens. This untoward news admonished the Athenian 
generals at Samos, whose vigilance the circuitous route of Klear-· 
chus had eluded, of the necessity of guarding the Hellespont, 
whither they sent a detachment, and even attempted in vain to 
recapture Byzantium. Sixteen fresh triremes afterwards pro
ceeded from Miletus to tl1e Hellespont and Abydos, thus enabling 
the Peloponnesians to watch that strait as well as the Bosphorus 
and Byzantium,1 and even to ravage the Thracian Chersonese. 

Meanwhile, the discontents of the fleet at 1\Iiletus broke out 
into open mutiny against Astyochus and Tissaphernes. Unpaid, 
and only half-fed, the seamen came together in crowds to talk 
over their grievances ; denouncing Astyochus as having betrayed _ 
them for his own profit to the satrap, who was treacherously 
ruining the armament under the inspirations of Alkibiades. 
Even some of the officers, whose silence had been hitherto pur
chased, began to hold the same language ; perceiving that the 
mischief was becoming irreparable, and thr.t the men were ac
tually on the point of desertion. Above all, the incorruptible 
Hermokrates of Syracuse, and Dorieus the Thurian commander, 
zealously espoused the claim~ of their seamen, who being mostly 
freemen (in greater proportion than the crews of the Pelopon
nesian ships), went in a body to Astyochus, with loud complaints 
and demand of their arrears of pay. But the Peloponnesian 
general received them with haughtiness and even with menace, 
lifting up his stick to strike the commander Dorieus while advo
cating theh· cause. Such was the resentment of the seamen that 
they rushed forward to pelt Astyochus with missiles : he took 

1 Thucyd. viii, so-sg. 
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refuge, however, on a neighboring altar, so that no actual mischief 
was done.I 

Nor was the discontent confined to the ~eamcn of the fleet. 
The J\filesians, al;;o, displeased and alarmed at the fort which 
Tissaphernes had built in their town, watched an opportunity of 
attacking it by surprise, and expelled his garrison. Though the 
armament in general, now full of antipathy against the satrap, 
sympathized in this proceeding, yet the Spartan commissioner 
Lichas censured it severely, and intimated to the nlilesians tlmt 
they, as well as the other Greeks in the king's territory, were 
bound to be subservient to Tissaphernes within all reasonable 
limits, and even to court him by extreme suuservicncc, until the 
war should be prosperously terminated. It appears that in other 
matters also, Lichas lmd enforced instead of mitigating the au
thority of the satrap over them ; so that the J\filesians now came 
to hate him vehemently,2 and when he shortly afterwards died 
of sickness, they refused permission to bury him in the spot 
probably some place of honor - which his surviving countrymen 
had fixed upon. Though Lichas in these enforcements only car
ried out the stipulations of his treaty with Persia, yet it is certain 
that the J\filesians, instead of acquiring autonomy, according to 
the general promises of Sparta, were now farther from it than 
ever, and that imperial Athens had protected them against Persia 
much better than Sparta. 

The subordination of the armament, however, was now almost 
at an end, when J\Iindarus arrived from Sparta a~ admiral to 
supersede Astyochus, who was summoned home and took his 
departure. Both IIermokrates and some J\filesian deputies 
availed themselves of this opportunity to go to Sparta for the 
purpose of preferring complaints against Tissaphernes; while the 
latter on his part sent thither an envoy named Gaulites, a Karian, 
brought up in equal familiarity with the Greek and Karian lan
guages, both to defend himself against the often-repeated charges 

1 'fhncyd. viii, 83, 84 . 
• 'fhucyd. viii, 84. 'O µivTOl Aixa> OVTe ~pfouTO abToir, l<p71 Te xp~vat Tur

ua¢f:pvtl Kat OOVAtVtlV !'rftA71aiov, Kai TDV> u?.Aovi- lv Tfi {3arJl~.w. TU µfrpta, 
Kat t-TrdhparreVetv foi- UV TOV rr6A-eµov ev {}i:Jvrat. Ol ve MtA~atOt <Jpyi,ovTo 
Te aVT<,J Kat OU~ Tai·Ta Kai rlt' al.I.a TOtot'TOTporra, etc. 
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of Ilermokrates, that he had been treacherously withholding the pay 
under concert with Alkibiades and the Athenians, and to denounce 
the Milesians on his own side, as having wrongfully demolished 
his fort.' At the same time he thought it neces~ary to put for
ward a new pretence, for the purpose of strengthenrng the nego
tiations of his enrny at Sparta, soothing the impatience of the 
armament, and conciliating the new admiral l\Iindarus. Ile 
announced that the Phenician fleet was on the point of arriving 
at Aspendus in Pamphylia, and tl1at he was going thither to meet 
it, for the purpose of bringing it up to the ~eat of war to coiip
erate with the PeloponnesiHns. Ile invited Lichas to accompany 
him, and engaged to leave Tamo;; at l\Iiletus, as deputy during 
his absence, with orders to furnish pay and maintenance to the 
f!eet.2 

Mindarus, a new commander, without any experience of the 
mendacity of Tissapherne~, was imposed upon by this plausible 
a,;surance, and even eaptivated by the near pro,;pect of :'O power
ful a reinforcement... He despatched an officer named Philippus 
with two triremes round the Triopian Cape to Aspendu,,, while 
the satrap went thither by land. 

Here again was a fresh delay of no inconsiderable length, 
while Tissaphernes was absent at A~pendus, on this ostensible 
purpose. Some time elapsed before l\Iindarus was undeceived, 
for Philippus found the Phenician fleet at A~pendus, and was 
therefore at first full of hope that it was really coming onward. 
But the satrap soon showed that his purpose now, as heretofore, 

-was nothing better than delay and delusion. The Phenician 
ships were one hundred and forty-seven in number; a fleet more 
than sufficient for concluding the maritime war, if brought up to 
act zealously. Hut Tissaphernes affected to think that this was 
a small force, unworthy of the majesty of the Great King; who 
liad commanded a fleet of three hundred sail to be fitted out for 
the scrvice.3 Ile waited for some time in pretended expectation 

1 Thuryd. viii, 85. • Thucyd. viii, 87. 
3 Thucyrl. viii, 87. This greater total, which Ti,saphcrnes pretended that 

the Great Kin;r purposed to send, is specified hy Diodorus at three hundred 
sail. Thucydides docs not assign any precise number (Diodor. xiii, 38, 42, 

"~ ' 
On a subsequent occasion, too, we hear of the l'henieian fleet as intended 
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- that more ships were on their way, disregarding all the remon
strances of the Lacedremonian officers. 

Presently arrived the Athenian Alkibiades, with thirteen Athe
nian triremes, exhibiting himself as on the best terms with the 
satrap. He too had made use of this approaching Phenician 
fleet to delude his countrymen at Samos, by promising to go and 
meet Tissapbernes at Aspendus, and to determine him, if possible, 
to s.end the fleet to the assistance of Athens, but at the very least, 
not to send it to the aid of Sparta. The latter alternative of 
the promise was sufiiciently safe, for he knew well that Tissapher
nes had no intention of applying the fleet to any really efficient 
purpose. But he was thereby enabled to take credit with his 
countrymen for having been the means of diverting this formida
ble reinforcement from the enemy. 

Partly the apparent confidence between Tissaphernes and 
Alkibiades, partly the impudent shifts of the former, grounded 
on the incredible pretence that the fleet was insufficient in num
ber, at length satisfied Philippus that the present was only a new 
manifestation of deceit. After a long and vexatious interval, he 
apprized :Uindarns - not without indignant abuse of the satrap 
- that nothing was to be hoped from the fleet at Aspendns. Yet 
the proceeding of Tissaphernes, indeed, in bringing up the 
Phenicians to that place, and still withholding the order for 
farther advance and action, was in every one's eyes mysterious 
and unaccountable. Some fancied that he did it with a view of 
levying larger bribes from the Phenicians themselves, as a pre
mium, for being sent home without fighting, as it appears that 
they actually were. But Thucydides supposes that he had no 
other motive than that which had determined his behavior during 
the last year, to protract the war and impoverish both Athens 
and Sparta, by setting up a fresh deception, which would last for 
Rome weeks, and thus procure so much delay.I The historian is 
doubtless right: but without his assurance, it would have been 
difficult to believe, that the maintenance of a fraudulent pretence, 
for so inconsiderable a time, should have been held as an adequate 

to be augmented to a total of three hundred sail (Xenoph. Hellen. iii, 4, I). 
It seems to have been the sort of standing number for a fleet worthy of the 
Persian king. 1 Thucyd. Yiii, 87, 88, 99. 
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motive for bringing this large fleet from Phenicia to Aspendus, 
and then sending it away unemployed. 

Having at length lost all hope of the Phenician ships, l\Iinda
rus resolved to break off all dealing with the perfi<lious Tissa
phernes; the more so, as Tamos, the <leputy of the latter, though 
left ostensibly to pay and keep the fleet, performed that duty 
with greater irregularity than ever, and to conduct his fleet to 
the Hellespont into cooperation with Pharnabazus, who still con
tinued his promises and invitations. The Peloponnesian fleet J_ 

seventy-three triremes strong, after deducting thirteen which had 
been sent under Dorieus to suppress some disturbances in Rhodes 
- having been carefully prepared beforehand, was put in motion 
by sudden order, so that no previous intimation might reach the 
Athenians at Samos. After having been delayed some days at 
Ikarus by bad weather, l\Iindarus reached Chios in safety. But 
here he was pursued by Thrasyllus, who passed, with fifty-five 
triremes, to the northward of Chios, and was thus between the 
Lacedremonian admiral and the Hellespont. Believing that l\Iin
darus would remain some time atChios, Thrasyllus placed scouts 
both on the high lands of Lesbos and on the continent opposite 
Chios, in order that he might receive instant notice of any move
ment on the part of the enemy's fleet.2 l\Ieanwhile he employed 
his Athenian force in reducing the Lesbian town of Eresus, 
which had been lately prevailed on to revolt by a body of three 
hundred assailants from Kyme under the Theban Anaxander, 
partly l\Iethymmcan exiles, with some political sympathizers, 
partly mercenary foreigners, who sncceeded in carrying Eresus 
after failing in an attack 0111\Iethymna. Thrasyllns found before 
Eresus a small Athenian squadron of five triremes under Thra
sybulus, who had been despatched from Samos to try and fore
satll the revolt, but had arrived too late. He was farther joinetl 

1 Diodor. xiii, 38 . 
• Thucyd. viii, 100. Airr&oµevor o'i: OTl tv T fi x [,,, el1J, Kat voµfoar avrov 

Kai9il;etv av r o ii, CTKorrovr µ'i:v Karecrri/aaro Kai tv rfi .Afof3't', Kat t v T fi uv
r l 1!'E pa f ~ rr e [ p 't'• el upa rrot Ktvoivro al v~er, orrwf µ~ Aa'9otev, etc. 

I construe rfi uvrtrri:pa~ ~rretp<p, as meaning the mainland opposite Chios, 
not opposite Lesbos. The words may admit either sense, since xi,,, Mid 
avroii follow so immediately before: and the situation for the scouts was 
much more suitable, opposite the northern portion of Chios. . 
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by t\\'O triremes from tl1e IIelk·,:pont, and by other~ from l\Ic
thymna, so that his entire fleet reiwhed 1he number of sixty-seven 
trireme$, with "·hich he proceeded to lay siege to Eresn,;; tru~t

ing to his scouts for timely \\'arning, in ca,;e the enemy's fleet 
should move northward. 

The course which Thra8yllus expected the Peloponnesian fleet 
to take, was to sail from Chios northward through the strait which 
separates the northeastern portion of that bland from JUount 
l\Iimas on the Asiatic mainland : after which it would probably 
sail past Eresus on the western side of Leshos, as being the 
shortest track to the IIclle;;pont, though it might al:'o go round 
on the eastern side Letwceu Lc.-<!Jo~ arn1 the continent, by a somc
wlrnt longer route. Tlic ,\thenian 8couts were planted so as to 
de,;cry the Peloporme,;ian fleet, if it either passed through this 
strait or neared the island of Lesl.Jos. But l\Iinclarus did neither; 
thus eluding their watdi, and reaching the Hellespont without the 
knowledge of the Athenians. Having passed two days in pro
visioning his ships, receiving besides from the Chians three tes
serakosts, a Chian coin of unknown value, for each man among 
his seamen, he departed on the third <lay from Chios, but took a 
southerly route and rounded the island in all haste on its western 
or sca-~ide. Having reached and passed the northern latitude of 
Cliios, he took an ea~twar<l course, with Lesbos at some distance 
to his left hand, direct to the mainland; which he touched at a 
lwrbor called Karterii, in the l'hoka:an territory. Here he 
Ftopped to give the crew their morning meal: he then crossed 
the arc of the gulf of KymG to the little islets called Arginus:P, 
close 011 the Asiatic continent opposite Mityl&ne, where he again 
haltl'd for supper. Contiuuing l1is rnyage onward <luring mo;;t 
p:ll't of the night, he was at IIarmati'1~, on the continent, directly 
northward and opposite to l\Iethymna, by the next day's morning 
meal: then still hastening forward after a short halt, he doubled 
Cape Lektum, sailed along: the Troad and passed Tenedos, and 
reael1cd the entrance of the Uelle:•pon't before midnight; where 
his ships wPre di~tributed at Sigeium, Rhccteinm, and other 
neighLoring places.I 

,·Thucy11. viii, IOI. The latter portion of this voyage is sufficiently 
cliotinct; the earlier portion less so. I describe it in the text differently 
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By this well-laid com·i'e and accelerated voyage, the Pelopon
nesian fleet completely eluded the lookers-out of Thrasyllus, and 

from nil the best nn<l mo't rc<·cnt rditors of Thucydi<les; from whom I 
dissent with the less rchtctnncc, as they all here take the gravest liberty 
with his text, inserting the ncgati vc ob on pure conjecture, without the 
nnthority of a single MS. Niebuhr has luiu it clown as almost a canon of 
criticism that this is never to be clone: yet here we have Kriiger recom
mending it, arnl Ifaack, G;iJJer, D1\ Arnold, Poppo, arnl J\L Didot, all 
adopting it a' a part of tlie text of Thucydides; without even follo"·ing 
the caution of Bekker in his small edition, who admonishes the reacler, by 
inclosing- the word in hrackcts. :Xay, Dr. Arnold goes so far as to say in 
note, " Thi.• correctio.'i i.• so certain and so nrcrssary, that it only slwws the in
aarntion of the earlier editors t!tat it was not made long since." 

The worrh of Thucydides, 1cit/1011t this cotTection, anu as they stood 
universally before llaack's edition ( e\•en in Bckker's edition of 1821 ), 
are:

'0 Vi: Mivoapor tv TDVTr,J Kat al lK Ti;r X£ov Twv IIeAo;rov1'17aiwv vi/er, 
{;r1a1na!iµe>'at ovatv ~.uipau;, Ka! Aa,%vrer ;rap<t Twv Xiwv rpeir uaaapa
Koanlr eKaGTO~ Xiar Tfj rpiq1 <ltii TaXEWl' <L 1r alp OVal V f K Ti/ C X l 0 V 
rrd.uyiai, lva µ~ 'Tl'fplTVXGJ r;i raic tv Tij 'Epforp vavr;!v, 
uAAii lv uptaTepq, T~V Aia(Jov txovrer f1rAtOV E1rt T~V 

7J ;re t po''· Ka£ 7rpoaj3ai.6vur TT/r il>wKatoor 1-r Tov iv Kaprepiotr Atµiva, 
IWl uptGTOTrOlTJGU/lEVOl, ;raparr}.evaavur Tt/v Kvµafov oemvorrowfovral iv 
'Apyewovaa1r TlJC ~rreipo11, 1-v rt;; <ivnrrirar Ti;r l\firvl.~vTJr, etc. 

!Iaitck and the other eminent crities jLBt mentioned, all insist that these 
words as they stancl arc absnrtl nnd contra<lictory, and that it is indispen
sRhle to insert o v before ;re').<£ywi; so that the sentence stancls in their 
editions ii. ;r a i po vat v l K T f; r Xi o v o v 7r e I. u y tat. They all picture 
to thcm,;e!Yes the fleet of J\Iindarns as sailing from the town of Chins n01tlt
1mrd, aml going ont at the northern strait. Admitting this, tl1ey ~ay, plau
sibly enough, thnt the wonl,; of the ol<l t<'Xt innllYc a contradiction, becau;;e 
Mindarns won\<l be going in the <lirection towarcls E1·esus, ancl not away 
from it; though even then, the propriety of their correction would be dis
JHltahlc. Hut the word rrr/.1£ywr, when applic<l to ships departing from 
Chios, -though it m'1y perhaps IpC:m that they round the northeastern 
corner of the i,olan<l and then strike west round Leshos, -yet mrans also as 
natnrally, a!Hl morn natumlly, to announce them· as dep~lrting by the onler 
sea, or snilin.~ on t!ie sra·side, (ronnrl the sonthcrn and western coast) ?f the 
island. Arrept thifl meaning, anrl the ol<l word.~ construe perfectly well. 
'ArrairJEtv h r1/r Xiao r.rlJqwr is the natural and proper phrase for describ
ing the <·ireuit of J\Iindarns ronnd the south nnd west coast of Chios. This, 
too, was the only way by "·hid1 he could haye escaped the scouts and the 
ships ,of Thmsyllus: for which snme purpose of avoiding Athenian ships, 
w~ find (viii, 80) the srl'rn1lron of Kknrehn.~, on another orrnsion, mnking a 
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reached the opening of the Hellespont when that admiral was 
barely apprized of its departure from Chios. ·when it arrived at 

long circuit out to sea. If it be supposed, which those who read o v rre7iuytat 
must suppose, that Mindarus sailed first up the northern strait between 
Chios and the mainland, and then turned his course east towards Phokrea, 
this would have been the course which Thrasyllus expected that he would 
take ; and it is hardly possible to explain why he was not seen both by the 
Athenian scouts as well as by the Athenian gan-ison at their station of 
Delphinium on Chios itself. 'Yhereas, by taking the circuitous route round 
the southern and western coast, he never came in sight either of one or the 
other: and he was enabled, when he got round to the latitude north of the 
island, to turn to the right and take a straight easterly course, with Lesbos on 
his left hand, but at a sufficient distance from land to be out of sight of all 
scouts. 'Avuyeaaat he r~r: Xiov rrel.uywr; (Xen. Hollen. ii, I, 17), means to 
strike into the open sea, quite clear of the coast of Asia: that passage does 
not decisively indicate whether the ships rounded the southeast or the north· 
east corner of the island. 

We are here told that the seamen of Mindarus received from the Chians 
per head three Chian tessarakostre. Now this is a small Chian coin, nowhere 
else mentioned; and it is surprising to find so petty and local a denomina
tion of money here specified by Thucydides, contrasted with the different 
manner in which Xenophon describes Chian payments to the Peloponnesian 
seamen (Hellen. i, 6, 12; ii, I, 5). But the voyage of Mindarus round the 
south and west of the island explains the circmnstance. He must have 
landed t"l'o"ice on the island during this circumnavigation (perhaps starting 
in the evening), for dinner and supper: and this Chian coin, which prob
ably had no circulation out of the islaml, served each man to buy provisions 
at the Chian landing-places. It was not convenient to Mindarns to take 
aboard more provisions in kind, at the town of Chios; because he had 
already aboard a stock of provisions for two days, the subsequent portion 
of his voyage, along the coast of Asia to Sigeium, during which he could 
not afford time to halt and buy them, and where indeed the temtory was 
not friendly. 

It is enough if I can show that the old text of Thucydides will construe 
very well, without the violent intrusion of this conjectural o v. But I can 
show more: for this negative actually re"nders even the construction of the • 
sentence awkward at least, if not inadmissible. Surely, lmaipovatv ov 
?rel.aytat, al.I.a, ought to be followed by a con-elative adjective or participle 
belonging to the same verb ar.aipovatv: yet if we take l;rovre{ as such cor· 
relative participle, how are we to construe lrrl.coP 1 In order to express 
the sense which Haack brings out, we ought surely to have different words, 
such as : OVIC a-;n;pav ;,, Ti/{ XiGtJ rrel.uytat, al.A.' tv aptaripr;t tjv Aiaf3ov 
l;rovrei; lr.l.wv lrrl rijv ~r.etpov. Even the change of tense from present to 
past, when we follow the construction of Haack, is awkward; while if we 
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Harmati'is, however, opposite to :mJ almo;;t within sight of the 
Athenian station at Methymna, its progrei's could no longer 
remain a secret. As it advanced still farther along the Troad, 
the momentous news _circulated everywhere, and was promulgated 
through numerous fire-signals and beacons on the Lill, by friend 
as well as by foe. 

These signals were perfectly visible, and perfectly intelligible, 
to the two hostile sqnadrons now on guard on each side of the 
Hellespont: eighteen Athenian triremes at Sestos in Europe, 
sixteen Pcloponnesian triremes at Abydos in Asia. To the form
er it was destruction, to be caught by this powerful enemy in the 
narrow channel of the Hellespont. They quitted Sestos in the 
miJdle of the night, passing opposite to Abydos, and keeping a 
southerly course close along the shore of the Chersonese, in the 
direction towards Ehd]s at the southern extremity of that pen
insular, so as to have the chance of escape in the open sea and 
of joining Thrasyllus. Dut they would not have been allowed 
to pa.,;s even the hostile station at Abydos, had not the Pelopon
nesian guardships received the strictest orders from 1\Iindarus, 
transmitted before he left Chios, or perhaps even before he left 
l\Iiletus, that, if he should attempt the start, they were to keep a 
vigilant and special lookout for his coming, and reserve them
selves to lend him such assistance as might be needed, in case he 
were attacked by Thrasyllus. When the signals first announced 
the arrival of 1\Iindarus, the reloponnesian guardships at Aby
dos could not know in what position he was, nor whether the 
main Athenian fleet might not be near upon him. Accordingly 
they acted on these previous orders, holding themselves in reserve 

undcrstarnl the words in the sense which I propose, the change of tense is 
perfectly aclmissible, since the two verhs do not both refer to the same 
movement or to the same portion of the voyage. " The fleet starts Jro1n. 
C!tios out by the sea-side cf tlie island; but whe11 it came to have Lesbos on the 
lPft hand, it sailed straight to the continent." 

I hope tlrnt I am not too late to make good my ypafi)v ;evfo~, or protest, 
npiinst the unwarranted right of Thucyclidean citizenship which the recent 
editors have conferred upon this worcl o v, in c. 101. The old text ought 
certainly to be rc;:torcd; or, if these editors maintain their views, they ought 
at least to in dose the word in brackets. In the edition of Thucydides, pub. 
lishcd at Leipsic~, 18-!5, hy C. A. Koth, I observe that the text is still cor· 
roctly rninted, without the negatiyc. 

5* 
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in their station..at Aby<los, until <laylight should arrive, and they 
should be better informed. They thus neglected the Athenian 
IIellespontine squadron in its escape from Sestos to Elreus.1 

Thucyd. viii, 102. Ol oe 'A{}11vaiot tv 6j "I11rrrifi, •••••• wr avroi:r ol Te 

<f>pvKrwpo2 foqµaivov, Kat yrr{}f.tvovro ril rrvpil t;ai<f>vlJr r.-oi\Ail tv r~ r.o'Aeµi'!
<bavfrra, lyvwrrav l'm for.Aiovrrtv ol IIe'Aor.ovv~rrtot. Kat rfjr avrfjr; ravT7J!: 
~VKTor;, Wr el;rov rax;vr, vr.o,uf;avTt{; T~ XeprrovlirrYJ, r.apir.'Aeuv hr:' 'E.i\atotiv
Tor, f3ov'A6µevo1 lKr.Aetirrat tr; T~V evpvxwpfov Tar; TCJv n:o'Aeµiwv vatir;. Ka l 
Tiir µev tv 'Af3v&.,, eKKat&tKa va·vr l.i\a{}ov, rrpoeip11µev11r 
<f>vl.a1<1jr; Ti;> </>IAL<,J trri'fr:A<,J, lhr:wr; avTCJv ava1CCJr Hovuiv,ijv 
I:" rr 'A I: w u 1 • Tilr &!: µeril Toii Mivoupov ll,ua l!<tJ 1Carto6vur, etc. 

Here, again, we have a difficult text, which has much perplexed the com
mentators, and which I Yenture to translate, as it stands in my text, differ
ently from all of them. The words, 1Tpoe1p7]µiv11r rpvi.a1Cfjr; Ti;J <f>tAi<,J ln:in:.i\<,J, 
om.Jr; avrCJv ava1CCJr; l!;ovutv fiv t!Cr.Mwrri, are explained by the Scholiast 
to mean: "Although watch had been enjoined to them (i.e. to the Pelo
ponnesian gnard-squo.dron at Abydos) by the friendly approaching fleet (of 
Mindarns), that they should keep strict guard on the Athenians at Sestos, 
in case the latter should sail out." 

Dr. Arnold, Goller, Poppo, and :M:. Didot, all accept this construction, 
though all agree that it is most harsh and confused. The former says : 
"This again is most strangely intended to mean, 7rpoetp7Jµivnv avrolr; v 11' o 
T;;, v t Tr: 1 n: 'A e 6 v T w v </> ['Aw v tpvl.uu11etv roi!r; 7r:o.i\eµiovr;." 

To construe Ti;J rjitAi<,J ln:in:'A<,J as equivalent to vn:o TCJv hrm'Aeovrwv 
rpi.i\wv, is certainly such a harshness as we ought to be very glad to escape. 
And the construction of the Scholiast involves another liberty which I 
cannot but consider 11s objectionable. He supplies, in liis paraphrase, 
the word " a i., o t, although, from his own imagination. There is no 
indication of although, either express or implied, in the text of Thucydides; 
and it appears to me hazardous to assume into the meaning so decisive a 
particle without any anthority. The genitive absolntc, when annexed to 
the main predication affinncd in the verb, usually denotes something natu
rally connected with it in the way of cause, concomitancy, explanation, or 
modification, not something opposed to it, requiring to be prefaced by an 
oltlwugh ; if this latter be in tended, then the word although is expressed, not 
left to be understood. After Thucydides has told us that the Athenians at 
Sestos escaped their opposite enemies at Abydos, when he next goes on to 
add something under the genitive absolute, we expect that it should be a 
new fact which explains why or how they escaped: but if the new fact 
which he tells us, far from explaining the escl\pc, renders it more extraor
dinary (such us, that the l'eloponnesians had received strict orders to watch 
them), he would surely prepare the reader for this new fact by an express 
particle, such as although or notwithstanding: I' The Athenians escaped, although 
the Peloponnesians hnd received the str\ctest. ordcrlj tn, watch them and 
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On arriving about daylight near the southern point of the 
Chersonese, these Athenians were descried by the fleet of Min-

block them up." As nothing equivalent to, or implying, the adversative 
particle although is to be fouud iu the Greek words, so I infer, as a high prob
ability, that it is not to be sought in the meaning. 

Differing from the commentators, I think that these words, 7rpoetp11µ€v11t; 
'/>VAaK~t; r<fi </JtAl<,J lrrfaA<,J, fJ'Tr(,)t; avrwv avaKwt; lfov<Jtv, 1Jv tKtr}.i(,)<Jt, 00 as
sign the reason for the fact which had been immediately before announced, 
and which was really extraordinary; namely, that the Athenian squadron 
was allowed to pass by Abydos, and escape from Sestos to Elrefls. That 
reason was, that the Pcloponncsian guard-squadron had before received 
special orders from Miudarus, to concentrate its attention and watchfulness upon 
his approaching squadron; hence it arose that they left the Athenians at Ses
tos unnoticed. 

The words r<fi.<Ptl.i<,J lrrirrl.<,J are equivalent to r<fl rwv ipi/,"'v tirirrA<,J, and 
the pronoun av r w v, which immediately follows, refers to ip i A"' v (the ap
proaching fleet of J.lindarus), not to the Athenians at Sestos, as the Scholiast 
and the commentators construe it. This mistake about the reference of 
avrwv seems to me to have put them all wrong. 

That r<fl <PtAi<,J lrrirrA<,J must be construed as equivalent to riiJ rwv tpi/,,"'v 
lrritrA<,J is certain; but it is not equivalent to vrril rwv trrm/,,eovr"'v ipi/."'v; 
nor is it possible to construe the words as the Scholiast would understand 
them: "orders had been previously given by the approach (or a17·ival) of their 
friends;" whereby we should turn b lrrirr/,,ovt; into an acting and command
ing personality. The "approach of their friends" is an event, which may 
properly be said "to have produced an effect," but which cannot be said "to 
have given previous orders." It appears to me that r<fl '/>tl.t<,J lrrirrli<,J is 
the dative case, governed by tpvAaKi/t; ; "a look-out for the arrival of the 
Peloponnesians," having been enjoined upon these guardships at Abydos : 
" They had been ordered to u·atch for the approaching royage of their friends." 
The English preposition.for, expresses here exactly the sense of the Greek 
dative; that is, thu object, purpose. or persons iclwse benefit is i·eji;rred to. 

Ths words immediately succeeding, orr"'r abrwv (rwv <PiA"'v) uvaK,:it; 
t;ov<Jiv, ~v l:Krr/,,iw<Jt, are an expansion of consequences intended to follow 
from tpvAaK~t; r<fi tptAi<,J lrrirrl • .,,. "They shall watch for the approach of 
the main fleet, in order that they may devote special and paramount regard 
to its safety, in case it makes a start." For the phrase avaKwt; l;ruv, com
pare Herodot. i, 24; viii, 109. Plutarch, Theseus, c. 3:3: av a K,;, t;, tpv/.aK· 
-rw>, rrpovo11rtK"1>, lmµeAw(", the notes of Arnold and Goller here; and 
Kiihner, Gr. Gr. sect. 533, avaKwt; e;re1v rtt•ot;, for lmµt/,,ei<J-&at. The words 
uvaKwt; t;retv express the anxious and special vigilance which the Pelopon
ncsian squadron at Abydos was directed to keep for the arrival of :Minda
rus and his fleet, which was a matter of doubt and danger: but they would 
not be properly applicable to the duty of that squadron as resperts the op
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darns, whieh huJ come the niglit Lefore to the oppo;;ite stations of 
8igeium and Rhccteium. The latter immediatdy gave chase: 

posite Athenian sqnarlron at Scstos, wl1il'h was hardly of superior forre to 
the1nselvcs, and was besillcs an avowed enemy, in sight of their own port. 

J,astly, the words ftv t~1r}..iwal refer to ,1Ji11dar11s aud his jleet aboat to start 
from Cliios, as their subject, not to the Athenians at Scstos. 

The whole sentence would stand thus, if we dismiss the peculiarities of 
Thucydides, ancl express the meaning in common Greek: Ka< r11r µev lv 
'Af3vo,,, i:KKa£rlrna vavr ('Ai't11..aiot) tAai'tov· r.poeip11ro yiip (eKe!vatr rair 
vaVatv) ¢vAiu1aetv rOv lrrlr.l~ovv rWv <Pi.l~lL1v, Otrw<; a V,.. cj v (ri:,v tpiAc..iv) UvaKiJ~ 
lgovatv, ftv eKrr l.iwal. The verb rpv/,,aaa£Lv here, and of roursc the abstract 
substantive rpv'J,aK~ which represents it, signifies to watch for, or wait for: 
like Thucyd. ii, 3, '/Jvl.u~avrer Erl vi;KTa, mi ai>;o TO r.epiopi9pov ; also viii, 
41, f<pvAaaae. 

If we construe the words in this way, they ''"ill appear in perfect harmony 
with the general seheme and purpose of lllindarus. That admiral is bent 
upon carrying his fleet to the Hellespont, but to avoid an action with 
Thrasyllus in doing so.. Tl1is is difficult to accomplish. and can only be 
done by great secrecy of prol'ec<ling, as well as by an unusual route. He 
sends orders beforehand from Chio,;, perhaps e\'en from l\Ii!Ctus. before he 
quitted that place, to the Pdoponnesian squadron guarding the IIellei;pont 
at Aby<los. Ile contemplates the possible case that Thrnsyllus may detect 
his phtn, intercept him on the pass>1gc, and perhaps block him up or compel 
him to fight in wmc roachtcat! or hay on the co,i,;t opposite Lesbos, or on 
the Troad, which would indeed have come to pass, had he been seen by a 
single hostile fishing-boat in r011nding the island of Chios. Kow the orders 
sent forward, <lircrt the Peloponncsian sq11:1dron at Ahydos what they are 
to do in this eontingenC'y; since without snl'h orders, the captain of the 
squadron would not haYe known what to do, assuming l\rindarus to be 
intercepted by Thrnsyllus; whether to remain on guard at the Hellespont, 
whieh was his spceial duty; or to leaYc the IIcllc:,pont unguarclcd. keep his 
attention concentrated on lllindarus, ancl come forth to help him. "Let 
your first thought he to insure the safe arrival of the main fleet at the IIcl
lespunt, ancl to come ont and render help to it, if it he attaekccl in its route; 
c,·en though it be ncees:'<lry for that pnrpo>e to leave the Hellespont for a 
time unguarded." Minclarns couid not tell beforehand the exact moment 
when he woulcl stnrt from Chios. nor was it, indeed, ab,;olutcly certain that 
hi woulcl start at all, if the en<'mv were watdiino- him: his orders were 
thcrcfurc sL·r,t, conditional 11pon his .being able to g~t off (1/v tKr.it§w al). 
But he was lncky cnougl1, by the well-lair! pba of his voyage, to get to the 
IIclk~pont without encountering nn cncn1y. T'he reloponnc:::in.n ~qnadron 
at .Aliytlo . .::. howcYcr. hnYil!g rccc-in::d hi.~ ~pceial order.;;, \vhen the fire-signals 
aC"quaintecl them that he was appro:whing, thought only of keeping them
selves in reserve to lend him a<isistanee if he needed it, and neglected the 
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but the Athenians, now in the wide sea, contrived to escape most 
of them to ImLros, not without the loss, however, of four tri
remes, one even captured with all the crew on board, near the 
temple of Protesilaus at Ehei'1s: the crews of the other three 
escaped ashore. ]\Iindarns was now joined by the $qnadron 
from Abydos, and their united force, eighty-six triremes strong, 
was employed for one day in trying to storm Elreus. .Failing in 
this enterprise, the fleet retired to Abydos. Before all could 
arrive there, Thrasyllus with his fleet arrived in haste from Ere
sus, much disappointed that his scouts had been eluded and all 
his calculations Laffled. Two Peloponnesian triremes, which Lad 
been more ad,·enturous than the rest in pursuing the Athenians, 
fell into his hand~. Ile waited at Elreus the return of the fugi
tive Athenian squadron from Imbros, and then began to prepare 
his triremes, .seventy-,ix in number, for a general action. 

After five days of such preparation, his fled wa,; brought to 
battle. sailing northward towardil se~tos up the Ilelk·e:pont, by 
single ships ahead, along the coa,;t of the Cher~onese, or on the 
European side. The left or mo~t advance<l. squadron, under 
Thrasyllus, stretched even beyond the headland called Kynosse
ma, or the Dog's Tomb, ennobled by the legend and the chapel 
of the Trojan queen Hecuba: it was thus nearly opposite Abydos, 
while the right squadron under Thrasybulus was not very far from 
the southern mouth of the strait, nearly opposite Dardanus. 
l\Iindarus on his side brought into action eighty-six triremes, ten 
more than Thrasyllns in total number, exten<l.ing from Abydos 
to Dardanus on the Asiatic shore; the Syracuf'an~ under Iler
mokrati~:; being on the right, oppo:.:ed to Thra~yllus, while J\Iin
darn5 with the Peloponnesian ships was on the left opposed to 
Thrasybulus. The epibatre 01' maritime hoplites on board the 
ships of Mindarus are said to have been superior to the Athe
nians, but the latter had the advantage in skilful pilots and nau-

Athenians opposite. As it was nig·ht, prnhahly the I e-t thing whil'h they 
conlrl do, wa~ to wait in Ahyllos for daylight, until thry coul<l lenrn partic
ulars of his po,;ition, anrl how or where thr,Y could rcnckr aid. 

\Ye thus 're both the gc'ncral pnrpo'c of MinrLtrn<, and in what m:mner 
the onkn which he hat! transmitted to the l'eloponnr»i :n '!Jnn<lron at 
A~)yl1os, hrong-ht nliont inrli1·cctly the c.~<·flp;: pf the Aih~'ni~tn ~(puulron 

without intrrrnptio;1 from Scstos. 
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tical manceuvring: nevertheless, the description of the battle tells 
us how much Athenian manceuvring had fallen off since the glo
ries of Phormion at the beginning of the Peloponnesian war; 
nor would that eminent seaman have selected for the scene of a 
naval battle the narrow waters of the Hellespont. l\Iindarus 
took the aggressive, advancing to attack near the European 
shore, and trying to outflank his opponents on both sides, as well 
as to drive them up against the land. Thrasyllus on one wing, 
and Thrasybulus on the other, by rapid movements, extended 
themselves so as to frustrate this attempt to outflank them; but in 
so doing, they stripped and weakened the centre, which was even 
deprived of the sight of the left wing by means of the project
ing headland of Kynossema. Thus unsupported, the centre was 
Yigorously attacked and roughly handled by the middle division 
of l\Iindarus. Its ships were driven up against the land, and 
the assailants even disembarked to push their victory against the 
men ashore. But this partial success threw the central Pelo
ponnesian division itself into disorder, while Thrasybulus and 
Thrasyllus carried on a conflict at first equal, and presently vic
torious, against the ships on the right and left of the enemy. Hav
ing driven back both these two divisions, they easily chased away 
the disordered ships of the centre, so that the whole Peloponne
sian fleet was put to flight, and found shelter first in the river 
l\Ieidius, next in Abydos. The narrow breadth of the Helles
pont forbade either long pursuit or numerous captures. Never
theless, eight Chian ships, five Corinthians, two Ambrakian, and 
as many Bceotian, and from Sparta, Syracuse, Pellene, and 
Leukas, one each, fell into the hands of the Athenian admirals ; 
who, however, on their own side lost fifteen ships. They erected 
a trophy on the headland of Kynossema, near the tomb or chapel 
of Hecuba ; not omitting the usual duties of burying their own 
dead, and giv\ng up those of the enemy under the customary 
request for truce.I 

1 Thucyd. viii, 105, 106; Diodor. xiii, 39, 40. 
The general account which Diodorus gives of this battle, is, even in its 

most essential features, not reconcilable with Thucydides. It is vain to 
try to blend them. I have been able to borrow from Diodorus hardly 
anything except his statement of the superiority of the Athenian pilots and 
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A victory so incomplete and indecisive would have been little 
valued by the Athenians, in the times preceding the Sicilian ex
pedition. But since that overwhelming disaster, followed by so 
many other misfortunes, and last of all, by the defeat of Thymo
charis, with the revolt of Eubrea, their spirit had been so sadly 
lowered, that the trireme which brought the news of the battle 
of Kynossema, seemingly towards the end of August 411 B.c., 
was welcomed with the utmost delight and triumph. They 
began to feel as if the ebb-tide had reached its lowest point, and 
had begun to turn in their favor, holding out some hopes of ulti
mate success in the war. Another piece of good fortune soon 
happened, to strengthen this belief. J\Iindarus was compelled to 
reinforce himself at the Hellespont by sending Hippokrates and 
Epikles to bring the fleet of fifty triremes now acting at Eubrea.l 
This was in itself an important relief to Athens, by withdrawing 
an annoying enemy near home. But it was still further en
l1anced by the subsequent misfortunes of this fleet, which, in pass
ing round the headland of Mount Athos to get to Asia, was 
overtaken by a terrific storm and nearly destroyed, with great 
loss of life among the crews; so that a remnant only, under 
Hippokrates, survived to join Mindarus.2 

But though Athens was thus exempted from all fear of ag
gression on the side of Eubrea, the consequences of this departure 
of the fleet were such as to demonstrate how irreparably the 
island itself had passed out of her supremacy. The inhabitants 

the Peloponnesian epibatre. He states that twenty-five fresh ships arrived 
to join the Athenians in the middle of the battle, and determined the vic
tory in their favor: this circumstance is evidently borrowed from the subse
quent conflict a few months afterwards. 

We owe to him, however, the mention of the chapel or tomb of Hecuba 
on the headland of Kynossema. 

1 Thncyd. viii, 107; Diodor. xiii, 41. 
• Diodor. xiii, 41. It is probable that this fleet was in great part Bmotian; 

and twelve seamen who escaped from the wreck commemorated their rescue 
by an inscription in the temple of Athene at Koroneia; which inscription 
was read and copied by Ephoms. By an exaggerated and over-literal con
fidence in the words of it, Dioclorus is led to affirm that these twelve men 
were the only persons saved, and that every other person perished. But we 
know perfectly that Hippokrates himself survived, and that he was alive at 
the subsequent battle of Kyzikus (Xenoph. Hellen. i, 1, 2.3 ). 
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of Chalkis and the other cities, now left without foreign defence 
against her, cmployeJ themwlves jointly with the lkcotian,:, 
who'e interest in the case was even stron~er than tbeir own, in 
divesting Eulm~a of its in,;tilar character, by constructing a mole 
or bridge across the Euripus, the narrowest portion of the Eubccan 
strait, where Chalk is was divideJ from Dccotia. From each coast 
a mole was thrown out, each mole guarded at the extremity by a 
tower, and leaving only an intermediate opening, broad enough 
for a single vessel to pass through, coYered by a wooden bridge. 
It was in vain that the Athenian Theramenes, with thirty tri
remes, prcsenteJ himself to obstruct the progress of this under
taking. The Eubccans and Bccotians both prosecuted it in such 
number,, anJ with so much zeal, tbat it was speedily brought to 
completion. Eubcca, so lately the most important island attached 
to Athens, is from henceforward a portion of the mainland, al

- together independent of her, e,·en though it should please fortune 
to reeMabli,;h her maritime power.I 

The battle of Kyno:<sema produced no very important eonse
quencEs excl'pt that of encouragement to the Athenians. Even 
just after the action, Kyzikus revolteu from them, and on the 
fourth day afler it, the Athenian fleet, hastily refitted at Sestos, 
~ailed to that place to retake it. It was unfortified, so that they 
succeeded with little difficulty, and imposed upon it a contribu
tion: moreover, in the voyage tl1ither, they gained an additional 
advantage by capturing, off the southern coast of the Propontis, 
those eight Peloponnesian triremes which had accomplished, a 

1 Diotlor. xiii, 47. He pl•lt'CS this event a year later, but I agree with 
Sie,·ers in conceiving it as following with little delay on the withdrawal of 
the protecting fleet (Siever>, Comment. in Xenoph. Hellen. p. 9; note. p. 6G ). 

Sec Colonel Leakc's Tnwels in Korthern Greece, for a description of the 
Euripu<, and the a1ljoining ground, with a plan, vol. ii, ch. xiv, pp. 259-265. 

I cannot make out from Colonel Leake what is the exact breadth of the 
channel. Strabo talks in his time of a briilgc 'reaching two hundred feet (x, 
p. 400). Bnt there rnu~t have been material alterations made by the inhabi· 
t:rnrs of Chalkis during the time of Alexander the Great (Strabo, x, p. 
44i ). The bridge here cleel'rib('(l l1y Dio<lorns, covering an open space 
broad enough for one ship. could St'arcely have hecn more than twenty feet 

,broad; 	for it was not at all rk•i.~netl to render the pa"ag:c easy. The an
<'ient ships ronl<l all lower tl1<·ir ma,t:-. I cannot but think that Colonel 
Leake (p. 259) mnst have l'L'acL in Dio<lorn~, xiii, 4i, ov in place of o. 
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little while before, the revolt of Byzantium. But, on the other 
hand, as soon as the Athenian fleet hall left Sestos, :r.Iindarus 
sailed from his station at Abydos to El:Eus, and there recovered 
all the triremes captured from him at Kynossema, which the 
Athenians had there deposited, except some of them which were 
so much damaged that the inhabitants of Elmus set them on 
fire.' 

But that which now began to constitute a far more important 
element of the war, was, the difference of character between 
Tissaphernes and Pharnabazus, and the transfer of the Pelo
ponnesian fleet from the satrapy of the former to that of the 
latter. Tissaphernes, while furnishing neither aid nor pay to the 
Peloponnesians, had by his treacherous promises and bribes ener
vated all their proceedings for the last year, with the deliberate 
view of wasting both the belligerent parties. Pharnabazus was 
a brave and earnest man, who set himself to strengthen them 
strenuously, by men as well as by money, and who labored hard 
to put down the Athenian power; as we shall find him laboring 
equally hard, eighteen years afterwards, to bring about its par
tial renovation. From this time forward, Persian aid becomes a 
reality in the Grecian war; and in the main - first, through the 
hands of Pharnabazus, next, through those of the younger Cyrus 
-the determining reality. For we shall find that while the Pelo
ponnesians are for the motit part well paid, out of the Persian 
treasury, the Athenians, destitute of any such resource, are com
pelled to rely on the contributions which they can levy here and 
there, without established or accepted right; and to interrupt for 
this purpose even the most promising career of success. Twenty
six years after this, at a time when Sparta had lost her Persian 
allies, the Lacedmmonian Teleutias tried to appease the mutiny 
of his unpaid seamen, by telling them how much nobler it was 
to extort pay from the enemy by means of their own swords, than 
to obtain it by truckling to the foreigner ;2 and probably the 
Athenian generals, during these previous years of struggle, tried 

1 Thuryd. viii, 107. 
2 Xenoph. Hellen. v, 1, l i. Compare a like exclamation, under nobler 

circumstances, from the Spartan Kallikr~tidas, Xenoph. Hellen. i, 6, 7 ; 
Plutarch, Lysander, c. 6. 

VOL. Vlll. Soc, 
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similar appeals to the gC'nero,:ity of their Foh11ers. Rut it is not 
tlic le,-s certain, that the new con~tant paymaster now introcluced, 
gave fearful o<lcls to the Sp:1rtan cause. 

The good pay an<l hC'arty coiipC'rntion '"hich the Peloponne
sians now enjoyed from Pliarna!iazu~, only made them tlw more 
in<lignant at the previous <lcceit of Tissaphernes. Under the in
fluence of this sentiment, they rea<lily lent aid to the inhabitants 
of Antandrus in expelling his general Ar:'akes with the Persian 
garriwn. Arsakes had recently committed an act of murderous 
pel"i1dy, under the influence of some unexplained pique, again~t 
the Delians cstablislicd at Adrmnyttium: lie had summoned their 
p1-incipal citizens to take part as allies in an expedition, and had 
eaused them all to be surrounded, shot down, and massacred 
during the morning meal. Such an act was more than suflicient 
to excite hatred and alarm among the neighboring Antandrians, 
who invited a body of Peloponncsian hoplites from Abydos, 
across the mountain range of Ida, by whose aid Antandrus was 
liberated from the Persians.' 

In l\liletus, as well as in Knidus, Ti:'saphernes hacl already 
experienced the like humiliation: 2 Lichas was no longer alive to 
Laek his pretern;ions : nor do we hear that he obtained any result 
from the eomplaints of his envoy Gaulites at Sparta. Under 
tl1e,-e eireum"tance:<, he bt·g:rn to fear that he had incurred a 
weight of enmity which might prove seriously mischievous, nor 
wa;; he without jealousy of the popularity and possible success of 
l'harnabazu:'. The delu~ion re,;pecting the Phenician fleet, now 
that l\Iindarus had openly broken with him and quitted l\Ii!etus, 
wn~ no lollgcr available to nny useful purpo;;e. Accordingly, he 
di~mi"sed the l'lwnician fleet to their own homes, pretending to 
have reeei\·ed ti<lings tlmt the Plicnician towns were endangered 
by sudden attacks from Anthia and Egypt ;3 while he himself 
quitted Aspcndus to revbit Ionia, as well as to go forward to the 
IIt>lle.-'pont, for tl1e purpose of renewing personal intercourse with 
the di:'satiFfied l'eloponnc;;ians. Ile ,d,hed, while trying again 

1 Tl:ncyd. viii, lOS; })i0tl11r. xiii, 42. 2 T'hucyU. viii, 109. 
3 lliodor. xiii, 4<i. This i-< the statement of Dio<loru;, aml seem-; proh

aLJe enouµ:h, tlwngh he rnakl's n stran~:c <'Onfnsion in the J>er=--ian affairs uf 
this year, kaYing- out the name of Ti"ap!icrne,;, and jmnliliu;; the aet> of 
Tisoaphernes "·ith the name of Pharnabazns. 
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to excuse l1is own treachery about the Phcnician fleet, at the same 
time to protest against their recent proceedings at Antandru8; or, 
at the least, to obtain some assurance against any repetition of 
such hostility. Ili;; visit to Ionia, however, seems to have occu
pied some time, anJ he tried to conciliate the Ionic Greeks by a 
splendid sacrifice to Artemis at Ephesus.I Having quitted As
pendus, as far as we can make out, about the beginning of August 

1 Thu<•yt\. viii, 109. It is at this point thnt we have to part rnmpany 
with the hi,;torian Thucyuides, whose work not only closes without reacl1ing 
nny definite epoch or limit, lmt even breaks off~ as wo po.,scss it, in the 
middle of a sentence. 

The foll extent of this il"repamhlc loss ran hrmlly he conceived, except 
hy those who have been eallcd upon to stlllly his work with the profournl 
and minute attention required from an historian of Greece. To pass from 
Thueydid(,s to the llellenica of Xenophon, is a dcs,·ent trnly mournfol; and 
yet, when we look at Grecian history as a whole, we have great renson to 
rejoiec thnt even so inferior a work as the latter has rcad1ctl us. The his
torical purposes aml roneeptions of Thueydide,;, as set forth by himself in 
his preface, are exalted and philo;;ophil'al to a degTcC nltogcther wonde1ful, 
when we consider that he had no preexisting modeb before him from which 
to t1"rive them; nor arc the eight books of his work, in Rpitc of the u111i11i-hed 
condition of the h~t, unworthy of these large promi:;es. either in >'pirit or in 
execution. Even the peeuliarity, the co11<knsation, urn\ the hurshncss, of his 
style, though it so11wtimes hides from 11,; hi,; full IIIL':llling·, has the gcner;tl 
effect of lending· great additional force an<l of imprc.;~ing- his thoughts n1uch 
more deeply upon every attentive reader. 

During the course of my two last volumes, I h:wc had frequent oct•a,;ion 
to notice the crilicism;; of Dr. Arnoltl in his edition of Thn<·ydidc,;, mo>t. 
generally on points where I di,;st•nte<l from him. I lwve done this, partly 
hccansc I believe that Dr. Arnohl":; C<lition i> in mo.st fn·qncnt use among 
nil English readers of Thneydirles, partly hcrnnsc of the hig·h cstcem whieh 
I entertain for the liberal spi.-it, the erwlition, and the jn<lgmL·nt, which per
rnde his criticisms g-cncrnlly throughout the book. Dr. Arnolcl deserve;;, 
especially, the high commendation, not often to he bestowed even upon 
learned and exact commcntato1·~, of conceiving and appreciating antiquity 
ns a liring whole, and not 1nerely a~ an a~:greg·ntc of wonls and ah~trnc
t inn.'. llis critiei.sms arc continn:llly adopted hy Giiller in the se<·on<l edi
tion <l his Thney<lilWs~ nnd to a great degree nJ·.:o hy Poppo. l)e~iring-, as 
1 do ~iuccrely, that his edition n1tty long maintain its prcC1ninencc among 
}:ngli,;h stndents of Thncytlidcs, I have thoug·ht it my duty at the ;;anrn 
time to in<licatc many of the points on whil'i1 his remarks either advauce or 
imply views of Grecian history different from my own. 
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( 411 n.c.), he did not reach the Hellespont until the month of 
November.I 
, As soon as the Phenician fleet had disappeared, Alkibiades 

returned with his thirteen triremes from Phaselis to Samos. He 
too, like Tissaphernes, made the proceeding subservient to deceit 
of his own : he took credit with his countrymen for having 
enlisted the good-will of the satrap more strongly than ever in 
the cause of Athens, and for having induced him to abandon his 
intention of bringing up the Phenician fleet.'.! At this time Dori
eus was at Rhodes with thirteen triremes, having been despatched 
by l\Iindarus, before his departure from l\Iiletus, in order to 
stifle the growth of a philo-Athenian party in the island. Per~ 
haps the presence of this force may have threatened the Athenian 
interest in Kos and IIalikarnassus; for we now find Alkibiadei! 
going to these places from Samos, with nine fresh triremes in 
addition to his own thirteen. Ile erected fortifications at the 
town of Kos, and planted in it an Athenian officer and garrison : 
from Halikarnassus he levied large contributions; upon what 
pretence, or whether from simple want of money, we do not know. 
It was towards the middle of September that he returned to 
Samos.3 

At the Hellespont, l\Iindarus had been reinforced after the battle 
of Kynossema by the squadron from Eubrea, at least by that 
portion of it which had escaped ~he storm off l\Iount Athos. The 
departure of the Peloponnesian fleet from Eubrea enabled the 
Athenians also to send a few more ships to their fleet at 
Sestos. Thus ranged on the opposite sides of the strait, the 
two fleets came to a second action, wherein the Peloponnesians, 
under Agesandridas, had the advantage; yet with little fruit. 
It was about the month of October, seemingly, that Dorieus with 
his fourteen triremes came from Rhodes to rejoin l\Iindarus at 

1 Xenoph. Hellen. i, I, 9. 
Thucyd. viii, 108. Diodorus (xiii, 38) talks of this influence of AlkiLi

ades over the satrap as if it were real. Plutarch (Alkibiad. c. 26) speaks 
in more qualified language. 

s Thucyd. viii, I 08. rrpil~ ro µerorr,,,pov. Haack and Sievers (see Sie
vers, Comment. ad Xenoph. Hellen. p. 103) construe this as indicating the 
middle of August, which I think too early in the year. 

i 
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the Hellespont. He had hoped probably to get up the strait to 
Abydos during the night, but he was caught by daylight a little 
way from the entrance, near Rhreteium ; and the Athenian scouts 
instantly gave signal of his approach. Twenty Athenian tri· 
rlimes were despatched to attack him: upon which Dorieus fled, 
and sought safety by hauling his '·essel ashore in the receding bay 
near Dardanus. The Athenian squadron here attacked him, but 
were repulsed and forced to sail back to Madytus. l\Iindarus was 
himself a spectator of this scene, from a distance; being engaged 
in sacrificing to Athene, on the venerated hill of Ilium. He 
immediately hastened to Abydos, where he fitted out his whole 
fleet of eighty-four triremes, Pharnabazus cooperating on the 
shore with his land-force. Having rescued the ships of Dorieus, 
his next care was to resist the entire Athenian fleet, which pres· 
ently came to attack him under Thrasybulus and Thrasyllus. An 
obstinate naval combat took place between the two fleets, which 
lasted nearly the whole day with doubtful issue; at length, 
towards the evening, twenty fresh triremes were seen approach
ing. They proved to be the squadron of Alkibiades sailing from 
Samos: having probably heard of the rejunction of tha squadron 
of Dorieus with the main Peloponnesian fleet, he had come with 
his own counter-balancing reinforcement.I As soon as his purple 
flag or signal was ascertained, the Athenian fleet became animated 
with redoubled spirit. The new-comers aided them in pressing 
the action so vigorously~ that the Peloponnesian fleet was driven 
back to Abydos, and there run ashore. Here the Athenians 
still followed up their success, and endeavored to tow them all 
of[ Rut the Persian land-force protected them, and Pharnaba
zus himself was seen foremost in the combat; even pushing into 
the water in person, as far as his 11orse could stand. The main 

,l'eloponnesian fleet was thus preserved ; yet the Athenians 
retired with an important victory, carrying off thirty triremes as 
prizes, and retaking those which they had themselves lost in the 
two preceding actions.2 

:Mindarus kept his defeated fleet unemployed at Abydos during 

1 Diodorus (xiii, 46) and Plutarch (Alkib. c. 2i) speak of his coming to 
the Ilcllcspont by accident, Kara rvx11v, which is certainly very improb
able. 1 Xenoph. Hellen. i, I, 6, 7. 
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the winter, sending to Peloponnesus as \Yell as among hi;; allies 
to solicit reinforcements: in the mean time, he engaged jointly 
with Pharnabazus in operations by land against various Athenian 
allies on the continent. The Athenian admiral,, on their side, 
inMead of keeping their fleet united to prosecute the victory, we.e 
compelled to disperse a large portion of it in flying squadrons, 
for collecting money, retaining only forty sail at Sestos; while 
Thrasyllus in person went to Athens to proclaim the victory and 
ask for reinforcements. Pursuant to thi,; request, thirty triremes 
were sent out under Theramenes; who first endeavored without 
success to impede the construction of the bridge between Eubcca 
and Dccotia, and next sailed on a voyage among the i:<lands for the 
purpo,;e of collecting money. Ile acquired considerable plunder 
by descents upon ho,;tile territory, and also extorted money from 
various parties, either contemplating or suppo,ed to contemplate 
revolt, among the de1wndencies of Athens. At Paro,, where the 
oligarchy e,;tabli"hed by Peisander in the co1i:;piracy of the Four 
Hundred still sub:;;i,tt>d, Theramenes deposed and fined the men 
who had exerci.;ed it, establishing a democracy in their room. 
From hence he pa~~ed to ::.\Iacedonia, to the assistance and prob
ably into the temporary pay of Archelaus, king of Macedonia, 
whom he aided for "orne time in the siege of Pydna; blocking up 
the town by sea while the l\Iacedonians Le,;iPged it by land. The 
blockade having la,;ted the whole winter, Theramenes wa:; smn
mone<l away before its capture, to join the main Athenian fleet 
in Thrace : Archelaus, howe~·er, took Py<lna not long afterwards, 
and tran,;ported the town with its residirnts from the sea-board to 
a distance more than two miles inland.I "\Ve trace in all these 
proceedings the evidence of that terrible want of money which 
now drove the Athenians to inju;;ti<'e, extortion, and interference 
with their allic;;, such as they had never committed during the 
earlier years of the war,. 

It is at thi& period that we find mention made of a fresh intes
tine commotion in Korkyra, less stained, however, with savage 
enormities than that recounted in the seventh year of the war. 
It appears that the oligarchical party in the island, which had 
been for the moment nearly destroyed at that period, had since 

1 Diodor. xiii, 47.:..49, 
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gained strength, and was encouraged by the misfortunes of 
Athens to lay plans for putting the island into the hands of the 
Laceda:;monians. The democratical leaders, apprized of this 
conspiracy, sent to Naupaktus for the Athenian admiral Konon. 
IJe came, with a detachment of six hundred l\Iessenians, by the 
aid of whom they seized the oligarchical conspirators in the 
market-place, putting a few to death, and banishing more than a 
thousand. The extent of their alarm is attested by the fact, that 
they liberated the slaves and conferred the right of citizenship 
upon the foreigners. The exiles, having retired to the opposite 
continent, came back shortly afterwards, and were admittecl, by 
the connivance of a party within, into the market-place. A se
rious combat took place within the walls, which was at last rnacle 
np by a compromise ancl by the restoration of the exiles.I 'Ve 
know nothing about the particulars of this compromise, but it 
seems to have been wisely drawn up and faithfully observecl; for 
we hear nothing about Korkyra until about thirty-five years after 
this period, ancl the island is then presentecl to us as in the 
highest perfection of cultivation and prosperity.2 Doubtless the 
emancipation of slaves ancl the admission of so many new for
eigners to the citizenship, contributed to this result. 

l\Ieanwhile Tis~aphernes, having completed his measures in 
Ionia, arrived at the Hellespont not long after the battle of Aby
dos, seemingly about November, 411 B.C. He was anxious to 
regain some credit with the Peloponne~ians, for which an oppor
tunity soon presented itself: Alkibiades, then in command of the 
Athenian fleet at Seo;tos, came to visit him in all the pride of 

1 Diodor. xiii, 48. Sievers (Comment at. ad Xenoph. Hellen. p. 12; nnd 
p. 65, note 58) controverts the reality of these tumults iu Korkyrn, here 
mentioned by Diodorus, but not mentioned in the Ilcllcnika of Xenophon, 
and contrad.icted, as he thinks, by the negative inference dcrirnble from 
Thucvd. iv, 48, o:m ye Karil TOV mi?,eµov TOVCe. But it appears to me that F. 
\V. Ullrich (Beitriige zur Erkliirung des Thukydidcs, pp. 95-99), has prop
erly explained this phrase of Thucydides as meaning, in the place here 
cited, the first ten years of the Pcloponncsian war, between the surprise of 
Platroa and the Peace of Nikias. 

I see no reason to cnll in question the truth of these disturbances in Kor
kym, here alluded to hy Diodorus. 

2 Xenoph. Hellen, Yi, 2, 25. 
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victory, bringing the customary presents; but the satrap seized 
his person and sent him away to Sardis as a prisoner in custody, 
affirming that he had the Great King's express orders for carry
ing on war with the Athenians.I Here was an end of all the 
delusions of Alkibiades, respecting pretended power of influ
encing the Persian counsels. Yet these delusions had already 
served his purpose by procuring for him a renewed position in the 
Athenian camp, which his own military energy enabled him to 
sustain and justify. 

Towards the middle of this winter the superiority of the fleet 
of ]Uindarus at Abydos, over the Athenian fleet at Sestos, had 
become so great,- partly, as it would appear, through reinforce
ments obtained by the former, partly through the dispersion of 
the latter into flying squadrons from want of pay,- that the 
Athenians no longer dared to maintain their position in the Hel
lespont. They sailed round the southern point of the Cherso
nese, and took station at Kardia, on the western side of 
the isthmus of that peninsula. Here, about the commence
ment of spring, they were rejoined by Alkibiades ; who had 
found means to escape from Sardis, along with l\Iantitheus, anoth
er Athenian prisoner, first to Klazomenre, and next to Lesbos, 
where he collected a small squadron of five triremes. The dis
persed squadrons of the Athenian fleet being now all summoned 
to concentrate, Theramenes came to Kardia from l\Iacedonia, and 
Thrasybulus from Thasos; whereby the Athenian fleet was ren
dered superior in number to that of Mindarus. News was 
brought that the latter had moved with his fleet from the Helles
pont to Kyzikus, and was now engaged in the siege of that place, 
jointly with Pharnabazus and the Persian land-force. 

His vigorous attacks had in fact already carried the place, 
when the Athenian admirals resolved to attack him there, and 
contrived to do it by surprise. Having passed first from Kardia 
to El~us at the south of the Chersonese, they sailed up the Hel
lespont to Prokonnesus by night, so that their passage escaped 
the notice of the Peloponnesian guardships at Abydos.2 _ 

1 Xenoph. Hellen. i, I, 9; Plutarch, Alkibia<lcs, c. 27. 
• Diodor. xiii, 49. Diodorus specially notices this fact, which must obvi

ously be correct. iVithout it, the surprise of l\Iindarus could not have been 
accomplished. 
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Hesting at Prokonnesus one night, and seizing every boat on 
the island, in order that their movements might be kept secret, 
Alkibiades warned the assembled seamen that they must prepare 
for a sea-fight, a land-fight, and a wall-fight, all at once. " We 
have no money (said he), while our enemies have plenty from 
the Great King." Neither zeal in the men nor contrivance in 
the commanders was wanting. A body of hoplites were landed 
on the mainland in the territory of Kyzikus, for the purpose of 
operating a diversion ; after which the fleet was distributed into 
three divisions under Alkibiades, Theramenes, and Thrasybulus. 
The former, advancing near to Kyzikus with his single division, 
challenged the fleet of Mindarus, and contrived to inveigle him 
by pretended flight to a distance from the harbor; while the 
other Athenian divisions, assisted by hazy and rainy weather, 
came up unexpectedly, cut off his retreat, and forc'ed him to run 
his ships ashore on the neighboring mainland. After a gallant 
and hard-fought battle, partly on shipboard, partly ashore, - at 
one time unpromising to the Athenians, in spite of their superi
ority of number, but not very intelligible in its details, and dif
ferently conceived by our two authorities,- both the Peloponne
sian fleet by sea and the forces of Pharnabazus on land were 
completely defeated. Mindarus himself was slain; and the en
tire fleet, every single trireme, was captured, except the triremes 
of Syracuse, which were burnt by their own crews; while Ky
zikus itself surrendered to the Athenians, and submitted to a 
large contribution, being spared from all other harm. The booty 
taken by the victors was abundant and valuable. The numbers 
of the triremes thus captured or destroyed is differently given ; 
the lowest estimate states it at sixty, the highest at eighty.I 

This capital action, ably planned and bravely executed by Al
kibiades and his two colleagues, about April 410 n.c., changed 
sensibly the relative position of the belligerents. The Pelopon
nesians had now no fleet of importance in Asia, though they 
probably still retained a small squadron at the station of Miletus; 

1 Xenoph. Hellen. i, l, 14-20; Dioclor. xiii, 50, 51. 
The nnmerons discrepancies between Dioclorus and Xenophon, in the 

events of these few years, are collected by Sievers, Commentat. in Xenoph. 
Hellen. note, G2, pp. G5, 66, seq. 

VOL. VIII. 6 
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while the Athenian fleet was more powerful and menacing than 
ever. The dismay of the defeated army is forcibly portrayed in 
the laconic despatch sent hy llippokrates, secretary of the late 
admiral JHindarus, to the ephors at Sparta : "All honor and 
advantage are gone from us: l\Iindarus is slain : the men are 
starving: we arc in straits what to do.I" The ephors doubtless 
heard the same deplorable tale from more than one witness ; for 
this particnlar despatch never reached them, having been inter
cepted and carried to Athens. 80 discouraging was ·the view 
which they entertained of the f'nture, that a Lacedremonian em
bassy, with Endius at their l1ead, came to Athens to propose 
peace; or rather perhaps Endius - ancient friend and gnest of 
Alkibiades, who had already been at Athens as envoy before 
was allowed to come thither now again to sound the temper of 
the city, in a 

0

sort of informal manner, which admitted of being 
easily disavowed if nothing came of it. For it is remarkable 
that Xenophon makes no mention of this embassy : and his si
lence, thongh not sufficient to warrant us in questioning the real
ity of the event, - which is stated by Diodorus, perhaps on the 
authority of Theopompus, and is noway improbable in itself, 
nevertheless, leads me to doubt whether the ephors themselves 
admitted that they had made or sanctioned the proposition. It is 
to be remembered that Sparta, not to mention her obligation to 
her confederates generally, was at this moment bound by special 
convention to Persia to conclnde no separate peace with Athens. 

According to Diodorus, Endius, having been admitted to speak 
in the Athenian assembly, invited the Athenians to make peace 
with Sparta on the following terms : That each party should 

· stand just as they were; that the garrisons on both sides should 
be withdrawn ; that prisoners should be exchanged, one Lacedm
monian against one Athenian. Endius insisted in his speech on 
the mutual mischief which each was doing to the other by pro
longing the war; but he contended that Athens was by far the 
greater sufferer of the two, and had the deepest interest in 
accelerating peace. She bad no money, while Sparta had the 

1 Xenoph. Hellen. i, I, 23. 'E/;/m T<t Kai.a· Mivoapor 1irre1111ova · 1mviJvrt 
TWVOper • t'.t'lropf:oµer Tt XPTJ Op~v. 

Plutarch, Alkib. c. 28. 
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Great King as a paymaster: she was robbed of the procluce of 
Attica by the garrison of Dekcleia, while Peloponnesns was un
disturbed: all her power and influence depencled upon superiority 
at sea, which Sparta could dispense with, and yet retain her pre
eminence.I 

If' we may believe Diodorus, all the most intelligent citizens 
in Athens recommended that this proposition should be accepted. 
Only the demagogues, the disturbers, those who were accustomed 
to blow up the flames of war in order to obtain profit for them
selves, opposed it. Especially the demagogue Kleophon, now 
enjoying great influence, enlarged upon the splendor of the 
recent victory, and upon the new chances of success now opening 
to them: insomuch that the assembly ultimately rejected the 
proposition of Endius.2 

It was easy for those who wrote after the battle of .L"Egospota
mos and the capture of Athens, to be wise after the fact, and to 
repeat the stock denunciations against an insane people, misled 
by a corrupt demagogue. But if; abstracting from our knowl
edge of the final close of the war, we look to the tenor of this 
proposition, even a,;,;uming it to have been formal and author
ized, as well es the time at which it was made, we shall hesitate 
before we pronounce Kleophon to have been foolish, much less 
corrupt, for recommending its rejection. In reference to the 
charge of corrupt interest in the continuance of war, I have 
already made some remarks about Kleon, tending to show that 
no such interest can fairly be ascribed to demagogues of that 
character.:! They were essentially unwarlike men, and had 
quite as much chance personally of losing, as of gaining, by a 
state of war. Especially this is true respecting Kleophon, during 
the last years of the war, since the financial posture of Athen:S 
was then so unprosperous, that all her available means were ex
hausted to provide for ships and men, leaving little or no surplus 
for political peculators. The admirals, who paid the seamen by 
raising contributions abroad, might possibly enrich themselves, if 
so inclined ; but the politicians at home had much less chance of 
such gains than they would have had in time of peace. Besides, 

1 Diodor. xiii, 52. 2 Diodor. xiii, 53. 
3 See the preceding vol. vi, ch. fa·, p. 455. 
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even if Kko11li011 IY<'rc cn·r rn mueh a gainer by the continu
ance of war. yet, ll""umiug At hen,; to be ultimately crushed in 
the war, he \\·as certain beforehand to be deprived, not only of 
all his gains and his position, but of bis life also. 

So much for the charge against him of corrupt interest. The 
question whether his advice was judicious, is not so easy to dis
pose of. Looking to the time when the proposition was made, we 
must recoilect that the Peloponnesian fleet in Asia had been just 
annihilated, and that the brief epistle itself, from llippokrates to 
the ephors, divulging in so emphatic a manner the distress of his 
troops, was at this moment before the Athenian assembly. On 
the other hand, the despatches of the Athenian generals, announc
ing their victory, had excited a sentiment of universal triumph, 
manifested by public thanbgiving, at Athens ;I nor can we 
doubt that Alkibiades and his colleagues promised a large ca
reer of coming success, perhaps the recovery of most part of the 
lost maritime empire. In this temper of the Athenian people 
and of their generals, justified as it was to a great degree by the 
reality, what is the proposition which comes from Endius? 'Vhat 
he proposes, is, in reality, no concession at all. Doth parties to 
stand in their actual position; to withdraw garrisons; to restore 
prisoners. There was only one way in which Athens would have 
been a gainer by accepting these propositions. She would have 
withdrawn her garrison from Pylos, she would have been relieved 
from the garrison of Dekeleia; such an exchange would have 
been a considerable advantage to her. To this we must add the 
relief arising from simple cessation of war, doubtless real and 
important. 

Now the question i11, whether a statesman like Perik!es would 
have advised his countrymen to be satisfied with such a measure 
of concession, immediately after the great victory of Kyzikus, 
and the two smaller victories preceding it? I incline to believe 
that he would not. It wou11 rather liaYe appeared to him in the 
light of a diplomatic artifice, calculated to paralyze Athens during 
the interval while her enemies were defenceless, and to gain time 
for them to build a new fieet.2 Sparta could not pledge herself 

1 Dio<lor. xiii, 52. 
• Philorhorus ( ap. Schol. ad Eurip. Orest. 371) appears to have said that 
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either for Persia, or for her Peloponnesian confederates; indeed, 
past experience had shown that she could not do so with effect. 
By accepting the propo,;itiow', therefore, Athens would not really 
have obtained relief from the entire burden of war; but would 
merely have blunted the ardor and tied up the hands of her own 
troops, at a moment when they felt themselves in the full current 
of success. Ily the armament, most certainly,- and by the gener
als, Alkibiades, Theramenes, and Thrasybulus, - the acceptance 
of such terms at such a moment would have been regarded as a 
disgrace. It would have balked them of conquests ardently, and 
at that time not unreasonably, anticipated ; conquests tending to 
restore Athens to that eminence from which she had been so re
cently deposed. And it would have inflicted this mortification, 
not merely without compenrnting gain to her in any other shape, 
but with a fair probability of imposing upon all her citizens the 
necessity of redoubled efforts at no very distant future, when the 
moment favorable to her enemies should have arrived. 

If, therefore, passing from the rngue accusation that it was the 
demagogue Klcoplwn who stood between Athens and the conclu
sion of peace, we examine what were the specific terms of peace 
which lie induced his countrymen to reject, we shall find that he 
had very strong reasons, not to my preponderant reasons, for his 
advice. "\Yhether he made any use of this proposition, in it,;elf 
inadmissible, to try and invite the conclusion of peace on more 
suitable and la~ting terms, may well be doubted. Probably no 
6uch efforts would have succeeded, eYen if they had been made; 
yet a statesman like Perikles would have made the trial, in a 
com·iction that Athens was carrying on the war at a disaclYantage 
which must in the long run sink her. A mere opposition speaker, 
like I{]eophon, even when taking what was probably a right 
measure of the actual proposition before him, did not look so far 
forward into the future. 

Meanwhile the Athenian fleet reigned alone in the Propontis 
and its two adjacent straits, the Ilosphorus and the Hellespont; 
although the ardor and generosity of Pharnabazus not only sup-

the Athenians rejected the propo,ition as insincerely meant: Aauoatftaviwv 
7rperr(3rnrraµh,wv rrrpi dpi;i•rK U. rr t rr T iJ rr av Te' oi 'AiJ77valot ov rrporrfjKavro; 

compare also Schol. ad Eurip. Orest. 772, Philochori Fragment. 
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plied maintenance and clothing to the di:;tre::<scd seamen of the 
vanquiohcd fleet, lrnt al"o encouraged the con:'truction of fresh 
ships in the room of those captured. ·while he armed the sea
men, gave them pay for two months, and distriLuted them as 
guards along the coast of the satrapy, he at the same time grant
ed an unlimited supply of ship-timber from the abundant forests 
of 1\Iount Ida, and assisted the oflicers in putting new triremes on 
the stocks at Antaudrus; near to which, at a place called Aspa· 
neu;:, the lth-ean wood was cliiefly exported.I 

Having made these arrangements, he proceeded to lend aid at 
- Chalkedon, whid1 the Athenians lmd already begun to attack. 

Their Jirst operation after the victory, had Leen to sail to Perin
thu~ and 8elymbria, Loth of whid1 liad Lefore rernlted from 
Athens: the fr>rmer, intimidated by the recent events, admitted 
them and rejoined itself to Athens; the latter resisted such a 
requbition, but ri.nso111ed itsdf from atta<:k for the present, by 
the payment of a pecuniary fine. Alkibiades then conducted them 
to Chalkedon, oppo~ite to Byzantium on the southernmost Asiatic 
liorder of the Bo~pl10rus. To Le masters of the:'e two straits, the 
Bo;phorus and the Ildlespont, \\'as a point of first-rate moment 
to Athens; first, becaw•e it enabled her to secure the arrival of 
the corn ships from the Euxine, for her own consumption ; next, 
because she had it in her power to impose a titl1e or <lue upon ali 
the trading ~hips pa~sing through, not unlike the dues imposed 
by the Danes at the Sound, e1·en down to the present time. 
For the oppo~itc reasons, of course, the importance of the position 
was equally great to the enemies of Athens. Until the spring of 
the preceding year, Athens had been undisputed mi6tress of both 
the straits. But the revolt of Abydos in the Hellespont (about 
April, 411 n. c.) and that of Byzantium with Chalkedon in the 
Bosphorus (about June, 411 B.c.), had deprived her of this pre
eminence ; and her supplies obtained during the last few months 
could only barn come through during tho.'ie intervals when her 
fleets there stationed had the preponderance, so as to give them 
convoy. Aeeordingly, it is highly probable that her supplies of 
corn from the Euxine during the autumn of 411 n.c., had been 
comparatively restricted. 

1 Xenoph. Hellen. i, I, 24-26; Strabo, xiii, p. 606. 
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Though Chalke<lon itself, assiste<l by Pharnabazus, still held 
out against At.hen:<, Alkibia<les now took po3scssion of Chrysopo
lis, its unfortified seaport, on the eaotcrn coast of the Bosphorus 
opposite Byzantium. This place he fortific<l, established in it a 
squatlron with a permanent garrison, an<l crectc<l it into a regular 
tithing-port for levying toll on all vessels coming out of the 
Euxine.I The Athenians seem to have habitually levied this toll 
at Byzantium, until the rc\'Olt of that place, among their constant 
source;; of-revenue: it wa~ now reestabli;;he<l ,unller the auspice-i 
of Alkibi:llle.;;. In so far as it wa'> lc,·ied on ships which brought 
their produce for sale an<l consumption at Athens, it \\'as of 
course ultimately pai<l in the shape of incrcase<l price by Athe
nian citizens and metics. Tl1irty triremes under Therame
nes, were left at Chrysopolis to enforce this levy, to convoy 
frien<lly merchantmen, and in other respects to serve as annoy
ance to the enemy. 

The remaining fleet went partly to the Ilellcspont, partly to 
Thrace, where the <liminished maritime strength of the Laceda~
monians alrea<ly tol<l in respect to the adherence of the cities. 
At Thasus, especially,2 the citizens, hea<led by Ekphantus, ex
pelle<l the Lace<lmmonian harmost Eteonikus with his garrison, 
and atlmitted Thrasybulus with an Athenian force. It will be 
recollected that this was one of the cities in which Peisander and 
the Four Ilundred conspirators (early in 411 n.c.) had put down 
the democracy an<l established an oligarchical government, un<ler 
pretence that the allied cities would be faithful to Athens as so~n 
as she was relieved from her democratical institutions. All the 

1 Sec Demo>'thcn. <le Coron:\. r. 71; 1tnd Xenoph. Hellen. i, 1, 22. ml Dfl<a

rrv1f.,pwv KllTEUhfi1aam1 i:v aiJT{j ( Xpvo-urrLJAft ), Kai T i'J V ,le K LJ. r 1J v i~f/..t. 
yovro rC:iv iK rov IIuvrov trl.oiwv: compare iv, 8, 27; and v, 1, 28; also Dio
clor. xiii, 64. 

The expression, r ~ v &KaTrJv, implies that this tithe was something known 
nn<l. pree;tahlishc<l.. 

Polybius ( h·, 44) gives credit to AlkiLiadcs for havin~ been the f\r,;t to 
sug~rst tltis rnctho<l. of g-ain to Athens. Bnt there is evidence that it wa.~ 
practised long; heforc, even anterior to the Athenian empire, during the times 
of l'er,i:rn p1·epondcrancc (see lkrodot. vi, 5). 

See a strikin:,r passag~, illustrating the importance to Athens of the pos
session of Byzantium, in Lysias, Orat. xxYiii, cont. Ergokl. sect. 6. 

2 Xcnoph. Hellen. i, 1, 32; Dcmosthcn. cont. Leptin. s. 48, c. 14, p. 474. 
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calculations of the;:e oligarchs had been disappointed, as Phryni
chus had predicted from the first : the Thasians, as soon as their 
own oligarchical party had been placed in possession of the gov
ernment, recalled their di,affected exiles,t under whose auspices 
a Laconian garrison and harmost had since been introduced. 
Eteonikus, now expelled, accused the Lacedremonian admiral 
Pasippidas of being himself a party to the expulsion, unde1· 
bribes from Tissapherne5; an accu5ation which seems improb
able, but which the Lacedremonians believed, and accordingly 
banished Pasippidas, sending Kratesippidas to replace him. The 
new admiral found at Chio5 a small fleet whid1 Pasippidas had 
already, begun to collect from the allies, to supply the recent 
losses.2 

The tone at .Athens since the late naval victories, had become 
more hopeful and energetic. Agis, with his garrison at Dekeleia, 
though the Athenians could not hinder him from ravaging Attica, 
yet on approaching one day near to the city walls, was repelled 
with spirit and success by Thrasyllus. But that which most 
mortified the Lace<lremonian king, was to discern from his lofty 
station at Dckeleia, the abundant influx into the Peirreu5 of corn
i;hips from the Euxine, again renewed in the autumn of 410 B.C. 

since the occupation of the Bosphorus and Hellespont by Alkibi
ades. For the safe reception of these vessels, Thorikus was 
soon after fortified. Agi$ exclaimed that it was fruitless to shut 
out the Athenians from the produce of Attica, so long as plenty 
oflimported corn was allowed to reach them. Accordingly, he 
provided, in conjunction \dth the l\Iegarians, a small squadron 
of fifteen triremes, with which he despatched Klearchus to By- . 
zantium and Chalkedon. That Spartan was a public guest of 
the Byzantines, and had already been singled out to command 
auxiliaries intended for that city. He seems to have begun his 
voyage during the ensuing winter (B.c. 410-40!l), and reached 
Byzantium in safety, though with the destruction of three of 
his squadron by the nine Athenian triremes who guarded the 
Hel!espont.3 

1 Thucyd. Yiii, 64. 2 Xcnoph. Hellen. i, I, 32. 
3 Xcnoph. Hellen. i, I, 35-36. He says that the ships of Klcarchus, on 

being attacked hy the Athenians in the Hellespont, fled first to Sestos, and 
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In the ensuing spring, Thrasyllus was despatched from Athens 
at the head of a large new force to act in Ionia. Ile commanded 
fifty triremeR, one thousand of the regular hopliteg, one hundred 
horsemen, and five thousand seamen, with the means of arming 
these latter as peltasts ; also transports for his troops besides the 
triremes.! Having reposed his armament for three days at 
Samos, he made a descent at Pygela, and next succeeded in making 
himself master of Kolophon, with its port Notium. He next 
threatened Ephesus, but that place was defended by a powerful 
force which Tissaphernes had summoned, under proclamation" to 
go and succor the goddess Artemis;" as well as by twenty-five 
fresh Syracusan and two Selinusian triremes recently arrived.2 
From these enemies, Thrasyllus sustained a severe defeat near 
Ephesus, lost three hundred men, and was compelled to sail off 
to Notium; from whence, after burying his dead, he proceeded 
northward towards the Hellespont. On their _way thither, while 
halting for a while at 1\Iethymna in the north of Lesbos, Thra
syllus saw the twenty-five Syracusan triremes passing by on 
their voyage from Ephesus to Abydos. He immediately attacked 
them, captured four along with the entire crews, and chased the 
remainder back to their station at Ephesus. All the prisoners 
taken were sent to Athens, where they were deposited for cus
tocly in the stone-quarries of Peirmus, doubtless in retaliation for 
the treatment of the Athenian prisoners at Syracuse; they con
triveu, however, during the ensuing winter, to break a way out 
and escape to Dekeleia. Among the prisoners taken, was found 
Alkiliiad&s, the Athenian, cousin and fellow-exile of the Athe

afterwards to Byzantium. Ilnt Sestos was the Athenian station. The name 
must surely be put by inadvertence for Abydos, the Peloponnesian station. 

1 Xenoph. Hellen. i, 1,34; i, 2, I. Diodorus (xiii, 64) confounds Thrasy
bnlus with Thrasyllns. 

2 Xenoph. Hellen. i, 2, 5-11. Xenophon distinguishes these twenty-five 
Syracusan triremes into TiJv rrpoTipwv ctKOIJt veiJv, and then al frepat rrivu, 
al vewurt f/Kovuat. Ilnt it appears to me that the twenty tdremes, as well as 
the five, mu>t have come to Asia since the battle of Kyzikus, though the 
five may have been somewhat later in their period of arrivnl. All the Syra
cusan ships in the fleet of Mindarus were destroyed; and it seems impossi
ble to imagine that that admiral can have left twenty Syracusan ships at 
Ephesus or Miletn•, in addition to those which he took with him to the 
Hellespont. 

voL. vrn. G* 9qc. 
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nian general of the same name, whom Thrasyllus caused to be 
set at liberty, while the others were sent to .Athens.I 

.After the delay caused by this pursuit, he brought back his 
armament to the Hellespont and joined the force of .Alkibiades 
at Sestos. Their joint force was conveyed over, seemingly about 
the commencement of autumn, to Lampsakus, on the .Asiatic side 
of the strait; which pl.ace they fortified and macle their head

, quarters for the autumn and winter, maintaining themselves by 
predatory excursion~, throughout the neighboring satrapy of 
Pharnabazus. It is curious to learn, however, that when Alki
hiacles was proceeding to marshal them all together,- the hoplites, 
according to Athenian custom, taking rank according to their 
tribes, - his own soldiers, never yet beaten, refused to fraternize 
with those of Thrasyllus, who had been so recently worsted at 
Ephesus. Nor was this alienation removed until after a joint 
expedition against Abydos; Pharnabazus presenting himself 
with a considerable force, especially cavalry, to relieve that place, 
was encountered and defeated in a battle wherein all the .Athe
nians present took part. The honor of the hoplitcs of Thrasyllus 
was now held to be reestablished, so that the fusion of ranks was 
admitted without farther difficulty.2 Even the entire army, how
ever, was not able to accomplish the conquest of .Abydos; which 
the Peloponnesians and Pharnabazus still maintained as their 
station on the Hellespont. 

l\Ieanwhile Athens had so stripped herself of force, by the 
large armament recently sent with Thrasyllus, that her enemies 
near home were encouraged to active operations. The Spartans 
despatched an expedition, both of triremes and of larnl-force, to 
attack Pylos, which had remained as an .Athenian post and a 
refuge for revolted Helots eYer since its first fortification by De
mosthenes, in B.c. 425. ,The place was vigorously attacked, both by 
sea and by land, and soon became much pressed. Not unmind
ful of its distress, the Athenians sent to its relief thirty triremes 
under .Anytus, who, however, came back without even reaching 
the place, having been prevented by stormy weather or unfavor
able winds from doubling Cape Malea. Pylos was soon after

1 Xenoph. Hellen. i, 2, 8-15. 

'Xenoph. Hellen. i, 2, 13-1 i; Plutarch, Alkibiad. c. 29. 
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wards oLliged to surrender, the garrison departing on terms of 
capitulation.' But Anytus, on his return, eneounte,red great dis
pleasure from his countrymen, and was put on his trial for 
having betrayed, or for not having done his utmost to fulfil, the 
trust confided to him. It is said that he only saved himself 
from condemnation by bribing the dikastery, and tliat. he was the 
first Athenian who ever obtained a verdict by corruption.2 
·whether he coulU really have reached Pylos, and whether the 
obstacles which bafiled him were such as an energetic officer 
would have overcome, we have no means of determining; still 
les.;;, whether it be true that he actually escaped by bribery. The 
story seems to prove, however, that the general Athenian public 
thought him deserving of condemnation, and were so much sur
prised by his acquittal, as to account for it by supposing, truly or 
falsely, the use of means never before attempted. 

It was alJout the same time, also, that the .l\Iegarians recovered 
by surprise their port of Nisrea, which had been held liy an 
Athenian garrison since B.C. 424. The Athenians made an 
effort to recover it; but failed ; though they defeated the .l\Iegari
ans in an action.3 

Thrasyllus, during the summer of n.c. 40\>, and even the joint 
foree of Thrasyllus and Alkibiades during the autumn of the same 
year, seem to have effected less than might have been expected 
from so large a force: indeed, it must have been at some period 
during this year that the Lacedremonian Klearchus, with his 
fifteen .l\Iegarian ships, penetrated up the Helle$pont to Byzan
tium, fincling it guar<led only by nine Athenian triremes.4 Ilut 
the operations of 408 n.c. were more important. The entire 
force under Alkibiades and the other commanders was mustered 
for the siege of Chalkedon and Byzantium. The Chalkedonians, 

1 Diodor. xiii, 64. The slighting way in which Xenophon (Hellen. i, 2, 18) 
dismisses this capture of Pylos, as a mere retreat of some runaway Helots 
from l\Ialea, as well as his employment of the name Korypluisio11, and not 
of Pyfo_., prove how much he wrote after Laccdrnmonian infonnants. 

2 Diodor. xiii, 64 ; Plutarch, Coriolan. c. 14. 
Aristotle, 'AfJ~vaiwv rro"Atnia, ap lfarpokration, v. ~e•u(wv, and in the 

Collection of Fragment. Aristotcl. no. 72, ed. Didot (Fragment. Historic. 
Grrnc. vol. ii, p. 127 ). 

3 Diodor. xiii, 65. ' Xenoph. Hellen. i, 1, 36. 
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having notice of the project, deposited their movable property 
for safety in the hand of their neighbors tl1c Ilithynian Thra
cians; a remarkable evidence of the good feeling and confidence 
between the two, contrasting strongly with the perpetual ho:;tility 
\Yhich subsi>ted on the other side of the llosphorus between 
Byzantium and the Thracian tribes adjoining.! But the precau
tion was frustrated by Alkibiade~, who entered the territory of 
the Bithynians and compelled them by threats to deliver up the 
effects confided to them. He tl1en proceeded to block up Chal
kedon by a wooden wall carried across from the Bosphorus to the 
Propontis; though the continuity of this wall was interrupted 
by a river, and seemingly by some rough ground on the imme
diate brink of the river. The blockading wall was already com
pleted, when Pharnabazus appeared with an army for the relief 
of the place, and advanced as far as the Ilerakleion, or temple 
of Ilerakles, belonging to the Chalkedonians. Profiting by his 
approach, Hippokrates, the Lacedmmonian harmost in the town, 
made a vigorous sally: but the Athenians repelled all the efforts 
of Pharnabazus to force a passage through their lines and join him; 
so that, after an obstinate contest, the sallying force was driven 
back within the walls of the town, and IIippokrates himself 
killed.2 

The blockade of the town was now made so sure, that Alkibi
ades departed with a portion of the army to levy money and get 
together forces for the siege of Byzantium afterwards. During 
his absence, Theramenes and Thrasybulus came to terms with 
Pharnabazus for the capitulation of Chalkedon. It was agreed 
that the town should again become a tributary dependency of 
Athen~, on the 8ame rate of tribute as before the revolt, and that 
the arrears dnring the subsequent period should be paid up. 
:Moreover, Pharnalmzus himself engaged to pay to the Athenians 
twenty talents on behalf of the town, and also to e>cort $Ollle 
Athenian envoys up to Susa, enabling them to submit proposi
tions for accommodation to the Great King. Until those envoys 
should return, the Athenians covenanted to abstain from hostili
ties against the satrapy of Pharnabazus.3 Oaths to this effect 

1 Polyb. iv. 44-45. 2 Xenoph. Hellen. i, 3, 5-7; Diodor. xiii, 66. 
3 Xcuoph. Hellen. i, 3, 9. 'Y7rordelv ri>v ¢6pov Xal.K17<5oviovr 'Ai117vaiot> 
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were mutually exchanged, after the return of Alkibiatles from 
his expedition. For Pharnabazus positively refused to complete 
the ratification with the other generals, until Alkiuiatles should 
be there to ratify in person also ; a proof at once of the great 
individual importance of the latter, and of his known facility in 
finding excuses to evade an agreement. Two envoys were 
accordingly sent by l'harnabazus to Chrysopolis, to receive the 
oaths of Alkibiades, while two relatives of Alkibiatles came to ' 
Chalkedon as witnesses to those of Pharnabazus. Over and 
above the common oath sliared with his colleagues, Alkibiades 
took a special covenant of personal friendship and hospitality 
with the satrap, and received from him the like. 

Alkibiades had employed his period of absence in capturing 
Selybria, from whence he obtained a sum of money, and in get
ting together a large body of Thracians, with whom he marched 
by land to Byzantium. That place was now besieged, immedi
ately after the capitulation of Chalkedon, by the united force of 
the Athenians. A wall of eircumvallation was drawn around it, 
and various attacks were made by missiles and battering engines. 
These, however, the Lacedremonian garrison, under the har
most Klearclms, aided by some Jl.Iegarians under Helixus, and 
Drentians under Kmratadas, was perfectly competent to repel. 
But the ravages of famine were not so easily dealt with. After 
the blockade had lasted some time, provisions began to fail ; so 

oaovrrEp fiw{ieaav, 1rni ru 6pc1Aoµeva XP~µara urroooiivai · 'A'97Jvaiov> oe µ1/ 
1roAEµtlv X a A, KT/ oo vi o t >, l:w> uv oi rrapu (3aatAia rrpia{3Et{' tAi'twatv. 

This passage strengthens the rloubts which I threw out in a former chap
ter, whether the Athenians ever did or could realize their project of commnt
ing the tribute, impose<! upon the dependent allies, for an wl ralorem duty 
of five per rent. on imports and exports, which project is mentioned by Thu
cydides (vii, 28) us having been resolved upon at least, if not carried out, in 
the summer of 413 n.c. In the bargain here made with the Chalkedonians, 
it seems implied that the payment of tribute was the last arrangement sub
sisting between A.thens ant! Chalkedon, at the time of the revolt of the latter. 

Next, I agree with the remark made by Schneider, in his note upon the 
passage, 'A '9r1vriio11> cle µij rroAtµfi'v X a A, KT/ cl ovi o 1 r. Ile notices the 
tenor of the covenant as it stands in l'lutarch, r'1v <l>1ipva;3ci(ov ill: x/1pav µlj 
uotKflv (Alkib. c. 31 ), which is certainly far more suitable to the circum
stances. Instead of XaAK7JOovio1~, he proposes to read <I>aprn13ci(111. At any 
rate, this is the meaning. 
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that Klearcbus, strict and harsh, even under ordinary circum
stances, became inexorable and oppres,;ive, from exclusive anxiety 
for the subsistence of his soldiers; and even locked up the stock 
of' food while the population of the town were dying of hunger 
around him. Seeing that his only hope was from external relief, 
he sallied forth from the city to entreat aid from Pharnabazus ; 
and to get together, if' possible, a fleet for some aggressive opera
tion tliat might divert the attention of' the besiegers. He left 
the defence to Kroratadas and IIelixus, in full confidence that the 
Byzantines were too much compromi~ed by their revolt from 
Athens to venture to desert Sparta, whatever might be their suf
fering. But the favorable terms recently granted to Chalkedon, 
coupled with the severe and increasing famine, induced Kydon 
and a Byzantine party to open the gates by night, and admit 
Alkibiades with the Athenians into the wide interior square called 

·the Thrakion. Ilelixus and Kreratadas, apprized of this attack 
only when the enemy had actually got possession of the town on 
all sides, vainly attempted resistance, and were compelled to sur
render nt tli,;cretion: they were sent as prisoner~ to Athens, 
where Kccratadas contrived to escape during the confusion cf tLe 

landing at Peir::eus. Farnrable terms were granted to the town, 
which was replaced in its position of a dependent ally of Athens, 
and probably had to pay up its arrears of tribute in the same 
manner as Chalkedon.t 

So slow was the process of siege in arn;ient times, that the 
reduction of Chalkedon and Byzantium occupied nearly the 
whole year; the latter place surrendering about the beginning of 
winter.2 Both of them, however, were acquisitions of capital 
importance to Athens, making her again undisputed mistress of 
the Bosphorus, and insuring to her two valuable tributary allies. 
Nor was this all the improvement which the summer had oper
ated in her position. The accommodation just concluded with 
Pharnabazus was also a step of great value, and still greater 

1 Xcnoph. Hellen. i, 3, IJ-22; Diodor. xiii, 67; Plutarch, Alkib. c. 31. 
The account ginn by Xenophon of the surrender of Byzantium, \Yhich I 

have followed in the text, io pcrfe.-tly 1,Jain and probal>le. It docs not <·on
sist \\·ith the compli('ated stratag-em dcseribed in ])iodorns nnd Plutarch, as 
"'·ell as in Frontiuus, iii, xi, 3; allnd~d to also in Polyrenus, i 1 48, 2. 

2 Xenop!i. lLlkn. i. 4, 1. 
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promise. It was plain that the sutrnp had grown weary of bear
ing all the brunt of the war for the benefit of the Peloponne
sians, and that he was well disposed to assist the Athenians in 
coming to terms with the Great King. Tlie mere withdrawal of 
his hearty support from Sparta,- even if nothing else followed 
from it, was of immense moment to Athens ; and thus much 
was really achieved. The envoys, fi.e Athenians and two Ar
geians, - all, probably, sent for from Athens, which accounts for 
some delay, - were directed, after the siege of Chalkedon, to 
meet Pharnabazus at Kyzikus. Some Laced:.emonian envoys, 
and even the Syracusan Hermokrates, who had been condemned 
and banished by sentence at home, took advantage of the same 
escort, and all proceeded on their journey upward to Susa. Their 
progress was arrested, during the extreme severity of the winter, 
at Gordium in Phrygia; and it was while pursuing their track 
into the interior at the opening of spring, that they met the 
young prince Cyrus, son of king Darius, coming down in person 
to govern an important part of Asia J\Iinor. Some Laced:.emo
nian envoys, Bccotius and others, were travelling down along with 
him, after having fulfilled their mission at the Persian court.I 

CHAPTER LXIV. 

FROM THE ARRIVAL OF CYRL'S TIU; YOUNGER rn ASIA :mNOR, 
DOWN TO THE BATTLE (;F AHGINCS:E. 

THE advent of Cyrns, commonly known as Cyrus the younger, 
into Asia Minor, was an event of the greatest importance, opening 
what may be called the last phase in the Peloponnesian war. 

He was the younger of the two Rons of the Persian king Da
rius Nothus by the cruel queen Parysatis, and wa3 now sent down 
by his father as satrap of Lydia, Phrygia the greater, and Kap
padokia, as well as general of all that military division of which 
the muster-place was Ifastulus. His command did not at this 

1 Xenoph. Hellen. i, 4,2-3. 
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time comprise the Greek cities on the coast, which were still left 
to Tissaphernes and Pharnabazus.l Ilnt he nevertheless brought 
down with him a strong interest in the Grecian war, and an 
intense anti-Athenian feeling, with foll authority from his father 
to carry it out into act. "\Yhatever this young man willed, he 
willed strongly; his bodily activity, rising superior to those temp
tations of sensual indulgence which often enervated the Persian 
grandees, provoked the admiration even of Spartans :2 and his 
energetic character was combined with a certain measure of 
ability. Though he had not as yet conceived that deliberate plan 
for mounting the Persian throne which afterwards absorbed his 
whole mind, and was so near succeeding by the help of the Ten 
Thousand Greeks, yet he seems to ham had from the beginning 
the sentiment and ambition of a king in prospect, not those of a 
satrap. He came down, well aware ihat Athens was the efficient 
enemy by whom the pride of the Persian kings had been humbled, 
the insular Greeks kept out of the sight of a Persian ship, and 
even the continental Greeks on the coast practically emancipated, 
for the last sixty years. Ile therefore brought down with him a 
strenuous desire to put down the Athenian power, very different 
from the treacherous balancing of Tissaphernes, and much more 
formidable even than the straightforward enmity of Pharnabazus, 
who had less money, less favor at court, and less of youthful ar
dor. Moreover, Pharnabazus, after having heartily espoused the 
cause of the Peloponnesians for the last three years, had now 
become weary of the allies whom he had so long kept in pay. 
Instead of expelling Athenian influence from his coasts with little 
difficulty, as he had expected to do, he found his satrapy plun
dered, his revenues impaired or absorbed, and an Athenian fleet 
all-powerful in the Propontis and Hellespont; while the Lacedai
monian tleet, which he had taken so much pains to invite, was 
destroyed. Decidedly sick of the Peloponnesian cause, he was 
even leaning towards AthenR ; and the envoys whom he was 
escorting to Susa might perhaps have laid the foundation of an 
altered Persian policy in Asia Minor, when the journey of Cyrus 

1 'The Anauasis of Xenophon (i, I, 6-8; i, 9, 7-9) is better authority, and 
speaks more exactly, than the Hcllenica, i, 4, 3. 

• See the anecdote of Cyrus and Lysander in Xeuoph. <Econom. iY, 21-23. 
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down to the coast overthrew all such calculations. The young 
prince brought with him a fresh, hearty, and youthful antipathy 
against Athcn:;, a power inferior only to that of tbe Great King 
himself; and an e11ergetic determination to use it without reserve 
in insuring victory to the Peloponnesian;;. 

From the moment that Plwrnabazus and the Athenian envoys 
met Cyrus, their farther progress towards Susa became impossible. 
Breotius, and the other Laceda~monian envoys travelling along 
with the young prince, made extravagant boa~ts of having obtained 
all that they asked for at Susa; and Cyrus himself announced 
his powers as unlimited in extent over the whole coast, all for the 
purpose of prosecuting vigorous war in conjunction with the 
Lacedremonians. Pharnabazus, on hearing this intelligence, and 
seeing the Great King's seal to the words, " I send down Cyrus, 
as lord of all those who muster at Kastulus," not only refused to 
let the Athenian envoys proceed onward, but was even obliged to 
obey the orders of the young prince, who insisted that they should 
either be surrendered to him, or at least detained for some time in 
the interior, in order that no information might be conveyed to 
Athens. The satrap resisted the first of these requisitions, having 
pledged his word for their safety; but he obeyed the second, detain
ing them in Kappadokia for no less than three years, until Athens 
was pro~trate and on the point of surrender, after which he ob
tained permission from Cyrus to send them back to the sea-coast. 1 

This arrirnl of Cyrus, overruling the treachery of Tissaphemes 
as well as the weariness of rharnabazus, and supplying the ene
mies of Athens with a double flow of Persian gold at a moment 
when the stream would otherwise have dried up, was a paramount 
item in that sum of causes which concurred to determine the re
sult of the war.'! But important as the event was in itself, it was 

1 Xenoph. Hellen. i, 4, 3-8. The words here employed rc•pecting the en
yoys, when retuming after their three years' detention, o&ev n:pil> TO u},/.o 
a<pariin:eoov un:in:/,evaav, appear to me an inadvertence. The return oft e 
em·oys mu><t have been in the spring of 404 B. c., at a time when Athens had 
no camp: the surrender of the city took place in April 404 n.c. Xenophon 
incautiously speaks us if that state of things wliich cxi:ited when the envoys 
departed, still continued at their return. 

• The word,; of Thucyditlcs (ii, 65) imrly this as his opinion, Kvp<tJ re 
vanpov ,BaaiAi(,)> n:ault rrpoayevo,afr<,J, etc. 
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rendered still more important by the character of the Lacedrem°'" 
nian admiral Lysander, with whom the young prince first came 
into contact on reaching Sardis. 

Lysander ha<l come out to superse<le Kratesippidas, about De
cember, 408 B.c., or January, 407 B.c.t Ile was the last, after 
Brasidas and Gylippus, of that trio of eminent Spartans, from 
whom all the capital wounds of Athens proceeded, during the 
course of this long war. He was born of poor parents, and is even 
said to have been of that class called mothakes, being only ena
bled by the aid of richer men to keep up his contribution to the 
public mess, and his place in the constant drill and discipline. 
Ile was not only an excellent oflicer,2 thoroughly competent to the 

1 The commencement of Lysandcr's navarchy, or year of maritime com
mand, appears to me established for this winter. He had been some time 
actually in his command before Cyrus arrived at Sardis: Ol oi: AaKeoatµo
viot, 7rporepov TOVTCJV av 'lrOAhtii XPOV<,J Kpar711111mio11 Ti/{; vavap
xiar: 7rape/,71/,v-&viar;, Aiicravclpov t~faeµ1flav vafapxov. '0 ell: u</>tK6µevor; tr; 
'Pnclov, Kat vavr; EKei{hv Aapi:Jv, tr: Kw Kal MiA1/TOV foAevcrev. lKtii'fev oi: lr; 
'Eqiecrov. Kat t Ke i l µel v e' vavr; exwv l,3ooµ~KOVTa, µ t xpl r; 0 v K ii 
po r; lr; ~up 0 Et r; u </> t Kt To (Xenoph. Ilellcn. i, 5, 1 ). 

Mr. Fyncs Clinton (Fast. IL ad ann. 407 n.c.) has, I presume, been mis
led by the first words of this passage, rrp6upov TOVTCJV ov 'lroAAi,j xpov<,J, when 
he says : " During the stay of Alcihiades at Athens, Lysander is sent as 
vavapxor:, Xcn. llcll. i, 5, 1. Then followed the defeat of Antioclms, the depo
sition of Alcibiades, and the substitution of uAAovr; oiKa, between September 
407 and September 406, when Callicratidus succeeded Lysander." 

Now Alkibiades came to Athens in the month of Thargelion, or about 
the end of May, 407, and stayed there till the beginning of September, 407. 
Cyrus anived at Sardis before Alkibindes reached Athens, and Lysander 
had been some time at his post before Cyrus arrived; so that Lysander 
was not sent out" during the stay of Alcibiades at Athens," but some months 
bdore. Still less is it co1Tcct to say that Kallikratidas succeeded Lysander 
in September,406. The battle of Arginusre, wherein Kallikratidas perished, 
was fought about Augnst,406, after he had been admiral for several months. 
The words 7rporepov rovrCJv, when construed along with the context which 
succeeds, must evidently be understood in. a large sense ; " these events," 
mean the general series of events which begins i, 4, 8 ; the proceedings of 
Alkibiades. from the beginning of the spring of 407. 

2 ..iElian, V. II. xii, 43; Athcnrens, vi, p. 271. The assertion that Lysander 
belonged to the class of mothakes is given by Athenreus as coming from 
Phylarchus, and I sec no reason for calling it in question. .lElian states 
the same thing respecting Gylippus and Kallikratidas, also ; I do not know 
on what authority. 
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duties of military command, but possessed also great talents for 
intrigue, and for organizing a political party as well as keeping up 
its discipli11ed movements. Though indifferent to the temptations 
either of money or of pleasure,1 and willingly acquiescing in the 
poverty to which he was horn, he was altogether unscrupulous in 
the prosecution of ambitious objects, either for his country or for 
him:;elf: Hi.~ family, poor as it was, enjoyed a dignified po;;ition 
at Sparta, belonging to the gens of the llerakleida~, not connected 
by any near relationship with the kings: moreover, his personal 
reputation a;; a Spartan was excellent, since l1is ob~ervance of the 
rules of discipline had been rigorous and exemplary. The habits 
of self-constraint thus acquired, served him in good stead when it 
became nece,;sary to his allJbition to court the favor of the great. 
His recklessness about fabehood and perjury is illustrated by 
various current saying:l ascribecl to him ; such as, that children 
were to be taken in by means of dice ; men, by means of oaths.:? 
A selfioh ambition -for promoting the power of his country 
not merely in connection with, but in sub~ervience to, his own 
guided him from the beginning to the end of his career. In this 
main quality, he agreed with Alkibia<les; in reckless immorality 
of means, he 11·ent even beyond him. llc seems to have been 
cruel; nn attribute which formed no part of the usual character 
of Alkibiades. On the other hand, the love of per::onal enjoyment, 
luxury, and ostentation, which counted for so much in Alkibiades, 
was quite unknown to Lysander. Tl1e basis of his disposition 
wa~ Spartan, tending to merge appetite, ostentation, and expan
sion of miud, all in the love of command and influence, - not 
Athenian, which tended to the devdopment of many and diver
sifiecl impul:ies; ambition being one, but only one, among the 
number. 

Kratesippidas, the predecessor of Lysander, seems to have 
enjoyed the maritime command for more than the usual yearly 
period, having superseded Pasippidas during the middle of the year 
of the latter. But the maritime power of Sparta was then so weak, 
havinrr not vet reeovered from the ruinous defeat at Kyzikus, 
that h~ achi~ve<l little or nothing. ·we hear of him only as further

1 Thcopompus, Frag-m. 21, ed. Didot; l'lurnrch, Lysaud. c. 30. 
2 Plutarch, Lysander, c. 8. 
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ing, for his own profit, a political revolution at Chios. Ilribed by 
a party of Chian exiles, he took possession of the acropolis, re
instated them in the i,;lanJ, and aided them in deposing and ex
pelling the party then in otfice, to the number of six hundred. It 
is plain that this is not v. question between democracy and 
oligarchy, but between two oligarchical parties, the one of which 
succeeded in purchasing the factious agency of the Spartan ad
miral. The exiles whom he expelled took posse;;sion of Atar
neus, a strong post belonging to the Chians on the mainland 
opposite Lesbos. From hence they made war, as well as they 
could, upon their rivals'now in posses:;ion of the island, and also 
upon other parts of Ionia; not without some success and profit, 
as will appear by their condition about ten years afterwards.I 

The practice of reconstituting the governments of the Asiatic 
cities, thus begun by Kratesippidas, was extended and brought 
to a system by Lysander; not iudced for private emolument, 
which he always despised, but in views of ambition. Having 
departed from Peloponne;;ns with a squadron, he reinforced it at 
Rhodes, and then sailed onward to Kos - an Athenian island, so 
that he could.only have touched there -and l\Iiletus. lie took 
up his final station at Ephesus, the nearest point to Sardis, where 
Cyrus was expected to arrive; and while awaiting his coming, 
augmented his fleet to the number of seventy triremes. As soon 
as Cyrus reached Sardis, about April or l\lay 407 B.c., Lysander 
went to pay his court to him, along with some Laced::cmonian 
envoys, and found himself welcomed with every mark of favor. 
Preferring bitter complaints against the double-dealing of Tissa
phernes, - whom they accused of having frustrated the king's 
orders, and sacrificed the interests of the empire, under the seduc
tions of AlkilJiades,- they intreateJ Cyrus to adopt a new policy, 
and execute the stipulations of the treaty, by lending the most 
vigorous aid to put down the common enemy. Cyrus replied, that 
these were the expre$s orders which he had receiYed from his 
father, and that he was prepared to fulfil them with all his might. 
Ile had brought with him, he said, five hundred talents, which 

1 Diodor. xiii, 65; Xenoph. Hellen. iii, 2, I I.' I presume that this con· 
duct of Kratesippidas is the fact glanced at by Isokratcs de l'a~e, sect. 128, 
p. 240, ed. Bekk. 
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should be at once devoted to the cause: if these were insufficient, 
he would re;;ort to the private funds which his father had given 
him; and if more still were needed, he would coin into money 
the gold and silver throne on which he sat.I 

Lysander and the envoys returned the warmest thanks for 
these magnificent promi:;es, which were not likely to prove empty 
words from the lips of a vehement youth like Cyrus. So san
guine were the hopes which they conceived from his charatter 
and proclaimed sentiments, that they ventured to ask him to 
restore the rate of pay to one full Attic drachma per head for 
the seamen ; which had been the rate promised by Tissaphdnes 
through his envoys at Sparta, when he first invited the Lacedre
monians across the JEgean, and when it was doubtful whether 
they would come, but actually paid only for the first month, and 
then reduced to half a drachma, furnished in practice with 
miserable irregularity. As a motive for granting this increase 
of pay, Cyrus was assured that it would determine the Athenian 
seamen to desert so largely, that the war would sooner come to an 
end, and of course the expenditure also. But he refused compli
ance, saying that the rate of pay had been fixed both by the 
king's express orders and by the terms of the treaty, so that he 
could not depart from it.2 In this reply Lysander was forced to 
acquiesce. The em:oys were treated with distinction, and feasted 

1 Xenoph. Hellen. i, 5, 3-4: Diodor. xiii, iO; Plutarch, Lysander, c. 4. 
This occms to have been a favorite metaphor, either used by, or at least as
cribed to, the Persian grandees; we have already had it, a little before, from 
the mouth of Tissapherncs. 

~ Xenoph. Hellen. i, 5, 5. tii•ai cli: Kat TU{ avv!JqKa{ ovTw{ txofoar, Tpta
Kovm µvur tKaanJ v71i Toii µ71vil{ tltcluvai, (11roaa> ilv f3ovl,oivro Tpi<Jmv AaKt
oaiµovwi. 

This is not strictly correct. The rate of pay is not specified in either of 
the three conventions, as they stand in Thucyd. viii, 18, 3i, 58. It seems to 
have been, from the beginning, matter of verbal understan<ling and promise; 
first, a drachma per day was promise<l by the envoys of Tissaphernes at 
Sparta; next, the satrap himself, at Mi10tus, cut down this drachma to half 
a drachma, and promise<l this lower rate for the fnture (viii, 29). 

Mr. Mitford says : "Lysander proposed that an Attic drachma, u•hich 
was eight oboli, nearly tenpcnce sterling, should be allowed for daily pay to 
cverv seaman." 

Mr. Mitford had in the previous sentence stated th,-ee oboli as equal to not 
quitejow:pence sterling. Of course, therefore, it is plain that he did not 
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at a banquet; after which Cyrus, drinking to the health of Ly
sander, desired him to declare what favor he roulcl do to gratify 
him mo:;t. "To grant an additional obolus per head for each 
seaman's pay," replied Lysander. Cyrus immediately complied, 
having personally bou~1d himself by his manner of putting the 
question. But the answer impressed him both with astonishment 
and admiration ; for he had expected that Lysander would ask 
some favor or present for himself, judging him not only according 
to the analogy of most Persians, but also of ABtyochus and the of!i
cers of the Peloponncsian armament at 1\Iiletus, whose corrupt 
subservience to Ti~saphernes had probably been made known to 
him. From such corruption, as well as from the mean carelessness 
of Theramenes, the Spartan, respecting the condition of the sea
men,' Lysander's conduct stood out in pointed and honorable 
contrast. 

The incident here described not only procured for the seamen 
of the Peloponnesian fleet the daily pay of four oboli, instead of 
three, per man, but also insured to Lysander himself a degree of 
esteem and confidence from Cyrus which he knew well how to 
turn to >1crount. I have already remarked,~ in reference to Peri
kles and Nikias, that an established reputation for personal in
corruptibility, rare as that quality was among Grecian leading 
politicians, was among the most precious items in the capital 
stock of an ambitious man, even if looked at only in regard to 
the durability of his own influence. If the proof of such dis
interestedne:is was of so much value in the eyes of the Athenian 
people, yet more po11·erfully did it work upon the mind of Cyrus. 
·with his Persian and princely ideas of winning adherents by 
munificence,3 a man who despised presents was a phenomenon 

consider three oholi as the half of a drachma (Hist. Greece, ch. xx, sect. i, 
vol. iv, p. 317, oet. e<l. 1814). 

That a drachma was equivalent to six oholi, that is, an ~Eginrean drachma 
to six A:ginrean oholi, and an Attic drachma to six Attic oholi, is so 
familiarly known, that I should almost have imagined the word e1[1'it, in the 
first sentence here cited, to he a misprint for si"x, if the sentence C"ited next 
had not clearly demonstrated that Mr. Mitford really believed a drachma to 
be equal to e~fjht oholi. It is certainly a mistake surprising to find. 

1 Thucyd. viii. 29. 2 See the former volume vi, ch. li, p. 287. 
3 See the remarkable character of Cyrus the younger, given in the Anab

asis of Xenophon, i, 9, 22-28. 
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commanding the higher sentiment of wonder and respect. From 
this time forward he not only trusted Lysander with implicit pe
cuniary confidence, but consulted him as to the prosecution of the 
war, and even condescended to second his personal ambition to 
the detriment of this object.1 

Returning from Sardis to Ephesus, after such unexampled suc
cess in his interview with Cyrus, Lysander was enabled not only 
to make good to his fleet the full arrear actually due, but also to 
pay them for a month in advance, at the increased rate of four 
oboli per man ; and to promise that high rate for the future. A 
spirit of the highest satisfaction and confidence was diffused 
through the armament. But the ships were in indifferent con
dition, having been hastily and parsimoniously got up since the 
late defeat at Kyzikus. Accordingly, Lysander employed his 
present affluence in putting them into better order, procuring 
more complete tackle, and inviting picked crews.2 He took 
another step pregnant with important results. Summoning to 
Ephesus a few of the most leading and active men from each of 
the Asiatic cities, he organized them into disciplined clubs, or fac
tions, in correspondence with himself. He instigated these clubs 
to the most vigorous prosecution of the war against Athens, 
promising that, as soon as that war should be concluded, they 
should be invested and maintained by Spartan influence in the 
government of their respective cities.3 His newly established in
fluence with Cyrus, and the abundant supplies of which he was 
now master, added double force to an invitation in itself but too 
seducing. And thus, while infusing increased ardor into the joint 
warlike efforts of these cities, he at the same time procured for 
himself an ubiquitous correspondence, such as no successor could 
manage, rendering the continuance of his own command almost 
essential to success. The fruits of his factious manreuvres will 
be seen in the subsequent dekadarchies, or oligarchies of Ten, 
after the complete subjugation of Athens. 

While Lysander and Cyrus were thus restoring formidable 
efficacy to their side of the contest, during the summer of 407 

1 Xenoph. Hellen. ii, I, 13; Plutarch, Lysand. c. 4-9. 

1 Xenoph. Hellen. i, 5, IO. 

3 Diodor. xiii, 70; Plutarch, Lysand. c. 5. 
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B.c., the -victorious exile Alkibiades had accomplished the impor· 
tant and delicate step of reentering his native city for the first 
time. Acconling to the accommodation with Pharnabazus, con· 
eluded after the reduction of Chalkedon, the Athenian fleet was 
precluded from assailing his satrapy, and was thus forced to seek 
~ubsistence elsewhere. Byzantium and Selymbria, with contribu
tions levied in Thrace, maintained them for the winter: in the 
spring ( 407 B.c.), Alkibiades brought them again to Samos ; 
from whence he undertook an expedition against the coast of 
Karia, levying contributions to the extent of one hundred talents. 
Thrasybulus, with thirty triremes, went to attack Thrace, where 
he reduced Thasos, Abdera, and all those towns which had re
,·olted from Athens ; Thasos being now in especial distress from 
famine as well as from past seditions. A -valuable contribution 
for the support of the fleet was doubtless among the fruits of this 
success. Thrasyllus at the same time conducted another division 
of the army home to Athens, intended by Alkibiades as precur
sors of his own return.I 

Before Thrasyllus arrived, the people had already manifested 
their favorable. disposition towards Alkibiades by choosing him 
anew general of the armament, along with Thrasybulus and 
Konon. Alkibiades was now tending homeward from Samos 
with twenty triremes, bringing with him all the contributions 
i·ecently levied : he first stopped at Paros, then visited the coast 
of Laconia, and lastly looked into the harbor of Gytheion in 
Laconia, where he had learned that thirty triremes were pre• 
paring. The news which he received of his reelection as gen
eral, strengthened by the pressing invitations and encouragements 
of his friends, as well as by the recall of his banished kinsmen, 
at length determine.cl him to sail to Athens. He reached Peirams 
on a marked day, the festival of the Plynteria, on the 25th of the 
month Thargelion, about the end of May, 407 B.c. This was 
a day of melancholy solemnity, accounted unpropitious for any 
action of importance. The statue of the goddess Athene was 
strippe<I of all its ornaments, covered up from every one's gaze, 

1 Xcnoph. Hellen. i, 4, 8-10; Diodor. xiii, i2. The chronology of Xen· 
ophon, though not so clear as we could wish, <lcsencs unquestionable pref· 
erence o.-er that of Diodc;rus. 
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and washed or cleansed under a mysterious ceremonial, by the 
holy gens, called Praxiergidre. The goddess thus seemed to 
turn away her face, and refuse to behold the returning exile. 
Such at least was the construction of his enemies ; and as the 
subsequent turn of events tended to bear them out, it bas been , 
preserved; while the more auspicious counter-interpretation, 
doubtless suggested by his friends, has been forgotten. 

The most extravagant representations, of the pomp and splen
dor of this return of Alkibiades to Athens, were given by some 
authors of antiquity, especially by Duris of Samos, an author 
about two generations later. It was said that he brought with 
him two hundred prow-ornaments belonging to captive enemies' 
ships, or, according to some, even the two hundred captured ships 
themselves ; that his trireme was ornamented with gilt and 
silvered shields, and sailed by purple sails; that Kallippides, one 
of the most distinguished actors of the day, performed the func
tions of keleustes, pronouncing the chant or word of command to 
the rowers; that Chrysogonus, a flute-player, who had gained 
the first prize at the Pythian games, was also on board playing 
the air of return.I All these details, invented with melancholy 
facility, to illustrate an ideal of ostentation and insolence, are re
futed by the more simple and credible narrative of Xenophon. 
The reentry of Alkibiades was not merely unostentatious, but 
even mistrustful and apprehensive. He had with him only 
twenty triremes; and though encouraged, not merely by the as
surances of his friends, but also by the news that he had just 
been reelected general, he was, nevertheless, half afraid to dis
embark, even at the instant when he made fast his ship to the 
quay in Peirreus. A vast crowd had assembled there from the 
city and the port, animated by curiosity, interest, and other emo
tions of every kind, to see him arrive. Bnt so little did he trust. 
their sentiments that he hesitated at first to step on shore, and 
stood upon the <leek looking about for his friends and kinsmen. 
Presently, he saw Euryptolemus his cousin, and others, by whom 
he was heartily welcomed, and in the mi<lst of whom he landed. 
But they too were so apprehensive of his numerous enemies, 
that they formed themselves into a sort of body-guard, to sur

1 Diodor. xiii, 68; Plutarch, Alkib. c. 31 ; Athenre. xii, p. 535. 
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round and protect him against any possible assault during his 
march from Peirreus to Athens.I 

No protection, however, was required. Not merely did his 
enemies attempt no violence against him, but they said nothing in 
opposition when he made bis defence before the senate and the 
public assembly. Protesting before the one as well as the other, 
bis innocence of the impiety laid to bis charge, he denounced 
bitterly the injustice of his enemies, and gently, but pathetically, 
deplored the unkindness of the people. His friends all spoke 
warmly in the same strain. So strenuous, and so pronounced, 
was the sentiment in his favor, both of the senate and of the 
public assembly, that no one dared to address them in the con
trary sense.2 The sentence of condemnation passed against him 
was cancelled: the Eumolpidre were directed to revoke the curse 
which they had pronounced upon his bead: the record of the 
sentence was destroyed, and the plate of lead upon which the 
curse was engraven, thrown into the sea: his confiscated property 
was restored: lastly, he was proclaimed general with full powers, 
and allowed to prepare an expedition of one hundred triremes, 
fifteen hundred hoplites from the regular muster-roll, and one hun
dred and fifty horsemen. All this passed, by unopposed vote, amidst 
silence on the part of enemies and acclamations from friends, 
amidst unmeasured promises of future achievement from himself, 
and confident assurances, impressed by his friends on willing 
hearers, that Alkibiades was the only man competent to restore 
the empire and grandeur of Athens. The general expectation, 
which he and his friends took every possible pains to excite, was, 
that his victorious career of the last three years was a prepara
tion for yet greater triumphs during the next. ' 

"\Ve may be satisfied, when we advert to the apprehensions of 
Alkibiades on entering the Peirreus, and to the borly-guard organ
ized by his friends, that this overwhelming and uncontra<licted 

1 Xenoph. Hellen. i, 4, 18, 19. 'Al.1;:t/3tuo11<; oi:, 7rpo<; ri/v }'i/v opµu1&ei<;, 
u7riffotvt µev OV!C ev&i&J<;, rpo(3ovµevo<; TOV<; txr1pov<;. lrravaGTU<; oi: t'lrl TOV 
Karaarpwµaro<;, iaKo7rtl rov<; avrov brtr7Joeiovr, el 7rapeiTJ11av. Kanowv & 
EvpV7rTOAtµov TOV IIttl1lavaKTO<;, fovrov oe uvtyJlilv, Kat TOV<; al.~.ov<; oiKeiovr"°' rpil.ov<; µer' avrwv, TOTe u'lro,8u<; uva8aivet l<; rijv 'lrOAlV, µeru TWV 7rOpea
«eva11µiv&Jv, eZ rtr u7rrotro, µfi i:irtrpirretv. 

2 Xenoph. He~en. i, 4, 20 ; Plutarch, Alkib. e. 33 ; Diodor. xiii, 69. 
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triumph greatly surpassed the anticipii.tions of both. It intoxicated 
him, and led him to make light of enemies whom only just before 
he had so much dreaded. This mistake, together with the care
lessness and insolence arising out of what seemed to be an un
bounded ascendency, proved the cause of his future ruin. But 
the truth is, that these enemies, however they might' remain 
silent, had not ceased to be formidable. Alkibiades had now 
been eight years in exile, from about August 415 B.C. to May 
407 B.C. Now absence was in many 'vays a good thing for his 
reputation, since his overbearing private demeanor had been kept 
out of sight, and his impieties partially forgotten. There was 
even a disposition among the majority to accept his own explicit 
denial of the fact laid to his charge, and to dwell chiefly upon the 
unworthy manccuvres of his enemies in resisting his demand for 
instant trial immediately after the accusation was broached, in 
order that they might calumniate him during his absence. Ile 
was characterized as a patriot animated by the noblest motives, 
who had brought both first-rate endowments and large private 
wealth to the service of the commonwealth, but had been ruined 
by a conspiracy of corrupt and worthless speakers, every way 
inferior to him; men, whose only chance of success with the 
people arose from expelling those who were better than them
~elves, while he, Alkibiades, far from having any interest adverse 
to the democracy, was the natural and worthy favorite of a dem
ocratical people.I So far as the old causes of unpopularity were 
concerned, therefore, time and absence had done much to weaken 
their effect, and to assist his friends in countervailing them by 
pointing to the treacherous political manccuvrcs employed against 
him. 

But if the old causes of unpopularity had thus, comparatively 
speaking, passed out of sight., others had since arisen, of a graver 
and more ineffaceable character. His vindictive hostility to hid 
country had been not merely ostentatiously proclaimed, but ac
tively manifested, by stabs but too effectively aimed at her vitals. 
The sending of Gylippus to Syracuse, the fortification of Deke
leia, the revolts of Chios and Miletus, the first origination of the 
conspiracy of the Four Hundred, had all been emphatically the 

1 Xenoph. Hellen. i, 4, 14-16. 
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measures of AlkibiadGs. Even for these, the enthusiasm of the 
moment attempted some excuse: it was affirmed that he had 
never ceased to love his country, in spite of her wrongs towards 
him, and that he had been compelled by the necessities of exile 
to serve men whom he detested, at the daily risk of his life.l But 
such pretences could not really impose upon any one. The trea
son of Alkibiades during the period of his exile remained indefen
sible as well as undeniable, and would have been more than suffi
cient as a 'theme for his enemies, had their tongues been free. 
But his position was one altogether singular: having first inflict
ed on his country immense mischief, he had since rendered her 
valuable service, and promised to render still more. It is true, 
that the subsequent service was by no means adequate to the 
previous mischief: nor had it indeed been rendered exclusively 
by him, since the victories of Abydos and K yzikus belong not 
less to Theramenes and Thrasybulus than to AlkibiadGs: 2 more
over, the peculiar present or capital which he had promised to 
bring with him, - Persian alliance and pay to Athens, - had 
proved a complete delusion. Still, the Athenian arms had been 
eminently successful since his junction, and we may see that 
not merely common report, but even good judges, such as Thucy
dides, ascribed this result to his superior energy and manage
ment. 

"Without touching upon these particulars, it is impossible fully 
to comprehend the very peculiar position of this returning exile 
before the Athenian people in the summer of 407 B.C. The 
more distant past exhibited him as among the worst of criminals; 
the recent past, as a valuable servant and patriot: the future 
promised continuance in this last character, so far as there were 
any positive indications to judge by. Now this was a case in 
which discussion and recrimination coulJ not possibly answer 
any useful purpose. There was every reason for reappointing 
Alkibiades to his command; but this could only be done under 

1 Xenoph. Hellen. i, 4, 15. 
2 This point is justly touched upon, more than once, by Cornelius Ncpos, 

Vit. Alcibiad. e. 6 : " Qnanqnam Theramcnes ct Thrasybu!us ei;<lcm rebus 
prrefnerant." Anrl again, in the life of Thrasybulus (c. 1). "Primum 
Peloponnesiaco hello multa hie (Thrasybulus) sine Alcibiade gessit; illc 
nullam rem sine hoc." 
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prohibition of censure on his past crimes, and provisional accept
ance of his subsequent gooJ deeds, as justifying the hope of yet 
better deeds to come. The popular instinct felt this situation 
perfectly, and imposed absolute silence on his enemies.I 'Ve 
are not to infer from hence that the people had forgotten the past 
deeds of Alkibiades, or that they entertained for him nothing 
but unqualified confidence and admiration. In their present 
very justifiable sentiment of hopefulness, they determined that 
he should have full scope for prosecuting his new and better 
career, if he chose ; and that his enemies should be precluded 
from reviving the mention of an irreparable past, so as to shut 
the door against him. But what was thus interdicted to men's 
lips as unseasonable, was not effaced from their recollections; 
nor were the enemies, though silenced for the moment, rendered 
powerless for the future. All this train of combustible matter 
lay quiescent, ready to be fired by any future misconduct or neg
ligence, perhaps even by blameless ill-success, on the part of 
Alkibiades. 

At a juncture when so much depended upon his future be
havior, he showed, as we shall see presently, that he completely 
misinterpreted the temper of the people. Intoxicated by the 
unexpected triumph of his reception, according to that fatal sus
ceptibility so common among distinguished Greeks, he forgot his 
own past history, and fancied that the people had forgotten and 
forgiven it also; construing their studied and well-advised silence 
into a proof of oblivion. He conceived himself in assured pos
session of public confidence, and looked upon his numerous ene
mies as if they no longer existed, because they were not allowed 
to speak at a most unseasonable hour. 'Vithont doubt, his 
exultation was shared by his friends, and this sense of false secu
rity proved his future ruin. 

Two colleagues, recommended by Alkibiades himself, Adei
mantus and Aristokrates, were named by the people as generals 
of the hoplites to go out with him, in case of operations ashore.2 

Xcnoph. Hellen. i, 4, 20. /.e;p%vn:.iv cli: 1<at uAAWV TOlOVTWV, /Wt 0 v 0 e

v iJ~ avreoriivTo~, OlU Tu µi) avaaxea.Jat UV Ti)v EKKA1J
(J i av, etc. 

2 Xenoph. IIcllcn. i, 4, 21. Both Diodorus (xiii, 69) and Cornelius Nepos 

l 
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In less tlian three months, his armament was ready; but he 
designedly deferred his departure until that day of the month 
Tioedromion, about the beginning of September, when the Eleu
sm1::m mysteries were celebrated, and when the solemn proces
sional march of the crowd of communicants "·as wont to take 
place, along the Sacred \Vay from Athens to Eleusis. For 
seven successive years, ever since the establishment of Agis at 
Dekeleia, this march had been of necessity discontinued, and 
the procession had been transported by sea, to the omission of 
many of the ceremonial details. Alkibiades, on this occasion, 
caused the land-march to be renewed, in full pomp and solemnity; 
assembling all his troops in arms to protect, in case any attack 
should be made from Dekeleia. No such attack was hazarded; 
so that he had the satisfaction of reviYing the full regularity of 
this illustrious scene, and escorting the numerous communicants 
out and home, without the smallest interruption ; an exploit grat
ifying to the religious feelings of the people, and imparting an 
acceptable sense of undiminished Athenian power; while in 
reference to his own reputation, it was especially politic, as serv
ing to make his peace with the Eurnolpidro and the Two God
desses, on whose account he had been condemned.I 

Immediately after the mysteries, he departed with his arma
ment. It appears that Agis at Dekeleia, though he had not 
chosen to come out and attack Alkibiadcs when posted to guard 
the Eleusinian procession, had nevertheless felt humiliated by 
the defiance offered to him. Ile shortly afterwards took advan
tage of the departure of this large force, to summon reinforce
ments from Peloponnesus and Ticeotia, and attempt to surprise 
the walls of Athens on a dark night. If he expected any con
nivance within, the plot miscarried: alarm was given in time, 
and the eldest and youngest hoplites were found at their posts to 
defend the walls. The assailants - said to haYe amounted to 

(Vit. Akib. c. 7) state Tbrusylmlus arnl Adcimantus as his colleagues: 
both state al,oo that his colleagues were chosen on his recommendation. 
follow Xenophon as to the names, and also as to the fact, that they were 
named as Karil yijv arparr1yoi. 

1 Xcnoph. llcllen. i, 4, 20; Plutarch, Alkib. c. 34. Neither Diodoms nor 
Cornelius Xcpos mentions this remarkable incident about the escort of the 
Eleusinian procession. 

I 
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twenty-eight thousand men, of whom half were hoplites, with 
twelve hundred cavalry, nine hundred of them Breotians - were 
seen on the ensuing day close under the walls of the city, which 
were amply manned with the full remaining strength of Athens. 
In an obstinate cavalry battle which ensued, the Athenians gained 
the advantage even over the Ilreotians. Agis encamped the 
next night in the garden of Aka<lemus; again on the morrow he 
drew up his troops and offered battle to the Athenians, who are 
atlirmed to have gone forth in order of battle, but to have kept 
under the protection of the missiles from the walls, so that Agis 
did not dare to attack them.l \Ve may well doubt whether the 
Athenians went out at all, since they had been for years accus
tomeJ' to regar<l themselves as inferior to the Pcloponnesians in 
the field. Agis now with<lrew, satisfied apparently with having 
offere<l battle, so as to efface the affront which he had received 
from the march of the Eleusinian communicants in defiance of 
his neighborhood. 

The first exploit of Alkibiades was to proceed to Andros, now 
under a Lacedremonian harmost and garrison. Landing on the 
island, he plundered the fields, defeated both the native troops 
and the Lacedmmonians, and forced them to shut themselves up 
within the town; which he besieged for some <lays without avail, 
and then proceeded onward to Samos, leaving Konon in a forti
fied post, with twenty ships, to prosecute the siege.2 At Samos, 
he first ascertained the state of the Peloponnesian fleet at Ephe
sus, the influence acquired by Lysander over Cyrus, the strong 
anti-Athenian dispm;itions of the young prince, nnd the ample 
rate of pay, put down even in advance, of which the Peloponne
sian seamen "·ere now in actual receipt. Ile now first became 
convinced of the failure of those hopes which he had conceived, 
not without good reason, in the preceding year,- and of which 
he had doubtless boasted at Athens, - that the alliance of Persia 
might be neutralized at least, if not won over, through the envoys 
escorted to Susa by Pharnabazus. It was in vain that he pre
vailed upon Tissaphernes to mediate with Cyrus, to introduce to 

1 Dioclor. xiii, 72, 73. 

2 Xenoph. Hellen. i, 4, 22; i, 5, 18; Plutarch, Alkib. c. 35; Diodor. xiii, 


69. The latter says that ThraBybulus was left at Andros, which cannot be 
true. 
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him some Athenian envoys, and to inculcate upon him his own 
views of the true interests of Persia; that is, that the war should 
be fed and protracted so as to wear out both the Grecian bellig
erent parties, each by means of the other. Such a policy, uncon
genial at all times to the vehement temper of Cyrus, had become 
yet more repugnant to him since his intercourse with Lysan<lcr. 
He would not consent even to see the envoys, nor was he proba
lily displeased to put a slight upon a neighbor and rival satrap. 
Deep was the despondency among the Athenians at Samos, when 
painfully convinced that all hopes from Persia must be aban<loned 
for themselves ; and farther, that Persian pay was both more 
ample and better assured, to their enemies, than ever it bad been 
before.I 

Lysander had at Ephesus a fleet of ninety triremes, which he 
employed himself in repairing and augmenting, being still inferior 
in number to the Athenians. In vain did Alkibiades attempt to 
provoke him out to a general action. This was much to the in
terest of the Athenians, apart from their superiority of number, 
since they were badly provi<le<l with money, and obliged to levy 
contributions wherever they coul<l: but Lysan<ler was resolved 
not to fight unless he could do so with advantage, and Cyrus, not 
afraid of sustaining the protracte<l expense of the war, ha<l even 
enjoine<l upon him this cautious policy, with ad<litional hopes of 
a Phenician fleet to his aid, which in his mouth was not intended 
to delude, as it had been by Tissaphernes.2 Unable to bring 
about a general battle, and having no immediate or capital enter
prise to constrain his attention, Alkibiades became careless, and 
abandoned himself partly to the love of pleasure, partly to reck
less predatory enterprises for the purpose of getting money to pay 
his army. Thrasybulus ha<l come from his post on the Hellespont, 
and was now engaged in fortifying Phokma, probably for the pur
pose of establishing a post, to be enabled to pillage the interior. 
Here he was joined by Alkibiades, who sailed across with a squad
ron, leaving his main fleet at Samos. He left it under the com

1 Xenophon, Hellen. i, 5, 9 ; Plutarch, Lysand, c. 4. The latter tells us 
that the Athenian ships were presently emptied by the desertion of the sea
men; a careless exnggcration. 

2 Plutarch, Lysand. e. 9. I venture to antedate the statements which he 
there makes, as to the encouragements from Cyrus to Lysander. 
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mand of his favorite pilot Antiochus, but with express orders on 
no account to fight until his return. 

While employed in this visit to Phokrea and Klazomenre, Al
kibiades, perhaps hard-pressed for money, conceived the unwar
rantable project of enriching his men Ly the plunder of the 
neighboring territory of Kyme, an allied dependency of Athens. 
Landing on this territory unexpectedly, after fabricating some 
frivolous calumnies against the Kymreans, he at first seized much 
property and a considerable number of prisoners. But the in
haLitants assembled in arms, bravely defended their possessions, 
and repelled his men to their ships; recovering the plundered 
property, and lodging it in safety within their walls. Stung with 
this miscarriage, Alkibiades sent for a reinforcement of hoplites 
from Mitylene, and marched up to the walls of Kyme, where he 
in vain challenged the citizens to come forth and fight. He then 
ravaged the territory at pleasure: nor had the Kymooans any 
other r~source, except to send envoys to Athens, to complain of 
so gross an outrage, inflicted by the Athenian general upon an 
unoflending Athenian dependency.I 

This was a grave charge, nor was it the only charge which Al
kibiades had to meet at Athens. During his absence at Phokrea 
and Kyme, Antiochus the pilot, whom he had left in command, 
tli~obeying the express order pronounced against fighting a battle, 
first sailed across from Samos to N otium, the harbor of Kolophon, 
and from thence to the mouth of the harbor of Ephesus, where 
the Peloponnesian fleet lay. Entering that harbor with his own 
ship and another, he passed close in front of the prows of the 
Peloponnesian triremes, insulting them scornfully and defying 
them to combat. Lysander detached some ships to pursue him, 
and an action gradually ensued, which was ·exactly that which 
Antiochus desired. But the Athenian ships were all in disorder, 

1 'niodor. xiii, 73. I follow Diodorus in respect to this story about Kyme, 
which he probably copied from the Kymroan historian Ephorus. Cornelius 
Nepos ( Alcib. c. 7) briefly glances at it. 

Xenopho'l (Hellen. I, 5, II) as well as Plutarch (Lysand. c. 5) mention 
the visit of Alkibiades to Thrasybulus at Phokroa. They do not name 
Kyme, however: according to them, the visit to Phokrea has no assignable 
purpose or consequences. But the plunder of Kyme is a circumstance both 
fufficicntly probable in itself, anJ suitable to the occasion. 

7* 
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and came into battle as each of them separately could; while 
the Peloponnesian fleet was well marshalled and kept in hand ; 
so that the battle was all to the advantage of the latter. The 
Athenians, compelleu to take flight, were pursued to Notium, 
losing fifteen triremes, several along with their full crews. Anti
ochus himself was slain. Before retiring to Ephesus, Lysander 
had the satisfaction of erecting his trophy on the shore of Notium; 
while the Athenian fleet was carried back to its station at Samos.1 

It was in vain that Alkibiades, hastening back to Samos, mus
tered the entire Athenian fleet, sailed to the mouth of the harbor 
of Ephesus, and there ranged his ships in battle order, challeng
ing the enemy to come forth. Lysander would give him no 
opportunity of wiping out the late di~honor. And as an additional 
mortification to Athens, the Laced:rmonians shortly afterwards 
captured both Teos and Delphinium ; the latter being a fortified 
post which the Athenians had held for the last three years in the 
island of Chios.2 

Even before the l>attle of Notium, it appears that complaints. 
and dissatisfactions had been growing up in the armament against 
Alkibiadcs. He had gone out with a splendid force, not inferior, 
in number of triremes and hoplitcs, to that which he had con
ducted against Sicily, and under large promises, both from him
self and his friends, of achievements to come. Yet in aspace of 
time which can hardly have been less than three months, not a 
single success 11ad been accomplished; while on the other side 
there was to be reckoned the disappointment on the score of Per
sia, which had great effect on the temper of the armament, and 
which, though not his fault, wail contrary to expectations which 
lie had held out, the di~graceful plunder of Kyme, and the defeat 
at Notium. It was true that Alkibiades had given peremptory 
orders to Antiochus not to fight, and that the battle had been haz
arded in flagrant disobedience to his injunctions. Ilut this cir

1 Xenoph. Hellen. i, 5, 12-15; Diodor. xiii, 71; Plutarch, Alkib. c. 35; 
Plutarch, Lysand. c. 5. 

• Xenoph. Hellen. i, 5, 15; Diodor. xiii, i6. 
I copy Diodorus, in putting 'feos, pursuant to '\Veiske's note, in place of 

Eion, which appears in Xenophon. I copy the latter, however, in ascrihing 
these captures to tho year of Lysanrlcr, insteacl of to tho yenr of Knllikra
th\aq, · 
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cumstance only raised new matter for dissatisfaction of a graver 
character. If Antioch us had been disobedient,- if, besides diso
bedience, he had displayed a childish vanity and an utter neglect 
of all military precautions,- who was it that had chosen him for 
deputy ; and that too against all Athenian preceuent, putting the 
pilot, a paill officer of the ship, over the heads of the trierarchs 
who paid their l)ilots, and served at their own cost? It was Al
kibiades who placed Antiochus in this grave and responsiLle 
situation,- a personal favorite, an excellent convivial companion, 
but destitute of all qualities befitting a commander. And this 
turned attention on another point of the character of Alkibiades, 
his habits of excessive self-indulgence and dissipation. The loud 
murmurs of the camp charged him with neglecting the interests 
of the service for enjoyments with jovial parties and Ionian 
women, and with admitting to his confidence those who best con
tributed to the amusement of these chosen hours.l 

It was in the camp at Samos that this general indignation 
against AlkiLiades first arose, and was from thence transmitted 
formally to Athens, by the mouth of Thrasybulus son of lhra

_son,2 not the eminent Thrasybulus, son of Lykus, who has been 
already often spoken of in this history, and will be so again. 
There came at the same time to Athens the complaints from 
KymG, against the unprovoked aggression and plunuer of that 
place by Alkibiades ; and seemingly complaints from other places 
bcsides.3 It was even urged as accusation against him, that he 

1 Plutarch, Alkih. c. 36. He recounts, in the tenth chapter of the same 
biography, an anecdote, describing the manner in which Antiochns first won 
the favor of Alkibiades, then a young man, by catehing a tame quail, 
which had escaped from his bosom. 

2 A person named Thrason is mcntione(l in the Choiscul Inscription (:N"o. 
147, pp. 221, 222, of the Corp. Inscr. of Jfoeckh) as one of the Hellcnota
mire in the year 410 n.c. Ile is described by his Deme as Butades; he is 
probably enough the father of this Thra.sybnlns. 

3 Xenoph. Hellen. i, 5, 16-17. 'Al.1<.ipiliorir; µ£v ovv, 1rOV1/p(:1r; Ka' lv rij 
rnpan(i rpepo,uevor;, ete. ])iodor. xiii, i3. tyivuvro oe Ka' <i/•.?,ai rroUal 
Ota,'30/.a' 1<.aT' aVrOV1 etc. 

Plutarch. Alkih. c. 35. 
One of the remaining speeches of Lysias (Orat. xxi, '1\xol.oy[a t.wpooo

Kiat;) is delivcrc(l hy the trierach in this fleet, on boarcl of whose ship Alki
biatles himself" chose to sail. This tricrarch complains of .Alkibiatlcs as 
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was in guilty collusion to betray the fleet to Pharnabazus and the 
Laced::cmonians, and that he had already provided three strong 
forts in the Chersonese to retire to, as soon as this scheme should 
be ripe for execution. 

Such grave and wide-spread accusations, coupled with the dis
aster at Notium, and the complete disappointment of all the 
promises of success, were more than sufficient to alter the senti
ments of the people of Athens towards Alkibiades. He had no 
character to fall back upon ; or rather, he had a character worse 
than none, such as to render the most criminal imputations of 
treason not intrinsically improbable. The comments of his ene
mies, which bad been forcibly excluded from puLlic discussion 
during his summer visit to Athens, were now again set free; and 
all the adverse recollections of his past life doubtless reviYed. 
The people had refused to listen to these, in order that he might 
have a fair trial, and might verify the title, claimed for him by 
bis friends, to be judged only by his subsequent exploits, achieved 
since the year 411 n.c. He had now had his trial ; he had been 
found,wanting; and tlie popular confidence, which had been pro
visionally granted to him, was accordingly withdrawn. 

It is not just to represent the Athenian people, however Plu
tarch and Cornelius Ncpos may set before us this picture, as 
having indulged an extravagant and unmeasured confidence in 
AlkiLiades in the month of July, demanding of him more than 
man could perform, and as afterwards in the month of December 
passing, with childish abruptness, from confidence into wrathful 
displeasure, because their own impossible expectations were not 
already realized. That the people entertained large expecta
tions, from so very considerable an armament, cannot be doubted: 
the largest of all, probably, as in the instance of the Sicilian ex
pedition, were those entertained by Alkibiades himself, and pro
mulgated by his friends. Dut we are not callcJ upon to determine 
what the people would linve done, had Alkibiades, after per-

haying been a rno.;t uncomfurLthle and tronblc,-ome companion (sect. i). 
Ilis testimony on the point i;; Yaluahle; for there 'cems no disposition hero 
to mnkc ont nn:· case n;.:·ain<t Al!dhiall0;:. The tricrarch notices the fact, 
tlint Alkil.>ia<l(•,; prcfcrrc1l his trireme, simply a;; n proof that it "·as the best 
crp1i11pcd, or amoll:.; the host c<p1ippc<l, of the whole fleet. Archestratus 
ancl Ernsini<lc . .; preferred it afterwards, for the same reason. 
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forming all the duties of a faithful, skilful, and enterprising 
commander, nevertheless failed, from obstacles beyond his own 
control, in realizing their hopes and his own promises. No such 
case occurred: that which did occur was materially different. 
Besides the absence of grand successes, he had farther been 
negligent and reckless in his primary duties ; he had exposed the 
Athenian arms to defeat, by his disgraceful selection of an un
worthy lieutenant; 1 he had violated the territory and property 
of an allied dependency, at a moment when Athens had a para
mount interest in cultivating by every means the attachment of 
her remaining allies. The truth is, as I have before remarked, 
that he had really been spoiled by the intoxicating reception 
given to him so unexpectedly in the city. He had mistaken a 
hopeful public, determined, even by forced silence as to the past, 
to give him the full benefit of a meritorious future, but requiring 
as condition from him, that that future should really be meritori
ous, for a public of assured admirers, whose favor he hacl already 
earned and might consider as his own. He became an altered 
man after that visit, like Miltiades after the battle of Marathon; 
or, rather, the impulses of a character essentially dissolute and 
insolent, broke loose from that restraint under which they had 
before been partially controlled. At the time of the battle of 
Kyzikus, when Alkibiades was labcring to regain the favor of 
liis injured countrymen, and was yet uncertain whether he should 

1 Xcnoph. Hellen. i, 5, 16. 01 'AST1vaio1, iir; hyyil>.&l/ h vavµaxia, xal.errwr; 
Elxov rif> 'A°AKt(3u!ov, oluµevoi oi' ci µ t "A et uv re Kal ci Kpa Te ta v cirro"A. 
w"Arniivat rrlr; vavr;. 

The expression which ThucydiJes employs in reforence to Alkibimles 
requires a few words of comment: (vi, 15) Kat 011µoai0 Kpurtara 
cl t a -& €v r a r u .,. o v rr o "A { µ o v, lvia lKaaroi roZr; i:r.trn&vµaaiv avroii 
<~:r'J-eaSi:vrr\, Kat <iA!toir; trrirpb/mvur; (the Athenians), ov oiu µanpov f(j(/>~· 

/.av T~V 7rot.lV. 

The "strennons arnl effective prosecution of warlike bnsinc.~.~,, here as
cribed to Alkibiatles, is true of all the period between his exile and his 
last visit to Athens (ahont Septcmlwr n.c. 415 to September n.c. 407). 
During the first fonr years of that time, he w'is very effective ngainst 
Athens; rlming the Inst four, very effective in her service. 

But the assertion is certainly not true of his last command, which cndccl 
with the battle of Notium; nor is it more than partially trne, at kast, it is . 
an exaggeration of the truth, for the perioJ before his exile. 
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succeed, he would not have committed the fault of quitting his 
fleet and leaving it under the command of a lieutenant like Anti
ochus. If, therefore, Athenian sentiment towards Alkibiades 
underwent an entire change during the autumn of 407 B.c., this. 
was in consequence of an alteration in his character and be
havior; an alteration for the worse, just at the c1:isis when every
thing turned upon his good conduct, and upon his deserving at 
least, if he could not command success. 

"\Ve may, indeed, observe that the faults of Nikias before 
Syracuse, and in reference to the coming of Gylippus, were far 
graver and more mischievous than those of Alkibia<lcs <luring this 
turning season of his career, and the disappointment of antecedent 
hopes at least equal. Yet while these faults and disappointment 
brought about the dismissal and disgrace of Alkibiades, they did 
not induce the Athenians to dismiss Nikias, though himself desiring 
it, nor even prevent them from sending him a second armament 
to be ruined along with the first. The contrast is most instruc
tive, as demonstrating upon what points durable esteem in Athens 
turned; how long the most melancholy public incompetency could 
remain overlooked, when covered by piety, decorum, good inten
tions, and high station; I how short-lived was the ascendency of 
a man far superior in ability and energy, besides an equal station, 
when his moral qualities and antecedent life were such as to 
provoke fear and hatred in many, esteem from none. Yet, on 
the whole, Nikias, looking at him as a pul>lic servant, was far 
more destructive to his country than Alkibia<les. The mischief 
done to Athens by the latter was done in the avowed service of 
her enemies. 

On hearing the news of the defeat of Notium and the accu
mulated complaints against Alkibiacles, the Athenians simply 
voted that he should be clismisscd from his commancl; naming 

1 To meet the case of Nikias, it would be neccs.;ary to take the conYersc 
of the judgment of Thucydides respecting Alkibiades, cited in my last 
note, and to say: Kat OTJflOCiir;, 11. u Kt CJ r a vta-ltivra ru rnv rrol.iµov, ivi<; 
l'Kacrrot r iJ. t rr tr T/ oe vI' a r a av r o v a ya CJ -It iv re r, Kat av r (iJ tm
rpi1mvrer, OV cl1a µaKpoiJ tCirfTjJ,av Ti)V 'ITQJ,tV. 

The reader ""ill of cour'c understand that these last Greek wonls arc not 
an actual citation, hut n tmnsformntion of the actmtl words of Thucydides, 
for the purpo.<e of illustrnting the contrnst hctwecn Alkiliiarles nnrl Nikias. 
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ten new generals to replace him. He was not brought to trial, 
nor do we know whetlier any such step was proposed. Yet his 
proceedings at Kyme, if they happened as we read them, richly 
deserved judicial animadversion; and the people, had they so 
dealt with him, 'yould only have acted up to the estimable func
tion ascribed to them by the oligarchical Phrynichus, "of serving 
as refuge to their dependent allies, and chastising the high-handed 
oppressions of the optimates against them." i In the perilous 
position of Athens, however, with reference to the foreign war, 
such a political trial would have been productive of much dissen
sion and mischief. And Alkibiades avoided the question by not 
coming to Athens. As soon as he heard of his dismissal, he re
tired immediately from the army to his own fortified posts on the 
Chersoncse. 

The ten new generals named were Konon, Diomedon, Leon, 
Perikles, Erasinides, Aristokrates, Archestratus, Protomachus, 
Thrasyllus, Aristogenes. Of these, Konon was directed to pro
ceed forthwith from Andros with the twenty ships which he bad 
there, to receive the fleet from Alkibiades; while Phanosthenes 
proceeded with four triremes to replace Konon at Andros.I! 

In his way thither, Phanosthenes fell in with Dorieus the 
Rhodian and two Thurian triremes, which he~ captured, with 
every man aboard. The captives were sent to Athens, where all 
were placed in custody, in case of future exchange, except Do
rie1:1s himself'. The latter had been condemned to death, and 
banished from his native city of Rhodes, together with his kin
dred, probably on the score of political disaffection, at the time 
when Rhodes was a member of the Athenian alliance. Having 
since then become a citizen of Thurii, he had serveU. with distinc
tion in the fleet of l\lindarus, both at Jl.Iiletus and the Helles
pont. The Athenians now had so much compassion upon him, 
that they released him at once and unconditionally, without even 
demanding a ransom or an equivalent. By what particu1ar cir
cumstance their compassion was determined, forming a pleasing 

1 Thucyd. viii, 48. 7'0V ve oi';µov, a¢i:Jv re, of tho allied dcpcndcnrics, Kara

<pvyi/v, 1ca1 lKe[v"'v, i.e. of the high persons called Kal.odyai'Joi, or op ti mates, 
Cf(,)\Jpm•iar~v. 

2 Xcnoph. Hellen. i, 5, 18; Diotlor. xiii, 7-l. 
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exception to the melancholy habits which pervaded Grecian war
fare in both belligerents, we should never have learned from the 
meagre narrative of Xenophon. Ilut we ascertain from other 
sources, that Dorieus, the son of Diagoras of Rhodes, was 
illustrious beyond all other Greeks for his victories in the pan
kration at the Olympic, Isthmian, and Nemean festivals; that he 
had gained the first prize at three Olympic festivals in succession, 
of which Olympiad 88, or 428 n.c. was the second, a distinction 
altogether without precedent, besides eight Isthmian and seven 
N emean prizes ; that his father Diagoras, his brothers, and his 
cousins, were all celebrated as successful athletes; lastly, that the 
family were illustrious from old date in their native island of 
Rhodes, and were even descended from the JUessenian hero Aris
tomenes. ·when the Athenians saw before them as their prisoner 
a man doubtless of magnificent stature and presence, as we may 
conclude from his athletic success, and surrounded by such a halo 
of glory, impressive in the highest degree to Grecian imagination, 
the feelings and usages of war were at once overruled. Though 
Dorieus bad been. one of their most vehement enemies, they 
could not bear either to touch his person, or to exact from him 
any condition. Released by them on this occasion, he lived to be 
pnt to death, about thirteen years afterwards, by the Laced:cmo
nians.1 

·when Konon reached Samos to take the command, he found 
the armament in a state of great despondency; not merely from 
the dishonorable affair of Notium, but also from disappointed 
hopes connected with AlkiLiades, and from difficulties in procur
ing regular pay. So painfully was the last inconvenience felt, that 
the first measure of Konon was to contract the numLers of the 
armament from above one hundred triremes to seventy; and to 
reserve for the diminished fleet all the ablest seamen of the 
larger. "\Vith this fleet, he and his colleagues roved about the 
enemies' coasts to collect plunder and pay.2 

Apparently about the same time that Konon superseded Alki
Liades, that is, about December 407 B.c. or January 40G n.c., the 
year of Lysander's command expired, and Kallikratidas arrived 

1 Xenoph. Hellen. i, 5, 19; I\rnsan. vi, 7, 2. 

2 Xenoph. IIcllcn. i, 5, 20; compare i, 6, 16; Diotlor. xiii, 77. 
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from Sparta to replace him. His arri<;al was receiveu with un
disguised dissatisfaction by the leacling Laceua~monians in the 
armament, by the chiefa in the Asiatic cities, anu by Cyrus. 
Now was felt the full influence of those factious corresponclences 
and intrigues which Lysanuer had established with all of them, 
for inclirectly working out the perpetuity of his own commancl. 
While loud complaints were heard of the impolicy of Sparta, in 
annually changing her aumiral, both Cyrus ancl the rest con
curred with Lysander in throwing difficulties in the way of the 
new successor. 

Kallikratidas, unfortunately only shown by the Fates,• ancl not 
suffered to continue in the Grecian world, was one of the noblest 
characters of his age. Besides perfect courage, energy, and in
corruptibility, he was distingui:;hed for two qualities, both of them 
very rare among eminent Greeks ; entire straightforwardness of 
dealing, and a Pan-Hellenic patriotism alike comprehensive, 
exalted, and merciful. Lysander handed over to him nothing 
but an empty purse; having repaid to Cyrus all the money 
remaining in his possession, under pretence that it had been con
fided to himself personally.2 :Moreover, on delivering up the 
fleet to Kallikratidas at Ephesus, he made boast of delivering to 
him at the same time the mastery of the sea, through the victory 
recently gained at. N otium. " Conduct the fleet from Ephesus 
along the coast of Samos, passing by the .Athenian station (replied 
Kallikrati<las), and give it up to me at l\Iiletus: I shall then 
believe in your mastery of the sea." Lysander had nothing else 

1 Virgil, .1"Eneid, vi, 8i0. 

Ostendent terris hunc tantum fatn, neque ultra 

Esse sinent. 


•How completely this repayment was a manceuvre for the purpose of 
crippling his successor,- and not an act of genuine and conscientious obli
gation to Cyrus, as :Mr. 1\Iitford represents it, -we may see by the conduct 
of J,vsander at the close of the war. He then carried away with him to 
Sparta all the residue of the tributes from Cyrus which he l;ad in his pos
session, instead of giving them back to Cyrns (Xenoph. Hellen. ii, 3, 8). 
The obligation to give them back to Cyrus was greater at the end of the 
war than it was at the time when Kallikratidas came out, and when war 
was still going on; for the war was a joint business, which the Persians aml 
the Spartans had sworn to prosecute by common efforts. 

VOL. VIII. lloc. 
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to rny, except that he should give himself no farther trouble, 
now that his command had been transferred to another. 

Kallikratidas soon found that the leading Laced:emonians in 
the fleet, gained over to the interests of his predecessor, openly 
murmured at his arrival, and secretly obstructed all his measures; 
upon which he summoned them together, and said: "I, for my 
part, am quite content to remain at home; and if Lysander, or 
any one el6C, pretends to be a better admiral than I am, I have 
nothing to rny against it. Tiut sent here as I am by the authori
ties at Sparta to command the fleet, I have no choice except to 
execute their orders in the best way that I can. You now know 
how far my ambition reaches; J you know also the murmurs 
which arc abroaJ against our common city (for her frequent 
change of aJmirals). Look to it, and give me your opinion. 
Shall I stay where I am, or shall I go home, and communicate 
what has happened here?" 

This remonstrance, alike pointed and dignified, produced its 
full effect. Every one replied, that it was his duty to stay and 
undertake the command. The murmurs and cabals were from 
that moment discontinued. 

His next embarrassments arose from the manceuvre of Lysan
der in paying back to Cyrus all the funds from whence the con
tinuous pay of the army was derived. Of course this step was 
admirably calculated to make every one regret the alteration of 
c!ommand. Kallikratidas, who had been sent out without funds, 
in full reliance on the unexhausted supply from Sardis, now 
found himself compelled to go thither in person and solicit a 
renewal of the bounty. But Cyrus, eager to manifest in every 
way bis partiality for the last admiral, deferred receiving him, 
first for two days, then for a farther interval, until the patience 
of Kallikratidas was wearied out, so that he left Sardis in disgust 
without an interview. So intolerable to his feelings was the 
humiliation of thus begging at the palace gates, that he bitterly 
deplored those miserable dissensions among the Greeks which 
constrained both parties to truckle to the foreigner for money; 
swearing that, if he survived the year's campaign, he 'vould use 

Xcnoph. Ikllcn. i, 6, 5. vµcZ~ cl/:, rr:po( (/, fyw Te <fit"Ao;1µovµa1, IWL "TrOAl~ 
i/µ&w ainft,erat (fore }'Up_ avril, WIJTrEp 1<al t}'i:J ) ~vµ(Jov"AEVETE, etc. 

l 
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every possible effort to bring about an accommodation between 
Athens and Sparta.I 

In the mean time, he put forth all his energy to obtain money 
in some other way, and thus get the fleet to sea; knowing well, 
that the way to overcome the reluctance of Cyrus was, to show 
that he could do without him. Sailing first from Ephesus to 
Miletus, he despatched from thence a small squadron to Sparta, 
disclosing his unexpected poverty, and asking for Bpecdy pecu
niary aid. In the mean time he convoked an assembly of the 
Milesians, communicated to them the mission just sent to Sparta, 
and asked from them a temporary supply until this money should 
arrive. He reminded them that the necessity of this demand 
sprang altogether from the rnanccuvre of Lysander, in paying 
back the funds in his hands ; that he had already in vain applied 
to Cyrus for farther money, meeting only with such insulting 
neglect as could no longer be endured: that they, the J\Iilesians, 
dwelling amidst the Persians, and having already experienced 
the maximum of ill-usage at their hands, ought now to be fore
most in the war, and to set an example of zeal to the other allies,2 
in order to get clear the sooner from dependence upon such im
perious taskmasters. He promised that, when the remittance 
from Sparta and the hour of success should arrive, he would 
Tichly requite their forwardness. "Let u:i, with the aid of the 
gods, show these foreigners (he concluJed) that we can punish 
our enemies without wor;hipping them." 

The spectacle of this generous patriot, struggling against a 
degratling dependence on the foreigner, 'vhich was now becom
ing unhappily familiar to the leading Greeks of both sides, ex
cites our warm sympathy and admiration. "\Ve may add, that 
his language to the J\Iilesians, reminding them of the misery 
which they had endured from the Persians as a motiYe to exer
tion in the war, is full of instruction as to the new situation opened 
for the Asiatic Greeks since the breaking-up of the Athenian 
power. No such evils had they suffered while Athens was com

1 Xenoph. Hellen. i, G, 7; rlnt:irch, Lr:ind. c. 6. 
• Xcnoph. Hellen. i, 6, 9. 1'/l<iC cli: lyi;J u~iw 7rpoffv110-ru-rovc elvai li; -rov 

7r6°Atµov, Otil -ro oi1wiivrnc lv j3ap{3apoti; 7rAelGTU KGKU ~clq im' av-rCJv 7r€7rDV
{i{vat. 
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petent to protect them, and while they were willing to receive 
protection from her, during the interval of more than fifty years 
between the complete organization of the confederacy of Delos 
and the disaster of Nikias before Syracuse. 

The single-hearted energy of Kallikratidas imposed upon all 
who heard him, and even inspired so much alarm to those lead
ing Milesians who were playing underhand the game of Lysan
der, that they were the first to propose a large grant of money 
towards the war, and to offer considerable sums from their own 
purses; an example probably soon followed by other allied cities. 
Some of the friends of Lysander tried to couple their offers with 
conditions; demanding a warrant for the destruction of their polit
ical enemies, and hoping thus to compromise the new admiral. 
But he strenuously refused all such guilty compliances.I Ile 
was soon able to collect at Miletus fifty fresh triremes in addition 
to those left by Lysander, making a fleet of one hundred and 
forty sail in all. The Chians having furnished him with an out
fit of five drachmas for each seaman, equal to ten days' pay at 
the usual rate, he sailed with the whole fleet northward towards 
Lesbos. Of this numerous fleet, the greatest which had yet been 
assembled throughout the war, only ten triremes were Lacedre
monian ; 2 while a considerable proportion, and among the best 
equipped, were Bccotian and Eubccan.3 In his voyage towards 
Lesbos, Kallikratidas seems to have made himself master of 
Phokrea and Kyme,4 perhaps with the greater facility in conse
quence of the recent ill-treatment of the Kyrnamns by Alkibia
des. He then sailed to attack :Methymna, on the northern coast 
of Lesbos ; a town not only strongly attached to the Athenians, 
but also defended by an Athenian garrison. Though at first 
repulsed, he renewed his attacks until at length he took the town 
by storm. The property in it was all plundered by the soldiers, 
and the slaves collected and sold for their benefit. It was farther 
demanded by the allies, and expected pursuant to ordinary cus· 

1 Plutarch, Apophthegm. Lacouie. p. 222, C; Xenoph. Hellen. i, 6, 12. 
2 Xenoph. IIell('n. i, 6, 34. 3 DioJor. xiii, 99. 
4 I infer this from the fact, that at the period of the bnt.tle of Arginusro, 

both these towns appear as adhering to the Peloponnesians; whereas during 
the command of Alkibiades they had been both Athenian (Xcnoph. Hellen. 
i,.5, II; i, 6, 33; Diodor. xiii, 73-99). 
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tom, that the Methymmcan and Athenian prisoners should be 
solU also. But Kallikratidas peremptorily refused compliance, 
and set them all free the next day ; declaring that, so long as he 
was in command, not a single free Greek should be reduced to 
slavery if he could prevent it.I 

No one, who has not familiarized himself with the details of 
G;ecian warfare, can feel the full grandeur and sublimity of this 
proceeding, which stands, so-far as I know, unparalleled in Grecian 
history. It is not merely that the prisoners were spared and set 
free ; as to this point, analogous cases may be found, though not 
very frequent. It is, that this particular act of generosity was 
performed in the name and for the recommendation of Pan-Hel
lenic brotherhood and Pan-Hellenic independence of the foreigner: 
a comprehensive principle, announced by Kallikratidas on pre
vious occasions as well as on this, but now carried into practice 
under emphatic circumstances, and coupled with an explicit de
claration of his resolution to abide by it in all future cases. It 
is, lastly, that the step was taken in resistance to formal requisi
tion on the part vf his allies, whom he had very imperfect means 
either of paying or controlling, and whom therefore it was so 
much the more hazardous for him to offend. There cannot be 
any doubt that these allies felt personally wronged and indignant 
at the loss, as well as confounded with the proposition of a rule 
of duty so new, as respected the relations of belligerents in 
Greece; against which too, let us add, their murmurs would not 
be without some foundation : "If we should come to be Konon's 
prisoners, he will not treat us in this manner." Ueciprocity of deal
ing is absolutely essential to constant moral observance, either pub
lic or private; and doubtless Kallikratidas felt a well-grounded con
fidence, that two or three conspicuous examples would sensibly 
modify the future practice on both sides. But some one must 
begin by setting such examples, and the man who does begin 

1 Xenoph. Hellen. i, G, 14. Ka1 Kehv6vrnv rCiv ;vµµaxwv cirrocl6ai'tat KaL 
rovr M17'9vµvaiov1:, ovK lq111 lavrov ye cipxovTO!: oMiva 'EAl.~vwv tr rovKcivov 
clvvarov civoparroou1i'tiJvat. 

Compare a later declaration of Agcsilaus, substantially to the same pur
pose, yet delivereu under circumstances far less emphatic, in_ Xenophon, 
Agesilaus, vii, 6. 
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having a position which gives reasonable chance that others will 
follow - is the hero. An admiral like Lysander would not only 
sympathize heartily with the complaints of the allies, but also con
demn the proceeding as a dereliction of duly to Sparta; even 
men better than Lysander would at first look coldly on it as a 
sort of Quixotism, in doubt whether the example would be copied: 
while the Spartan ephors, though probably tolerating it becau.se 
they interfered very sparingly with their admirals afloat, would 
certainly have little sympathy with the feelings in which it orig
inated. So much the rather is Kallikratidas to be admired, as 
bringing out with him not only a Pan-Hellenic patriotism,! rare 
either at Athens or Sparta, but. also a force of individual charac
ter and conscience yet rarer, enabling him to brave unpopularity 
and break through routine, in the attempt to make that patriot
ism fruitful and operative in practice. Irr his career, so sadly 
and prematurely closed, there was at least this circumstance to be 
envied; that the capture of J\Iethymna afforded him the opportu
nity, which he greedily seized, as if he had known that it would 
be the last, of putting in act and evidence the full aspirations of 
his magnanimous soul. 

Kallikratidas sent word by the released prisoners to Konon, 
that he would presently put an end to his adulterous intercourse 
with the sea ;ll which he now considered as his wife, and lawfully 
appertaining to him, having one hundred and forty triremes 
against the seventy triremes of Konon. That admiral, in spite 
of his inferior numbers, had advanced near to J\Iethymna, to try 
and relieve it; but finding the place already captured, had •re
tired to the islands called IIekatonnesoi, off the continent bearing 
northeast from Lesbos. Thither he was followed by Kallikratidas, 
who, leaving J\Iethymna at night, found him quitting his moor
ings at break of day, and immediately made all sail to try and cut 
him off from the southerly course towards Samos. But Konon, 

1 The sentiment of Kullikratidas dcscn·cd the designation of 'EAA1JVtKw
rarov n:o?.frevµa, far more than that of Nikias, to which Plutarch applies 
those words (Compar. of Nikias and Crassus, c. 2). 

2 Xenoph. llellcn. i, 6, 15. Kovwvt cle dn:rv, ort n:afort avrov µoq;w1rra 
r~v {}U,?.aaaav, etc. IIc could hardly say this to Konon,in any other way 
than through the Athenian prisoners. · 

http:becau.se
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having diminished the number of his triremes from one hundred 
to seventy, had been able to preserve all the best rowers, so that 
in speed he outran Kallikratidas and entered first the harbor of 
:Thlitylene. His pursuers, however, were close behind, and even 
got into the harbor along with him, before it could be closed and 
put in a state of defence. Constrained to fight a battle at its en
trance, he was completely defeated ; thirty of his ships were 
taken, though the crews escaped to land ; and he preserved the 
remaining forty only by hauling them ashore under the wall.1 

The town of Mitylene, originally founded on a small i8let off 
Lesbos, had afterwards extended across a narrow strait to Lesbos 
itself. By this strait, whether bridged over or not we are not in
formed, the town was divided into two portions, and had two har
bors, one opening northward towards the Hellespont, the other 
southward towards the promontory of Kane on the mainland.2 

Both these harbors were undefended, and both now fell into the 
occupation of the Peloponnesian fleet; at least all the outer 
portion of each, near to the exit of the harbor, which Kallikrati

1 Xenoph. Hellen. i, 6, 17; Diodor. xiii, 78, 79. 
Here, as on so many other occasions, it is impossible to blend these two 

narratives together. Diodorus conceives the facts in a manner qnite differ
ent from Xenophon, and much less probable. He tells us that Konon 
practisecl a stratagem during his flight (the same in Polymnus, i, 482), 
whereby he was enabled to fight with and defeat the foremost Peloponne
sian ships before the rest came up : also, that he got into the harbor in time 
to put it into a state of defence before Kallikratidas came up. Diodorus 
then gives a prolix description of the battle by which Kallikrntidas forceLl 
his way in. 

The narrative of Xenophon, which I have followed, plainly implies that 
Konon could have had no time to make preparations for defending the 
harbor. 

2 Thucyd. viii. 6. Tovr l¢opµovr lrr' uµ¢orf:poir Toi(' 'J.tµfoiv ErrOlOVVTO 
(Strabo, xiii, p. Gl 7). Xenophon talks only of the harbor, as ifit were one; 
aml possibly, in very inaccurate language, it might be described as one har
bor with two entrances. It seems to me, however, that Xenophon had no 
clear idea of the locality. 

Strabo speaks of the northern harbor as defended by a mole, the southern 
harbor, as defended hy triremes chained together. Such defences did not 
exist in the year 406 n.c. Probably, after the revolt of :Mity!Cnc in 427 n.c., 
the .Athenians bad removed what defences might have been before pro
vided for the harbor. 
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das kept under strict watch. He at the same time sent for the 
full forces of l\Iethymna and for hoplites across from Chios, so as 
to block up l\Iitylene by land as well as by sea. As soon as his 
success was announced, too, money for the fleet, together with 
separate presents for himself, which he declined receiving,' was 
immediately sent to him by Cyrus ; so that his future operations 
became easy. 

No preparations had been made at l\Iitylene for a siege: no 
stock of provisions·had been accumulated, and the crowd within 
the walls was so considerable, that Konon foresaw but too plainly 
the speedy exhaustion of his means. Nor could he expect suc
cor from Athens, unless he could send intelligence thither of his 
condition; of which, as he had not been able to do so, the Athe
nians remained altogether ignorant. All his ingenuity was re
quired to get a trireme safe out of the harbor, in the face of the 
enemy's guard. Putting afloat two triremes, the best sailers in 
his fleet, and picking out the best rowers for them out of all the 
rest, he caused these rowers to go aboard before daylight, con
cealing the epibatre, or maritime soldiers, in the interior of the 
vessel, instead of the deck, which was their usual place, with a 
moderate stock of provisions, and keeping the vessel still covered 
with hides or sails, as was customary with vessels hauled ashore, 
to protect them against the sun.2 These two triremes were thus 

1 Plutarch, Apophth. Laconic. p. 222, E . 
• Xenoph. Hellen. i, 6, 19. KaiJlAKVuar: (Konon) TQV VlWV TU!; upuna 

\TAWVuar; Oi'O, lrr).i/pwul 7rpo i/µipar, t~ iL7raui:Jv TWV VEWV Toilr: uptuTOV!; 

tpfrar: tKAt~ar:, Kai roilr: trri{J&rar: lr 1wi?.11v vavv µera{Jtf!&aar, Kat ril. 
,,. a pa /i pvµa r a Trap a fJ a?. i;, v. 

The meaning of wapappvµa•a is Yery uncertain. The commentators give 
little instruction; nor can we be sure that the same thing is meant as is ex
pre>sed by 1T:apa(J'X~µarn (inji'a, ii, I, 22). 'Ve may he quite sure that the 
matters meant by rrapappvµarn were something which, if Yisible at all to a 
spectator without, woulcl at least afford no indication that the trireme was 
intended for a speedy start; otherwise, they would defeat the whole contri
vance of Konon, whose aim was secrecy. It was essential that this tri
reme, though afloat, should be made to look as much as possible like to the 
other triremes which still remained hauled ashore; in order that the Pelo
ponnesians might not suspect any purpose of departure. I have endeavored 
in the text to give a meaning which answers this purpose, without forsak
ing the explanations given by the commentators: sec Boeckh, Ueber das 
Attische. See Wesen, ch._x, p. 159. 
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made ready to depart at a moment's notice, without g1vmg any 
indication to the enemy that they were so. They were fully 
manned before daybreak, the crews remained in their position all 
day, and after dark were taken out to repose. This went on for 
four days successively, no favorable opportunity having occurred 
to give the signal for attempting a start. At length, on the fifth 
.day, about noon, when many of the Peloponnesian crews were 
ashore for their morning meal, and others were reposing, the mo
ment seemed favorable, the signal was given, and both the tri
remes started at the same moment with their utmost speed; one 
to go out at the southern entrance towards the sea, between Les
bos and Chios, the other to depart by the northern entrance 
towards the Hellespont. Instantly, the alarm was given among 
the Peloponnesian fleet: the cables were cut, the men hastened 
aboard, and many triremes were put in motion to overtake the 
two runaways. That which departed southward, in spite of the 
most strenuous efforts, was caught towards evening and brought 
back with all her crew prisoners : that which went towards the 
Hellespont escaped, rounded the northern coast of Lesbos, and 
got rnfe with the news to Athens; sending intelligence also, 
seemingly, in her way, to the Athenian admiral Diomedon at 
Samos. 

The latter immediately made all haste to the aid of Konon, 
with the small force which he had with him, no more than twelve 
triremes. The two harbors being both guarded by a superior 
force, he tried to get access to :Mitylene through the Euripus, a 
strait which opens on the southern coast of the island into an in
terior lake, or bay, approaching near to the town. But here he 
was attacked suddenly by Kallikratidas, and his squadron aU 
captured except two triremes, his own and another; he himself 
had great difficulty in escaping.l 

Xcnoph. Hellen. i, 6, 22. D.toµt:Owv oi! (3011-&wv K6vwvi 7rOAtop1<0vµiv\J 
OWOel<a vavalv iJpµfoaTO ti; TOV rvptrrov TOV MtTVA1]Vaiwv. 

The reader should look at a map of Lesbos, to see what is meant by the 
Euripus of l\Iity!ene, and the other Euripus of the neighboring town of 
Pyrrha. 

Diodorus (xiii, 79) confounds the Euripus of l\Iitylene with the harbor of 
l\Iity!Cne, with which it is quite unconnected. Schneider and Plehn seem 
to make the same confusion (see Plehn, Lesbiaca, p. 15). 

VOLVllL 8 
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Athens was all in consternation at the news of the defeat of 
Konon and the blockade of l\Iitylene. The whole strength and 
energy of the city was put forth to relieve him, by an effort 
greater than any which had been made throughout the whole 
war. We read with surprise that within the short space of thirty 
days, a fleet of no less than one hundred and ten triremes was 
fitted out and sent from Peirams. Every man of age and strength· 
to serve, without distinction, was taken to form a good crew ; not 
only freemen, but slaves, to whom manumission was promised as 
reward: many also of the horsemen, or knights, I and citizens 
of highest rank, went aboard as epibatx, hanging up their bridles 
like Kirnon before the battle of Salamis. The levy was in fact 
as democratical and as equalizing as it had been on that memo
rable occasion. The fleet proceeded straight to Sarnos, whither 
orders had doubtless been sent to get together all the triremes 
which the allies could furnish as reinforcements, as well as all the 
scattered Athenian. By this means, forty additional triremes, 
ten of them Samian, were assembled, and the whole fleet, one 
hundred and fifty sail, went from Samos to the little islands 
called Arginusre, close on the mainland, opposite to l\Ialea, the 
southeastern cape of Lesbos. 

Kallikratidas, apprized of the approach of the new fleet while 
it was yet at Samos, withdrew the greater portion of his force 
from l\Iitylene, leaving fifty triremes under Eteonikus to con
tinue the blockade. Less than fifty probably would not have 
been sufficient, inasmuch as two harbors were to be watched; but 
he was thus reduced to meet the Athenian fleet with inferior 
numbers, one hundred and twenty triremes against one hundred 
and fifty. His fleet was off Cape l\falea, where the crews took 
their suppers, on the same evening as the Athenians supped at 
the opposite islands of Arginusre. It was his project to sail 
across the intermediate channel in the night, and attack them in 
the morning before they were prepared; but violent wind and 
rain forced him to defer all movement till daylight. On the 
ensuing morning, both parties prepared for the greatest naval 
encounter which had taken place throughout the whole war. 
Kallikratidas was advised by his pilot, the l\Iegarian Hermon, to 
retire for the present without fighting, inasmuch as the Athenian. . 

1 Xenoph,-Hellen. i, 6, 24-25; Diodor. xiii, 9i. 
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fleet had the advantage of thirty triremes over him in number. 
He replied thll.t flight was disgraceful, and that Sparta would be 
no worse off, even if he should perish.1 The answer was one 
congenial to his chivalrous nature; and we may well conceive, 
that, having for the last two or three months been lord and mas
ter of the Rea, he recollected his own haughty message to Konon, 
and thought it dishonor to incur or deserve, by retiring, the like 
taunt upon himself. ·we may remark too that the disparity of 
numbers, though serious, was by no means such as to render the 
contest hopeless, or to serve as a legitimate ground for retreat, to 
one who prided himself on a full measure of Spartan courage. 

The Athenian fleet was so marshalled, that its great strength 
was placed in the two wings ; in each of which there were sixty 
Athenian ships, divided into four equal divisions, each division 
commanded by a general. Of the four squadrons of fifteen ships 
each, two were placed in front, two to support them in the rear. 
Aristokrates and Diomedon commanded the two front squadrons 
of the left division, Perikles and Erasinides the two squadrons in 
the rear: on the right division, Protomachus and Thrasyllus 
commanded the two in front, Lysias and Aristogenes the two in 
the rear. The centre, wherein were the Samians and other allies, 
was left \veak, and all in single line: it appears to have been 
exactly in front of one of the isles of Arginusre, while the two 
other divisions were to the right and left of that isle. We read 
with some surprise that the whole Lacedremonian fleet was 
arranged by single ships, because it sailed better and manll)uvred 
better than the Athenians; who formed their right and left 
divisions in deep order, for the express purpose of hindering the 
enemy from performing the nautical manreuvres of the diekplus 
:lnd the periplus.2 It would seem that the Athenian centre, hav

1 Xenoph. Ilc!lcn. i, 6, 32; Diodor. xiii, 97, 98; the latter reports ten·ific 
omens beforehand for the generals. 

The answer has been a memorable one, more than once adverted to, Pin· 
tarch, Laconic. Apophthegm. p. 832; Cicero, De Offic. i, 24. 

• Xcnoph. Hellen. i, 6, 31. Ovm cl' tru;r:J71crai• (ol 'Ai'.t71vaio1) Zva µ~ 
<ldK'll"AOVV otcloiev. xeipov yup l'll"l.eov. Al oe TWV AaKtVatµo11fov UVTlU• 
-:;ayµevat f1crav U11"acrat t'll"t /U<ir, wr' 7rpur VtEK'll"l.OVV Kat 11"tpi'll"J..ovv 11"aptcrKw
qcrµivat, Vtu ril {3Dmov 'll"Aeiv. 

Contrast this with Thucyd. ii, 84-89 (the spe~cl1 of Phormion), iv, 12; 
Tii, 36. 
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ing the land immediately in its rear, was supposed to be better 
protected against an enemy "sailing through the line out to the 
rear, and sailing round about,'' than the other divisions, which 
were in the open waters ; for which reason it was left weak, with 
the ships in single line. But the fact "·hich strikes us the most 
is, that, if we turn back to the beginning of the war, we shall 
find that this diekplus and periplus were the special manccuvres 
of the Athenian navy, and continued to be so even down to the 
siege of Syracuse; the Lacedremonians being at first absolutely 
unable to perform them at all, and continuing for a long time to 
perform them far less skilfully than the Athenians. Now, the 
comparative value of both parties is reversed: the superiority of 
nautical skill has passed to the Peloponnesians and their allies: 
the precautions whereby that superiority is neutralized or evaded, 
are forced as a necessity on the Athenians. How astonished 
would the Athenian admiral Phormion have been, if he could 
have witnessed the fleets and the order of battle at Arginus::e ! 

Kallikratidas himself, with the ten Laced<emonian ships, was 
on the right of his fleet: on the left were the Bccotians and 
Eubccans, under the Bccotian admiral Thrasondas. The battle 
was long and obstinately contested, first by the two fleets in their 
original order; afterwards, when all order was broken, by scat
tered ships mingled together and contending in individual com
bat. At length the brave Kallikratidas perished. His ship 
was in the act of driving against the ship of an enemy, and he 
l1imself probably, like Brasidas 1 at Pylos, had planted himself 
on the forecastle, to be the first in boarding the enemy, or in pre
venting the enemy from boarding him, when the shock arising 
from impact threw him off his footing, so that he fell overboard 
and was drowned.2 In spite of the discouragement springing 
from his death, the ten Lacedmmonian triremes displayed a 
courage worthy of his, and nine of them were destroyed or disa

1 See Thucyd. iv, I I. 
2 Xenoph. Hellen. i, 6, 33. t rr eZ oe Ka~).ucparioc<, re tµ(3a').,ofo11r r~' 

vei:ir urrurrecri:iv l:r r~v 1%/.arrrrav hrpavirri'J11, etc. 
The details given by Diodorus about this battle and the exploits of Kal

Iikratidas are at once prolix and unworthy of confidence. See an excel
lent note of Dr. Arnold on Thucyd. iv, 12, respecting the description given 
by Diodorus of the conduct of Brasidas at Pylos. 
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bled. ·At length the Athenians were victorious in all parts: the 
Peloponncsian fleet gave way, and their flight became general, 
partly to Chios, partly to Phokrea. l\Iore than sixty of their 
ships were destroyed over and above the nine Lacedmmonian, 
seventy-seven in all; making a total loss of abo,·e the half of 
the entire fleet. The loss of the Athenians was also severe, 
amounting to twenty-five triremes. They returned to Arginusai 
after the battle.I 

The victory of Arginusai afforded the most striking pro<>f how 
much the democratical energy of Athens could yet accomplish, 
in spite of so many years of exhausting war. But far better 
would it have been, if her energy on this occasion had been less 
efficacious and successful. The defoat of the Peloponnesian fleet, 
and the death of their admirable leader, - we must take the 
second as inseparable from the first, since Kallikratidas was not 
the man to surviYe a defeat, - were signal mi5fortunes to the 
whole Grecian world; and in an especial manner, misfortunes to 
Athens herself. If Kallikratidas had gained the victory and 
survived it, he would certainly have been the man to close the 
Peloponnesian war; for 1\Iitylene must immediately have sur
rendered, and Konon, with all the Athenian fleet there blocked 
up, must have become his prisoners; which circumstance, com
ing at the back of a defeat, would have rendered Athens disposed 
to acquiesce in any tolerable terms of peace. Now to have the 
terms dictated at a moment when her power was not wholly pros
trate, by a man like Kallikratidas, free from corrupt personal 
ambition and of a generous Pan-Ilellenic patriotism, would have 
been the best fate which at this moment could befall her; while 
to the Grecian world generally, it would have been an Un$peak
able benefit, that, in the reorganization which it was sure to 
undergo at the close of the war, the ascendant individual of the 
moment should be penetrated with devotion to the great ideas of 
Hellenic brotherhood at home, and Hellenic independence a~ainst 
the foreigner. The near prospect of such a benefit was opened 
by that rare chance which threw Kallikratidas into the command, 
enabled him not only to publish his lofty profession of faith but 
to show that he was prepared to act upon it, and for a time float· 

1 Xenoph. Hellen. i, 6, 34 ; Diodor. xiii, 99, 100. 
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ed him on towards complete success. Nor were the envious 
gods ever more envious, than when they frustrated, by the disas
ter of•Arginus:r, the consummation which they had thus seemed 
to promise. The pertinence of these remarks will be better 
understood in the next chapter, when I come to recount the 
actual winding-up of the Peloponncsian war under the auspices 
of the worthless, but able, Lysander. It was into his hands that 
the command was retransferred, a transfer almost from the best 
of Greeks to the worst. \Ve shall then see how much the suffer
ings of the Grecian world, and of Athens especially, were aggra
Yated by his individual temper and tendencies, and we shall then 
feel by contrast, how much would have been gained if the com
mander armed with such great power of dictation had been a 
Pan-Hellenic patriot. To have the sentiment of that patriotism 
enforced, at a moment of break-up and rearrangement through
out Greece, by the victorious leader of the day, with single
hearted honesty and resolution, would have been a stimulus to all 
the better feelings of the Grecian mind, such as no other combi
nation of circumstances could have furnished. The defeat and 
death of Kallikratidas was thus even more deplorable as a loss to 
Athens and Greece, than to Sparta herself. To his lofty charac
ter and patriotism, even in so- short a career, we vainly seek a 
parallel. 

The news of the defeat was speedily conveyed to Eteonikus 
at l\Iitylene by the admiral's signal-boat. As soon as he heard it, 
lie desired the crew of the signal-boat to say nothing to any one, 
but to go again out of the harbor, and then return with wreaths 
and shouts of triumph, crying out that Kallikratidas had gained 
the victory and had destroyed or captured all the Athenian ships. 
All suspicion of the reality was thus kept from Konon and the 
besieged, while Eteonikus himself, affecting to believe the news, 
offered the sacrifice of thanksgiving; but gave orders to all the 
triremes to take their meal and depart afterwards without losing 
a moment, directing the masters of the trading-ships also to put 
their property silently aboard, and get off at the same time. And 
thus, with little or no delay, and without the least obstruction 
from Konon, all these ships, triremes and merchantmen, sailed 
out of the harbor and were carried off in safety to Cliios, the wind 
being fair. Eteonikus at the same time withdrew his land-forces 
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to Methymna, burning his camp. Konon, thus finding himself 
unexpectellly at liberty, put to sea with his ships when the wind 
had become calmer, and joined the main Athenian fleet, which 
he found already on its way from Arginusre to Mitylene. The 
latter presently came to l\litylene, and from thence passed over 
to make an attack on Chios; which attack proving unsuccessful, 
they went forward to their ordinary station at Samos.l 

The news of the victory at Arginusre diffused joy and triumph 
at Athens. All the slaves who had served in the armament 
were manumitted and promoted, according to promise, to the 
rights of Platxans at Athens, a qualified species of citizenship. 
Yet the joy was poisoned by another incident, which became 
known at the same time, raising sentiments of a totally opposite 
character, and ending in one of the most gloomy and disgraceful 
proceedings in all Athenian history. 

Not only the bodies of the slain warriors floating about on the 
water had been picked up for burial, but the wrecks had not been 
visited to preserve those who were yet living. The first of these 
two points, even alone, would have sufficed to excite a painful 
sentiment of wounded piety at Athens. But the second point, 
here an essential part of the same omission, inflamed that senti
ment into shame, grief, and indignation of the sharpest character. 

In the descriptions of this event, Diodorus and many other 
writers take notice of the first point, either exclusively,2 or at 

1 Xenoph. Hellen. i, 6, 38; Diodor. xiii, 100. 
• See the narratiYe of Diodorus (xiii, 100, 101, 102), where nothing is 

mentioned except abont picking up the floating dead bodies; abont the crime, 
and offence in the eyes of the people, of omitting to seen re burial to so many 
dead bodies. He does not seem to have fancied that there were any living 
bodies, or that it was a question between life and death to so many of the 
crews. ·whereas, if we follow the narrative of Xenophon {Hellen. i, 7 ), we shall 
see that the question is put throughout about picking up the living men, the 
shipwrecked men, or the meu belonging to, and still living aboard of, the 
broken ships, uve'Mrn'Jat TOV' i·avayot),, rov, ov<rrvxovvra,, TOV' Karaovvra, 
{Hellen. ii, 3, 32): compare, especially, ii, 3, 35, 7l'Aeiv lrrl ra, Karaoeov1w£a1: 
vav1: Kat rav, e7!'' avrwv U.vi'tpw7l'av, (i, 6, 36 ). The word vavaya, does not mean 
a dead body, but a living man who has suffered shipwreck: Nava yo!: f;Kw, 
gtva,, u<rul.rirov yevo' (says Menelaus, Eurip. Helen. 457); also 407, Ka1 vvv. 
rat.a, v av a y iJ ', U'/l'Ot,foa, ¢ii.av, 'E.;t7l'E<rOV t, yfjv T~vcle, etc. ; again, 538. 
It corresponds with the Latin naufragus: "rnersa rate naufragus assem Dum 
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least with slight reference to the second; which latter, neverthe
less, stands as far the gravest in the estimate of every impartial 
critic, and was also the most violent in its effect upon Athenian 
feelings. Twenty-five Athenian triremes had been ruined, along 
with most of their crews; that is, lay heeled over or disabled, 
with their oars destroyed, no masts, nor any means of moving; 
mere hulls, partially broken by the impact of an enemy's ship; 
and gradually filling and sinking. The original crew of each 
was two hundred men. The field of battle, if we may use that 
word for a space of sea, was strewed with these wrecks ; the 
men remaining on board being helpless and unable to get away, 
for the ancient trireme carried no boat, nor any aids for escape. 
And there were, moreover, floating about, men who had fallen 
overboard, or were trying to save their lives by means of acci

rogat, et pict<\. se tempestate tuetur," (Juvenal, xiv, 301.) Thucydides does 
not use the word vavayoilr, but speaks of Tovr veKpovr Kai Ta vavayfo, 
meaning by the latter word the damaged ships, with every person and thing 
on board. 

It is remarkable that Sclrneider and most other commentators on Xeno-· 
phon, Sturz in his Lexicon Xenophonteum (v. uvaipe111r), Stallbaum ad 
l'laton. Apol. Socrat. c. 20, p. 32, Sievers, Comment. ad Xenoph. Hellen. 
p. 31, Forchhammer, Die Athener und Sokrates, pp. 30-31, Berlin, 1837, 
and others, all treat this event as if it were nothing but a question of picking 
up dead bodies for sepultnre. This is a complete misinterpretation of Xeno
phon; not merely because the word vavayil>, which he nses fonr several 
times, means a living person, but because there are two other passages, which 
leave absolutely no doubt about the matter: IlapjjA.>Je i5e rt> lr TTJV lKKA1J
aiav, rfial1K(,)Ve7rL uvxov, ul,rpirnvl1(,)ttljvat• E7rll1TEAAeLV i5' avT<iJ TOV> 
urro.A.A.vµevov,, lil.v {1(,)ttij, urrayyei.A.at T<i> of,µ<,J, OTL ol 
l1Tpa-rf,yoi OVIC UVelAOVTO TOV!: uptaTOV(' vrri:p Tjj> rra-rpi
i5 o > ye v o µ ev o v >. Again (ii, 3, 35}, Theramenes, when vindicating 
himself before the oligarchy of Thirty, two years afterwards, for his conduct 
in accusing the generals, says that the generals brought their own destruc
tion upon themselves by accnsing him first, and by saying that the men on 
the disabled ships might have been saved with proper diligence : rpaaKovre> 
1u.o (the generals) olov Te elvat awaat Toilr c'ivi5par, '7rpoeµe
v o t a vTo iJ r u rr o A. i 11 t1 a t , urrorrA.fovrer r,ixovTo. These passages place 
the point beyond dispute, that the generals wei'e accused of having neg
lected to save the lives of men on the point of being drowned, and who by 
their neglect afterwards were drowned, not of having neglected to pick up 
dead bodies for sepnlture. The misinterpretation of the commentators is 
here of the gravest import. It alters completely the criticisms on the pro
ceedings at Athens. 

http:urrayyei.A.at
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dental spars or empty casks. It was one of the privileges of a 
naval victory, that the party who gained it could sail over the 
field of battle, and thus assist their own helpless or wounded 
comrades aboard the disabled ships,1 taking captive, or sometimes 
killing, the corresponding persons belonging to the enemy. Ac
cording even to the speech made in the Athenian public assembly 
afterwards, by Euryptolemus, the defender of the accused gen
erals, there were twelve triremes with their crews on board lying 
in the condition just described. This is an admission by the 
defence, and therefore the minimum of the reality: there cannot 
possibly have been fewer, but there were probably several more, 
out of the whole twenty-five stated by Xenophon.2 No step being 
taken to preserve them, the surviving portion, wounded as well 

1 See Thucyd. i, 50, 51. 
' Xenoph. Hellen. i, 6, 34. 'A1l'WAOVTO oe ri:iv µ'i:v 'A&17vair.iv vijer: 1l'EvTt IW~ 

eiKOC1lV aVTOl!: avopuow, lKTO!: o/,iywv TWV 7rpiJr; T~V yijv 1rpMevexi9-ivrwv. 

Schneider in his note, and l\Ir. Mitford in his History, express surprise 
at the discrepancy between the number twelve, which appears in the speech 
of Euryptolcmus, aml the number twentyjive, given by Xenophon. 

But, first, we arc not to suppose Xenophon to guarantee those assertions, 
as to matters of fact which he gives, as coming from Euryptolemus; who, 
as an advocate, speaking in the assembly, might take great liberties with 
the truth. 

Next, Xenophon speaks of the total number of ships ruined or disabled 
in the action: Euryptolcmns speaks of the total number of wrecks afloat 
and capable of being visited so as to rescue the sufferers, at the subsequent 
moment, when the generals directed the squadron under Theramenes to go 
out for the rescue. It is to be remembered that the generals went back to 
Arginusre from the battle; and there determined, according to their own 
statement, to send out from thence a squadron for visiting the wrecks. A 
certain interval of time must therefore have elapsed between the close of the 
action and the order given to Theramenes. During that interval, undoubt
edly, some of the disabled ships went down, or came to pieces: if we are to 
believe Euryptolemus, thirteen out of the twenty-five must have thus disap
peared, so that their crews were already drowned, and no more than twelve 
remained floating for Theramenes to visit, even had he been ever so active 
and ever so much favored by weather. 

I distrust the statement of Euryptolem11s, and believe that he most prob
ably underrated the number. But assuming him to be correct, this will 
only show how much the generals were to blame, as we shall hereafter re
mark, for not having seen to the visitation of the wrecks before they went 
back to their moorings at Arginusro. 

voL. vm. 8• 12oc. 
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as unwounded, of these crews, were left to be gradually drowned 
as each disabled ship went down. If any of them escaped, it 
was by unusual goodness of swimming, by finding some fortunate 
plank or spar, at any rate by the disgrace of throwing away their 
arms, and by some method such as no wounded man would be 
competent to employ. 

The first letter from the generals which communicated the vic
tory, made known at the same time the loss sustained in obtaining 
it. It announced, doubtless, the fact which we read in Xenophon, 
that twenty-five Athenian triremes had been lost, with nearly all 
their crews; specifying, we may be sure, the name of each tri
reme which had so perished; for each trireme in the Athenian 
navy, like modern ships, had its own name.I It mentioned, at the 
same time, that no step whatever had been taken by the victorious 
survivors to save their wounded and drowning countrymen on 
board the sinking ships. A storm had arisen, such was the reason 
assigned, so violent as to render all such intervention totally im
practicable.2 

It is so much the custom, in dealing with Grecian history, to 
presume the Athenian people to be a set of children or madmen, 
whose feelings it is not worth while to try and account for, that 
I have been obliged to state these circumstances somewhat at 
length, in order to show that the mixed sentiment excited at 
Athens by the news of the battle of Arginusm was perfectly nat
ural and justifiable. Along with joy for the victory, there was 
blended horror and remorse at the fact that so many of the brave 
men who had helped to gain it had been left to perish unheeded. 
The friends and relatives of the crews of these lost triremes were 

1 Boeckh, in his instructive volume, Urkuuden iiber das Attische Sce
Wesen (vii, p. 84, seq.), gives, from inscriptions, a long list of the names of 
Athenian triremes, between B.C. 35G and 322. All the names are feminine : 
some curious. "\Ve have a long list also of the Athenian ship-builders ; 
since the name of the builder is commonly stated in the inscription along 
with that of the ship : Ev x a pi r, 'A/1.cqiµ&xov lpyov ; l: et p T; v, 'ApuJTo

• 	 Kpurovr lpyov; 'EA. e v 1't e pi a, 'Apxevf:w lpyov; 'Err i o et; tr, Avaiarp&
rov lpynv; ~ 1/ µ o K pa Ti a, Xatpearp&rov lpyov, etc. 

9 Xenoph. Hellen. i, 7, 4. 'On µi:v yup ovoevor uA.A.nv rn{)~rrrovro (ol 
arpar71yol) lmaro/,T;v lrreoei1wve (Theramenes) paprvpwv· 1wl faeµlflav ol 
arpar71yol tr rT;v (3ovA.T;v Kat tr TOV o~µov, uA.?.o ovoi:v alriwµevot i'J TOV 
xeiµwva. 
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of course foremost in the expression of such indignant emotion. 
The narrative of Xenophon, meagre ·and confused as well as 
unfair, pre,;ents this emotion as if it were something causeless, 
factitious, pumped up out of the standing irascibility of the multi
tude by the artifices of Theramenes, Kallixenus, and a few others. 
But whatever may have been done by these individuals to aggra
vate the public excitement, or pervert it to bad purposes, assuredly 
the excitement itself was spontaneous, inevitable, and amply jus
tified. The very thought that so many of the brave partners in the 
victory had been left to drown miserably on the sinking hulls, 
without any effort on the part of their generals and comrades 
near to rescue them, was enough to stir up all the sensibilities, 
public as well as private, of the most passive nature, even in citi
zens who were not related to the deceased, much more in those 
who were so. To expect that the Athenians would be so absorbed 
in the delight of the victory, and in gratitude to the generals who 
had commanded, as to overlook such a desertion of perishing 
warriors, and such an omission of sympathetic duty, is, in my 
judgment, altogether preposterous; and would, if it were true, 
only establish one more vice in the Athenian people, besides those 
which they really had, and the many more with which they have 
been unjustly branded. 

The generals, in their public letter, accounted for their omission 
by saying that the violence of the storm was too great to allow 
them to move. First, was this true as matter of fact? Next, 
had there been time to discharge the duty, or at the least to try 
and discharge it, before the storm came on to be so intolerable? 
These points required examination. The generals, while honored 
with a vote of thanks for the victory, were superseded, and di
rected to come home; all except Konon, who having been blocked 
up at l\Iitylene, was not concerned in the question. Two new col
leagues, Philokles and Adeimantus, were named to go out and 
join him.l The generals probably received the notice of their re-

Xenoph. Hellen. i, 7, 1; Diodor. xiii, 101 : trrl µ£v Tij Vl/'1) rovr <lTpaTTJ• 

yov~ lrryvovv, errt rle ri;J rrtptioeiv uru<!iov~ rovr vrri:p r~r iiyeµoviar TtTeAevT1J· 
Korar :tai\crrW\ OteTf;&T/(JaV. 

I have before remarked that Diodorns makes the mi~take of talking 
about nothing but dead bodies, in place of the living vavayoi spoken of by 
Xenophon. 

l 
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call at Samos, and came home in consequence; reaching Athens 
seemingly about the end of September or beginning of October, 
the battle of Arginns::e having been fought in August 40G n.c. 
Two of the generals, however, Protomachus and Aristogcnes, 
declined to come : warned of the displeasure of the people, and 
not confiding in their own case to meet it, they preferred to pay 
the price of voluntary exile. The other six, Perikles, Lysias, 
Diomedon, Erasinides, Aristokrates, and Thrasyllus, - Arche
~tratus, one of the original ten, having died at l\Iitylene,1 - came 
without their two colleagues; an unpleasant augury for the result. 

On their first arrival, Archedemus, at that time an acceptable 
• 	 popular orator, and exercising some magistracy or high office 

which we cannot distinctly make out,2 imposed upon Erasinides 
a fine to that limited amount which was within the competence 
of magistrates without the sanction of the dikastery, and accused 
him besides before the dikastery; partly for general misconduct 
in his command, partly on the specific charge of having purloined 
some public money on its way from the Hellespont. Erasinides 
was found guilty, and condemned to be imprisoned, either until 
the money was made good, or perhaps until farther examination 
could take place into the other alleged misdeeds. 

This trial of Erasini<les took place before the generals were 

1 Lysias, Orat. xxi ('Arrol.oyia t:.wpoooKiar),sect. vii. 
2 Xenoph. Hellen. i, 7, 2. Archedemus is described as rl/r f:.tKeA.eia~ errt

µtl.ovµti•or. \Vhat is meant by these words, none of the commentators can 
explain in a satisfactory manner. The text must be corrupt. Some con
jecture like that of Dobree seems plausible ; some word like rig cleidtn1> 
or ri;r OtKaufoew,, having reference to the levying of the tithe in the 
Hellespont; which would furnish reasonable ground for the proceeding of 
Archedemus against Erasinides. · 

The office held by Archedemus, whatever it was, must have been suffi
ciently exalted to confer upon him the power of imposing the flne of limited 
amount called hrtf]o!..i/. 

I hesitate to identify this Archedemus with the person of that name mcn
tionetl in the Memorabilia of Xenophon, ii, 9. - There seems no similarity 
at all in the points of character noticed. 

The popular orator Archetlcmus was derided by Eupolis and Aris
tophanes as having sore eyes, and as having got his citizenship without a 
proper title to it (see Aristophan. Ran. 419-588, with the Scholia). He is 
also charged, in a line of an oration of Lysias, with having embezzled the 
public money (Lysias cont. Alkibiacl. sect. 25, Orat. xiv). 
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summoned before the senate to give their formal exposition re
specting the recent battle, and the subsequent neglect of the 
drowning men. And it might almost seem as if Archedemus 
wished to impute to Erasinides exclusively, apart from the other 
generals, the blame of that neglect; a distinction, as will here
after appear, not wholly unfounded. If, however, any such 
design was entertained, it did not succeed. When the generals 
went to explain their case before the senate, the decision of that 
body was decidedly unfavorable to all of them, though we have 
no particulars of the debate which passed. On the proposition 
of the senator Timokrates,1 a resolution was passed that the 
other five generals present should be placed in custody, as well 
as Erasinides, and thus handed over· to the public assembly for 
consideration of the case.2 

The public assembly was accordingly held, and the generals 
were brought before it. ·we are here told who it was that 
appeared as their principal accuser, along with several others; 
though unfortunately we are left to guess what were the topics 
on which they insisted. Tberamenes was the man who denounced 
them most vehemently, as guilty of leaving the crews of the dis
abled triremes to be drowned, and of neglecting all efforts to res
cue them. He appealed to their own public letter to the people, 
officially communicating the victory ; in which letter they made 
no mention of having appointed any one to undertake the duty, 
nor of having any one to blame for not performing it. The 
~mission, therefore, was wholly their own: they might hav'e per
formed it, and ought to be punished for so cruel a breach of 
duty. 

The generals could not have a more formidable enemy than 
Theramenes. 'Ve have had occasion to follow him, during the 
revolution of the Four Hundred, as a long-sighted as well as 
tortuous politician : he had since been in high military command, 
a partaker in victory with Alkibiades at Kyzikus and elsewhere; 
and he had served as trierarch in the vicfory of Arginusai itself. 
His authority therefore was naturally high, and told for much, 

Xenorh. Hellen. i, 7, 3. TiµoKpurav, o' eir.ovro>, OTl Ka 2 T 0 v> uA-
Ao v > X p i'J oev iv r a> l > T il v oi; µ o v 'Ir a pa ooi't i; vat, t/ (3ovAi'/ 
l011ue. 2 Xenoph. Hellen. i, 7, 4. 

I 
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when he denied the justification -which the generals had set up, 
founded on the severity of the storm. According to him, they 
might have picked up the drowning men, and ought to have done 
so: either they might have done so before the storm came on, 
or there never was any storm of sufficient gravity to prevent 
them: upon their heads lay the responsibility of omission) Xen
ophon, in his very meagre narrative, does not tell us, in express 
words, that Theramenes contradicted the generals as to the storm. 
But that he did so contra<lict them, point blank, is implied dis
tinctly in that which Xenophon alleges him to 11ave said. It 
seems also. that Thrasybulus - another trierarch at Arginusre, 
and a man not only of equal consequence, but of far more esti
mable character - concurred with Theramenes in this same 
accusation of the generals,2 though not standing forward so prom
inently in the case. He too therefore must have denied the real
ity of the storm ; or at least, the fact of its being so instant after 
the battle, or so terrible as to forbid all effort for the relief of 
these drowning seamen. 

The case of the generals, as it stood before the Athenian pub
lic, was completely altered when men like Theramenes and 
Thrasybulus stood forward as their accusers. Doubtless what 
was said by these two had been said by others before, in the sen
ate and elsewhere; but it was now publicly advanced by men of 
influence, as well as perfectly cognizant of the fact. And we 
are thus enabled to gather indirectly, what the narrative of Xen
ophon, studiously keeping back the case against the generals, 

1 Xenoph. Hellen. i, 7, 4. Mera elf: ravra, fKKATJcria lyivero, lv ~ ri:Jv 
arpar71yi:>v Ka r 7/ y 6 po v v u /,A. at re Ka I e 7/ paµ iv 7/ r µ uA.tar a, 
OtKaiovr elvat A.iywv A.6yov {11roaxelv, OtOTt OVK avei
AOVTO roi>r vavayovr. "Ortµf:vyup ovoevor uA.A.ov Ka&~7rrovro, 

E7rtaroA.7';v l:7reOetKvve µaprvpwv . Kat l7reµ1fiav al arpar71yot l:r rnv f3ovl.7';v Kat 
tr TOV rJ~µov, UAAO ovcli:v alrti>µevot f'/ TOV xetµi:>va. 

1 That Thrasybulus concurred with Theramenes in accusing the generals, 
is intimated in the reply which Xenophon represents the generals to have 
made (i, 7, 6): Kat ovx, art ye Kar71yopovatv fiµi:>v, e</Jaaav, 
1/ievaoµe&a r/JuaKOVTf> a VT o V > al Tl o V ~ elvat, ci,;Uu TO µf:yei9or TOV 
x.etµi:>vot; elvat TO KWl.vaav r7';v uvaipratv. 

The plural Kar71yopoi!a1v shows that Thrasybnlus as well as Theramenes 
stood fonvard to accuse the generals, though the latter was the most promi
nent and violent. 
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does not directly bring forward, that though the generals affim1ed 
the storm, there were others present who denied it, thus putting 
in controversy the matter of fact which formed their solitary 
justification. Moreover, we come - in followi1ig the answer 
made by the generals in the public assembly to Theramenes and 
Thrasybulus -to a new point in the case, which Xenophon lets 
out as it were indirectly, in that confused manner which pervades 
his whole narrative of the transaction. It is, however, a new 
point of extreme moment. The generals replied that if any one 
was to blame for not having picked up the drowning men, it was 
Theramenes and Thrasybulus themselves ; for it was they two 
to whom, together with various other trierarchs and with forty
eight triremes, the generals had expressly confided the perform
ance of this duty; it wa.~ they two who were responsible for its 
omission, not the generals. Nevertheless they, the generals, 
made no charge against Theramenes and Thrasybulus, well know
ing that the storm had rendered the performance of the duty 
absolutely impossible, and that it was therefore a complete justi
fication for one as well as for the other. They, the generals, at 
least could do no more than direct competent men like these two 
trierarchs to perform the task, and assign to them an adequate 
squadron for the purpose; while they themselves with the,main 
fleet went to attack Eteonikus, and relieve Mitylene. Diomedon, 
one of their number, had wished after the battle to employ all 
the ?hips in the fleet for the preservation of the drowning men, 
without thinking of anything else until that was done. Erasinides, 
on the contrary, wished that all the fleet should move across at 
once against JUitylene; Thrasyllus said that they had ships 
enough to do both at once. .Accordingly, it was agreed that each 
general should set apart three ships from his division, to make a 
squadron of forty-eight ships under Thrasybulus and Theram
enes. In making these statements, the generals produced pilots 
and others, men actually in the battle as witnesses in general con
firmation.• 

Here, then, in this debate before the assembly, were two new 
and important points publicly rai:<ed. First, Theramenes and 
Thrasybulus denounced the generals as guilty of the death of 
these neglected men ; next, the generals affirmed that they had 
delegated the duty to Theramenes and Thrasybulus themselves. 
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If this latter were really true, how came the generals, in their 
official despatch first sent home, to say nothing about it? Euryp
tolemus, an advocate of the generals, speaking in a subsequent 
stage of the proceedings, though we can hardly doubt that the 
same topics were also urged in this very assembly, while blaming 
the generals for such omission, ascribed it to an ill-placed good
nature on their part, and reluctance to bring Theramenes and 
Thrasybulus under the displeasure of the people. l\Iost of the 
generals, he said, were disposed to mention the fact in their official 
despatch, but were dissuaded from doing so by Perikles and Dio
medon; an unhappy dissuasion, in his judgment, which The
ramenes and Thrasybulus had ungratefully requited by turning 
round and accusing them all.l 

This remarkable statement of Euryptolemus, as to the inten
tion of the generals in wording the official despatch, brings us to 
a closer consideration of what really passed between them on 
the one side, and Theramenes and Thrasybulus on the other; 
which is difficult to make out clearly, but which Diodorus repre
sents in a manner completely different from Xenophon. Diodo
rus states that the generals were prevented partly by the storm, 
partly by the fatigue and reluctance and alarm of their own sea
men, from taking any steps to pick up, what he calls, the dead 
bodies for burial; that they suspected Theramenes and Thrasy
bulus, who went to Athens before them, of intending to accuse 
them before the people, and that for this reason they sent home 
intimation to the people that they had given special orders to 
these two trierarchs to perform the duty. 'When these letters 
were read in the public assembly, Diodorus says, the Athenians 

I Xenoph. Hellen. i, 7, 17. Euryptolemus says: KaTT/yopw µi:v ovv avrwv, 
art t n: e' er av r o i! ~ gv v a p x ov r a>, {3ovA.oµivov~ n:iµn:etv ypaµµara rij 
Te {JovAij Kai vµlv, on ln:iragav rfi> 6ripaµivet Kal 6paav13ovA<rJ rerrapaKovra 
Kal ln:ra rpti/pecrtv uveA.icn'!at roi!~ vavayovr, ol ell: ov/C uvei/,ovro. Elra viiv 
r~v alriav /COlJl~V txovcrl1', lKetV(,)V irJ[q. aµaprovr(,)V. Kai uvrt ri'Jr rare ¢tA.av
1'1p(,)7r:la~, viiv vn:' CKelV(,)V re Ka[ rtv(,)V UAlo&JV ln:t/3ovA.evoµevot Ktvovvevovcrtv 
UrroA{u{}at. • 

We must here construe en:eiaav as equivalent to uvirretaav or µE:rin:eiaav, 
placing a comma after gvvftpxovrar. This is unusual, but not inadmissible. 
To persuade a man to alter his opinion or his conduct, might be expressed 
by n:eil'fetv, though it would more properly be exprcssc<l hy civan:eWetv: 
sec lrrefofJri, Thucyd. iii, 32. 
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were excessively indignant against Theramenes; who, however, 
defended himself eflectively and completely, throwing the blame 
back upon the generals. Ile was thus forced, against his own 
will, and in self-defence, to become the accuser of the generals, 
carrying with him his numerous friends and partisans at Athens. 
And thus the generals, by trying to ruin Theramenes, finally 
brought condemnation upon them:;elves.l 

Such is the narrative of Diodorus, in which it is implied that the 
generals never really gave any special orders to Theramenes and 
Thrasybulus, but fal:;ely asserted afterwards that they had done 
so, in order to discredit the accusation of Thcramenes against 
themselves. To a certain extent, this coincides with what;..was 
asserted by Theramenes himself, two years afterwards, in his 
defence before the Thirty, that he was not the first to accuse the 
generals; they were the first to accuse him; affirming that they 
had ordered him to undertake the duty, and that there was no 
sufficient reason to hinder him from performing it; they were 
the persons who distinctly pronounced the performance of the 
duty to be possible, while he had said, from the beginning, that 
the violence of the storm was such as even to forbid any move
ment in the water; much more, to prevent rescue of the drown
ing men.2 

Taking the accounts of Xenophon and Diodorns together, in 
combination with the subsequent accusation and defence of The
ramenes at the time of the Thirty, and blending them so as to 
reject as little as possible of either, I think it probable that the 
order for picking up the exposed men was really given by the 
g<merals to Theramenes, Thrasybulus, and other trierarchs; but 

1 Diodor. xiii, 100, 101. 
• Xenoph. Hellen. ii, 3, 35. If Theramenes really did say, in the actual 

discussions at Athens on the conduct of the general.>, that which he here 
asserts himself to have said, namely, that the violence of the storm ren
dered it impossible for any one to put to sea, his accusation against the 
generals must h;we been grounded npon alleging that they might ham 
performed the chity at an earlier moment; before they came back from the 
battle; before the storm arose; before they gave the order to him. Ilnt 1 
think it most probable that he misreprcscnteu [tt the later period what he 
had said at the earlier, anu that he rlicl not, U.u1-ing the actual discussions, 
admit the sufficiency of the storm as fact and justification. 
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that, first, a fatal interval was allowed to elapse between the close 
of the battle and the 'giving of such on1c1·; next, that the forty
eight triremes talked of for the service, and proposed to be fur
nished by drafts of three out of each general's division, were prob
ably never assembled; or, if they assembled, were so little zealous 
in the business as to rntisfy themselves very easily that the storm 
was too dangerous to brave, and that it was now too late. For 
when we read the version of the transaction, even as given by 
Euryptolemus, we see plainly that none of the generals, except 
Diomedon, was eager in the performance of the task. It is a 
memorable fact, that of all the eight generals, not one of them 
undertook the business in person, although its purpose was to 
save more than. a thousand drowning comrades from death.l In 
a proceeding where every interval even of five minutes was pre
cious, they go to work in the most dilatory manner, by determin
ing that each general shall furnish three ships, and no more, from 
his division. Now we know from the statement of Xenophon, 
that, towards the close of the battle, the ships on both si<les were 
much dispersed.2 Such collective direction therefore would not 
be quickly realized ; nor, until all the eight fractions were united, 
together with the Samians and others, so as to make the force 
complete, would Tberamcnes feel bound to go out upon his pre
serving visitation. Ile doubtless disliked the service, as we see 
that most of the generals did; while the crews also, who had 
just got to land after having gained a victory, were thinking most 
about rest and refreshment, and mutual congratulations.3 All 

1 The total number of ships lost with all their crews was twenty-five, pf 
which the aggregate crews, speaking h round numbers, would be five thou
sand men. Now we may fairly calculate that each one of the disabled ships 
would have on board half her crew, or one hundred men, after the action; 
not more than half woulrl have been slain or drowned in the combat. Even 
ten disabled ships would thus contain one thousand living men, woundecl 
and unwounded. It will be seen, therefore, that I have understated the 
number of lives in danger. 

2 Xenoph. Hellen. i, 6, 33. 
3 'Ye read in Thucydides (vii, 73) how impossible it was to prevail on 

the Syracusans to make any military movement after their last maritime 
victory in the Great Harbor, when they were full of triumph, felicitation, 
and enjoyment. 

They had visited the wrecks and pieked up both the living men on board 
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were glad to find some excuse for staying in their moorings 
instead of going out again to buffet what "·as <loubtless unfavor
able weather. Partly from this want of zeal, coming in addition 
to the original delay, partly from the bad weather, the duty 
remained unexecuted, and the seamen on boar<l the <lamaged 
ships were left to perish unassisted. 

But presently arose the delicate, yet unavoidable question, 
"How are we to account for the omission of this sacred duty, 
in our official despatch to the Athel'lian people ? " Here the 
generals <liffered among themselves, as Euryptolemus expressly 
states: Perikles and Diomedon carried it, against the judgment 
of their colleagues, that in the ofllcial despatch, which was neces
sarily such as coul<l be agreed to by all, nothing should be said 
about the delegation to Theramenes and others; the whole omis
sion being referred to the terrors of the storm. But though such 
was the tenor of the official report, there was nothing to hinder 
the generals from writing home and communicating individually 
with their friends in Athens as each might think fit ; and in these 
unofficial communications, from them as well as from others who 
went home from the armament, - communications not less effica
cious than the official despatch, in determining the tone of public 
feeling at Athens, - they did not disguise their convictions that 
the blame of not performing. the duty belonged to Theramenes. 
Having thus a man like Theramenes to throw the blame upon, 
they did not take pains to keep up the story of the intolerable 
storm, but intimated that there had been nothing to hinder him 
from performing the duty if he liad chosen. It is this which he 
accuses them of having advanced against him, so as to place him 
as the guilty man before the Athenian public: it was this which 
made him, in retaliation and self-defence, violent and unscrupulous 
in denouncing them as the persons really blamable.I As they 

and the floating bodies btjure they went nshore. It is remarkable thnt the 
Athenians on that occasion were so completely overpowered by the immen· 
sity of their disaster, that they never even thought of asking permission, 
always grunted by the victors when asked, to pick up their dead or visit 
their wrecks (Yiii, 72). 

1 Xenoph. Hellen. ii, 3, 32. The light in which I here place the conduct 
of Theramenes is not only coincident with Diodorus, but with the repre· 
.sentations of Kritias, the violent enemy of Theramenes under the govern· 
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bad made light of this alleged storm, in casting the Llame upon 
him, so he again ma<le light of it, and treated it as an insufficient 
excuse, in his denunciations against them; taking care to make 
good use of their official despatch, which virtually exonerated 
him, by its silence, from any concern in the matter. 

Such is the way in which I conceive the relations to have 
stood between the generals on one side aml ThcramcnGs on the 
other, having regard to all that is said both in Xenophon and in 
Diodorus. But the comparative account of blame and recrimi
nation between these two parties is not the most important feature 
of the case. The really serious inquiry is, as to the intensity or 
instant occurrence of the storm. "\Vas it really so instant and so 
dangerous, that the duty of visiting the wrecks could not be per
formed, either before the ships went back to Arginusm, or after
wards ? If we take the circumstances of the case, and apply 
them to the habits and feelings of the English navy, if we sup
pose more than one thousand seamen, late comrades in the vic
tory, distributed among twenty damaged and helpless hulls, await
ing the moment when these hulls would fill and consign them all 
to a watery grave, it must have Leen a frightful storm indeed, 
which would force an English admiral even to go back to his 
moorings leaving these men so exposed, or which would deter 
him, if he were at his moorings, from sending out the very first 
and nearest ships at hand to save them. And granting the 
danger to be such that he hesitated to give the order, there 

ment of the Thirty, just before he was going to put Theramenes to death: 
Ovror cii TOt for1v, or rax-lfeir uveUa-ltat VITO TWV arparfJywv TOV!: IWTUOVV· 
TU!: 'A-lt17vaiwv iv rij rrept Afo(Jov vavµaxirt, avror OVI< uveA.oµevor 
oµwrrwv arpar17ywv Kar17yopwv U1TlKTetvev avrov1:, Zva avro( 7rtptaw
{J d 17. (Xen. ut sup.) 

Here it stands admitted that the first impression at Athens was, a.s Dio
dorus states expressly, that Theramenes was ordered to pick up the men on 
the wrecks, might ba,·e done it if he had taken proper pains, and was to 
blame for not doing it. Now how did this impression arise 1 Of course, 
through communications recciYed from the armament it>clf. And when 
Thermncnc>, in his reply, says that the generals themselves made comnrnni
cations in the same tenor, there is no reason why we shoultl not belicYe him, 
in spite of their joint ollkial despatch, wherein they made no mention of 
him, and in spite of their speech in the pulilic assembly afterwards, where 
the previous official letter fettered them, and prevented them from accusing 
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would probably be found officers and men to volunteer, against 
the most desperate risks, in a cause so profoundly moving all their 
best sympathies. Now, unfortunately for the character of Athe
nian generals, olficers, and men, at Arginusm, - for the blame 
belongs, though in unequal proportions, to all of them, - there 
exi:;ts here strong presumptive proof that the storm on this occa
sion was not such as would have deterred any Grecian seamen 
animated by an earnest and courageous sense of duty. \Ve have 
only to advert to the conduct and escape of Eteonikus and the 
Peloponnesian fleet from l\litylene to Chios; recollecting that 
l\Iitylene was separated from the promontory of Kane on the 
Asiatic mainland, and from the isles of Arginusm, by a channel 
only one hundred and twenty stadia broad,' about fourteen Eng
lish miles. Eteonikus, apprized of the defeat by the Peloponne
sian official signal-boat, desired that boat to go out of the harbor, 
and then to sail into it again with deceptive false news, to the 
effect that the Peloponnesians had gained a complete victory: he 
then directed his seamen, after taking their dinners, to depart 
immediately, and the masters of the merchant vessels silently to 
put their cargoes aboard, and get to sea also. The whole fleet, 
triremes and merchant vessels both, thus went out of the harbor 
of l\litylene and made straight for Chios, whither they arrived in 
safety; the merchant vessels carrying their sails, and having 
what Xenophon calls "a fair wind." 2 Now it is scarcely possi

him, forcing them to adhere to the statement first made, of the all-suffi
ciency of the storm. 

The main facts which we here find established, even 'by the enemies of 
Theramcnes, are: I. That Theramenes accused the generals because he 
found himself in danger of being punished for the neglect. 2. That his ene· 
mies, who charged him with the breach of duty, did not admit the storm as 
an excuse for him. , 1 Strabo, xiii, p. 617. 

• Xenoph. Hellen. i, 6, 37. 'En6vtKOt; ve, lr.eu5~ fKeLVOI (the signal-boat, 
with news of the pretended victory) rnTir.l.eov, l-&ve Tu evayyD.ia, Kat Tolr; 
aTpam:irair; r.ap~yyeiA.e oq;rvor.oielai'Jai, Kat Tolr; iµr.opoir;, nl. xpf;µam atom~ 
tvi'Jeµfrovr;tr;Tar.icolaur.o;ricelvtr;Xiov, fjv Oe To r.vevµa ovptov, Kat 
n!, Tpt~pett; T~V TaXlaT1JV. AvTot; oe TO r.e~ov ur.~yev tr; Ti;v M7Ji'1vµv1Jv, TO 
aTpaT6rreoov t1mp~aar;. Kov<.JV of; Ka-&el.Kfoar; nit; vavr;, tr.et oZ re r.oM:µtot 
ur.ooeOpuKeaav,Kat o uveµor; evOtaiTepor; f/v,urravrf;aat;Toir;'A-&1/· 
vaiotr; ~01/ uv17yµtvotr; tK TWV 'Apytvnvaolv, l¢paae TU r.epi 'ETwvi1wv. 

One sees, by the expression U3etl by Xenophon respecting the proceedings 

http:evayyD.ia
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ble that all this could have taken place, had there blown during 
this time an intolerable storm between J\Iitylene and Arginusre. 
If the weather was such as to allow of the safe transit of Ete
onikus and all his fleet from l\Iity!ene to Chios, it was not such 
as to form a legitimate obstacle capable of deterring any generous 
Athenian seaman, still less a responsible officer, from saving his 
comrades exposed on the wrecks near Arginusre. Least of all 
was it such as ought to have hindered the attempt to save them, 
even if such attempt had proved unsuccessfnl. And here the 
gravity of the sin consists, in having remained inactive while the 
brave men on the wrecks were left to be drowned. All this 
reasoning, too, assumes the fleet to have been already brought 
back to its moorings at Arginusre, discussing only how much was 
practicable to effect after that moment, and le:wing untouched 
the no less important question, why the drowning men were not 
picked up before the fleet went back. 

I have thought it right to go over these considerations, indis
pensable to the fair appreciation of this memorable event, in 
order that the reader may understand the feelings of the assem
bly and the public of Athens, when the generals stood before 
them, rebutting the accusations of Theramenes and recriminating 
in their tum against him. The assembly had before them the 
grave and deplorable fact, that several hundreds of brave sea
men had been suffered to drown on the wrecks, without the least 
effort to rescue them. In explanation of this fact, they had not 
only no justification, at once undisputed and satisfactory, but not 
even any straightforward, consistent, and uncontradicted state
ment of facts. There were discrepancies among the generals 
themselves, comparing their official with their unofficial, as well 
as with their present statements, and contradictions between them 
and Theramenes, each having denied the sufficiency of the storm 
as a vindication for the neglect imputed to the other. It was 

of Konon, tlrnt he went out of the harbor "as soon as the wind became 
calmer;" that it blew a strnng wind, though in a direction favorable to 
carry the fleet of Etconikns to Chios. Konon was under no particular 
motive to go out immediately: he could afford to wait until the wind be· 
came quite calm. The important fact is, that wind aml weather were per
fectly compatible with, indeed eYen fayoruble to, the escape of tile l'elopon· 
nesian fleet from :l>Iitylene to Chios. 
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l'OSITlON OF THE GENERALS. 

impossible that the assembly could be satisfied to acquit the gen
erals on such a presentation of the case ; nor could they well 
know how to apportion the blame between them and Theram
enes. The relatives of the men left to perish would be doubt
less in a state of violent resentment against one or other of the 
two, perhaps against both. Under these circumstances, it could 
hardly have been the sufficiency of their defence,- it must have 
been rather the apparent generosity of their conduct towards 
Theramenes, in formally disavowing all charge of neglect against 
him, though he had advanced a violent charge against them,
which produced the result that we read in Xenophon. The de
fence of the generals was listened to with favor and seemed likely 
to prevail with the majority.1 1\Iany individuals present offered 
themselves as bail for the generals, in order that the latter might 
be liberated from custody: but the debate had been so much 
prolonged - we see from hence that there must have been a 
great deal of speaking- that it was now dark, so that no vote 
could be taken, because the show of hands was not distinguish
able. It was therefore resolved to adjourn the whole decision 
until another assembly ; but that in the mean time the senate 
should meet, should consider what would be the proper mode of 
trying and judging the generals, and should submit a proposition 
to that effect to the approaching assembly. 

It so chanced that immediately after this first assembly, during 
the interval before the meeting of the senate or the holding of 
the second assembly, the three days of the solemn annual festi
val called Apaturia intervened; early days in the month of 

Xenoph. Hellen. i, 7, 5-7. Mera oe rnvra ol arpar11yot {3paxta i!KO<J~Ot; 

arrel.oy~aaro, ov yap rrpo{mii'J11 a<piat l.6yot; Kara TOV voµov ..... . 
Tota iiTa l.eyovui; err e ! {} 0 v TOV oijµov. The imperfect tense I' rr et{} 0 v 

must be noticed: "they were persuading,'' or, seemed in the way to persuade, 
the people; not lrreu;av the aorist, which would mean that they actually 
did satisfy the people. 

The first words here cited from Xenophon, ilo not imply that the generals 
were checked or abridgetl in their liberty of speaking before the public 
assembly, but merely that no judicial trial and defence were grantccl to them. 
In judicial defence, the person accused had a measured time for defence 
by the clepsydra, or wntcr-rlock-.:1llottcd to him, during which no one 
could interrupt him; a time doubtless much longer than any single speaker 
would be permitted to occupy in the public assembly. 
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October. This was the characteristic festival of the Ionic race; 
ham.led down from a period anterior to the constitution of Kleis
thenes, and to the ten new tribes each containing so many demes, 
and bringing together the citizens in their primitive unions of 
family, gens, phratry, etc., the aggregate of which had originally 
constituted the four Ionic tribes, now superannuated. At the 
Apaturia, the family ceremonies were gone through ; marriages 
were enrolled, acts of adoption were promulgated and certified, 
the names of youthful citizens first entered on the gentile and 
phratric roll; sacrifices were jointly celebrated by these family 
assemblages to Zeus Phratrius, Athene, and other deities, accom
panied 1vith much festivity and enjoyment. A solemnity like 
this, celebrated every year, naturally provoked in each of these 
little unions, questions of affectionate interest: "·who are those 
that were with us last year, but are not here now? The absent, 
where are they? The deceased, where or how did they die?" 
Now the crews of the twenty-five Athenian triremes, lost at the 
battle of Arginusro, at least all those among them who were free
men, had been members of some one of these family unions, and 
were missed on this occasion. The answer to the above inquiry, 
in their case, would be one alike melancholy and revolting : 
"They fought like brave men, and had their full share in the 
victory : their trireme was broken, disabled, and made a wreck, in 
the battle: aboard this wreck they were left to perish, while their 
victorious generals and comrades made not the smallest effort to 
preserve them." To hear this about fathers, brothers, and 
friends,- and to hear it in the midst of a sympathizing family 
circle,- was well calculated to stir up an agony of shame, sorrow, 
and anger, united; an intolerable sentiment, which required as 
a satisfaction, and seemed even to impose as a duty, the punish
ment of those who had left these brave comrades to perish. 
Many of the gentile unions, in spite of the usually festive and 
cheerful character of the Apaturia, were so absorbed by this 
sentiment, that they clothed themselves in black garments and 
shaved their beads in token of mourning, resolving to present 
themselves in this guise at the coming assembly, and to appease 
the manes of their auan<lone<l kinsmen by every possible effort to 
procure retribution on the generals.I 

1 Lysias pnt~ into one of his orations a similar expression respecting the 
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Xenophon in his narrati\·e describes this burst of foeling at 
the Apaturia as false and factitious, and the men in mourning as 
a number of hired impostors, got up by the artifices of Theram
enes,1 to destroy the generals. But the case was one in which 

feeling at Athens towards these generals ; *yovµevo1 ;rp~vat rfi ri:Jv rei'tvew
rwv ciper1i rrap' lKeivwv oiK7]V Aa{3elv; Lysias cont. Eratosth. s. 37. 

I Xenoph. Hellen. i. 7, 8. Ol ovv rrept TUV 87]paµev7]V rrapmKeVaaav avi'tpw
7rOVt; µ 0. a v a l µ art a l x o v Ta t;, K a 2 l v x p iii " e " a p µ t v o v t; rr o A
Ao vt; l v Ta f, Ty T ii top qi, Zva rrpot; r/jv lKK7'7]aiav ~Kotev, wt; o" ~ v y
ye v el t; ov Te t; T i:J v urr o Aw A 6 T w v. 

Here I adopt substantially the statement of Diodorus, who gives a juster 
and more natural description of the proceeding; representing it as a spon
taneous action of mournful and vindictive feeling on the part of the kins
men of the deceased (xiii, 101 ). 

Other historians of Greece, Dr. Thirlwall not excepted (Hist. of Greece, 
ch. xxx, vol. iv, pp. 117-125), follow Xenophon on this point. They treat 
the intense sentiment against the generals at Athens as "popular preju
dices;" "cxeitcment procluecd by the artifices of Thernmenes," (Dr. Thirl
wall, pp. 117-124.) "Theramenes (he says) hirell a great number of per
sons to attend the fcstiYal, dressed in black, and with their heads shaven, as 
mourning for kinsmen whom they had lost in the sea-fight." 

Yet Dr. Thirlwall speaks of the narrative of Xenophon in the most un
favorable terms; and certainly in terms no worse than it deserves (seep. 
116, the note) : "It looks as if Xenophon had purposely invofoed tlie wliole 
ajfuir in obscurity." Compare also p. 123, where his criticism is equally 
Se\"e\"C, 

I have little scruple in llcserting the narrative of Xenophon, of which I 
think as meanly as Dr. Thirlwall, so for as to supply, without contradicting 
any of his main allegations, an omission which I consider capital and pre
ponderant. I accept his account of what actually passed at the festival 
of the Apaturia, but I deny his statement of the manamvrcs of Theram
encs as the producing cause. 

l\Iost of the obscurity which surrounds these proceedings at Athens arises 
from the fact, that no notice has been taken of the intense and spontaneous 
emotion which the desertion of the men on the wrecks was naturally calcu
lated to produce on the public mind. It would, in my judgment, have been 
unaccountable if such an effect had not been produced, quite apart from all 
instigations of Theramcncs. The moment that we recognize this capital 
fart, the series of transactions becomes comparatively perspicuous and 
cxplirahlc. 

Dr. Thirlwall, as well as Sievers (Commentat. de Xcnophontis Hellen. 
pp. 25-30), suppose Theramenes to have acted in concert with the oligarch
ical party, in making use of this incident to bring about the ruin of gen
erals odious to them, several of whom were connected with Alkibiades. 

VOL. VIII. 9 13oc. 
I 
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no artifice was needed. The universal and self-acting stimulants 
of intense human sympathy stand here so prominently marked, 
that it is not simply superfluous but even misleading, to look be
hind for the gold and machinations of a political instigator. The
ramenes might do all that he could to turn the public displeasure 
against the generals, and to prevent it from turning against him
self: it is also certain that he did much to annihilate their de
fence. He m~y thus have had some influence in directing the 
sentiment against them, but he could have had little or none in 
creating it. Nay, it is not too much to say that no factitious 
agency of this sort could ever have prevailed on the Athenian 
public to desecrate such a festival as the Apaturia, by all the 
insignia of mourning. If they did so, it could only have been 
through some internal emotion alike spontaneous and violent, 
such as the late event was well calculated to arouse. 

l\Ioreover, what can be more improbable than the allegation 
that a great number of men were hired to personate the fathers 
or brothers of deceased Athenian citizens, all well known to their 
really surviving kinsmen? "\Yhat more improbable, than the 
story that numbers of men would suffer themselves to be hired, 
not merely to put on black clothes for the day, which might be 
taken off in the evening, but also to shave their heads, thus 
stamping upon themselves an ineffaceable evidence of the frallll, 
until the hair had grown again ? That a cunning man, like The
ramenes, should thus distribute his bribes to a number of persons, 
all presenting naked heads which testified his guilt, when there 
were real kinsmen surviving to prove the fact of personation? 
That having done this, he should never be arraigned or accused 
for it afterwards,- neither during the prodigious reaction of feel
ing which took place after the condemnation of the generals, 
which Xenophon himself so strongly attests, and which fell so 
heavily upon Kallixenus and others,- nor by his bitter enemy 
Kritias, under the government of the Thirty? Not only The
ramenes is never mentioned as having been afterwards accused, 
but, for aught that appears, he preserved his political influence 
and standing, with little if any abatement. This is one forcible 

confess, that I see nothing to conntenance this idea: bnt at all events, the 
cause here named is only secondary, not the grand and <lominant fact of 
the period. 
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reason among many others, for disbelieving the bribes and the 
all-pervading machinations which Xenophon represents him as 
l1aYing put forth, in order to procure the condemnation of the 
generals. His speaking in the first public assembly, and his 
numerous partisans voting in the second, doubtless contributed 
much to that result, and by his own desire. But to ascribe to his 
bribes and intrigues the violent and overruling emotion of the 
Athenian public, is, in my judgment, a supposition alike unnat
ural and preposterous both with regard to them and with regard 
to him. 

·when the senate met, after the Apaturia, to discharge the duty 
confided to it by the last public assembly, of determining in what 
manner the generals should be judged, and submitting their 
opinion for the consideration of the next assembly, the senator 
Kallixenus - at the instigation of Theramenes, if Xenophon is 
to be believed- proposed, and the majority of the senate adopted, 
the following resolution: "The Athenrnn people having already 
l1eard, in the previous assembly, both the accusation and the de
fence of the generals, shall at once come to a vote on the subject 
by tribes. For each tribe two urns shall be placed, and the herald 
of each tribe shall proclaim: All citizens who think the generals 
guilty, for not having rescued the warriors who had conquered in 
the battle, shall drop their pebbles into the foremost urn; all who 
think otherwise, into the hindmost. Should the generals be pro
nounced guilty, by the result of the voting, they shall be delivered 
to the E!eYcn, and punished with death ; their property shall be 
confiscated, the tenth part being set apart for the goddess Athene." I 
One single vote was to embrace the case of all the eight generals.2 

The unparalleled burst of mournful and vindictive feeling at 
the festival of the Apaturia, extending by contagion from the rela
tives of the deceaoed to many other citizens,- and the probability 
thus created that the corning assembly would sanction the most 
violent .measures against the general~, - probably emboldened 
Kallixenus to propo:;e, and prompted tl1e senate to adopt, this 
deplorable resolution. As soon as the assembly met, it was read 
and moved by Kallixenns himself, as coming from the senate in 
discharge of the commission imposed upon them by the people. 

Xenoph. Hellen. i, 7, 8, 9. • Xenoph. Hellen. i, 7, 34. 1 
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It was heard by a large portion of the assembly with well
merited indignation. Its enormity consisted in breaking through 
the established constitutional maxims and judicial practices of 
the Athenian democracy. It deprived the accused generals of all 
fair trial; alleging, with a mere faint pretence of truth which was 
little better than utter falsehood, that their defence as well as 
their accusation had been heard in the preceding assembly. 
Now there has been no people, ancient or modern, in whose view 
the formalities of judicial trial were habitually more sacred and 
indi,;pensable than in that of the Athenians; formalities including 
ample notice beforehand to the accused party, with a measured 
and sufficient space of time for him to make his defence before 
the dikasts; while those <likasts were men who had been sworn 
beforehand as a body, yet were selected by lot for each occasion 
as individuals. From all these securities the generals were now 
to be debarred ; and submitted, for their lives, honors, and for
tunes, to a simple vote of the unsworn public assembly, without 
hearing or defence. Nor was this all. One single vote was to be 
taken in condemnation or absolution of' the eight generals collec
tively. Now there was a rule in Attic judicial procedure, called 
the p>cphism of Kannf>nus,- originally adopted, we <lo not know 
when, on the proposition of a citizen of that name, as a psephism 
or decree for some particular case, but since generalized into 
common practice, and grown into great prescriptive reverence,
which peremptorily forbacle any such collective trial or sentence, 
and <lireetcd that a separate judicial vote should, in all cases, be 
taken for or against each accused party. The psephi,;m of Kan
nonus, together with all the other re~pectcd maxims of Athenian 
criminal justice, was here audacionsly trampled under foot.l 

1 I cannot concur with the opinion expressed by Dr. Thirlwull in Ari
pcndix iii, ml. iv, p. !iOl, of his History, on the snbject of the pscphism of 
Kann6nus. The view which I give in the text coincides with that of the 
expositors gcncrnlly, from whom Dr. Thirlwall dissents. 

The p,;ephism of Knnniinns was the only enaetmcnt at Athens which 
made it illcg-111 to vote upon the c11se of two aceu:<ed persons at once. This 
had now grown into a practice in the judicial proceedings at Athens; so 
thnt two or more pri;oom•r;o, who were ostensibly tried under some other law, 
and not under the pscphism of Knnniinus, with its various provisions, woulcl 
yet have the benefit of this its partieular provision, namely, severance of 
trial. 
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As soon as the resolution was read in the public assembly, 
Euryptolemus, an intimate friend of the general,;, denounced it as 

In the particular case before us, Euryptolcmus was thrown back to appeal 
to the pscphism itself; which the senate, by a propo:;ition unheard of at 
Athens, proposed to contrnYenc. The proposition of the senate offended 
against the law in several different ways. It dcpriYed the generals of trial 
before a sworn dikastcry; it also deprived them of the liberty of full defence 
during a measured time: but farther, it prescribed that they should all be 
condemned or absolved by one ancl the same vote; and, in this last respect, 
it sinned against the pscphism of Kannonns. lcuryptolemus in his speech, 
endeavoring to persuade an exasperated assembly to reject the proposition 
of the senate and adopt the psephism of Kannonus as the basis of the trial, 
very prudently dwells upon the severe proYisions of the pscphism, aud art
fully slurs over what he principally aims at, the scYerance of the trials, by 
offering his rclatiYC Perik!Cs to be tried first. The words cl£xa l:Kaarov (sect. 
37 J appear to me to be naturally construed with Kadi To Kavvilvov 1f!~1naµa, 
ns they are by most commentators, though Dr. Thirlwall dissents from it. 
It is certain that this was the capital feature of illegality. among many, 
which the proposition of the senate presented, I mean the judging and con
demning all the generals by one vote. It was upon this point that the amend
ment of Enryptolemns was taken, and that the obstinate resistance of So
krates turned (Plato, Apo!. 20; Xcuoph. l\Icmor. i, I, 18). 

Farther, Dr. Thirlwall, in assigning what he believes to have been the 
real tenor of the pscphism of Kannonns, appcm·s to me to have been misled 
by the Scholiast in his interpretation of the much-discussed passage of Aris
toplrnnes, Ekklezias. 1089 : -

Tovrl To rrp<ly,ua Karil. TO Kavv&,vov aa¢i:i> 
"l'i1¢naµa, (3iveiv rlei µe clia/,e?.11,uµivov, 
IIwr ovv rhwrreiv uµt/JOTfpar r5vv~aoµa1; 

Upon which Dr. Thirlwail observes," that the young man is comparing his 
plight to that of a culprit. who, under the decree of Cannon us, was placed at 
the bar held by a person on each side. In this sense the Greek Scholiast, 
though his words arc corrupted, dearly unclcrstood the passage." 

I cannot but think that the Sclioliast understood the words completely 
wrong. The young man in Ari>tophanes docs not compare his situation 
with that ef the c11lprit, but u:ith that of the dil.:a.<IPr!J icliich trfrd culprits. The 
pscphism of Kannunus directed that each defendant should be tried sepa
rately : accordingly, if it happened that two defendants were presented 
for trial, and were both to be tried without a moment's delay, the dikastery 
could only effect this object hy di,·irling itself into two halves, or portions; 
whieh was perfectly practicable, whether often practised or not, as it was a 
numerous !Jody. lly doing this, i!p[vew c1ia).eA7J,ll/tfVDv, it could try botli the 
defendants at once: bnt in no other way. 

Now the young man in Aristophanes compares himself to the dikastery 
thus circumstanced; which comparison is signified by the pun of (31veiv 
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grossly illegal and unconstitutional, presenting a notice of indict
ment again4 Kallixenui'l, under the Graphe Paranomun, for 
lmving proposed a resolution of that tenor. Several other citizens 
supported the notice of indictment, which, according to the 
received practice of .Athens, would arrest the farther progress of 
the measure until the trial of its proposer had been consummated. 
Nor was there ever any proposition made at .Athens, to which the 
Graphe Paranomun more closely and righteously applied. 

But the numerous partisans of Kallixenus - especially the 
men who stootl by in habits of mourning, with shaven heads, 
agitated with oad recollections and thirst of vengeance - were in 
no temper to respect this constitutional impediment to the discus
sion of 'Yliat had already been passed by the senate. They 
loudly clamored, that "it was intolerable to see a small knot of 
citizens thus hindering the assembled people from doing what 
they chose:" and one of their number, Lykiskus, even went so far 
as to threaten that those who tendered the indictment against 
Kallixenus should be judged by the same vote along with the 
generals, if they would not let the assemhly proceed to consider 
and determine on the motion just read.I The excited disposition 
of the large party thus congregated, farther inflamed by this 
menace of Lykiskus, was wound up to its highest pitch by various 
other speakers; especially by one, who stood forward and said: 

ow"Ae"Ar;µµivov in place of Kpivetv oia"Ae"Ar;µµivov. Ile is assailed by two 
obtrusive and importunate customers, neither of whom will wait until the 
other has been sened. Accordingly he says:" Clearly, I ought to he divided 
into two parts, like a dikastery acting under the psephism of Kannonus, to 
deal with this matter: yet how slwll I he able to serve both at once~,, 

This I conceiYe to he the proper explanation of the pa>sage in Aristopha
nes; and it affords a striking confirmation of the truth of that which is 
generally received as purport of the psephism of Kannunns. The Scholiast 
appears to me to haYe puzzled himself, and to !Jaye misled eYery one else. 

I Xenoph. Hellen. i, 7. Tov oi: Ka"A"Aifevov 7rpOCieKal,foavro rrapuvoµa rpuu
KOVTEt; ~vyyeypa<!Jevat, Evpvrrro°Aeµot; re Kat uAAot rivet;· roil Oe oqµov lviot 
-ravra lrr;/vovv · ro r!°f 1!" 

0

)J1i9oi; l(36a, r! et v ov el vat, el µ ~ rt i; l uu et 

T il v o iiµ o v 7l" p u r re t v, /) uv (3 o v /,, r; r a t. Kat i-7l"2 rovroti; elmivro(; 
AvKtuKOV, Kat TOVTQV( qi avrfi 1f1~¢<,J Kpivmi9at, ;)rrep Kai rovi; trrpa-cr;yoi!i;, 
l a. V µ i/ a'/J wCJ t r r; v l K K Ji. r; U i av , foe{}opv(Jr;ue 7rUAtV o oi)µot;, 1rnl 
f1vayKuCJ{}J/(JQV <t</JteVat rat; Klc~CJttt;. 

All this violence is direc·ted to the special object of getting the proposi
tion discussed and decided on by the assembly, in spite of constitutional 
obstacles. 
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"Athenians! I was myself a wrecked man in the battle ; I 
escaped only by getting upon an empty meal-tub; but my com
rades, peri~hing on the wrecks near me, implored me, if I should 
myself be saved, to make known to the Athenian people, that 
their generals had almn<loned to death warriors who had bravely 
conquered in behalf of their country." Even in the most tranquil 
state of the public mind, such a communication of the last words 
of these drowning men, reported by an ear-witness, would have 
been heard with emotion; but under the actual predisposing ex

. citement, it went to the inmost depth of the bearers' souls, and 
marked the generals as doomed men.I Doubtless there were 

1 Xenoph. Hellen, i, 7, 1I. ITapi)/c{}e ot nr 1, Tt/V lKKA7Juiav rpuuK(,)V, tiri 
TEVXOV( uA<piT(,)V {5(,){}fivat . tmuTeAl.eiv cl' avTi;J TOV( u"1roUvµivov, luv {5(,){}.g, 
urrayyei}.ai Ti;> ohµ,,, OTl ol UTpan1yol OVK uvei?.ovTO TOV( upfoTovr vrr'i:p Ti/> 
rraTpioo, yevo,u:ivov(. 

I nnture to say that there is nothing in the whole compass of ancient 
oratory, more full of genuine pathos and more profoundly impressive, than 
this simple incident and speech; though recounted in the most bald man
ner, by an unfriendly aml contemptuous adYocate. 

Yet the whole effect of it is lost, because the habit is to di:;:miss e>ery· 
thing which goes to inculpate the generals, and to justify the Yehement 
emotion of the Athenian public, as if it was mere stage-trick and falsehood. 
Dr. Thirlwall goes eYen beyond Xenophon, when he says (p. ll9, vol. iv): 
"A man was brought .forward, who pretended he had been preserved by cling
ing to a meal-barrel, and that his comrades," etc. So l\Ir. l\Iitford: "A man 
was produced," etc. (p. 347). 

JS'ow rrap~iJle docs not mean, "lie was ln·o119ld .foncard :" it is a common 
word employed to signify one who comes .forward to speak in the public 
assemhly (sec Thney1l. iii, 44, nncl the participle rra,rye/c{}{J,,, in numerous 
places). 

JS'ext, ¢uuKwv, while it rnmetimes means pretending, sometimes also means 
simply affirming: Xenophon docs not guarantee the matter affirmed, but 
neither docs he pronounce it to be false. He uses rpuuK(,)V in various cases 
where he himself agrees with the fact affirmed (see Hellen. i, 7, 12; l\Iemo
rab. i, 2, 29; Cyropred. viii, 3, 41; Pluto, Ap. Socr. c. 6, p. 21 ). 

The people of Athens heard and fully believed this deposition; nor do I 
see any reason why nu historian of Greece should disbelieve it. There is 
nothing in the assertion of this man which is at all improbable; nay, more, 
it is plain that scYeral such incidents must haYe happened. If we take the 
smallest pains to expand in our imaginations the details connected with this 
painfully-interesting crisis at Athens, we shall sec that numerous stories of 
the same affecting character must haye been in circulation; doubtless many 
false, but many also perfectly true. 

http:urrayyei}.ai
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other similar statements, not expressly mentioned to us, bringing 
to view the same fact in other ways, and all contributing to aggra
vate the violence of the public manifestations; which at length 
reached such a point, that Euryptolemus was forced to withdraw 
his notice of indictment against Kallixenus. 

Now, however, a new form of resistance sprung up, still pre
venting the proposition from being taken into consideration by 
the assembly. Some of the prytanes,- or senators of the pre
siding tribe, on that occa;•ion the tribe Antiochis, - the legal presi
dents of the assembly, refused to entertain or put the question; 
which, being illegal and unconstitutional, not only inspired them 
with aversion, but also rendered them personally open to penal
ties. Kallixcnus employed against them the same menaces which 
Lykiskus had uttered against Euryptolemus : he threatened, 
amidst encouraging clamor from many persons in the assembly, 
to include them in the same accusation with the generals. So in
timidated were the prytanes by the incensed manifestations of the 
assembly, that all of' them, except one, relinquished their opposi
tion, and agreed to put the qnestion. The single obstinate pi·ytanis, 
whose refusal no menace could subdue, wns a man whose name 
we read with peculiar interest, nnd in whom an impregnable 
adherence to law and duty was only one among many other titles 
to reverence. It was the philosopher Sokrates; on this trying 
occasion, once throughout a life of seventy years, discharging a 
political office, among the fifty senators taken by lot from the 
tribe Antiochis. Sokrates could not be induced to withdraw his 
protest, so that the question was ultimately put by the remaining 
prytanes without bis coneurrence.l It should be observed that 
his resistance did not imply any opinion as to the guilt or inno
cence of the generals, but applied simply to the illegal and uncon
stitutional proposition now submitted for determining their fate; 

1 Xcnoph. Hellen. i, 7, 14, 15 ; l'lato, Apol. Socr. c. 20; Xcnoph. Memor. 
i, I, 18; iv, 4, 2. 

In the passage of the :1.Icmorabilia, Xenophon says that SokratGs was cpi· 
states, or presiding prytanis, for that actual dny. In the llelknica, he only 
reckons him as one among the prytancs. It can hardly be accounted cer
tain that he was epistates, the rather as this same passage of the Memora
bilia is inaccurate on another point: it names nine generals as having been 
condemned, instead of eight. 
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a proposition, which he must already have opposed once before, 
. , in his capacity of member of the senate. 

The constitutional impediments having been thus violently 
overthrown, the question was regularly put by the prytanes to the 
assembly. At once the clamorous outcry ceased, and those who 
had raised it resumed their behavior of Athenian citizens, patient 
hearers of speeches and opinions directly opposed to their own. 
Nothing is more deserving of notice than this change of demeanor. 
The champions of the men drowned on the wrecks had resolved 
to employ as much force as was required to eliminate those pre
liminary constitutional objections, in themselves indisputable, 
which precluded the discussion. But so soon as the discussion 
was once begun, they were careful not to give to the resolution 
the appearance of being carried by force. Euryptolemus, the 
personal friend of the generals, was allowed not only to move an 
amendment negativing the proposition of Kallixenus, but also to 
develop it in a long speech, which Xenophon sets before us.1 

His speech is one of great skill and judgment in reference to 
the case before him and to the temper of the assembly. Begin
ning with a gentle censure on his friends, the generals Perikles 
and Diomedon, for having prevailed on their colleagues to abstain 
from mentioning, in their first official letter, the orders given to 
Theramenes, he represented them as now in danger of becoming 
victims to the base conspiracy of the latter, and threw himself 
upon the justice of the people to grant them a fair trial. He 
besought the people to take full time to instruct themselves 
before they pronounced so solemn and irrevocable a sentence ; 
to trust only to their own judgment, but at the same time to take 
security that judgment should be pronounced after full informa
tion and impartial hearing, and thus to escape that bitter and 
unavailing remorse which would otherwise surely follow. He 
proposed that the generals should be tried each separately, 
according to the psephism of Kannonus, with proper notice, and 
ample time allowed for the defence as well as for the accusation; 
but that, if found guilty, they should suffer the heaviest and most 
disgraceful penalties, hi~ own relation Perikles the first. 'This 

1 Xenoph. Hellen. i, 7, 16. !\! e Tu oe Ta ii Ta, thnt is, after the cries and 
threats above rccQqntetl, U.vuf3il> EbpvrrTo"J.e1w• i/.e;ev vrrep TWV C1TpUT1JYWV 
-r&oe, c~~'. 
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was the only way of striking the guilty, of saving the innocent, 
and of preserving Athens from the ingratitu<le an<l impiety of 
condemning to death, without trial as well as contrary to law, 
generals who had just ren<lered to her so important a serviee. 
And what could the people be afraid of? Did they fear lest the 
power of trial shoul<l slip out of their hands, that they were so 
impatient to leap over all the delays prescribed by the law ?l To 
the worst of public traitors, Aristarchus, they had granted a day 
with full notice for trial, with all the legal means for making his 
defence: and would they now $l1ow such flagrant contrariety of 
measure to victorious and faithful officers? "Be not ye (he sai<l) 
the men to act thus, Athenians. The laws are your own work; 
it is through them that ye chiefly hold your greatness: cherish 
them, and attempt not any proceeding without their sanction." 2 

Euryptolemus then shortly recapitulated the procee<lings after 
the battle, with the violence of the storm which had prevented 
approach to the wrecks ; adding that one of the generals, now in 
peril, had himself been on board a broken ship, and had only 
escaped by a fortunate accident.3 Gaining courage from his own 
harangue, he concluded by reminding the Athenians of the bril
liancy of the victory, and by telling them that they ought in jus
tice to wreath the brows of the conquerors, instead of following 
those wicked advisers who pressed for their execution.4 

It is no small proof of the force of established habits of public 
discussion, that the men.in mourning and with shaven heacl5, who 
had been a few minutes before in a state of furious excitement, 
should patiently hear out a speech so effective and so conflicting 
with their strongest sentiments as this of Euryptolemus. Per
haps others may have spoken abo; but Xenophon does not men

1 It is this accusation of "reckless hurry," 7rpo7rhew, which Pausanius 
brings against the Athenians in reference to their behavior toward the six 
generals (Yi, 7, 2). 

2 Xenoph. Hellen. i, 7, 30. :Mi) i•tieir f'e, w'A i'J1Jvaioi · u)o/,' fovrwv ovrru; 
;oiir vuµovr, clt' ovr µf;).urra µiyiarni fore, ipvlJ1novur, UVEV 70l'TWV (17/IYev 
7rpuruw 7retpiicr!Je. 

3 Xenoph. Hellen. i, 7' 35. TOVT<JV ve µuprt•prr ol crwi'Jivre~ UTiU TUV avro
µurov, WV dr TWV v,ueripwv crrpar71y<:JV t'!rt Karaoforir vewr awi'Jri~, etc. 

4 The speech is contained in Xenoph. Hellen. i, 7, 16-36. 
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tion them. It is remarkable that he does not name Theramenes 
as taking any part in this last <lebate. 

The snb,1antive arnen<lmcnt propo:<eLl by Euryptolemus was, 
that the generals should be tried each separately, accor<ling to 
the psephbm of Kannonus; implying notice to be given to each, 
of the day of trial, and full time for each to defend himself. 
This proposition, as well as that of the senate moved by Kallix
enus, was submitted to the Yote of tl1e assemLly; hamh Leing 
separately held up, first for one, next for the other. The pry
tanes pronounced the amemlment of Euryptolemus to be carried. 
But a citizen named :Menekles impeaehe<l their decision as wrong 
or invali<l, alleging seemingly some informality or trick in putting 
the question, or perhaps erroneous report of the comparative 
show of hands. \Ve must recollL•ct that in this ease the prytanes 
were declared parti~ans. Feeling that they were doing wrong in 
suffering so illegal a proposition as that of Kallixenus to be put 
at all, an<l that the adoptio11 of it would be a great public mis
chief, they would liardly scruple to try and <lefeat it even by 
some unfair manccuvre. But the exception taken by l\Ienekles 
constrained them to put the question over again, and they were 
then obliged to pronounce that the majority was in favor of the 
proposition of Kallixenus.l 

I Xenoph. Hellen. i, 7, 38. Tovrwv vi: clia;rttporovovµivwv, TO µi:v npwrov 
lKptvav r~v Ei>pvr.rol.fµov. vrroµoaa,uivov vi: MtVEKl,fovc, Kat ITUALV Vta;(Elpo· 

-roviar; )'e110,ut·.~1nir, l:ffpwav r?;v -rijr; (Jov/.,f;<;. 
I cannot think that the explanations of this passage given either hy 

Schumann (De Comitii.q Athen. part ii, I, p. 160, seq.) or hy Meier and 
Schumann (Der Attische Prozcss, b. iii, p. 2~5; b. iv, p. 696) are satisfac
tory. The idea of Scliornann, that, in consequence of the unconqncmhle 
resistance of Sokrates, tlie voting upon this qncstion was postponed until 
,the next day, appears lo me completely inconsistent with the account of 
Xenophon; nllll, though countenanced by a passage in the Pscuclo-Pbtonie 
clialognc called Axiochus ( c. 12 ), altogether loose and untrustworthy. It is 
plain to me that the question was put without Sokrates, and could be 
legally pnt hy the remain in::; prytancs, in s;iite of his rcsist:mcc. The wonl 
vr.n110aia must douhtless hear a meaning somewhat ditlercnt here to it.~ 
technical sense hcfurc the diknstery; and different aLo, I think, to the other 
sense which :Meier and Schiimann aseribc to it, of a formal CllfJl'.'lcme11t to 
prefer at some future time an i11dictment, or y pa<!>~ rr a pa v o/L wv. It seems 
to me here to denote, an objection takea on formal groundi, and $ustained 
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That proposition was shortly afterwards carried into effect by 
disposing the two urns for each tribe, and collecting the votes of 
the citizens individ11ally. The condemnatory vote prevailed, and 
all the eio.;ht generals were thus found guilty; whether by a large 
or a small majority we should have been glad to learn, but are 
not told. The majority was composed mostly of those who acted 
under a feeling of genuine resentment against the generals, but 
in part also of the friends and partisans of Theramenes,1 not in
co1Biderable in number. The f:ix generals then at Athens,- Peri
kles (son of the great statesman of that name by Aspasia), Dio
medon, Era~inides, Thrasyllus, Lysias, and Aristokrates, - were 
then delivered to the Eleven, and perished by the· usual draught 

by oatlt either tcnc!Pred or actual~if taken, to the decisio11 ~f the l":lftanes, or 
presidents. These latter had to declare on whieh side the show of hands 
in the assembly preponderated: but there surely must have been some power 
of calling in question their dcdsion, if they declared falsely, or if they put the 
question in a treacherous, perplexing, or obscure manner. The Athenian 
assembly dicl not a<lmit of an appettl to a didsion, like the Spartan assem
bly or like the English House of Commons; though there were many cases 
in which the votes at Athens were taken by pebbles in an urn, and not by 
show of hands. 

Now it seems to me that Menek!Cs here exercised the privilege of calling 
in question the decision of the prytancs, and constraining them to take the 
vote over again. He may have allcg-ed that they did not make it clearly 
understood which of the two propositions was to be put to the vote first; 
that they put the proposition of Kallixenus first, without giving due notice ; 
or perhaps that they misreported the numbers. By what followed, wc see 
that he had good grounds for his objection. 

1 Diodor. xiii, 101. In regard to these two component clements of the 
majority, I doubt not that the statement of Diodorns is correct. But he 
represents, qnitc erroneously, that the generals were condemned by the vote 
of the assembly, and led off from the assembly to execution. The assembly 
only decreed that the subsequent urn-voting should take place, the result 
of which was necessarily uncertain beforehand. Accordingly, the speech 
which Diodorns represents Diomedon to have made in the assembly, after 
the vote of the assembly had been declared, cannot be true history: "Athe
nians, I wish that the vote which you have jirnt passe<l may prove benefi
cial to the city. Do ~·on take care to fulfil those vows to Zens Soter, 
Apollo, and the Venerable Goddesses. under which we gained our victory, 
since fortune hns pre.-ente<l ns from fulfilling tlwm onrsc!.-cs." It is impos
sible that Diomcclon can hm-c m:vle a speech of this nature, since he was 
not then a condemned man ; and after the condemnatory rntc, no assembly 
was held. 
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of hemlock ; their property being confiscated, as the decree of 
the senate prescribed. 

Respecting the condemnation of these unfortunate men, pro
nounced without any of the recognized tutelary preliminaries for 
accused persons, there can be only one opinion. It was an act 
of ·dolent injustice and illegality, deeply dishonoring the men who 
passed it, and the Athenian character generally. In either case, 
whether the generals were guilty or innocent, this censure is de
served, for judicial precautions are not less essential in dealing 
with the guilty than with the innocent. But it is deserved in an 
aggravated form, when we consider that the men against whom 
such injustice was perpetrated, had just come from achieving a 
glorious victory. Against the democratical constitution of Athens, 
it furnishes no ground for censure, nor against the habits and 
feelings which that constitution tended to implant in the indi
vidual citizen. Both the one and the other strenuou:;ly forbade 
the deed; nor could the Athenians ever have so dishonored 
themselves, if they had not, under a momentary ferocious excite
ment, risen in insurrection not less against the forms of their 
own democracy, than against the most sacred restraints of their 
habitual constitutional morality. 

If we wanted proof of this, the facts of the immediate future 
would abundantly supply it. After a short time had elapsed, 
every man in Athens became heartily a,;hamed of the deed.I 
A vote of the public assemuly was passed,2 decreeing that those 
who had misguided the people on this occasion ought to be 
brought to judicial trial, that Kallixenus with four others $hould 
be among the number, and that hail should be taken for their 
appearance. This was aecor<lingly done, and the parties were 
kept under custo<ly of the sureties themselves, who were respon
sible for their appearance on the <lay of trial. But presently 
both foreign misfortunes an<l internal sedition uegan to press too 
heavily on Athens to leave any room for other thoughts, as we shall 

1 I translate here literally the langnage of Sokrates in his Defence (Plato, 
Apo!. c. 20), n:apavoµw~, ii~ tv Ti;J V(JTf(>\J xpov~> Tr u (J t v vµ l v Mo;e. 

2 Xenoph. Hellen. i, 7, 39. This vote of the pnblic assembly was known 
at Athens by the name of Probo\G. The assembled people disdrnrged on 
this occasion an ante-judicial fwiction, something like that of a Grand Jury. 
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see in the next chapter. Kallixenus and his accomplices found 
means to eseape before tlw day of trial arrived, and remained in 
exile until after the dominion of the Thirty and the restoration 
of the democracy. Kallixcnus then returned under the general 
amnesty. But the general amnesty protected him only against 
legal pursuit, not against the hostile memory of the people. "De
tested by all, he <lied of hunger,'' says Xenophon; 1 a memorable 
proof how much the condenmation of these six generals shocked 
the starnling <lemorratical sentiment at Athens. 

From what caui'e did this temporary burst of wrong arise, so 
foreign to the halJitual character of the people? Even under 
the strongest politic~tl provocation, and towards the most hated 
traitors, - as Euryptolemus himself remarked, by citing the case 
of Aristarchus, - after the Four IIun<lre<l as well as after the 
Thirty, the Athenians never committed the like wrong, never 
deprived an accused party of the customary judicial securities. 
How then came they to do it here, where the general,; condemned 
were not only not traitors, but had just signalized themselves 
by a victorious combat? No Theramenes could have brought 
about this phenomenon; no deep-laid oligarchical plot is, in my 
jndgment, to be called in as an explanation.2 The true expla
nation is different, and of serious moment to state. Political 
hatred, intense as it might be, was never dissociated, in the mind 
of a citizen of Athens, from the democratical forms of procedure: 
but the men, who stood out here as actors, had broken loose from 
the obligations of citizenship and commonwealth, and surrendered 
themselves, heart and soul, to the family sympathies and an
tipathies; feelings first kindled, and justly kindled, by the thought 
that their friends and relatives had been left to perish unheeded 
on the wrecks; next, inflamed into preternatural and overwhelm

·ing violence by the festival of the Apaturia, where all the relig
ious traditions connected with the ancient family tie, all those 
a:;sociations which imposed upon the relatives of a murdered man 
the <lnty of pursuing the murderer, "·ere expanded into detail 
and worked np by their appropriate renovatiug solemnity. The 

-------·-------

1 Xenophon. IIcllen. i, 7~ 40. µlao(:µcvnc VilO ~t'i1•1c.w, /..!,t1r1J U;riaavcv. 
2 This is the ouppo~ition of Sievers, Ford1hammcr, and some other 

learned mcu ; hut, in my opinion, it i~ neither proved nor probable. 
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garb of mourning and the shavin~ of the 11ead- phenomena un
known at Athens, either in a political assemlily or in a religion~ 
festival- were symbols of temporary tran;;formation in the in
ternal man. He could think of nothing !mt hi,; drowning rela
tives, together with the genenil" as having abandoned them to 
death, and his own duty as survivor to insure to them vengeance 
and satisfaction for such abandonment. Under this self-justif)'ing 
impulse, the shortest and surest proceeding appeared the best, 
whatever amount of political wrong it might. entail: I nay, in 
this case it appeared the only proceeding really sure, since the 
interposition of the proper judicial dehlys, coupled with sevel'
ance of trial on successive days, according to the psephi5m of 
Kannonus, would proLably have saved the lives of five out of 
the six generals, if not of all the six. ·when we reflP-ct that 
such absorbing sentiment was common, at one and the same time, 
to a large proportion of the AtheniatB, we shall see the explana
tion of that misguitled vote, both of the senate and of the ek
klesia, which sent the six generals to an illegal ballot, and of the 
subsequent ballot which condemned them. Such is the natural 
behavior of those who, having for the moment forgotten their 
se!lse of political commonwealth, become degraded into exclusive 
family men. The family affections, productive as they arc of so 
large an amount of gentle sympathy and mutual happiness in 
the interior circle, are also liable to generate disregard, malice, 
sometimes even ferocious vengeance, towards others. Powerful 
towards good generally, they are not less powerful occasionally 
towards evil; and require, not less than the selfish propensities, 
constant subordinating control from that moral reason wliich con
templates for its end the security and happiness of all. And 

1 If Thucydides had lived to continue his history so far down as to in· 
elude this memorable eYcnt, he would have found oeen,ion to notie9 To ~vy-
1eve.-, kinship, ns being not k<s cnpablc of urrpn<Ji1i1J11Jroi; ru'Apa, unserupn
lom daring, thnn Tii i'rn11J1K<JI', faetion. In his reflections on the Korkyrn'an 
disturbances (iii, 82), he is lerl to dwell chidly on the lattc·r. the antipatliics 
of faction, of nnrrow political brotherhood or con<pirncy for the attainment 
and nwintcnanec of powL•r1 as 1no~t powerful in generating e\·il deed:'>: had 
he described the proceedings nftcr the battle of .Arginnsm, he woulrl lrnve 
seen that the sentiment of kinship, looked at on its antipathetic or vindic
tive side, is pregnant with the lil.:e tcnclcncios. 
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when a man, either from low civilization, has never known this 
large moral reason, - or when from some accidental stimulus, 
righteous in the origin, but wrought up into fanatid'm by the 
conspiring force of religious as well as family sympathies, he 
comes to place his pride and virtue in discarding its supremacy, 
- there is scarcely any amount of evil or injustice which he may 
not be led to perpetrate, by a blind obedience to the narrow in
stincts of relationship. " Ces peres de famille sont capables de 
tout," was the satirical remark of Talleyrand upon the gross pub
lic jobbing so largely practised by t(10:;e who sought place or pro
motion for their sons. The $ame words understood in a far more 
awful sense, and generalized for other cases of relationship, sum 
up the moral of this melancholy proceeding at Athens. 

Lastly, it must never be forgotten that the generals themselves 
were also largely responsible in the case. Through the unjustifi
able fury of the movement against them, they perished like inno
cent men, without trial," inauditi et indefensi, tamquam innocentes, 
perierunt;" but it does not follow that they were really innocent. 
I feel persuaded that neither with an English, nor French, nor 
American fleet, could such e\·ents have taken place as those which 
followed the victory of Arginusm. Neither admiral nor seamen, 
after gaining a victory and driving off the enemy, could have 
endured the thoughts of going back to their anchorage, leaving 
their own disabled wrecks unmanageable on the waters, with 
many living comrades aboard, helpless, and depending upon 
extraneous succor for all their chance of escape. That the gen
erals at Arginusm did this, stand:> confessed by their own advocate 
Euryptolemus,1 though they must have known well the condition 
of disabled ships after a narnl combat, and some ships even of 

1 Xcnoph.Hellcn.i,i,31. 'E7retrli) yap Kpar~aavrer qi vav
µ ax i '.' 7!" p 0 > T 'ii v y i'/ v /<a r€ 7!" A e v (J av, !i.toµi<'iwv µi:v lKt°Aevev, uvaxrHv
rai; i·7!"t Kipwr U7!"avrar uvatpelai'tai rel vavayia Kai rovr i•avayovr, 'Eparnvio17, 

oi:, l7rt rovr fr MtTVA~V'IV 7!"0f.f/lloV> T~V raxiar17v 7!"Aeiv u7!"avrar- 8priav"A"Ao, 

o' uµrpurepa '"'" yevfoi'tat, UV rr1r µi:v avrov 1wra:l.i7!"W<Jt, rair cli: hrl TOV' 
Tro'Acµiovt; rrAiw<JL" Kal Oa~Uvrwv T"oVrwv~ etc. 

I remarked, a few pages before, that the case of Erasinides stood in some 
measure apart from that of the other generals. He proposed, according to 
this spceeh of Enr_vptokmus, that all the fleet shonlcl at once go again to 
Mity!ene; which would of course haYe left the men on the wrecks to their 
fate. 
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the victorious fleet were rnre to be di,-ahle<l. If lhe=-e general,, 
after their victory, iu~tead of ~ailing bat:k to la1Hl, ha<l employed 
themselves first of all in vi,.iting the cripple<! "hip,.;, there would 
have been ample time to perform thi"' d11ty, an<l to l'ave all the 
living men aboard, before the storm came on. Thi" is the natural 
inference, even upon their own showing; this is what any Eng
lish, French, ot· ArncriC'an nanll commander would have thought 
it an imperative duty to do. \Yliat degree of blame is imputable 
to Theramenes, and how far tlu~ generals were di;;charged Ly 
shifting the re=-ponsibility to him, is a point which we rnnnot now 
determine. Hut the storm, which i5 appealed lo as a ju,;tilication 
of Loth, rests upon evidence too que5tionable to ~e1·ve that pur
pose, where the neglect of duty was rn serious, and co~t the lives 
probably of more than one thousand brave men. At least, the 
Athenian people at home, \\·hen they heard the cl'imination.s and 
recriminations between the general,; on one side and Theramenes 
on the other, - each of them in his character of accuser implying 
that the storm was no valid obstacle, though each, if pushed for 
a defence, foll back upon it as a resource in case of 11eed, - the 
Athenian people could not but look upon the storm more as an 
afterthought to excuse previous omiosion,;, than as a terrible real
ity nullifying all the ardor and resolution of men bent on doing their 
duty. It was in this way that the intervention of Theramenes 
chiefly contributed to the destruction of the gcncral8, not by those 
manceuvrcs ascribed to him in Xenophon: he destroyed all belief 
in the storm as a real and all-cO\·cring hindrance. The general 
impression of the public at Athens - in my opinion, a natural 
and unavoidable impression - wa:;, that there bad Leen mo"t 
culpable negligence in regard to the wrecl•s, through whieh neg
ligence alone the seamen on board peri,:hcd. This negligence 
dishonors, more or less, the armament at Arginus:B as well as the 
generals: but the generals were the persons rc"pon,;ible to the 
public at home, who felt for the fate of the deserted seamen more 
justly as well as more gcnerou,;ly than their comrades in the 
fleet. 

In spite, therefore, of the guilty proceeding to which a forious 
exaggeration of this sentiment drove the Athenians, - in spite of 
the sympathy which this has naturally and justly prowred for 

VOL. VIII. 14oc. 
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the condemned generals, - the verdict of impartial history will 
pronounce that the ~entimcnt itself was well founded, and that 
the generals deserved censure and <lisgnice. The Athenian peo
ple might with justice proclaim to them: "'Vhate~·er be tLe 
grandeur of your victory, we can neither rejoice in it ourselves, 
nor allow you to reap honor from it, if we find that you have left 
many hundreds of those who helped in gaining it to be drowned 
on board the wrecks \\'ithout making any effort to save them, 
when such effort might well have proved successful." 

CHAPTER LXV. 

FRO~I THE BATTLE OF ARGIXCS.E TO THE RESTORATIO:N OF THE 
. DEMOCRACY AT ATHENS, AFTER THE EXPULSION' OF THE 
THIRTY. 

TnE victory of Arginusm gave for the time decisive mastery 
of the Asiatic seas to the Athenian fleet; and is even said to have 
so discouraged the Laced:.cmonians, as to induce them to send 
propositions of peace to Athens. But this statement! is open to 

1 The statement rests on the authority of Aristotle, as referred to by the 
Scholiast on the lust ver:<c of the Ha11m of Aristophanes. And this, so far 
as I know, is the only authority: for when l\Ir.1'ynes Clinton (Fast. Hellen. 
ad arm. 406) says that -'Eschines (De Fals. Legat. p. 38, c. 24) mentions the 
overtures of peace, I think that no one who looks at that passage will be 
inrlined to found any inference upon it. 

Against it, we may observe: 
I. 	Xenophon docs not mention it. This is something, though far from 

being conclusive when standing 'alone. 
2. Diodorus does not mention it. 
3. 	Tire terms alleged to ham been proposed by the Lacedmmonians, are 

exactly the same ns those said to have heen proposed by them after 
the rkath of ;\[indarus at Kyzikus, namely: 

To evacuate Dckelcia, and each party to stimd us they were. Not 
only the terms are the same, lmt also the person who stood prominent 
in opposition is in hoth Clbes the same, Kleophon. The overtures after 
Arginusro are in fact a second edition of those after the battle of Kyzikns. 
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much doubt, and I think it most probable that no such proposi
tions were made. Great as the victory was, we look in vain fur 
any positive results accruing to Athens. After an uusucce~sful 
attempt on Chios, the victorious fleet went to Samos, where it 
Feems to have remained until the following year, without any 
fa1ther movements than were necessary for the purpose of pro
curing money. 

Meanwhile Eteonikus, who collected the remains of the de
feated Peloponnesian fleet at Chios, being left unsnpplied with 
money by Cyrus, found himself much straitened, and was com
pelled to leave the seamen unpaid. During the later summer 
and autumn, these men maintained themselves by laboring for 
hire on the Chian lands; but when winter came, this resource 
ceased, so that they found themselves unable to procure even 
clothes or shoes. In such forlorn condition, many of them entered 
into a conspiracy to assail and plunder the town of Chios; a day 
was uamed for the enterprise, and it was agreed that the conspir
ators should know each other by wearing a straw, or recd. In
formed of the de~ign, Eteonikus was at the same time intimidated 
hy the number of these straw-bearers; he ·saw that if he dealt 
with the conspirators openly and ostensibly, they might perhaps 
rush to arms and succeed in plundering the town; at any rate, •a 
conflict would arise in which many of the allies would be slain, 
which would produce the worst effect upon all future operations. 
Accordingly, resorting to stratagem, he took with him a guard of 
fifteen men armed with daggers, and marched through the town 
of Chios. l\Ieeting presently one of these straw-bearers, - a man 
with a complaint in his eyes, coming out of a surgeon's house, 
he directed his guards to put the man to death on the spot. A 
crowd gathered round, with astoni~hment as well as sympathy, 

Now, the supposition that on two several occasions the Lacedremonians 
made propositions of peace, and that both arc left unnoticed by Xenophon, 
appears to me highly improhable. In reference to the propositions after 
the battle of Kyzikns, the testimony of Diodorns outweighed, in my judg· 
mcnt, the silence of Xenophon: hut here Dio<loJ'lls is silent also. 

In arl<lition to this, the exact rnmcncss of the two n\lcged events makes 
me think that the second is only o. duplication of the first, anrl that the 
Scholiast, in citing from Aristotle, mistook the battle of Arginusre for that 
of Kyzikns, which latter was by far the more decisive of the two. 
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and inquired on \vhat ground the man was put to death; upon 
which Eteoniku~ onlered his guards to reply, that it was because 
he wore a straw. The news Lecame diffused, and immediately 
the remaining persons who wore straws became so alarmed as to 
throw their straws away.I 

Eteonikus arniled himself of the alarm to demand money from 
the Chians, as a condition of carrying away this starving and 
perilous armament. Having obtained from them a month's pay, 
he immediately put the troops on shipboard, taking pains to 
encourage them, and make them fancy that he was unacquainted 
with the recent conspiracy. 

The Chians and the other allies of Sparta presently assembled 
at Ephe~us to consult, and resolved, in conjunction with Cyrus, 
to despatch envoys to the ephors, requesting that Lysander might 
be sent out a second time as admiral. It was not the habit of 
Sparta ever to send out the same man as admiral a second time, 
after his year of service. Kevertheless, the ephors complied 
with the request substantially, sending out Arakus as admiral, 
but Lysander along with him, under the title of secretary, invested 
with all the real powers of command. 

Lysander, having reached Ephesus about the beginning of 
B.c. 405, immediately applied himself with vigor to renovate both 
Laceda?monian power and his own influence. The partisans in 
the various allied cities, whose favor he had assi<luou8ly culti
vated during hi:; la:.;t year's command, the clubs and factious 
combinations, which he had organized and stimulated into a 
partner~hip of mutual ambition, all hailed his return with exulta
tion. Discountenanced and kept down by the generous patriot
ism of his predecessor Kallikratidas, they now sprang into 
renewed activity, and Lecame zealou:>. in aiding Lysander to refit 
and augment his fleet. Nor was Cyrus less hearty in his pref
erence than before. On arriving at Ephesus, Lysander went 
speedily to visit him at Sardis, and solicited a renewal of the 
pecuniary aid. The young prince said in reply that all the fonds 
which he l1ad received from Sn,;a had already been expended, 
with much more besides; in testimony of which he exhibited a 
specification of the sums furnished to each Peloponnesian officer. 

1 Xenoph. Hellen. ii, 11 I-!. 
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Nevertheless, such was his partiality for Lysaniler, that he com
plied even with the additional demand now made, so as to send 
him away satisfied. The latter was thus enal>led to return to 
Ephesus in a state for restoring the effective condition of his fleet. 
Ile made good at once all the arrears of pay due to the seamen, 
constituted new trierarchs, summoned Eteonikus with the fleet 
from Chios, together with all the other scattered s<1uadrons, and 
directed that fresh triremes should be immediately put on the 
stocks at Antandrus.1 

In none of the Asiatic towns was the effect of Lysander':; 
second advent felt more violently than at l\liletus. Ile had there 
a powerful faction or association of friends, who liad done their 
best to hamper and annoy Kallikratidas on his first arrival, but 
had been put to ~ilence, and e\·en forced to make a show of zeal, 
by the straightforward resolution of that nol>le-rninded admiral. 
Eager to reimburse themselves for this humiliation, they now 
formed a conspiracy, with the privity and concurrence of Lysan
der, to seize the government for themselves. They determined, 
if Pluta1·ch and Diodorus are to be credited, to put down the 
existing democracy, and establish an oligarchy in its place. But 
we cannot believe that there could han~ existed a democracy at 
l\liletus, which had now been for five years in dependence upon 
Sparta and the Persiam jointly. "\Ve must rather understand 
the movement as a conflict between two oligarchical parties; the 
friends of Lysander being more thoroughly ~elf-seeking and anti
popular than their opponents, and perhaps even crying them 
down, by compai·ison, as a democracy. Lysander lent himself to 
the scheme, fanned the ambition of the conspirators, who were at 
one time disposed to a compromise, and even betrayed the gov
ermnent into a false security, by promises of support which he 
never intended to fulfil. At the festival -of the Dionysia, the 
conspirators, rising in arms, seized forty of their chief' opponents 
in their houses, and three hundred more in the market-place; 
while the government- confiding in the promises of Lysander, 
who affected to reprove, but senet.ly continued instigating the 
insurgents - made but a .faint resistance. The three hundred 
and forty leaders thus seized, probably men who had gone heartily 

1 Xenoph. Hellen. ii, 1, 10-12. 

http:senet.ly
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along with Kallikratidas, were all put to death ; and a still larger 
number of citizens, not less than one thousand, fled into exile. 
i\Iiletus thus passed completely into the hand:> of the friends and 
partisans of Lyrnnder.• 

It would appear that factious movements in other towns, less 
revolting in re~pect of bloodshed and perfidy, yet still of similar 
character to that of .Miletus, marked the reappearance of Lysan
der in Asia ; placing the towns more and more in the hands of 
11is parti:<ans. 'Vhile thus acquiring greater ascendency among the 
allies, Lysander received a summons from Cyrus to visit him at 
Sardis. The young prince had just been sent for to come and 
visit his father Darius, who was both old and dangerously ill, in 
:Media. About to depart for this purpose, he carried his confi
dence in Lysander so far as to delegate to him the management 
of his satrapy and his entire revenues. Besides his admiration 
for the superior energy and capacity of the Greek character, with 
which he had only recently contracted acquaintance; and besides 
liis esteem for the personal disinterestedness of Lysander, attested 
as it had been by the conduct of the latter in the first visit and 
banquet at Sardis; Cyrus was probably induced to this step by 
the fear of raising up to himself a rival, if he trusted the like 
power to any Persian grandee. At the same time that he handed 
over all his tributes and his reserved funds to Lysander, he 
assured him of his stea<ly friendship both towards himself and 
towards the Laced<cmonians ; and concluded by entreating that 
he would by no means engage in any general action with the 
Athenians, unless at great advantage in point of numbers. The 
defeat of Arginusre having strengthened his preference for this 
dilatory policy, he promised that not only the Persian treasures, 
but also the l~henician fleet, should be brought into active 
employment for the purpose of crushing Athens.2 

Thus armed with an unprecedented command of Persian treas
ure, and seconded by ascen<lent factions in all the allied cities, 
Lysander was more powerful than any Laced:cmonian com
mander had ever been since the commencement of the war. 
Having his fleet well paid, he could keep it united, and direct it 

1 Diodor. xiii, 104; Plutarch, Lysan<l. c. 8. 
2 Xenoph. Hellen. ii, l, 14; Plutarch, Lysand. c. 9. 
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whither he chose, without the necessity of dispersing it in roving 
squadrons for the purpose of levying money. It is probably from 
a corresponding necessity that we are to explain the inaction of 
the Athenian fleet at Samos ; for we hear of no serious opera
tions undertaken by it, during the whole year following the 
victory of Arginusx, although under the command of an able 
and energetic man, Konon, together with Philokles and Adeiman
tus; to whom were added, during the spring of 405 B.c., three 
other generals, Tydeus, J\Ienander, and Kephisodotus. It appears 
that Theramencs also was put up and elected one of the generals, 
but rejected when submitted to the confirmatory examination 
called the dokimasy.1 The fleet comprised one hundred and 
eighty triremes, rather a greater number than that of Lysander; 
to whom they in vain offered battle near his station at Ephesus. 
Finding him not disposed to a general action, they seem to have 
dispersed to plunder Chios, and various portions of the Asiatic 
coast; while Lysander, keeping his fleet together, first sailed 
southward from Ephesus, stormed and plundered a semi-Hellenic 
town in the Kerameikan gulf, named Kedreire, which was in 
alliance with Athens, and thence proceeded to Rhodes,!! He was 
even bold enough to make an excursion across the .iEgean to the 
coast of .iEgina and Attica, where he had an interview with 
Agis, who came from Dekeleia to the sea-coast.3 The Athenians 
were prepared to follow him thither when they learned that he 
had recrossed the LEgean, and he soon afterward:> appeared with 
all his fleet at the Hellespont, which important pass they had left 
unguarded. Lysander went straight to Abydos, still the great 
Peloponnesian station in the strait, occupied by Thorax as 
harmost with a land force; and immediately proceeded to attack, 
both by sea and land, the neighboring town of Lampsakus, which 
was taken by storm. It was wealthy in every way, and abun
dantly stocked with bread and wine, so that the soldiers obtained 
a large booty; but Lysander left the free inhabitants untouched.4 

1 Lysias, Orat. xiii, cont. Agornt. sect. 13. 
2 Xenoph. Hellen. ii, 1, 15, lG. 
3 This flying visit of Lysander across the 2Egcan to the coasts of Attica 

and ..&gina is not noticed by Xenophon, but it appears both in Diodorus 
and in Plutarch (Diodor. xiii, 104: Plutarch, Lysand. c. 9). 

4 Xenoph. Hellen. ii, 1, 18, 19; Diodor. xiii, 104; Plutarch, Lysand. c. 9. 
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The Athenian fleet seems to have been employed in plunder
ing Chio~, when it received news that the Lace<lrernonian com
mamler was at the Hellespont engaged in the siege of Lampsakus. 
Either from the want of money, or from other causes which we 
<lo not un<lerstan<l, Konon and his colleagues were partly inactive, 
partly behindhand with Lysander, throughout all this summer. 
They now followed him to the Hellespont, sailing out on the sea
side of Chios and Lesbos, away from the Asiatic coast, which 
was all unfriendly to them. They reached Elmus, at the southern 
extremity of the Chersonese, with their powerful fleet of one 
lumdred and eighty triremes, just in time to hear, while at their 
morning meal, that Lysan<ler was already master of Lampsakus; 
upon which they immediately proceeded up the strait to Sestos, 
and from thence, after stopping only to collect a few provisions, 
still farther up, to a place called ..cEgospotami.l 

.lEgospotami, or Goat's River - a name of fatal sound to all 
subsequent Athenians - was a place which had nothing to 
recommend it except that it was directly opposite to Lampsakus, 
separated by a breadth of strait about one mile and three-quar
ters. But it was an open beach, without harbor, without good 
anchorage, without either houses or inhabitants or supplies; so 
that everything necessary for this large army hacl to be fetched 
from Sestos, about one mile and three-quarters distant even by 
land, and yet more distant by sea, since it was necessary to round 
a hca<llaml. Such a station was highly inconvenient and danger
ou:; to an ancient naval armament, without any organized com
mi:::sariat; since the seamen, being compelled to go to a distance 
from their ships in order to get their meals, were not easily reas
scmblecl. Yet this was the station cho,;en by the Athenian gen
eral,;, with the full design of compelling Lysander to fight a bat
tle. But the Lacc<lxmonian admiral, who was at Lampsakus, in 
a good harLor, with a well-furnished town in his rear, and a land
force to co(iperate, had no intention of accepting the challenge 
of his enemies at the moment which suited their convenience. 
\\~lwn the Athenians 8ailcd across the strait the next morning, 
they found all his ships fully manned,- the men having already 
taken their morning meal,- and ranged in perfect order of bat

1 Xcnoph. Hellen. ii, I, 20, 21. 
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tle, with the land-force disposed ashore to lend assistance ; but 
with strict orders to await attack and not to move forward. Not 
daring to attack him in such a position, yet unable to draw liim 
out by manceuvring all the day, the Athenians were at length 
obliged to go back to A:gospotami. But Lysander directed a 
few swift-sailing vessels to follow them, nor would he suffer his 
own men to disembark until he thus ascertained that their sea
men had actually dispersed ashore.I 

For four successive day; this same scene was repeated; the 
Athenians becoming each day more confident in their own supe
rior strength, and more full of contempt for the apparent coward
ice of the enemy. It was in vain that Alkibiades -who from his 
own private forts in the Chersonese witnessed what was passing 
- rode up to the station and remonstrated with the generals on 
the exposed condition of the fleet on this open shore; urgently 
advising them to move round to Sestos, wliere they would be 
both close to their own supplies and safe from attack, as Lysan
der was at Lampsakus, and from w11Cnce they could go forth to 
fight whenever they chose. But the Athenian generals, espe
cially Tydeus and l\Ienander, disregarded his advice, and even 
dismissed him with the insulting taunt, that they were now in 
command, not he.2 Continuing thus in their exposed position, 
the Athenian seamen on each successive day became more and 
more careless of their enemy, and rash in dispersing the moment 
they returned back to their own shore. At length, on the fifth 

1 Xenoph. Hellen. ii, 1, 22-2-!; Plutarch, Lysand. c. 10; Diodor. xiii, 105. 
2 Xenoph. Hellen. ii, I, 25; Plutarch, Lysan;l. c. 10; Plutarch, Alkib. 

c. 36. 
Diodorus (xiii, 10!\) and Cornelius Nepos (Alkib. c. 8) represent Alkibia

des as wishing to be readmitted to a share in the command of the fleet, and 
as promising, if that were granted, that he would assemble a body of Thra
cians, attack Lysander by land, and compel him to fight a battle or retire. 
Plutarch (Alkib. c. 37) alludes also to promises of this sort held out by 
Alkibiades. 

Yet it is not likely that Alkibiades shoulu haYe talked of anything so 
obviously impossible. How could he bring- a Thracian land-force to attack 
Lysander, who was on the opposite side of the Hellespont 1 How could he 
carry a land-force across in the face of Lysander's fleet. 

The representation of Xenophon (followed in my text) is clear and intel
ligible. 

VOL. VIII. 10 
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<lay, Lysan<ler ordered the scout-ships, which he sent forth to 
watch the Athenians on their return, to hoist a bright sbield as a 
signal, as soon as they shoul<l see the ships at their anchorage 
and the crews ashore in quest of their meal. The moment he 
beheld this welcome signal, he gave orders to his entire fleet to 
row across as swiftly as possible from Lampsakus to JEgo~potami, 
while Thorax marched along the stran<l with the land-force in 
case of need. Nothing could be more complete or decisive than 
the surprise of the Athenian fleet. All the triremes were caught 
at their moorings ashore, some entirely deserted, others with one 
or at most two of the three tiers of rowers which formed their 
complement. Out of all the total of one hundred and eighty, 
only twelve were found in tolerable order and preparation ; 1 the 
trireme of Konon himself, together with a squadron of seven 
under his immediate orders, and the consecrated ship called 
paralus, always manned by the elite of the Athenian seamen, 
being among them. It was in vain that Konon, on seeing the 
fieet of Lysander approaching, employed his utmost efforts to get 
his fleet manned and in some condition for resistance. The 
attempt was desperate, an<l the utmost which he could do was to 
escape himself with the small squadron of twelve, including the 
paralus. All the remaining triremes, nearly one hundred and 
,;eventy in number, were capture<l by Lysander on the shore, 
1lefenceless, an<l seemingly without the least attempt on the part 
of any one to resist. He landed, and made prisoners most of 
the crews ashore, though some of them fle<l and found shelter in 
the neighboring forts. This pro<ligious and unparalleled victory 
was obtained, not merely without the loss of a single ship, but 
almost without that of a single man.2 

Of the number of prisoners taken by Lysander,- which must 
have been very great, since the total crews of one hundred an<l 
eighty triremes were not less than thirty-six thousand men,3.:_ we 

1 Xenoph. Hellen. ii, 1, 29; Lysias, Orat. xxi, ('ArroA.. Awpoo.) s. 12. 
2 Xenoph. Hellen. ii, 1, 28 ; Plutarch, Lysand. c. 11 ; Plutarch, Alkibiad. 

l". 36; Come!. Nepos, Lysand. c. 8; Polyam. i, 45, 2. 
Diodorus (xiii, 106) gives a different representation of this important 

military operation ; far less clear and trustworthy than that of Xenophon. 
8 Xenoph. Hellen. ii, 1, 28. Ta( o' ciA.l.ai; rr{a;ai; (vavi;) Afoavopoi; lA.af3e 

http:ciA.l.ai
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hear only of three thousnn<l or four thousand native Athenians, 
though this number cannot represent all the native Athenians· in 
the fleet. The Athenian generals Philok~s and Adeimantus 
were certainly taken, and seemingly all except Konon. Some 
of the defeated armament took refuge in Sestos, whieh, however, 
surrendered with little resistance to the victor. Ile admitted 
them to capitulation, on condition of their going back immediately 
to Athens, and nowhere else: for he was desirous to multiply as 
much as possible the numbers assemLled in that city, knowing 
'"ell that the city would be the sooner starved out. Konon too 
was well aware that, to go back to Athens, after the ruin of the 
entire fleet, was to Lecome one of the certain prisoners in a 
doomed city, and to meet, besides, the indignation of his fellow
citizens, so well deserved by the generals collectively. Accord
ingly, he resolved to take shelter with Evagoras, prince of 
Salamis in the i~hmd of Cyprus, sending the paralus, with some 
others of the twelve fugitive triremes, to make known the fatal 
news at Athens. But before he went thither, he crossed the 
strait-with singular daring, under the circumstances - to Cape 
Abarnis in the territory of Lampsakus, where the great sails of 
Lysander's triremes, always taken out when a trireme was made 
ready for fighting, lay seemingly unguarded. These sails he 
took away, so as to lessen the enemy's powers of pursuit, and 
then made the best of his way to Cyprus.I 

On the very day of the victory, Lysan<ler sent off the l\lilesian 
privateer Theopompus to proclaim it at Sparta, who, by a 
wonderful $pee<l of rowing, arrived there and made it known on 
the third day after starting. The captured ships were towed off 
and the prisoners carried across to Lampsakus, where a general 
assernLly of the victorious allies was convened, to determine in 
what manner the pri~oners should be treated. In this assembly, the 
most bitter inculpations were put forth against the Athenians, as 
to the manner in whieh they had recently dealt with their cap
tives. The Athenian gent>ral Philok!es, having captured a Co

1rpor Tfj Y». Tour Oe detaTOVf; uvopar iv qi )'V ; V >' l ;l. EgEV• oi Oe Kat lipv

)'OV lr Tu uq;iH'pia. 
1 Xcnoph. Hellen. ii, I, 29; Diodor. xiii, 106: the latter is discordant, 

however, on many points. 
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rinthian and Andrian trireme, had put the crews to death by hurl
ing them headlong from a precipice. It was not difficult, in 
Grecian warfare, for, each of the belligerents to cite precedents 
of cruelty against the other; but in this debate, some speakers 
affirmed that the Athenians had deliberated what they should do 
with their prisoners, in case they had been victorious at .lEgos
potami; and that they had determined-chiefly on the motion of 
Philokles, but in spite of the opposition of Adeimantus - that they 
would cut off the right h::mds of all who were captured. 'Vhat
ever opinion Philokles may have expressed personally, it is high
ly improbable that any such determination was ever taken by the 
Athenians.I In this assembly of the allies, however, besides all 
that could be said against Athens with truth, doubtless the most 
extravagant falsehoods found ready credence. All the Athenian 
priwncrs captured at .lEgospotami, three thousand or four thou
rnnd in number, were massacred forthwith, Philokles himself at 
their hcad.2 The latter, taunted by Lysander with his cruel ex
ecution of the Corinthian and Andrian crews, disdained to return 
nny answer, but placed himself in conspicuous vestments at the 
head of the prisoners led out to execution. If we may believe 
Pausanias, even the bodies of the prisoners were left unburied. 

Never was a victory more complete in itself, more overwhelm
ing in its consequences, or more thoroughly di~graceful to the 
defeated generals, taken collectiYely, than that of .iEgospotami. 
"Whether it was in reality very glorious to Lysander, is doubtful; 
for it was the general belief afterward~, not merely at Athens, 
but seemingly in other parts of Greece also, that the Athenian 
fleet was sold t9 perdition by the treason of some of its own 
commanders. Of this suspicion both Konon and Philokles stand 
clear. Adeimantus was named as the chief traitor, and Tydeus 
along with him.3 Konon even preferred an accusation against 

1 Xenoph. Hellen. ii, 1, 31. This story is given with variations in Plu
tarch, Lysand. c. 9, and by Cicero de Ollie. iii, 11. It is there the right 
thumb which is to be cut off, and the determination is alleged to have been 
taken in reference to the .i'Eginetans. 

2 Xenoph. Hellen. ii, 1, 32; Pausan. ix, 32, 6; Plutarch, Lysand. c. 13. 
3 Xcnoph. IIellcn. ii, 1, 32: Lysias cont. Alkib. A. s. 38; Pausan. iv, 17, 2; 

x, 9, 5; Isokratcs ad Philipp. Or. v, sect. iO. I,ysias, in his Aoyo~ 'Errmt
pw~ (s. 58), speaks of th.e treason, ye~ not as a matter of sertainty. 
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Adeimantus to this effect,1 probably by letter written l1ome from 
Cyprus, and perhaps by some formal declaration made several 
years afterwards, when he returned to Athens as victor from the 
battle of Knidus. The truth of the charge cannot be positively 
demonstrated, but all the circumstances of the battle tend lo ren
der it probable, as well as the fact that Konon alone among all 
the generals was found in a decent state of preparation. Indeed 
we may add, that the utter impotence and inertness of the 
numerous Athenian fleet during the whole summer of 405 B.c. 
conspire to suggest a similar explanation. Nor could Lysander, 
master as he was of all the treasures of Cyrus, apply any por
tion of them more efficaciously than in corrupting the majority of 
the six Athenian generals, so as to nullify all the energy and 
ability of Konon. 

The great defeat of L"Egospotami took place about September 
405 n.c. It was made known at I'eirreus by the paralus, which 
arrived there during the night, coming straight from the Helles
pont. Such a moment of distress and agony had never been 
experienced at Athens. The terrible disaster in Sicily had 
become known to the people by degrees, without any authorized 
reporter; but here was the official messenger, fresh from the scene, 
leaving no room to question the magnitude of the disaster or the 
irreparable ruin impending over the city. The wailing and cries.. 
of woe, first beginning in Peir::eu~, were transmitted by the 
guards stationed on the Long \Valls up to the city. " On that 
night (says Xenophon) not a man slept ; not merely from sorrow 
for the past calamity, but from terror for the future fate with 
which they thcmsch·es were now menaced, a retribution for 
what they had themseh-es inflicted on the .il~ginetan~, l\Ielians, 
Skionreans, and others." After thi:> nigl1t of misery, they met in 
public assembly on the following clay, resolving to make the best 

Cornelius Ncpos (Lysand. c. 1 ; Alcib. c. 8) notices only the disorder of 
the .Athenian armament, not the corruption of the gcm•rals, as having caused 
the defeat. Xor <locs Dio<lorus notiee the corrnption (xiii, 105). 

Both these authors seem to have copied from Thcopompus, in describ
ing the battle of ..Egospotnmi. His description differs on many points 
from that of Xenophon (Thcopomp..Fragm. 8, e<l. Di<lot). 

' Demosthen. de Fals. Legat. p. 401, c. 57. 
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preparations they could for a ~iege, to put the walls in full state 
of defent"e, and to blot:k np two out of the three ports.I For 
Athens thus to renounce her maritime action, the pride and i;lory 
of the city ever since the battle of Salamis, and to confine her
self to a dcfensiYe attitude within her own walls, was a humilia
tion which left nothing worse to be endured except actual famine 
antl surrender. 

Ly~andcr was in no hurry to pass from the Hellespont to 
Athens. Ile knew that no farther corn-ships from the Euxine, 
aml few supplil's from other quarters, could now reach Athens; 
and that the power of the city to 11old out against blockade must 
necessai·ily Le very limikll; the more limited, the gn•ater the 
numbers accumulated within it. Accordingly, he permitted the 
Athenian garrisons which capitulated, to go only to Athens, and 
nowhere else.~ llis first mca.~ure was to make himself master 
of Chalk&don and Byrnntimn, where he placed the Lacedrcmo
nian Sthenelans as harmost, \\·ith a garrison. Next, he passed to 
Lc,;Lo,, where lie m~ulc similai· arrangements at 1\Iity!Gne and 
other cities. In them, a~ well as in the other cities which now 
came ur.der his power, he constituted an oligarchy of ten native 
citizens, chosen. from among his mo:it daring and unscrupulous 
parti . .:an,, and called a dd<archy, or dckadarchy, to govern in 
conjunction with the Laceda~monian harmost. Eteonikus was 
sent to the Thracian cities which had been in dependence on 
Athens, to introduce similar changes. In Thasus, however, this 
change was stained by much Lloo<lshed: there was a numerous 
pl1ilo-Athenian party whom Lysander caused to be allured out 
of their place of concealment into the temple of Ilerakles, under 
the fabe assurance of an amnesty: when assembled under this 
pledge, they were all put to death.3 Sanguinary proceedings of 
the like character, many in the presence of Lysander himself, 

1 :X:cnoph. Hellen. ii, 2, 3; Diodor. xiii, 107. 
2 Xcnoph. Hellen. ii, 2, 2; Plutarch, Lysand. c. 13. 

3 Corncliu., XPpo~, Lysan<l. c. 2; Polyren. i, 45, 4. It woulcl appear that 
this i,; the same inci1lent whieh Plutarch ( Lysancl. c. 19) recounts as if the 
l\Iilc>ian>, not the Th:1'inn>, were the parties suffering. It cannot well be 
the ~Iilesians, however, if •YC compare chapter 8 of l'lutarch's Life of Ly
sander. 
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together with large expulsions of citizens olmoxious to his new 
dekarchics, signalized everywhere the substitution of Spartan 
for Athenian a;;ccndency.• But nowhere, except at Samos, did 
the citizens or the philo-Athcnian party in the cities continue 
nny open hostility, or resist by force Lysander's entrance and hi,; 
revolutionary changes. At Samos, they still held out: the people 
had too much dread of that oligarchy, whom they had expelled in 
the insurrection of 412 n.c., to yield without a farther strugglc.2 
\Vith this single reserve, every city in alliance or dependence 
upon Athens submitted without resistance both to the supremacy 
and the subversive measures of the Laced:I!monian admiral. 

The Athenian empire was thus annihilated, and Athens lefi; 
altogether alone. "rhat was hardly less painful, all her kleruchs, 
or out-citizens, whom she had formerly planted in lEgina, l\Ielos, 
and elsewhere throughout the islands, as well as in the Cher
sonesc, were now deprived of their properties and driven home.3 

l Plutarch, Lysand. c. 13. 11"0Al.air r.apaytvoµo1or avror a¢ayair Kal GV· 
vtK,'3u/,l.c.Jv rovr rwv rpi?.wv l.rJpov>, etc. 

2 Xcnoph. Hellen, ii, 2, G. eV&vr oi: IWl ~ U.~l-11 'E/,A.ur u<fietaT~f(tl 'Aff,,. 
,,alwv, rr?.hv I.ap.lwv· oVrot Of, u¢ayi'u; rWv yvwplµwv 7rOL~aav1cr, Kartl:,yov 
T~v rrOAw. 

I interpret the words a¢ayur n:iv yvwp[µwv 7rOt~aavrcr to refer to the 
vioknt revolution at Sumos, described in Thucyd. viii, 21, whereby the 
oligarchy were di<possessed and a democratical government established. 
The word a'faayrir is mecl by Xenophon (Hellen. v, 4, 14), in a subsequent 
passage, to describe the conspiracy and reYolntion effected by Pelopidas 
and his friends nt Thebes. It is true that we might rather have expected 
the preterite participle 7rftt0l7/K<Jrt!:' than the aorist 1'0t~CJaVrer. Tiut this 
employment of the aorist participle in a preterite sense is not uncom
mon with Xenophon: see Ka71Jyopiwa~, oo;a>, i, I, 31 ; }'tvoµivov>, i, i, II ; 
ii, 2, 20. 

It appears to me highly improbable that the Samians should have chosen 
this occasion to make a fresh massacre of their oligarchical citizens, as Mr. 
Mitford reprc:'rnts. The democratical Samians must have been now hum
bled a111l intimi,luted, seeing their subjugation approaching; and only de
termined to hold ont by finding themselves already so deeply compromised 
through the former revolution. Nor would Lysander haYe spared them per· 
sonally afterwards, as we shall find that he did, when he had them suhstan· 
tially in his power (ii, 3, 6), if they had now committed any fresh political 
1nassacre. 

3 Xenoph. Memorab. ii, 8, I ; ii, IO, 4; Xenoph. Sympos. iv, 31. Com
pare Demosthen. cont. Leptin. c. 24, p. 491. 

http:vtK,'3u/,l.c.Jv
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The leading philo-Athenians, too, at Thasus, Byzantium, and 
other dependent cities,1 were forced to abandon their homes in 
the like state of destitution, and to seek shelter at Athens. Every
thing thus contributed to aggravate the impoverishment, and the 
manifold suffering, physical as well as moral, within her walls. 
Notwithstanding the pressure of present calamity, however, and 
yet worse prospects for the future, the Athenians prepared, as 
best they could, for an honorable resistance. 

It was one of their first measures to provide for the restoration 
of harmony, and to interest all in the defence of the city, by re
moving every sort of <li~ability under ·which inclividual citizens 
might now be suffering. Accordingly, Patrokleides -having first 
obtained special permission from the people, without which it 
would have been unconstitutional to make any proposition for 
abrogating sentences judically passed, or releasing debtors regu
larly inscribed in the public registers - submitted a decree such 
as had n~ver been mooted since the period when Athens was in 
a condition equally desperate, during the advancing march of 
Xerxes. All debtors to the state, either recent or of long stand
ing; all official persons now under investiga~ion by the Logistre, 
or about to be brought before the dikastery on the usual accoun
tability after office; all persons who were liquidating by instal
ment debts due to the public, or had given bail for sums thus owing; 
all persons who had been condemned either to total disfranchise
ment, or to some specific disqualification or disability; nay, even 
all those who, having been either members or auxiliaries of the 
Four Hundred, had stood trial afterwards, and had been con
demned to any one of the above-mentioned penalties, all these 
persons were pardoned and released; every register of the 
penalty or condemnation being directed to be destroyed. From 
this comprehensive pardon were excepted: Those among the 
Four Hundred who had fled from Athens without standing their 

---------·------
A gl'cnt number of new proprietors arqnircd land in the Chrrsone<e 

through the Lncc1],emonia11 sw:iy, clonhtlcss in pl,v:c of these dispossc:;,(•11 
Athenians; perhaps l1y pmchasc at a low pl'ice, bnt most probal,Jy by 
appropriation without purchase (Xcnoph. Hellen. iv, 8, 5 ). 

1 Xenoph. Hellen. i, 2, 1; Dcrnosthcn. cont. Lcptin. c. 14, p. 474. Ek
phantns and the other Thasian exiles received the grant of udA.cta, or 
immunity from the peculiar charges imposed upon metics at .Athens. 
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trial; those who had been condemned either to exile or to death 
by the Arcopagus, or any of the other constituted tribunals for 
homicide, or for subversion of the puLlic liberty. Not merely the 
public registers of all the condemnations thus released were 
ordered to Le destroyed, but it was forbidden, under severe penal
ties, to any private citizen to keep a copy of them, or to make 
any allusion to such misfortunes.I 

Pursuant to the comprehensive amnesty and forgiveness adopt
ed by tlie people in this decree of Patrokleides, the general body 
of citizens swore to each other a solemn pledge of mutual har
mony in the acropolis.2 The reconciliation thus introduced enabled 
them the Letter-to bear up under their distress;3 especially as the 
persons relieved by the amnesty were, for the most part, not men 
politically disaffected, like the exiles. To restore the latter, was 
a measure which no one thought of: indeed, a large proportion 
of them had been and were still at Dekeleia, assisting the Lace
d::emonians in their warfare against Athens.4 But even the most 
prudent internal measures could do little for Athens in reference 
to her capital difficulty, that of procuring subsistence for the nu
merous population within her walls, augmented every day by 
outlying garrisons a~d citizens. She had long been shut out from 
the produce of Attica by the garrison at Dekeleia; she obtained 
iiothing from Eubcca, and since the late defeat of ...iEgospotami, 
nothing from the Euxine, from Thrace, or from the islands. Per
haps some corn may still have reached her from Cyprus, and her 
small remaining navy di<l what was possible to keep Peirreus 
supplied,5 in spite of the menacing prohibitions of Lysander, pre

- --~---- -----
1 Thi-; interesting rlceree or pscphism of Pntroklcicles is given at length 

in the Oration of Andokide-i de J\Iystcriis, sects. i6-80: "A o' tip11rat tga. 
"Aei1fl11t µ~ KEKri,a!Jat lrlii;z flT/OtJJt l~elvat, µ11rie µv11atKaKi;aat µ11o>rrore. 

2 .Andokid. de 1\Iyst. s. i6. Kill 'll'laTtV UAA~i.otr 'll'tpl oµovoia, oovvat lv 
UKpO'll'OAct. 

ij Xenoph. Hellen. ii, 2, 11. TOV> uriµov> lmriµov> 'll'Ol~(JaVTE> lKapr€povv, 
' AndokiclDs cle 1\Iystcriis, sects. 80-101; Lysias, Orat. xviii, De·Bonis 

~icire :Fratr. sect. 9. 
At "·hat particular moment the severe condemnatory decree had been 

passecl hy the Athenian asscrpbly against the exiles serving with the Lace· 
drernonian garri,;on at Dekclcia, we do not know. The decree is mentioned 
py Lykurgns, cont. Lcokrat. sects. 122, 123, p. 164. 

5 Isokrates aclv. Kallimachum, sect. 71; compare Andok.ides de Reditu 
yoL. vm. IO• 15oc. 
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ceding his arrival to block it up effectually; but to accumulate 
any stock for a siege, \\"US ulterly impossible. 

At length, about Novemb~r, ·10,) n.c., Lysander reached the 
Saronic gulf, liaving sent intimation beforehand, both to Agis and 
to the Lacedcemouians, that he was approaching with a fleet of 
two hundred triremes. The full Lacedmmonian and Peloponne
sian force (all except the Argeians), under king Pausanias, was 
marched into Attica to meet him, and encamped in the precinct 
of Academus, at the gates of Athens; while Lysander, first com
ing to JEgina with his overwhelming fleet of one hundred and 
fifty sail ; next, ravaging Salamis, blocked up completely the har
bor of Peir:cus. It was one of his fir:;t measures to collect together 
the remnant which he could find of the .LEginetan and l\lelian 
populations, whom Athens had expelled and destroyed; and to 
restore to them the possession of their ancient islands.l 

Though all hope had now fled, the pride, the resolution, and 
the despair of Athens, still enabled her citizens to bear up; nor 
was it until some men actually began to die of hunger, that they 
sent propositions to entreat peace. Even then their pr~positions 
were not without dignity. They proposed to Agis to become allies 
of Sparta, retaining their walls entire and their fortified harbor 
of Peifreus. Agis referred the envoys to the ephors at Sparta, to 
whom he at the same time transmitted a statement of their propo
sitions. But the ephors did not even deign to admit the envoys 
to an interview, but sent me~sengcrs to meet them at Sellasia on 
the frontier of Laconia, desiring that they would go back and 
come again prepared with something more admissible, and 
acquainting them at the same time that no proposition could be 
received which did not include the demolition of the Long Walls, 
for a continuous length of ten stadia. ·with this gloomy reply 
the envoys returned. Notwithstanding all the suffering in the 
city, the senate and people would not consent even to take such 
humiliating terms into consideration. A senator named Arche
stratus, who advised that they should be accepted, was placed in 

suo, sect. 21, and Lysias cont. Diogciton. Or. xxxii, sect. 22, about Cyprus 
and the Chersoncse, as ordinary sources of supply of com to Athens. 

1 Xcnoph. Hellen, ii, 2, 9; Diodor. xiii, I 07 '. 
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custody, and a general vote was passed,1 on the propositiQn of 
Kleophon, forbidding any such molion in future. 

Such a vote demonstrates the courageous patieuce both of the 
senate and the people; but unLappily it supplied no improved 
prospects, while the snffering within the walls continued to 
become more and more aggravated. under tliese circumstances, 
TheramenGs offered himself to the people to go as envoy to Ly
sander and Sparta, affirming that he should be able to detect what 
the real intention of the ephors 'ms in regard to Athens, whether 
they really intended to root out the population and sell them as 
slaves. Ile pretended, farther, to possess pcrwnal influence, 
founded 011 circumstances which he could not divulge, such ,as 
would very probably insure a mitigation of the <loom. Ile was 
accordingly sent, in spite of strong protest from the senate of 
Areopagus and others, - but with no express powers to conclUtle, 
-simply to inquire and r\)port. 'Ve hear with astonishment that 
he remained more than three months as companion of Lysander, 
who, he alleged, had detained him thus long, and had only 
acquainted him, after the fourth month had begun, that no one 
but the ephors had any power to grant peace. It seems to have 
been the object of TheramenGs, by tliis long <lelay, to wear out 
the patience of the Athenians, and to bring them into such a. state 
of intolerable suffering, that they would submit to any terms of' 
peace which would only bring provisions into the town. In this 
scheme he completely succeeded; and comidering how great. 
were the privations of the people even at the moment of his 
departure, it is not easy to understand how they could have been 
aLle to sustain protracted an<l increasing famine for three months 
long<'r.2 

"\Ve make out little that is <li:'tinct respecting these last moments 
of imperial Athens. Vi.e find only an heroic endurance uisplayed, 
to such a point that numbers actually died of starvation, without 

1 Xenoph. Hellen. ii, 2, 12-15; Lysias cont. Agorat. sects. 10-12. 
' Xenoph. Hellen. ii, 2, 16; Lysins, Orat. xiii, cont; Agorat. sect. 12; 

Lysias, Orat. xii, cont. Eratosthen. sects. 65-il. 
See an illustration of the great suffering during the siege, in Xenophon, 

Apolo:;:. Socrat. s. 18. 
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any offer to surrender on humiliating conditions.1 Amidst the 
general acrimony, and exasperated ~pecial antipathies, arising out 
of such a state of mi::ery, the leading men who stood out most 
earnestly for prolonged resistance became successi\•ely victims to 
the prosecutions of their enemies. The demagogue Kleophon 
was condemned and put to death, on the accusation of having 
evaded his military duty; the senate, whose temper and proceed
ings he had denounced, constituting itself a portion of the dikas
tery "·hich tried him, contrary both to the forms and the spirit 
of "Athenian judieatures.~ Such proceedings, however, though 
denounced by orators in sub~cquent years as having contributed 
to betray the city into the Iiand8 of the enemy, appear to have 
been without any serious influence on the result, which was 
brought auout purely by famine. 

Ily the time that Theramenes returned after his long absence, 
so terriule had the pressure become, th~~t he was sent forth again 
with instructions to conclude peace upon any terms. On reach
ing Sellasia, and acquainting the ephors that he had come with 
unlimited powers for peace, he was permitted to come to Sparta, 
"·here the assembly of the Peloponnesian confederacy was con
vened, to settle on wliat terms peace should be granted. The 
leading allies, e;;pccially Corintl1ians and Thcbans, recommended 
that no ag!'eement should be ·entered into, nor any fal'ther meas
ure kept, with this hated enemy now in their power; but that the 
name of Athens should be rooted out, and the population sold for 

1 Xenoph. Hellen. ii, 2, 15-21; compare l:;okrates, .Areopagit. Or. vii, 
sect. i3. 

2 Lysias, Orat. xiii, cont. Agorat. sects. 15, 16, 17; Orat. xxx, cont. N'iko
mach. sects. 13-17. 

This seems the most probable story as to the death of Klcophon, though 
the aecounts are not all consistent, and the statement of Xenophon, especially 
(Hellen. i, 7, 35), is not to be reconciled with Lysias. Xenophon conccivctl 
Klcophon as having perished earlier than this period, in a sedition ( 11r«
11f<Jr TLvor yevoµfr11r i:v >} Ki,eo91;,v urri1fon), before the flight of Kallixenus 
from his recognizances. It is scarcely possible that Kallixcnus could have 
been still m11ler recognizance, during this period of suffering between the 
battle of .lEgo.<potami ant! the capture of Athens. Ile must have escaped 
before that battle. :\'either long- detention of an accused party in prison, 
before trial. nor long- postponement of trial "·hen he was under recognizance, 
were at all in Athenian habits. 
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slaves. 1\Iany of tl1~ other allies seconded the same views, which 
would have probably commanded a majority, had it not been for 
the resolute oppo,;ition of the Lacedxmonians themselves ; who 
declared unequivocally that they would never consent to annihi
late or enslave a city which had rendered such capital service to 
all Greece at the time of the great common danger from the Per

- sians.1 Lysander farther calculated on so dealing with Athen~, 
as to make her into a dependency, and an instrument of increased 
}iower to Sparta, apart from her allies. Peaee was accordingly 
granted on the following conditions: That the Long 'Yalls and the 
fortifications of the Peirreus should be destroyed; that the Athe
nians should evacuate all their foreign possessions, and confine 
themselve~ to their own territory; that they Ehould surrender all 
their ships of war; that they should readmit all their exiles; 
that they should become allies of Sparta, following her leadership 
both by sea and land, and recognizing the same enemies and 
friends.2 

'Yith this document, written according to Lacedremonian prac
tice on a sky tale, - or roll intended to go round a stick, of which 

1 Xcnoph. Hellen. ii, 2, 19; vi, 5, 35-4u; l'lutarch, Lysand. c. 15. 
The Thebans, n few years afterwards, when they were soliciting aid from 

the Athenians against Sparta, disavowed this proposition of their delegate 
Erianthus, who had been the leader of the Bccotian contingent serving nuder 
Lysander at .iLgospotmni, honored in that character by having his statue 
erected nt Delphi, along with the other allied leaders who took part in the 
battle, and along with Lysander and Eteonikns (Pausirn. x, 9, 4). 

It is one of the exaggerations so habitual with Isokrntes, to serve a present 
puqiose, when he says that the Thehans were the only parties, among all the 
Pelopouncsian confederates, who gm·e this harsh anti-Athenian vote (Iso
kratcs, Ornt. Plataic. Or. xi,., sect. 34). 

Demosthenes says that the l'hocians gave their vote, in the same synod, 
against the Thchan proposition (Dcmosth. de Fals. Legat. e. 22, p. 361 ). 

It seems from Diodor. xv, 63, and Polyren. i, 45, 5, as well as from some 
passages in Xenophon himself, that the motives of the Luccdremoniaus, in 
thus resisting the proposition of the Thcbans against Athens, were founded 
in policy more than in generosity. 

2 Xenoph. Hellen. ii, 2, 20; Plutarch, Lysaml. e. 1-i; Diodor. xiii, 107. 
Plutarch gi1-es the express words of the Lacedremonian decree, some of 
which won ls arc very perplexing. The conjecture of G. Hermann, al Xp~rJoire 
instead of U. Xfl~ vovre~, has been adopted into the text of l'lntarch by Sinte
nis, though it seems very uncertain. 
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the Laced:emonian commander had al~rnys one, and the ephors 
another, corresponding,-Theramenes weut back to Athens. As 
he entered the city, a miserable crowd flocked round him, in dis
tress and terror lest he should liave fa\Jed altogether in his mission. 
The dea<l and the dying had now become so numerous, that peace 
at any price was a boon; nevertheless, when he announced in the 
assembly the terms of which he was bearer, strongly recommend
ing submission to the Lacedmmonians as the only course now 
open, there was still a high-spirited minority who entered their 
protest, and preferred death by famine to such insupportable 
di:;grace. The large majority, however, accepted them, and the 
acceptance was made known to Lysander.I 

It was on the l Gth day of the Attic month l\Iunychion,2 - about 
the middle or end of l\larch, - that this victorious commander 
sailed into the Peirmus, twenty-seven years, almost exactly, after 
that surprise of Platma by the Thebans, which opened the Pelo
ponnesian war. Along with him came the Athenian exiles, 
several of whom appear to have been serving with his army,3 
and assisting him with their counsel. To the population of Athens 
generally, his entry w~s an immediate relief, in spite of the cruel 
degradation, or indeed political extinction, ,\.ith which it was 
accompanied. At least it averted the sufferings and horrors of 
famine, and permitted a decent interment of the many unhappy 
victims who had already perished. The Lacedmmonians, both 
naval and military force, under Lysander and Agis, continued in 
occupation of Athens until the conditions of the peace had been 
fulfilled. All the triremes in Peirmus were carried away by Ly
sander, except twelve, which he permitted the Athenians to retain: 
the ephors, in their skytale, had left it to his discretion what 
number he would thus allow.4 The unfinished ships in the dock

1 Xenoph. Hellen. ii, 2, 23. Lysias (Orat. xii, cont. Eratosth. s. 71) lays 
the bl:rn1e of this wretched and humiliating peace upon Theramenes, wbo 
plainly ought not to be required to bear it; compare Lysias, Orat. xiii, cont . 
..Agorat. sects. 12-20. 

2 l'lutarch, Lysnnd. c. 15. He says, however, that this was also the day 
on which the Athenians gained the battle of Salamis. This io incorrect: 
that victory was gained in the month Boedromion. 

3 Xenoph. Hellen. ii, 2, 18. 
• Xenoph. Hellen. ii, 2, 20; ii, 3, 8; Plutarch, Lysand. c. 14. Ile gives 

· the content;; of the i;kytale wrlxitim. 
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yards were burnt, and the arsenals themselves ruined.! To 
demolish the Long ·walls and the fortifications of Pein-cus, was 
however, a work of some time ; and a certain numuer of days 
were granted to the Athenians, within which it was required to 
Le complete<l. In the beginning of the work, the Laceda:moniaus 
and their allies all lent a hand, with the full pride and exultation 
of conqueror.s ; amidst women playing the flute and dancers 
crowned with wreaths; mingled with joyful exclamations from 
the Peloponnesian allies, that this was the first day of Grecian 
freedom.2 Ilow many days were -allowed for this humiliating duty 
imposed upon Athenian hands, of ilemolishing the elaborate, tute
lary, and commanding works of their forefathers, we are not told. 
But the business was not completed within the interval named, 
so that the Athenians did not come up to the letter of the condi
tions, and had therefore, by strict construction, forfeited their title 
to the peace granted.1 The interval seems, however, to have 
been prolonged ; probably considering that for the real labor, as 
well as the melancholy character of the work to be done, too 
short a time had been allowed at first. 

It appears that Lysander, after assisting at the solemn cere
mony of beginning to demolish the walls, and making such a 
breach as left Athens without any substantial means of resistance, 
did not remain to complete the work, but withdrew with a portion 
of his fleet to undertake the siege of Samo.:; which still held out, 
leaving the remainder to see that the conditions imposed "'ere 
f'ulfilled.4 After so long an endurance of extreme mi~ery, doubt
less the general population thought of little except relief from 
famine and its accompaniments, without any disposition to con

1 Plutarch, Lysand. c.15; Lysias cont. Agor,1t. sect. 50. frt oe r<L reix7/ C:,~ 

KareaKu</>11, Kai ai vfier roir rrol.,fµiotr rrape60{}11aav, 1<a£ ril vewpia 1<a{}7.1pi&q 
ct~. 

2 Xenoph. Hellen. ii, 2, 23. Kai ril •ei;r7) KaTf!1KU1rTOV vrr' av/,7]rpi<iCJ> 
1rnt.Aij rrpoi9vµi!f, voµi~ovrer heiv7)v Tl/v i/µepav Tij 'EAAuot upxELv Ti/> lA.ev
{1fpiar. 

I'lutarch, Lysand. c. 15. 

3 Lysias cont. Eratosth. Or. xii, sect. 75, p. 431, R.; Plutarch, Lysand. 


c. 15; Dioclor. xiv, 3. 
• Lysander dedicated a golden crown to Athene in the acropolis, which is 

recorded in the inscriptions among the articles belonging to the goddess. 
See Boeckh, Corp. lrn•cr. Attic. Nofi. 150-152, p. 235. 
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tend against the fiat of their conquerors. If some high-spirited 
men formed an exception to the pervading depression, and still 
kept up their coura;;e again:;t better days, there was at the same 
time a party of totally opposite character, to whom the prostrate 
condition of Athens was a source of revenge for the past, exul
tation for the present, and ambitious projects' for the future. 
These were partly the remnant of that faction which had set up, 
seven years before, the oligarchy of Four Hundred, and still 
more, the exiles, in chiding several members of the Four Ilundred,t 
who now flocked in from all quarters. Many of them had been 
long serving at Dekclcia, and had formed a part of the force 
blockading Athens. These exiles now revisited the acropoli:; as 
conquerors, and saw with delight the full accomplishment of that 
foreign occupation at which many of them had aimed seven years 
before, when they constructed the fortress of Ecteioneia, as a 
means of insuring their own power. Though the conditions im
posed extinguit;hed at once the imperial character, the maritime 
'power, the honor, and the independence of Athens, these men 
were as eager as Lysander to carry them all into execution; 
because the continuance of the Athenian democracy was now 
entirely at his mercy, and because his establishment of oligarchies 
in the other subdued cities plainly intimated what Le would do in 
this great focus of Grecian democratical impulse. 

Among these exiles were comprised Aristodemus and Aristo
tcle,; both seemingly persons of importance, the former having 
at one time been one of the Uellenotamire, the first financial office 
of the imperial democracy, and the latter an active member of 
the Four Hundred ;2 also Charikles, who had been so distinguished 
for his violence in the investigation respecting the IIermre, and 
another man, of whom we no1v for the first time obtain historical 

1 Lysim;, Or. xiii, cont. Agorat. s. 80. 
2 Xenoph. Hellen. ii, 2, 18; ii, 3, 46; Plutarch, Vit. x, Orator. Vit. Lyeurg. 

init. 
l\f. E. l\fcier, in his Commentary on Lykurgus, construes this passage of 

Plutarch differently, so that the person therein specified as exile would be, 
not Aristodcmus, but the grandfather of Lykurgus. But I do not think 
this constrnction justified: sec Meier, Comm. de Lykurg. Vitd, p. iv, (Hall. 
184i). 

Respecting Charikles, see lsokratcs, Orat. xvi, De Bigis, s. 52. 
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knowledge in detail, Kritias, son of Kallrnschru3. He had been 
among the persons accused as having been concerned in the 
mutilation of the Hermrn, and seems to have been for a long time 
important in the political, the literary, and the philosophical 
"·arid of Athens. To all three, !tis a1Jilities qualified him to do 
l1onor. Both his poetry. in the Solonian or moralizing vein, and 
Iii" eloquence, published specimens of whicli remained in the Au
gu,;tan age, were of no ordinary merit. His wealth was large, 
and his family among the most ancient and eon,;picuous in Ath
ens : one of his ance~tors had been friend and companion of the 
lawgiver Solon. Ile was himself maternal uncle of the philoso
pher Plato,1 and had frequented the society of Sokrates so much 
as to have his name intimately associated in the public mind 
with that remarkable man. Yve know neither the cause, nor 
even the date of his exile, except so far, as that he was not in 
banishment immediately after the revolution of the Four Hun
dred, and that he was in banishment at the time when the gen
erals were condemned after the battle of Arginus::c.2 Ile had 
passed the time, or a part of' the time, of his exile in Thessaly, 
where he took an active part in the sanguinary feuds carried on 
among the oligarchical parties of that lawless country. Ile jg 

said to have embraced, along with a Ieiuler named, or surnamed, 
Prometheus, what passed for the democratical sicle in Thessaly; 
arming the penestre, 01· serfs, against their masters.3 "rhat the 
conduct and dispositions of Kritias had Leen before this period, 
we are unable to say; but he brnught with him now, on return

1 See Stallhanm's l'rcface to the Charmides of Plato, his note on the 
Tima:ns of Plato, p. 20, E, and the Scholia on the same passage. 

Kritias is introduced as taking a conspienons pnrt in four of the Platonic 
dialogues; Protagoras, Charmit!es, Timams, and Kritias; the last only a 
frui:rment, not to mention the Eryxias. 

The small remains of the elegiac poetry of Kritias arc to he found in 
Sr-lmciclcwin, Dekct. l'oct. Gra~c. p. 13G, seq. Both Cicero (De Ornt. ii, 22, 
(1:1) nnd Dionys. Uni. (.Tndic. rle J,ysi<I, c. 2, p. 43-1; Jnd. de Lmo, p. 62i) 
l>otice his hi;torical compositions . 

..\hont the concern of Kritias i11 tho nrntilation of the Herma:, as affirmed 
by Diognetns, sec Amlokides <le ~Iysteriis, s. 47. He was Jlr;t cousin of 
Andokides, by the mother's side. 

• Xcnoph. Hellen. ii, 3, 35. 

' Xenoph. Hellen. ii, 3, 35; l\Iemornb. i, 2, 2-1. 
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ing from exile, not merely an unmeasured and unprincipled lust 
of power, but also a rancorous impulse towards spoliation and 
blo0tbhedl which outran even his ambition, and ultimately ruined 
both his party and himself. 

Of all these returning exiles, animated with mingled vengeance 
nncl ambition, Kl'itias wa;; decidedly the leading man, like Anti
phon among the Four Hundred ; partly from his abilities, partly 
from the superior violence with which he carried out the common 
sentiment. At the present juncture, lie and his fellow-exiles 
became the most important persons in the city, as enjoying most 
the friernl~hip and confidence of the conquerors. But the oligar
chir~11 party at home were noway behind tliem, either in servility 
or in revolutionary fervor, and an un<lerntanding was soon estab
lished between the two. Probably the old faction of the Four 
Hundred, though put down, had never wholly <lied out: at any 
rate, the political hetIBries, or clubs, out of which it was composed, 
still remained, prepared for fresh cooperation when a favorable 
moment should arrive; and the catastrophe of ..iEgospotami had 
made it plain to every one that such moment could not be far 
distant. Accordingly, a large portion, if not the majority, of the 
senators, became ready to lend them>elves to the destruction of 
the d<'mocracy, and Ollly anxious lo iw•ure places among the oli
garchy in pro~pect ;il while the supple Theramenes -resuming 
liis place as oligarchical leader, and abusing his mission as envoy 
to wear out the patience of his half-famislied countrymen - had, 
during his three months' absence in the tent of Lysander, con
certed arrangements with the exiles for future proceedings.3 

As soon as the city surrendered, and while the work of demo
lition was yet going on, the oligarchical party began to organize 
itself: The mernbers of the political clubs again came together, 
and named a managing committee of five, called ephors in com

1 Xcnoph. Hellen. ii, 2. !:;rd M: aV.ilr µ'tv (Kritias) r.po;reTl/> ~v fai Til 
1roAl.ui!r /t;rol(Tl:'ivca, Ure Kal ¢vyi:Jv inrO ro1J O~pov, etc. 

"Lysias cont. Agornt. Or. xiii, s. 23, p. 102. 
3 Lysi:L5 eont. Eratosth. Or. xii, s. 78, p. 128. Thcrnmencs is described, 

in his suuscquent defence, Ol'Ctdi;wv µiv Toi;· <J>evyovrnv OTl OL' GVTOV Ka7'eA
'9otcv, etc. 

The general uarratiYe of Xenophon, meagre as it is, harmonizes with 
this. 
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pliment to the LaceJxmonians, to direct the general proceedings 
of the party; to convene meetings when needful, to appoint ~ub
or<linate managers for the various tribes, anJ'to determine what 
propositions were to be submitted to the public assembly.I Among 
these five <~phors were Kritias and Eratosthenes; probably The
ramen[,s al5o. 

But the oligarchical party, though thus organized and ascen
dant, with a compliant senate and a dispirited people, and with 
an auxiliary enemy actually in possession, still thought them
sches not powerful enough to carry their intended changes 
without seizing the most resolute of the dcmocratical leadcr3. 
Accordingly, a citizen named Theokritus tenJcrc<l an accusation 
to the senate again.st the general Strombichide;;, together with 
several others of the democratical generals and taxiarehs; sup
porte<l by the deposition of a slave, or lowborn man, named 
.Agoratus. Although Nikias and several other citizens tried to 
prevail upon Agoratus to leave Athens, forni~hed him with the 
means of escape, and offered to go away with him thernsel ves 
from ~fonychia, until the political state of Athens should come 
into a more assured condition,2 yet he refused to retire, appeared 

I Ly,;ias cont. Eratosth. Or. xii, s. 44, p. 124. 'Errw!~ oe 1) vavµa;rfo Kal fi 
avµ1>opU T{j 7rt}Aet lyivero, dT}µoKpariar; trt oi'Hn7r;, tr&ev r~·t; Cir&aelJr; 11p~av, 
rriv;e civilpe> {; 1> 0 p 0 l /(a 7 e(J T 7/ (J av v7r ii T {j v "a A 0 v µ ev (,) v l Ta,_ 
p (,) v, avvaywyelr µf:v rWv 7TOl~trWv, Upxoi·rer; oe rWv <JVVl.JfLOi<::w, lvUvna oe 
n,) i·µeoipr,> rrl.i;rht 1r(lUTTOVTf>- . 

2 Lysias cont. Agorat. Or. xiii, s. 28 (p. 132); s. 35, p. 133. Ka£ rrapop
µ£t5avrer; dVo rrAoia ~Iovvvxu'itJL1', ldiovro aVroV ('Ayop&:rov) 7rai-·1i: rpfYii<tJ 
Uin:l.19-dv 'ADj;v71fJt.:v, xal aVrul f:<fmaav avvex1iAc:vatla{}at, Ewr; rll 7rp Uy
/J. a r a x a r a a r a i l/, etc. 

Lysias represents this aeeu,ation of the generals, and this l>chaYior of 
Agornms, as having occurred b1fore the surrender of the l'ity, but after tho 
ret11rn of Theramcues, bringing back the final terms impose([ liy the Lace
d:emonians. Ile thus so colors it, that Agoratus, by getting the generals out 
of the way, was the real cnu;;e why the degrading peace brought by The· 
i·a111clics was uereptcd. llnd the generals remained at !urge, he amrms, they 
\rnuld ham prevented the ncecptuncc of this degrading peace, nnd would 
have been al1lc to obtain better term:; from the L•1ccdxmonians (see 
Lysias cont. ,\gor. sects. 1G-:!O ). 

'Vithout questioning generally the matters of fart set forth by Lysias in 
this oration (delivered a long time afterwards, see s. 90), I believe that he 

http:again.st
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before the senate, and accused the generals of being concerned in 
a conspiracy to break up the peace; pretending to be himself 
their accomplice. Upen his information, given both before the 
senate and before an a,.;semuly at l\Iunychia, the generals, the 
taxiarchs, and several other citizens, men of high worth and 
courageous patriots, were put into prison, as well as Agoratus 
himself, to stand their trial afterwards before a dikastery consist
ing of two thousand memucrs. One of the parties thu;; accused, 
:Menestratus, being admitted by the public assembly, on the prop
osition of IIagnu<lurus, the brother-in-law of Kritias, to become 
accusing witness, named several additional accomplices, who were 
also forthwith placed in cu;;tody.l 

Though the most determined defenders of the democratical 
constitution were thus eliminated, Kritias and Theramenes still 
farther insured the success of their propositions by invoking the 
presence of Lysander from Samos. The demolition of the walls 
had been completed, the main hlockading army had disbanded, 
and the immediate pre:::sure of famine had been removed, when 
an assembly was held to determine on future modifications of the 
constitution. A citizen named Drakontides,2 moved that a Board 
of Thirty should be named, to draw up laws fur the future 
government of the city, and to manage provisionally the public 
affairs, until that task should he completed. Among the thirty 
persons proposed, prearranged by Tlieramenes and the oligarch
ical five ephors, the most prominent names were those of Kritias 
and Theramenes: there were, besides, Drakontides himself, -
Onornakles, one of the Four Hundred who had escaped, - Aris
toteles and Charikles, both exiles newly returned, Eratosthenes, 

inisdates them, an<l represents them as h<tTing occurred before the surrender, 
whereas they really occurred after it. \Ve know from Xenophon, that when 
'l'hernmenes came back the second time with the real peace, the people 
were in such a sti1te of famine, that farther waiting was impo;;siblc: the 
peace was accepted immediately that it was proposed; cruel as it was, the 
people were gla<l to get it (Xcnoph. Hellen. ii, 2, 22). Besides, how could 
Agorntus he convcyetl with t"··o ves5e'l.> out of ::ilunychia, when the harbor 
·was closely Llocked up l nnd what is the meaning of i!wr rU. n:puy11ara 
1wraaTail/, n ferret! to a moment just b'!Jore the surrender 1 

1 Lyoias cont. A;;orat. Or. xiii, sects. 38, GO, 68. 
• Lysias cont. Emtosth. Or. xii, s. 74: compare Aristotle ap. Schol. ad 

Aristophan. V e<p. 15 7. 
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and others whom we do not know, but of whom probably several 
had also been exiles or members of the Four Hundred.I Though 
this was a complete abrogation of the constitution, yet so con
scious were the conspirators of their own strength, that they did 
not deem it necessary to propo.,e the formal suspension of the 
graphe paranomon, as had been done prior to the installation of 
the former oligarchy. Still, notwithstanding the seizure of the 
leaders and the general intimidation prevalent, a loud murmur of 
repugnance was heard in the assembly at the motion of Drakon
tide:3. But Theramenes rose up to defy the murmur, telling the 
assembly that the proposition numbered many partisans even 
among the citizens themselves, and that it had, besides, the ap
probation of Lysander and the Laced::emonians. This was pres
ently confirmed by Lysander himself, who addressed the assembly 
in person. He told them, in a menacing and contemptuous 
tone, that Athens was now at his mercy, since the walls had. not 
been demolished before the day specified, and consequently the 
conditions of the promised. peace had been violated. Ile add.ed 
that, if they did not adopt the recommend.ation of Theramenes, 
they would. be forced to take thought for their personal safety in
stead of for their political constitution. After a notice at once so 
plain and so crushing, farther resistance was Yain. The dissen
tients all quitted the assembly in sadness and. indignation; while 
a remnant - according to Lysias, inconsiderable in number as 
well as worthless in character - stayed. to vote acceptance of the 
motion.2 

Seven years before, Theramenes had curried, in conjunction 
with Antiphon and Phrynichus, a similar motion for the installa
tion of the Four Hundred; extorting acquiescence by domestic 
terrorism as well as by multiplied assa,,sinations. He now, in 
conjunction with Kritias and the rest, a second time extinguished 
the constitution of his country, by the still greater humiliation 

,of a foreign conqueror dictating terms to the Athenian people 
us;;embled in their own Pnyx. Having seen the Thirty regularly 
constituted, Lysander retired from Athens to finish the siege of 
Samos, which still held. out. Though blocked up both by lfil1d 

1 Xcnoph. Hellen. ii, 3, 2. 

2 Lysins cont. Eratosth. Or. xii, sects. i-1-77. 
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and sea, the Samians obstinately defended them~elves for some 
months longer, until the close of the summer. Nor was it until 
the last extremity that they capitulated; olitaining permis~ion 

for every freeman to depart in safety, but with no other property 
except a single garment. Lysarnler handed over the city and 
the properties to the ancient citizens, that is, to the oligarchy and 
their partisans, who had been partly expelled; partly disfranchised, 
in the rernlution eight years before. But he placed the govern
ment of Samo~, as he had dealt with the other cities, in the hands 
of one of his dekaJarchies, or oligarchy of Ten Samiaus, chosen 
by himself; lea\·ing Thorax as Lacedmmonian harmost, and 
doubtless a force under him.I 

Having thus finished the war, and trodden out the last spark 
of resistance, Lysander returned in triumph to Sparta. So im
posing a triumph never fell to the lot of any Greek, either .before 
or afterwards. He brought with him every trireme out of the 
harbor of Pcineus, except twelve, left to the .Athenians as a 
conce8sion ; he brought the prow-ornaments of all the ships cap
tured at .LEgospotami and elsewhere ; he was loaded with golden 
crowns, voted to him by the various cities; and he farther ex
hibited a sum of money not less than four lmndred and seventy 
talents, the remnant of tho.'e treasures which Cyrus liad handed 
over to him for the prn~ecution of the war.~ That sum had been 
greater, but is said to have been diminished by the trcadiery of 
Gylippu:', to whose custody it had been committed, and who sul
lied by such mean peculation the laurels which he had so glori
ously earned at Syracuse.3 ,Nor was it merely the triumphant 
evidences of past exploits which now decorated this returning 
admiral. Ile wielded besides an extent of' real power greater 
than any individual Greek either before or after. Imperial 
Sparta, as she had now become, was as it were personified in Ly
sander, who was ma;ter of almost all the insular, Asiatic, and 
Thracian cities, by means of' tbe harmost and the native dekadar- / 
chics named by himself and ~elected from his creatures. To this 
state of things we shall presently retum, when we have followed 
the eventful history of the Thirty at Athens. 

' Xenoph. Hellen. ii, 3, 6-8. 2 Xenoph. Hellen. ii, 2, 8. 
3 Plutarch, Lysaud. c. 16; Dioclor. xiii, 106. 
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These thirty men - the parallel of the dekarchies whom Ly
sander had constituted in the other cities - were intended for the 
same purpose, to maintain the city in a state of humiliation and 
dependence upon Lacedmmon, and upon Lysander, as the repre
sentative of Lacedmmon. Though appointed, in the pretended 
view of drawing up a scheme of laws and constitution for Athens, 
they were in no hurry to commence this duty. They appointed 
a new senate, composed of compliant, assured, and oligarchical 
persons; including many of the returned exiles who had been 
formerly in the .Four Hundred, and many also of the preceding 
senators who were willing to serve their designs.I They farther 
named new magistrates and officers ; a new Board of Eleven, to 
manage the business of police and the public force, with Satyrus, 
one of their most violent partisans, as chief; a Board of Ten, to 
govern in Peirmu~; 2 an archon, to give name to the year, Pytho
dorus, and a second, or king-arch on, Patrokles,3 to offer the cus
tomary sacrifices on behalf of the city. 'Vhile thus securing 
their own ascendency, and placing all power in the hands of the 
most violent oligarchical parti::'ans, they began by professing re
forming principles of the strictest virtue; denouncing the abuses 
of the past democracy, and announcing their determination to 
purge the city of evil-doers.4 The philosopher Plato - then a 
young man about twenty-four years old, of anti-democratical pol
itics, and nephew of Kritias - \nts at first misled, together with 
various others, by these splendid Jlrofessions; he conceived hopes, 
and even received encouragem€nt from his relation~, that he 
might play an active part under the new oligarchy.5 Though he 
soon came to discern how little congeuial his feeling~ were with 
theirs, yet in the beginning doubtless such honest illusions con
tributed materially to strengthen their hands. 

1 Xenoph. Hellen. ii, 2, '11 : Lysias cont. Agorat. Orat. xiii, sects. 23-80. 
·Tisias, the brother-in-law of Charikles, was a member of this senate (l3o

kratcs, Or. xvi, De Bigis, s. 53). · 
2 Plato, Epist. vii, p. 324, B. ; Xenoph. Hellen. ii, 3, 5-1. 
3 Isokrates cont. Kallimach. Or. xviii, s. 6, p. 372. 
4 Lysias, Orat. xii, cont. Eratosth. s. 5, p. 121. 'Errwli) o' ol rpifucovra 

1rDV1Jpoi µev KOL a V KO r/J a V 7" al ovrer cir T~V up;t~V KOTEaTr;aav, <f>uaKOVTE' 

'XP~M/. TWV tlOlKWV Ka{}apav r.oiljaat TfJV r.ot.LV, Kat rovr AOmov.- r.o/.irar hr' 
uper~v mi 1!11<awaioniv rparrfoOai, etc. 6 Plato, Epist. vii, p. 324, B. C. 
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In execution of their <le~ign to root out evil-doers, the Thiriy 
first laid hands on some of the most obnoxious politicians under 
the former democracy; "men (says Xenophon) whom every one 
knew to live by making calumnious accusations, called syco
phancy, and who were pronounced in their enmity to the oligar
chical citizens." How far most of these men had been honest or 
dishonest in their previous political con<luct under the democracy, 
we have no means of determining. Bnt among them were 
comprised Strombicl1ides and the other <lcmocratical officers who 
liad been imprisoned under the information of Agoratus, men 
whose chief crime consisted in a strenuous and inflexible attach
ment to the democracy. The persons thus seized were brought 
to trial before the new senate appointed by the Thirty, contrary 
to the vote of the people, which had decreed that Strombichides 
and his companions should be tried before a dikastery of two thou
sand citizens.I But the dikastery, as well as all the other dem
ocratical institutions, were now abrogated, and no judicial body 
was left except the newly constituted senate. Even to that sen
ate, though composed of their own partisans, the Thirty did not 
choose to intrust the trial of the prisoners, with that secrecy of 
voting which was well known at Athens to be essential to the 
free and genuine expression of sentiment. '\Vhenever prisoners 
were tried, the Thirty were themselves present in the senate
housc, sitting on the benches previously occupied by the pry
tanes : two tables were placed before them, one signifying con
<lemnation, the other, acquittal; and each senator was required 
to deposit his pebble openly before them, either on one or on the 
other.2 It was not merely judgment by the senate, but judgment 
by the senate under pressure and intimidation by the all-power
ful Thirty. It seems probable that neither any semblance of 
defence, nor any exculpatory witnesses, were allowed ; but even 
if such formalities were not wholly dispensed with, it is certain 
that there was no real trial, and that condemnation was assured 
beforehand. Among the great numbers whom the Thirty brought 
before the senate, not a single man was acquitted except the in
former Agoratu'>, who was brought to trial as an accomplice 
along with Strombichides and his companions, but was liberated 

1 Lysias cont. Agorat. ~. 38. 2 Lysias cont. Agorat. s. 40. 
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in recompense for the information which he bad given against 
them.I The statement of Isokrates, Lysias, and others - that 
the victims of the Thirty, even when brought before the senate, 
were put to death untried - is authentic and trustworthy: many 
were even put to death by simple order from the Thirty them
sekes, without any cognizance of the senate.2 

In regard to the persons first brought to trial, however, 
whether we consider them, as Xenophon intimates, to have been 
notorious evil-doers, or to have been innocent sufferers by the 
reactionary vengeance of returning oligarchical exiles, as was the 
case certainly with Strombichides and the omcers accused along 
with him, - there was little necessity for any constraint on the 
part of the Thirty over the senate. That body itself partook of 
the sentiment which dictated the condemnation, and acted as a 
willing instrument; while the Thirty themselves were unanimous, 
Theramenes being even more zealous than Kritias in these exe
cutions, to demonstrate his sincere antipathy towards the extinct 
democracy.3 As yet too, since all the persons condemned, justly 
or unjustly, had been marked politicians, so, all other citizens 
who had taken no conspicuous part in politics, even if they dis
approved of the condemnations, had not been led to conceive any 
apprehension of the like fate for themselves. Here, then, The
ramenes, and along with him a portion of the Thirty as well as of 
the senate, were inclined to pause. ·while enough had been done 
to satiate their antipathies, by the death of the most obnoxious 
leaders of the democracy, they at the same time conceived the 
oligarchical government to be securely established, and contended 
that farther blood,;hed would only endanger its stability, by 
spreading alarm, multiplying enemies, and alienating friends as 
well as neutrals. 

But these were not the views either of Kritias or of the Thirty 
generally, who surveyed their position with eyes very different 
from the unstable and cunning Theramenes, and who had brought 

1 Lysias cont. Agorat. s. 41. 
2 Lysias cont. Eratosth. s. 18; Xenoph. Hellen. ii, 3, 51; Isokrat. Orat. 

xx, cont. Lochit. s. 15, p. 397. 
3 Xcnoph. Ilellcn.ii,3, 12, 28, 38. AiJTor (Thcramenes) µa,.tura 

t; opµ~ u a r i11iu~, rolr 7rpwrot~ v7rayopfrot~ tr; i1µii~ oiKr/v lmrdHvai, etc. 
VOL. VIII. 11 16oc. 
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with them from exile a long arrear of vengeance yet to be ap· 
peased. Kritias knew well that the numerous population of 
Athens were devotedly attached,- and had good reason to be 
nttached, to their democracy; that the existing government had 
been imposed upon them by force, and could only be upheld by 
force ; that its friends were a narrow minority, incapable of sus
taining it against the multitude around them, all armed; that 
there were still many formidable enemies to be got rid of, so that 
it was indispensable to invoke the aid of a permanent Lacedre
monian garrison in Athens, as the only condition not only of their 
stability as a government, but even of their personal safety. In 
spite of the opposition of Theramenes, .lEschines and Aristoteles, 
two among the Thirty, were despatched to Sparta to solicit aid 
from Lysander; who procured for them a Lacedremonian garri
son under Kallibius as harmost, which they engaged to maintain 
without any cost to Sparta, until their government should be con
firmed by putting the evil-doers out of the way.1 Kallibius was. 
not only installed as master of the acropolis, - full as it was of 
the mementos of Athenian glory, - but was farther so caressed 
and won over by the Thirty, that he lent himself to everything 
which they asked. They had thus a Lacedremonian military 
force constantly at their command, besides an organized band of 
youthful satellites and assassins, ready for any deeds of 'l'iolence; 
and they proceeded to seize and put to death many citizens, who 
were so distinguished for their courage and patriotism, as to be 
likely to serve as leaders to the public discontent. Several of 
the best men in Athens thus successively perished, while Thrasy
lmlus, Anytus, and many others, fearing a similar fate, fled out 
of Attica, leaving their property to be confiscated and appro
priated by the oligarchs; 2 who passed a decree of exile against 
them in their absence, as well as against Alkibiades,3 

I Xenoph. Hellen. ii, 3, 13. e&>, o~ TOV' 1rOV1Jpov, {KtrOOWV 1r0l1J'7aµevot 
KaTar;rf1r7aLVTO T~V troli,treiav. 

2 Xenoph. Hellen. ii, 3, 15, 23, 42; Isokrat. cont. Kallimach. Or. xviii, s. 
30, p. 375. 

3 Xenoph. Hellen. ii, 3, 42; ii, 4, 14. ol elf: IWL ovx 01r&>' UOlKOVVTE(, u'Ji,A. 
oin\' tmo11µoiivre' tq>vyaaeiJoµe-&a, etc. 

Isokratcs, Orat. xvi, De Bigis, s. 46, p. 355. 
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These successive acts of vengeance and violence were warmly 
opposed by Theramenes, both in the council of Thirty and in the 
senate. The persons hitherto executed, he said, had deserved 
their death, because they were not merely noted politicians under 
the democracy, but also persons of marked hostility to oligarchi
cal men. But to inflict the same fate on others, who had mani
fested no such hostility, simply because they had enjoyed influence 
under the democracy, would be unjust: "Even you and I (he 
reminded Kritias) have both said and <lone many things for the 
sake of popularity." But Kritias replied : "'Ve cannot afford 
to be scrupulous; we are engaged in a scheme of aggressive am
bition, and must get rid of those who are best able to hinder us. 
Though we are Thirty in number, and not one. our government 
is not the less a deopotism, and must be guarded by the same 
jealous precautions. If you think otherwise, you mu:.;t be simple
minded indeed." Such were the sentiments which animated 
the majority of the Thirty, not less than Kritias, and which 
prompted them to an endless string of seizures and executions. 
It was not merely the less obnoxious democratical politicians 
who became their victims, but men of courage, wealth, and 
station, in every vein of political feeling: even oligarchical men, 
the best and most high-principled of that party, shared the same 
fate. Among the most distinguished sufferers were, Lykurgus,1 
belonging to one of the most eminent saered gentes in the state; 
a wealthy man named Antiphon, who had devoted his fortune 
to the public service with exemplary patriotism <luring the last 
years of the war, ancl had furnished two well-equipped triremes 
at hi:; own cost; Leon, of Salamis; and even JS"ikeratus, son of 
Nikias, who had perished at Syracuse; a man who inherited from 
his father not only a large fortune, but a known repugnance to 
<lemocratical polities, together with his uncle Eukrates, brother 
of the same Nikias.2 These were only a few among the numer
ous victims, who were seized, pronounced to be guilty by the 
~cnate or by tlie Thirty themschcs, handed over to Satyrus and 
the Eleven, and condemned to perish by the customary draught 
of hemlock. 

1 l'lutarch, Vit. x, Orator. p. 8:38. 
2 Xenoph. Hellen. ii, 3, 29-41; Lysias, Ornt. xviii, De Bonis :Nicire Fra

tris, sects. 5-8. 
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The circumstances accompanying the seizure of Leon deserve 
particular notice. In putting to death him and the other victims, 
the Thirty bad several objects in view, all tending to the stability 
of their dominion. First, they thus got rid of citizens generally 
known and esteemed, whose abhorrence they knew themselves to 
deserve, and whom they feared as likely to head the public senti
ment against them. Secondly, the property of these Yictims, all 
of whom were rich, was seized along with their. pe~·sons, and 
was employed to pay the satellites whose agency was indispensable 
for such violences, especially Kallibins and the Laceda;monian 
hoplites in the acropolis. But, besides murder and spoliation, 
the Thirty had a farther purpose, if possi!Jle, yet more nefarious. 
In the work of seizing their Yietims, they not only employed 
the hands of these paid satellites, b1:1t also sent along with them 
citizens of station and respectability, whom they constrained by 
threats and intimidation to lend their personal aid in a service so 
thoroughly odious. By such participation, these citizens became 
compromised and imbrued in crime, and as it were, consenting par
ties in the public eye to all the projects of the Thirty; l exposed to 
the same general hatred as the latter, and interested for their 
own safety in maintaining the existin~ dominion. Pursuant to 
tl1eir general plan of implicating unwilling citizens in their mis
deeds, the Thirty sent for five citizens to the tholus, or govern
ment-house, and ordered them, with terrible menaces, to cross over 
to Salamis and bring back Leon as prisoner. Four out of the five 
obeyed; the fifth was the philo:mpher Sokrates, who refused all 
concurrence and returned to his own house, while the other four 

Plato, Apol. Sokrates, c. 20, p. 32. 'E7rwl7) ve bA-iyap;i;ia lytvero, Ot 
TptU.Kovra aV µrratrrp:1f;i1µe11oi µe 'lriµrrrov abrOv e[r Tljv i90A.ov 7rpoaira~av 

uyayeiv f/( I.alcaµivor Afovra TOV I.a'Aaµivwv, Zv' a7rofJ(wot· 0 la 0 7) "a~ 

UAAotr tKelVOl 1l"OAAOl~ 7rpoatraTT01" 13ovlc6µevot w~ 
1!"').eiarov~ civa7r/,i)11at alrtwv. 

Isokrat. cont. Kallimach. Or. xviii, sect. 23, p. 3i4. lvioir 1wl 7rpo11frarrov 
l;aµapraveiv. Compnrc also Lysias, Or. xii, cont. Eratosth. sect. 32. 

\Ve learn, from Annokides de Myster. sect. 94, that Me!Ctus was one or 
the parties who actually arrested Leon, and brought him up for condemna· 
tion. It is not probable that this was the same person who afterwards 
accused Sokratcs. It may possibly have been his father, who bore the same 
name; but there is nothing to dctc1mine the point. 
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went to Salamis and took part in the seizure of Leon. _Though 
he thus braved all the wrath of the Thirty, it appears that they 
thought it expedient to leave him untouched. But the fact that 
they singled him out for such an atrocity, - an old man of tried 
virtue, both private and public, and intellectually commanding, 
though at the same time intellectually unpopular, - shows to 
what an extent they carried their system of forcing unwilling 
participants; while the farther circumstance, that he was the only 
person who had the courage to refuse, among four others who 
yielded to intimidation, shows that tl1e policy was for the most 
part successful,! The inflexible resistance of Sokrates on this 
occasion, stands as a worthy parallel to his conduct as prytanis in 
the public assembly held on the conduct of the generals after 
the battle of Arginusm, described in the preceding chapter, 
wherein he obstinately refused to concur in putting an illegal 
question. -

Snch multiplied cases of execution and spoliation naturally 
filled the city with surprise, indignation, and terror. Groups of 
malcontents got together, and exiles became more and more 
numerous. All these circumstances furnished ample material for 
the vehement opposition of Theramenes, and tended to increase 
his party: not indeed among the Thirty themselves, but to a cer
tain extent in the senate, and still more among the body of the 
c1t1zens. Ile warned his colleagues that they were incurring 
daily an increased amount of public oclium, and that their govern
ment could not possibly stand, unless they admitted into partner
ship an adequate number of citizens, with a direct interest in its 
maintenance. Ile proposed that all those competent, by their 
property, to serve the state either on horseback or with heavy 
armor, should be constituted citizens; leaving all the poorer 
freemen, a far larger number, still disfranchised.3 Kritias and 

1 l'lato, Apo!. Sokrat. ut Slip,; Xcnoph. Hellen, ii, 4, 9-23, 
2 Xenoph. Hellen. ii, 3, 17, 19, 48. From sect. 48, we see that Thcram

cncs actually made this proposition: ru µivrot avv roii; clvva1iivoti; Kal 
µefY lrr'n"wv Kal 1u:r' <larriJl.Jv c:iq;c?~elv T~v 110A.trdai1, rr p6 a fl e v ci pt a To v 
*yo vµ 7/ v e iv a t, Kat vvv ob µera,3t,'),/,oµat. 

This proposition, made by Theramcnes and rejected by the Thirty,· 
explains the comment which he afterwards macle, when they drew up their 
special catalogue or roll of three thousand; which comment otherwise ap
pears unsuitable. 

http:larriJl.Jv
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the Thirty rejected this proposition; being doubtless convinced 
- as the Four Ifondred had felt seven years before, when 
Thcramenes demanded of them to convert their fictitious total 
of Five Thousand into a real list of as many living persons 
- that " to enroll so great a number of pmtners, was tanta
mount to a downright democracy.n 2 Ilut they were at the same 
time not insensible to the soundness of his advice: moreover, they 
began to be afraid of him personally, and to suspect that he was 
likely to take the lead in a popular opposition against them, as he 
had previously tlone against his colleagues of the Four Hundred. 
They therefore resolved to comply in part with his recommenda
tions, and accordingly prepared a list of three thousand persons 
to be invested with the political franchise; chosen, as much as 
possible, from their own known partisans and from oligarchical citi
zens. Besides this body, they also counted on the adherence of 
the horsemen, among the wealthiest citizens of the state. These 
horsemen, or knights, taking them as a class, - the thousand 
good men of Athens, whose virtues Aristophanes sets forth in 
hostile antithesis to the alleged demagogic vices of Kleon, 
- remained steady supporters of the Thirty, throughout all the 
enormities of their career.2 ·what privileges or functions were 
assigned to the chosen three thousand, we do not hear, except 
that they could not be condemned without the warrant of the 
senate, while any other Athenian might be put to death by the 
simple fiat of the Thirty.3 

A body of partners thus chosen -not merely of fixed number, 
but of picked oligarchical sentiments - was by no means the 
addition which Theramenes desired. While he commented on the 
folly of supposing that there was any charm in the number three 
thousand, as if it embodied all the merit of the city, and nothing 
else but merit, he admonished them that it was still insufficient for 
their defence ; their rule was one of pure force, and yet inferior 
in force to those over whom it was exercised. Again the Thirty 
acted upon his admonition, but in a way very different from 
that which he contemplated. They proclaimed a general muster 

Thncy<l. viii, 89-92. TU /lEV Karaari;aat µrroxovr roaovrov>, UVTlKpvr UV 
Oi;µov ~yoi1µcvot. 

• Xenoph. llellcn. ii, 3, IS, 19; ii, 4, 2, 8, 24. 3 Xenoph. Hellen. ii,3, 51. 

I 
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and examination of arms to all the hoplites in Athens. The Threu 
Thousand were drawn up in arms all together in the market
place; but tlie remaining hoplites were disseminated in small 
scattered companies and in different places. After the review 
was over, these scattered companies went home to their meal, 
leaving their arms piled at the various places of muster. But 
the adherents of the Thirty, having been forewarned and kept 
together, were sent at the proper moment, along with the Lac<'
d::emonian mercenaries, to seize the deserted arms, which wern 
deposited under the custody of Kallibius in the acropolis. All thP
hoplites in Athens, except the Three Thousand and the remaining 
adherents of the Thirty, were disarmed by this crafty manceuvre, 
in spite of the fruitless remonstrance of Therarnenes.1 

Kritias and his colleagues, now relieved from all fear either of 
Theramenes, or of any other internal opposition, gave loose, more 
unsparingly than ever, to their malevolence and rapacity, put
ting to death both many of their private enemies, and many rich 
victims for the purpose of spoliation. A list of suspected persons 
was drawn up, in which each of their adherents was allowed to 
insert such names as he chose, and from which the victims were 
generally taken,2 Among informers, who thus gave in names for 
destruction, Batrachus and 1Eschylides3 stood conspicuous. The 
thirst of Kritias for plunder, as well as for bloodshed, only in
creased by gratification ;4 and it was not merely to pay theie 
mercenaries, but also to enrich themselves separately1 that the 
Thirty stretched everywhere their murderous agency, which now 
mowed down metics as well as citizens. Theognis and Peison, 
two of the Thirty, afiirmed that many of these metics were hostile 

1 Xenoph. Hellen. ii, 3, 20, 41; compare Lysias, Orat. xii, cont. Eratosth. 
sect. 41. 

2 Xenoph. Hellen. ii, 3, 21 ; Isokrates adv. Euthynum, sect. 5, p. 401; 
Isokrates cont. Kallimach. sect. 23, p. 375; Lysias, Or. xxv, tlnµ. Karail.. 
'A1l'nil. sect. 21, p. 173. 

The two passages of Isokrates sufficiently designate what this list, or Kara
il.oyor, mnst have been; but the name by which he calls it --0 µeraAvaavopov 
(or ITeiaavclpov) Karail.oyor -is not easy to explain. 

3 Lysias, Orat. vi, cont. Andokid. sect. 46 ; Or. xii, cont. Eratosth. sect. 49. 
' Xenoph. l\Icmor. i, 2, 12. Kpiriar µev yap rwv fv rfi bl.tyapx£ft 1Tavrcuv 

1<At1l'Ttararor re Ka2 ;Jia1oraror tyivero, etc. 
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to the oligarchy, besides being opulent men ; ancl the resolution 
was adopted that each of the rulers should single out any of these 
victims that he plcasecl, for execution and pillage; care being 
taken to include a few poor persons in the seizure, 80 that the real 
purpose of the spoilers might be faintly disguised. 

It was in execution of this scheme that the orator Lysias and 
his brother Polemarchus were both taken into custody. Doth were 
metics, wealthy men, ancl engaged in a manufa.ctory of shielcls, 
wherein they employed a hundred and twenty slaves. Theognis 
and Peison, with some others, seized Lysias in his house, while 
entertaining some friends at dinner; ancl having driven away his 
guests, left him under the guard of Peison, while the attendants 
went off to register and appropriate his nluable slaves. Lysias 
tried to prevail on Peison to accept a bribe ancl let him escape ; 
which the latter at first promised to do, and having thus obtained 
access to the money-chest of the prisoner, laid hands upon all its 
contents, amounting to between three and four talents. In vain 
did Lysias implore that a trifle might be left for his necessary 
subsistence ; the only answer vouchsafed was, that he might think 
himself fortunate if he escaped with life. Ile was then conveyed 
to the house of a person named Damnippus, where Theognis 
already was, having other prisoners in charge. At the earnest 
entreaty of Lysias, Damnippus tried to induce Theognis to con
nive at his escape, on consideration of a handsome bribe; but 
while this conversation was going on, the prisoner &vailed himself 
of an unguarded moment to get off through the back door, which 
fortunately was open, together with two other doors through 
which it was necessary to pass. Having first obtained refuge in 
the house of a friend in Peirreus, he took boat cluring the ensuing 
night for 1\Iegara. Polemarchus, less fortunate, was seized in the 
street by Eratosthenes, one of the Thirty, and immediately lodged 
in the prison, where the fatal draught of hemlock was adminis
tered to him, without delay, without trial, and without liberty of 
defence. While his house was plunJered of a large stock of gold, 
silver, furniture, and rich ornaments; while the golden earring::! 
were torn from the ears of his wife; and while seven hundred 
shielJs, with a hundred aml twenty slaves, were confiscated, 
together with the workshop and the two dwelling-houses; the 
Thirty would not allow even a decent funeral to the deceased, but 
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caused his body to be carried away on a hired bier from the 
prison, with covering and a few scanty appurtenances supplied 
by the sympathy of private friends.I 

Amidst such atrocities, increasing in number and turned more 
and more to shameless robbery, the party of Theramenes daily 
gained ground, even in the senate; many of whose members 
profited nothing by satiating the private cupidity of the Thirty, 
and began to be weary of so revolting a system, as well as alarmed 
at the host of enemies which they were raising up. In proposing 
the late seizure of the metics, the Thirty had desired Theramenes 
to make choice of any victim among that class, to be destroyed 
and plundered for his own personal benefit. But lie rejected t.he 
suggestion emphatically, denouncing the enormity of the measm;e 
in the indignant terms which it deserved. So much was the 
antipathy of Kritias and the majority of the Thirty against him, 
already acrimonious from the effects of a long course of opposi
tion, exasperated by this refusal ; so much did they fear the 
consequences of incurring the obloquy of such measures for them
selves, while Theramenes enjoyed all the credit of opposing them; 
so satisfied were they that their government could not stand with 
this dissension among its own members; that they resolved to de
stroy him at all cost. Having canvassed as many of the senators 
as they could, to persuade them that Theramenes was conspiring 
against the oligarchy, they caused the most daring of their satel
lites to attend one day in the senate-house, close to the railing 
which fenced in the senators, with daggers concealed under their 
garments. So soon as Theramenes appeared, Kritias rose and 
denounced him to the senate as a public enemy, in an harangue 
which Xenophon gives at considerable length, and which is so full 
of instructive evidence, as to Greek political feeling, that I here 
extract the main points in abridgment: 

"If any of you imagine, senators, that more people are perishing 
than the occasion requires, reflect, that this happens everywhere 
in a time of revolution, and that it must especially happen in the 

1 Lysias, Or. xii, cont. Eratost.!1cn. sects. 8, 21. Lysias prosecuted Eratos
thenes before the dikastery some years afterwards, as having caused the death 
of Po!emarclrns. The foregoing detail~ are found in the oration, spoken as 
well as composcq by himself. 

11* 
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establishment of an oligarchy at Athens, the most populous city 
in Greece, and where the population has been longest accus
tomed to freedom. You know as well as we do, that democracy is to 
both of us an intolerable government, as well as incompatible 
·with all steady adherence to our protectors, the Lacedxmonians. 
It is under their auspices that we are establishing the present 
oligarchy, and that we destroy, as far as we can, every man who 
stands in the way of it; which becomes most of all indispensable, 
if such a man be found among our own body. Here stands the 
man, Theramenes, whom we now denounce to you as your foe 
not less than ours. That such is the fact, is plain from his un
measured censures ori our proceedings, from the dilliculties which 
he throws in our way whenever we want to despatch any of the 
demagogues. Had such been his policy from the beginning, he 
would indeed have been our enemy, yet we could not with justice 
have proclaimed him a villain. But it is he who first originated 
the alliance which binds us to Sparta, who struck. the first blow 
at the democracy, who chiefly instigated us to put to death the 
first batch of accused persons; and now, when you as well as we 
have thus incurred the manifest hatred of the people, he turns 
round and quarrels with our proceedings in order to insure his 
own safety, and leave us to pay the penalty. Ile must be dealt 
with not only as an enemy, but as a traitor, to you as well as to 
us; a traitor in the grain, as his whole life proves. Though he 
enjoyed, through his father Agnon, a station of honor under the 
democracy, he was foremost in subverting it, and setting up the 
Four Hundred; the moment he saw that oligarchy beset with 
difficulties, he was the first to put himself at the head of the 
people against them;, always ready for change in both directions, 
and a willing accomplice in those executions which changes of 
government bring with them. It is he, too, who - having been 
ordered by the generals after the battle of ArginusIB to pick up 
the men on the disabled ships, and having neglected the task
accused and brought to execution his superiors, in order to get 
himself out of danger. Ile has well earned his surname of The 
Buskin, fitting both legs, but constant to neither; he has shown 
himself reckless both of honor and friendship, looking to nothing 
but his own selfish advancement; and it is for us now to guard 
against his doublings, in order that he may not play us the sam~ 
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trick. "\Ve cite him before you as a conspirator and a traitor, 
against you as well as against us. I,ook to your own safety, and 
not to his. For depend upon it, tliat if yon let him off, you will 
hold out powerful encouragement to your worst enemies; while 
if you condemn him, you will crush their best hopes, both within 
and without the city." 

Theramenes was probably not wholly unprepared for some 
such attack as this. At any rate, he rose up to reply to it at 
once:

"First of all, senators, I shall touch upon the charge against me 
which Kritias mentioned last, the charge of having accused and 
brought to execution the generals. It was not I who began the 
accusation against them, but they who began it against me. They 
said, that they had ordered me upon the duty, and that I"had 
neglected it; my defence was, that the duty could not be executed, 
in consequence of the storm; the people believed and exonerated 
me, but the generals were rightfully condemned on their own 
accusation, because they said that the duty might have been per
formed, while yet it had remained unperformed. I do not wonder, 
indeed, that Kritias has told these falsehoods against me ; for at 
the time when this affair happened, he was an exile in Thessaly, 
employed in raising up a democracy, and arming the penestoo 
against their masters. Heaven grant that nothing of what he per
petrated there may occur at Athens! I agree with Kritias, indeed, 
that, whoever wishes to cut short your government, and strength
ens those who conspire against you, deserves justly the severest 
punishment. But to whom does this charge best apply? To him, 
or to me? Look at the behavior of each of us, and then judge for 
yourselves. At first, we were all agreed, so far as the condemna
tion of the known and obnoxious demagogues. But when Kritias 
anu his friends began to seize men of station and dignity, then it 
was that I began to oppose them. I knew that the seizure of men 
like Leon, Nikias, and Antiphon, would make the best men in the 
city your enemies. I opposed the execution of the metics, well 
aware that all that body would be alienated. I opposed the dis
arming of the citizen,;, and the hiring of foreign guards. And 
when I saw that enemies at home and exiles abroad were multi
plying against you, I di:isuaded you from banishing Thrasybulus 
and Anytus, whereby you only furnished the exiles with corupe
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tent leaders. The man who gin~s you this advice, and gives it 
you openly, is he a traitor, or is he not rather a genuine friend? 
It is you and your supporters, Kritias, who, by your muruers and 
robberies, strengthen the enemies of the government and betray 
your friends. Depend upon it, tbat Thrasybulus and Anytus are 
much better pleased with your policy than they would be with 
mine. You accuse me of having betrayed the Four Hundred; 
but I did not desert them until they were themselve::,. on the point 
of betraying Athens to her enemies. You call me The lluskin, 
as trying to fit both parties. llut what am I to call you, who fit 
neither of them ? who, under the democracy, were the most 
violent hater of the people, and who, unller the oligarchy, have 
become equally violent as a bater of oligarchical merit? I am, 
and always have been, Kritias, an enemy both to extreme democ
racy and to oligarchical tyranny. I desire to constitute our 
political community out of those who can serve it on horseback 
and ~vith heavy armor; I have proposed this once, and I still 
stand to it. I side not either with democrats or despots, to the 
exclusion of the dignified citizens. Prove that I am now, or ever 
have been, guilty of such crime, and I shall confess myself 
deserving of ignominious death." 

This reply of Theramenes was received with such a shout of 
applause by the majority of the senate, as showed that they were 
resolved to acquit him. To the fierce antipathies of the mortified 
Kritias, the idea of failure was intolerable; indeed, he had now 
carried his hostility to such a point, that the acquittal of his ene
my would have been his own ruin. After exchanging a few words 
with the Thirty, he retired for a few moments, and directed the 
Eleven with the body of armed satellites to press close on the 
railing whereby the senators were fenced round, - while the court 
before the senate-house was filled with the mercenary hoplites. 
Having thus got bis force in hand, Kritias returned and again 
addressed the senate: "Senators (said he), I think it the duty of 
a good president, when he sees his friends around him duped, not 
to let them follow their own counsel. This is what I am now 
going to do; indeed, tl1c$e men, whom you see pressing upon us 
from without, tell us plainly that they will not tolerate the acquit
tal of one manifestly working to the ruin of the oligarchy. It is 
an article of our new constitution, that no man of the select Three 
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Thousarnl shall be condemned without your vote; but that any 
man not included in that list may be condemned by the Thirty. 
Now I take upon me, with the concurrence of all my colleagues, 
to strike this Theramenes out of that list ; and we, by our author
ity, condemn him to death." 

Though Theramenes had already been twice concerned in put
ting down the democracy, yet sueh was the habit of all .Athenians 
to look for protection from constitutional forms, that he probably 
accounted l1imself safe under the favorable verdict of the senate, 
and was not prepared for the monstrous and despotic sentence 
which he now heard from his enemy. Ile sprang at once to the 
senatorial hearth, - the altar and sanctuary in the interior of the 
senate-house, - and exclaimed: "I too, senators, stand as your 
suppliant, asking only for bare justice. Let it be not in the 
power of Kritias to strike out me or any other man whom he 
chooses ; let my sentence as well as yours be passed according to 
the law which these Thirty have themselves prepared. I know 
but too well, that this altar will be of no avail to me as a defence; 
but I shall at least make it plain, that these men are as impious 
towards the gods as they are nefarious towards men. .As for you, 
worthy senators, I wonder that :you will not stand forward for 
your own personal safety; since you must be well aware, that 
your own names may be struck out of the Three Thousand just 
as easily as mine." 

But the senate remained passive and stupefied by fear, in spite 
of these moving words, which perhaps were not perfectly heard, 
since it could not be the design of Kritias to permit hid enemy to 
speak a second time. It was probably while Theramenes was 
yet speaking, that the loud Yoice of the herald was heard, calling 
the Eleven to come forward anu take him into custody. The 
Eleven advanced into the senate, headed by their brutal chief 
Satyrus, and followed by their usual attendants. They went 
straight up to the altar, from whence Satyrus, aided by the attend
ants, dragged him by main force, while Kritias said to them: 
"\Ve hand over to you this man Theramenes, condemned accord
ing to the law. Seize him, carry him off to prison, and there do 
the needful." Upon this, Thera.menes was dragged out of the 
senate-house and carded in custody through the market-place, 
exclaiming with a loud voice against the atrocious treatment 
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which he was suffering. "Hold your tongue (said Satyrus to him), 
or you will suffer for it." "And if I do hold my tongue (replied 
Theramenes), shall not 1 suffer for it al:,;o ? " 

Ile was com-eyed to prison, where the usual draught of 
hemlock was speedily administered. After he had swallowed it, 
there remained a drop at the bottom of the cup, which he jerked 
out on the floor (according to the playful convivial practice called 
the Kottabus, which was supposed to furnish an omen by its 
sound in falling, and after which the person who had just drank 
handed the goblet to the guest whose tum came next) : "Let this 
(said he) be for the gentle Kritias."l 

The scene just described, which ended in the execution of 
Theramenes, is one of the most striking and tragical in ancient 
history; in spite of the bald and meagre way in which it is 
recounted by Xenophon, who has thrown all the interest into the 
two speeches. The atrocious injustice by which Theramenes 
perished, as well as the courage and self-possession which he 
displayed at the moment of danger, and his cheerfulness even in 
the prison, not inferior to that of Sokrates three years afterwards, 
naturally enlist the warmest sympathies of the reader in his 
favor, and have tended to exalt the positive estimation of his 
character. During the years immediat!:'.ly succeeding the restora
tion of the democracy,'! he was extolled and pitied as one of the 
first martyrs to oligarchical violence : later authors went so far 
as to number him among the chosen pupils of Sokrates.3 But 

1 Xenoph. Hellen ii, 3, 56. 
• See Lysias, Or. xii, cont. Eratosth. s. 66. 
3 Diodor. xiv, 5. Diodoms tells us that Sokrates and two of his friends 

were the only persons who stood forward to protect Theramenes, when 
Satyrus was dragging him from the altar. Plutarch (Vit. x, Orat. p. 836) 
ascribes the same act of generous forwardness to Isokralts._ There is no 
good ground for believing it, either of one or of the other. None but sen
ators were present; and as this senate had been chosen by the Thirty, it is 
not likely that either Sokrntes or Isokmtes were among its members. If 
Sokrates had hcen a member of it, the fact would lrnYe been noticed and 
brought out in connection with his subsequent trial. 

The manner in which Plutarch ( Consolat. au Apo lion. e. 6, p. 105) states 
the death of Thcramencs, that he was "torture<l to death" by the Thirty, 
is an instance of his loose siwaking. 

Compare Cicero about the death of Therameues (Tuscul. Disp. i, 40, 96). 

http:immediat!:'.ly
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though Thcramenes here became the •ictim of a much worse 
man than himself~ it will not for that reason be proper to accord 
to him our admiration, which his own conduct will not at all 
be found to deserve. The reproaches of Kritias against him, 
founded on 11is conduct during the previous conspiracy of the 
Four Hundred, were in the main well founded. After having 
been one of the foremost originators of that conspiracy, he 
deserted his comrades as soon as he saw that it was likely to fail; 
and Kritias had doubtless present to his mind the fate of Anti
phon, who had been condemned and executed under the accusa
tion of Tbcramenes, together with a reasonable conviction that 
the latter would again turn against his colleagues in the same 
manner, if circumstances should encourage him to do so. Nor 
was Kritias wrong in denouncing the perfidy of Thcramenes with 
regard to the generals after the battle of ArginusaJ, the death 
of whom he was partly instrumental in bringing about, though 
only as an auxiliary cause, and not with that extreme stretch of 
nefarious stratagem, which Xenophon and others have imputed 
to him. Ile was a selfish, cunning, and faithless man, - ready to 
enter into conspiracies, yet never foreseeing their consequences, 
-and breaking faith to the ruin of colleagues whom he had first 
encouraged, when he found them more consistent and thorough
going in crime than himself.I 

Such high-handed violence, by Kritias and the majority of the 
Thirty, - carried though, even against a member of their own 
Board, by intimidation of the senate, - left a foeling of disgust 
and dissension among their own partisans from which their 
power never recovered. Its immecliate effect, however, was to 
render them, apparently, and in their own estimation, more 
powerful than ever. All open manife~tation of dissent being now 
silenced, they procecclcd to the uttermost limits of cruel and 
licentious tyranny. They macle proclamation, that every one not 
included in the list of Three Thousand, should depart without the 

His admiration for the manner of death of Thcrameues doubtless contrib
uted to make him rank that Athenian with Themistok!es and Perik!Cs (De 
Orat. iii, 16, 59 ). 

1 The epithets applied by Aristophanes to Thcramcnes (Rctn. 5.J,1-966) 
coincide pretty exactly with those in the speech just noticed, which Xeno
phon ascribes to Kritias a::;ainst him. 
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walls, in order that they might be undisturbed masters within the 
city, a policy before resorted to by Periander of Corinth and 
other Grecian de~pots.1 The numerous fugitives expelled by 
this order, distribnted themselves partly in Peirmus, partly in 
the various demes of Attica. Both in one and the other, how
ever, they were seized by order of the Thirty, and many of them 
put to death, in order that their substance and lands might be 
appropriated either by the Thirty themselves, or by some favored 
partisan.2 The denunciations of Batrachus, JEschylides, and 
other delators, became more numerous than ever, in order to 
obtain the seizure and execution of their private enemies; and 
the oligarchy were willing to purchase any new adherent by thus 
gratifying his antipathies or his rapacity.3 The subsequent 
orators affirmed that more than fifteen hundred victims were 
put to death without trial by the Thirty ;4 on this numerical 
estimate little stress is to be laid, but the total was doubtless 
prodigious. It became more and more plain that no man was 
safe in Attica; so that Athenian emigrants, many in great poverty 
and destitution, were multiplied throughout the neighboring terri
tories, - in Megara, Thebes, Oropus, Chalkis, Argos, etc.s It 
was not everywhere that these distressed persons could obtain 
reception; for the Lacedxmonian government, at the instance of 
the Thirty, issued an edict prohibiting all the members of their 
confederacy from harboring fugitive Athenians; an edict which 
these cities generously disobeyed,6 though probably the smaller 
Peloponnesian cities complied. ·without dou'bt, this decree was 

1 Xcnoph. Hellen. ii, 4, I ; Lysias, Orat. xii, cont. Eratosth. s. 97; Orat. 
xxxi, cont. Philon. s. 8, 9 ; IIerakleitl. Pontic. c. 5; Diogen. Laert. i, 98. 

• Xenoph. Hellen. 1. c. 1/yov oe EK TWV ;rwpfov, Zv' aunt 1cat al rpiliot rovr; 
TOVTWV uypovr; l:;roiev· rpevyovrwv oi: lr; TOV IIetpala, Kat lvrcjj{fev 1rOAAovr; 
uyovrer; lvfo:/.r;aav "Miyapa Kat 8~13ar; TWV i11ro;rwpovvnJv. 

3 Lysias, Or. xii, cont. Eratosth. s. 49 ; Or. xxv, Democrat. Subvcrs. 
Apolog. s. 20; Or. xxvi, cont. Evandr. s. 23. 

• A:schines, Fals. J,cgat. c. 24, p. 266, and cont. Ktcsiph. c. 86, p. 455; 
Isokrutes, Or. iv, Pancgyr. s. 131; Or. vii, Areopag. s. 76. 

• Xenoph. Hellen. ii, 4, I ; Diodor. xiv, 6; Lysias, Or. xxiv, s. 28; Or. 
xxxi, cont. I'hilon. s. IO. 

6 Ly~ias, Or. xii, cont. Eratosth. sects. 98, 99: 1ravra;ro&ev f.KK1/pvrr6µevot; 
Plutarch, Lysantl. c. 99; Diotlor. xiv, 6; Demosth. tlc Rhotl. Libert. c. JO. 
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procurcJ by Lysander, while his influence still continued unim
paired. 

But it was not only againot the lives, properties, and liberties 
of Athenian citizens that the Thirty made war. They were not 
less solicitous to extinguish the iutclleclual force and eJucation 
of the city; a project so perfectly in harmony both with the 
sentiment anJ practice of Sparta, that they countcJ on the 
support of their foreign allies. Among the ordinances which 
they promulgateJ was one, expressly forbidding every one l "to 
teach the art of words, if' I may be allowed to translate literally 
the Greek expression, which bore a most comprehensive signifi
cation, and denoted every intentional communication of logical, 
rhetorical, or argumentative improvement, - of literary criticism 
and composition, - and of' command over tho:;e political and 
moral topics which formed the ordinary theme of discussion. 
Such was the species of instruction which Sokrates and other 
sophists, each in his own way, communicated to the Athenian 
youth. The great foreign sophists, not Athenian, such as 
Prodikus and Protagoras had been, - though perhaps neither 
of these two was now alive, - were douLtless no longer in the 
city, un<ler the calamitous circumstances which had been weigh
ing upon every citizen since the defeat of ..lEgospotami. Bnt 
there were abundance of native teachers, or sophi~ts, inferior in 
merit to these distinguished names, yet still habitually employed, 
with more or less success, in communicating a species of instruc
tion held indispensaLle to every liberal Athenian. The e<lict of 
the Thirty was in fact a general suppression of' the higher class 

I Xcnoph. l\Iemor. i, 2, 31. Kai lv -rolr vo,uotr lypaipe, i\.6ywv TEXV7JV ,Ill, 

otoiiauiv. - Isokratils, cont. Sophist. Or. xiii, s. 12. •7/v 'll'aiclevaiv -r7Jv -rwv 
i\.6ywv. 

Plutarch (Thcmistok!Cs, c. 19) ailirms that the Thirty oligarchs, during 
their rule, altered the position of the rostrum in the Pnyx, the place where 
the democratical public assemblies were held : the rostrum had before 
looked towards the sea, hut they turned it so as to make it look towards 
the land, because the maritime service and the associations connected with 
it were the chief stimulants of dcmocratical sentiment. This story has 
been often copied nnd reasserted, as if it were an undoubted fact; but 
l\I. :Forchhammcr (Topographic von A.then, p. 289, in Kieler, Philo!. 
Studien. 18-H) has shown it to he untrnc and even ahsurd. 

VOL. VIII. 7oc. 
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of teachers or professors, above the rank of the elementary 
teacher of letters, or grammatist. If such an edict could have 
been maintainccl in force for a generation, combinecl with the 
other mandates of the Thirty, the city out of which Sophokles 
ancl Euripicles had just died, ancl in which Plato and Isokrates 
were in vigorous age, the former twenty-five, the latter twenty
nine, would have been degraded to the intellectual level of the 
meanest community in Greece. It was not uncommon for a 
Grecian despot to suppress all those assemblies wherein youths 
came together for the purpose of common training, either intel
lectual or gymnastic; as well as the public banquets and clubs, 
or associations, as being dangerous to his authority, ancl tcncling 
to elevation of courage, ancl to a consciousness of political rights 
among the citizens.I 

The enormities of the Thirty had provoked severe comments 
from the philosopher Sokrates, whose life was spent in conversa
tion on instructive subjects with those young men who sought his 
society, though he never took money from any pupil. These 
comments had been made known to Kritias and Charik!es, who 
sent for him, rcminclcd him of the prohibitive law, and peremp
torily commandecl him to abstain for the future from all conversa
tion with youths. Sokrates met this order by putting some ques
tions to those who gave it, in his usual style of puzzling scrutiny, 
destined to expose the >agueness of the terms ; and to draw 
the line, or rather to show that no definite line could be drawn, 
between that which was permitted and that which was forbidden. 
But he soon perceived that his interrogations produced only a 
feeling of disgust and wrath, menacing to his own safety. The 
tyrants enclecl by repeating theii: interdict in yet more peremp
tory terms, and by giving Sokrates to understand, that they were 
not ignorant of the censures which he had cast upon _them.2 

Though our evidence does not enable us to make out the pre
cise dates of these various oppressions of the Thirty, yet it seems 
probable that this prohibition of teaching must have been among 
their earlier enactments; at any rate, considerably anterior to 
the death of Theramenes, and the general expulsion out of the 
walls of all except the privileged Three Thousand. Their 

1 Aristot. Polit. v, 9, 2. • Xcnoph. l\Icmorab. i, 2, 33-39. 
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dominion continued, without any armed opposition made to it, for 
about eight months from the capture of Athens by Lysander, that 
is, from about April to December 404 B.C. The measure of 
their iniquity then became full. They had accumulated against 
themselves, both in Attica and among the exiles in the eireumja
cent territories, suffering and exasperated enemies, while they 
had lost the sympathy of Thebes, Megara, and Corinth, and were 
less heartily supported by Sparta. 

During these important eight months, the general feeling 
throughout Greece had become materially different both towards 
Athens and towards Sparta. At the moment when the long war 
was first brought to a close, fear, antipathy, and vengeance 
against Athens, had been the reigning sentiment, both among the 
confederates of Sparta and among the revolted members of the 
extinct Athenian empire; a sentiment which prevailed among 
them indeed to a gTeater degree than among the Spartans them
selves, who resisted it, and granted to Athens a capitulation at a 
time when many of their allies pressed for the harshest measures. 
To this resolution they were determined partly by the still remain
ing force of ancient sympathy; partly by the odium which would 
have been sure to follow the act of expelling the Athenian popu
lation, however it might be talked of beforehand as a meet punish
ment; partly too by the policy of Lysander, who contemplated the 
keeping of Athens in the same dependence on Sparta and on him
self, and by the same means, as the other outlying cities in which 
he had planted his dekadarchies. 

So soon as Athens was humbled, deprived of her fleet and 
walled port, and rendered innocuous, the great bond of common 
fear which had held the allies to Sparta disappeared; and while 
the paramount antipathy on the part of those allies toward:i 
Athens gradually died away, a sentiment of jealousy and appre
hension of Sparta sprang up in its place, on the part of the 
leading states among them. For such a sentiment there was 
more than one reason. Lysander had brought home not only a 
large sum of money, but valuable spoils of other kind~, and 
many captive triremes, at the close of the war. As the success 
had been achieved by the joint exertions of all the allies, so the 
fruits of it belonged in equity to all of them jointly, not to Sparta 
alone. The Thebans and Corinthians preferred a formal claim to 
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be a1lowecl to share; and if the other allies abstaineJ. from 
openly backing the <leman<l, we may fairly presume that it was 
not from any different construction of the equity of the case, but 
from fear of offending Sparta. In the testimonial erected by 
LyRander at Delphi, commemorative of the triumph, he had 
included not only bis own brazen statue, but that of each com
mander of the allied contingents; thus formally admitting the 
allies to share in the honorary results, and tacitly sanctioning 
their claim to the lucrative results also. Nevertheless, the 
demand ma<le by the Thebans and Corinthians was not only 
repelled, but almost resented as an insult; e3pecially by Lysander, 
whose influence was at that moment almost omnipotent.I 

That the Laceda:monians should have withheld from the allies a 
share in this money, demonstrates still more the great ascendency 
of Lysander; because there was a con,;iderable party at Sparta 
itself, who protested altc!gether against the reception of so much 
gold and silver, as contrary to the ordinances of Lykurgus, and 
fatal to the peculiar morality of Sparta. An ancient Spartan, 
Skiraphidas, or Phlogidas, took the lead in calling for exclusive 
adherence to the old Spartan money, heavy iron, difficult to car
ry; nor was it without difficulty that Lysander and his friends 
obtained admission for the treasure into Sparta ; under special 
proviso, that it should be for the exclusive purposes of the govern
ment, and that no private citizen should ever circulate gold or 
silver.2 The existence of such traditionary repugnance among 
the Spartans would have seeme<l likely to induce them to be just 
towards their allies, since an equitable distribution of the treasure 
would have gone far to remove the difficulty; yet they neverthe
less kept it all. 

1 Justin (Yi. 10) mentions the dcmancl thus made andrcfosecl. Plutarch 
(Lysand. c. 2i) states the demand as haYing been made by the Thcbans 
alone, which I disbelieve. Xenophon, according to the general disorderly 
arrangement of facts in his IIcllcnika, docs not mention the circumstance 
in its proper place, hut nllrnles to it on a snb;;eqnent occasion as having 
before occurred (Hellen. iii, 5, 5). He also siwcifics by name no one but 
the Thebans as having actually marle the clcmand; hut there is a subsequent 
passage, which shows that not only the Corinthians, hut other allies also, 
sympathized in it (iii, 5, 12). 

2 Plutarch, Lysand. c. 17; Plutarch, Institut. Lacon. p. 239. 
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But besides this special offence given to the allies, tne conduct 
of Sparta in other ways showed that she intended to turn the 
victory to her own account. Lysander was at this moment all
powcrful, playing his own game under the name of Sparta. His 
position was far greater than that of the regent Pausanias had 
been after the victory of Plat::ea; and his talents for making use 
of the position incomparably superior. The magnitude of his 
successes, as well as the eminent ability which he had displayed, 
justified abundant eulogy ; but in his case, the eulogy was car
ried to the length of somctl1ing like worship. Altars were erected 
to him; p::e:rns or hymns were composed in his honor; the Ephe
sians set up his statue in the temple of their goddess Artemis; 
and the Sarnians not only erected a statue to him at Olympia, 
but even altered the name of their. great festival, the Iler::ea, to 
Lysandria.I Several contemporary poets -Antilochus, Chcerilus, 
Nikeratus, and Antimachus - devoted themselves to sing his 
glories and profit by his rewards. 

Such excess of flattery was calculated to turn the head even of 
the most virtuous Greek: with Lysander, it had the effect of sub
stituting, in place of that assumed smoothness of manner with 
which he began his command, an insulting harshness and .arro
g:mce corresponding to the really unmeasured ambition which he 
cherishecl.2 His ambition prompted him to aggrandize Sparta 
separately, without any thought of her allies, in order to exercise 
dominion in her name. He had already established dekadarchies, 
or oligarchies of Ten, in many of the insular and Asiatic cities, 
and an oligarchy of Thirty in Athens; all composed of vehement 
partisans chosen by himself, dependent upon him for support, and 
devoted to his objects. To the eye of an impartial observer in 
Greece, it seemed as if all these cities had been converted into 
dependencies of Sparta, and were intendell to be held in that 
condition; under Spartan authority, exercised by and through 
Lysander.3 Instead of that general freedom which hall been 

1 Pausan. vi, 3, 6. The Samian oligarchical party owed their recent 
restoration to Lysander. 

• Plutarch. Lysand. c. 18, 19. 
3 Xenoph. Hellen. ii, 4, 30. Ovrn ce r.po,t<JpOVVT<JV, IIavO"avia, 0 /]aO"lAEV> 

(of Sparta), <fn'Jov~aa, AVO"UVOp<,J d KaTtlpyaaµivo, TaVTa uµa µi:v dJVOKtµ~-
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promised as an incentive to revolt against Athens, a Spartan em
pire had been constituted in place of the extinct Athenian, with a 
tribute, amounting to a thousand talents annually, intended to be 
assessed upon the component cities and islands.I Such at least 
was the scheme of Lysander, though it never reached complete 
execution. 

It is easy to see that under such a state of feeling on the part 
of the allies of Sparta, the enormities perpetrated by the Thirty 
at Athens and by the Lysandrian deka<larehies in the other cities, 
would be heard with sympathy for the sufferers, and without that 
strong anti-Athenian sentiment which had reigned a few months 
before. But what was of stiJI greater importance, even at Sparta 
itself~ opposition began to spring up against the measures and the 
person of Lysander. If the leading men at Sparta had felt jeal
ous even of Brasi<las, who offended them only by unparalleled 
success and merit as a commandcr,2 much more 1voul<l the same 
feeling be aroused against Lysander, who displayed an overween
ing insolence, and was worshipped 1vith an ostentatious flattery, 
not inferior to that of Pausanias after the battle of Plat:ra. An
other Pausanias, son of Pleistoanax, was now king of Sparta, in 
conjunction with Agis. Upon him the feeling of jealousy against 
Lysander told with especial force, as it <lid afterwards upon Age
silaus, the successor of Agis; not unaccompanied probably with 
suspicion, which subsequent events justified, that Lysander was 
aiming at some interference with the regal privileges. Nor is it 
unfair to suppose that Pausanias was animated by motives more 
patriotic than mere jealousy, and that the rapacious cruelty, which 
everywhere dishonored the new oligarchies, both shocked his 
better feelings and inspired him with fears for the stability of the 
system. A farther circumstance which weakened the influence 

r;ot, uµa o e l 0 la~ 7r 0 l ii rJ 0 l To Ta> 'A {}ii Va ~, 7refoar TWV 'E¢opwv 
rpei~, l~ayei ¢po,.pav. ;;::vvei'lrovro Vi: Kat ol gvµpaxoi mlvrer, 'lrAriv Boiwrwv 
1wt KopwiJiwv. Ovrot o'' lAeyov p'i:v ori ov vnµi(oiev eVopKeiv av r;rpareuoµe· 
'J,'Ol irr' 'Atl1/1'aiovr, µ1]0'i::v rrap&.urrovOov 'lrOlOfJVTa{. E1r pa TT 0 v r5 e T av Ta, 

ort lyiyvwr;Kov AaKeoaiµoviovr (3ovi\.oµivov~ rriv rw" 
'A{} 7/ v a i wv x CJ pa v o l Kd av Kat 7r tr; r 'Ti v 7r o t ii r; a r; {}at. Com· 
pare also iii, 5, 12, 13, respecting the sentiments entertained in Greece about 
the conduct of the Laccd>emonians. 

1 Diodor. xiv, 10-13. 2 Thucyd. iv. 
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of Lysander at Sparta was the annual change of ephors, which 
took place about the end of September or beginning of October. 
Those ephors under whom his grand success and the capture of 
Athens had been consummated, and who had lent themselves en
tirely to his views, passed out of ofiice in September 404 B.c., 
and gave place to others more disposed to second Pausanias. 

I remarked, in the preceding chapter, how much more honor
able for Sparta, and how much less unfortunate for Athens and 
for the rest of Greece, the close of the Peloponnesian war would 
have been, if Kallikratidas had gained and survived the battle of 
Arginusre, so as to close it then, and to acquire for himself' that 
personal ascendency which the victorious general was sure to 
exercise over the numerous rearrangements consequent on peace. 
We see how important the personal character of the general so 
placed was, when we follow the proceedings of Lysander during 
the year after the battle of .lEgospotami. His personal views 
were the grand determining circumstance throughout Greece; 
regulating both the measures of Sparta, and the fate of the con
quered cities. Throughout the latter, rapacious and cruel oligar
chies were organized, - of Ten in most cities, but of Thirty in 
Athens, - all acting under the power and protection of Sparta, 
but in real subordination to his ambition. Because he happened 
to be under the influence of a selfish thirst for power, the meas
ures of Sparta were divested not merely of all Pan-Hellenic spirit, 
but even, to a great degree, of reference to her. own confederates, 
and concentrated upon the acquisition of imperial preponder
ance for herself. Now if Kallikratidas had been the ascendent 
person at this critical juncture, not only such narrow and baneful 
impulses would have been comparatively inoperative, but the 
leading state would ha>'e been made to set the example of recom
mending, of organizing, and if necessary, of enforcing arrange
ments favorable to Pan-Hellenic brotherhood. Kallikratidas 
would not only have refused to lend himself' to dekadarchies 
governing by his force and for his purposes, in the subordinate 
cities, but he would have discountenanced such conspiracies, 
wherever they tended to arise spontaneously. No ruffian like 
Kritias, no crafty schemer like Theramenes, would have reckoned 
upon his aid as they presumed upon the friendship of Lysander. 
Probably he would have left the government of each city to its 
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own natural tendencies, oligarchical or democratical; interfering 
only in special cases of actual and pronounced necessity. Now 
the influence of an ascendent state, employed for such purposes, 
and emphatically discarding all private ends for the accomplish
ment of a stable Pan-Hellenic sentiment and fraternity; employed 
too thus, at a moment when so many of the Greek towns were in 
the throes of reorganization, having to take up a new political 
course in reference to the altered circumstances, is an element of 
which the force could hardly have failed to be prodigious as well 
as beneficial. \Vhat degree of positive good might have been 
wrought, by a noble-minded victor under such special circum
stances, we cannot presume to affirm in detail. But it would 
have been no mean advantage, to have preserved Greece from 
beholding and feeling such enormous powers in the hands of a 
man like Lysander; through whose management the worst ten
dencies of an imperial city were studiously magnified by the exor
bitance of individual ambition. It was to him exclusively that 
the Thirty in Athens, and the dekadarchies elsewhere, owed both 
their existence and their means of oppression. 

It has been necessary thus to explain the general changes 
which had gone on in Greece and in Grecian feeling during the 
eight months succeeding the capture of Athens in March 404 B.c., 
in order that we may understand the position of the Thirty oli
garchs, or Tyrants, at Athens, and of the Athenian population 
both in Attica and in exile, about the beginning of December in 
the same year, the period which we have now reached. \Ve see 
how it was that Thebes, Corinth, and JUegara, who in 1\Iarch had 
been the bitterest enemies of the Athenians, had now become 
alienated both from Sparta and from the Lysandrian Thirty, 
whom they viewed as viceroys of Athens for separate Spartan 
benefit. \Ve see how the basis was thus laid of sympathy for the 
suffering exiles who fled from Attica; a feeling which the recital 
of thP. endless enormities perpetrated by Kritias and his colleagues 
inflamed every day more and more. \Ve discern at the same time 
liow the Thirty, while thus incurring enmity both in and out of 
Attica, were at the same time losing the hearty support of Sparta, 
from the decline of Lysander's influence, and the growing oppo
sition of his rivals at home. 

In spite of formal prohibition from Sparta, obtained doubtless 
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under the influence of Lysander, the Athenian emigrants had 
obtained shelter in all the states bordering on Attica. It was from 
Bmotia that they struck the first bl01y. Thrasybulus, Anytus, 
and Archinus, starting from Thebes with the sympathy of the 
Theban public, and with substantial aid from Ismenias and other 
wealthy citizens,- at the head of a small band of exiles stated va
riously at thirty, sixty, seventy, or somewhat above one hundred 
men,1 - seized Phyle, a frontier fortress in the mountains north 
of Attica, lying on the direct road between Athens and Thebes. 
Probably it had no garrison ; for the Thirty, acting in the inter
est of Laced:cmonian predominance, had dismantled all the out
lying fortresses in Attica ;2 so that Thrasybulus accomplished his 
purpose without resistance. The Thirty marched out from Athens 
to attack him, at the head of a powerful force, comprising the 
Laceda>rnonian hoplites who formed their guard, the Three Thou
sand privileged citizens, and all the knights, or horsemen. Prob
ably the small company of Thrasybulus was reinforced by fresh 
accessions of exile~, as soon as he was known to have occupied 
the fort. For by the time that the Thirty with their assailing 
force arrived, he was in condition to repel a vigorous assault 
made by the younger soldiers, with considerable loss to the 
aggressors. 

Disappointed in this direct attack, the Thirty laid plans for 
blockading Phyle, where they knew that there was no stock of 
prov1s10ns. But hardly l1ad their operations commenced;-when 
a snow-storm fell, so abundant and violent, that they were forced 
to abandon their position and retire to Athens, leaving much 
of their baggage in the hands of the garrison at Phy!e. In the 
language of Thrasybulus, this storm was characterized as provi
dential, since the weather had been very fine until the moment 
preceding, and since it gave time to receive reinforcements which 

1 Xcnoph. Hellen. ii, 4, 2; Diodor. xiv, 32; Pau>an. i, 29, 3; Lysias, Or. 
xiii, cont. Agorat. sect. 84; Justin, Y, 9; ~'Eschines, cont. Ktcsiphon, c. 62, 
p. 4,3;; Demosth. cont. Timokrat. c. 34, p. 742. JEschincs allots more than 
one hundred followers to the captors of Phy!e. 

The sympathy whkh the Athenian exiles found at ThebC41 is attested iu 
a fragment of Lysias, up. Dionys. IIal. Jud. de Lysii\, p. 594 (Fragm. 47, 
ed. Bekker). 

• Lysias, Or. xii, cont. Eratosth. sect. 41, p. 124. 
VOL. VIII. 12 
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made him seven hundred strong.I Though the weather w 
0 

as 
~uch that the Thirty did not choose to keep their main fo;·ce in 
the neighborhood of Phyle, and perhaps the Three Thousand 
themselves were not sufficiently hearty in the cause to allow it, 
yet they sent their Lacedremonians and two tribes of Athenian 
horsemen to restrain the excursions of the garrison. This body 
Thrasybulus contrived to attack by surprise. Descending from 
l'hyle by night, he halted within a quarter of a mile of their 
position until a little before daybreak, when the night-watch had 
j11st broken up,2 and when the grooms were making a noise 
in rubbing down the horses. Just at that moment, the hoplites 
from l~hyle rushed upon them at a running pace, found every 
man unprepared, and some even in their beds, and dispersed 
them with scarcely any resistance. One hundred and twenty 
hoplites and a few horsemen were slain, while abundance of arms 
:md stores were captured and carried back to Phyle in triumph.3 
.News of the defeat was speedily conveyed to the city, from 
whence the remaining horsemen immediately came forth to the 
rescue, but could do nothing more than protect the carrying off 
of the dead. 

This successful engagement sensibly changed the re.lative situ
ation of parties in Attica; encouraging the exiles as much as it 
depressed the Thirty. Even among the partisans of the latter 
at Athens, dissension began to arise ; the minority which had 
t:-ympathized with Theramenes, as well as that portion of the 
Three Thousand who were least compromised as accomplices in 
the recent enormities, began to waver so manifestly in their 
allegiance, that Kritias and his colleagues felt some daub~ of 
being able to maintain themselves io. the city. They resolved to 
secure Eleusis and the island of Salamis, as places of safety 
and resource in case of being compelled to evacuate Athens .. 
They accordingly went to Eleusis with a considerable number of 

' Xenoph. Hellen. ii, 4,· 2, 5, 14. 
2 See an analogous case of a Lacedremonian army surprised by tha 

Thebans at this dangerous hour, Xenoph. Hellen. vii, i, 16; compare 
Xcnoph. 1\Iagistr. Equit. vii, 12. . 

3 Xenoph. Hellen. ii, 4, 5, 7. Diodorus (xiv, 32, 33) represents the 
occasion of this battle somewhat differently. I follow the account of 
Xenophon. ' 
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the Athenian horsemen, under pretence of examrnmg into the, 
strength of the place and the number of its defenders, so as to 
determine what amount of farther garrison would be necessary. 
All the Eleusinians disposed and qualified for armed service, 
were ordered to come in person and give in their names to the 
Thirty,1 in a building having its postern opening on to the 
sea-beach; along which were posted the hon5emen and the 
attendants from Athens. Each Eleusinian hoplite, after having 
presented himself and returned his name to the Thirty, was 
ordered to pass out through this exit, where each man succes
sively found himself in the power of the horsemen, and was 
fettered by the attendants. Lysimachus, the hipparch, or com
mander of the horsemen, was directed to convey all these prison
ers to Athens, and hand them over to the custody of the Eleven.2 
Having thus seized and carried a way from Eleusis every citizen 
whose sentiments or whose energy they suspected, and 11aving 
left a force of their own adherents in the place, the Thirty 
returned to Athens. At the same time, it appears, a similar 
visit and seizure of prisoners was made by some of them in 
Salamis.2 On the next day, they convoked at Athens all their 
Three Thousand privileged hoplites- together with all the 
remaining horsemen who had not been employed at Eleusis or 
Salamis - in the Odeon, half of which was occupied by the 
Lacedaemonian garrison all under arms. " Gentlemen (said 
Kritias, addressing his countrymen), we keep up the government 
not less for your benefit than for our own. You must therefore 
share with us in the danger, as well as in the honor, of our 
position. Here are these Eleusinian prisoners awaiting sentence; 
you must pass a vote condemning them all to death, in order that 
your hopes and fears may be identified with ours." He then 

1 Xenoph. Ilcllcn. ii, 4, 8. I apprehend that urroypurpea{}at here refers to 
prospective military service; as in vi, 5, 2!l, and in Cyropred. ii, 1, 18, 19. 
The words in the context, rrumK rpvliaKiH rrpoadei;aotvro, attest 
that. such i~ the meaning; though the commentators, and Sturz in his 
Lexicon Xenophonteum, interpret differently. 

2 Xenoph. Hellen. ii, 4, 8. 
"Both Lysias (Ornt, xii, cont. Eratosth. s. 53; Orat. xiii, cont. Agorat. s. 

47) and Diodorus (xiv, 32) connect together these two similar proceedings 

1 at Elensis and at Salamis. Xenophon mentions only the affair at E~ensis. 
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pointed to a spot immediately before him and in his view, direct
ing each man to deposit upon it his pebble of condemnation 
visibly to every one.l I have before remarked that at Athens, 
open voting was well known to be the same thing as voting under 
constraint; there was no security for free and genuine suffrage 
except by making it secret as well as numerous. Kritias was 
obeyed, without reserve or exception; probably any dissentient 
would have been put to death on the spot. All the prisoners, 
seemingly three hundred in number,2 were condemned by the 
same vote, and executed forthwith. 

Though this atrocity gave additional satisfaction and co1;fidence 
to the most violent friends of Kritias, it probably al_ienated a 
greater number of others, and weakened the Thirty instead of 
strengthening them. It contributed in part, we can hardly 
doubt, to the bold and decisive rewlution now taken by Thrasy
bulus, five days after his late success, of marching by night from 
Phyle to Peirreus.3 His force, though somewhat increased, was 
still no more than one thousand men; altogether inadequate by 
itself to any considerable enterprise, had he not counted on 
positive support and junction from fresh comratles, together with 
a still greater amount of negative suppo1t from disgust or 
indifference towards the Thirty. He was indeed speetlily joinetl 
by many sympathizing countrymen ; but few of them, since the 
general disarming manreuvre of the oligarchs, had heavy armor. 
Some had light shields and darts, but others were wholly 
unarmed, and could merely serve as throwers of stones.4 

Peirreus was at this moment an open town, deprived of its 
fortifications as well as of' those Long Walls which had so long 
connected it with Athens. It was however of large compass, and 
required an ampler force to defend it than Thrasybulus could 

1 Xcnoph. Hellen. ii, 4, 9. Aei~at; cle n ;rwpwv, ir •ovro lKD.evoe cp av e. 
puv cpepeiv rijv 'lj!ijcpov. Compare Lysias, Or. xiii, cont. Agorat. s. 
40, and 'fhucyd. iv, 7 4, about the conduct of the Mcgarian oligarchical 
leaders : Kat TOVT'lJV 7repi: uvayKaoavur TOV oijµov 'lj!ijcpov cpavepctv clieveyKeiv, 
etc. 

2 Lysias (Orat. xii, cont. Eratosth. s. 5.3) gives this number. 
3 Xenoph. Hellen. ii, 4, 10, 13. hµtpav 7riµ7rn1v, etc. 
4 Xenoph. Hellen. ii, 4, 12. · 
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muster. Accordingly, when the Thirty marched out of Athens 
the next morning to attack him, with their full force of Athenian 
hoplites and horsemen, and with the Lacedmmonian garrison 
besides, he in vain attempted to maintain against them the great 
carriage-road which led down to Peirmus. Ile was compelled to 
concentrate his forces in l\Iunychia, the easternmost portion of 
the aggregate called Peirmus, nearest to the bay of Phalerum, 
and comprising one of those three ports which had once sustained 
the naval power of Athens. Thrasybulus occupied the temple 
of Artemis l\Iunychia, and the a<ljoining Bendideion, situated in 
the midst of l\Iunychia, and accessiLle only by a street of steep 
ascent. In the rear of his hoplites, whose files were ten deep, 
were posted the darters and slingers: the ascent being so steep 
that these latter could cast their missiles over the heads of the 
11oplitcs in their front. Presently Kritias and the Thirty, having 
first mustered in the market-place of Peirreus, called the Hippo
damian agora, were seen approaching with their superior num
bers; mounting the hill in close array, with hoplites not less than 
:fifty in depth. Thrasylmlus, after an animated exho.rtation to 
his soldiers, in which he reminded them of the wrongs which 
they had to avenge, and dwelt upon the advantages of their 
position, which exposed the close ranks_ of the enemy to the 
destructive effect of missiles, and would force them to crouch 
under their shields so as to be unaLle to resist a charge \\ith the 
spear in front, waited patiently until they came within distance, 
standing in the foremost rank with the prophet - habitually 
consulted before a Lattle - by hi,; ~ide. The latter, a brave and 
devoted patriot, while promising victory, had exhorted his com
rades not to charge until some one on their own side should be 
slain or wounded : he at the same time predicted his own death 
in the conflict. ·when the troops of the Thirty advanced near 
enough in ascending the hill, the light-armed in the rear of 
Thrasybulus poured upon them a shower of darts over the head:> 
of their own hoplites, with considerable effect. As they seemed 
to waver, seeking to cover themselves with their shields, and thus 
not seeing well before them, the prophet, himself seemingly in 
arms, set the example of rushing forward, was the first to close 
with the enemy, and perished in the onset. Thrasybulus with 
the main body of hoplites followed him, charged vigorously down 
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the hill, and after a smart resistance, drove them back in disorder, 
'vith the loss of seventy men. ..\Yhat was of still greater moment, 
Kritias and Ilippomachus, who headed their troops on the left, 
were among the slain; together with Charmides son of Glaukon, 
one of the ten oligarchs who had been placed to manage Peir::eus.L 

This great and important advantage left the troops of Thrasy
bulus in possession of seventy of the enemy's dead, whom they 
stripped of their arms, but not of their clothing-, in tokcu of respect 
for :fellow-countrymen.'2 So cfo•heartencd, lukewarm, and dis
united were the hoplites of the Thirty, in spite of their great 
superiority of number, that they sent to ~olicit the usual truce for 
burying the dead. This was of course grantccl, and the two con
tending parties became intermingled with each other in the per
formance of the funeral duties. Amidst ~o impressive a scene, 
their common feelings as Athenians and fellow-countrymen were 
forcibly brought back, and many friendly obsenations were inter
changed among them. Kleokritus - herald of the mysts, or 
communicants in the Eleusinian mysteries, belonging to one of 
the most respected gentes in the state - was among the exiles. 
His voice was peculiarly loud, and the function which he held 
enabled him to obtain silence while he addresse'd to the citizens 
serving with the Thirty a touching and emphatic remonstrance: 
""\Yhy are you thus driving us into banishment, fellow-citizens? 
"\Yhy are you seeking to kill us? "\Ve have never done you the 
least harm; we have partaken with you in religious rites and 
festivals; we have been your companions in chorus, in school, 
and in army; we have braved a thousand dangers with you, by 
land and sea, in defence of our common safety and freedom. I 
acljure you by our common gods, paternal and maternal, by our 
common kindred and companionship, desist from thus wronging 
your country in obedience to these nefarious Thirty, who have 
slain as many citizens in eight months, for their own private gains, 
as the Peloponnesians in ten years of war. These are the men who 
l1aye plunged us into wicked and odious war one against another, 
when we might live together in peace. Be assured that your slain 
in this battle have cost us as many tears as they have cost you." 3 

1 Xenoph. Ilcllcn. ii, 4, 12, 20. 
• Xenoph. Hellen. ii, 4, 19 ; Corne!. Nepos, Thrasybul. c. 2. 
a Xenoph. llellen. ii, 4, 22. 
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Such affecting appeals, proceeding from a man of respected 
station like Kleokritus, and doubtless front others also, began to 
work so sensibly on the minds of the citizens from Athens, that 
the Thirty were obliged to give orders for immediately returning, 
which Thrasybulus did not attempt to prevent, though it might 
have been in his power to do so.I But their ascendency ha·1 
received a shock from which it never fully recovered. On the 
next day they appeared downcast and dispirited in the senatr, 
which was itself thinly attended; while the privileged Three 
Thousand, marshalled in different companies on guard, were 
everywhere in discord and partial mutiny. Tho;;e among them 
who l;ad been most compromised in the crimes of the Thirty. 
were strenuous in upholding the existing authority; while such 
as had been less guilty protested against the continuance of such 
unholy war, and declared that the Thirty should not be permitted 
to bring Athens to utter ruin. And though the horsemen still 
continued steadfast partisans, resolutely opposing all accommoda
tion with the exiles,2 yet the Thirty were farther weakened by 
the death of Kritias, the ascendent and decisive head, and at the 
same time the most cruel and unprincipled among them; while 
that party, both in the senate and out of it, which had formerly 
udl!ered to Theramenes, now again raised its head. A public 
meeting among them was held, in which what may be called the 
opposition-party among the Thirty, that which had opposed the 
extreme enormities of Kritias, became predominant. It was 
determined to depose the Thirty, and to constitute a fresh oligar
chy of Ten, one from each tribe.3 But the members ·of the 
Thirty were individually reeligible; so that two of them, Elrittos
thenes and Pheidon, if not more, adherents of Theramenes ·and 
unfriendly to Kritias and Charik!es,4 with others of the same vein 
of sentiment, were, chosen among the Ten. Charikles and the 
more violent members, having thus lost their ascendency, no 
longer deemed themselves safe at Athens, but retired to Eleusis, 
which they had had the precaution to occupy beforehand. Prob

1 Xcnoph. Hellen. ii, 4, 22; Lysiaq, Orat. xii, eont. Eratosth. s. 55: ol 
/t't·v yrlp l:x. I1etpati:wr Kprirroi1r Ovrct; daaav abroVr Urreldfelv, etc. 

2 Xenoph. Hellen. ii, 4, 24. 3 Xcnoph. Hellen. ii, 4, 23, • 
4 Lysias, Orut. xii, cont. Eratosth. sects. 55, 56 : ol ooKovvre~ elvai lvav

Tlwraroi XaptKAti 1rnt Kpiri{l Kat rfi rovrwv tratpttf!, etc. 
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ably a number of their partisans, and the Lacedremonian garrison 
also, retired thither along with them. 

The nomination of this new oligarchy of Ten was plainly a 
compromise, ailopted by some from sincere disgust at the oligar
chical system, and desire to come to accommodation with the 
exiles ; by others, from a conviction that the only way of main
taining the oligarchical system, and repelling the exiles, was to 
constitute a new oligarchical Board, dismissing that which had 
become obnoxious. The latter was the purpose of the 110rsemen, 
the main upholders of the first Board as well as of the second ; 
and such also was soon seen to be the policy of Eratosthenes and 
his colleagues. Instead of attempting to agree upon terms of 
accommodation with the exiles in Peirreus generally, they merely 
tried to corrupt separately Thrasybulus and the leaders, offering 
to admit ten of them to a share of the oligarchical power at 
Athens, provided they would betray their party. This offer 
having been indignantly refused, the war was again resumed 
between Athens and Peirreus, to the bitter disappointment, not 
less of the exiles than of that portion of the Athenians who had 
hoped better things from the new Board of Ten.1 

But the forces of oligarchy were seriously enfeebled at Athens,2 
as well by the secession of all the more violent spirits to Eleusis, 
as by the mistrust, discord, and disaffection which now reigned 
within the city. Far from being able to abuse power like their 
predecessors, the Ten did not eTen fully confide in their three 
thousand hoplites, but were obliged to take measures for the 
defence of the city in conjunction with the hipparch and the 
horsemen, who did double duty, - on horseback in the day-time, 
and as hoplites with their shields along the walls at night, for 
fear of surprise, - employing the Odeon as their head-quarters. 
The Ten sent envoys to Sparta to solicit farther aid; while the 
Thirty sent envoys thither also, from Eleusis, for the same pur
pose ; both representing that the Athenian people had revolted 
from Sparta, and required farther force to reconquer them.3 

1 The facts "·hich I have here set down, result from a comparison of 
Lysias, Orat. xii, cont. Eratosth. sects. 53, 59, 94 : <l>eiowv, alpe-&el{ vµii~ 
oiaV.a~at Kat Karaya)'£l1'. Diodor. xiv, 32; Justin, v, 9. 

2 Isokrates, Or. XYiii, cont. Kallimach. s. 25. · 

3 Xenoph. Hellen. ii, 4, 24, 28. 
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Such foreign aid became daily more necessary to them, since 
the forces of Thrasybulus in Peirmus grew stronger, before their 
eyes, in numbers, in arms, and in hope of success ; exerting 
themselves, with successful energy, to procure additional arms 
and shields, though some of the shields, indeed, were no better 
than wood-work or wicker-work whitened over.I .Many exiles 
flocked in to their aid, while others sent donations of money or 
arms: among the latter, the orator Lysias stood conspicuous, 
transmitting to Peirmus a present of two hundred shields as well 
as two thousand drachms in money, and liiring besides three hun
dred fresh soldiers; while his friend Thrasy<lmus, the leader of 
the democratical interest at Elis, was induced to furnish a loan 
of two talents.2 Others also lent money ; some Breotians fur
nished two talents, and a person named Gelarchus contributed 
the large sum of five talents, repaid in after times by the people.3 
Proclamation was mad~ by Thrasybulus, that all metics who 
would lend aid should be put on the footing of isotely, or equal 
payment of taxes with citizens, exempt from the metic-tax: and 
other special burdens. 'Within a short time he had got together a 
considerable force both in heavy-armed and light-armed, and even 
seventy horsemen; so that he was in condition to make excursions 
out of Peirmus,alld to collect wood and provi8ions. Nor <lid the Ten 
venture to make any aggressive movement out of Athens, except 
so far as to send out the horsemen, who slew or captured strag
glers from the force of Thrasybu lus. Lysimachus the hip parch, 
the same who had commanded under the Thirty at the seizure of 
the Eleusinian citizens, having made prisoners some young Athe
nians, bringing in provisions from the country for the consumption 
of the troops in Peirmus, put them to death, in spite of remon
strances from several even of his own men; for which cruelty 
Thrasybulus retaliated, by putting to death a horseman named 

1 Xenoph. Hellen. ii, 4, 25. 
2 Plutarch, Vit. x, Orator. p. 835; Lysias, Or. xxxi, cont. Philon. sects. 

19-34. 
Lysias and his brother had carried on a manufactory of shields at 

Athens. The Thirty had plundered it ; but some of the stock probably 
escaped. 

~ Demosth. cont. Lcptin. c. 32, p. 502; Lysias cont. Nikomach. Or. xxx, 
s. 	29. 

VOL. VIII. 12* 18oc. 
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Kallistratus, made prisoner in one of their marches to the neigh
boring villages.I 

In the established civil war which now raged in Attica, Thra
sybulus and the exiles in Peirmus had decidedly the advantage; 
maintaining the offensive, while the Ten in Athen~, and the 
remainder of the Thirty at Eleusis, were each thrown upon their 
defence. The division of the oligarchical force into these two 
sections doubtless weakened both, while the democrats in Peirmus 
were hearty and united. Presently, however, the arrival of a 
Spartan auxiliary force altered the balance of parties. Lysander, 
whom the oligarchical envoys liad expressly requested to be sent 
to them as general, prevailed with the ephors to grant their 
request. While he himself went to Eleusis and got together a 
Peloponnesian land-force, his brother Libys conducted a fleet of 
forty triremes to block up Peirmus, and one hundred talents were 
lent to the Athenian oligarchs ,out of the large sum recently 
brought from Asia into the Spartan treasury.2 

The arrival of Lysander brought the two sections of oligarchs 
in Attica again into cooperation, restrained the progress of Thra
sybulus, and even reduced Peirams to great straits by preventing . 
all entry of ships or stores. Nor could anything have prevented 
it from being reduced to surrender, if Lysander had been allowed 
free scope in llis operations. But the general sentiment of 
Greece had by this time become disgusted with his ambitious' 
policy, and with the oligarchies which he had everywhere set up 
as his instruments; a sentiment not without influence on the 
feelings of the leading Spartans, who, already jealous of his 
ascendency, were determined not to increase it farther by allow
ing him to conquer Attica a second time, in order to plant his 
own creatures as rulers at Athens.3 

1 Xenoph. Hellen. ii, 4, 2i. 
2 Xenoph. Hellen. ii, 4, 28; Diodor. xiv, 33; Lysias, Orat. xii, cont. 

Eratosth. s. 60. 
3 Xenoph. Hellen. ii, 4, 29. Ovw Oi: rrpoxwpovvrwv, ITavlJ'aviar of3aO'it.evr, 

<Jii9ov~O'ar AvO'avopty, ei KareipyalJ'µevnr ravra uµa µev eM01aµ~O'Ot, uµa cle 
liliar rroti/O'airo rur; '4i9i/var;, rreiO'ar; ri:iv 'E<Jiopwv rpeir;, t;&yei <jipovp&v. 

Diodor. xiv, 33. ITavoaviar; r5£ ••••• ., qri9ovwv µev r<";i Avo&v6pty, -iJewpwv 
oe ri)v !.rrapr11v aoo;ovoav 7l'ap<~ roir •EAA7JO't, etc. ' 

l'luta)'ch, Lysand. c. 21. , 
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Under the influence of these feelings, king Pausanias obtained 
the consent of three ont of the five ephors to undertake himself 
an expedition into Attica, at the head of the forces of the con
federacy, for which he immediately issued proclamation. Opposed 
to the political tendencies of Lysander, he was somewhat inclined 
to sympathize with the democracy, not merely at Athens, but 
elsewhere also, as at :Mantineia.I It was probably understood 
that his intentions towards Athens were lenient and anti-Lysan
drian, so that the Peloponnesian allies obeyed the summons 
generally: yet the Ba::otians and Corinthians still declined, on 
the ground that Athens had done nothing to violate the late con
vention; a remarkable proof of the altered feelings of Greece 
during the last year, since, down to the period of that convention, 
these two states had been more bitterly hostile to Athens than 
any others in the confederacy. They suspected that even the 
expedition of Pausanias was projected with selfish Laced::emonian 
views, to secure Attica as a separate dependency of Sparta, 
though detached from Lysander.2 . 

On approaching Athens, Pausanias, joined by Lysander and 
the forces already in Attica, encamped in the garden of the 
Academy, near the city gates. His sentiments were sufficiently 
known beforehand to offer encouragement; so that the vehement 
reaction against the atrocities of the Thirty, which the presence 
of Lysander had doubtless stifled, burst forth without delay. The 
surviving relatives of the victims slain beset him even at the 
Academy in his camp, with prayers for protection and cries of 
vengeance against the oligarchs. Among those victims, as I 
have already stated, were Nikeratus the son, and Eukrates the 
brother, of Nikias who had perished at Syracuse, the friend and 
proxenus of Sparta at Athens. The orphan children, both of 
Nikeratus and Eukrates, were taken to Pausanias by their rela
tive Diognetu;;, who implored his protection for them, recounting 
at the same time the unmerited execution of their respective 
fathers, and setting forth their family claims upon the justice of 
Sparta. This affecting incident, which has been specially made 
known to us,3 doubtles;; did not stand alone, among so many 

1 Xenoph. Hellen. v, 2, 3. 2 Xenoph. Hellen. ii, 4, 30, 
3 Lysias, Or. xviii, De Bonis Nicire Frat. sects. 8-10. 
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families suffering from the same cause. Pausanias was furnished 
at once '~ith ample grounds, not merely for repudiating the 
Thirty altogether, and sending back the presents which they 
tendered to him,1 but even for refusing to identify himself unre
servedly with the new oligarchy of Ten which had risen upon 
their ruins. The voice of complaint- now for the first time set 
free, with some hopes of redress - must have been violent and un
measured, after such a career as that of Kritias and his col
leagues; while the fact was now· fully manifested, which could 
not well have come forth into evidence before, that the persons 
despoiled and murdered had been chiefly opulent men, and very• 
frequently even oligarchical men, not politicians of the former 
democracy. Roth Pausanias, and the Lacedremonians along with 
him, on reaching Athens, must ham been strongly affected by 
the facts which they learned, and by the loud cry for sympathy 
and redress which poured upon them from the most innocent and 
respected families. The predisposition both of the king and the 
ephors against the policy of Lysander was materially strength
edtd, as well as their inclination to bring about an accommoda
tion of parties, instead of upholding by foreign force an anti
popnlar Few. 

Such convictions would become farther confirmed as Pausanias 
saw and heard more of the real state of affairs. At first, he 
held a language decidedly adverse to Thrasybulus and the exiles, 
sending to them a herald, and requiring them to disband and go 
to their respective homes.2 The requisition not being obeyed, 
he made a faint attack upon Peirreus, which had no effect. Next 
day he marched down with two Lacedremonian morre, or large 
military divisions, and three tribes of the Athenian horsemen, to 
reconnoitre the place, and see where a line of blockade could be 
drawn. Some light troops annoyed him, but his troops repulsed 

1 Lysias, ut sup. sects. 11, 12. oi9tv IIavcraviar iip;aTo divovr elvat Tii> 
oh/tyJ, 7rapu0£l{"/10 'TrOWVµtvor 7rpor TOV( uAilovr Aa1w5atµoviovr TU!: fJ11tTipa, 
<JV/L~bopii!: r·~<; rWv rpu~KOVTa TrDVJ]piar . ... 

Ovrw o' i7ilwvµdfa, Kat 'TCU(Jl cleivu fOOKovµtv 'Tr£7TOVi9ivat, W(JT£ IIavcraviar 
TU µi·v 7rapu TO•V rptuKona ;ivta OVK i1i9f:il71cr£ i.a,3eiv, TU oe 'Trap' f,µi:iv 

· Mt;aTo. 
2 Xcnoph. Hellen. ii, 4, 31. This seems the meaning of the phrase, 

cimivai e'Tri TU fovTt:iv; as we mny see by s. 38. 
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them, and pursued them even as far as the theatre of Peirreus, 
whei;c all the forces of Thrasybulus were mustered, heavy-armed, 
as well as light-armed. The Lacedmmonians were here in a 
disadvantageous position, probably in the mid,;t of houses and 
streets, so that all the light-armed of Thrasybulus were enabled 
to set upon them furiously from different sides, and drive them 
out again with loss, two of the Spartan polemarchs being here 
slain. Paus:mias was obliged to retreat to a little eminence 
about half a mile off, where he mustered his whole force, and 
formed his hoplites into a very deep phalanx. Thrasybulus on 
his side was so encouraged by the recent success of his light
armed, that he ventured to bring out his heavy-armed, only eight 
deep, to an equal conflict on the open ground. But he was here 
completely worsted, and driven back into Peirreus with the loss 
of one hundred and fifty men; so that the Spartan king was able 
to retire to Athens after a victory, and a trophy erected to com
memorate it.I 

The issue of this battle was one extremely fortunate for Thra
sybulus and his comrades; since it left the honors of the day 
with Pausanias, so as to avoid provoking enmity or vengeance on 
his part, while it showed plainly that the conquest of Peirreus, 
defended by so much courage and military efliciency, would be 
no easy matter. It disposed Pausanias still farther towards an 
accommodation ; strengthening also the force of that party in 
Athens which was favorable to the same object, and adverse to 
the Ten oligarchs. This opposition-party found decided favor 
with the Spartan king, as well as with the ephor Naukleidas, 
who was present along with him. Number.> of Athenians, even 
among those Three Thousand by whom the city was now exclu
sively occupied, came forward to deprecate farther war with 
Peirmus, and to entreat that Pausanias would settle the quarrel 
so as to leave them all at amity with Lacedmmon. Xenophon, 
indeed, according to that narrow and partial spirit which per
vades his Ilcllcnica, notices no sentiment in Pausanias except his 
jealousy of Lysander, and treats the opposition against the Ten 
at Athens as having been got up by his intrigues.2 But it seems 

1 Xenoph. Hellen. ii. 4, 31-34 . 
• Xenoph. Hellen. ii, 4, 35. Ll.ilr1T1J di: Ka2 rovr lv T<,J arJTtt (Pausanias) 

Ka2 lKe°A<vE r.por rJ<f>iir r.poativai iir r.J.Eia-,.ovr tvl.!.iyo,ufrovr, l.iiyovrar, etc. 
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plain that this is not a correct account. Pausanias did not create 
the discord, but found it already existing, and liad to choose 
which of the parties he would mlopt. The Ten took up the 
oligarchical game after it bad been thoroughly dishonored and 
ruined by the Thirty : they inspired no confidence, nor had they 
any hold upon the citizens in Athens, except in so far as these 
latter dreaded reactionary violence, in case Thrasybulus and his 
companions should reenter by force; accordingly, when Pau
sanias was there at the head of a force competent to prevent such 
dangerous reaction, the citizens at once manifested their disposi
tions against the Ten, and favorable to peace with Peir&us. To 
second this pacific party was at once the easiest course for Pau
sanias to take, and the most likely to popularize Sparta in 
Greece; whereas, he would surely have entailed upon her still 
more bitter curses from without, not to mention the loss of men 
to herself, if he had employed the amount of force requisite to 
uphold the Ten, and subdue Peirmus. To all this we have to 
add his jealousy of Lysander, as an important predisposing 
motive, but only as auxiliary among many others. 

Under such a state of facts, it is not surprising· to learn that 
Pausanias encouraged solicitations for peace from Thrasybulus 
and the exiles, and that he granted them a truce to enable them 
to send envoys to Sparta. Along with these envoys went Kephi
sophon and l\Ielitus, sent for the same purpose of entreating peace, 
by the party opposed to the Ten at Athens, under the sanction 
both of Pausanias and of the accompanying ephors. On the other 
hand, the Ten, finding themselves discountenanced by Pausanias, 
sent envoys of their own to outbid the others. They tendered 
themselves, their walls, and their city, to be dealt with as the Lace
dremonians chose ; requiring that Thrasybulus, if he pretended 
to be the friend of Sparta, should make the same unqualified sur
render of Peirreus and l\Iunychia. All the three sets of envoys 
were heard before the ephors remaining at Sparta and the Lace
dmmonian assembly; who took the best resolution which the case 
admitted, to bring to pass an amicable settlement between Athens 
and Peirreus, and to leaye the terms to be fixed by fifteen com
missioners, who were sent thither 'forthwith to sit in conjunction 
with Pausanias. This' Board determined, that the exiles in Pei
rams should be readmitted to Athens, that an accommodation 
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should take place, and that no man should be molested for past 
act;;, except the Thirty, the Eleven (who had been the instruments 
of all executions), aml the Ten who had governed in Peirxus. 
Tiut Eleu:<is wa~ recognized as a government separate from 
Athens, and left, as it already was, in possession of the Thirty 
arnl their coadjutors, to serve as a refuge for all those who might 
feel their future safety compromised at Athens in consequence of 
their past conduct.I 

As soon as these terms were proclaimed, accepted, and sworn to 
by all parties, Pausanias with all the Lacedmmonians evacuated 
Attica. Thrasybulus and the exiles marched up .in solemn pro
cession from Peirreus to Athens. Their first act was to go up to 
the acropolis, now relieved from its Laceda;monian garrison, and 
there to offer sacrifi~e and thanksgiving. On descending from 
thence, a general assembly was held, in which- unanimously 
and without opposition, as it should seem - the democracy was 
restored. The government of the Ten, which could have no basis 
except the sword of the foreigner, disappeared as a matter of 
course; but Thrasybulus, while he strenuously enforced upon his 
comrades from Pcirreus a full respect for the oaths which they had 
sworn, and an unreserved harmony with· their newly acquired 
fellow-citizens, admonished the assembly emphatically as to the 
past events. "You city-men (he said), I advise you to take just 
measure of yourselves for the future; and to calculate fairly, 
what ground of superiority you have, so as to pretend to rule 
over us? Are you juster· than we? "\Vhy the demos, though 
poorer than you, never at any time wronged you for purposes of 
plunder; while you, the wealthiest of all, have done many base 
deeds for the sake of gain. Since then you have no justice to 
boast of, are you superior to us on the score of courage? There 
cannot be a I.letter trial, than the war which has just ended. 
Again, can you pretend to be superior in policy? you, who, having 
a fortified city, an armed force, plenty of money, and the Pelo
ponnesians for your allies, have been overcome by men who had 
nothing of the kind to aid them? Can you boast of your hold 
over the Laccd<l3monians? 'Vhy, they have just banded you over, 
like a vicious dog with a clog tied to him, to the very demos 

1 Xenoph. Hellen. ii, 4, 39; Diodor. xiv, 33. 
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whom you have wronged, and are now: gone out of the country. 
But you have no cause to be uneasy for the future. I adjure you, 
my friend3 from l'eirreus, in no point to violate the oaths which 
we have just sworn. Show, in addition to your other glorious 
exploits, that you are honest and true to your engagements." 1 

The archons, the senate of Five Hundred, the public assembly, 
and the dikasteries, appear to have been now revived, ~s they had 
stood in the democracy prior to the capture of the city by Lysan
der. This important restoration seems to have taken place some 
time in the spring of 403 B.C., though we cannot exactly make out 
in what month. The first archon now drawn was Eukleides, who 
gave his name to this memorable year; a year never afterwards 
forgotten by Athenians. 

Eleusis was at this time, and pursuant to the late convention, 
a city independent and separate from Athens, under the govern
ment of the Thirty, and comprising their warmest partisans. It 
was not likely that this separation would last ; but the Thirty 
were themselves the parties to give cause for its termination. 
They were getting together a mercenary force at Eleusis, when 
the whole force of Athens was marched to forestall their designs. 
The generals at Eleusis came forth to <lellland a conference, but 
were seized and put to death ; the Thirty themselves, and a few 
of the most obnoxious individuals, fled out of Attica; while the 
rest of the Eleusinian occupants were persuaded by their friends 
from Athens to come to an equal and honorable accommodation. 
Again Eleusis became incorporated in the same community with 
Athens, oaths of mutual amnesty and harmony being sworn by 
every one.2 

'Ve have now passed that short, but bitter and sanguinary 
interval, occupied by the Thirty, which succeeded so immediately 
upon the extinction of the empire and independence of Athens 

1 Xenoph. Hellen. ii, 4, 40--12. 
2 Xcnoph. Hellen. ii, 4, 43; Justin, v, 11. I do not comprehend the allu

sion in Lysias, Omt. xxY, D.q/t. KaraA. 'Ar.oA. sect. 11: Eiul cle oinvt!: rwv 
'EA.rvcrlvaOe Ur.ny[Jmfia11ivlJ1', t;el~-B6vrcr 1u{)' i 11U:Jv, lrro'AtopKoVvro µtr' aV.. 
Ti:Jv. 
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as to leave no opportunity for pause or reflection. A few words 
respecting the rise and foll of tltat empire are now required, Rum
ming up as it were the political moral of the events recorded iu 
my last two volumes, between 477 and 403 B.C. 

I related, in the forty-fifth chapter, the steps by which Athens 
first acquired her empire, raised it to its maximum, including both 
maritime and inland dominion, then lost the inland portion of it; 
which loss was ratified by the Thirty Years Truce concluded 
with Sparta and the Peloponnesian confederacy in 445 B.c. Iler 
maritime empire was based upon the confederacy of Delos, formed 
by the islands in the 1Egean and the towns on the seaboard im
mediately after the battles of Platrea and l\Iykale, for the purpose 
not merely of expelling the Persians from the ..ZEgean, but of 
keeping them away permanently. To the accompliohment of this 
important object, Sparta was altogether inadequate; nor would it 
ever have been accomplitihed, if Athens had not displayed a com
bination of military energy, naval discipline, power of organization, 
and honorable devotion to a great Pan-Hellenic purpose, such as 
had never been witnessed in Grecian history. 

The confederacy of Delos was formed by the free and spon
taneous association of many different towns, all alike indepen
dent; towns which met in synod and deliberated by equal vote, 
took by their nrnjority resolutions binding upon all, and chose 
Athens as their chief to enforce these resolutions, as well as to 
superintend generally the war against the common enemy. But 
it was, from the beginning, a compact which permanently bound 
each individual state to the remainder. None had liberty either 
to recede, or to withhold the contingent imposed by authority of 
the common synod, or to take any separate step inconsistent with 
its obligations to the confederacy. Ko union less stringent than 
this could have prevented the renewal of Persian ascendency in 
the 1Egean. Seceding or disobedient states were thus treated as 
guilty of treason or revolt, which _it was the duty of Athens, as 
chief, to repress. Her first repressions, against Naxos and other 
states, were undertaken in prosecution of this duty, in which if 
she had been 'muting, the confederacy would have fallen to 
pieces, and the common enemy would ha\·e reappeared. 

Now the only way by which the confederacy was saved from 
falling to pieces, was by being transformed into an Athenian 
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empire. Such transformation, as Thucydides plainly intimates,t 
did not arise from the ambition or deep-laid projects of Athens, 
but from the reluctance of the larger confederates to discharge 
the obligations imposed by the common synod, and from the 
unwarlike character of the confederates generally, which made 
them desirous to commute military service for money-payment, 
whilc Athens on her part was not less anxious to perform the 
service and obtain the money. By gradual and unforeseen 
stages, Athens thus passed from consulate to empire : in such man
ner that no one could point out the precise moment of time when 
the confederacy of Delos ceased, and when the empire began. 
Even the tran6fer of the common fund from Delos to Athens, 
which was the palpable manifestation of a change already 
realized, was not an act of high-handed injustice in the Athe
nians, but warranted by prudential views of the existing state of 
affairs, and even proposed by a leading member of the confed
eracy.2 

But the Athenian empire came to include (between 4G0-44G 
n.c.) other cities, not parties to the confederacy of Delos. Athens 
had conquered her ancient enemy the island of 1Egina, and had 
acquired supremacy over JUegara, Breotia, Phocis, and Lokris, 
and Achaia in Peloponnesus. The Megarians joined her to 
escape the oppression of their neighbor Corinth: her influence 
O\'er Bmotia was acquired by allying herself with a democratical 
party in the Bmotian cities, against Sparta, who had been actively 
interfering to sustain the opposite party and to renovate the 
ascendency of Thebes. Athens was, for the time, successful in 
all these enterprises; but if we follow the details, we shall not 
find her more open to reproach on the score of aggressive ten
dencies than Sparta or Corinth. Her empire was now at its max
imum; and had she been able· to maintain it, - 01; even to keep 
possession of the J\Iegarid separately, which gave her the means 
of barring out all invasions from Peloponnesus, - the future 
cour~e of Grecian history would have been materially altered. 
But her empire on land did not rest upon the same footing as her 
empire at sea. The exiles in JUegara and Bceotia, etc., and the 
anti-Athenian party generally in those places, - combin~d with 

1 Thucyd. i, 97. 2 See vol. v, of this History, ch. xlv, p. 343._ 
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the rashness of her general Tolmides at Koroneia, - deprived 
her of all her land-dependencies near home, and even threatened 
her with the loss of Eubcca. The peace concluded in 4'15 B.c. 
left her with all her maritime and insular empire, including 
Eubcca, but with nothing more; while by the loss of l\Iegara she 
was now open to invasion from Peloponncsus. 

On this footing she remained at the beginning of the Pelopon
nesian war fourteen years afterwards. I have shown that that 
war did not arise, as has been so often asserted, from aggressive 
or ambitious schemes on the part of Athens, but that, on the 
contrary, the aggression was all on the side of her enemies; who 
were full of hopes that they could put her clown with little delay; 
while she was not merely conservative and defensive, but even 
discouraged by the certainty of destructive invasion, and only 
dissuaded from concessions, alike imprudent and inglorious, by 
the extraordinary influence and resolute wisdom of Perikles. 
That great man comprehended well both the conditions and the 
limits of Athenian empire. Athens was now understood, espec- · 
ially since the revolt and reconquest of the powerful island of 
Sumos in 4JO B.c., by her subjects and enemies as well as by 
her own citizens, to be mistress of the sea. It was the care of 
Pcrikles to keep that belief within definite boundaries, and to 
prevent all wa:ite of the force of the city in making new or 
distant acquisitions which could not be permanently maintained. 
But it was also his care to enforce upon his countrymen the lesson 
of maintaining their existing empire unimpaired, and shrinking 
from no effort requisite for that encl. Though their whole empire 
was now staked upon the chances of a perilous war, he did not 
hesitate to promise them success, provided that they adhered to 
this conservative policy. 

Following the events of the war, we shall find that Athens 
did adhere to it for the first seven years ; years of suffering and 
trial, from the destructive annual invasion, the yet more destruc
tive pestilence, and the revolt of l\Iitylene, but years which still 
left her empire unimpaired, and the promises of Perikles in fair 
chance of being realized. In the seventh year of the war 
occurred the unexpected victory at Sphakteria and the capture 
of the LaceclIBmonian prisoners. This placed in the hands of the 
Athenians a capital advantage, imparting to them prodigious 
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confidence of future success, "·hile their enemies were in a pro
portional degree disheartened. It was in this temper that they 
first departed from the conservative precept of Perikles, and 
attempted to recover (in 424 B.c.) both 1\legarn and Breotia. 
Had the great statesman been alive,1 he might have turned this 
moment of superiority to better account, and might perhaps have 
contrived even to get possession of J\.Icgara - a point of un
speakaLle importance to Athens, since it protected her against 
invasion - in exchange for the Spartan . captives. But the 
general feeling of confidence which then animate·d all parties at 
Athens, determined them in 42J B.c. to grasp at this and much 
more by force. They tried to reconquer both J\.Icgara and Bceo
tia : in the former they failed, though succeeding so far as to 
capture Nisrea; in the latter they not only failed, but suffered the 
disastrous defeat of Delium. 

It was in the autumn of that same year 424 B.c., too, that 
Brasidas broke into their empire in Thrace, and roLbed them of 
Akanthus, Stageira, and some other towns, including their most 
precious possession, Amphipolis. Again, it seems that the Athe
nians, partly from the discouragement caused by the disaster at 
Delium, partly from the ascendency of Nikias and the peace 
party, departed from the conservative policy of Perikles; not by 
ambitious over-action, but by inaction, omitting to do all that 
might have been done to arrest the progress of Brasidas. "\Ve 
must, however, never forget that their capital loss, Amphipolis, 
was owing altogether to the improvidence of their officers, and 
could not have been obviated even by Perikles. 

But though that great man could not have prevented the loss, 
he would assuredly have deemed no eflorts too great.to recover 
it; and in this respect his policy was espoused by Kleon, in 
opposition to Nikias and the peace party. The latter thought it 
wise to make the truce for a year; which so utterly failed of its 
effect, that Nikias was obliged, even in the miust of it, to conduct 
an armament to Pallene in order to preserve the empire against 
yet farther losses. Still, Nikias and his friends would hear of noth
ing but peace; and after the expedition of Kleon against Amphip
olis in the ensuing year, which failed partly through his mili

1 See vol. vi, ch. Iii, p. 353 of this History. 
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tary incapacity, partly through the want of hearty concurrence 
in his political opponents, they concluded what is called the 
Peace of Nikias in the ensuing spring. In this, too, their calcu
lations are not less signally falsified than in the previous truce: 
they stipulate that Amphipolis shall be restored, but it is as far 
from being restored as ever. To make the error still graver and 
more irreparable, Nikias, with the concurrence of Alkibiades, 
contracts the alliance with Sparta a few months after the peace, 
and gives up the captives, the possession of whom being the 
only hold which Athens as yet had upon the Spartans. 

\Ve thus have, during the four years succeeding the battle of 
Dclium ( 42,1-420 B.c.), a series of departures from the conserva
tive policy of Perikles; departures, not in the way of ambitious 
over-acquisition, but of languor and unwillingness to make efforts 
even for the recovery of capital losses. Those who see no 
defects in the foreign policy of the democracy except those of 
over-ambition and love of war, pursuant to the jest of Aristopha
nes, overlook altogether these opposite but serious blunders of 
Nikias a11d the peace party. 

Next comes tlie ascendency of Alkibiades, leading to the 
two years' campaign in Peloponnesus in conjunction with Elis, 
Argos, and l\Iantineia, and ending in the complete reestablish
ment of Lacedmmonian supremacy. Here was a diversion of 
Athenian force from its legitimate purpose of preserving or rees
tabfo;hing the empire, for inland projects which Perikles could 
never have approved. The island of 1Uelos undoubtedly fell 
within his general conceptions of tenable empire for Athens. 
But we may regard it as certain that he would have recommend
ed no new projects, exposing Athens to the reproach of injustice, 
so long as the lost legitimate possessions in Thrace remained 
unconquered. 

\Ve now come to the expedition against Syracuse. Down to 
that period, the empire of Athens, except the possessions in 
Thrace, remained undiminished, and her general power nearly as 
great as it had ever been since 445 B.C. That expedition wa;; 
the one great and fatal departure from the Periklean policy, 
bringing upon Athens an amount of disaster from which she 
never recovered; and it was doubtless an error of over-ambi
tion. Acquisitions in Sicily, even if made, lay out of the condi
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tions of permanent empire for Athens; and however imposing 
the first effect of success might have been, they would only have 
disseminated her strength, multiplied her enemies, and weakened 
her in all quarters. But though the expedition itself was thus 
indisputably ill-advised, and therefore ought to count to the dis
credit of the public judgment at Athens, we are not to impute to 
that public an amount of blame in any way commensurate to the 
magnitude of the disaster, except in so far as they were guilty 
of unmeasured and unconquerable esteem for Nikias. Though 
Perikles would have strenuously opposed the project, yet he 
could not possibly have foreseen the enormous ruin in which it 
would end; nor could such ruin have been brought about by any 
man existing, save Nikias. Even when the people committed 
the aggravated imprudence of sending out the second expedition, 
Demo$thenes doubtless a~sured them that he would speedily 
either take Syracuse or bring back both armament~, with a fair 
allowance for the losses inseparable from failure ; and so he 
would have done, if the obstinacy of Nikias had permitted. In 
measuring therefore the extent of mi;;ju<lgment fairly imputable 
to the Athenians for this ruinous undertaking, we must always 
recollect, that first the failure of the siege, next the ruin of the 
armament, did not arise from intrinsic difliculties in the case, but 
from the personal defects of the commander. 

After the Syracusan <li~aster, there is no longer any question 
about adhering to, or departing from, the Periklean policy. 
Athens is li~e Patroklus in the Iliad, after Apollo has stunned 
him by a blow on the back and loosened his armor. Nothing 
but the slackness of her enemies allowed her time for a partial 
recovery, so as to make increased heroism a substitute for 
impaired force, even against <loubled and tripled difficulties. 
And the years of struggle which she now went through are 
among the most glorious events in her history. These years 
present many misfortunes, but no serious misjudgment, not to 
mention one peculiarly honorable moment, after the overthrow 
of the Four llunclrecl. I have in the two preceding chapters 
examined into the lilame imputed to the Athenians for not 
accepting the overtures of peace after the battle of Kyzikus, and 
for dismissing Alkibiacles after the battle of Notium. On both 
points their conduct has been shown to be justifiable. And after 
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all, they were on the point of partially recovering themselves in 
408 B.c., when the unexpected advent of Cyrus set the seal to 
their destiny. 

The bloodshed after the reca_pture of lllity!Gne and Skione, 
and still more that which succeeded the capture of l\Ielos, are 
disgraceful to the humanity of Athens, and stand in pointed con
trast with the treatment of Samos when reconquered by Perikles. 
But they did not contribute sensibly to break down her power; 
though, being recollected with av-ersion after other incidents were 
forgotten, they are alluded to in later times as if they had caused 
the fall of the empire.I 

I have thought it important to recall, in this short summary, 
the leading events of the seventy years preceding 405 B.c., in 
order that it may be understood to what degree Athens was 
politically or prudentially to blame for the great downfall which 
she then underwent. That downfall had one great cause - we 
may almost say, one single cause - the Sicilian expedition. The 
empire of Athens both was, and appeared to be, in exuberant 
strength when that expedition was sent forth; strength more 
than sufficient to bear up against all moderate faults or moderate 
misfortunes, such as no government ever long escapes. But the 
catastrophe of Syracuse was something overpassing in terrific 
calamity all Grecian experience and all power of foresight. It 
was like the Russian campaign of 1812 to the emperor Napoleon; 
though by no means imputable, in an equal degree, to vice in the 
original project. No Grecian p<nver could bear up against such 
a death-wound, and the prolonged struggle of Athens after it is 
not the least wontlerful part of the whole war. 

Nothing in the political history of Greece is so remarkable as 
the Athenian empire; taking it as it stood in its completeness, 
from about 460-413 B.c., the date of the Syracusan catastrophe, 
or still more, from 460-424 B.c., the date when Brasidas made 
his conquests in Thrace. After the Syracusan catastrophe, the 
conditions of the empire were altogether changed ; it was irre
trievably broken up, though Athens still continued an energetic 

1 This I apprehend to have been in the mind of Xenophon, De Rcditibus, 
v, 6. 'Erred, lrrd i.iµwr; uyav oo~aua :,..pourarevetv fi '1r6A.tr 
forrp~{)T/ T~t; ap;rJir;, C(C. 
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struggle to retain some of the fragments. But if we view it as 
it had stood before that event, during the period of its integrity, 
it is a sight marvellous to contemplate, and its working must be 
pronounced, in my judgment, to have been highly beneficial to 
the Grecian world. No Grecian state except Athens could have 
sufficed to organize snch a system, or to hold in partial though 
regulated, continuous, and specific communion, so many little 
states, each animated with that force of political repulsion 
instinctirn in the Grecian mind. This, was a mighty task, 
worthy of Athen;;, and to which no state except Athens was 
competent. '\Ve have already seen in part, and we shall see 
still farther, how little qualified Sparta was to perform it, and 
we $hall have occasion hereafter to notice a like fruitless essay 
on the part of Thebes. 

As in regard to the democracy of Athens generally, so in 
regard to her empire, it has been customary with historians to 
take notice of little except the bad side. But my conviction is, 
and I have, shown grounds for it, in chap. xlvii, that the empire 
of Athens was not harsh and oppressive, as it is commonly 
depicted. Under the circumstances of her dominion, at a time 
when the whole transit and commerce of the .1Egean was under 
one nlaritime system, which excluded all irregular force; when 
Persian ships of war were kept out of the waters, and Persian 
tribute-officers away from the seaboard; when the disputes in
evitable among so many little communities could be peaceably 
redressed by the mutual right of application to the tribunals at 
Athens, and when these tribunals were also such as to present 
to sufferers a refuge against wrongs done even by individual 
citizens of Athens herself, to use the expression of the oligarchi
cal Phrynichus,1 the condition of the maritime Greeks was 
materially better than it had beei::t before, or than it will be seen 
to become afterwards. Her empire, if it did not inspire attach
ment, certainly provoked no antipathy, among the bulk of the 
citizens of the subjecJ-eommunities, as is shown by the party
character of the revolts against her. If in her imperial' charac
ter she exacted obedience, she also fulfilled duties and insured 
protection to a degre~ incomparably greater than was ever 

1 Thucyd. viii, 48. 
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realized by Sparta. And even if she had been ever so much 
disposed to cramp the free play of mind and purpose among her 
subjects, - a disposition which is no way proved, - the very 
circumstances of her own democracy, with its open antithesis of 
political parties, univer:;al liberty of speech, and manifold indi
vidual energy, would do much to prevent the accomplishment of 
such an end, and would act as a stimulus to the dependent com
munities, even without her own intention. 

"Without being insensible either to the faults or to the misdeeds 
of imperial Athens, I believe that her empire was a great com
parative benefit, and its extinction a great loss, to her own 
subjects. But still more do I believe it to have been a good, 
looked at with reference to Pan-Hellenic interests. Its main
tenance furnished the only possibility of keeping out foreign 
intervention, and leaving the destinies of Greece to depend upon 
native, i;;pontaneous, untrammelled Grecian agencies. The down
fall of the Athenian empire is the signal for the arms and cor
ruption of Persia again to make themselves felt, and for the 
reenslavement of the Asiatic. Greeks under her tribute-oflicers. 
What is still worse, it leaves the Grecian world in a state inca
pable of repelling any energetic foreign attack, and open to the 
overruling march of" the man of Macedon," half a century after
wards. For such was the natural tendency of the Grecian world 
to political non-integration or disintegration, that the rise of the 
Athenian empire, incorporating so many states into one system, 
is to be regarded as a most extraordinary accident. Nothing 
but the genius, energy, discipline, and democracy ~f Athens, 
could have brought it about ; nor even she, unless favored and 
pushed on by a very peculiar train of antecedent events. But 
having once got it, she might perfectly well have kept it; and, 
had she done so, the Hellenic world would have remained so 
organized as to be able to repel foreign intervention, either from 
Susa or from Pella. When we reflect how infinitely superior 
was the Hellenic mind to that of all surrounding nations and 
races; how completely its creative agency was stifled, as soon as 
it came under the Macedonian dictation ; and how much more it 
might perhaps have achieved, if it had enjoyed another century 
or half-century of freedom, under the stimulating headship of the 

VOL. VIII. 13 19oc. 
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most progressive and most intellectual of all its separate com
munities, we shall look with double regret on the ruin of the 
Athenian empire, as accelerating, without remedy, the-universal 
ruin of Grecian independence, political action, and mental 
grandeur. 

CHAPTER LXVI. 

l'RO}'I THE RESTORATION OF THE DE:IIOCRACY TO THE DEATH 
OF ALKIBIADES. 

THE period intervening between the defeat of lEgospotami 
(October, 405 B.c.) and the reestablishment of the democracy as 
;:anctioned by the convention concluded with Pausanias, some 
time in the summer of 403 B.c., presents two years of cruel and 
multifarious suffering to Athens. For seven years before, 
in<leed ever since the catastrophe at Syracuse, she had been 
:struggling with hardships; contending against augmented hostile 
force, while her own means were cut down in every way; crip
pled at home by the garrison of Dekeleia; stripped to a great 
degree both of her tribute and her foreign trade, and beset by 
the snares of her own oligarchs. In spite of circumstances so 
adverse, she had maintained the fight with a resolution not less 
surprising than admirable ; yet not without sinking more and 
more towards impoverishment and exhaustion. The defeat of 
.lEgospotami closed the war at once, and transferred her from 
her period of struggle to one of concluding agony. Nor is the 
last word by any means too strong for the reality. Of these two 
years, the first portion was marked by severe physic_al privation, 
passing by degrees into absolute famine, and accompanied by the 
intolerable sentiment of despair and helplessness against her 
enemies, after two generations of imperial grandeur, not without 
a strong chance of being finally consigned to ruin and individual 
slavery; while the last portion comprised all the tyranny, mur
ders, robberies, and expulsions perpetrated by the Thirty, over
thrown only by heroic efforts· of patriotism on the part of the 
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exiles; which a fortunate change of sentiment, on the part of 
·, Pausanias, and the leading members of the Peloponnesian con

federacy, ultimately crowned with success. 
After such years of misery, it was an unspeakable relief to 

the Athenian population to regain possession of Athens and 
Attica, to exchange their domestic tyrants for a renovated demo
cratical government, and to see their foreign enemies not merely 
evacuate the country, but even bind themselves by treaty to 
future friendly dealing. In respect of power, indeed, Athens 
was but the shadow of her former self. She had no empire, no 
tribute, no fleet, no fortifications at Peirams, no long walls, not a 
single fortified place in Attica except the city itself. Of all 
these losses, however, the Athenians probably made little 
account, at least at the first epoch of their reestablishment; so 
intolerable was the pressure which they had just escaped, and 
so welcome the restitution of comfort, security, property, and 
independence, at home. The very excess of tyranny committed 
by the Thirty gave a peculiar zest to the recovery of the democ
racy. In their hands, the oligarchical principle, to borrow an 
expression from J\Ir. Burke,I "had produced in fact, and instantly, 
the grossest of those evils with which it was pregnant in its 
nature ; " realizing the promise of that plain-spoken oligarchical 

1 "I confess, gentlemen, that this appears to me as bad in the principle, 
and far worse in the consequences, than an universal suspension of tho 
Habeas Corpus Act., ........Far from softening the features of such a 
principle, and thereby removing any part of the popular odium or natural 
terrors attending it, I should be sorry tliat anything framed in contradiction to 
the spirit of our constitution did not instantly produce, in fact, the grossest of the 
evils with which it was pregnant in its nature. It is by lying dormant a long 
time, or being at first very rarely exercised, that arbitrary power steals 
upon a people. On the next unconstitutional act, all the fashionable world 
will be ready to say: Your prophecies are ridiculous, your fears are Yain ; 
you see how little of the misfortunes which you formerly foreboded is come 
to pass. Thus, by degrees, that artful softening of all arbitrary power, the 
alleged infrequency or narrow extent of its operation, will b& received as n. 
sort of aphorism; and Mr. Hume will not be singular in telling us that the 
felicity of mankind is no more disturbed by it, than by earthquakes or 
thunder, or the other more unusual accidents of nature." (Burke, Letter 
to the Sheriffs of Bristol, 1777 .: Burke's Works, vol. iii, pp. 146-150, 
oct. edit.) 
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oath, which Aristotle mentions as having been taken in various 
oligarchical cities, to contrive as much evil as possible to the 
people.I So much the more complete was the reaction of sen
timent to,rards the antecedent democracy, even in the minds of 
those who had been before discontented with it. To all men, 
rich and poor, citizens and meties, the comparative excellence of 
the democracy, in respect of all the essentials of good govern
ment, was now manifest. "\Vith the exception of those who had 
identified themselves with the Thirty as partners, partisans, or 
instruments, there was scarcely any one who 'did not feel that his 
life and property had been far more secure under the former 
democracy, and would become so again if that democracy were 
revived.2 

It was the first measure of Thrasybulus and his companions, 
after concluding the treaty with Pau~anias, and thus reentering 
the city, to exchange solemn oaths, of amnesty for the past, with 
those ai!:ainst whom they had just been at war. Similar oaths 
of amnesty were also exchanged with those in Eleusis, as soon 
as that town came into their power. The only persons excepted 
from this amnesty were the Thirty, the Eleven who had pre8ided 
over the execution of all their atrocities, and the Ten who had 
governed in Peirreus. Even these persons were not peremptorily 
banished: opportunity was offered to them to come in and take 
their trial of accountability (universal at Athens in the case of 
every magistrate on quitting office); so that, if acquitted, they 
would enjoy the benefit of the amnesty as well as all others.3 
We know that Eratosthenes, one of the Thirty, afterwards 
returned to Athens; since there remains a powerful harangue 
of Lysias, invoking justice against him as having brought to 
death Polemarchus, the brother of Lysias. Eratosthenes was 

Aristot. Polit, v, 7, 19. Kai T(i' oh1u11 Ka1<ovov, fooµai, Kai (3ov/,efow 15, 
rt Uv lxw KaKOv. 

The complimentary epitaph upon the Thirty, cited in the Schol. on 
JEschines, -praising them as having curbed, for a short time, the inso· 
lence of the accursed Demos of Athens, - is in the same spirit: see K. F. 
Hermann, Staats-Alterthi.imer der Griechen, s. 70, note 9. 

2 Plato, Epistol. vii, p. 324. Kai opwv oh 'lrOV Toi!, uvopa, lv ;rp6vc,i oMyc,i 
xpvcriiv U'lrOOei;avrn, riJv lµrrpoa{Jev 'lrOAtTEiav, etc. 

3 Andokides de Mysteriis, s. 90. 
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one of the minority of the Thirty who si<led generally with 
Theramenes, and opposed to a eonsi<lerable degree the extreme 
violences of Kritias, although personally concerned in that 
seizure and execution of the rich metics which Theramenes Lad 
resisted, and which was one of the grossest misdeeds even of 
that dark period. He and Pheidon, being among the Ten 
named to succeed the Thirty after the death of Kritias, when 
the remaining members of that deposed Board retired to Eleusis, 
Lad endeavored to maintain themselves as a new oligarchy, car
rying on war at the same time against Eleusis and against the 
democratical exiles in Peirreus. Failing in this, they liad 
retired from the country, at the time when these exiles returned, 
and when the democracy was first reestablished. But after a 
certain interval, the intense sentiments of the moment having 
somewhat subsided, they were encouraged by their friends to 
return, and came back to stand their trial of accountability. It 
was on that occasion that Lysias preferred his aecusation against 
Eratosthenes, the result of which we do not know, though we 
see plainly, even from the accusatory speech, that the latter had 
powerful friends to stand by him, and that the dikasts manifested 
considerable reluctance to condemn.I \Ve learn, moreover, from 
the same speech, that such was the detestation of the Thirty 
among several of the states surrounding Attica, as to cause 

1 All this may be collected from various passag<"S 'of the Orat. xii, of 
Lysias. Eratosthenes did not stand alone on his trial, but in conjunction 
with other collcagncs; though of course, pursuant to the psephism of 
Kann6nus, the vote of the dikasts would be taken about each separately: 
u/,l.a n:apc/, 'EpaTo<1&evovr Kat TWV TOVTOVt <1VVGp;t:uVT<.JV OiK7/V ~.aµ13uvttV •••• 
µ71cl' UITOV<1t µev rolr TptuKOVTa fn:t/3ov/.rf,ere, n:apovrar O' u¢itu. µ71oe T~r; 
TV;t:ryr, i} TOVTOV> n:api<foKe T~ n:o).et, KUKtoV vµiv avroZr: /3071&~<17/Tt (sects. 
80, 81): compare s. 36. 

The number of friends prepared to back the defence of Eratosthenes, 
and to obtain his acquittal, chiefly by representing that he had done the 
least mischief of all the Thirty; that all that he had done had been under 
fear of his own lifo; that he had been the parti3an and supporter of Thcram
encs. whose memory was at that time popular, may be seen in sections 
51, 56, 65, 87, 88, 91. 

There are evidences also of other accusations brought against the Thirty 
before the senate of Areopagus (Lysius, Or. xi, cont. Theomnest. A. s. 31, 
B. s. 12). 

http:1VVGp;t:uVT<.JV
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formal decrees for their expulsion, or for prohibiting their com
ing.t The sons, even of such among the Thirty as did not 
return, were allowed to remain at Athens, and enjoy their rights 
of citizens, unmolested; 2 a moderation rare in Grecian political 
warfare. 

The first public vote of the Athenians, after the conclusion of 
peace with Sparta and the return of the exiles, was to restore the 
former democracy purely and simply, to choose by lot the nine 
archons and the senate of Five Hundred, and to elect the gen
erals, all as before. It appears that this restoration of the pre
ceding constitution was partially opposed by a citizen named 
Phormisius, who, having served with Thrasybulus in Peirreus, 
now moved that the political franchise should for the future be 
restricted to the possessors of land in Attica. His proposition 
was understood to be supported by the Lacedremonians, and was 
recommended as calculated to make Athens march in better har
mony with them. It was presented as a compromise between 
oligarchy and democracy, excluding both the poorer freemen and 
those whose property lay either in movables or in land out of 
Attica; so that the aggregate number of the disfranchised would 
have been five thousand persons. Since Athens now had lost 
her fleet and maritime empire, and since the importance of 
Peirreus was much curtailed not merely by these losses, but by 
demolition of its separate walls and of the long walls, Phormisius 
and others conceived the opportunity favorable for striking out 
the maritime and trading multitude from the roll of citizens. 
J\Iany of these men must have been in easy and even opulent 
circumstances, but the bulk of them were poor; and Phormisius 
had of course at his command the usual arguments, by which it 
is attempted to prove that poor men have no business with politi
cal judgment or action. But the proposition was rejected; the 
orator Lysias being among its opponents, and composing a speech 
against it which was either spoken, or intended to be spoken, by 
some eminent citizen in the assembly.3 

Unfortunately, we ha,·e only a fragment of the speech remain

1 Lysias, Or. xii, cont. Eratosth. s. 36. 
• Demosth. adv. Bmotum de Dote :Matern. c. 6, p. 1018. 

3 Dionys. Hal. Jud. de Lysia, c. 32, p. 526 ; Lysias, Orat. xxxiv, Bekk. 
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ing, wherein the proposition is justly criticized as mischievous 
and unseasonable, depriving Athens of a large portion of her 
legitimate strength, patriotism, and harmony, and even of sub
stantial men competent to serve as hoplites or horsemen, at a 
moment when she was barely rising from absolute prostration. 
Never, certainly, was the fallacy which connects political de
pravity or incapacity with a poor station, and political virtue or 
judgment with wealth, more conspicuously unmasked, than in 
reference to the recent experience of Athens. The remark of 
Thrasybulus was most true,1 that a greater number of atrocitie>i, 
both against person and against property, had been committed in 
a few months by the Thirty, and abetted by the class of horse
men, all rich men, than the poor majority of the Demos had 
sanctioned during two generations of democracy. .Moreover, we 
know, on the authority of a witness unfriendly to the democracy, 
that the poor Athenian citizens, who served on shipboard anu 
elsewhere, were exact in obedience to their commanders; while 
the richer citizens who served as hoplites and horsemen, and who 
laid claim to higher individual estimation, were far less orderly 
in the public service.2 

The motion of Phormisius being rejected, the antecedent 
democracy was restored ,yithout qualification, together with the 
ordinances of Drako, and the laws, measures, and weights of 
Solon. But on closer inspection, it was found that this latter 
part of the resolution was incompatible with the amnesty which 
had been just sworn. According to the laws of Solon and 
Drako, the perpetrators of enormities under the Thirty had ren
dered themselves guilty, and were open to trial. To escape thi.-; 
consequence, a second psephism or decree was passed, on the 
proposition ofTisamenus, to review the laws of Solon and Drako, 
and reenact them with such additions and amendments as might 
be deemed expedient. Five hundred citizens had been just 
chosen by the people· as nomothetre, or law-makers, at the same 
time when the senate of Five hundred was taken by lot: out of 
these nomothet~, the senate now chose a select few, whose duty 
it was to consider all propositions for amendment or addition to 
the laws of the old democracy, and post them up for public 

1 Xenoph. Hellen. ii, 4, 41. 2 Xenoph. J\femor. iii, 5, 19. 
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inspection before the statues of the eponymou8 heroes, within the 
month then running.1 The senate, and the entire body of five 
hundred nomothet:r, were then to be convened, in order that each 
might pass in review, separately, both the old laws and the new 
propositions; the nomothetre being previously sworn to decide 
righteously. "While this discussion was going on, every private 
citizen had liberty to enter the senate, and to tender his opinion 
with rea~ons for or against any law. .All the laws which should 
thus be approved, first by the senate, and afterwards by the nomo
thetre, but no others, were to be handed to the magistrates, and 
inscribed on the walls of the portico called Pcekile, for public 
notoriety, as the future regulators of the city. After the laws 
·were promulgated by such public inscription, the senate of .Areo
pagus was enjoined to take care that they should be duly observed 
and enforced by the magistrates. A provisional committee of 
twenty citizens was named, to be generally responsible for the 
city during the time occupied in this revision}! 

As soon as the laws had been revised and publicly inscribed 

Andokides de Mysteriis, s. 83. 'OiroO'CJV o' UV irpor;dtv, (voµCJv) 0 z0 e 

~ p 1J µ eV 0 L V o /'° {)ET a L V Tr o Ti/!,' (3 0 V '}. i/ !,' uvaypur/JOVTe!,' EV <JUVlrllV 
lK-ri{)iv-rCJv rrpiJr TOV!,' frcCJvvµovr, <JKorreiv -rifi (3ov'Aoµhv, Kat 11'apaotoovrnv 

Tai!,' upxair lv niHle -r0 µnv£. TOV!,' oe r.apaotooµivov!,' voµovr OOKtµarrurCJ 
'1r p 6 TE p 0 v ~ (3 0 v A" K a l 0 l v 0 µ 0 {) t T a l 0 l 11' e v T a K 6 (J l 0 t, 0 i) !,' 0 l 
01/ µ 6Ta L t l A0 v To, lrreioi'J oµCJµoKa<JlV, 

Putting together the two sentences in which the nomothetre are here 
mentioned, Rciske and F. A. ·wolf (Prolegom. ad Demosthen. cont. J,eptin. 
p. cxxix), think that there were two classes of nomothetre; one class chosen 
by the senate, the other by the people. This appears to me very improb
able. The persons chosen by the senate were invested with no final or 
decisi;-e function whatever; they were simply chosen to consider what new 
propositions were fit to be submitted for discussion, and to provide that 
such propositions should lie publicly made known. Now any persons 
simply invested with this character of a preliminary committee, would not, 
in my judgment, be called nomothetre. The reason why the persons here 
mentioned were so callecl, was, that they were a portion of the five hundred 
nomothetre, in whom the power of peremptory decision ultimately rested. 
A small committee would naturally be in trusted with this preliminary duty; 
and the members of that small committee were to be chosen by one of the 
bodies with whom ultimate decision rested, bnt chosen out of the other. 

• Andokides de Mysteriis, sections 81-85. 
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in the pcekiie, pursuant to the above decree, two concluding laws 
were enacted, which completed the purpose of the citizens. 

The first of these laws forbade the magistrates to act upon, or 
permit to be acted upon, any law not among those inscribed; and 
declared that no psephism, either of the senate or of the people, 
should overrule any law.I It renewed also the old prohibition, 
dating from the days of Kleisthenes, and the first origin of the 
democracy, to enact a special law inflicting direct hardship upon 
any individual Athenian apart from the rest, unless by the votes 
of six thousand citizens voting secretly. 

The second of the two laws prescribed, that all the legal adju
dications and arbitrations which had been passed under the ante
cedent democracy should be held valid and unimpeached, but 
formally annulled all which had been passed under the Thirty. 
It farther provided, that the laws now revised and inscribed 
should only take effect from the archonship of Eukleides ; that 
is, from the nomination of archons made after the recent return 
of Thrasybulus and renovation of the democracy.2 

Andokides de ~fyster. s. 87. 111~</ilO'µa OE µljr5tl', µ~re f3ovA_~r µ~re o~µov 
(voµov) 1.Vplwnpov el vat. 

It seems that the word voµov ought properly to be inserted here: see 
Demosth. cont. Aristokrat. c. 23, p. 649. 

Compare a similar use of the phrase, µr1oev 1<Vptwrepov elvat, in Demos· 
then. cont. Lakrit. c. 9, p. 937. 

• Andokides de Myster. s. 87. We see (from Demosthen. cont. Timokrat. 
c. 15, p. 718) that Andokides has not cited the law ful!v. He has omitted 
the words, l'mor;a o' brt ri:Jv rpta1<0vra eirpu)(_{JT/, ii ldi(L ii 017µoui(L, aicvpa 
elvai, these words not having any material connection with the point at 
which he was aiming. Compare JEschines cont. Timarch. c. 9, p. 25, Ka2 
fo;-"' raiira uicvpa, CJairep ra lirl rwv rptaKovra, ii ra r.po EbicA.eioov, iJ ei rtr 
ci/,/.11 1T'W'lrOTE TOlaVTT/ lytveTO irpo{)eaµia •••••• 

Tisamenus is probably the same person of whom Lysias speaks contempt· 
uously, Or. xxx, cont. Nikomach. s. 36. 

Meier (De Bonis Damnatorum, p. 71) thinks that there is a contradiction 
between the decree proposed by Tisamenus (Andok. de Myst. s. 83), and 
another decree proposed by Diokles, cited in the Oration of Demosth. cont. 
Timokr. c.11, p. 713. But there is no real contradiction between the two, 
and the only semblau~e of contradiction that is to be found, arises from the 
fact that the law of Diok!es is not correctly given as it now stands. It 
ought to be read thus: 

<ltoKA.ii> dire, Toiir v6,uovr roiir r.po EvKA.eioov re{)tvnzr lv OT/f:lOKpari~, 

ll~* 

http:ltoKA.ii
http:ci/,/.11
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By these ever-memorable enactments, all acts done prior to the 
nomination of the archon Eukleides and his colleagues, in the 
summer of 403 n.c., were excluded from serving as grounds for 
criminal process against any citizen. To insure more fully that 
this should be carried into effect, a special clause was added to 
the oath taken annually by the senators, as well as to that taken 
by the Heliastic dikasts. The senators pledged themselves by 
oath not to receive any impeachment, or give effect to any arrest, 
founded on any fact. prior to the archonship of Eukleides, except
ing only against the Thirty, and the other individuals expressly 
shut out from the amne$ty, and now in exile.I To the oath 
annually taken by the Heliasts, also, was added the clause: "I 
will not remember past wrongs, nor will I abet any one else who 

Kat OUOl t 7r' EvKAtlOOV lTf:!Jnaav, Kat eluiv, avayeypaµµfroi, [(~ 71"' E v KA. t £. 
oov] Kvpiovr; eivai· TOV<; oe µer' Ei>KAtlOIJV ui'.tivrar; Kal TOA0l7l"OV rii'.teµivov,, 
Kvpiov> elvat a7l"O Ti/> i/µ€pa<; ii<: i'naaror; frii'.111, 7l" A~v el T<,J 7rpouyiypa7rmt 
xp6vo<; OVTtva Oct apxetv. 'Em)pai/Jat oe, TOi<; µev vvv Kttµevou;, TOV 
ypaµµaTea T~<; /JovAi/<;, TptuKnvm hµepwv · ro JI: l.omov, Sr; flv rnyxf"'ll ypaµ
µauvwv, 7rpouypatpiTw 7rapaxp»µa TOV voµov KVptov dvat U7l"O T»<; ii,u€pa, ii> 
frii'.11]. 

The words a7l"' Ev " ;l, e i oov, which stand between brackets in the second 
line, are inserted on my own conjecture ; and I venture to think that any 
one who will read the whole law through, and the comments of the orator 
upon it, will see that they are imperatively required to make the sense com· 
plete. The entire scope and purpose of the law is, to regulate clearly the 
time from which each law shall begin to be valid. 

As the first part of the law reads now, without these words, it has no 
pertinence, no bearing on the main purpose contemplated by Diokles in the 
second part, nor on the reasonings of Demosthenes afterwards. It is easy 
to understand how the words a7r" EvKAtioov should have dropped out, see
ing that t7r' Evdeioov immediately precedes : another error had been in 
fact introduced, by pntting u11"' EvKAeioov in the former case instead of 
t 11"' EvKAeioov, which error has been corrected by various recent editors, on 
the authority of some MSS. 

The law of Diok!es, when properly read, fully harmonizes with that 
of Tisamenus. Meier wonders that there is no mention made of the 
co1<tµaa£a voµwv by the nomothetre, which is prescribed in the decree of 
Tisamenus. But it was not necessary to mention this expressly, since the 
words !foot elaiv avayeypaµµEvol presuppose the foregone OOKtµaaia. 

1 ,Andokides de l\lysteriis, S. 91. Kat OV oi§oµal fvOtl~lV ovoe a7raywy1)v 
ivtKa Ti:Jv 1rp6upov yeyevnµivwv, 11"1.~v Ti:iv ¢ievy6vrwv. 

http:frii'.11
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sha11 remember them; on the contrary,1 I will give my vote pur
suant to the existing laws;" which laws proclaimed themselves 
as only taking effect from the archonship of Euklcides. 

A still farther precaution was taken to bar all actions for 
redress or damages founded on acts done prior to the archonship 
of Eukleides. On the motion of Archinus, the principal col
league of Thrasybulus at Phyle, a law was passed, granting 
leave to any defendant against whom such an action might be 
brought, to plead an exception in bar, or paragraphe, upon the 
special ground of the amnesty and the legal prescription con
nected with it. The legal effect of this paragraphe, or exceptional 
plea, in Attic procedure, was to increase both the chance of fail
ure, and the pecuniary liabilities in case of failure, on the part 
of the plaintiff; also, to better considerably the chances of the 
defendant. This enactment is said to have been moved by 
Archinus, on seeing that some persons were beginning to insti
tute actions at law, in spite of the amnesty; and for the better 
prevention of all such claims.2 

I An<lokid. de l\Iysteriis, s. 91. Kat ob µv71u1KaK~UCJ, ovoi: u;\)_\J (sc. u/,/c\J 
µv71utKa1wvvn) rreiuoµat, 1/J7Jr/itovµat OE: Ka•u -roiJr: Ke1µivovr: v6µovr;. 

This clause does not appear as part of the Heliastic oath given in 
Demosthen. cont. Timokrut. c. 36, p. 746. It was extremely significant uud 
valuable for the few years immediately succeeding the renovation of the 
democracy. But its value was essentially temporary, and it was doubtless 
dropped within twenty or thirty years after the perio<l to which it specially 
applied. 

2 The Orat. xviii, of Isokrates, Paragra11hc cont. Kallimachum, informs 
ns on the&e points, especially sections 1-4. 

Kallimachus had entered an action against the client of Isokrates for 
ten thousand drachmre (sects. 15-Ii), charging him as an accomplice of 
Patrok!Cs, - the king-arch on under the Ten, who immediately succeeded 
the Thirty, prior to the return of the exiles, - in seizing and confiscating 
a sum of money belonging to Kullimachus. The latter, in commencing 
this action, was under the necessity of paying the fees called prytaneia; a 
sum proportional to what was claimed, and amounting to thirty drachmre, 
when the sum claimed was between one thousand and ten thousand drachmre. 
Suppose that action had gone to trial directly, Kallimachus, if he lost his 
<>ause, would hm·e to forfeit his prytaneia, but he woul<l forfeit no more. 
Now according to the paragraphe permitted hy the luw of Archinus, the 
defendant is allowed to make oath that the action against him is foun<led 
upon a fact prior to tl~e archonship of_ Eukleides ; and _a cause is the~ 
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By these additional enactments, security was taken that the 
proceedings of the courts of ju8tice should be in full conformity 
with the amnesty recently sworn, and that, neither directly nor 
indirectly, should any person be mole,;ted for wrongs done ante
rior to Eukleides. And, in fact, the amnesty was faithfully 
observed: the reentering exiles from Peirreus, and the horsemen 
with other partisans of the Thirty in Athens, blended again 
together into one harmonious and equal democracy. 

Eight years prior to these incidents, we have seen the oligar
chical conspiracy of the Four Hundred for a moment success
ful, and afterwards overthrown ; and we have had occasion to 
notice, in reference to that event, the wonderful· absence of all 
reactionary violence on the part of the victorious people, at a 
moment of severe provocation for the past and extreme appre
hen,;ion for the future. "\Ve noticed that Thucydides, no friend 
to the Athenian democracy, selected precisely that occasion 
pn which some manifestation of vindictive impulse might have 
been supposed likely and natural - to bestow the most unqual
ified eulogies on their moderate and gentle bearing. Had the 
historian lived to describe the reign of the Thirty and the 
restoration which followed it, we cannot doubt that his ex
pressions would have been still warmer and more emphatic in 
the same sense. Few events in history, either ancient or 
modern, are more astonishing than the behavior of the Athe
nian people, on recovering their democracy after the overthrow 
of the Thirty: and when we view it in conjunction with the like 
phenomenon after the deposition of the Four Hundred, we see 
that neither the one nor the other arose from peculiar caprice or 
accident of the moment; both depended upon permanent attri

tried first, upon that special issue, upon which the defendant is allowed to 
speak first, before the plaintiff. If the verdict, on this special issue, is 
given in favor of the defendant, the plaintiff is not only disabled from pro
ceeding further with his action, bnt is condemned besides to pay to the 
dcfcncfant the forfeit called epobely; that is, one-sixth part of the sum 
claimed. Ent if, on the contrary, the verdict on the special issue be in favor 
of the plaintiff, he is held entitled to proceed farther with his original action, 
and to receive besides at once, from the defendant, the like forfeit or epobely. 
Information on these regulations of procedure in the Attic dikasteries may 
be found in Meier and Schumann, Attischer Prozess, p. 647; Platner, Pro
iess und Klagen, vol. i, pp. 156-162. 
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butes of the popular character. If' we knew nothing else except 
the events of these two periods, we should be warranted in dis
missing, on that. evidence alone, the string of contemptuous pred
icates, - giddy, irascible, jealous, unjust, greedy, etc., one or 
other of which JUr. Mitford so frequently pronounces, and insin
uates even when he does not pronounce them, respecting the 
Athenian people.I A people, whose habitual temper and moral
ity merited these epithets, could not have acted as the Athenians 
acted both after the Four Hundred and aft.er the Thirty. Par
ticular acts may be found in their history which justify severe 
censure; but as to the permanent elements of character, both 
moral and intellectual, no population in history has ever afforded 
stronger evidence than the Athenians on these two memorable 
occasions. 

If we follow the acts of the Thirty, we shall see that the 
horsemen and the privileged three thousand hoplites in the city 

1 \Yachsmuth- who admits into his work, with little or no criticism, 
everything which has ever been said against the Athenian people, and 
indeed against the Greeks generally - affirms, contrary to all evidence and 
probability, that the amnesty was not really observed at Athens. (\Vachsm. 
Hellen. Alterth. ch. ix, sect. 71, vol. ii, p. 267.) 

The simple and distinct words of Xenophon, coming as they do from the 
mouth of so very hostile a witness, are sufficient to refute him: Kai uµouavrer 
opKovr qµijv µ~ µv71uiKaKhueiv, fTl Kat VVV liµov ye 1rDAlT£V01lTat, Kat TO i !: 

opKol(; tµµivel Ii <1iJµor, IIelleu.ii,4,43). 
The passages to which \Yachsmuth makes reference, do not in the least 

establish his point. Even if actions at law or accusations had been brought, 
in violation of the amnesty, this would not prove that the people violated 
it; unless we also knew that the dikastery had affirmed those actions. Bnt 
he does not refer to any actions or accusations preferred on any such 
ground. He only notices some cases in which, nccnsation being preferred 
on grounds subsequent to Enkleides, the accuser makes allusion in his 
speech to other matters anterior to Eukleidcs. Kow every speaker before 
the Athenian dikastery thinks himself entitled to call up before the dikasts 
the whole past life of his opponent, in the way of analogous evidence going 
to attest the general character of the latter, good or bnd. For example, 
the accuser of Sokrates mentions, as a point going to impeach the general 
character of Sokrates, that he had been the teacher of Kritias; while the 
philosopher, in his defence, alludes to his own resolution arnl virtue as pry
tanis in the assemlily by whieh the generals were condemned after the battle • 
of Arginusre. Both these allusions come out as evidences to general char
acter. 
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had made themselves partisans in every species of flagitious crime 
which could possibly be imagined to exasperate the feelings of 
the exiles. The latter, on returning, saw before them men who 
had handed in their relations to be put to death without trial, who 
had seized upon and enjoyed their property, who had expelled 
them all from the city, and a large portion of them even from 
Attica; and who had held themselves in mastery not merely by 
the overthrow of the constitution, but also by inviting and sub
sidizing foreign guards. Such atrocities, conceived and ordered 
by the Thirty, hatl been executed by the aid, and for the joint 
benefit, as Kritias justly remarked,! of tlwse occupants of the 
city whom the exiles found on returning. Now Thrasybulus, 
Anytus, and the rest of these exiles, saw their property all pil
laged and appropriated by others during the few months of their 
absence: we may presume that their lands - which had proba
bly not been sold, but granted to individual members or partisans 
of the Thirty 2 - were restored to them ; but the movable prop
erty could not be reclaimed, and the losses to which they 
remained subject were prodigious. The men who had caused 
and profited by these losses3-often with great brutality towards 
the wives and families of the exiles, as we know by the case of 

t Xenoph. Hellen. ii, 4, 9. 
2 Xenoph. Hellen. ii, 4, l. ~)'OV oe EK TWV x(,)pi(,)v (ol Tpti'LKOVTa) Zv avTOL 

IWL ol <fii'Aot Toi!, TOVT(,)V a;pov, l;rouv. . 
3 Isokrates cont. Kallimach. Or. xviii, sect. 30. 
epauv{3ov'Ao, µ,ev Kat 'AvvTo,, ,uiyt<rTOV µ,'i:v ovvaµ,evot TWV tV TV 'lt'oi\et, 

'lt'o?,'Awv 0£ uTr eurep71pivot XP7J/LanJV, elt56ur; oe Toi!r; uTroypaipavTar;, 8p"'r: ov 
-ro'Aµ,Ciuiv avToir; OiKar; 'Aay;ravttv oVcle (-lVTj<JLKaKtlv, ui\'A' el ical 'lt'tpt TWV 
a~J.(,)v µ,a'At.01' frf;p(,)V ovvavrat Cta'lt'paTTe<rfJat, u'A'A' ovv 'lt'fpi ye TWV lv Tat( 

<JVVfJ~Kat!: foov e;retv TOt~ ui\/.otr; uftoV<JLV. 
On the other hand, the young Alkibiades (in the Orat. xvi, of Isokrates, 

De Bigis, sect. 56) is made to talk about others recovering their property: 
TC!v rll.l.(,)v Kopi,opiv(,)v Tur; ovuia,. My statement in the text reconciles 
these two. The young Alkibiades goes on to state that the people had 
passed a vote to grant compensation to him for the confiscation of his 
father's property, but that the power of his enemies had disappointed him 
of it. 'Ve may well donht whether such vote ever really passed. 

It appears, howcYer, that Batrachns, one of the chief informers who 
brought in victims for the Thirty, thought it prudent to live afterwards out 
of Attica (Lysias cont. Andokid. Or. vi, sect. 46 ), though he would have 
been legally protected by the amnesty. 
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the orator Lysias -were now at Athens, all individually well 
known to the sufferers. In like manner, the sons an<l brothers 
of Leon and the other victims of the Thirty, saw before them the 
very citizens by whose hands their innocent relatives ha<l been 
consigned without trial to prison and execution.I The amount of 
'vrong suffered had been infinitely greater than in the time of the 
Four Hundred, an<l the provocation, on every ground, public and 
private, violent to a degree never exceeded in history. Yet with 
all this sting fresh in their bosoms, we find the victorious multi
tude, on the latter occasion as well as on the former, burying 
the past in an indiscriminate amne~ty, and anxious only for 
the future harmonious march of the renovated and all-compre• 
hensive democracy. 'Ve see the sentiment of commonwealth 
in the Demos, twice contrasted with the sentiment of faction 
in an ascendent ?ligarchy; 2 twice triumphant over the strongest 
counter-motives, over the most bitter recollections of wrongful 
murder and spoliation, over all that passionate rush of reactionary 
appetite which characterizes the moment of political restoration. 
"Bloody will be the reign of that king who comes back to 
his kingdom from exile," says the Latin poet: bloody, indeed, 
had been the rule of Kritias and those oligarchs who had just 
come back from exile: "Harsh is a Demos (observes uEschylus) 
which has just got clear of misery." 3 lfot the Athenian Demos, 
on coming back from Peirams, exhibited the rare phenomenon of 
a restoration, after cruel wrong suffered, sacrificing all the strong 
impulse of retaliation to a generous and deliberate regard for the 
future march of the commonwealth. Thucydides remarks that 
the moderation of political antipathy which prevailed at Athens 
after the victory of the people over the Four Hundred, was the 
main cause which revived Athens from her great public depres

1 Andokides de Mystcriis, sect. 94. l\IiAJ)TO' o' au ovrocrl urrhayev brl 
rwv rpduwvra Aiovra, Wr; Vµelr; lnravrct; lrrre, Kal rirrb9avev lKEivOt; llKp(ror; 
.••. MiA.11rov roivvv roz, rratcrt roz, rov Aiovro' ovK fort ipovov ouJKttv, un 
roz, v6µot, Jez ;ypi;cr{}al urr' EvKl.eiVov up;i:ovrot;• Erre~Ci, ye OVK U.rrf;yayev, ova' 
avro, U.vnlctyet. 

• Thucyd. vi, 39. oT;µov, gvµrrav wvoµacr{}a1, ol.iyap;i:iav oi-, µ£po~• 
. 3 .lEschylus, Sept. ad Thcbas, v, 1047. 

Tpaxv• ye µevrot clT;µot; tKpvywv KaKa. 
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· sion and danger.I Much more forcibly does this remark apply 
to the restoration after the Thirty, when the public condition of 
Athens was at the lowest depth of abasement, from which noth
ing could have rescued her except such exemplary wisdom and 
patriotism on the part of her victorious Demos. Nothing short 
of this could have enabled lier to accomplish that partial resur
rection - into an independent and powe1ful single state, though 
shorn of her imperial power-which will furnish material for 
the subsequent portion of our History. 

"While we note the memorable resolution of the Athenian 
people to forget that which could not be remembered without 
ruin to the future march of the democracy, we must at the same 
time observe that which they took special pains to preserve from 
being forgotten. They formally recognized all the adjudged cases 
and all the rights of property as existing under the democracy 
anterior to the Thirty. "You pronounced, fellow-citizens (says 
Andokides), that all the judicial verdicts and all the decisions of 
arbitrators passed under the democracy should remain valid, in 
order that there might be no abolition of debts, no reversal of 
private rights, but that every man might have the means of 
enforcing contracts due to him by others." 2 If the Athenian 
people had been animated by that avidity to despoil the rich, and 
that subjection to the passion of the moment, which l\Ir. l\Iitford 
imputes to them in so many chapters of his history, neither 
motive nor opportunity was now wanting for wholesale confisca
tion, of which the rich themselves, during the dominion of the 
Thirty, had set abundant example. The amnesty as to political 
wrong, and the indelible memory as to the rights of property, 
stand alike conspicuous as evidences of the real character of the 
Athenian Demos. 

If we wanted any farther proof of their capacity of taking the 
largest and soundest views on a difficult political situation, we 
should find it in another of their measures at this critical period. 

1 Thucyd. viii, 9i. ~ 

• Andokides de M ystcriis, sect. 88. Tu~ µi·v oiKar, w uvc!per, Kai TUf 
.JiaiTar hroiftaau Kvpiar elvat, IJ;;:oaat ev o~µoKparovpeV1J Tij 1r0Aet ey{vovTo, 
O'll"c.>f µqu xpewv U7l"OKorra1 elev µftu oi1wi uvaOtKOL yivotVTO, uAt.a TWV lolwv 
crvµ(3ol.a£wv a1 r.pMFLr elev. 
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The Ten who had succeeded to the oligarchical presidency of 
Athens after the death of Kritias and the expubion of the Thirty, 
had borrowed from Sparta the sum of one lrnndred talents, for 
the express purpose of making war on the exiles in Peirarns. 
After the peace, it was necessary that such sum should be repaid, 
and some persons proposed that recour,;e should be had to the 
property of those individuals and that party who bad borrowed 
the money. The apparent equity of the proposition was doubtless 
felt with peculiar force at a time when the public treasury was in 
the extreme of poverty. But nevertheless both the democratical 
leaders and the people decidedly op;)o~ed it, rewlviug to recognize 
the debt as a public charge; in which capacity it was afterwards 
liquidated, after some delay arising from an unsupplied treasury.I 

All that was required from the horsemen, or knights, who had 
been active in the service of the Thirty, was that they should 
repay the sums which had been advanced to them by the latter 
as outfit. Such advance to the horsemen, subject to subsequent 
repayment, and seemingly distinct from the regular military pay, 
appears to have been a customary practice umler the previous 
democracy ;2 but we may easily believe that the Thirty had car~ 
ried it to an abusive excess, in their anxiety to enlist or stimulate 
partisans, when we recollect that they resorted to means more 
nefarious for the same end. There were of course great indi
''idual differences among these knights, as to the degree in which 
each had lent himself to the misdeeds of the oligarchy. Even the 
most guilty of them were not molested, and they were sent, four 

1 Isokratcs, Areopagit. Or. vii, sect. 77 ; Demosth. cont. Leptin. c. 5, 
p. 460. 

2 Lysias pro l\Iantithco, Or. xYi, sects. G-8. I accept substantially the 
explanation which Ifarpokration and Photius giYe of the word Karuararur, 
in spite of the objections taken to it by M. Boeckh, which appear to me not 
founded upon any adequate ground. I cannot but think that Heiske is right 
in distinguishing 1caraarua1r from the pay, µur&iir. 

See Boeckh, Public Economy of Athens, b. ii, sect. 19, p. 250. In the 
Appendix to this work, which i; not translated into English along with the 
work itself, he farther g-ives the Fragment of an inscription, which he con
siders to bear upon this resumption of Karaaruatr from the horsemen, or 
knights, after the Thii'ty. But the Fragment is so very imperfect, that 
nothing can be ..affirmed with any certainty concerning it: see the Staats
haush. der Athcner, Appendix, vol. ii, pp. 207, 208 

VOL. VIII 20oc. 
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years afterwards, to serve with Agesilaus in Asia, at a time when 
the Laccdremonians 1·equired from Athens a contingent ofcavalry ;I 
the Demos being well pleased to be able to provide for them an 
honorable foreign service. But the general body of knights suf
fered so little disadvantage from the recollection of the Thirty, 
that many of them in after days became senators, generals, hip
parchs, and occupants of other considerable posts in the state.2 

Although the decree ofTisamenus-prescribing a revision of the 
laws without delay, and directing that the laws, when so re,·ised, 
should be posted up for public view, to form the sole and exclu
si \"e guide of the dikasteries - had been passed immediately after 
the return from Peirreus and the confirmation of the amnesty, yet 
it appears that con$iderable delay took place before such enact
ment was carried into full effect. A person named Nikomachus 
was charged with the duty, and stands accused of having per
formed it tardily as well as corruptly. Ile, as well as Tisamenus,3 
was a scribe, or secretary ; under which name were included a 
class of paid officers, highly important in the detail of businesi! 
at. Athens, though seemingly men of low birth, and looked upon 
a;; filling a subordinate station, open to sneers from unfriendly 
orators. The boards, the magistrates, and the public bodies were 
so frequently changed at Athens, that the continuity of public 
business could only have been maintained by paid secretaries of 
this character, who devoted themselves constantly to the duty.4 

1 Xenoph. Hellen. iii, 1, 4. 
• Lysias, Or. xvi,. pro Mantitheo, sects. 9, 10; Lysias, cont. Evandr. Or. 

xxvi, sects. 21-25. 
'Ve see from this latter oration (sect. 26) that Thrasybulus helped some 

of the chief persons, who had been in the city, and had resisted the return 
of the exiles, to get over the difficulties of the dokimasy, or examination 
into character, previously to being admitted to take possession of any office, 
to which a man had been either elected or drawn by lot, in after years. He 
spoke in favor of Evander, in order that the latter might be accepted as 
king-archon. 

3 I presume confidently that Tisamenus the scribe, mentioned in Lysias 
cont. Kikomach. sect. 37, is the same person as Tisamenus named in An
cloki<les cle l\Iy>tcriis (scet. 83) as the proposer of the memorable pscphis.m. 

• Sec l\L Boeckh"s Public Economy of Athens, b. ii, c. 8, p.186, Eng. Tr., 
for a summary of all that is known respecting these ypaµµarei~, or secretaries. 

The expression in Lysias cont. Kikomach. sect. 38, on inroypaµµauvcat 
QVJ( Ue<JTl oi~ TOV aVTOV TV apxfi Ti) avTi), is correctly explai;ed by M. Boeckh 
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Nikomachus had been named, during the democracy anterior 
to the Thirty, for the purpose of preparing a fair transcript, and 
of posting up afresh, probably in clearer characters, and in a place 
more convenient for public view, the old laws of Solon. "\Ve can 
well understand that the renovated democratical feeling, which 
burst out after the expulsion of the Four Hundred, and dictated 
the vehement psephism of Demophantus, might naturally also 
produce such a commission as this, for which Nikomachus, both 
as one of the public scribes, or secretaries, and as an able speaker,t 
was a suitable person. His accuser, for whom Lysia.~ composed 
his thirtieth oration, now remaining, denounces him as having 
not only designedly lingered in the busiuess, for the purpose of pro
longing the period of remuneration, but e\-en as having corruptly 
tampered with the ol<l laws, by new interpolations, as well as by 
omissions. How far such charges may have been merited, we 
have no means of judging; but even assuming Nikomachus to 
have been both honest and diligent, he would find no small diffi
culty in properly discharging his duty of anagrapheus,2 or 
"writer-up" of all the old laws of Athens, from Solon downward. 
Both the phraseology of these old laws, and the alphabet in which 
they were written, were in many cases antiquated and obsolete ;3 

while there were doubtless also cases in which one law was at 
variance, wholly or partially, with another. Now such contradic
tions and archaisms would be likely to prove offensive, if set up 
in a fresh place, and with clean, new characters; while Nikoma
chus had no authority to make the smallest alteration, and might ' 

as having a very restricted meaning, and as only applying to two successive 
years. And I think we may douLt whether, in practice, it was rigidly ad
hered to ; though it is possible to suppose that these secretaries alternated, 
among themselves, from one board or office to another. Their great useful
ness consisted in the fact that they were constantly in the service, and thus 
kept up the continuous march of the details. 

1 Lysias, Or. xxx, cont. Nikomach. sect. 32. 
2 Lysins, Or. xxx, cont. Nikomach. sect.33. Wachsmuth calls him errone

. onsly antigrnpheus instead of anagrapheus ( Hcllcn.Alterth. vol. ii, ix, p. 269 ). 
It seems by Orat. vii, of Lysias (sects. 20, 36, 39) that Nikomadrns was 

at enmity with rnrious persons who employed Lysias as their logograph, or 
speech-writer. 

3 Lysias, Or. x, cont. Theomnest. A. sects. J 6-20. 
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naturally tl1erefore be tardy in a commission which did not 
promise much credit to him in its result. 

These remarks tend to show that the necessity of a fresh collec
tion and publication, if we may use that wor<l, of the laws, ha<l been 
felt prior to the time of the Thirty. But such a project could 
hardly be realized without at the same time revising the laws, as 
a body, removing all flagrant contradictions, and rectifying what 
might glaringly displease the age, either in substance or in style. 
Now the psephism of Tisamenus, one of the first measures of the 
renewed democracy after the Thirty, both prescribed such revis
ion and set in motion a revising body ; but an additional decree 
was now proposed and carried by Archinus, relative to the alpha
bet in which the revised laws should be drawn up. The Ionic 
alphabet - that is, the full Greek alphabet of twenty-four letters, 
as now written an<l printed - had been in use at Athens univer
sally, for a considerable time, apparently for two generations; 
but from tenacious adherence to ancient custom, the laws had still 
continued to be consigned to writing in the old Attic alphabet of 
only sixteen or eighteen letters. It was now ordained that this 
scanty alphabet should be discontinued, and that the redsed laws, 
as well as all future public acts, should be written up in the full 
Ionic alphabet.I 

Partly through this important reform, partly through the re
vising body, partly through the agency of Nikomachus, who was 
still continued as anagrapheus, the revi~ion, inscription, and pub
lication of the laws in their new alphabet was at length completed. 
But it seems to have taken two years to perform, or at least two 
years elapsed before Nikomachus went through his trial of 
accountability.2 He appears to have made various new proposi
tions of his own, which were among those adopted by the 
nomothetre: for these his accuser attacks him, on the trial of 
accountability, as well as on the still graver allegation, of having 
corruptly falsified the decisions of that body; .writing up what 

1 Sec Taylor, Vit. Lysi:e, pp. 53, 54; Franz, Element. Epigruphice Grrec. 
Introd. pp. 18-24. 

• Lysias cont. Xikom. sect. 3. His employment had lasted six years alto· 
gether: four years before the Thirty, two years after them, sect. 7. At least, 
this seems the sense of the orator. 
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they had not sanctioned, or suppressing that which they had 
sanctioned.I 

The archonship of Eukleides, succeeding immediately to the 
anarchy, -as the archonship of Pythod6rus, or the period of the 
Thirty, was denominated, - became thus a cardinal point or epoch 
in Athenian history. 1Ve cannot doubt that the laws came forth 
out of this revision considerably modified, though unhappily we 
possess no particulars on the subject. ·we learn that the political 
franchise was, on the proposition of Aristophon, so far restricted 
for the future, that no person could be a citizen by birth except 
the son of citizen-parents, on both sides; whereas previously, it 
had been sufficient if the father alone was a citizen.2 The rhetor 
Lysias, by station a metic, had not only suffered great loss, narrowly 
escaping death from the Thirty, who actually put to death his 
brother Polemarchus, but had contributed a large sum to assist 
the armed efforts of the exiles under Thrasybulus in Peirreus. 
As a reward and compensation for such antecedents, the latter 
proposed that the franchise of citizen should be conferred upon 
him ; but we are told that this decree, though adopted by the 
people, was afterwards indicted by Archinus as illegal or informal, 
and cancelled. Lysias, thus disappointed of the citizenship, passed 
the remainder of his life as ttn isoteles, or non-freeman on the best 
condition, exempt from the peculiar burdens upon the class of 
metics.3 

Such refusal of citizenship to an eminent man like Lysias, who 
had both acted and suffered in the cause of the democracy, when 
combined with the dtcree of Aristophol' above noticed, implies 
a degree of augmented strictness which we can only partially 
explain. It was not merely the renewal of her democracy for 
which Athens had now to provide. She had also to accommodate 
her legislation and administration to her future march as an 

1 I presume this to be the sense of sect. 21 of the Oration of Lysias against. 
him: cl µev v6µovr lTii'J11v rrcpt rlJr uvayparplJ>. etc.; also sects. 33-45: rrapa· 
Ka).ovµev lv Tfi Kptatt r1µwpelui'Jat TOV(; TlJV vµeripav voµoi'Jeaiav arpavi(ovrar, 
etc. 

The tenor of the oration, however, is unfortunately obscure. 
• Isreus, Or. viii, De Kiron. Sort. sect. 61; Demosthen. cont. Eubulid. c. IO, 

p. 1307. 
a Plutarch, Vit. x, Orat. (Lysias) p. 836; Taylor, Vit. Lysire, p. 53. 
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i8olated state, without empire or foreign dependencies. For this 
purpo:ie, material changes must have been required : among 
others, we know that the Board of Ilellenotami::e - originally 
named for the collection and management of the tribute at Delos, 
but attracting to themselves gradually more extended functions, 
until they became ultimately, immediately before the Thirty, the 
general paymasters of the state - was discontinued, and such 
among its duties as did not pass away along with the loss of the 
foreign empire, were transferred to two new officers, the treasurer 
at war, and the manager of the theorikon, or religious festival-fund.I 
Re~pecting these two new departments, the latter of which especial
ly became so much extended as to comprise most of the disburse
ments of a peace-establishment, I shall speak more fully hereafter; 
at present, I only notice them as manifestations of the large 
change in Athenian administration consequent upon the loss of 
the empire. There were doubtless many other changes arising 
from the same cause, though we do not know them in detail; 
and I incline to number among such the alteration above noticed 
respecting the right of citizenship. While the Athenian empire 
lasted, the citizens of Athens were spread over the 1Egean in 
every sort of capacity, as settlers, merchants, navigators, soldiers, 
etc.; which must have tended materially to encourage intermar
riages between them and the women of other Grecian insular 
states. Indeed, we are even told that an express .permission of 
connubium with Athenians was granted to the inhabitants of Eu
brea,'2 a fact, noticed by Lysias, of some moment in illustrating 
the tendency of the Athjnian empire to multiply family ties be
tween Athens and the allied cities. Now, according to the law 
which prevailed before Eukleides, the son of every such marriage 
was by birth an Athenian citizen, an arrangement at that time 
useful to Athens, as strengthening the bonds of her empire, and 
eminently useful in a larger point of view, among the causes of 
Pan-Hellenic sympathy. But when Athens was depriYed both of 
her empire and her fleet, and confined within the limits of Attica, 

1 See respecting this change Tiocckh, Public Econ.of Athens, ii, 7, p. 180, 
seq., Eng. Tr. 

• Lysias, l'ragm. Or. xxxiv, De non dissolvenda Republicft, sect. 3: a.:<..:<.a 
Ka~ Evf3oevcnv frrtyaµiav frrowvµe&a, etc. 
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there no longer remained any motive to continue such a regulation, 
so that the exclusive city-feeling, instinctive in the Grecian mind, 
again became predominant. Such is, perhaps, the explanation of 
the new restrictive law proposed by Aristophon. 

Thrasybulus and the gallant handful of exiles who had first 
seized Phyle, received no larger reward than one thousand 
drachmre for a common sacrifice and votive offering, together 
with wreaths of olive as a token of gratitude from their country
men) The debt which Athens owed to Thrasybulus was indeed 
such as could not be liquidated by money. To 11is individual 
patriotism, in great degree, we may ascribe not only the restora
tion of the democracy, but its good behavior when restored. 
How different would have been the consequences of the restora
tion and the conduct of the people, had the event been brought 
about by a man like Alkibiades, applying great abilities princi
pally to the furtherance of his own cupidity and power! 

At the restoration of the democracy, however, Alkibiades was 
already no more. Shortly after the catastrophe at JEgospotami, 
he had sought shelter in the satrapy of Pharnabazus, no longer 
thinking himself safe from Lacedremonian persecution in his 
forts on the Thracian Chersonese. He carried with him a good 
deal of property, though he left still more behind him, in these 
forts ; how acquired, we do not know. But having crossed 
apparently to Asia by the Bosphorus, he was plundered by the 
Thracians in Bithynia, and incurred much loss before he could 
reach Pharnabazus in Phrygia. Renewing the tie of personal 
hospitality which he had contracted with Pharnabazus four years 
before,2 he now solicited from the satrap a safe-conduct up to 
Susa. The Athenian envoys - whom Pharnabazus, after his 
former pacification with Alkibiades in 408 B.c., had engaged to 
escort to Susa, but had been compelled by the mandate of Cyrus 
to detain as prisoners - were just now released from their three 
years' detention, and enabled to come down to the PropO\ltis ;3 
and Alkibiades, by whom this mission had originally been pro

1 .lEschinils, cont. Ktesiphon. c. 62, p. 437; Corne!. Ncpos, Thrasybul. c. 4 . 
• Xenoph. Hellen. i, 3, 12. TOV re /<OlVOV op1wv 1<al l<Jiii MA~AOl> 1rll1Tet> 

irrowvvro. 
3 Xenoph. Hellen. i, 4, 7. 
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jectcd, tried to prevail on the satrap to perform the promise· 
which he had originally given, but had not been able to fulfil. 
The hopes of the sanguine exile, reverting back to the history of 
Thernistokles, led him to anticipate the same success at Susa as 
hacl fallen to the lot of the latter; nor was the design impracti· 
cable, to one whose ability was universally renowned, and who 
had already acted as minister to Tissaphernes. 

The court of Susa was at this time in a peculiar position. 
King Darius Nothus, having recently died, had been succeeded 
by his eldest son Artaxerxes J\Inemon; l but the younger son 
Cyrus, whom Darius had sent for during bis last illness, tried 
after the death of the latter to supplant Artaxerxes in the suc
cession, or at least was suspected of so trying. Being seized 
and about to be slain, the queen-mother Parysatis prevailed upon 
Artaxerxes to pardon him, and send him again down to his 
satrapy along the coast of Ionia, where he labored strenuously, 
though secretly, to acquire the means of dethroning his brother; 
a memorable attempt, of which I shall speak more fully here
after. But his schemes, though carefully masked, did not escape 
the observation of Alkibiades, who wished to make a merit of 
revealing them at Susa, and to become the instrument of defeat
ing them. He communicated his suspicions as well as his 
purpose to Pharnabazus; whom he tried to awaken by alarm of 
danger to the empire, in order that he might thus get himself 
forwarded to Susa as informant and auxiliary. 

Pharnabazus was already jealous and unfriendly in spirit 
towards Lysander and the Lacedremonians, of which we shall 
soon see plain evidence, and perhaps towards Cyrus also, since 
such were the habitual relations of neighboring satraps in the 
Persian empire. But the Lacedremonians and Cyrus were now 
all-powerful on the Asiatic coast, so that he probably did not 
dare to exasperate them, by identifying himself with a mission 
so hostile and an enemy so dangerous to both. Accordingly, be 
refused compliance with the request of Alkibiades; granting him, 
nevertheless, permission to live in Phrygia, and even assigning 
to him a revenue. But the objects at which the exile was 
aiming soon became more or less fully divulged, to those against 

1 Xenoph. Anab. i, I ; Diodor. xiii, 108. 
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whom they were intended. His restless character, enterprise, 
and capacity, were so well known as to raise exaggerated fears 
as well as exaggerated hopes. Not merely Cyrus, but the 
J_,aceda:monian~, closely allied with Cyru$, and the dekadarchies, 
whom Lysander hatl set up in the Asiatic Grecian cities, and 
who heltl their power only through Lacedmmonian support, all 
were uneasy at the prospect of seeing Alkibiades again in action 
and command, ami"dst so many unsettled elements. Nor can we 
doubt that the exiles whom these dekadarchies had banished, 
and the disaffected citizens who rcmainc1l at home under their 
government in fear of banishment or death, kept up correspond
ence with him, and looked to him as a probable liberator. 
JUorcover, the Spartan king, Agis, still retained the same per
sonal antipathy against him, which had already some years before 
procuretl the order to be despatched, from Sparta to Asia, to 
assassinate him. Here are elements enough, of hostility, ven
geance, and apprehension, afloat against Alkibiades, without 
believing the 5tory of Plutarch, that Kritias and the Thirty sent 
to apprizc Lysander that the oligarchy at Athens could not stand, 
so long as Alkiliiades was alive. The truth is, that though the 
Thirty had included him in the list of exiles,1 they had much 
less to dread from his assaults or plots, in Attica, than the Lysan
drian dekadarchies in the cities of Asia. JUoreover, his name 
was not popular even among the Athenian democrats, as will be 
shown hereafter, when we come to recount the trial of Sokrates. 
Probably, therefore, the alleged intervention of Kritias and the 
Thirty, to procure the murder of Alkibiades, i::; a fiction of the 
subsequent encomiasts of the latter at Athens, in order to create 
for him claims to esteem· as a friend and fellow-sufferer with the 
democracy. 

A speeial de>'patch, or skyta!G, wa,; sent out by the Spartan 
authorities to Lpamler in A,;ia, enjoining him to procure that 
Alkibiades should be put to death. Accordingly, Lysander com
municated this order to Pharnabazus, within whose satrapy 
Alkiuiades was residing, and requested that it might be put in 
execution. The whole character of Pharnabazus shows that he 

1 Xenoph. Hellen. ii, 3, 42 ; Isokratcs, Or. xvi, De Bigis, s. 46, 
VOL. VIII. 14 
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would not perpetrate such a deed, towards a man with whom he 
liad contracted ties of hospitality, without sincere reluctance and 
great pressure from without; especially as it would have been 
ea5y for him to connive underhand at the escape of the intended 
,·ictim. "\Ve may therefore be sure that it was Cyrus, who, 
informed of the revelations contemplated by Alkibiades, enforced 
the requisition of Lysander ; and that the joint demand of the 
two was too formidable even to be evaded, inuch less openly 
disobeyed. Accordingly, Pharnabazus despatched his brother 
:Magreus and his uncle Sisamithres with a band of armed men, 
to assassinate Alkibiades in the Phrygian village where be was 
residing. These men, not daring to force their way into his 
house, surrounded it and set iL on fire; but Alkibiades, having 
contrived to extinguish the flames, rushed out upon his assailants 
with a dagger in his right band, and a cloak wrapped round his 
left to serve as a shield. None of them dared to come near 
l1im; but they poured upon him showers of darts and arrows 
until be perished, undefended as he was either by shield or by 
armor. A female companion with whom be lived, Timandra, 
wrapped up his body in garments of her own, and performed 
towards it all the last affectionate solemnities.l 

Such was the deed which Cyrus and the Lacedremonians did 
not scruple to enjoin, nor the uncle and brother of a Persian 
satrap to execute, and by which this celebrated Athenian per
ished, before be had attained the age of fifty. Had he lived, we 
cannot doubt that he would again have played some conspicuous 
part, - for neither bis temper nor his abilities would have 
allowed him to remain in the shade, - but whether to the advan
tage of Athens or not, is more questionable. Certain it is, that 
taking his life throughout, the good which he did to her bore no 

1 I put together what seems to me the most probable account of the 
death of Alkibiades from Plutarch, Alkib. c. 38, 39; Diodorus, xiv, I I 
(who cites Ephorus, compare Ephor. Fragm. I26, ed. Didot); Cornelius 
Nepos, Alkibiad. c. IO; Justin, v, 8; Isokrates, Or. xvi, De Bigis, s. 50. 

There were evidently different stories, about the antecedent causes and 
circumstances, among which a selection must be made. The extreme 
perfidy ascribed by Ephorus to Pharnabazus appears to me not at all in 
the character of that satrap. 
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proportion to the far greater evil. Of the disastrous Sicilian 
expedition, he was more the cause than any other individual;· 
though that enterprise cannot properly be said to have been 
caused by any indiYidual, but rather to have emanated from a 
national impulse. Having first, as a counsellor, contributed more 
than any other man to plunge the Athenians into this imprudent 
adventure, he next, as an exile, contributed more than any other 
man, except Nikias, to turn that adventure into ruin, and the 
consequences of it into still greater ruin.. Without him, Gylip
pus would not have been sent to Syracuse, Dekeleia would not 
have been fortified, Chios and J\liletus would not have revolted, 
the oligarchical conspiracy of the Four Hundred would not have 
been originated. Nor can it be said that his first three years of 
political action as Athenian leader,. in a speculation peculiarly 
his own, - the alliance with Argos, and the campaigns in Pelo
ponnesus, - proved in any way advantageous to his country. 
On the contrary, by playing an offensive game where he had 
hardly sufficient force for a defensive, he enabled the Lacedmmo
nians completely to recover their injured reputation and ascen
dency through the important victory of J\Iantineia. The period 
of his life really serviceable to his country, and really glorious 
to himself, was that of three years ending with his return to 
Athens in 407 n.c. The results of these three years of success 
were frustrated by the unexpected coming down of Cyrus as 
satrap: but, just at the moment when it behooved Alkibiades to 
put forth a higher measure of excellence, in order to realize his 
own promises in the face of this new obstade, at that critical 
moment we find him spoiled by the unexpected welcome which 
had recently greeted him at Athens, and falling miserably short 
even of the former merit whereby that welcome had been earned. 

If from his achievements we turn to his dispositions, his ends, 
and his means, there are few characters in Grecian history who 
present so little to esteem, whether we look at him as a public or 
as a private man. His ends are those of exorbitant ambition 
and vanity, his means rapacious as well as reckless, from his 
first dealing with Sparta and the Spartan envoys, down to the 
end of his career. The manreuvres whereby his political 
enemies first procured his exile were indeed base and guilty in 
a high degree ; but we must recollect that if his enemies were 
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more numerous and violPnt than tho;;e of any othPr politician in 
Athens. the generating see<] was so11·n by hi:; own overweening 
insolence, and contempt of re:;traints, legal as well as social. 

On the other hand, he was never once <lefoated either by land 
or sea. In courage, in ability, in enterprise, in power of dealing 
"·ith new men and new situations, he \YU< nen'r wanting; quali
ties, which, combined with his high birth, wealth, and pt>r,.onal 
accompfo;hments, sulTieed to render him for the time the first 
man in every successive party which he es11oused; Athenian, 
Spartan, or Persian; oligarchical or rlernocratical. But to none 
of them did he ever inspire any la,;ting confidence; all succes
sively threw him otl: On the whole, we shall find few men in 
whom eminent capacities for action and command are so 
thoroughly marred by an assemblage of bad moral qualities, 
a5 Alkibiades.1 

1 Cornelius :Nepos says (Alcib. c. 11) of Alkihiades: "IIunc infamatum 
a plerisque tres gra1·is,;imi hbtorici summi,; laudihus cxtulerunt: Thucy
dides, qui ~jtNlem mtati,; foit; Theopompus, <ini foit post aliquanclo natus; 
ct Timmus: qui qnidcm duo malcdiccntissimi, ncscio quo modo, in illo 
uno landando eonsdcrnnt." 

'Ve have no means of appreciating what w:1s said by Theopompus and 
Timmus. But as to Thucydides, it is to he recollected that he extols only 
the capacity and warlike enterprise of Alkibiatles, nothing beyond; and he 
ha<l good reason for doing so. His picture of the dispositions and conduct 
of AlkihiadG;.; i:; the reverse of eulogy. 

The Oration xvi, of Isokrates, De Bigis, spoken liy the son of Alki
biades, goes into a labored panegyric of his father's character, but is pro
digiously inaceurate, if we compare it with the facts stated in Thucyditles 
and Xenophon. But he is justiticd in saying: oMirrore roii rrarpur ~)'OV· 
µivov rp6rrawv i',uwv fon1rmv oi rrol.ip.wt (s. 23). 

http:rrol.ip.wt
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CHAPTER LXVII. 

THE DR.DI..\. -Il!IETO!UC AXD DIALECTICS.-TIIE SOPIIISTS. 

RESPECTING tl1e political history of Athens during the few 
years immediately succeeding the restoration of the democracy, 
we have unfortunately little or no information. But in the 
spring of ;]!)!) n.c., between three :rnd four years after the begin
ning of the archon~hip of Eukleides, an event liappened of 
paramount interest to the intellectual public of Greece as well as 
to philosopl1y generally, the trial, condemnation, and execution 
of Sokrates. Before I recount that memorable incillent, it will 
be proper to say a few words on the literary and philosophical 
character of the age in which it happened. Though literature 
and philosophy are now becoming separate departments in 
Greece, caeh exercises a marked influenee on the other, and the 
state of dramatic literature will Le seen to be one of the causes 
directly contributing to the fate of Sokrates. 

During the century of the Athenian democracy between 
Klcisthenes aml Eukleides, there had been produced a de,·elop
ment of dramatic gC11iu$, tragic and comic, never paralleled 
before or afterwards. h:schylus, the ereator of the tragic 
drama, or at least the first com poser w110 rendered it illustrious, 
had been a combatant Loth at l\Iarathon and Salamis; while 
Sophokles and EuripidGs, liis two eminent followers, the former 
one of the generals of the Athenian armanwnt against Samos in 
440 n.c., expired both of them only a year bdore the battle of 
lEgospotami, just in time to escape the bitter hu111iliation and 
suffering of that mournful period. Out of the once numerous 
compositions of these poets we po.-<scss only a few, yet sufficient 
to enable u:3 to appreciate in some dcgl'ee tlie grandeur of Athe
uian tragedy; and wlien we learn that tl1ey were frequently 
beaten, even with the be:;t of their dramas now remaining, in 
fair competitiou for the prize against other po'"ts whose names 
011ly have readw<l us, we are warrnuted in presuming that the 
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best productions of these sueee8sful competitors, if not intrinsi
cally finer, could hardly have been inferior in merit to theirs.I 

The tragic drnma belonged essentially to the festivals in honor 
of the god Dionysus ; being originally a chorus sung in his 
honor, to \Yhich were successively superadded, first, an Iambic 
monologue; next, a dialogue with two actors ; lastly, a regular 
plot with three actors, and the chorus itself interwoven into the 
scene. Its subjects were from the beginning, and always con
tinued to be, persons either divine or heroic, above the level of 
historical life, and borrowed from what was called the mythical 
past: the Persm of .iEschylus forms a splendid exception ; but 
the two analogous dramas of his contemporary, Phrynichus, the 
Pha::nissre and the capture of l\liletus, were not successful 
enough to invite subsequent tragedians to meddle with contem
porary events. To three serious dramas, or a trilogy, at first 
connected together by sequence of subject more or less loose, but 
afterwards unconnected and on distinct subjects, through an 
innovation introduced by Sophokles, if not before, the tragic poet 
added a fourth or satyrical drama; the characters of which were 
satyrs, the companions of the god Dionysus, and other heroic or 
mythical persons exhibited in farce. Ile thus made up a total 
of four dramas, or a tetralogy, which he got up and brought 
forward to contend for the prize at the festival. The expense of 
training the chorus and actors was chiefly furnished by the 
choregi, wealthy citizens, of whom one was named for each of . 
the ten tribes, and whose honor and vanity were greatly inter
ested in obtaining the prize. At first, these exhibitions took 
place on a temporary stage, with nothing but wooden supports 
and scaffolding; but shortly after the year 500 B.c., on an occa
sion when the poets .£schylus and Pratinas were contending 
for the prize, this stage gave way during the ceremony, and 
lamentable mischief was the result. After that misfortune, a 
permanent theatre of stone was provided. To what extent the 

1 The (Edipns Tymnnns of Sophok!Cs was surpassed by the rival com
position of Philokle;. The Mede<J. of Euripides stood only third for the 
prize; Euphorion, son of .i(:schylus, being first, Sophok!Cs second. Yet 
these two tragedies are the masterpieces now remaining of Sophoklils and 
Euripides. · 
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project was realized before the invasion of Xerxes, we do not 
accurately know; but after his destructive occupation of Athem:, 
the theatre, if any existed previously, would have to be rebuilt 
or renovated along with other injured portions of the city. 

It was under that great development of the power of Athens 
which followed the expulsion of Xerxes, that the theatre with its 
appurtenances attained full magnitude and elaboration, and Attic 
tragedy its maximum of excellence. Sophokles gained his first 
victory over lEschylus in 468 B.c. : the first exhibition of Eu
ripides was in 455 n.c. The names, though unhappily the name.~ 
alone, of many other competitors have reached us : Philokle~, 
who gained the prize e\·en over the CEdipus Tyrannus of Sopho
kles; Euphorion son of ..t"Eschylus, Xenok!es, and Nikomachus, all 
known to have triumphed over Euripides; Neophron, Achreu~, 
Ion, Agathon, and many ~ore. The continuous stream of new 
tragedy, poured out year after year, was something new in the 
history of the Greek mind. If we could suppose all the ten tribes 
contending for the prize every year, there would be ten tetralogies 
- or sets of four dramas each, three tragedies and one satyrical 
farce - at the Dionysiac festival, and as many at the Lemean. So 
great a number as sixty new tragedies composed every year,! is 

1 The careful examination of Welcker (Griech. Tragodie. vol. i, p. 76) 
makes out the titles of eighty tragedies unquestionably belonging to Sopho
k!es, over and al.Jove the satyrical dramas in his tetralogies. "\Velcker has 
consiclernbly cut down the number admitted by previous authors, carried by 
Fabricius as high as one hundred and seventy-eight, and even, by Bceckh. 
as high as one hun<lred and nine ("\Velcker, ut sup. p. 62). 

The number of dramas ascribed to Euripides is sometimes ninety-two, 
sometimes seventy-five. Elmsley, in his remarks on the Argument to the 
]\[edca, p. 72, thinks that even the larger of these numbers is smaller than 
what Enripicles probably composed; since the poet continued composing 
for fifty years, from 455 to 405 B.C., and was likely during each year to have 
composed one, if not two, tctralogies ; if he conk! prevail upon the archon 
to grant him a chorus, that is, the opportunity of representing. The didas
kalies took no account of any except such as guinea the first, second, or 
thircl prize. 'Vekker gives the titles, and an approximative guess at the 
contents, of fifty-one lost trageclies of the poet, besides the seventeen remain· 
ing (p. 443 ). 

Aristarchus the tragedian is affirmed by Suidus to have cnmposed seventy 
tragedies, of which only two gained the prize. As many as a hundred and 
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not to be thought of; yet we do not know what was the usual num
ber of competing tctralogies: it was at least three ; since the 
first, seeond. an<l tl1ird are specified in the di<laskalie~, or theatrical 
record;, and prolJalJly greater tlian three. It \vas rare to repeat 
tlie same drama a seeond time unless aftPr con,-idera!Jle altera
tions; nor would it be creditable to the libcrali1y ot' a ehoregus 
to <ledine the full cost of getting up a new tetralogy. ..Without 
pretending to determine with numerical accuraey how many <lrn· 
mas were composed in each year, the general fact of unexampled 
abundanre in the productions of the tragic muse is both authentic 
and interesting. 

:Moreover, what is not less important to notice, all this almn
dance found its way to the minds of the great hotly of the citizens, 
not excepting even the poorest. F01; the theatre is mid to have 
accommotlated thirty thousand persons :I here again it is unsafe 
to rely upon numerical accuracy, but we cannot doulJt that it was 
suffieiently capaciou~ to give to most of the citizens, poor as \Yell 

·as rich, ample opportunity of profiting by these beautiful compo
sitions. At first, the admission to the theatre was gratuitous; 
but as the crowd of strangers as well as freemen, was found botl 
excessh·e and dio;ordcrly, the system was adopted of asking a price, 
seemingly at the time when the permaneut theatre was put in 
complete order after the dc,;trnetion eaused by Xerxes. The the
atre was let by contract to a manager, who engaged to defray, 
either in whole or part, the habitual cost incurred by the state in 
the representation, and who was allowed to sell tickets of admis
sion. At first, it appears that the price of tickets was not fixed, 
so that the poor citizens "·ere overbid, and could not get places. 
Accordingly, Perikles introduced a new system, fixing the price 
of places at three oboli, or half a drachma, for the better, and one 
obolus for the less gootl. As there were two days of representa
tion, tickets covering both days were sold respectively for a 
drachma and two oboli. llut in order that the poor citizens might 
be enabled to attenrl, two oboli were given out from the public 
treasure to each citizen - i•ich as well as poor, if they chose to 

twenty composition~ nrc nscrilicd to 1\coplirou, furty .fonr to ,\duuns, furty 
to Ion (\Vckker, iii. p. 889). 

I'lato, ~ymposion, c. 3, p. 175. I 
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receive it - on the occasion of the festival. A poor man was thus 
furnished with the means of purchasing his place and going to the 
theatre without cost, on both days, if be chose; or, if he preferred 
it, he might go on one day only; or might even stay away alto
gether, and spend both the two oboli in any other manner. The 
higher price obtained for the better seats purchased by the richer 
citizens, is here to be set against the sum disbursed to the poorer; 
but we have no data before us for striking the balance, nor can 
we tell how the finances of the state were affected by it.I 

Such was the original theorikon, or festi\'al-pay, introduced 
by Perikles at Athens ; a system of distrib.uting the public money, 
gradually extended to other festivals in which there was no the
atrical representation, and which in later times reached a mis
chievous' excess ; having begun at a time when Athens was full 
of money from foreign tribute, and continuing, with increased 
demand at a subsequent time, when she was comparatively poor 
and without extraneous resources. It is to be remembered that 
all these festivals were portions of the ancient religion, and that, 
according to the feelings of that time, cheerful and multitudinous 
assemblages were essential to the satisfaction of the god in whose 
110nor the festival was celebrated. Such disbursements were a 
portion of the religious, even more than of the civil establishment. 
Of the abusive excess which they afterwards reached, however, 
I shall speak in a future volume: at present, I deal with the 
theorikon only in its primitive function and effect, of enabling all 
Athenians indiscrimina,tely to witness the representation of the 
tragedies. 

We cannot doubt that the effect of these compositions upon the 
public sympathies, as well as upon the public judgment and intel
ligence, must have been beneficial and moralizing in a high de
gree. Though the subjects and persons are legendary, the rela
tions between them are all human and simple, exalted above the 

1 For these particulars, see chiefly a learned and valuable compilation-
G. C. Schneider, Das Attische Theater- lVesen, 'Veimar, 1835-furnished with 
copious notes; though I do not fully concur in all his details, and have dif
fered from him on some points. I cannot think that more thau two oboli 
were given to any one citizen at the same festival; at least, not until the 
distribution became extended, in times posterior to the Thirty; see M. 
Schneider's book, p. 17; also Notes, 29-196. ' 

VOL. VIII. . 14* 2loc,
'. 
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level of humanity only in such measure as to present a stronger 
claim to the hearer's admiration or pity. So powerful a body of 
poetical influence has probably nenr been brought to act upon 
the emotions of any other population; and when we con,;idcr the 
extraordinary beauty of these immortal compositions, wl1ich fir~t 
stamped tragedy as a separate department of poetry, and g-ave to 
it a dignity never since reached, we shall be satbJied that the 
tastes, the sentiments, and the intellectual standard, of the Athe
nian multitude, must have been sensibly imprm·ed and cxaltcrl 
by such lessons. The reception of such pleasures through the 
eye and the ear, as well as amidst a sympathizing crowd, 'rns a 
fact of no small importance in the mental history of Athens. It 
contributed to exalt their imagination, like the grand edifices and 
ornaments added during the same period to their acropolis. Like 
them, too, and even more than they, tragedy was the monopoly 
of Athens; for ,\·bile tragic composers came thither from other 
parts of Greece - Ach;eus from Eretria, and Ion from Chios, at 
a time when the Athenian empire comprised both thm;e places
to exhibit their genius, nowhere else were original tragedies com
posed and acted, though hardly any considerable city was without 
a theatre.I 

The three great tragedians - lEschylus, Sophokles, and Eurip
ides - distinguished above all their competitors, as well by con
temporaries as by subsequent critics, are interesting to us, not 
merely from the positive beauties of each, but abo from the 
differences between them in handling, style, and sentiment, ancl 
from the manner in which these differences illustrate the insen
sible modification of the Athenian mind. Though the subjects, 
persons, and events of tragedy always continued to be borrowed 
from the legendary world, and were thus kept above the level of 
contemporaneous life,2 yet the dramatic manner of haudling them 
is sensibly modified, even in Sophokles as compared ,vith .LTischy
lus; and still more in Euripides, by the atmosphere of democracy, 
political and judicial contention, and philosophy, encompassing 
and acting upon the poet. 

See Plato, LachGs, c. 6, p. 183, n.; and 'vclcker, Griech. Trngocl. p. 
930. 

'Upon this point, compare ·wclcker, Gricch. Tragijd. vol. ii, p. 1102. 

I 
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In .J1~;;cJ1ylus, the iclcality belongs to tl1c handling not lcs,:; than 
to the ~ubjec·t;;: the pa~,;ion.; appcakrl to are the ma:oc·iiline mFl 
vioknt, to the p;;:c]u,;ion of Aphrodite ~wcl lw1: iu.<pirations :' the 
figures are nist and nrnjc;;tic, IJut exliihitcd only in lrnlf~light aml 
in shadowy outline: the spt>celi is rqilete with bold rnetaphot• 
an<l a!Jrnpt tran,-ition, "grandiloquent en~n to a fault," a;; Quin
tili:m remarks, and often approaehing nearer to Oriental vague
ness than to Grecian perspicuity. In Sophokles, there is el'iclcntly 
a closer approach to reality an<l common life: the range of emo
tions is more varied, the figures are more distinctly seen, and the 
action more fully and con;;picuously worked out. Not only we 
liave a more ela!Jorate dramatic structure, but a more expanded 
dialogue, and a comparative simplicity of Bpeech like that of living 
Greeks : and we find too a certain admixture of rhetorical d1~cla
mation, amidst the greatest poetical beauty which the Grecian 
drama ever attained. But wlien we aclrnnce to Euripides, this 
rhetorical clement hecorne~ still more prominent and developed. 
The ultra-natural su!Jlimity of the legen<lary characters disap
pears: love and compassion are invoked to a degree which JEs
chylus would have deemed inconsistent with the dignity of the 
l1eroic person: moreover, there are appeals to the reason, and 
arg11mentative contro~·ers.ie~, "·hich that grandiloquent poet wonld 
have despised as petty and for1;11sic cavils. And- what was 
worse still, judging from the JE,;chylean point of view - there 
was a certain novelty of speculation, an intimation of doubt on 
reigning opinion~, an<l an air of scientific refinement, often spoiling 
the poetical effect. 

Such differences between these thre~ great poets are doubtless 
referable to the working of Athenian politics and Athenian philos
ophy on the minds of the two later. In Sopl!okles, we may 
trace the companion of Herodotus; 2 in Euripi<ll!~, the hearer of 

1 Sec Aristoplrnn. Han. 10.!6. The Antigone (780, SP'f.) and the Trachi
nirn {498) arc ·,uffident cvitlence that Sophok!Co dit! not agree with ./Eschy
Ius iu this rennneiation of Aphrodite. 

2 The eompari,on of Ifrroc!ot. iii, 119 with Soph. Antig. \JO\ prons a 
community of thon;;·ht wl1idt seems to me hardly explieal1lc in any other 
way. "rhich of the two obtained the thought from the other, we cannot 
determine. 

The reason gh'en, by a woman whose father and mother were dead, for 

http:contro~�ers.ie
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Anaxagora..•, Sokrates, and Pro<likus; I in both, the familiarity 
with tliat wide-spread popularity of speech, and real, serious de
bate of politician:> and competitors before the dikastery, which 
both had ever before their eyes, but which the genius of 8ophokles 
knew how to keep in due subordination to his grand poetical pur
pose. 

The transformation of the tragic muse from JEschylus to Eu
ripides is the more deserving of notice, as it shows us how Attic 
tragedy served as the natural prelude and encouragement to the 
rhetorical and dialectical age which was approaching. But the 
democracy, which thus insensibly mo<lified the tragic drama, im
parted a new life and ampler pro.portions to the comic; both the 
one and the other being stimulated by the increasing prosperity 
and power of Athens during the half century following 480 B.c. 
Not only was the affiuence of strangers and visitors to Athens 
continually augmenting, but wealthy men were easily found to 
incur the expense of training the chorus and actors. There was 
no manner of employing wealth which seemed so appropriate to 
procure influence and popularity to its posses,;ors, as that of con
tributing to enhance the magnificence of the national and religions 
festivals.2 This was the general sentiment both among rich and 

preferring a brother either to husband or child, -that she might find an
other husband and have another child, but could not possibly have another 
brother, - is certainly not a little far-fetched. 

1 See Valekenaer, Diatribe in Eurip. Frag. c. 23. Quintilian, who hatl 
before him many more tragedies than those whieh we now possess, remarks 
how mneh more useful was the study of Euripides, than that of JEschylus 
or Sophok!es, to a young man-preparing himself for forensic oratory: 

" Illud qni<lem nemo non fateatur, iis qui se ad agendum comparaverint, 
utiliorem longe Euripi<lem fore. Namqne is et vi et sermone (quo ipsum 
reprehendunt quibns gravitas et cothnrnus et sonus Sophoclis videtur esse 
sulilimior) magis acccdit oratorio generi: et sententiis densus, et rebus ip
sis; ct in iis qure a sapientibus tradita sunt, prene ipsis par; ct in dicendo 
et rei;pondendo cuilibet eorum, qui fnernnt in foro diserti, comparundus. 
In uffectibus vero tnm omnibus mirus, tum in iis qui miseratione constant, 
facile prrecipuus." (Quintil. Inst. Orat. x, 1.) 

2 Aristophan. Plutus, llGO :

TI/,oi•T\J yiip laTt Tovro avp<jiopwrarnv, 

IIoiciv cl:ywvar yvpvtKovr Kai µovaiKovr. 


Compare the speech of Alkibiades, Thuc. vi, 16, and Theophrastns ap. Cic. 
de Officiis, ii, 16: 
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among poor; nor is there any criticism more unfounded than that 
which represents such an obligation as hard and oppres:iive upon 
rich men. l\lost of them spent more tlian they were legally 
compelled to spend in this wa:y, from the desire of exalting their 
popularity. The only real sufferers were the people, considered 
as interested in a ju:;t administration of law; since it was a prac
tice which enabled many rich men to acquire importance who 
had no personal qualities to deserve it, and which provideu them 
with a stock of factitious merits to be pleaded before the dikas
tery, as a set-off against substantive accusations. 

The full splendor of the comic muse was considerably later than 
that of the tragic. Even down to 460 B.C. (about the time when 
Perikles and Ephialtes introduced their constitutional reforms), 
there was not a single comic poet of eminence at Athens; nor 
was there apparently a single undisputed Athenian comedy before 
that date, which survived to the times of the Alexandrine critics. 
l\Iagnes, Krates, and Kratinus - probably also Chionides and 
Ekphantidesl - all belong to the period beginning about (Olym
piad 80 or) 460 B.C.; that is, the generation preceding Aristopha
nes, whose first composition dates in 427 B.c. The condition 
and growth of Attic comedy before this period seems to have 
been unknown even to Aristotle, who intimates that the archon 
did not begin to grant a chorus for comedy, or to number it among 
the authoritative solemnities of the festival, until long after the 
practice had been established for tragedy. Thus the comic chorus 

. in that early time consisted of volunteers, without any choregus 
publicly assigned to bear the expense of teaching them or getting 
up the piece; so that there was little· motive for authors to bestow 
care or genius in the preparation of their song, dance, and scur
rilous monody, or dialogue. The exuberant revelry of the phal
lic festival and procession, with foll license of scoffing at any one 
present, which the god Dionysus was supposed to enjoy, and 
with the most plain-spoken grossness as well in language as in 
ideas, formed the primitive germ, which under Athenian genius 

1 Sec Meineke, Hist. Critic .. Comicor. Grrocor. vol. i, p. 26, seq. 
Grysar and Mr. Clinton. following Suidas, place Chionides before the 

Persian invasion; but the words of Aristotle rather countenance the later 
elate (Poetic. c. 3 ). 
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ripc1wd into the ohl eonw<ly.' It re$Pmblcd 111 1mrny rcspeds 
the ~atyric \lrnrna of the trng:etliall~, but was distingni~lwd from 
it hy tlealing: 11ot mcn·ly wi1 It the ancic•nt rnythi<·al :<tories a11<l 
pcr:.:011,;, Lut l"hidly with contem1,orary nwn an<l subjects of com
mon lift,; dt~aling with them often, too, un<ler their real names, 
aud \villi ridicule tl1c mo,;t direl"l, poig1ia11t, and seornf"ul. 'Ye 
Sl'e clearly !10w fair a field Atheus would offer for this species of 
composition, at a time when the Litterness of political contention 
ran high, - when the city luvl bcl"ome a centre for novelties 
from eYery part of Greece,- when tragedians, rlietors, and phi
losophers, were acquiring celebrity and incurring odium, - and 
when the <lemocratieal constitution laid open all the details of 
political an<l judil"ial business, as well as all the first men of the 
state, not merely to universal criticism, Lut also to unmeasureu 

libel. 

1 Sec rc,pe<'ting these licentious processions, in connection with the iambus 
and Ard1ilodrns, YOL h·, of this History, ch. xxix, p. 81. 

Aristotle (Poetic. c. 4) tells us that these phallic processions, with liberty 
to the leaders (al t-:;ul'.rovrrr) of scofling at cYcry one, still continued in 
many cities of Greece in his time: see Herod. v, 83, and Scmus npud 
_.Athcnrenm, xi,·, p. 622; abo the striking dcseription of the rural Dionysia 
in the At"harneis of Aristophanes, 2:i.;, 255, ll l:J. The scufling was a part 
of the festin1l, and supposed to be agreeable to Dionysus: i:v roif D.wvv
r;iou; i:rpetµivov avn) t\p{iv· Kai TO r;Kwµµa µipo~ Tl tVoKEt Ti/> fopriw /Wl 0 
{}d1r iawr ;raipet, <!n"i.oyi:l.wf rir wv (Lucian, I'iseator. c. 25 ). Compare Aris
tophanes, Hanrn, 367, where the poet seems to imply that no one has a right 
to complain of being ridiculed in the 'T{arpiotr nl.erair D.tovvaov. 

The Greek word for comedy- Kwµ't'uia, Ti! K&JfL'f!Otiv -- at least in its 
early sense, had reference to a bitter, insulting, criminath·c ridicule: Kwµ'f!· 
<leiv rn2 twKW> /,iynv (Xenophon, llepub. Ath. ii, 23) - 1wK1iyopovvrar re 

Kai Kw/t'f!001ivrar ,;},/..~l.ovr Kai ala.rpol.oyovvrar (Plato de Hepub. iii, 8, p. 
3.32). A remarkaule definition of KW/''fl'Yia appears in Bekker's Anccdota 
Grxca, ii, 747, IO: Kwµ'f!oia fonv 11 l-v µfo't' /..fwv Karriyopia, ~rovv 017,uo

aiwatr; '' public exposure to st"orn before the assembled people:" and this 
idea of it as a penal visitation of eYil-docrs is preserrnd in Platonius and 
the anonymous writers on comedy, prefixed to Aristophanes. The defini
tion which Aristotle (Poetic. c. 11) gfrcs of it, i:; too mild for the primitirn 
·comedy; for he tells us himsl"if that Krates, immediately preceding Aristoph
anes, was the first author who departed from the la,u;'JLK1) Mia: this " iam
bic vein" was ori;jnally the common character. It donlitlcss indmled 
every variety of riclicnlc, from innocent mirth to scornfol C'ontempt and 
odium; but the predominant eharnctcr tended decidedly to the latter. 

http:n"i.oyi:l.wf
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Out of all the once abu!ll1ant compo;;itions of Attic comedy, 
nothing has rPa..!1ed us excPpt ele\·en plays of Ari,;to11lm11es. 
That poet hirnodf ~ingles out .l\Iagnb•, Kn1te,;, and Krnti11u~, 

among prede<'e,;,;or,; "·hum he tlt'.·wribt's a,; 11umt'rou,;, for honm·
able mention; a,; having l.wen frerJIWlltly, though not nniforn1ly, 
snecesoful. • Kratinu,; appears lo haYe been not only the 1110,-t 
copiou,, but a],,o the most tli,-tinguishetl, among all those who pre
cedetl Aristoph:rnes, a list comprbing IIennippus, Telekleille>, 
am] the other bitter assailants of Periklt>s. It was Krntinus who 
fir,;t extended and sy,;tema-tized tbe lieen~c of the phallic fe,;tirnl, 
and the'· careless laughter of the festive crowd," 1 into a tlrarna 
of regular structure, with aetors three in number, ar.·cording to 
the analog-y of tragedy. Standing forward, again,:! particular 
per,;on;> exhibited or denounced by their names, with a malignity 
of per,;onal slander 11ot inferior to the iamhh;t Arehiloeln1~, and 
with an abrupt and dithyramhic style rnmewhat resembling 
.L1~,;chylus, Kratinus made an epoch in comedy as the latter had 
made in tragedy; but wa" surpassed by Ari;.tophane", as mueh 
as JE>chylus had been surpassed by Sophokles. "'e are told 
that his compositions \vere not only more rudely Litter and exten
sively libellous than tho,;e of Ari,;tophanes,'J but also destitute of 
that richness of illustration and felicity of expression which per
vades all the wit of the latter, whether good-natured or malignant. 
In Kratinus, too, comedy first made her,;elf felt as a sub~tantive 
agent and partisan in the political warfare of Athens. Ile 
espoused the cause of Kirnon against Perikles; 3 eulogizing the 

Compare "Will. Schneider, Atti.,l'hcs Thcatcr·IYcscn, Xotcs, pp. 22-25; 
Bernhardy, Gricchischc Litteratur, sect. 67, p. 292. 

1 Xalp', Wpiy' cl,ypt'to}'i)"wr; Dµtl~e ralt; hr£,3cfotr, 
Ti/r l;p.erfpar; ao?icu; Kptrhr ilptaTe rrUvrCJv, etc. 

Kratiui Fragm. luccrt. 51; :;.Ieinckc, Fr. Com. Grmcor. ii, p. 1~3. 
2 Re,pceting Kratinus, sec Platonius and the other writers on the Attic 

comedy, prefixed to Aristopha11cs in Bekkcr's edition, pp. vi, ix, xi, xiii, 
etc.; also :Meineke, liistoria Comic. Gn:ec. vol. i, p. 50, seq . 

. . . . . . Oh yilp, CJaiiEp 'Apu:rro¢Ui·r;r, hrlTpi:r,t:tV Ti;v x<tptv ;ol~ (JK(Jµµa(JL 
'1rotel (Kpa;-lvor), cl.A.)} UriAi:Jc;, Kal, 11.an't T~'1' rrapoLµia1-·, yvµ.v{i r'{l Ke
'P a Aii T i {) 1/ (J l T Cl ' (3 ?, a (J <P 1) fl i a!: IWTU TWV uµapraVOVT(,)V. 

3 Sec Kratinns-'Ap.r;/,o,tot-1-'rng. I, and Plutarch, Kirnon, IO, 'II 
KWµ<.:JVia r.ol1.LTci1Erat i:v roi( Op/1parn Kal </n'Aoao<fd, i1 /ljv rrrpl rOv KpaTlvov 

Kai 'AptrrTo~&.v11v 1wi Evrro~.tv, etc. (Dionys. llalilrnrn. Ars Hhetorie. c. 11.) 

http:Evrro~.tv
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former, wliile he bitterly derided and vituperated the latter. 
Hermippus, Telekleides, and most of the contemporary comic 
writers followed the same political line in assailing that great 
man, together with those personally connected with him, Aspasia 
and Anaxagoras: indeed, Ilermippus was the person who in
dicted Aspasia for impiety before the dikastery. But the testi
mony of Aristophanes l shows that no comic writer, of the time 
of Perikles, equalled Kratinus, either in vehemence of libel or 
in popularity. 

It is remarkable that, in 440 B.c., a law was passed forbidding 
comic authors to ridicule any citizen by name in their composi
tions; which prohibition, however, was rescinded after two years, 
an interval marked by the rare phenomenon of a lenient comedy 
from Kratinus.2 Such enactment denotes a struggle, in the 
Athenian mind, even at that time, against the mischief of making 
the Dionysiac festival an occasion for unmeasured libel against 
citizens publicly named and probably themselves present. And 
there was another style of comedy taken up by Krates, distinct 
from the iambic or Archilochian vein worked by Kratinus, in 
which comic incident was attached to fictitious characters and 
woven into a story, without recourse to real individual names or 
direct personality. This species of comedy, analogous to that 
which Epicharmus had before exhibited at Syracuse, was con
tinued by Pherekrates as the successor of Krates. Though for a 
long time less popular and successful than the poignant food 
served up by Kratinus and others, it became finally predominant 
after the close of the Peloponnesian war, by the gradual transi
tion of what is called the Old Comedy into the JHiddle and New 
Comedy. 

But it is in Aristophanes that the genius of the old libellous 
comedy appears in its culminating perfection. At least we have 

1 A ristoplw.n. Eqnit. 525, seq. 
2 A comedy called 'Oclvacreir (plur. numb. corresponding to the title of 

another of his comedies, 'Ap;tiA.o;roi). It had a chorus, as one of the Frag
ments shows, bnt few or no choric songs; nor any parabasis, or address 
by the chorus, assnming the person of the poet, to the spectators. 

See Bcrgk, De Reliquiis Commd. Antiq. p. 142, seq.; l\fcineke, Frag. Cra· 
tini, vol. ii, p. 93, 'Oclvaatll: compare also the first volume of the same 
work, p. 43: also Runkel, Cratini Fragm. p. 38 (Leips. 1827). 
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before us enough of his works to enalile u~ to appreciate his 
merits; though perliap:; Eupoiis, Ameip,ia..:, l'lirynichus, Plato 
(Comicu:;), and other,-, \1·ho eo11tt'l1tleLl again..:t him :.it the fe.,tivc1ls 
with alternate Yictory and dd.eat, would lie found to dl,:;crve ~im
ilar prai6l', if we po,~c:;,1•tl tht:it; cmn;;o•iti0n..:. .:\ever proha!Jly 
\rill the foll and un-l1aL·lded force of 1·o:ncdy !Je 'o exhibited 
again. \\'ithout having Ari..:topha11es actually before u..:, it would 
have !Jeen impo:;:;ilJ!e to imagine the unuJea:mred and nn~paring 
license of attaek a..:sumed !Jy the old eon!l'dy upo:1 the god..:, tlie in
stitutions, the politicians, philo=-ophers, poet.,, prin1te <:itize11s q1e
cially Hame1l, aud even the women, whose life was entirely <lomeo
tie, of Athens. \Yitl1 thi,; uuivcr:'al liucrty in re..:pect of subject, 
there is combinetl a poignancy of <leri~ion and batire, a fecun<lity 
of imagination an<l varie:y of turas, and a riehness of poetical 
expres:-iou, ;;ucli as cannot !Je ~url'a.'sed, and slldl as fully ex
plains the admiration expre",;ed for him Ly the philo;opher Plato, 
who iu otlier re,;pei.:t,; mu"t Irnve regar<le<l him with Ull<p1cstion
able disapprobation. Ilis come<lie,; are popular in the largest 
sense of the wor<l, a<ldressc<l to the entire bo<ly of male citizens 
on a <lay consecrated to festivity, and providing for them amuse
ment or derision \l'ith a sort of <lrnnhn a!Jun<la11ce, out of all 
persons or tliing" stalllling in any way prominent before the pub
lic eye. The carlie..;t comedy of Aristopliane,,; \l'a,; exhibited in 
427 11.c., aud his muse continuctl for a long time prolilic, since 
two of tlw <lramas uow remai11ing belong to an epod1 eleven 
years after the Thirty arnl the renovation of the democracy, 
about 302 n.c. After that renovation, howe\·cr, as I have before 
remurkcll, the unmea,ure<l sweep aJH! libellous personality of the 
ol<l come<ly was gradually Ji,continued: the comic chorus \n\S 

first cut down, an<l afterwards suppre:;"ed, so as·to usher in what 
is commonly terme<l the ?lli11llle Comedy, without any chorus at 
all. The" l'lutus" of Aristophanes imlicates ~ome approach to 
this new pha:;e; but his earlier and more numerous comedies, 
from the ",\.ch:u·uei,:," i11 423 B.C. to the " Frogs," in 40ii n.c., 
only a few mouths IJefore the fatal battle of .LEgospotami, exhiuit 
the coutinuous, unexhau6ted, untempered flow of the stream first 
opened !Jy Kratinus. 

Such abundance Loth of tragic and comic poetry, each of first
rate excellence, formed one of the marked features of Athenian 
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life, and became a powerful instrument in popularizing new com
binations of thought with variety and elegance of expression. 
·while the tragic muse presented the still higher advantage of in
spiring elevated and benevolent sympathies, more was probably 
lost than gained by the lessons of the comic muse; not only bring
ing out keenly all that was really ludicrous or contemptible in the 
phenomena of the day, but manufacturing scornful laughter, quite 
as often, out of that which was innocent or even meritorious, as 
well as out of boundless private slander. The "Knights" and the 
"\Vasps" of Aristophanes, however, not to mention other plays, 
are a standing evidence of one good point in the Athenian charac
ter ; that they bore with good-natured indulgence the full out
pouring of ridicule and even of calumny interwoven with it, upon 
those democratical institutions to which they were sincerely at
tache<l. The democracy was strong enough to tolerate unfriendly 
tongues either in earnest or in jest: the reputations of men who 
stood conspicuously forward in politics, on whatever side, might 
also be considered as a fair mark for attacks; inasmuch as that 
measure of aggressive criticism which is tutelary and indispensa
ble, cannot be permitted without the accompanying evil, compara
tively much smaller, of excess and injustice ;I though even here we 
may remark that excess of bitter personality is among the most 
conspicuous sins of Athenian literature generally. But the warfare 
of comedy, in the persons of Aristophanes and other composers, 
against philosophy, literature, and eloquence, i~ the name of those 
good old times of ignorance, "when an Athenian seaman knew 
nothing more than how to call for his barley-cake, and cry,Yo-ho ;"2 

1 Aristophanes boasts that he was the first comic composer who selected 
great and powerful men for his objects of attack: his predecessors, he affirms, 
bad meddled only with small vermin and rags: h Tu pa«ta trKwirTovrni; ud, 
Kat Tolr rp{}eipalv iro/,rµovVTar: (Pac. 724-736; Vesp. 1030). 

But this eannot be true in point of fact, since we know that no man was 
more bitterly assailed by the comic authors of his day than Perikles. It 
ought to he added, that though Aristophanes doubtless attacked the power. 
fol men, he did not leave the smaller persons unmolested. 

2 Aristoph. Ran. I 06i; also V esp. I 095 . ..iEschylus reproaches Euripides:-

Efr' av AaAiav tirtrljdtvaat Kat urwµv'Mav Mioa;a,, 
"H •;eKivwuev Tai; Te iraAaiarpai;, Kat Tui; 1M1yur: lvfrpt1/Je 
T&v µttpaKit.1v urwµvAAoµtvwv, Kllt rovi; irapaAOVf; avfaetaev 

http:ttpaKit.1v
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and the retrograde spirit which induces them to exhibit moral 
turpitude as the natural consequence of the intellectual progress 
of the age, are circumstances going far to prove an unfavorable 
and degrading influence of comedy on the Athenian mind. 

In reference to indi\'idual men, and to Sokratesl especially, 
the Athenians seem to have been unfavorably biased by the misap
plied wit and genius of Aristophanes, in "The Clouds," aided by 
other comedies of Eupolis, and Ameipsias and Eupolis; but on 
the general march of politics, philosophy, or letters, these com
posers had little influence. Nor were they ever regarded at Athens 
in the light in which they are presented to us by modern criticism; 
as men of exalted morality, stern patriotism, and genuine discern
ment of the true interests of their country; as animated by large 
and steady views of improving their fellow-citizens, but compelled, 

'AvrayoptDuv rol~ up;rovatv. Kairoi T07f y', f;viK' l:yw 'l;i:iv, 

OVK f;Trlaravr' UitA.' i'J p.il;av K.at,,£aat Kal /Jvrrrratral el7reZv. 

To pv n: n: a rr at seems to have been the peculiar cry or rhorus of the 
seamen on shipboard, probably when some joint pull or effort of force was 
required: compare Vespre, 909. 

1 See about the cfTect on the estimation of Sokratcs, Ranke, Commentat. 
de Vita Aristophanis, p. cdxli. 

Compare also the remarks of Cicero (De Hepub. iv, I I; ml. iv, p. 476, ed. 
Orel!.) upon the old Athenian comedy and its unrestrained license. The 
laws of the Twelve Tables at Rome condemned to death any one who com
posed and published libellous verses against the reputation of another citizen. 

Among the const,rnt butts of .A.1·istophancs and the other comic compos
ers, was the dithyrambic poet Kinesias, upon whom they discharged their 
wit and bitterness, not simply as an indifferent poet, but also on the ground 
of his alleged impiety, his thin and fccLle bodily frame, and his wretched 
health. 'Ve see the effect of such denunciations in a speech of the orator 
Lysias; composed on behalf of l'hanias, against whom Kinesias had brought 
an indictment, or graphil paranomon. Phanias treats these almndant lam
poons as if they were good evidence against the character of Kincsias : eav
µal;w d' d /l~ (Japf:wr </>f:ptrf cm Kw71aiar laTtV 0 rolr voµotr [3071i'Jii(, ov vµtl~ 
n:avur briaraai'Je uat(Jforarov urravrwv Kat n:apavoµwrarov yqovi:J,at. Ov;r 
OVTOf iariv 0 rotaVTa rrrp! {hovr l:!;aµapr&.vwv, ll Toi~ µE:v u.1.1.otr aia;rpov tan 
Kailiiyflv,rwv Kwµ<,JOOOlOatJKUAWV o' UICOVfTf Kai'J' lKaarov 

evia v r 6 v ; see Lysi,1s, Fragm. 31, ed. Bekker; Athenreus, xii, p. 551. 
Dr. Thirlwall estimates more lightly than I do the effect of these abun

dant libels of the oltl comedy: see his review of the Attic tragedy anrl 
comedy, in a very excellent chapter of his History of Greece, ch. xviii. 
vol. iii, p. 42. 
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in consequence of pr1ju<lire or opposition, to disguise a far-sighted 
political philo;ophy un<lcr the veil of rntire; as goo<l jU<li!:es of 
the most <ldmtahle qne;;tions, such as the .prudence of making 
war or 1)eacc, aml exeelle11t authority to guide us in appreciating 
the merits or demerits of their contemporarie:<, insonrnd1 that the 
victims of their lampoons are habitnally set <lown as worthless 
men.I There cannot be a greater misconception of the old come<ly 

1 The view whiC'h I a1n here c·o1n!iating-, is very general among the Ger
nrnn writers; in proof of whi"11, I may point to three of the uh1est recent 
critics on the old eomc<l:-, Ikr~·k, Meineke, and Ranke; nil most useful 
writers for the n1Hkr:-1t:irnling- of .Ari . ..,tophanCs. 

1Ilc:'pcttin~ I\:ratinns, lkr;..::k oh:-;crYes: ' Erat cniin Cratinns. pariter atque 
cPtrri pn."ncipes antiqwe co111mii(r, vir e:1uyie. 11wtatu.<:., i1le1nquc antiqni moris 
tcnnx.....•. Cum Crntinus quasi dicinilus vidertl ex hac libcrtate mox tan
qnnm ex stirpc ali1p1J nimiam liecntiam cxi,;terc ct na,;ci, statim his initiis 
gra,·itcr nd\'crsatns c>t, villcturque Cimo11cm tanquam exemplurn boni et 
honcsti ci,·is proposni,;se," etc. 

'"Nmn Cnltinus en1n es:-;ct mngno ingenio ct eximiO. rnorwn gravitate. reger... 
rime tulit rem pnhli<:am pn:eccps in pcrniciem rucre: omncm igitur opcmm 
ntqne omne stndinm co contulit, ut ima:1ine ipsius ril<e ante oculos positil om 
nes et res divinre et lawtanm emf'ndorentur, lwminumque auimi ad honestatem co
lendam inconlerenlur. Hoc i;ilii primn,; ct proposuit Cratinus, et propositurn 
strcnne pcrsccntus est. Sed si ipsrun Vrritatnn, C1(j11s ima.10 oculi.< o/n;ersaliat11r, 
oculis sulJjecissd, 1°(1rendwn erat ne l!ulio o!Jrueret eos qui .sp<'ctareut, nihilque 
prorE'ns corum, r1um ~nm1no studio pcr::;equdn1tur, ohtincrct. Qunrc eximicl 

· qu<idam arte pulchram cfiigicm hilarcmcpie fornrnm finxit, ita tamen ut ad 
vcritatcm suhlimcmque ejus spccicm referret omnia : sic emu lndieris mis
cet seria, nt ct vulgus halwrct qul dclcctnretur; ct qui plus ingcnio valcrcnt, 
ipsnrn vcritatcm, quro ex omnibus falm!arum partib\1s pcrluccret, meute et 
cogitatione comprchemlcrcnt." ...•.. "Jam Yero Cratinum in fabulis com
ponenrlis id unice s11eclavisse quod esset rcrum, ne vetcres quidcm hltuit. ..•.• 
Aristophan·cs antcm idem et ser11t11s srm11er est ct s::epe profcssus." (Ilergk, Do 
Hcli<j11iis Com~d. Antiq. pp. I, 10, 20, 2:33, etc.) 

The critici>m of Hanke (Commcntatio de Vit<l Aristophanis, pp. ccxli, 
cccxiv, crcxlii, ccclxix, ceclxxiii, edxxxiv, etc.) adopts the same strain of 
eulogy as to the lofty and Yirtuous purpo:;es of Ari>tophanes. Compare ah;o 
the culog-y be,towe1l hy ::\kincke on the monitorial value of the old comecly 
(1Ii.<tori:1 Comic. Gnee. pp. :J9. :;o. IG:), ct<'.). and 'imilar praises by \Vester· 
mann; Gesehi"hte <!er lkre<l>arnkcit in Gricehcnbnd nlHl Hom. sect. 36. 

In one uf the ar;:.\Ul1H:llts prefixed to the '' l\1x" of .AristophnnCs, the 
author is so foll of the coneqltion of t!1cse poets as public instrnctors or 
advisers, that he tells u;;, ahsnnlly enoug-h, they were for that reason called 
0 t 0 it a tea A0 t: ovvi:v yr)p avµ/iov/.wv Vtt<pEpov. tdhv avrov~ teat 0 t 0 &. 11• 

http:av�/iov/.wv
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than to regard it in tliis point of vii:w; y(,t it i~ a:'toni:'hing how 
many subsequent writers, from Dio<lorus aiHI Plutareh <lown to 

1e & /~ o v r l.Ji-·0µa;ov · Ort Trtlvra Ttl rr p 6 rr <Pop a d t c~ c5pa11. <l r w v a i• 
-roil r tr5icla<JKov (p.244, cd.Ikkk.). 


"Enpolis, atqne Cratinn;;, Aristophancsqne poet re, 

Atcp1e alii, quorum Cornceclia prisca virornm c.<t, 

Si qnis ernt dignu,; clescrihi. qnorl mali1s, ant for, 

Ant mrerlrns forct, aut sicarins, aut alioqni 

Famosus, multc't cum libcrtate notabant." 


This is the early jnclgmcnt of Horace ( Serm. i, 4, I) : his later opinion on the 
Fcscr1111i11a licentia, which was the same in spirit as the olcl Grecian come<lv. 
is much more judicious (Epi,;tol. ii, I, 145): compare Art. Poetic. 224. 'io 
assume that the persons derided or vilified hv these comic authors must 
always ham clcserYecl what was said of them, l;; indeed a striking evidenee 
of the value of the maxim: "Fortitcr calumniarc; sempcr aliqnid rcstat." 
'Vithont donht, their indiscriminate libel sometimes wounded a <uitahle sub
ject; in what proportion of cases. we have no means of rlcrcrmining: hut 
the perusal of Aristophanes tencl;; to justify the epithet> which Lucian puts 
into the month of Dialog11s respecting Aristophanes and Eupolis - not to 
favor the opinions of the authors whom I h:n·0 citccl aho,·c (Lucian, Jov. 
Accns. vol. ii, p. s_.12). Ile calls Enpolis nud Aristophanes r5ELvovr uvclpar 
l'iillCEproµ~·crat Til aeµvU 1cal xi.e-vUaal ;U Kal.i:Jt; f:rovra. ' 

'1rhen we notice what Aristophm1es himself says respecting the other 
comic poets, his predecessors ancl contemporaries, we shall find it far from 
countenancing the exalted censorial fonetion which Bergk and others ascribe 
to them (see the Parabasis in the Xuhcs, 530, seq., and in the Pax, i23). It 
seems especially prrpostcrons to conceive Knitinns in that character; of 
whom what we chieflv know, i.s his habit of drnnkcnness, and the down
right, unadorned vitniwration in which he indulged: sec the Fragments and 
story of his last play, fivriv17 (in :Meineke, Yo!. ii, p. I 16; also Meineke, vol. i, 
p. 48, seq.). 

l\Ieineke copies (p. 46) from Sniclas a statement (v. 'Erreiov clerlcorepor) to 
. the effect that Krntinus was Ta; i a p xor r ~ r 0 l v 11 t cl or rp v le iJ r. He 
constrnes this as a real fact: but there can hardly be a doubt that it is only 
n joke macle by his contemporary comedians upon his fondness for wine; 
and not one of the worst among the many such jests whieh seem to have 
been then current. Tiunkel nl><o, another editor of the :Fragments of Kratinns 
( Cratini Frngmcnt., Leips.I 827, p.2, M. M. Runkel), construes this ra;iapxor
•»> Oiv1;ir50( q>vl.;;r, as if it were a serious function; though he tells ns ahont 
the general character of Krntinns: "De vita ipstt ct rnorihns prene nihil di
ccre possum us : hoc solum constat, Cratimun poculis et zmerorum wnori mlde de
ditumfuisse. 

Great numbers of Aristophanic jests have been transcribed as serious 
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the present day, have thought themselves entitled to deduce their 
facts of Grecian history, and their estimate of Grecian men, events, 
and institutions, from the comedies of Aristophanes. Standing pre
eminent as the latter does in comic genius, his point of view is 
only so much the more determined by the ludicrous associations 
suggested to his fancy, so that he thus departs the more widely 
from the conditions of a faithful witness or candid critic.· He pre
sents himself to provoke the laugh, mirthful or spiteful, of the 
festival crowd, assembled for the gratification of these emotions, 
and not with any expectation of serious or reasonable impressions.I 
Nor does he at all conceal how much he is mortified by failure; 
like the professional jester, or "laughter-maker," at the banquets 
of rich Athenian citizens;~ the parallel of Aristophanes as to pur
pose, however unworthy of comparison in every other respect. 

ThisJise and development of dramatic poetry in Greece 
so abundauf:i so varied, and so rich in genius - belongs to the 
fifth century)~ It had been in the preceding century nothing 
more than an unpf&_t:mding·graft upon the primitive chorus, and 
was then even denounce<l by Solon, or in the dictum ascribed to 
Solon, as a vicious novelty, tending- by its simulation of a 

matter.of-fact, and have found their way into Grecian history. '\Vhoever 
follows chapter vii of K. F. Hermann's Griechische Staats-Altcrthiimer, 
containing the lnnere Geschichte of the Athenian democracy, will see the 
most sweeping assertions made against the dcmocratical institutions, on 
the authority of passages of Aristophanes : the same is the case with sev
eral of the other most learned German manuals of Grecian affairs. 

1 Horat. de Art.. Poetic. 212-224. 

" Indoctus quid enim saperet, liberque laborum, 
Rusticus urbano confusus, turpis honesto L ... 
Illecebris erat et gratA novitate morandus 
Spectator, functusque sacris, et potus, et exlex." 

9 See the Parabasis of Aristophanes in the Nubcs (535, seq.) and in the 
Vespre (1015-1045). 

Compare also the description of Philippus the yellwToiroior, or Jester, in 
the Symposion of Xenophon; most of which is extremely Aristophanic, ii, 
IO, 14. The comic point of view is assumed throughout that piece; and 
Sokrates is introduced on one occasion as apologizing for the intrusion of a 
serious reflection (To arrovoawl\oytiv, viii, 41 ). The same is the case 
throughout much of the Symposion of Plato; thongh the scheme and 
purpose of this latter are very difficult to follow. 
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false character, and by its effusion of sentiments not genuine or 
sincere - to corrupt the integrity of human dealings ; I a charge 
of corruption, not unlike that which Aristophanes worked up, a 
century afterwards, in his " Clouds," against physics, rhetoric, 
and dialectics, in the person of Sokrates. But the properties of 
the graft bad overpowered and subordinated those of the original 
stem; so that dramatic poetry was now a distinct form, subject 
to laws of its own, and shining with splendor equal, if not 
superior, to the elegiac, choric, lyric, and epic poetry which 
constituted the previous stock of the Grecian world. 

Such transformations in the poetry, or, to speak more justly, 
in the literature - for before the year 500 B.C. the two expressions 
were equivalent - of Greece, were at once products, marks, and 
auxiliaries, in the expansion of the national mind. Our minds 
have now become familiar with dramatic combinations, which 
ha>e ceased to be peculiar to any special form or conditions of 
political society. But if we compare the fifth century B.c. with 
that which preceded it, the recently born drama will be seen to 
}1ave been a most important and impressive novelty : and so 
assuredly it would have been regarded by Solon, the largest 
mind of hia own age, if he could have risen again, a century and 
a quarter after his death, to witness the Antigone of Sophokles, 
the l\Iedea of Euripides, or the Acharneis of Aristophanes. 

Its no>elty does not consist merely in the high order of imagi
nation and judgment required for the construction of a drama 
at once regular and effective. This, indeed, iR no small addition 
to Grecian poetical celebrity as it stood in the days of Solon, 
Alkarns, Sappho, and Stesichorus : but we must remember that 
the epical structure of the Odyssey, so ancient and long acquired 
to the Hellenic world, implies a reach of architectonic talent 
quite equal to that exhibited in the most symmetrical drama of 
Sophokles. The great innovation of the dramatists consisted in 
the rhetorical, the dialectical, and the ethical spirit which they 
breathed into their poetry. Of all this, the undeveloped germ 
doubtless existed in the previous epic, lyric, and gnomic compo
sition ; but the drama stood distinguished from all three by 

1 Plutarch, Solon, c. 29. See the previous volumes of this History, ch. 
xxi, vol. ii, p. 145; ch. xxix, vol. iv, pp. 83, 84. 
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bringing it out into conspicuous amplituJe, anJ making it the 
substantive means of effect. InsteaJ of recounting exploits 
achievcJ, or sufferings unJergone by the heroes, - insteaJ of 
pouring out his own single-minded impressions in reference to 
some given event or juncture, - the tragic poet produces the 
mythical persons themselves to talk, discuss, accuse, defend, con
fute, lament, threaten, advi;;e, persuade, or appease; among one 
another, but before the audience. In the drama, a 8ingular mis
nomer, nothing is actually done: all is talk; assuming what is 
done, as passing, or as having passeJ, elsewhere. The dramatic 
poet, speaking continually, but at each moment through a difler
ent character, carries on the purpose of each of his characters 
by "·ords calculated to influence the other characters, and appro~ 
priate to each successive juncture. Here are rhetorical exigen
cies from beginning to end: I while, since the whole interest of 
the piece turns upon some contention or struggle carried on by 
speech ; since debate, consultation, and retort., never cease; since 
every character, good or evil, temperate or violent, _must be sup
plied with suitable language to defend his proceedings, to attack 
or repel opponents, and generally to make good the relative 
importance a-.signed to him, here again dialectical skill in no 
small degree is indi,-pensable. 

Lastly, the strength and yariety of ethical sentiment infused 
into the Grecian tragedy, is among the most remarkable charac
teristics which distinguish it from the anterior forms of poetry. 
"To do or suffer terrible things," is pronounced by Aristotle to 
be its proper subject-matter; and the internal mind and motive~ 
of the doer or sufferer, on which the ethical interest fastens, are 
laid open by the Greek tragedians with an impressive minute
ness which neither the epic nor the lyric could possibly parallel. 
l\Ioreovcr, the appropriate ~ubject-matter of tragedy is pregnant 
not only with ethical sympathy, but also with ethical debate and 
speculation. Characters of mixed good and evil; distinct rules 
of duty, one conflicting with the other; wrong done, and justitled 
to the conscience of the doer, if not to that of the spectator, by 

ne~pecting the rhetorical ('l\St of tragedy, see l'lato, Gorgias, c. 57, P· 
502, D. 

Plato disapproves of tragedy on the same grounds as of rhetoric. 

I 
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previous wrong suffered, all these are the favorite themes of 
h:,;chylus and his two great successors. Klytremnestra kills her 
husband Agamemnon on his return from Troy: her defence is, 
that he had deserved this treatment at her hands for having sac
rificed his own and her daughter, Iphigeneia. Her son Orestes 
kills her, under a full conviction of the duty of avenging his 
father, and even under the sanction of Apollo. The retributive 
Eumenides pursue him ·for the deed, and Eschylus brings all 
the parties before the court of Areopagus, with Athene as presi
dent, where the case is fairly argued-, with the Eumenides as 
accusers, and Apollo as counsel for the prisoner, and ends by an 
equality of votes in the court: upon which Athene gives her 
casting-vote to absolve Orestes. Again; let any man note the 
conflicting obligations which Sophokles so forcibly brings out in 
his beautiful drama of the Antigone. Kreon directs that the 
body of Polyneikes, as a traitor and recent invader of the coun
try, shall remain unburied : Antigone, sister of Polyneikes, 
denounces such interdict as impious, and violates it, under an 
overruling persuasion of fraternal duty. Ifreon having ordered 
her to be buried alive, his youthful son IIremon, her betrothed 
lover, is plunged into a heart-rending conflict between abhor
rence of such cruelty on the one side, and submission to his 
father on the other. Sophokles sets forth both these contending 
rules of duty in an elaborate scene of dialogue between the 
father and the ~on. Here are two rules both sacred and respect
able, but the one of which cannot be observed without violating 
the other. Since a choice must be made, which of the two 
ought a good man to obey? This is a point which the great 
poet is well pleased to leave undetermined. But if there be any, 
among the audience in whom the least impulse of intellectual 
speculation is alive, he will by no means leave it so, without 
some mental effort to solve the problem, and to discover some 
grand and comprehensive principle from whence all the moral 
rules emanate; a principle such as may instruct his conscience 
in those cases generally, of not unfrequent occurrence, wherein 
two obligations conflict with each other. The tragedian not only 
appeals -more powerfully to the ethical sentiment than poetry 
had ever done before, but also, by raising these grave and touch-

VOL. VIII. 15 22oc. 
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ing questions, addresses a stimulus and challenge to the intellect, 
spurring it on to ethical speculation. 

Putting all these points together, we see how much wider was 
the intellectual range of tragedy, and how considerable is th~ 
mental progress which it betokens, as compared with the lyric 
and gnomic poetry, or with the Seven 'Vise Men and their 
authoritative aphorisms, which formed the glory, and marked the 
limit, of the preceding century. In place of unexpanded results, 
or the mere communication of single-minded sentiment, we have 
even in .rEschylus, the earliest of the great tragedians, a large 
latitude of dissent and debate, a shifting point of view, a case 
better or worse, made out for distinct and contending parties, and 
a divination of the future advent of sovereign and instructed 
reason. It was through the intermediate stage of tragedy that 
Grecian literature passed into the rhetoric, dialectics, and ethical 
speculation, which marked the fifth century B.c. 

Other simultaneous causes, arising directly out of the business 
of real life, contributed to the generation of these same capac
ities and studies. The fifth century B.c. is the first century of 
democracy at Athens, in Sicily, and elsewhere: moreover, at that 
period, beginning from the Ionic revolt and the Persian invasions 
of Greece, the political relations between one Grecian city and 
another became more complicated, as well as more continuous; 
requiring a greater measure of talent in the public men who 
managed them. "\Vithout some power of persuading or confut
ing,-:- of defending himself against accusation, or in case of 
need, accusing others, - no man could possibly hold an ascen
dent position. He. had probably not less need of this talent for 
private, informal, conversations to satisfy his own political parti
sans, than for addressing the public assembly formally convoked. 
Even as commanding an army or a fleet, without any laws of 
war or habits of professional discipline, his power of keeping up 
the good-humor, confidence, and prompt obedience of his men, 
depended not a little on his command of speech.I Nor was it 
only to the leaders in political life that such an accomplishment 
was indispensable. In all the democracies,- and probably in 

1 See the discourse of Sokrntes, insisting upon this point, as part of the 
duties_ of a commander (Xen. l\Iem. iii, 3, 11 ). 
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several governments which were not democracie8, but oligarchies 
of au open characte1·,- the courts of ju:;tiC'e were more or less 
numerous, and the procedure oral and puhlic: in Athens, espec
ially, the dika~teries - whose con;;titution has been explained in 
a former chapter- were both very numerous, and paid for 
attendance. En~ry citizen had to go bt>fore them in person, 
without being able to send a paid advocate in his place, if he 
either required redress for wrong offered to himself, or was ac
cused of wrong by :mother.I There was no man, therefore, who 
might not be cast or condemned, or fail in his own suit, even with 
right on his side, unless he pos~esscd $Ome powers of speech to 
unfold his case to the dikast~, as well as to confute the false
hoods, and di,;entangle the sophistry, of an opponent. l\Iore
over, to any man of kno1vn family and station, it would be a 
humiliation hardly le~s painful than the lo3s of the cau,;e, to 
stand before the dikastery with friends and enemies around him, 
and find him~elf unable to carry on the threa<l of a di~cour~e 
without halting or confusion. To mret such liabilities, from 
which no citizen, rich or poor, was exl'mpt, a certain training in 
speech became not le~s essential than a certain training in arms. 
"Without the latter, he coul<l not do his duty as an hoplite in the 
ranks for the defence of his country; without the former, he could 
not escape danger to his fortune or honor, and humiliation in the 
eyes of his friend,;, if called before a <likastery, nor lend assist
ance to any of those friends who miglit be placed under the like 
necessity. 

Here then were ample motive~, arising out of practical pru
dence not less than from the stimulus of ambition, to cultivate the 
power both of continuous harangue, and of concise argumenta
tion, or interrogation and reply : 2 motives for all, to acquire a 

1 This necessity of some rhetorical accompli:;Jnn~nts, is enforced not less 
emphatically by Aristotle (Rhetoric. i, I, 3,) than by Kallik!Cs in the Gor· 
gias of l'lato, c. 91, p. 486, B. 

~ Sec the description which Cicero gives, of his own l:lborious oratorical 
training:

" Ego hoc tempore omni, noctes ct die", in omni nm doetrinarum meflita· 
tione versabar. Eram cum Stoico Diodoto, qui eum lrnhitavissct apud me 
mecumque vixisset, nupcr est domi mem mortuus. A qno quum in aliis 
rebus, tum stndiosissime in dialecticii versabar ; q11re q1ui.si contractci et astricta 
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certain moderate aptitude in the use of these weapons; for the 
ambitious few, to devote much labor and to shine as accomplished 
orators. 

Such political and social motives, it is to be remembered, though 
acting very forcibly at Athens, were by no means peculiar to 
Athens, but prevailed more or leES throughout a large portion of 
the Grecian cities, especially in Sicily, when all the governments 
became popularized after the overthrow of the Gelonian dynasty. 
And it was in Sicily and Italy, that the first individual$ arose, 
who acquired permanent name both in rhetoric and dialectics: 
Empedokles of Agrigentum in the former; Zeno of Elea, in Italy, 
in the latter.I 

Both these distinguished men bore a conspicuous part in poli
tics, and both on the popular side; Empedokles against an oli
garchy, Zeno against a despot. But both also were yet more 
distinguished as philosophers, and the dialectical impulse in Zeno, 
if not the rhetorical impulse in Empedokles, came more from his 
philosophy than from his politics. Empedokles (about 4i0-440 
B.c.) appears to have held intercourse at least, if not partial 
communion of doctrine, with the disper~ed philosophers of the 
Pythagorean league; the violent subversion of which, at Kroton 
and elsewhere, I haYe related in a previous chapter.2 Ile con
structed a system of physics and cosmogony, distinguished for 
first broaching the doctrine of the Four elements, and set forth 
in a poem composed by himself: besides which he seems to ham 
had much of the mystical tone and miraculous pretensions of 
Pythagoras; professing not only to cure pestilence and other 
distempers, but to teach how old age might be averted and the 
dead raised from Hades; to prophesy, and to rai:=;e and ealm the 
winds at his pleasure. Gorgias, his pupil, deposed to having 
been present at the magical ceremonies of Empedokles.3 The 

eloq11entia Jntlanda est; sine qu't ctiam tu, Brntc, judicaYisti, te iilam justmn 
cloqucnti:un, qnam diolecticmn dilatnlom csse putant, comeqni non posse. 
Huie ego doctori, et {'jus artibus variis et multis, ita ernm tamen deditus, ut 
ab exereitationibus orntoriis nul!ns dies Yacarct.'' ( Cirero, Brntus, 90, 309.) 

1 Arbtote\. ap. Diog. Lafrt. viii, 57. 
2 Sec my preceding vol. iv, ch. xxxvii. 

3 Diogen. Liicrt. viii, 58, .'i9, who gives a rcmark1tblc extract from the 
poem of Empedokles, attesting these large pretensions. 
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·impressive character of his poem is sufficiently attested by the 
admiration of Lucretius,1 and the rhetoric ascribed to him may 
have consisted mainly:_ •ral teaching or exposition of the ~ame 
doctrines. Tisias and Korax of Syracuse, who are abo men
tioned as the fin;t teachers of rhetoric, and the first who made 
known any precept::; about the rhetorical practice, were his con
temporaries; and the celebrated Gorgias was his pupil. 

The dialectical movement emanated at the same time from the 
Eleatic school of philosopher~,- Zeno, and hi:> contemporary the 
Samian 1\Ielissus, 460-4-10,- if not from their common teacher 
Parmenidcs. .Melis~ms alw, as well as Zeno and Empe<lokles, 
was a di:>tinguished citizen as well as a philosopher; having been 
in command of the Samian fleet at the time of the remit from 
Athens, and having in tlrnt capacity gained a victory over the 
Athenians. 

All the philosophers of the fifth century n.c., prior to Sokrates, 
inheriting from their earliest poetical predecessors the vast and 
unmeasured problems which had once been solved by the suppo
sition of divine 01• superhuman agents, contemplated the world, 
physical and moral, all in a mass, and applied their minds to find 
some hypothesis which would give them an explanation of this 
totality,2 or at least appease curiosity by something which looked 
like an explanation. "\Vhat were the elements out of which sen
sible things were made? "\Vhat was the initial cause or princi
ple of those changes \vhich appeared to our senses? What was 

See Brandis, Handburh der Gr. Horn. l'hilos. part i. sects. 47, 48, p. 192; 
Sturz. ad Empccloclis Frag. p. 3G. · 

1 De Herum Natur.l, i, 719. 
2 Some striking lines of ErnpcrloklCs are presrrvcd by Scxtus Empiricus, 

adv. l\fathemat. vii, 115; to the rffcct that e\·cry indiYi<lual 1mm gets through 
his short life, with no more knowledge them is comprised in his own slender 
fraction of obserrntion an<l experience : he struggles in vain to find out 
and explain the totality; hut neither CJ'C, nor eur, nor reason can assist 
him:-

IIavpov vii ?;w~r ci.(3iov µipor ui'Jp~aavur, 
'il1;:f.,11or;ol, Ka;r11oi,o 0iK.1)V Uµ{)tvrcr, Urri-:rrav 
Av•o µovov r.eir;i'Jivrer, vr<,J rrporriKvf'aev lKaaror 
IIuvrocT t?.avvoµevot. To & OVAOV hrev;rtrat evptlv 
Avr<Jf' ovr' imotpKru r&o' rtvopuatv, ovr' lrra1wvr;ri/., 
Ofre v61p rreptA1Jrrru, 
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change?- was it generation of something integrally new and 
destruction of wmething preexistent, - or was it a decomposition 
and recombination of elements still continuing. The theories of 
the rnrious Ionic philosophers, and of Empedokles after them, 
admitting one, two, or four elementary substances, with Friend
ship and Enmity to serve as causes of motion or change; the 
Ilomreomeries of Anaxagoras, with Nous, or Intelligence, ::i;; the 
stirring and regularizing agent; the atoms and void of Leukip
pus and Demokritus, all these were different hypothcoes anower
ing to a similar vein of thought. All of them, though a:;suming 
that the sensible appearances of things were delusive and per
plexing, nevertheless, were borrowed more or less directly from 
some of these appearances, which were employed to explain and 
illustrate the whole theory, and served to render it plausible 
when stated as well as to defend it against attack. But the phi
losophers of the Eleatic school - first Xenophanes, and after 
him Parmenides - took a distinct path of their own. To find 
that which was real, and which lay a:3 it were concealed behind 
or under the deluoive phenomena of sense, they had recourse 
only to mental abstractions. They supposed a Substance or 
Something not perceivable by sen~c, but only cogitable or con
ceivable by reason; a One and .All, continuous and finite, which 
was not only real and self-existent, but was the only i;eality ; 
eternal, immovable, and unchangeable, and the only matter know
able. The phenomena of sense, which began and ended one 
after the other, they thought, were essentially delusive, uncertain, 
contradictory amo11g themselves, and open to endless diversity 
of opinion.I Upon these, nevertheless, they announced an opin
ion; adopting two elements, heat and cold, or light and darkness. 

Parmenides set forth this doctrine of tlie One and .All in a 
poem, of which but a few fragments now remain, so that we 
understand very imperfectly the positive arguments employed to 
recommend it. The matter of truth and knowledge, such as he 

See Parmenidis Frngmenta, eu. Kar:; ten, v, 30, 55, 60: also the Di>Scr
tation annexed by Karsten, sects. 3, 4, p. 148, seq.; o;cct. 13, p. 221, seq. 

Compare also 1\Iullm·h's rnlition of the same Fragments, annexed to his 
edition of the Aristotelian treatise, De llielisso, Xcnophane, et Gorg·i;l, 
p. 144. 

I 
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alone admitted, was altogetlier removed from the senses and di
vested of sensible properties, so as to be conceived only as an 
Ens llationis, and de$cribed and discussed only in the most gen
€ral wor(la of the language. The exposition given by Parmenides 
in his poem,' though complimented by Plato, was vehemently 
controverted by others, who deduced from it many contradictions 
and absurdities. As a part of his reply, and doubtless the strong
est part, Parmenides retorted upon his adversaries; an example 
followed by his pupil Zeno with still greater acuteness and sue
ccs::. Tlwse who controverted his ontological theory, that the 
real, ultra-phenomenal subs1ance was Onf', affirmed it to be 
not One, but Many; divisible, movable, changeable, etc. Zeno 
attacker! this latter theory, and proved that it led to contradic
tions and absurdities still g1·eater than tho~e involved in the 
proposition of Pm·menides.2 He impugned the testimony of sense, 
affirming that it furni:;hed premises for conclusions which con
tradicted each other, and that it was unworthy of trust.3 Parmen
ides 4 had denied that there was any such thing as real cliange 
either of place or color: Zeno maintained change of place, or 
motion, to Le impossible and self-contradictory; propounding 
many logical dii!icultic~, derived from the infinite divisibility of 
matter, again~t some of the most obvious affmnations respecting 
sensible phenomena. l\foli~sus appears to have argued in a vein 
similar to that of Zeno, though with much less acuteness; demon
strating indirectly the doctriue of Parmcnide~, Ly deducing im
possible inferences from' the contrary hypothesis,5 

1 l'Ltto, l'armrnit!e;, p. 128, n. ail µ[v (Panucniues) }'<tf' iv Tolr rroilj
µaaiv CV </>ij!: tivat Tt) 1l'uV, KOL TOVT<JV TF~/l~(llll 1l'll(lf:tet!: 1wl.w1: Te Ka1 eu, etc. 

2 See the remarkable passage in the Parmenide; of l'luto, p. 128, B, C, D. 
'EaTi vi: TO }E ,;/,r;Ne1: /3of11~£LU Tl!: Tavra T<L ypftµ11ara Ti;i ITap1uvioou 

A.aye,.> 1l'[JO!: TOV!: hrixe1poVVTG!: avrvv K(Jµc,.>Oeiv, ,;,, ei i!v fort, 71"0~.A.u Kai yel.oiti 
avµ(3aiv£L 7rUIJ,tttv Ti;J /.oyc,.> Kat {vftvria aim;1. 'AvTii.fyet vi; ovv TOVTO To 

ypaµ11a 7rpo1: To ii~ TU 7roAUt A.fyovTa>, Kat uv Ta IT o oi o<Jr; t Ta vTa Kai 

7r it el (J' TOV1'0 (3nv'M1µtvov Ol)AO~v, <Jr l T t ye A0 t 6 T f pa 7r ar; x 0 t ii v 
a Vr iJ v ~ V ~ 0 {J eat r- ~ el 1r o ) .. i~ U t: a r ;; v -1; f; To ii ev el vat, 
el''> lKavwr e7re~iot. 

3 Plato, Pl1ru1lrus, c. 44, p. 2Gl, D. Sec the citations in Brnndis, Gcsch. 
cler Gr. Hom. l'hilosophie, part i, p. 41 i, seq. 

4 Parmcnid. }'ragm. v, 101, eel. Mullacl1. 
6 See the }'ragments of Melissus collected by l\fullach, in his publication 

rited in a previous note, p. 81, seq. 
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Zeno published a treatise to maintain the thesis abo,·e described, 
which be also upheld by personal conversations and di~cus~ions, 
in a manner doubtless for more efficacious than his writing; the 
oral teaching of these early philosophers being their really im
pressive manifestation. His subtle dialectic arguments were not 
only sufficient to occupy all the philosophers of antiquity, in con
futing them more or less successfully, but have even descended 
to modern times as a fire not yet extinguishe<l.t The great effect 
produced among the speculative minus of Greece by his writing 
and conversation, is attested both by Plato and Aristotle. He 
visited Athens, gave instruction to some eminent Athenians, for 
high pay, and is $aid to have conversed both with Perikles 
and with Sokrates, at a time when the latter was very young ; 
probably between 4.J0-44.0 n.c.2 

1 The reader will sec this in Dayle's Dictionary, article, Zeno of Elca. 
Simplicius (in his commentary on Aris tot. l'hysic. p. 255) says that Zeno 

first composed written dialogues, which cannot he believed without more 
certain evidence. He also particularizes a puzzling question addressed by 
Zeno to Protagoras. See Brandis, Gosch. dcr Griech. Rom. Philos. i, p. 
409. Zeno ivwv µ£v OVVEV t;ii'te~O (sc. 7repl TWV rrU.vrnv ·), Ol1)7rop1)(J£ oi: 
Tr£pt ruvrwv lrrt trAfZov. l'lutarch. ap. Euschium, Prrepar. Evangcl. i, 23, D. 

2 Compare Plutarch, I'crik!es, c. 3: Plato, l'armcnidils, pp. 126, l 2i; 
Plato, Alkibiad. i, ch. 14, p. 119, .A. 

That Sokrntes had in his youth conversed with Parmenides, when the 
latter was an old man, is stated by Plato more than once, over and above his 
dialogue called Parmenidcs, which professes to give a conversation between 
the two, as well as with Zeno. I agree with Mr. Fynes Clinton, Bran<lis, 
and Karsten, in thinking that this is better evidence, about the date of l'ar
menides than any of the vague indications which appear to contradict it, in 
Diogenes Laertius and elsewhere. But it will be hardly proper to place the 
conversation between Parmenides and Sokrates - as 1\fr. Clinton places 
it, Fast. H. vol. ii, App. c. 21, p. 364 - at a time when Sokrntcs was only 
fifteen years of age. The ideas which the ancients had about youthful 
propriety, would not permit him to take part in conversation with an emi
nent philosopher at so early an age as fifteen, when he would not yet bo 
entered on the roll of citizens, or be qualified for the smallest function, 
military or civil. I cannot hut think that Sokrates mu;;t have been more 
than twenty years of age when he thus con,·crsed with l'armenidils. 

Sokratcs was horn in 4G9 n.c. (perhaps 4G8 n.c.); he would therefore be 
twenty years" of age in 449: assuming the visit of Parmenitlils to Athens to 
have been in 448 n.c., since he was then sixty-five year~ of ng-c, he would he 
born in 513 B.c. It is ohjecterl that, if this date be admitted, Parmenides 
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His appearance constitutes a remarkable era in Grecian philos
ophy, because he first. brought out the extraordinary aggressive or 
negative force of the dialectic method. In this discussion re
specting the One and the :Many, positirn grounds on either side 
were alike scanty: each party had to set forth the contradictions 
deducible from the opposite hypothesis, and Zeno professed to 
show that those of his opponents were the more flagrant. 1Ve 
thus sec that, along with the methodized question and answer, or 
dialectic method, employed from henceforward more and more in 
philosophical inquiries, comes out at the same time the negative 
tendency, the probing, testing, and scrutinizing force, of Grecian 
speculation. The negative side of Grecian speculation stands 
quite as prominently marked, and occupies as large a measure of 
the intellectual force of their philosophers, as the positive side. 
It is not simply to arrive at a conclusion, sustained by a certain 
measure of plausible premise,- and then to proclaim it as an 
authoritative dogma, silencing or disparaging all objectors, - that 
Grecian speculation aspires. To unmask not only positive false
hood, but even affirmation without evidence, exaggerated confi
dence in what was only doubtful, and show of knowledge without 
the reality; to look at a problem on all sides, and set forth all the 
difficulties attending its solution, to take account of deductions 
from the affirmative evidence, even in the case of conclusions 
accepted a:> true upon the balance, all this will be found pervad
ing the march of their greatest thinkers. As a condition of all 
progressive philosophy, it is not less essential that the grounds of 
negation should be freely exposed, than the grounds of affirma
tion. "\Ve shall find the two going hand in hand, and the nega
tive vein, indeed, the more impressive and characteristic of the 
two, from Zeno downwards in our history. In one of the earliest 
memoranda illustrative of Grecian dialectics, - the sentences in 
which Plato represents Parmenides and Zeno as bequeathing 
their mantle to the youthful Sokrates, and giving him precepts 
for successfully prosecuting those researches which his marked 
inquisitive impulse promised, - this large and comprehensive 

could not have been a pupil of Xenophanes: we sl1ould thus be compelled 
to admit, which perhaps is the truth, that he learned the doctrine of XenO-: 
phaucs at second-hand. 

15* 
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point of view is emphatically inculcated. He is admonished to 
set before him both sides of every hypothesis, and to follow out 
both the negative and the aflirmative chains of argument with 
equal perseverance and equal freedom of scrutiny; neither 
daunted by the adverse opinions aronnd him, nor deterred by 
sneers against wasting time in fruitless talk; since the multitude 
are ignorant that without thus travelling round all sides of a 
question, no assured comprehension of the truth is attainable. I 

We thus find ourselves, from the year 450 n.c., downwards, in -
Jlfesence of two important classes of men in Greece, unknown to 
Solon or even to Kleisthenes, the Rhetoricians, anrl the Dialecti
cians; for whom, as has been shown, the ground had been grad
ually prepared by the politics, the poetry, and the speculation, of 
the preceding period. 

Both these two novelties~ like the poetry and other accom
plishments of this memorable race -grew up from rude indige
nous beginning8, nndcr native stimulus nnborrowed and unassisted 
from without. The rhetorical teaching was an attempt to assist 
and improve men in the power of continuous speech as addressed 
to assembled numbers, such as the public assembly or the <likas
tery ; it was therefore a species of training sought for by men of 
active pursuits and ambition, either that they might succeed in 
public life, or that they might maintain their rights and dignity 

1 Plato, Parmenid, pp. 1.35, 136. 
Parmenides speaks to Sokrates: Kal.i) µev OVv IWL i'teia, ev fo{}i, h opµ~. 

i'Jv bpµij.r; ltrt rov1: /,uyovr; • §i,Kvrrov cli: rravrov Kat }Vpvlu;ai µii.1.~.nv cliu ri/r; 
OOKOV<!l]I; axpfiurov elvai Kai Kal.ovµiv71r VtrO TWV r.oV.Civ ucloi.ecr.i;iar;, for ETl 
vior; tl. el oi: µi), Ge Otac/ll:v;erat fJ aiJr8ew. Tir; ni•v b Tporro,., ipuvat (TUV 
~CJKpar11), wITapµevioTJ, ri)r; yv11vaaiat;; Ovror;, ei;reiv (rov llafl1uioio71v) 
ovtrep fi1covuar; Z~VCJVO!: .••..• Xp~ oe Klll rooe l:rt trpot; TOVT\J UIW7rel1... µ iJ 
µ 6v 0 v, e l l 11 TL v l Ka 11 T 0 '" v tr 0 T' tt €µ e v 0 t•, 11 K0.,,. el v Tit ; v µ· 
{3aivovra lK TiH vrroi'ti11eCJr;,,-c't/i./,c). Kai, elµ~ El17L TO aVTO 
.,. o fl ro, v tr o.,. i i't e11 & a L- el 13ovli.ei µU././,ov yv11vamO,ifvat. .•••• 'Ayvoovui 
yltp ol rroAAol 01t li.vev raVr7J' T~r; 1~lU 'iTUvr£.Jv Ote;OVov Kal 7rl~Uv17r, ci<~Vva:ov 

tvrvx6vra r<ii ul.rrlhi vovv rrxtiv. See nlso Plato's Kratylus, p. 428, E, abont 
, the necessity of the invest; gator looking both before and behind- c\ua 

r.pOGOCJ Kat brriGGCJ, 
Sec also the Parmenides, p. 130, E,-in which Sokrates is \Yarned re· 

speeting the avi'Jpwrrwv oofar;, against enslaving himself to the opinions of 
men: compare Plato, Sophiste~, p. 227, R. C: 

http:iTUvr�.Jv
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if called before the court of justice. On tl1e other hand, the 
dialectic business had no direct reference to public lifo, to the 
judicial pleading, or to any a-<sembled large number. It was a 
dialogue carried on by two di,;putant;;, usually before a few 
hearers, to uuravcl some obscurity, to redu('e the re,;poudent to 
silenee and contradiction, to exercise both parties in mastery of 
the subject, or to sift the consequences of some problematical 
assumption. It was spontaneous conversation! systematized and 
turned into some predetermined channel; furnishing a stimulus 
to thought, and a means of improvement not attainable in any 
other manner; furnishing to some, also, a source of profit or 
disphly. It opened a line of serious intellectual pursuit to men 
of a speculative or inquisitive turn, who were deficient in voice, 
in hol<lness, in continuous memory, for public speaking; or who 
de~ired to keep them;;elves apart from the political and judicial 
animo~ities of' the moment. · 

Although there were numerous Athenians, who combined, in 
various proportions, ~peculative with practical study, yet gen
erally speaking, the two Yeins of intellectual movement- one 
towards active public businegs, the other towards enlarged opin
iong and greater command of speculative truth, with its evidences 
- contimwd ~imultaneo:.is and separate. There sub~iste<l between 
them a standing polemical controversy and a spirit of mutual 
detraction. If Plato despised the sophists and the rhetors, 
Isokrates thinks himself not less entitled to disparage those who 
employed their time in debating upon the unity or plurality of 
virtue.~ Ercn among different teacher$, in the same intellectual 
walk, also, there prevailed but too often an acrimonious feeling 
of personal rivalry, \rhich laid them all so much the more open 

1 See Aris to tel. De Sophist. Eicnchis, c. II, p. l 72, ed. Bekker; and his 
Topira, ix, 5, p. 154; where the different purposes of dialogue are enumer
ated and distingnishccl. 

• See Isokrates, Orat. x; Hclenro Encomium, sects. 2-7 ; compare Orat. 
xv, De Permutatione, of the same author, s. 90. 
·I hoM it for certain, that the first of these passages is intended as a 

criticism upon the Platonic dialogues (as in Or. v, ad Philip. s. 84), prob
ably the secon(l paEsage also. Isokrates, evidently a cautious and timid 
man, avoids mentioning the names of contemporaries, that he may provoke 
the less animo~ity. 

http:imultaneo:.is
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to assault from the common enemy of all mental progress; a 
feeling of jealous ignorance, stationary or wistfully retro:-pective, 
of no mean force at Athens, as in every other society, and of 
course blended at Athens with the indigenous democratical senti
ment. This latte!' sentiment I of antipathy to new ideas, aud 
new mental accomplishments, has been raised into factitious 
importance by the comic genius of Aristophanes, whose point of 
view modern authors have too often accepted; thus allowing 
some of the worst feelings of Grecian antiquity to influence their 
manner of conceiving the facts. Moreover, they have rarely 
made any allowance for that force of literary and philosophical 
antipathy, which was no less real and constant at Athens than 
the political; and which made the different literary classes or 
individuals perpetually unjust one towards another.'l It was the 
blessing and the glory of Athens, that every man could speak 
out his sentiments and his criticisms with a freedom unparalleled 
in the ancient world, and hardly paralleled even in the modern, 
in which a vast body of dissent both is, and always has been, 
condemned to absolute silence. But this known latitude of 
censure ought to have imposed on modern authors a peremptory 

1 Isokmtes alluues much to this sentiment, and to the men who lookeu 
upon gymnastic training with greater farnr than upon philosophv, in the 
·ornt. xv, De Pcrmntatione, s 267, et seq. A large portion of thi; oration 
is in fact a reply to accusations, the same as those preferred against mental 
cultivation by the AiKato> Aoyor in the Nt1hes of Aristophanes, 947, seq.; 
favorite topics in the mouths of the pugilists "with smashed ears." (Plato, 
Gorgias, c. 71, p. 515. E; TWv rU WTa KaTeayOrcJv.) 

• There is but too much evidence of the abundance of such jealousies 
and antip<tthics during the times of Plato, Aristotle, aml Isokrates; sec 
Stahr's Aristotelia, ch. iii, vol. i, pp. 37, 68. 

Aristotle was extremely jealous of the succc~s of lsokrates, and was him· 
self much assaileu by pnpils of the latter, Kephisodorus and others, as well 
as by Dikmarclnrn, Eubulicles. and a numerous host of writers in the same 
tone : <ITpa-rOv UAov TWv lrrc&eµi1.·CA1v '.Apt(JTOTiAet ; see the :Fragments of 
Dikrearchus, vol. ii, p. 225. eu. Didot. "De ingcnio ejus (observes 
Cicero, in reference to Epicurus, de Finiiius, ii, 2.>, 80) in his uispntationi· 
bus, non ue morihu<, qnreritnr. Sit istri in Grreeornm le\'itate pcrversitas. 
qui maleuictis insectantur eos, a quibus de vcritate dissentiunt." This is 
a taint no way peculiar to Grecian philosophical controversy; but it has 
nowhere been more infectious than among the Greeks, and mouern histo· 
rians cannot be too much on their guard against it. 
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necessity of not accepting implicitly the censure of any one, 
where the party inculpated has left. no defence ; at the very 
least, of construing the censure strictly, and allowing for the 
point of view from which it proceeds. From inattention to this 
necessity, almost all the things and persons of Grecian history 
are presented to us on their bad siJe; the libeh of Aristophanes, 
the sneers of Plato and Xenophon, even the interested generali
ties of a plaintiff or defendant before the dikastery, arc reeeived 
with little cross-examination as authentic materials for history. 

If ever there was need to invoke this rare sentiment of candor, 
it is when we come to discuss the history of the persons called 
sophists, who now for the first time appear as of note; the practi
cal teachers of Athens and of Greece, misconceived as well as 
misesteemed. 

The primitive education at Athens consisted of two brunches; 
gymnastics, for the body; music, for the mind. The word musfr 
is not to be judged according to the limited signification which it 
now bears. It comprehended, from the beginning, everything 
appertaining to the provi'nce of the Nine Muses; not merely 
learning the use of the lyre, or how to Lear part in a chorus; but 
abo the hearing, learning, and repeating, of poetical composi
tions, as well as tlte practice of exact and elegant pronunciation ; 
which latter accomplishment, in a language like the Greek, with 
long words, measured ~yllables, and great diversity of accentua
tion between one word and another, must have been far more 
difficult to acquire than it is in any modern European language. 
As the range of ideas enlarged, so the words music and musieal 
teachers acquired an expanded meaning, so as to comprehend 
matter of instruction at once ampler and more diversified. Dur
ing the middle of the fifth century n.c., at Athens, there came thus 
to be found, among the musical teachers, men of the moot distin
guished auilities and eminence; masters of all the learning and 
accomplishments of the age, teaching what was known of astron
omy, geography, and physics, and capable of holding dialectical 
discussions with their pupils, upon all the various problems then 
afloat among intellectual men. Of this character were Lamprus, 
Agathokles, Pythokleides, Damon, etc. The two latter were in
structors of Perikles; and Damon was even rendered 80 unpopular 
at Athens, partly by his large and free speculations, partly 
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through the political enemies of his great pupil, that he was 
ostracized, or at lea:;t sentenced to banishment.I Such men were 
competent companions for Anaxagoras and Zeno, and employed 
in part on the rnme stmlie;;; the field of a\'quired knowledge 
being not then large enough to lie divided into separate, exclu,.;i\·e 
compartments. "\Vhile Euripide,; frequented the company, and 
acquainted himself with the opinions, of Amtxagora:<, Ion of 
Chios, his rival as a tragic poet, as well as the friend of Kirnon, 
bestowed so much thought upon physical subjects, as then con
ceived, that he set up a theory of his own, propounding the doc
trine of three elements in nature ; 2 air, fire, and earth. 

:Now such musical teachers as Damon and the others above 
mentioned, were sophists, not nwrely in the natut·al and proper 
Greek sen~e of that word, but, to a certain extent, even in the 
special and re,-tricted meaning whid1 Plato afterward:;; thought 
proper to confor upon it.3 A sophist, in the genuine sen:;e of the 
word, was a wi:;e man, a clever man; one who stood prominently 
before the public a:; distingubhed for intellect or talent of some 
kind. Thu,; 8olon and Pythagoras are both called sophists; 

1 See Plato (Protagoras, c. S, p. 316, D; Lachcs, c. 3, p. 180, D.; ::-Iencx
enu.<, c. 3, p. 236, .A.; .AlkiLia,J. i, c. 14, p. 118, CJ; Plutareh, Pcrikles, e. 4. 

Perik!Cs had gone through dialectic practice in his youth ( Xenoph. Me
m01-. i, 2. 46 ). 

2 Isokrates, Or. xv, De Permutat. sePt. 287. 
Compare Brandis, Ge.,c:1. dcr Gr. lliim. l'hilosophie, part i, sect. 48, p. 

196. 
a Isokrate.> calls both Anaxagoras aml Damon, sophists (Or. xv, De Perm. 

sect. 251 ), Plutarch, Pcrik!Cs, c. 4. 'O Vi- !:i.u,uwv fo,Kev, uiipo' i:Jv rroif>u1T'7r, 
KaraOUt·tJdat µt:v fl!: 10 r~r µovutKi/t; Ovoµa, l"iilll(JVTiiO,ucvo!: 1ip0t; 7oVt; 7rnl~l,oVr 
T/iv Oc-wn •71ra. 

So Protagoras too (in the speech put into his mouth by Plato, Protag. c. 
8, p. 316) says, very truly, that there had been sophists from the earliest 
times of Grecee. But he says also, what Plutarch says in the citation just 
nbow, that these earlier men refused, intentionally and deliberately, to call 
themselves sophists, for fear of the odium attached to the name; and that 
he, Protagoras, was the first person to call himself openly u sophist. 

The denomination hy which a man is known, however, seldom depends 
upon himself, but npon the general public, and upon his critics, friendly or 
hostile. The unfriendly spirit of Plato did much more to attach the title 
of sophists specially to these teachers, than any assumptio11 of their own. 
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Thamyras the r;kilful bard, is called a sophi~t: 1 Sokrates is so 
denominated, not merely by Aristophaiies, but by .LE~chiues: 2 

Aristotle himself calb Aristippus, and Xenophon calls .Antisthe
nes, both of them disciples of 8okrates, by that name :3 Xenophon,4 
in describing a collection of in~tructive book~, calls them "the 
writings of the old poets and sophists," meaning by t!te latter 
word prose-writers generally: Plato is alluded to as a sophist, 
even by Isokrates: 5 Isokrates himself was har~hly criticized as 
a sophist, and defends both himself and his profession : lastly, 
Timon, the friend and admirer of Pyrrho, about 300-280 B.c., 
who bitterly satirized all the philosophers, designated them all, 
including Plato and Aristotle, by the general name of sophists.6 

1 Hcrodot. i, 29; iL 49; ii'. 95. lliogenes of .Apolloni;1, ('On temporary of 
Herodotus, railed the Ionic philosophers or phpiolog·ists hy the name 
sophists: see Brandis, Gesehich. der Grierh. Hom. Philo:<oph. r. !vii, note 
0. About Thamyras, sec 'Vclcker, Grirrh. Tragod., Sophok!es, p. 421 : -

Elr' vVv aoc/>UJ'i~f: KaAll rraparraiwv ;\_'t)~vv, etc. 
The comic poet Kratinus called all the poets, including Homer and He

siod, aoquarai : see the Fragments of his drnma 'Ap,tii.o;rot in l\Icineke, 
Frngm. Comicor. Grrecor. vol. ii, p. 16. 

• .iEschines cont. Timarch. c. 34. JEschines ca'.ls Demosthenes also a 
sophist, c. 27. 

'Ve see plainly from the terms in Plato's Politim•, c.. 38. p. 299, B: 
µenwpol.oyuv, ucln.:iecrx~v rtva aoquar1Jv, that both Sokrntcs and I'lato him
self were designated as sophists hy the .Athenian public. 

3 Aristotel. 1\Ietaphysic. iii, 2, p. 99G; Xenophon, Sympos. iv, I. 
Aristippus is said to ham b~en the fir,;t of the disriplcs of Sokmtes who 

took money for instrnction (Diogcn. LaC'rt. ii, 65). 
• Xenoph. l\1emor. iv, 2. I. yr1i,u1wra -.ul,A-r't avvetl.eyµ.~vcv 1ro111•wv re Kai 

ao¢u1;cJv rc:w ei:<foKtµ(uTUTtJV . .•••• 

The word aotjnarc1v is here usecl just in the same sense as rovr {}l]aai>povr 
TWV 1rU.Aat aoipwv u1,,Jpc:iv, ovrt•ei..ot 1Cnr0.1-;:ovlvJ1131cio1npli1flavrer, 
etc. (l\Iemor. i, G, 14.) It is used in a difforcnt sense in another passage (i, 
1, 11 ), to signify teachers who gaye instruction on physiral and astronomi· 
cal subjects, whirh Sokrates and Xenophon hoth disapproved. 

• Isokrates, Or:1t. v, ad Philipp. sert. 14: see Hcindorfs note on the 
Enthydemus of Plato, p. 30.i, C. sect. 79. 

6 Diogcn. LaCrt. ix, 6;j. 'Ear.Ere t"Vv pot, Curol rro/.~vrrpU:yµovir luTe ao
!ftarai (Diogen. Lnert. viii, 74). 

Demctrins of Trcrzcn numbered Empedokles as a sophist. Isokratils 
speaks of Empedok1"s, Jon, Alkmreon, Parmcnide;;, l\fcfo;sus, Gorgias, all 
as oi rral.awi ao!ftarni; all as having taught different rr<ptrrol.oria> about 
the elements of the physical world (Isok. de Permut. sect. 288 ). · 
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In this large and comprchensi,·e sense the word was originally 
used, and always continued to be so understood among the 
general public. But along with this idea, the title sophist also 
carried with it or connoted a certain invidious feeling. The nat
ural temper of a people generally ignorant towards superior in· 
tcllect, - the. same temper which led to those charges of magic 
so frequent in the 1\liddle Ages, - appear:> to be a union of 
admiration with something of an unfavorable sentiment; 1 dislike, 
or apprehension, as the case may be, unless where the latter 
element has become neutralized by habitual respect for an estab
lished profession or station: at any rate, the unfriendly sentiment 
is so often intended, that a substantive word, in which it is implied 
without the necessity of any annexed predicate, is soon found 
convenient. Timon, who hated the philosophers, thus found the 
word sophist exactly suitable, in sentiment as well as meaning, 
to his purpose in addressing them. 

Now when (in the period succeeding 450 n.c.) the rhetorical 
and musical teachers came to stand before the public at Athens 
in such increa,;ed eminence, they of course, as well as other men · 
intellectually celebrated, became designated by the appropriate 
name of sophists. But there was one characteristic peculiar to 
themselves, whereby they drew upon themsekes a double meas
ure of that invidious sentiment which lay wrapped up in the 
name. They taught for pay: of course, therefore, the most 
eminent among them taught only the rich, and earned large 
sums; a fact naturally provocative of envy, to some extent, 
among the many who benefited nothing by them, but still more 
among the inferior members of their own profession. But even 
great minds, like Sokrates and Plato, though much superior <to 
any such envy, cherished in that age a genuine and vehement 
repugnance against receiving pay for teaching. We read in Xen

1 Enrip. Med. 289: -

Xpl; o' oirrroi't' OIJTlf upri<t>pwv rri</>vK' uvl;p, 
ITai1lar rrept<J<JW> lKOtOa1JKe1JfJa1 <Jo</>ot•f. 
Xwp£r yap ul.l.r1r. i;r l;rov<Jtv, ,;pyiar, 
<l>&ovov r.por UIJTWV ul.qi&voV<Jt OVIJµev~. 

The words 6 r.<pt<J<Jwf <Jo<for seem to convey the same unfriendly senti
ment a8 the wor<l 1JodJ11Jr~r. 
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ophon,1 that Sokrat&s considered such a bargnin as nothing less 
than servitude, ro!Jhing: tl1e teal·her of all fret~ elwi<'e as to per~ons 
or proceeding; a11rl that lie H«>'imilate,J tl1e relation between 
teacher and pupil to that behrecn two lovers or two intimate 
friend . .;; "·hieh wa,; tl1orouglily di.-lionore<l, robbed of its <'harm 
and reciprocity, and prenmted from Lring:ing about its legitimate 
reward of attachment and devotion, Ly tlie intenention of money 
payment. However little in harmony with modern ideas, ~uch 
was the conscientious sentiment of Sokrates allll Pfato; who 
therefore consitlcred the name sophi,;ts, dPnoting intellcetual 
celebrity combined \rith an o<lious a",;ociatio11, a..; pre~minently 

suitable to the lea<ling teacher,; for pay. The splendid geuius, 
the lasting influence, and the reiterated pokmics, of Plato, lmve 
stamped it upon the men against whom lie \not~ as if it were 
their recognized, legitimate, and peculiar de~ignation: though it 
is certain, that if; iu the middle of tlie Pelopo11ne>ian war, any 
Atheuian had been a~ketl, "'Vho are the principal sopliist8 in 
your city?" he woulll have named Sokrates a:no11g the first; for 

1 Xenoph. Memor. i, 2. G. In nnothcr pnssagr, the sop!ii"t Antiphon 
whether this is the celehrated ,\11tipho11 of the rlcmc Ith:unnm, !; uncertain; 
the commentators Jenn to the ncµ:ati1'e - is rlescrilied us eonYcrsi11g with 
Sokrate.... , an<l s:lying that Sok rate., of ronrsc lnnst i1nng-iuc his o·.vn eonvcr~ 
sation to be worth 11othing, since he asked no prite from his scholars. To 
wbieh Sokrates replies: 

T,Q 'Avn<fJWv, r.ap' i;µiv ro,ui;eTat, Tl;v C1pav /(al n)v ao¢i.av O/i.Dic.Jr µfv 
Kal.Ov, Oµoiwr c5f aia;n>Ov, tY1aTif!Ea{}al £} 1.'at. Thv re yelp Wpm', iill' µiv ru; 

llpyvplov tr(,)ltfi T<fJ (3ovAo,ut v~.1, rrUp1:ov alrrOv U1ioKaAo-i·atv· ftL1 1 Vi Tlf, Ov Uv yvi:J 
xa,.Ov re KU.ya&<lv tpauri}v Uvra, 1oi'rov ¢i),ov lav-ri;J r.ol~Tal, uWcj>pova vopl
(oµev. Kai T '1 v (] 0 ¢ i av waavTwr Tvvr µi:v ,; p y v pi 0 v Ti;; (3 u v A0 µiv,,, 
1i'CJil.oiivrar, rro¢>trrrUr cJrr7rep rr6pvo1·r U7ioKaJ.oVaLv· OaTLf oe, 
Ov civ yv~j eVcpvii, UvTa, <)u!UaKwv 5, Tl Uv f:rv liyw90v, <jJli,ov 1iotcl1at, roVrov 
voµl~oµev, Uri;J KaA.i;j 1drya{}(j rroAlry rrpoai;1i.et, ra1j1a noulv (Xenoph. l\Ie
mor. i, 6, 13). 

As an evidence of the manners and sentiment of the ugc, thi,; passage is 
extremely remarkahle. Yariom parts of the oration of }Esehines ngainst 
Timardrns, anrl the Sympo,;ion of Plato, pp. 21 i, 218, both rcccirn and 
give light to it. 

Amon,!(' the nnmt•rons P'l'''wes in which l'lato exprc.-scs his dislike and 
contempt of teacl1ing fur monl'y, see his Sophiste;;, c. 9, p. 22.3. l'lato, 
indeed, thought that it was unworthy of a virtuons man to accept salary for 
the discharge of any public duty: see the Republic, i, 19, p. 347. 

VOL. VIII. 23oc. 
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Sokrates was at once eminent as an intellectual teacher and per
sonally unpopular, not because he received pay, but on other 
grountls, which will be hereafter noticed: and this was the precise 
combination of qualities which the genei·al public naturally ex
pressed by a sophist. l\Ioreovcr, Plato not only stole the name 
out of general circulation, in order to fasten it specially upon his 
opponent~, the paid teachers, but also connected with it express 
discreditable attributes, which formed no part of its primitive 
and recognized meaning, and were altogether distinct from, 
though grafted upon, the vague sentiment of di~like a,;sociatcd 
"·ith it. Aristotle, following the example of his master, gave to 
the word sophi~t a definition substantially the same as that which 
it bears in the modern languages: I "an impo~trous pretender to 
knowledge; a man who employs what he knows to be fallacy, 
for the purpose of deceit and of getting money." And he did 

• 	 this at a time when he himself, with his estimable contemporary 
Isokrates, were considered at Athens to come under the designa
tion of sophists, and were called so by every one who disliked 
either their profession or their persons.'l 

Great tl1i11kers and writers, like Plato and Aristotle, have full 
right to define and employ 'rnrds in a sense of their own, pro
vided they give due notice. But it is essential that the reader 

1 Aristot. Uhctoric. i, l, 4; where he explains the sophist to be a person 
who has the s:lme powers as the clialectician, but abuses them for a bad 
purpose: ii yup <JO<jil<JrtKi;, OVK {v Ty OVVCt/LU, ui,;i: i-v T1i rrpoatpfoet •••• 'EKet 
tie, CJO<jit<JTr;r µ£v, Karil rr;v rrpoaipECill', oiaJ,fKTlKur ell:, OU KaTCL ri;v rrpoa[pE<1lV 
al.I.ti. Karii. TiiV clvvaµtv. Again, in the first chapter of the treatise de So
phisticis Elenc·his : 0 <JOr/>l<JTi;r. XPTJ/laTlCJTi';~ ttrril qiatVO/J.t'V1/r <JO<fiiar, aAA' OVK 
oiHrl]~, etc. 

• Hespecting hokrates, sec his Orat. xv, De Pcrmutatione, wherein it is 
evi>tlent that he was not only ranked as a sophist by others, but also consid· 
ered himself as such, though the appellation was one which he did not like. 
He considers himself as st1d1, as well as Gorgias: ol KaAovµevot <Jo<fitarai; 

sects. 166, 169, 21:3, 231. 
Hespccting Aristotle, we have only to read not merely the passage of 

Timon cite<! in a previous note, but also the bitter slancler of Timreus 
(Frag:. iO. ed. Ihlot, l'olyliins, xii, 8 ), who culled him <Jo qi t <Jr i'J v 61f1 t
µ a{} ii IC al /1l"1/ TO v v7r ap x0 v Ta' Kat TO r.ol,VTl/l1/TUV larpflov 
Uprir..J{ U:rrOKf'Kl,,flliOTa, rrpO, ve roVTOlf, elt; ?TUcrav aVl,,1/v Ka'i O'Kfjvr;v fµ71tTiTj0'fj· 
11.ora· 'lfpor ol:, yaarpiµapyol', b.paprvr17v, trrt <Jroµa qiepoµevov tv 'lfii.<Jt. ' 
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sl10uld keep in mind the consequences of such cliange, and not 
mistake a word used in a new sen8e for a new fact or phenome
non. The age with \Yhich we are now dealing, the last half of 
the fifth century n.c., is commonly distinguished in the history 
of philosophy a» the age of 8okrates and the sophists. The 
sophists are spoken of as a new class of men, or sometimes in 
language which implies a new doctrinal sect, or school, as if they 
then sprang up in Greece for the first time; ostentatious imposter$, 
flattering and duping the rich youth for their own personal gain; 
unrformining the morality of Athens, public and private, and 
encouraging their pupils to the unscrupulous prosecution of 
::ui1bition and cupidity. They are even affirmed to have succeed
ed in conupting the general morality, so that Athens had become 
miserably degenerated and vicious in the latter years of the 
Peloponne$ian war, as compared with what she was in the time 
of l\Iiltiades nnd Aristeides. Sokrate~, on the contrm·y, is 
usually described as a holy man combating and exposing these 
false prophets, standing up a~ the champion of morality against 
their in~idious artifices.I Now though the appearanec of a man 
so very original as Sokrates was a new fact of unspeakable 
importanec, the appearance of the Fophi,;t~ was no new fact; 
what wa:i new was the peculiar use of an old word, which Plato 
took out of its U:'ual meauing, and fa,;teued upon the eminent pai<l 
teachers of the Sokl'atic age. 

The paid teachers, with whom, under the name of The 
SophiMs, he Lrings Sokrates into controver~y, were Prota~oras 
of Abdem, Gorgias of Leontini, Poh1:i of Agrigentum, IIippias 
of Elis, Prodiku;; of Keos, Thrasyrnaehus of Clialkedon, Euthy
demus and Di011ysodoru;; of Chios; to whom Xenophon add~ 
Antiphon of Athens. These men - whom modern writers set 
down as the sophists, and denounce as the moral pestilence 
of their age - were not distinguished in any marked or generic 
way from their predecessors. Their vocation was to train up 

1 In the g;enernl point of YiPw here 'lescrihe1l, the sophists arc presC'ntcd 
by llitter, Gcsrhichte dcr Uriech. Philosophic, \'Ol. i, book YL dwps. 1-3, p. 
5i7, sry, 629, S<·'I·; i>y 1Jra11rlis, (icsch. dcr Gr. Riim. l'hilos. sects. lxxxh·
lxxxvii, vol. i, p. 516 0 ""'!·; liy Zeller, Gcschichtc dcr l'hilosoph. ii, pp. G5, 

69, 165, etc.; and, indeed, by almost all who trea.t of the sophi.>t.~. 
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youth for the duties, the pursuits, and the succe;;ses, of active 
life, both pri rnte and public. Others had done this before ; but 
these teachers brought to the ta,;k a larger range of knowledge 
with a greater multiplicity of scientific and other topics; not 
only more impre~sive powers of cornpo,ition and ~pced1, ~ening 
as a personal example to the pupil, but also a comprehension of 
the elements of good speaking, so a;; to be able to give him 
precepts conducive to th:>.t accomplishment ; 1 a co1h;itleraLle 
treasure of accumulatetl thought on moral and political ~ubject~, 
calculated to make their eonver~ation very instructive, and 
di:;cour::e ready prepared, on general heads or co;,zmon pfaccs, 

for thei1· pupils to learn Ly heart.~ Dut thi,-, though a very 
important extension, was nothing more than an extension, diffor
ing merely in dt•grce of that which Damon and otl1ers hatl done 
before them. It. arose from the incrca:'ed demallll ,,·hid1 hml 
grown up among the Athenian youth, fol' a larger rnea;:ure of 
education and other accompli,;l1111ents; from an elevation in the 
standard of what was required from every man \rho a:<pired lo 

occupy a place in the eyes of his fellow-citizens. Protagoras, 
Gorgia~, and the rest, supplied this demand with an ability and 
success unknown before theil' time; hence tl11~y gained a dis
tinction sud1 a:0 none of thci!' pre<lece~~or;; hatl ul!ained, were 
prized all over Greece, trarelletl from city to city with general 
admiration, and obtained con,;iderable pay. \Yhile such succes8, 
among men pel'wnally strangel's to them, attest~ unequivocally 
their talent and perwnal dignity, of course it aLo laid them 
open to int!'eased jealou;;y, :1s well from inferior teachers as from 
the lovers of ignorance generally: such jealousy manifesting 
it:::elf, as I have before explained, by a greater readiness to 
stamp them with the obnoxious tille of sophists. 

The hostility of l'lato against these teachers, - for it is he, 
and not Sokrates, who was peculiarly hostile to them, as may be 
seen by the absence of any such mailed antithesis in the 
l\Iemorabilia of Xenophon, - may be explained without at all 
supposing in them that corruption which modern writers have 
been so ready not only to admit but to magnify. It arose from 

1 Curnparc Iwkrnte>, Orat. xiii, cont. Sophi,;tas, sects. 19-21. 
• Aristot. Sophi,;t. Eknch. c. 3.'l; Cicero, Brnt. c. 12. 
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the radical difference between his point of' view and theirs. He 
was a great reformer and theorist; they undertook to qualify 
young men for doing thernseh'es ~redit, and rendering service to 
others, in active Athenian life. Not only is there room for the 
concurrent operation of' both these veins of thought and action, 
in every progressive rnciety, but the intellectual outfit of the 
society can ne,·er be complete without the one as well as the 
other. It was the glory of Athens that both were there ade
quately represented, at the period which we have now reached. 
"\Yhoever peruses Plato's immortal work, "The Republic," will 
see that he dissented from soeiety, both 'democratical and oli
garchical, on some of the most fundamental points of public and 
private morality; and throughout most of l1is dialogues his 
quarrel is not less with the statesmen, past as well as present, 
than with the paid teachers of Athens. Besides this ardent 
desire for radical reform of' the state, on principles of his own, 
distinct from every recognized political party or creed, Plato was 
also unrivalled as a speculative genius and as a dialectician; 
both which capacities he put forth, to amplify and illustrate the 
ethical theory and method first struck out by Sokrates, as well 
as to establish comprehensive generalities of his own. 

Now his reforming, as well as his theorizing tendencies, 
brought liim into polemical controversy with all the leading 
agents by whom the business of practical life at Athens was 
carried on. In so far as Protagoras or Gorgias talked the 
language of theory, they were doubtle;;s much interior to Plato, 
nor would their doctrines be likely to lwld against his acute 
dialectics. But it \Yas neither their duty, nor their engagement, 
to reform the state, or discover and vindicate the be:'t theory on 
ethics. They professed to qualify young Athenians for an active 
and honorable lifo, private as well as puL!ic, in Athf'lls, or in any 
other given city ; they taught them "to tliiuk, speak, and act," 
in Athens; they of course al'ceplc<l, as the basis of their teaching, 
that type of charactt~r which e.,timable men exhibited and which 
the public approved, in Atlw11s; not undertaking to recast the 
type, but to arm it with new capacities and adorn it with fresh 
accomplishments. Tlieir direct business was with ethical precept, 
not with etliical tlieory ; all that was required of them, as to the 
latter, was, that their theory should be sufficiently sound to lead 
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to such practical precepts as were accounted virtuous by the 
most eotimable ~ociety in Atliens. It ought never to be forgotten, 
that those who taught for active life were bound, by the very 
conditions of their profession, to adapt themselves to the place 
and the society as it stood. \'{ith the theorist Plato, not only 
there was no such obligation, but the grandeur and instructive
ness of his speculatio~s were realized 01~ly by his departing from 
it, and placing himself on a loftier pinnacle of vision; and he 
him~elft not only admits, but even exaggerate.;, the unfitness and 
repugnance of men, taught in his school, for practi'cal life and 
duties. 

To understand the essential difference between the practical 
and the theoretical point of view, we need only look to Isokrates, 
the pupil of Gorgias, and himself a sophist. Though not a man 
of commanding abilities, lookrate;;; was one of the most cstimal>le 
men of Grecian antiquity. Ile taught for money; and taught 
young men to "think, speak, and act," all with a view to an hon
orable life of active citizen"hip; not concealing his marked dis
paragement 2 of speculative study and debate, such as the dialogues 

1 See a striking pas>age in Plato, Thcx.tct. c. 24, pp. 173, 174. 
• Isokrnte<, Omt. v (:111. Philip.). sect. 14; Orat. x (Enc. He!.), sect. 2; 

Orat. xiii (ndv. f:ophist.), sect. 9 (compare Hcinrlorf's note nrl l'laton. Emhy
dcm. sect. 79); Orat. xii (Panath.). sect. 126; Orat. xv (Perm.). scet. 90. 

lsokrntes, in the beginning of his Ornt. x, Eneom. Helenm, censures all the 
speculative teachers; first, Antisthencs and Plato (without naming them, 
but identifying them sntfieiently by their doctrines; next, Protagoras, Gor
gias, ~folissus, Zeno, etc., hy name, as having wasted their time anrl teach
ing on fruitless paradox and controversy. He insists upon the necessity of 
teaching with a view to politieal life and to the course of actual public events, 
aba11doning these useless studies (sect. 6). 

It is remarkable that what hokrates recommends is just what Protagoras 
and Gorgias are represented as actually doing- each doubtless in his own 
way - in the dialogues of Plato, who censures them for being too practical; 
while Isokrates, commenting on them from various publications which they 
left, treats them only as teachers of u>eless speculations. 

In the Orntion De l'crmutatione, composed when he was eighty-two years 
of age (sect. 10, the orations ahove cited are earlier compositions, especially 
Orat. xiii, against the sophists, see se,·t. 206 ), Isokmtcs stands upon the de
fensive, nnd vindicates his profession a,g,inst manifold a>persions. It is a 
most interesting oration, as a defence of the educators of Athens generally, 
and would serve perfectly well as a vindication of the teaching of Protagoras, 
Gorgias, Hippia;;, etc., against the reproaches of Plato. 
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of Plato and the dialectic exercises generally. Ile <lefends his 
profession much in the same way as his ma6ter Gorgias, or Pro
tagoras, would have defen<led it, if we had before us vindications 
from their pens. Iwkrates at Athens, and Quintilian, a man 
equally estimable at Rome, are, in their general type of character 
and professional duty, the fair counterpart of those whom Plato 
arraigns as the sophists. 

We know these latter chiefly from the evidence of Plato, their 
pronounced enemy; yet. even his evi<lence, when construed can
didly and taken as a whole, will not be found to justify the 
charges of corrupt and immoral teaching, impostrous pretence of 

This oration should be read, if only to get at the genuine Athenian sense 
of the word sophists, as distinguished from the technical sense which I>lato 
and Aristotle fasten upon it. The word is here used in its largest sense, as 
distinguished from l01&iratr (sect. 159): it meant, literary men or philoso
phers generally, but especially the professional teachers : it carried, however, 
an obnoxious sense, and was therefore used as little as possible by them
selves; as much as possible by those who disliked them. 

Isokrates, though he does not willingly call himself hy this unpleasant 
name, yet is obliged to acknowledge himself unreservedly ns one of the pro
fession, in the same category as Gorgias (sects. 165, 179, 211, 213, 231, 256 ), 
and defends the general body as well as himself; distinguishing himself of 
course from the bad members of the profession, those who pretended to be 
sophists, but devoted themselves to something different in reality (sect. 230). 

This professional teaching, and the teachers, are signified indiscriminately 
by these words: ol uo<juu•ai - ol rrepi TlJV <j>t'Aoaol/Jiav otaTpi(3ovur: - TlJV 
</Jt'Aoao<j>iav UVtKt.Jf owf3ef31.1JµEv1JV (sects.44, 157, 159, 179, 211, 217, 219)
ii Twv 'Aoyt.Jv rrauleia - &Twv /,oyt.Jv 11e).fr1J - &<j>t'Aouo'f>Ea - &Ti}> <j>povfiarnr 
U<lK1jfJtr;-T'i/r lµ1Jr, el Te {3ov'Aeat'fe Kail.t'ii' ovvaµet.Jr, tire </JtAOfJOl/>iar. eiTe Ota
Tpt/3i}r: (sects. 53, 187, 189, 193, 196). All these expressions mean the same 
process of training; that is, general mental training as opposed to bodily 
(sects. 194, 199), and intended to cultirnte the powers of thought, speech, 
nnd action: rrpor; TO Uyeiv /((Ll </Jpovelv - TOV <Jipovelv ev Kai 'Aiyetv - TO 
Atyeiv Kai r.purre1v (sects. 221, 261, 285, 296, 330). 

Isokrates does not admit any such distinction between the philosopher 
and dialcctician on the one side, and the sophist on the other, as Plato 
nnd Ari5totle contend for. He does not like dialectical exercises: yet he 
admits them to be useful for youth, as a part of intellectual training, on con
dition that all such speculations shall be dropped, when the youth come into 
active life (sects. 280, 287). 

This is. the same language ns that of Kallikles in the Gorgias of l'lato, 
c. 40, p. 484. 

http:ovva�et.Jr
http:sects.44
http:UVtKt.Jf
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knowledge, etc., which the modern historians pour forth in loud 
chorus against them. I know few characters in history who have 
been so hardly dealt with as these so-cH.lled sophists. They bear 
the penalty of their name, in its modern sense ; a misleading 
a:;sociation, from which few modern writers take pains to eman
cipate either themseh·es or their readers, though the English or 
French ''"ord sophist is absolutely inapplicahle to Protagoras or 
Gorgias, who ought to be called rather "professors, or puhlic 
teachers." It is really surpri~ing to read the expositions prefixed 
by learned men like Stallbaum and others, to the Platonic dialogues 
entitled Protagoras, Gorgias, Euthydemus, The:.etetus, etc., where 
!'Jato introduces Sokrates either in personal rontrover~y with one 
or other of these sophists, or as canvassing their opinions. 'Ve 
continually read from the pen of the expositor, such remarks as 
these: "Mark, how Plato puts clown the shallow and worthless 
sophist;" the obvious reflection, that it is Plato himself who plays 
both games on the chess-board, being altogether overlooked. 
And again : "This or that argument, placed in the mouth of 
Sokrates, is not to Le regarded as the real opinion of Plato: he 
only takes it up and enforces it at this moment, in order to puzzle 
and humiliate an ostentatious pretender ;"1 a remark which con-

s,al!baum, Prolcg. ad l'latou. l'rotagor. p. 23: "Hoc vcro ejus judicio 
ita utitur Socrates, ut cum dchinc dialccticft suhtilitate in summam consilii 
inopiam coujieiat. Colligit cnim inde satis captiose rebus ita comparatis jus
titiam, quippe qure a sanctitate dfrerrn sit, plane nihil sanctitatis habituram, 
ac Yieissim sanctitati nihil fore commune cum justiti:l. Hespondct quidcm 
ad hruc Protagoras, justitiam ac sanctitatcm non per omni a sibi similes esse, 
uec tamcn ctiam prorsus dissimiles Yidcri. Scd ctsi verissima est luec ejus 
sententia, tamPn comparatione i!h\ a partibus,faciei repctitii, infraudem induc
tus, ct quid sit, in quo omnis virtutis natura contineatur, ignarus, sese ex 
his difficultatilms adeo non potest expedirc," etc. 

Again, p. 24: '' ltaque Socrates, missa hujus rei dispntatione, repente ad 
alia pro,7J'(ditur, seilicct similihus laqueis lwminem deinceps denllO irretiturus." 
...... "Kemini facile obscurum erit, hoc quoque loco, Protagoram ar,qutis 
co11clusiunculis doludi atque callide co permoveri," etc••.••.• p. 25: "Quanq mun 
ucmo erit, r1uin vidcat ca/Zide deludi Protagoram," etc..•.•.. p. 34:" Quod si 
autem ca, qu::e in Protagora Sophistre l'idendi causit e vulgi atque sophista· 
rnm ratione di,putantur, in GorgiJ. ex ipsius philosophi mcnte et sententiil. 
vel brcvius proponuntur nl copiosius disputantur," etc. 

Compare similar observations of Stallbaum, in his Prolegom. ad Theretet. 
pp. 12, 22; ad Menon. p. 16; ad Euthydemum, pp. 26, 30; ad Lachetem, 
p. 11; ad Lysi<lem, pp. 79, 80, 87; ad Hippiam Major. pp. 154-156. 
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verts Plato into an insincere disputant, and a sophist in the mod
. em sense, at the very moment when the commentator is extolling 
his pure and lofty morality as an antidote against the alleged 
corruption of Gorgias and Protagoras. 

Plato has devoted a long and interesting dialogue to the 
inquiry, What is a sophist ?1 and it is curious to observe that the 
definition which he at last brings out suits Sokrates himself, 
intellectually speaking, better than any one else whom we know. 
Cicero defines the sophist to be one who pursues philosophy for 
the sake of ostentation or of gain ;2 which, if it is to be held as a 
reproach, will certainly bear hard upon the great body of modern 
teachers, who are determined to embrace their profession and to 
discharge its important duties, like other professional men, by the 
prospect either of deriving an income or of making a figure in it, 
or both, whether they ha,·e any peculiar relish for the occupation 
or not. But modern writers, in describing Protagoras or Gorgias, 
whil~ they adopt the sneering language of Plato against teaching 
for pay, low purposes, tricks to get money from the rich, etc., use 
terms which lead the reader to believe that there was something 
in these sophists peculiarly greedy, exorbitant, and truckling; 
something beyond the mere fact of asking and receiving remu
neration. Now not only there is no proof that any of them were 
thus dishonest or exorbitant, but in the case of Protagoras, even 
his enemy Plato furnishes a proof that he was not so. In the 

"Facile apparet Socratcm ar,quttl, qure verbo ipaivea~at inest, dilogid i11ter
loc11torem (Hippiam Sophistam) i11fruudem inducere." •.. .. " Illud quidem pro 
certo et explorato habcmus, non scrio sed ridendi vexandique Sophistre gmtiil 
gravissimam illam senlentiam in dubitationem vocari, ideoque iis conclusinnculis 
labefactari, quas quilibct paulo attcntior facile iutelligat non ad fidem faci· 
endam, sed ad lusurn jocumquc, esse comparatas." 

1 I>lato, Sophistes, c. 52, p. 268. 
2 Cicero, Acadcm. iv, 23. Xenophon, at the close of his treatise De Vena

tione (c. 13), introduces a sharp censure upon the sophists, with very little 
that is speeific or distinct. He accuses them of teaching command and 
artifice of words, instead of communicating useful maxims; of speaking for 
purposes of deceit, or for their own profit, and addressing themselves to rich 
pupils for pay; while the pliilosopher gives his lessons to every one gratui
tously, without distinction of persons. This is the same distinction as that 
taken by Sokrates and Plato, between the sophist and the philosopher: 
compare Xenoph. De Vectigal. v, 4. 

VOL. vm. 16 
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Platonic dialogue termed Protagoras, that sophist is introduced 
as describing the manner in which he proceeded respecting 
i·emuneration from his pupils. "I make no stipulation before
hand: when a pupil parts from me, I ask from him such a sum 
as I think the time and the circumstances warrant ; and I add, 
that if he deems the demand too great, he has only to make up 
his own mind what is the amount of improvement which my com
pany has procured to him, and what sum he considers an equivalent 
for it. I am content to accept the sum so named by himself, only 
requiring him to go into a temple and make oath that it is his 
sincere belief." l It is not easy to imagine a more dignified way 
of dealing than this, nor one which more thoroughly attests an 
honorable reliance on the internal consciousness of the scholar, 
on the grateful sense of improvement realized, which to every 
teacher constitutes a reward hardly inferior to the payment that 
proceeds from it, and which, in the opinion of Sokrates, formed 
the only legitimate reward. Such is not the way in which the 
corruptors of mankind go to work. 

That which stood most prominent in the teaching of Gorgias 
and the other sophists, was, that they cultivated and improved 
the powers of public speaking in their pupils; one of the most 
essential accomplishments to every Athenian of consideration. 
For this, too, they have been denounced by Ritter, Brandis, and 
other learned writers on the history of philosophy, as corrupt and 
immoral. "Teaching their pupils rhetoric (it has been said), they 
only enabled them to second unjust designs, to make the worse 
appear the better reason, and to delude their hearers, by trick . 
and artifice, into false persuasion and show of knowledge without 

1 Plato, Protagoras, c. 16, p. 328, B. Diogenes Lacrtius (ix, 58) says that 
Protagoras demanded one hundred minre as pay : little stres8 is to be laid 
upon such a statement, nor is it possible that he could have had one fixed 
rate of pay. The story told by Aulus Gellius (v, 10) about the suit at law 
between Protagoras and his disciple }~uathlus, is at least amusing and inge· 
nious. Compare the story of the rhetor Skopelianus, in Philostrntns, Vit. 
Sophist. i, 21, 4. 

Isokrates (Or. xv, de Perm. sect. 166) affirms that the gains made by Gm·· 
gias, or by any of the eminent sophists, had never been very high; that they 
had been greatly and maliciously exaggerated; that they were very inferior 
to those of the great dramatic actors (sect. 168). 
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reality. Rhetoric (argues Plato, in the dialogue called Gorgias) 
is no art whatever, but a mere unscientific knack, enslaved to the 
dominant prejudice:<, and nothing better than an impostrous 
parody on the true political art." Now though Aristotle, follow
ing the Platonic vein, calls this power of making the worse 
appear the better reason, " the promise of Protagoras," 1 the 
accusation ought never to be urged as if it bore specially against 
the teachers of the Sokratic age. It is an argument against 
rhetorical teaching generally ; against all the most distinguishecl 
teachers of pupils for active life, throughout the ancient world, 
from Protagoras, Gorgias, Isokrates, etc., down to Quintilian. 
Not only does the argument bear equally ag~inst all, but it was 
actually urged against all. Isokrates2 and Quintilian both defend 
themselves against it: Aristotle replies to it in the beginning of 
his treatise on rhetoric: nor was there ever any man, indeed, 
against whom it was pressed with greater bitterness of calumny 
than Sokrates, by Aristophanes, in his comedy of the " Clouds," 
as well as by other comic composers. Sokrates complains of it in 
his defence before his judges ;3 characterizing such accusations 

1 Aristot. Hhctoric. ii, 26. Hitter (p. 582) and Ilrandis (p. 521) quote very 
unfairly the eYidence of the "Clouds" of Aristophanes, as establishing this 
charge, and that of co1T1tpt teaching generally, against the sophists as a 
body. If Aristophanes is a witness against any one, he is a witness against 
Sokratcs, who is the person singled out for attack in the "Clouds." But 
these authors, not admitting Aristophanes as nn evidence against Sokrates, 
whom he does attack, nevertheless quote him as an evidence against men 
like Protagoras and Gorg-hts, whom he does not attack. 

2 lsokrates, Or. xv, (De Permut.) sect. 16, vi!v il€ Aiyet µev (the accuser) 
C:,f {yi:J TOVf: ~TTOVf: AoyOVf: KpttTTOVf: OUVaµat 7r0tetV, CtC. 

lbi<l. sect. 32. rre1pumi µe rltapuV.etv, wr; ilta<fn9etp(,) TOV!; Vt(,)TEpovr;, .il.e
yetv OuJUaKCJV Kat r.apU. TO ciiKawv ev TOZ{; UyWat rrA.eoveK'itlv, etc. 

Again, sects. 59, 65, 95, 98. 187 (where he represents himself, like Sokrates 
in his Defence, as vindicating philosophy generally against the accusation 
of corrupting youth), 233, 256. 

3 Plato, Sok. Apolog. c. IO, p. 23, D. Ta Kara 7rUVT(,)V ri:Jv 4nliouorpovvT(,)V 
rrpo;r,etpa ravra ltiyovcuv, 5,., TU µerfopa Kat Tel v:ro yi°Jr, Ka~ t9eovr; µ~ voµi· 
(ew, Kai Tilv ~TT(,) l.ayov Kpei TT(,) r.oteiv (clt1J,ia1<w ). Compare a similar 
expression in Xenophon, l\lemorab. i, 2, 31. TO 1rn1vi; Tolr; rpi/..ouotf>otr; vr.o Twv 
r.olilii:Jv hrir1µwµevov, Ne. 

The same unfairness, in m11king tbis point tell against the sophists exclu
sively, is to be found in ·westermann, Geschichte der Griech. Beredsamkeit, 
sects. ao, 64. 
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in their true point of view, as being" the stock reproaches against 
all who pursue philosophy." They are indeed only one of the 
manifestations, ever varying in form though the same in spirit, 
of the antipathy of ignorance against dissenting innovation or 
superior mental accomplishments; which antipathy, intellectual 
men themselves, when it happens to make on their side in a 
controversy, are but too ready to invoke. Considering that we 
have here the materials of defence, as well as of attack, supplied 
by Sokrates and Plato, it might have been expected that modern 
writers would have refrained from employing such an argument 
to discredit Gorgias or Protagoras; the rather, as they have 
before their eyes, in all the countries of modern Europe, the 
profossion of lawyers and advocates, who lend their powerful 
eloquence without distinction to the cause of justice or injustice, 
and "·ho, far from being regarded as the corrupters of society, are 
usually looked upon, for that very reason among others, as indis
pensable auxiliaries to a just administration of law. 

Though writing was less the business of these sophists than 
personal teaching, several of them published treatises. Thrasy
machus and Theodorus both set forth written precepts on the art 
of rhetoric ;I precepts which have not descended to m;, but which 
appear to have been narrow and special, bearing directly upon 
practice, and relating chiefly to the proper component parts of an 
oration. To Aristotle, who had attained that large and compre
hensive view of the theory of rhetoric which still remains to 
instruct us in his splendid treatise, the views of Thrasymachus 
appeared unimportant, serving to him only as hints and mate
rials. But their effect must have been very different when they 
first appeared, and when young men were first enabled to analyze 
the parts of an harangue, to understand the dependence of one 
upon the other, and call them by their appropriate names ; all 
illustrated, let us recollect, by oral exposition on the part of the 
master, which was the most impressive portion of the whole. 

Prodikus, again, published one or more treatises intended to 

1 See the last chapter of Aristotle De Sophisticis Elcnchis. Ile notices 
these early rhetorical teachers, al,o, in various parts of the treatise on 
rhetoric. 

Quintilian, however, still thought the precepts of Thcodorus and Thrasy· 
machus worthy of his attention (Inst. Orat. iii, 3 ). 
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elucidate the ambiguities of words, and to point out the different 
significations of terms apparently, but not really, equira1ent. 
For this Plato often ridicules him. and the modern hi,;torians of 
philosophy generally think it right to adopt the same tone. 
"Whether the execution of the work was at all adequate to its 
purpose, we ham no means of judging; but assuredly the pur
pose was one preeminently calculated to :iid Grecian thinkers 
and dialecticians ; for no man can study their philosophy without 
seeing how lamentably they were lrnmpered by enslavement to 
the popular phraseology, and by inferences founded on mere 
verbal analogy. At a time when neither dictionary nor grammar 
existed, a teacher who took care, even punctilious care, in fixing 
the meaning of important words of his discourse, must be con
sidered as guiding the minds of his hearers in a salutary direc-. 
tion; salutary, we may add, even to Plato himself, whose spec
ulations would most certainly have been improved by occasional 
hints from such a mon_itor. 

Protagoras, too, is said to liave been the first who discrimi
nated and gave names to the various modes and forms of address, 
an analysis well calculated to assist his lessons on right speaking:! 
he appears also to have been the first who distinguished the three 
genders of nouns. \Ve hear further of a treatise which he wrote 
on wrestling, or most probably on gymnastics generally, as well 
as a coUection of controversial dialogucs.2 But his most celebrated 
treatise was one entitled "Truth," seemingly on philosophy gen
erally. Of this treatise, we do not even know the general scope 
or purport. In one of his treatises, he confessed his inability to 
satisfy 11imself about the existence of the gods, in these words :3 

"Respecting the gods, I neither know whether they exist, nor 

1 Quintilian, Inst. Orat. iii, 4, I 0; Aristot. Ilhctor. iii, 5. See the passages 
cited in l>reller, Histor. Philos. ch. iv, p. 132, noted, who affirms respecting 
Protagoras: "alia inani grammaticorum principiorum ostentatione novare 
conabatur," which the passages cited do not prove. 

2 Isokrates, Or. x, Encom. Helen. sect. 3 ; Dio~en. Laert. ix, 54. 
3 Diogcn. Lacrt. ix, 51 ; Scxt. Empir. adv. l\fath. ix, 56. ITept µl:v fJewv 

oVK f:t{J elrrelv, nVre d datv, oidJ' (nroiot rtvir den· 7iv?iAU y<'ip rU. Kt.Jli.Vovra 
e!Otvai, i'i re <Lr11/A<JT1/C, /Wt f!11a,r1!c WV 0 {Jioc TOU uvfJporrov. 

I give the wonls partly ~rom Diogenes, p:Htly from Sextus, as I think 
they would be most likely to stand. 
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what are their attributes : the uncertainty of the subject, the 
shortness of human life, and many other causes, debar me from 
this knowledge." That the believing public of Athens were 
seriously indignant at this passage, and that it caused the author 
to be threatened with prosecution, and forced to quit Athens, we 
can perfectly undcrstr.nd ; though there seems no sufficient proof 
of the tale that he was drowned in his outward voyage. But that 
modern historians of philosophy, who consider the pagan gods to 
be fictions, and the religion to be repugnant to any reasonable 
mind, should concur in denouncing Protagoras on this ground as 
a corrupt man, is to me le,;s intelligilile. Xenophane:;,1 and 
probably many other philo,;ophers, had said the same thing before 
him. Nor is it easy to see what a Ruperior man was to do, who 
could not adjust his standard ot' belief to such fictions; or what he 
could say, if he said anything, lee's than the words cited above 
from Protagoras; which appear, as for as we can appreciate 
them, standing without the context, to be a brief mention, in 
modest and circum~pect phrases, of the re~"on why he said noth
ing about the gods, in a treatise where the reader would expect 
to find much upon the snbject.2 Certain it is that in the Platonic 
dialogue, called " Protagoras," that sophist i,; introduced speaking 
about the gods exactly in the manner that any orthodox pagan 

_might naturally adopt. 
The other fragment preserved of Protagoras, relates to his 

view of the cognitive process, and of truth generally. He 
taught, that "l\Ian is the measure of all things; both of that 
which exists, and of that which does not exist:" a doctrine 
canvassed and controverted by Plato, who represents that Pro
tagoras affirmed knowledge to consist in sensation, and consid
ered the sensations of each individual man to be, to him, the 

1 Xcnophancs np. Scxt. Emp. ad1•. ~Iuthcm. vii, 49. 
2 The rntyrienl writer Timon (ap. Sext. Emp. ix. 5i), speaking in very 

respectful terms about Protagoras, notices particularly the guarded lan
guage which he used in this sentence about the gods ; though this precau
tion did not enable him to avoid the necessity of flight. Protagoras spoke:

II U. u av l x "' v 1' v /,,a"~ v t-Tr te t" ei 1/ r · ril µ£v oii ol 
Xpafr:1111u', cl/,/c1l 1'vyi/r lr.tµaiero o¢pa 11~ ovrnr 
I;"'Kparrniiv r.iv<.Jv ..pv;rpov r.orov 'Atcla clvy. 

It would seem, by the last line, as if Protagor~s had survived Sokrat~. 

http:r.iv<.Jv
http:undcrstr.nd
http:GI!F.F.CE
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canon and measure of truth. \Ve know scarce anything of the 
elucidations or limitations with which Protagoras may have 
accompanied his general position: and if even Plato, who had 
good means of knowing them, felt it ungenerous to insult an 
orphan doctrine whose father was recently dead, and could no 
longer defend it,1 much more ought modern author~, who speak 
with mere scraps of evidence Lefore them, to be cautious l1ow 
they heap upon the same doctrine insults much Leyond those 
which Plato recognizes. In so fat· as we can pretend to under
stand the theory, it was certainly not more incorrect than several 
others then afloat, from the Eleatic school and other philoso
phers; while it had the merit of bringing into forcible relief, 
though in an erroneous manner, the essentially relative nature 
of cognition/! relative, not indeed to the sen~itfrc faculty alone, 

1 Pinto, The::etct. 18, p. 164, E. Ovrt iiv, ol11a1, iJ rpi'J.e, eir.ep ye o rrar11p 
TOV iri:pov AOyov l;TJ - u;tldt r.oit'.l..U Uv 1~µV1:e. vi·v 0£ Uprpavov aVrOv Ovra. 
~µdr 1r(IMT:rjl.a1<il;nµtv • ••. UAl.u olj av T 0 2 "l v 0 v v e f; (J 0 fl e v T 0 ii d t • 

«a i o v t 1' e"' aVr<fJ (301:i'Jeiv. 
This theory of Protagoras is <liscussea in the dialogue called Theretetus, 

p. 152, seq., in a long but desultory way. 
See Sextu' Empiric. Pyrrhonic. Hypo!. i, 216-219, et contra Mathemat· . 

icos, vii, 60-64. The explanation whirh Sextus gives of the Protagorean 
doctrine, in the former pa>sage, cannot he derived from the treatise of 
l'rotagoras himself; since he makrs ti'e of the word VA1J in the philosoph· 
iral sense, which was not adopted until the days of Plato and Aristotle. 

It is difficult to make out what l>iogcncs Lai'rtius states about other 
tenets of Protagoras, and to reconcile them with the doctrine of "man 
being the measure of all things," as explainer! hy Plato (Diog. Laert. ix, 
51, 57). 

2 Aristotle (in one of the passnges of his ::lfotaphysicu, wherein he dis· 
cus~es. the Protagorean doctrine, x, i, p. !O:i3, ll.) says that this doctrine 
comes to nothing more than saying, that man, so far as cognizant, or so 
far us percipient, is the measure of all things; in other words, that knowl
edge, or perception, is the measure of all things. This, Aristotle says, is 
trivial, and of no value, though it sounds like something of importance: 
fipwrayopar cl' u.v.Jpwr.ov '/!1/ITt 11"UVi"Wi· eh•fll µi:rpov, Wt17rfp UV el TOV ltrlt1Ti/· 
aovrz ei11"0;v Fi riiv aia.Javoµevov · rovrovr cl' urt l;rov11tv cl µf:v aim'fl]atl' ocle 
lmar~µr/v. aqiaµev clvat µirpa TWV V7r01<Etµfrwv. Ov.Ji:v ell/ A.tywv 7rEplTTOV 
qiaiverat Tt Uye1v. 

It appears to me, that to insist upon the essentially relative nature of 
cognizable truth, was by no means a trivial or unimportant doctrine, as 
Aristotle pronounces it to be; especially when we compare it with the 

http:u.v.Jpwr.ov
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but to that reinforceJ. and guided by the other faculties of man, 
memorial anJ. ratiocinative. And had it been even more incor
rect than it really is, there woulJ. be no warrant for those impu
tations which modern authors build upon it, against the morality 
of Protagoras. Ko such imputations arc countenanced in the 
discus~ion which Plato devotes to the doctrine: indeed, if the 
vindication which he ~els forth against himself on behalf of 
Protagoras be really ascribable to that sophist, it would give an 
exaggerated importance to the distinction between Good and 
Evil, into which the distinction between Truth and Falsehood is 
considered by the Platonic l'rotagoras as resolrnble. The sub
sequent theories of Plato and Aristotle respecting cognition, 
were much more systematic and elaborate, the work of men 
greatly superior in speculative genius to Protagoras: but they 
would not have been what they were, had not Protagoras, as 
well as others gone before them, with suggestions more partial 
and imperfect. 

From Gorgias there remains one short essay, preserved in one 
of the Aristotelian, or Pseudo-Aristotelian treatises,1 on a meta
physical thesis. He professes to demonstrate tlrnt nothing exists; 
that if anything exist, it is unknowaule ; and granting it even to 
exbt and to be knowaule by any one man, he could never com
municate' it to others. The modern historians of philosophy 
here prefer the easier task of denouncing the skepticism of the 

unmeasured conceptions of the objects and methods of scientific research, 
which were so common in the days of Protagoras. 

Compare Metaphysic. iii, 5, pp. 1008, 1009, where it will be seen how 
many other thinkers of that day carried the same doct1ine, seemingly, 
further than Protagoras. 

Protagoras remarked that the observed movements of the heavenly 
bodies did not coincide with that which the astronomers represented them 
to be, and to which they applied their mathematical reasonings. This 
remark was a criticism on the mathematical astronomers of his day
D.ty;rwv roiir yewµirpa~ (Aristot, Mctaph. iii, 2, p, 998, A). V{e know too 
little how far his criticism may have been deserved, to assent to the general 
strictures of Ritter, Gcsch. dcr Phil. vi>l. i, p. 6-3-3. 

1 See the treatise entitled De Mclisso, Xenophane, ct Gorgia in Dekker's 
edition of Aristotle's "'orks, vol, i, p, 979, seq.; also the same treatise, with 
a good preface ancl comments, hy Mullach, p. 62, Sf'J,: compare Sextns 
Emp. adv. Mathcmat. vii, 65, !'7. 
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sophist, instead of performing the <luty incumbent on them of 
explaining his thesis in immediate sequence with the specula
tions which preceded it. In our sense of the words, it is a mon
strous paradox: but construing them in their legitimate filiation 
from the Elcatic philosophers immediately before him, it is a 
plausible, not to say conclusive, deduction from principles which 
they would have acknowledged.I The word existence, as they 
understood it, did not mean phenomenal, but ultra-phenomenal 
existence. Tl1ey looked upon the phenomena of sense as always 
coming and going, as something essentially transitory, fluctuat
ing, incapable of being surely known, and furnishing at best 
grounds only for conjecture. They searched by cogitation for 
what they presumed to be the really existent something or sub
stance - the noumenon, to use a Kantian phrase - lying behind 
or under the phenomena, which noumenon they recognized as 
the only appropriate subject of knowledge. They discussed 
much, as I have before remarked, whether it was one or many; 
noumenon in the singular, or noumena in the plural. Now the 
thesis of Gorgias related to this ultra-phenomenal existence, and 
bore closely upon the arguments of Zeno and l\Ielissus, the 
Eleatic reasoners of his elder contemporaries. He denied that 
any such ultra-phenomenal something, or nournenon, existed, or 
could be known, or could be described. Of this tripartite thesis, 
the first negation was neither more untenable, nor less untenable, 
than that of those philosophers who before him had argued for 
the affirmative: on the two last points, his conclusions were 
neither paradoxical nor improperly skeptical, but perfectly just, 
and have been ratified by the gradual abandonment, either 
avowed or implied, of such ultra-phenomenal researches among 
the major part of philosophers. It may fairly be presumed that 
the;:e doctrines were urged by Gorgias for the purpose of divert
ing his disciples from studies which he considered as unprom
ising and fruitless: just as we shall find his pupil Isokrates 
afterwards enforcing the same view, discouraging speculations of 
this nature, and recommending rhetorical exercise as preparation 

' See the note of l\Iul!ach, on the treatise mentioned in the prec<!ding 
note, p. 72. He shows, that Gorgias followed in the steps of Zerio and 
Melissns. 

VOl-, vur. 16* 24oc. 
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for the duties of an active citizen.I Nor must we forget that 
Sokrates himself discouraged physical speculations even more 
decidedly than either of them. 

If the censures cast upon the alleged skepticism of Gorgias 
and Protagoras are partly without sufficient warrant, partly 
without any warrant at all, much more may the same remark be 
made respecting the graver reproaches heaped upon their teach
ing on the score of immorality 01· corruption. It has been com
mon with recent German historians of philosophy to translate 
from Plato and dress up a nen<l called "Die Sophistik," 
(Sophistic,) whom they assert to liave poisoned and demoralized, 
by corrupt teaching, the Athenian moral character, so that it 
became degenerate at the end of the Peloponnesian war, com
pared with what it had been in the time of JUiltiades and 
Aristeides. 

Now, in the first place, if the abstraction "Die Sophistik" is to 
have any definite meaning, we ought to have proof that the per
sons styled sophists had some doctrines, principles, or method, 
both common to them all and distinguishing them from others. 
But such a supposition is untrue: there were no such common 
doctrines, or principles, or method, belonging to them; even 
the name by which they are known did not belong to them, any 
more than to Sokrates and others; they had nothing in common 
except their profession, as paid teachers, qualifying young men 
"to think, speak, and act," these are the words of Lokrates, and 
better words it would not be easy to find, with credit to themselves 
as c1t1zens. J\Ioreo\·er, such community of profession di<l not at 
that time imply near so much analogy of character as it. does now, 
when the path of teaching has been beaten into a broad and visi
ble high road, with measured distances and stated intervals: Pro
tagoras and Gorgias found predecessors, in<leed, but no binding 
precedents to copy; so that each struck out more or less a road 
of his own. And accordingly, we find Plato, in his dialogue 
called" Protagoras," wherein Protagoras, Prodikus, and Hippias, 
are all introduced, imparting a dist:nct type of character and dis
tinct method to each, not without a strong a<lmixture of reciprocal 
jealousy between them; while Thrasymachus, in the Republic, 

1 Isokrath Pe Pennutatione, Or. u•, s. 287; Xenoph. Memorab. i, I, 14. · 
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and Euthydemus, in the dialogue so called, are ngain painted 
each with colors of his own, different from all the three above 
named. 'Ve have not the leaot reason for presuming that Gor
gias agreed in the opiuion of Prot11gora,;: ".Man is the meai'ure 
of all things;" and we may iiifer, even from Plato Iiimeelf, that 
Protagoras would Lave opposed the views expressed by Thra
symachus in the first book of .the Republic. It i$ impossible 
therefore to predicate anytl1ing concerning <loctrine~, method,,, or 
tendencies, common and peculiar to all the sophists. There were 
none such; nor has the abstract word, "Die Sophistik," any real 
meaning, except such qualities, whatever they may be, as are 
inseparable from the profession or occupation of public teaching. 
And if, at present, every candid critic would be ashamed to cast 
wholesale aspersions on the entire body of professional teachers, 
much more is such censure unbecoming in reference to the an
cient sophists, who were distinguished from each other by 
stronger in di vidual peculiarities. 

If; then, it were true that in the interval between 480 B.c. and 
the end of the Peloponnesian w11r, a great moral deterioration had 
taken place in Athens and in Greece generally, we should have 
to search for some other cause than this imaginary abstraction 
called sophistic. But- and this is the second point- the matter 
of fact here alleged is as untrue, as the cause alleged is unreal. 
Athens, at the close of the Pe!oponnesian war, was not more cor
rupt than Athens in the days of .Miltiades and Aristeitles. Ifwe 
revert to that earlier period, we shall find that scarcely any acts 
of the Athenian people have drawn upon them sharper censure 
-in my judgmei1t, unmerited - than their treatment of these 
very two statesmen; the condemnation of 1\Iiltiades, and the os
tracism of Aristcides. In writing my history of that time, far 
from finding previous historians disposed to give the Athenians 
credit for public virtue, I have been compelled to contend against 
a body of adverse c1 iticism, imputing to them gross ingratitude 
and injustice. Thus the contemporaries of .Miltiades and Aris
teides, when described as matter of present history, are presented 
in anything but flattering colors; except their valor at l\Iarathon 
and Salamis, which finds one unanimous mice of encomium. But 
when these same men have become numbered among the mingled 
recollections and fancies belonging to the past, - when a future 
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generation comes to be present, with its appropriate stock of com
plaint and denunciation,- then it is that men find pleasure in 
dressing up the virtues of the past, as a count in the indictment 
against their own contemporaries. Aristophanes,! writing during 
the Peloponnesian war, denounced the Demos of his day as de
generated from the virtue of that Demos which had surrounded 
Miltiades and Aristeides : while Isokrates,2 writing as an old man, 
between 350-340 B.c., complains in like manner of his own time, 
boasting how much better the state of Athens had been in his 
youth: which period of his youth fell exactly during the life of 
Aristophanes, in the last half of the Peloponnesian war. 

Such illusions ought to impose on no one without. a careful 
comparison of faets; and most as~uredly that comparison will not 
bear out the allegation of increa;;ed corruption and degeneracy, 
between the age of Miltiades and the end of the Peloponnesian 
war. Throughout the whole of Athenian history, there are no 
acts which attest so large a measure of virtue and judgment per
vading the whole people, as the proceedings after the Four Hun
dred and after the Thirty. Nor do I believe that the contempo
raries of Miltiades would have been capable of such heroism; 
for that appellation is by no means too large for the case. I 
doubt whether they would have been competent to the steady 
self-0.euial of retaining a large sum in reserve during the time of 
peace, both prior to the Peloponnesian war and after the Peace 
of Nikias; or of keeping back the reserve fund of one thousand 
talents, while they were forced to pay taxes for the support of 
the war; or of acting upon the prudent, yet painfully trying, 
policy recommended by Periklcs, so as to sustain an annual inva
sion without either going out to fight or purchasing peace by 
ignominious concessions. If Lad acts such as Athens committed 
during'the later years of the war, for example, the massacre of 
the Melian population, were not done equally by the contempo
raries of l\Iiltia<les, this did not arise from any superior humanity 
or principle on their part, but from the fact that they were not 
exposed to the like temptation, brought upon them by the posses
sion of imperial power. The condemnation of the six generals 

1 Aristophan. Equit. 1316-1321. 

' Isokrates, Or. xv, De Pnmntation. s. 170. 
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after the battle of Arginusm, if we suppose the same conduct on 
their part to have occurred in 490 B.c., would have been decreed 
more rapidly and more unceremoniou:,ly than it was actually 
decreed in 406 n.c. For at that earlier date there existed no 
psephism of Kannonus, surrounded by prescriptive respect; no 
graphe paranomon; no such habits of established deference to 
a dikastery solemnly sworn, with full notice to defendants and full 
time of defence measured by the clock ; none of tl1ose securities 
which a long course of democracy had gradually worked into the 
public morality of every Athenian, and which, as we saw in a 
former chapter, interposed a serious barrier to the impulse of the 
moment, though ultimately overthrown by its fierceness. A far 
less violent impulse would have sufficed for the same mischief in 
490 n.c., when no such barriers existed. Lastly, if we want a 
measure of the appreciating sentiment of the Athenian public, 
towards a strict and decorous morality in the narrow sense, in the 
middle of the Peloponnesian war, we have only to consider the 
manner in which they dealt with Nikia$. I have shown, in de
scribing the Sicilian expedition, that the gravest error which the 
Athenians ever committed, that which shipwrecked both their 
armament at Syracuse and their power at home, arose from their 
unmeasured esteem for the respectable and pious Nikias, which 
blinded them to the grossest defects of generalship and public 
conduct. Disastrous as such miajudgment was, it counts at least 
as a proof that the moral corruption alleged to have been operated 
in their characters, is a mere fiction. Nor let it be supposed that 
the nerve and resolution which once animated the combatants of 
l\Iarathon and Salamis, had disappeared in the latter years of 
the Peloponnesian war. On the contrary, the energetic and pro
tracted struggle of Athens, after the irreparable calamity at Syra
cuse, forms a worthy parallel to her resistance in the time of 
Xerxes, and maintained unabated that distinctive attribute which 
Perikles had set forth as the main foundation of her glory, that 
of never giving way before misfortune.I "'\Yithout any disparage
ment to the armament at Salamis, we may remark that the 
patriotism of the fleet at Samos, which rescued Athens from the 

1 Thucyci. ii, 64. /'Vwre o' IJvoµ<t µeyunov avrl;v (rl;v rr6;\tv) l;rovaav lv 
'lrii~tv uvi'fpC:nro1r, dtu ril raZr (vµ¢opaZr µ7/ ei1cttv. 
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Four Hundred, was equally devoted and more intelligent; and 
that tlie burst of effort, which sent a subsequent fleet to victory 
at Arginusre, was to the full as strenuous. 

It~ then, we survey the eighty-seven years of Athenian history, 
between the battle of l\Iarathon and the renovation of the democ
racy after the Thirty, we shall see no ground for the a•sertion, so 
oftrm made, of increased and increasing moral and political cor
ruption. It is my belief that the people had become both morally 
and politically better, and that their democracy had worked to their 
improvement. The remark made by Thucydides, on the occa,;ion 
of the Korkyrrean bloodshed,-on the violeut and reckless political 
antipathies, arising out of the confluence of external warfare with 
internal party-feud,! -wherever else it may find its application, has 
no bearing upon Athens: the proceedings atier the .Four Hundred 
and after the Thirty prove the contrary. And while Athens may 
thus be vindicated on the moral side, it is indisputable that her 
population had acquired a far larger range of ideas and capacities 
than they po:>sessed at the time of the battle of .Marathon. This, 
indeed, is the very matter of fact deplored by Aristophanes, and 
admitted by those writers, who, while denouncing the sophists, 
connect such enlarged range of ideas with the dissemination of 
the pretended sophistical poison. Ii:t my judgment, not only the 
charge against the sophists as poisoners, but even the existence 
of such poison in the Athenian system, deserves nothing less than 
an emphatic denial. 

Let us examine again the names of these professional teachers, 
beginning with Prodikus, one of the most renowned. Who is 
there that has not read the well-known fable called " The Choice 
of Hercules," which is to be found in every book professing to 

1 Thucydides (iii, 82) specifics very distinctly the cnuse to which he 
ascribes the bad consequences which he depicts. He makes no all usion to 
sophists or sophistical teaching; though Brandis ( Gesch. der Gr. Rom. 
l'hilos. i, p. 518, not. f.) drags in" the sophistical spirit of the statesmen of 
that time," as if it were the cause of the mischief, and as if it were to bo 
found in the speeches of Thucydides, i, 76, v, 105. 

There cannot be a more unwarranted assertion; nor can a learned man 
like Brandis be ignorant, that such words as "the sophistical spirit," (Der 
sophistische Geist,) are understood by a modern reader in a sense totally 
different from its true Athenian sense. 
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collect impressive illustrations of elementary morality? Who 
does not know that its express purpose is, to kindle the imagina
tions of youth in fan)r of a life of lahor for nohle objects, and 
against a life of indulgence? It was the favorite theme on which 
Prodikus lectured, and on which he ohtained the largest audi
ence.I If it be of striking simplicity and effect even to a modern 
reader, how much more powerfully must it ha,·e worked upon the 
audience for whose helief it was specially adapted, when set off 
by the oral expansions of its author! Xenophon wondered that 
the Athenian dika>t,; dealt with Sokrates as a corruptor of youth, 
-Isokrates wondered that a portion of the public made the like 
mistake about him, - and I confess my wonder to be not less, 
that not only Aristophane;i.,2 but even the modern writers on 
Grecian philosophy, should rank Prodikus in the same unenvi
ahle catalogue. This is the only composition 3 remaining from 
him; indeed, the only composition remaining from any one of 
the sophists, excep:ing the thesis of Gorgia~, above noticed. It 
served, not merely as a Yindication of Prodikus against such 
reproach, but al~o as a warning against implicit confidence in the 
sarcastic remarks of Plato, - which include Prodikus as well as 
the other sophists, - and in the doctrines which he puts into the 
mouth of the sophists generally, in orde1· that Sokrates may con
fute them. The commonest candor would teach us, that if a 
polemical writer of dialogue chooses to put indefensible doctrine 

1 Xenoph. Memor. ii, I, 21-34. Kai IlpoJucor; Ji! ouo</Jar i·1, ri;J uvyypuµµart 
r<;i rrepl 'HpaKl.iovr, orr e p oT; " al "A. ei u r o t r err t oei K v v rat, iiuavr1Jr; 
1rfpl rJ;r; uperJ;r; lt1r:O<f>aiverat, etc. 

Xenophon here introduces Sokrates himself as bestowing much praise on 
the moral teaching of Prodikus. 

2 See Fragment iii, of the Tay71vu;ral of Aristophanes, Meineke, Frag
ment. Aristoph. p. IJ40. 

3 Xenophon gives only the substance of Prodikus's lecture, not his exact 
words. But he gives what may be called the whole substance, so that we 
can appreciate the scope as well as the hand ling of the author. "\Ve cannot 
say the same of an extract given (in the Pseudo-Platonic Dialogue Axio· 
chus, c. 7, 8) from a lecture said to have been delivered by Prodikus, re
specting the miseries of human life, pervading all the various professions 
and occnpations. It is impo;;sible to make out qistinctly, either how much 
really belongs to Prodikus, or what was his scope and purpose, if any such 
lecture was really delivered. 
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into the mouth of the opponent, we ought to be cautious of con
demning the latter upon such very dubious proof. 

W elcker and other modern authors treat l'rodikus as "the 
most innocent" of the sophists, and except him from the sentence 
which they pass upon the class generally. Let us see, therefore, 
what Plato himself says about the rest of them, and first about 
Protagoras. If it were not the established practice with readers 
of Plato to condemn Protagoras beforehand, and to put upon 
every passage relating to him not only a sense as bad as it will 
bear, but much worse than it will fairly bear, they would prob
ably carry away very different inferences from the Platonic 
dialogue called by that sophist's name, and in which he is made 
to bear a chief part. That dialogue is itself enough to prove that 
Plato did not conceive Protagoras either as a corrupt, or unwor
thy, or incompetent teacher. The course of the dialogue exhibits 
him as not master of the theory of ethics, and unable to solve 
-various difficulties with which that theory is expected to grapple; 
moreover, as no match for Sokrates in dialectics, which Plato con
sidered as the only efficient method of philosophical investigation. 
In so far, therefore, as imperfect acquaintance with the science 
or theory upon which rules of art, or the precepts bearing on 
practice, repose, disqualifies a teacher from giving instruction in 
such art or practice, to that extent Protagoras is exposed as 
wanting. And if an expert. dialectician, like Plato, had passed 
Isokrates or Quintilian, or the large majority of' teachers past or 
present, through a similar cross-examination as to the theory of 
their teaching, an ignorance not less manifest than that of Pro
tagoras would be brought out. The antithesis which Plato sets 
forth, in so many of his dialogues, between precept or practice, 
accompanied by full knowledge of the scientific principles from 
which it must be deduced, if its rectitude be disputed, - and un
scientific practice, without any such power of deduction or de
fence, is one of the most valuable portions of his speculations: 
be exhausts his genius to render it conspicuous in a thousand 
indirect ways, and to shame his readers, if possible, into the 
loftier and more rational walk of thought. But it is one thing to 
say of a man, that he .does not know the theory of what he 
teaches, or of the way in which he teaches; it is another thing to 
aay, that he actually teachei that which scientific theory would 
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not prescribe as the best; it is a thi1"l tliing:, graver than both, to 
say tliat his tcaC'hing is not only below the exig:ence~ of science, 
but even corrupt aIHl <lemoralizing. ?\ow of the.,c three points, 
it is the first only which Plato in his dialogue makes out against 
Protagoras: even the second, he neither afiirms nor insinuates; 
and as to the third, not. only he never glanctes at it, even indirectly, 
but the whole tendency of the discourse suggests· a directly 
contrary conclusion. As if sensiLlc that when an eminent oppo
11ent was to be depicted as puzzled and irritated by superior 
dialectics, it was but common fairness to set forth his distinctive 
merits also, Plato gives a fable, and expository harangue, from 
the mouth of Protagoras,' upon the question whether virtue is 
teachable. This harangue is, in my judgment, very striking and 
instructive; and eo it would have been probably accounted, if 
commentators had not read it with a preestablished persuasion 
that whatever came from the lips of a sophist must be either 
ridiculous or immoraJ.2 It is the only part of Plato's works 
wherein any account is rendered of the growth of that floating, 
uncertified, self-propagating body of opinion, upon which the 
cross-examining analysis of Sokrates is brought to bear, as will 
be seen in the following chapter. 

Protagoras professes to teach his pupil5 "good counsel" in 
their domestic and family relations, as well as how to speak and 
act in the most effective manner for the weal of the city. Since 
this comes from Protagoras, the commentators of Plato pronounce 
it to be miserable morality; but it coincides, almost to the letter, 
with that which Isokrates tlescribes himself as teaching, a gener
ation afterwards, and substantially even with that which Xeno
phon represents Sokrates as teaching ; nor is it easy to set forth, 

1 Plato, Protagoras, p. 320, D. c. 11, et seq., especially p. 322, D, where 
Protagoras lays it down that no man is fit to be a member of a social com· 
mnnity, who has not in his bosom both oi•71 and airlwr, - that is, a sense of 
reciprocal obligation and right Letween himself and others,- and a sensi· 
bility to esteem or reproach from others. He lays these fundamental 
attributes down as what a good ethical theory must assume or exact in 
every mun. 

2 Of the unjust asperity and contempt with which the Platonic commen
tators treat the sophists, see a specimen in Ast, U eber l'latons Leben und 
Schriften, pp. 70, 71, where he comments on Protagoras and this fable, 
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in a few words, a larger scheme of practical duty.1 And if the 
measure of practical duty, which Protagoras devoted himself to 
teach, was thus serious and extensive, even the fraction of theory 

Protagorns says: To de µfdh1,w£ fonv, ev,3ovl.ia Trepi Te TWV oiKelCJV 

IJ7r1Jr; UV uptara TlJV ain-ou oiKiav OtolKOl, Kai r.ep1 TWV T"i/r; Tro;l.wr:, O'lr!J{; T<L 

rig Tro},e1J!: ovvarwraror; eil] 1rnl Tr(JUTTeiv Kai i..iyetv. (Plato, Protagoras, c. 
9, p. 318, E.) 

A similar description of the moral teaching of Protagoras and the other 
sophists, yet comprising a still larger range of duties, towards parents, 
fri~nds. and fellow-citizens in their private capacities, is given in Plato, 
Meno. p. 91, B, E. 

Isokratco describes the education which he wished to convey, almost in 
the same words : Tovi: riJ. roiavra µav&U.vovra~ 1rnt µei..erwvrai: t~ ~v Kai 

T0v iOwv olKov Kat TU. 1cotv(/, T<l T~f; rr6itec.>(" Kall.We; OwtKi}uovatv, Wvrrep lveKa 
Kat Trovriri.ov Kai tp1Aoao:fi11riov Kai m'ivra TrpaKriov fon (Or. xv, Do Per
rnutat. s. 304; compare 289 ). 

Xenophon also describes, almost in the same words, the teaching of 
Sokrates. Kriton aml others sought the society of Sokrates : ovK lva 

01]/11/YOfllKOI i) <llKaJllKOI yivotVTO, UAt.' LVa KaAOt Te Kuya{Jol yevoµevot, Kai 

OlKlfl Kai olKfrair; 1cal olKetot{; Kai </JtAOt!: Kat Tro}.a Kai TrOAtTatr; OVValVTO 

KaAC:ir; xrfJa&at (Memor. i, 2, 48). Again, i, 2, 64: <l>avepoi: ~v -:£1JKPUT1/!: 

TIJV ClJVOVTIJV TOV{; 'lrOV1]piJ.i; bm~uµiai; lxovrar;, TOVTIJV µ'i:v TraVIJV, T" r 
Oe KaAAtcT1]{; Kai 1aya;l.0Tr{'E'lr£1JTUT1j~ uper1g, fl TrOAe<r; 

Te " a I o i" o t e v o I" o v at, 7rpOT(Jtr.1Jv fadfvµeiv. Compare also i, 6, 
15; ii, l, 19; iv, l, 2; iv, 5, 10. 

'Vhcn we perceive how much analogy Xenophon establishes - so far as 
regards practical precept, apart from theory or method- between Sokrates, 
Protagoras, Prodikus, etc., it is difficult to justify the representations of tho 
commentators respecting the sophists; see Stallbaum, Pro!eg. ad Platon 
Menon. p. 8. " Etcnim virtutis nomen, cum proptcr ambitO.s magnitudi
nem valde esset ambiguum et obscurum, sophistre interpretabantnr sic, nt, 
miss:\. verre honestatis et probitatis vi, unice de prudenti,l civili ac domes
tid cogitari vcllcnt, eoque rnodo totam virtntcm ad callidum quoddam 
utilitatis vel privatim vel, pub/ice consequend<e artificiwn revocarent." .... " Per
vi1lit hanc opinionis istius perversitatem, ejusque turpitudinem intimo sensit 
pectore, vir sanctissimi animi, Socrates, etc.'' Stallbanm speaks to the 
same purpose in his Prolegomena to the Protagoras, pp. IO, 11 ; and to the 
Enthydemus, pp. 21, 22. 

Those who, like these censors on the sophists, think it base to recommend 
virtuous conduct by the mutual security and comfort which it procures to 
all partie~, must l e prepared to condemn on the same ground a large 
portion of what is said by Sokratcs throughout the Memorabilia of Xeno
phon, Ml/ KaTatppovet TWV olKovoµtKWV uvopwv, etc. (iii, 4, 12); see also his 
<Economic. xi, 10. 

http:Trovriri.ov
http:Tro;l.wr
http:ev,3ovl.ia
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' 
assigned to him in hi;; harangue, includes some points bP.tter than 
that of Plato himself. For Plato seems to have conceived the 
ethical end, to each individual, as compri~ing nothing more than 
his own permanent happiness and moral health ; and in this 
very dialogue, he introduces Sokrates as maintaining virtue to 
consist only in a right calculation of a man's own personal happi
ness and misery. But here we find Protagoras speaking in a 
way which implies a larger, and, in my opinion, a juster, appreci
ation of the ethical end, as including not only reference to a 
man's own happiness, but also obligations towards the happiness 
of others. \Vithout at all agreeing in the harsh terms of censure 
which variou;; critics pronounce upon that theory which Sokrates 
is made to set forth in the Platonic Protagoras, I consider his 
conception of the ethical end essentially narrow and imperfect, 
not capable of being made to serve as basis for deduction of the 
best ethical precepts. Yet such is the pr,ejudice with which the 
history of the sophists has been written, that the commentators 
on Plato accuse the sophists of" having originated what they 
ignorantly term, "the base theory of utility," here propounded 
Ly Sukrates himself; complimenting the latter on having set 
forth those larger views which in this dialogue belong only to 
Protagoras.I 

1 Stallbaum, Prolegomena ad PL1tonis Mcnoncm, p. 9: "Etenim sophistre, 
quum virtutis cxercitationcm ct ad utilitates cxtcrnas referent. et facultate 
qnadam atquc consuctudine ejU:s, quod utile vidcrctur, repericndi, absolvi 
statucrent, - Socrates ipsc, rejectli utilitatis turpitudine, vim naturamque 
virtntis unice ad hi quod bonum honcstumque est, rerncavit; voluitqne 
esse in co, ut quis recti bonique sensu ac scientiii polleret, ad quam tanquam 
ad certissimam normam utque rcgulam aetiones suas omncs dirigeret 
atque poneret." 

'Vhoever will compare this critici.>m witli the Protagoras of Plato, c. 36, 
37, especially p. 357, B, wherein Sokratcs identifies good with pleasure and 
evil with pain, and wherein he considers right conduct to consist in justly 
calculating the items of pleasure and pain one ag-aiust the other, ii µerpTJ· 
TtK~ ri:r.vTJ·, will be astonished how a critic on Plato could write what is 
above cited. I am awnre that there are other parts of J>Juto's dialogues in 
which he maintains a doctrine different from that just allndcd to. Accord
ingly, Stallhaum (in his Prolegomena to the Protagoras, p. 30) contends 
that Plato is here setting forth a doctrine not his own, but is reasoning on 
the principles of Protagoms, for the purpose of entrapping and confound· 
ing him: "Qure hie de fortitudine disseruntur, ea item cavendum est ne 
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So far as concerns Protagoras, therefore, the evidence of Plato 
himself may ue produced to show that he was not a corrupt teacher, 
but a worthy companion of l'rodikus; worthy also of that which 
we know him to have enjoyed, the society and conversation of 
Perikles. Let us now examine what l'lato says about a thiru 
sophist, Ilippias of Elis; who figures both in the dialogue called 
" Protagora~," and in two distinct dialogues known by the titles 
of " Hippias l\lajor and l\linor." Ilippias is represented as dis
tinguished for the wide range of his accomplishments, of which in 
these dialogues he ostentatiously boasts. Ile could teach astron
omy, geometry, and ai·ithmetic, which subjects Protagoras cen
sured him for enforcing too much upon his pupils; so lit.tie did 
these sophists agree in any one scheme of doctrine or education. 
Besides this, he was a poet, a musician, an expositor of the poets, 
and a lecturer with a large stock of composed matter,-on sub

--~-- ---~--~ 

protenus pro decretis merc•Ptatouids habcantur. Disputat enim Socrates 
pleraque omuia ad mentem ipsius Protagorre, ita quiclcm ut eum per suam 
ipsius rationem in fraudem ct errorcm inducat." 

I am happy to be able to vindicate Pinto against the disgrace of so dis
honest a spirit of argumentation as that which Stallbaum ascribes to him. 
Plato most certainly docs not rea,.;on here upon the doctrines or prineiples 
of Protagoras; for the latter begins by positively denying the doctrine, and 
is only brought to admit it in a very qualified manner, c. 35, p. 351, D. 
He says, in reply to the question of Sokrates: OvK oicla urrAw> ovrwi;, <Ji; criJ 
fpw;(ii;, el tµoi tirroKptriov icrriv, c:i, Ta f1cli:a Te uyai'Ju icrrtv {,;ravra Kai TU 
uviapil. KaKu· uAAU µot OOKtZ ov µ6vov rrpoi; T~V vvv urr6Kptcrtv iµol ucr<j>aAfo
upov elvat urroKpivaui'Jai, u A A i1. Ka I rr poi; rr u v r a r ov aAAo v f3 i ov 
TOV t µ oi', OTl tcrrl µl:v aTWV i}r5iwv OVK tcrnv uya&il. forl oe av Kai a ;wv 
~viap~v OVK fort 1caKa, icrrl oe a fort, Kai rpiTOV aovcliTepa, oiJre KaKU. OVT' 
uya&a. 

There is something peculiarly striking in this appeal of Protagoras to 
his whole past life, as rendering it impossible for him to admit what he 
evidently looked upon as a base theory, as Stallbaum pronounces it to be. 
Yct the latter actually ventures to take it away from Sokrates, who not 
only propounds it confidently, but reasons it out in a clear and forcible 
manner, and of fastening it on Protagoras, who first disclaims it and then 
only admits it under reserve! I deny the theory to be base, though I think 
it an imperfect theory of ethics. But Stallhaum, who calls it so, was 
bound to be doubly careful in looking into his proof before he ascribed it to 
any one. \Vhat makes the case worse is, that he fastens it not only on 
Protagoras, but on the sophists collectively, by that monstrous fiction 
which treats them as a doctrinal sect. 
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jects moral, political," and even legendary, - treasured up in a 
very retentive memory. He was a citizen much employed as 
envoy by his fellow-citizens: to crown all, his manual dexterity 
was such tltat he professed to have made with his own hands all 
the attire and ornaments which he wore on his person. If, as is 
sutliciently probable, he was a vain and ostentatious man, - de
fects not excluding an useful and honorable career, - we must 
at the same time give him credit for a variety of acquisitions 
such as to explain a certain measure of vanity.I The style in 
which Plato handles Ilippias is very different from that in wl1ich 
he treats Protagoras. It is full of sneer and contemptuous banter, 
insomuch that even Stallbaum,2 after having repeated a great many 
times that this was a vile sophist, who deserved no better treat
ment, is forced to admit that the petulance is carried rather too 
far, and to suggest that the dialogue must have been a juvenile 
work of Plato. Be this as it may, amidst ~o much unfriendly 
handling, not only we find no imputation against Hippia~, of hav
ing preached a low or corrupt morality, but Plato inserts that 
which furnishes good, though indirect, proof of the contrary. For 
Hippias is made to say that he had already delivered, and was 
about to deliver again, a lecture composed by himself with great 
care, wherein he enlarged ·upon the aims and pursuits which a 
young man ought to follow. The scheme of his discourse was, 
that after the capture of Troy, the youthful Neoptolemus was 
introduced as asking the advice of Nestor about his own future 
conduct; in reply to which, Nestor sets forth to him what was 
the plan of life incumbent on a young man of honorable aspira
tions, and unfolds to him the full details of regulated and virtuous 
conduct by which it ought to be filled up.3 The selection of two 
such names, among the most venerated in all Grecian legend, as 
monitor and pupil, is a stamp clearly attesting the vein of senti
ment which animated the composition. l\Iorality preached by 
Nestor for the edification of Neoptolemus, might possibly be too 

1 See about Hippias, Plato, Protagoms, c. 9, p. 318, E.; Stallbaum, Pro
legom. ad Platon. Hipp.1\Iaj. p. 147, seq.; Cicero, de Orator. iii, 33; Plato, 
Hipp. 1\Iinor, c. JO, p. 368, B. 

2 Stallbaum, Proleg. ad Plat. Hipp. Maj. p. 150. 

3 Plato, Hippias Major, p. 286, A, B. 
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high for Athenian practice; but most certainly it would not err 
on the side of corruption, selfishness, or over-indulgence. 'Ve 
may fairly presume that this discourse composed by Hippias 
would not be unworthy, in spirit and purpose, to be placed by 
the side of " The Choice of Hercules," nor its author by that of 
Prodikus as a moral teacher. 

The dialogue entitled " Gorgias," in Plato, is carried on by 
Sokrates with three different persons one after the other, - Gor
gias, Polus, and Kallikles. Gorgias of Leontini in Sicily, as a· 
rhetorical teacher, acquired greater celebrity than any man of 
his time, during the Peloponnesian war: his abundant powers of 
illustration, his florid ornaments, his artificial strncture of sen
tences distributed into exact antithetical fractions, all spread a 
new fashion in the art of speaking, which for the time was very 
popular, ~ut afterwards became discredited. If. the line could 
be clearly drawn between rhetora and sophists, Gorgias ought 
rather to be ranked with the former.I In the conversation with 
Gorgias, Sokrates exposes the fallacy and imposture of rhetoric 
and rhetorical teaching, as cheating an ignorant audience into 
persuasion without knowledge, and as framed to sati~(y the pass
ing caprice, without any regard to the permanent welfare and 
improvement of the people. 'Vhatever real inculpation may be 
conveyed in these arguments against a rhetorical teacher, Gorgias 
must bear in common with I~okrates and Quintilian, and under 
the shield of Aristotle. But save and except rhetorical teaching, 
no dissemination of corrupt morality is ascribed to him by Plato; 
who, indeed, treats him with a degree of respect which surprises 
the commentators.2 

The tone of the dialogue changes materially when it passes to 
Polus and Kallikles, the former of whom is described as a writer 
on rhetoric, and probably a teacher also.3 There is much inso
lence in Polus, and no small asperity in ~okrates. Yet the forme1· 
~aintains no arguments which justify the charge of immorality 
against himself or his fellow-teachers. Ile defends the tastes 

1 Plato 1\fenon, p. 95, A.; :Foss, De Gorgia Leontino, p. 27, seq. 
• See the observations of Groen van Prinstcrcr and Stallbaum, Stallbaum 

ad Platon. Gorg. c. I. 
3 Plat-0 Gorgias, c. l i, p. 462, B. 
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and sentiments common to every man in Greece, and shared 
even by the most estimable Athenians, Perikles, Nikias, and 
Aristokrates; 1 while Sokrates prides himself on standing abso
lutely alone, and having no support except from his irresistible 
dialectics, whereby he is sure of extorting reluctant admission 
from his adversary. How far Sokrates may be right, I do not 
now inquire: it is sufficient that Polus, standing as he docs amidst 
company at once so numerous and so irreproachable, cannot be 
fairly denounced as a poisoner of the youthful mind. 

PO!us presently hands over the dialogue to Kallikles, who is 
here represented, doubtless, as laying down doctrines openly and 
avowedly anti-social. He distinguishes between the law of na
ture and the law- both written and unwritten, for the Greek 
word substantially includes both - of society. According to the 
law of nature, Kallikles says, the strong man - the better or 
more capable man - puts forth bis .strength to the full for his 
own advantage, without limit or restraint; overcomes the resist
ance which weaker men are able to offer; and seizes for himself 
as much as he pleases of the matter of enjoyment. He has no 
occasion to restrain any of his appetites or desires; the more 
numerous and pressing they are, so much the better for him, 
since his power affords him the means of satiating them all. The 
many, who have the misfortune to be weak, must be content 
with that which he leaves them, and submit to it as best they 
can. This, Kallikles says, is what actually happens in a state 
of nature; this is what is accounted just, as is evident by the 
practice of independent communities, not included in one common 
political society, towards each other; this is justice, by nature, or 
according to the law of nature. But when men come into society, 
all this is reversed. The majority of individuals know very well 
that they are ·weak, and that their only chance of security 01· 

1 l'lato, Gorgias; c. 27, P· 472, A. Kat vvv (say Sokrates) rrep1 WV au 
Uyetr oAiyou aot rr&.vrer auµ¢~aovat raiira 'Ai'J'lvaiot Kal fjivot-µaprvp~aov
ai aot, liiv µev {1nvAy, Nu<ia( 0 NlKT/p&.rov Kai ol U.rJe?.rpol µer' avrov- liiv 
& {3ov?.y, 'ApLO"TOKpaT'lr 6 ~KeAAiov- lclv oe pov?cy, q IIeptKAiovr OA1J oiKia, 
QuAAT/ avniveta, 7/vr1va UV /]ovl.y TWV lvi'Jaoe iKAi~aai'Jat. 'AAA' I: y ti a 0 t 
tl r ti v 0 v x b µ 0 A 0 y w....•• 'Eyw of: UV µ ~ a e av T iJ v l v a 0 v Ta 
µaprvpa rrapuax{,)µat 01t0Aoyovvra rrept wv Aiy{,), oVclev olµat Ut;1ov /,6yov 
µot rrerrtpavi'Jat 1repl WV av ~µiv 6 Aoyor V· 
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comfort consists in establishing laws to restrain this strong man, 
reinforced by a moral sanction of praise and blame devoted to 
the same general end. They catch him, like a young lion, whilst 
his mind is yet tender, and fascinate him by talk and training 
into a disposition conformable to that measure and equality which 
the law enjoins. Here, then, is justice according to the law of 
society; a factitious system, built up by the many for their own 
protection and happiness, to the subversion of the law of nature, 
which arms the strong man with a right to encroachment and 
license. Let a fair opportunity occur, and the favorite of Nature 
will be seen to kick off hi;; harness, tread down the laws, break 
through the magic circle of opinion around him, and stand forth 
again as lord and master of the many; regaining that glorious 
position which nature has assigned to him as his right. Justice 
by nature, and justice by law and society, are thus, according to 
Kallikles, not only distinct, but mutually contradictory. He ac
cuses Sokrates of having jumbled the two together in his argu
ment.I · 

It has been contended by many authors that this anti-social 
reasoning- true enough, in so far as it states simple 2 matter of 
fact and probability; immoral, in so far as it erects the power of 
the strong man into a right; and inviting many comments, if I 
could find a convenient place for them - represents the morality 
commonly and publicly taught by the persons called sophists at 
Athens.3 I deny this assertion emphatically. Even if I had no 

1 This doctrine assertecl by Kalliklcs will be found in l'lato, Gorgias, c. 
39, 40, pp. 483, 484. 

2 See the same matter of fa.ct strongly stated by Sokrate3 in the Memo
rab. of Xenophon, ii, 1, 13. 

3 Schlciermacher (in the Proleg·omena to his translation of the There· 
tetus, p. 18.3) represents that Plato intended to refute Aristippns in the 
person of Knllikles; which supposition he sustains, by remarking that 
Ari.;tippus affirmed that there was no such thing as ji1stice by nature, but only 
by law and convention. But the affirmation of Kallik!Cs is the direct 
contrary of that which Schleiermacher ascribes to Aristippus. Kallik!es 
not only does not deny justice by nutnrc, but affirms it in the most direct 
manner, -explains what it is, that it consists in the rig·ht of the strongest 
man to make use of his strength without any regard to others,-and puts 
it above the justice of law and society, in respect to anthority. 

Ritter and Brandis are yet more incorrect in their accusations of the 
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other evidence to sustain my denial, except what has been already 
extracted, from the unfriendly writings of Plato himself, respect
ing Protagoras and Hippias, - with what we know from Xen
ophon about Prodikus, - I should consider my case made out as 
vindicating the sophists generally from such an accusation. If 
refutation to the doctrine of Kallikles were needed, it would be 
obtained quite as efficaciously from Prodikus and Protagoras as 
from Sokrates and Plato. 

But this is not the strongest part of the vindication. 
First, Kallikles himself is not a sophist, nor represented by 

Plato as such. He is a young Athenian citizen, of rank and 
station, belonging to the deme Acharnre ; he is intimate with 
other young men of condition in the city, has recently entered 
into active political life, and bends his whole soul towards it; he 
disparages philosophy, and speaks with utter contempt about the 
sophists.I ' If, then, it were even just, which I do not admit, to 
infer from opinions put into the mouth of one sophist, that the 

sophists, founded npon this same doctrine. The former says (p. 581) : "It 
is affirmed as a common tenet of the sophists, there is no right by nature, 
but only by convention;" compare Brandis, p. 521. The very passages to 
which these writers refer, as far as they prove anything, prove the contrary 
of what they assert ; and Prcller actually imputes the contrary tenet to the 
sophists (Histor. Philosoph. c. 4, p. 130, Hamburg, 1838) with just as little 
authority. Both Ritter and Brandis charge the sophists with wickedness 
for this alleged tenet; for denying that there was ;my right by nature, and 
allowing no right except by convention; a doctrin'e which had been main
tained before them by Archelaus (Diogcn. Lacrt. ii, 16). Now Plato (Legg. 
x, p. 889), whom these writers refer to, charges certain wise men - uorpovr 
icll<Jrar re 1cat rrot11rilr (he docs not mention sophists) -with wickedness, 
but on the ground directly opposite; because they did acknowledge a right by 
nature, ef greater aut!tority titan tlte right laid doum by the legislator; and 
because they encouraged pupils to follow this supposed right of nature, dis
obeying the law; interpreting the right of nature as Kal!iklils does in the 
Gorgias ! 

Teachers are thus branded as wicked men by Ritter and Brandis, for the 
negative, and by Plafo, if he here means the sophists, for the affirmative 
doctrine. 

1 Plato, Gorgias, c. 37, p. 481, D; c. 41, p. 485, B, D; c. 42, p. 487, C; c. 
50, p. 495, B; c. 70, p. 515, A. triJ µev avror uprt ap;ret rrparrttv ra riJr 
rr61.rnr rrpayµara; compare c. 55, p. 500, C. His contempt for the sophists, 
c. 75, p. 519, E, with the note of Heindorf. 

VOL. VIII. 17 25oc. 
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same were held by another or by all of them, it would not be the 
less unjust to draw the like inference from opinions professed by 
one who is not a sophist, and who despises the whole profession. 

Secondly, if any man will read attentively the course of the 
dialogue, he win see that the doctrine of Ifollikles is such as 
no one dared publicly. to propound. So it is conceived both 
by Kallikles himself, and by Sokrates. The former first takes 
up the conversation, by saying that his predecessor Polus had 
become entangled in a contradiction, because he had not cour
age eno\igh openly to announce an unpopular and odious doc
trine; but he, Kallikles, was less shamefaced, and would speak 
out boldly that doctrine which others kept to themselves for fear 
of shocking the hearers. "Certainly (says Sokrates to him) 
your audacity is abundantly shown by the doctrine which you 
have just laid down; you set forth plainly that which other 
people think, but do not choose to utter.''' Now, opinions of 
which Polus, an insolent young man, was afraid to proclaim him
self the champion, must have been revolting indeed to the senti
ments of hearers. How then can any reasonable man believe, 
that such opinions were not only openly propounded, but seriously 
inculcated as truth upon audiences of youthful hearers, by the 
sophists? "\Ve know that the teaching of the latter was public in 
the highest degree ; publicity was pleasing as well as profitable 
to them; among the many disparaging epithets heaped upon 
them, ostentation and vanity are two of the most conspicuous. 
Whatever they taught, they taught publicly; and I contend, with 
full conviction, that, had they even agreed with Kallikles in this 

l Plato, Gorgias, c. 38, p. 482, E. flC TaVT1]( yup av Tijc o,uo/,,oyiac avTO( 
inril croii uvµrroour&ek iv roic /,,6yoic trreuroµiu&11 (Polus), al u xv v {} d c a. 
tv6et elrreiv· uiJ yup rc/J ovrt, w!.w1Cpanc, ek roiaiira uiet• rpopru.Ci. Kal 
01]µ17yoptKu, </JUUK~>V Ti/v aAiJ&etav OlWKetv . •.•.. lU.v ovv TL. a i q xv v 1/ Ta t 
Ka l µTi To/,,µ fi. A. i yet v ii. rr e p v o ti, ltvayK&.i;erat tvavna Aiyeiv. 

Kat µ1/v (says Sokrates to Kullikles, c. 42, p.•487, D.) I'm ye oio• el rr a/>·
"1/ qt a' e q {}at KaL µ1/ aiuxvveu-&at, avr6, TE <Pii•, Kilt b Aoyo,, ov oA.iyov 
1rp6upov lA.eye,, uµo'Aoyei uot. Agaiu, c. 47, p. 492, D. OvK ltyevvw• ye, w 
KaA.AtKAei•, trre?ipxet riiJ A6y<t> rrapp11uia,6µevo•· u a rp w• yup u iJ vii v 
'}.€yet( a ol UAAOL <ltavooiivTat µev, Aeyetv OE OVK t&i
AOVUt. 

Again, from Kallikles, otyw cro1. viiv rr a pp 1J u La' 6µ e v o • Ai:yw, c. 46, 
p. 491, E. 
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opinion, they could neither have been sufficiently audacious, nor 
sufficiently their own enemies, to make it a part of their public 
teaching ; but would have acted like Polus, and kept the doc
trine to themselves. 

Thirdly, this latter conclusion will be rendered doubly certain, 
when we consider of what city we are now speaking. Of all 
places in the world, the democratical Athens is the last in which 
the doctrine advanced by Kallikles could possibly have been pro
fessed by a public teacher; or even by Kallikles himself, in any 
public meeting. It is u~necessary to remind the reader how pro
foundly democratical was the sentiment and morality of the 
Athenians,- how much they loved their laws, their constitution, 
and their political equality,- how jealous their apprehension was 
of any nascent or threatening despotism. All this is not simply 
admitted, but even exaggerated, by l\Ir. l\litford, 'Wachsmuth, and 
other anti-democratical writers, who often draw from it materials 
for their abundant censures. Now the very point which Sokrates, 
in this dialogue, called " Gorgias," seeks to establish against 
Kallikles, against the rhetors, and against the sophists, is, that 
they courted, flattered, and truckled to the sentiment of the Athe
nian people, with degrading subservience ; that they looked to 
the immediate gratification simply, and not to permanent moral 
improvement of the people; that they had not courage to ad
dress to them any unpalatable truths, however salutary, but would 
shift and modify opinions in every way, so as to escape giving 
offence ;I that no man who put himself prominently forward at 
Athens had any chance of success, unless he became moulded 
and assimilated, from the core, to the people and their type of 

1 This quality is imputed by Sokratcs to Kallik!es in a remarkable pas
. sage of the Gorgias, c. 37, p. 481, D, E, the substance of which is thus 

stated by Stallbaum in his note: " Carpit Socrates Calliclis levitatem, 
mobili populi turbre nunquam non blandientis et adulantis." 

It is one of the main points of Sokrates in the dialogue, to make out that 
the practice, for he will not call it nn art, of sophists, as well as rhetors, 
aims at nothing but the immediate gratification of the people, without any 
regard to their ultimate or durable benefit ; that they are branches of the 
widely-extended knack of flattery ( Gorgias, c. 19, p. 464, D; c. 20, p. 465, 
C; c. 56,p. 501, C; c. 75, p. 520, B). 
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sentiment.t Granting such charges to be true, how is it con
ceivable that any sophist, or any rhetor, could venture to enforce 
upon an Athenian public audience the doctrine laid down by 
Kallikles? To tell such an audience: "Your laws and institu
tions are all violations of the law of nature, contrived to disap
point the Alkibiades or Napoleon among you of his natural right 
to become your master, and to deal with you petty men as his 
slaves. All your unnatural precautions, and conventional talk, 
in favor of legality and equal dealing, will turn out to be nothing 
better than pitiful impc.tence,2 as soon as he finds a good oppor
tunity of standing forward in his full might and energy, so as to 
put you into your proper places, and show you what privileges 
Nature intends for her favorites!" Conceive such a doctrine pro
pounded by a lecturer to assembled Athenians! A doctrine just 
as revolting to Nikias as to Kleon, and which even Alkibiades 
would be forced to affect to disapprove; since it is not simply 
anti-popular, not simply despotic, but the drunken extravagance 
of despotism. The Great man, as depicted by Kallikles, stands 
in the same relation to ordinary mortals, as Jonathan 'Wild the 
Great, in the admirable parody of Fielding. 

That sophists, whom Plato accuses of slavish flattery to the 
democratical ear, should gratuitously insult it by the proposition 
of such tenets, is an assertion not merely untrue, but utterly 
absurd. Even as to Sokrates, we know from Xenophon how 
much the Athenians were offended with him, and how much it 
was urged by the accusers on his trial, that in his conversations 
he was wont to cite with peculiar relish the description, in the 
second book of the Iliad, of Odysseus following the Grecian 
crowd, when running away from the agora to get on shipboard, 
and prevailing upon them to come back, by gentle words ad

1 Plato, Gorgias, c. 68, p. 513. Ov yap µiµ1rr~v clel elvai, <LA.A.' avroipvi:i, 
oµowv rovrot,, el µiAAet' TL yv~uwv cttrepyft;eu&at ek 'fltALav Tfii 'ArJnva[/,JV 
Oi;µy • •••••"OuTL' ovv r1E rovroi, c\µotornrov <Lr;epyftuerat, ovror ae trot~r1et, 

Wi: lmrJvµel, 1ro~.tTLKCJ> elvat, trOALTlKOV Kat PlJTOptKov· Ti,J avri:!v yap i)rJei 
Aeyoµ€v(,)V TWV Aoy(,)V [KarJTOl xa[povui, Ti,J oi: <LA./,orpiy uxrJovrat. 

•Plato, Gorgias, c. 46, p. 492, C (the words of Kallikles). Ta 0£ uUa 
Taiir' for! ra KaAAf,Jtriaµarn, Ta trapil </Jfoiv gvv{}qµarn, <LvrJpwtr(,)V </JAvap£a 
KcU oMeviJ~ Mia. 
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dressed to the chiefs, but by blows of l1is stick, accompanied 
with contemptuous reprimand, to the common people. The 
indirect evidence thus afforded, that Sokrates countenanced 
unequal dealing and ill usage towards the many, told much 
against him in the minds of the dikasts. What would they have 
felt then towards a sophist who publicly professed the political 
morality of Kallikles? The truth is, not only was it impossible 
that any such morality, or anything of the same type even much 
diluted, could find its way into the e<lucational lectures of profes
sors at Athens, but the fear would be in the opposite direction. 
If the sophist erred in either way, it would be in that which 
Sokrates imputes, by making his lectures over-democratical. 
Nay, if we suppose any opportunity to have arisen of discussing 
the doctrine of Kallikles, he would hardly omit to flatter the ears 
of the surrounding democrats by enhancing the beneficent results 
of legality and equal dealing, and by denouncing this " natural 
despot," or undisclosed Napoleon, as one who must either take 
his place under such restraints, or find a place in some other city. 

I have thus shown, even from Plato himself, that the doctrine 
ascribed to Kallikles neither did enter, nor could have entered, 
into the lectures of a sophist or professed teacher. The same 
conclusion may be maintained respecting the doctrine of Thra
symachus in the first book of the "Republic." Thrasymachus 
was a rhetorical teacher, who had devised precepts respecting the 
construction of an oration and the training of young men for 
public speaking. It is most probable that he confii'ied himself, 
like Gorgias, to this department, and that he did not profess to 
give moral lectures, like Protagoras and Prodikus. But grant
ing him to have given such, he would not talk about justice in 
the way in which Plato makes him talk, if he desired to give 
any satisfaction to an Athenian audience. The mere brutality 
and ferocious impudence of demeanor even to exaggeration, with 
which Plato invests him, is in itself a strong proof that the doc
trine, ushered in with such a preface, was not that of a popular 
and acceptable teacher, winning favor in public audiences. He 
defines justice to be "the interest of the superior power; that rule, 
which, in every society, the dominant power prescribes, as being 
for its own advantage." A man is just, he says, for the advan
tage of another, not for his own: he is weak, cannot help himself, 
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and must submit to that which the stronger authority, whethe1 

despot, oligarchy, or commonwealth, commands. 
This theory is essentially different from the doctrine of Kal

likles, as set forth a few pages back; for Thrasymachus does not 
travel out of society to insist upon anterior rights dating from a 
supposed state of nature; he takes societies as he finds them, 
recognizing the actual governing authority of each as the canon 
and constituent of justice or injustice. Stallbaum and other 
writers have incautiously treated the two theories as if they were 
the same; and with something even worse than want of caution, 
while they pronounce the theory of Thrasymachus to be detestably 
immoral, announce it as having been propounded not by him only, 
but by The Sophists; thus, in their usual style, dealing with the 
sophists as if they were a school, sect, or partnership with mutual 
responsibility. 'Yhoever has followed the evidence which I have 
produced respecting Protagora;; and Prodikus, will know how 
differently these latter handled the question of justice. 

But the truth is, that the theory of Thrasymachus, though 
incorrect and defective, is not so detestable as these writers 
represent. 'Yhat makes it seem detestable, is the style and 
manner in which he is made to put it forward; which causes the 
just man to appear petty and contemptible, while it surrounds 
the unjust man with enviable attributes. Now this is precisely 
the circumstance which revolts the common sentiments of man
kind, as it .revolts also the critics who read what is said by 
Thrasymachus. The moral sentiments exist in men's minds in 
complex and powerful groups, associated with some large words 
and emphatic forms of speech. 'Vhether an ethical theory satis
fies the exigencies of reason, or commands and answers to all 
the phenomena, a common audience will seldom give themselves 
the trouble to consider with attention; but what they impe
riously exact, and what is indispensable to give the theory any 
chance of success, is, that it shall exhibit to their feelings the just 
man as respectable apd dignified, and the unjust man as odious 
and repul:;ive. :Now that which offends in the language ascribed 
to Thrasymachus is, not merely the absence, but the reversal, of 
this condition; the presentation of the just man as weak and 
silly, and of injustice in all the prestige of triumph and dignity. 
And for this very reason, I venture to infer that such a theory 
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was never propounded by Thrasymachus to any public audience 
in the form in which it appears in Plato. For Thrasymachus 
was a rhetor, who had stutlied the principles of his art: now we 
know that these common sentiments of an audience, were pre
cisely what the rhetors best understood, and always strove to 
conciliate. Even from the time of Gorgias, they began the 
practice of composing beforehand declamations upon the general 
heads of morality, which were ready to be introduced into actual 
speeches as occasion presented itself, and in which appeal was 
made to the moral sentiments foreknown as common, with more 
or less of modification, to all the Grecian assemblies. The real 
Thrasymachus, addressing any audience at Athens, would never 
have wounded these sentiments, as the Platonic Thrasymachus 
is made to do in the " Republic.' Least of all would he have 
done this, if it be true of him, as Plato asserts of the rhetors 
and sophists generally, that they thought about nothing but court
ing popularity, without any sincerity of conviction. 

Though Plato thinks fit to bring out the opinion of Thrasy
machus with accessories unnecessarily offensive, and thus to en
hance the dialectical triumph of Sokrates by the brutal manners 
of the adversary, he was well aware that he had not done justice 
to the opinion itself, much less confuted it. The proof of this is, 
that in the second book of the " Republic," after Thrasymachus has 
disappeared, the very same opinion is taken up by Glaukon and 
Adeimantus, and set forth by both of them, though they disclaim 
entertaining it as their own, as suggesting grave doubts and ·diffi
culties which they desire to hear solved by Sokrates. Those 
who read attentively the discourses of Glaukon and Adeimantus, 
will see that the substantive opinion ascribed to Thrasymachus, 
apart from the brutality with which he is made to state it, does 
not even countenance the charge of 'immoral teaching against 
ldm, much less against the sophists generallr. Hardly anything 
in Plato's compositions fa more powerful than those discourses. 
They present, in a perspicuous and forcible manner, some of the 
most serious difficulties with which ethical theory is required to 
grapple. And l'lato can answer them only in one way, by taking 
society to pieces, and reconstructing it in the form of his imagin
ary republic. The speeches of Glaukon and Adeimantus form 
the immediate preface to the striking and elaborate description 
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which be goes through, of his new state of society, nor do they 
receive any other answer than what is implied in that descrip
tion. Plato indirectly confesses that he cannot answer them, 
assuming social institutions to continue unreformed : and his re
form is sufficiently fundamental.I 

1 I omitted to notice the Dialogue of Plato entitled Euthydemus, wherein 
Sokrates is introduced in conversation with the two persons called sophists, 
Euthydemus and Dionysodorus, who are represented as propounding a. 
number of verbal quibbles, assertions of double sense, a.rising from equivo
cal grammar or syntax,-fallacies of mere diction, without the least plau
sibility as to the sense,- specimens of jests and hoax, p. 2i8, B. They are 
described as extravagantly conceited, while Sokratcs is painted with his 
usual affectation of deference and modesty. He himself, during e. part of 
the dialogue, carries on conversation in his own dialectical manner with the 
youthful Kleinias ; who is then handed ove-r to be taught by Euthydemus 
and Dionysodorus; so that the contrast between their style of questioning, 
and that of Sokrates, is forcibly brought out. 

To bring out this contrast, appears to me the main purpose of the 
dialogue, as has already been remarked by Soeher and others (see Stall
baum, Prolegom. ad Euthydem. pp. 15-65): but its construction, its man· 
ner, and its result, previous to the concluding conversation between Sokra
res and Kriton separately, is so thoroughly comic, that Ast, on this and 
other grounds, rejects it as spurious and unworthy of Plato (see Ast, ilber 
Platons Leben und Schriften, pp. 414-418). 

Without agreeing in Ast's inference, I recognize the violence of the car
icature which Plato has here presented under the characters of Euthyde
mus and Dionysodorus. And it is for this reason, among many others, that 
I protest the more emphatically against the injustice of Stallbaum and the 
commentators generally, who consider these two persons as disciples of 
Protagoras, and samples of what is called " Sophistica," the sophistical 
practice, the sophists generally. There is not the smallest ground for con
sidering these two men as disciples of Protagoras, who is presented to us, 
even by Plato himself, under an aspect as totally different from them as it 
is possible to imagine. Euthydemus and Dionysodorus are described, by 
Plato himself in this ve17 dialogue, as old men who had been fencing-mas
ters, and who had only within the last two years applied themselves to the 
eristie or controversial dialogue (Euthyd. c. 1, p. 2i2, C.; c. 3, p. 273, E); 
Schleiermacher himself accounts their personal importance so mean, that 
he thinks Plato could not have intended to attack them, but meant to 
attack Antisthenes and the ~Iegaric sd1ool of philosophers (Prolegom. ad 
Euthydem. vol. iii, pp. 403, 404, of his translation of Plato). So contempt· 
ible does Plato esteem them, that Krito blames Sokrates for having so far 
degraded himself as to be seen talking with them before many persons (p. 
305, B, c. 30). 
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I call particular attention to this circumstance, without which 
we cannot fairly estimate the sophists, or practical teachers of 
Athens, face to face with their accuser-general, Plato. He was 
a great and systematic theorist, whose opinions on ethics, politics, 
cognition, religion, etc., were all wrought into harmony by his 
own mind, and stamped with that peculiarity which is the mark 
of an original intellect. So splendid an effort of speculative genius 
is among the marvels of the Grecian world. His dissent from 
all the societies which he saw around l1im, not merely democrat
ical, but oligarchical and despotic also, was of the deepest and 
most radical character. Nor did he delude himself by the belief, 
that any partial amendment of tliat which he saw around could 
bring about the end which he desired: he looked to nothing short 
of a new genesis of the man and the citizen, with institutions 
calculated from the beginning to work out the full measure of 
perfectibility. His fertile scientific imagination realized this idea 
in the " Republic." But that very systematic and original char-

The name of Protagoras occurs only once in the dialogue, in reference 
to the doctrine, started by Euthydcmus, that false propositions or contra
dictory propositions were impossible, because no one could either think 
about or talk about t/1at w!tich was not., or the non-existent (p. 284, A; 286, 
CJ. This doctrine is said by Sokrates to have been much talked of "by 
Protagoras, and by men yet earlier than he." It is idle to infer from such a 
passage, any connection or analogy between these men and Protagoras, as 
Stallbaum labors to do throughout his Prolegomena; affirming (in his note 
on p. 286, C,) most incorrectly, that Protagoras maintained this doctrine 
about r1) µ~ ov, or the non-existent, because he had too great faith in the 
evidence of the senses ; whereas we know from Plato that it had its rise 
with Parmenides, who rejected the evidence of the senses entirely (see 
Plato, Sophist. 24, p. 237, A, with Heindorf and Stallbaum's notes). Diog
enes Laertius (ix. 8, 53) falsely asserts that Protagoras was the first to 
broach the doctrine, and even cites as his witness Plato in the Euthydemus, 
where the exact contrary is stated. Whoever broached it first, it was a doc
trine following plausibly from the then received Realism, and Plato was 
Jong perplexed before he coul<l solve the difficulty to his own satisfaction 
(Theretet. p. 187, DJ. 

I do not doubt tl1at there were in Athens persons who abused the dialec
tical exercise for frivolous puzzles, and it was well for Plato to compose a 
dialogue exhibiting the contrast between these men and Sokrates. But to 
treat Euthydemus and Dionysodorus as samples of " The Sophists," is 
altogether unwarranted, 
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acter, which lends so much value and charm to the substantive 
speculations of Plato, counts as a deduction from his trustworthi
ness as critic or witness, in reference to the living agents whom 
he saw at work in Athens and other cities, as statesmen, generals, 
or teachers. His criticisms are dictated by his own point of 
view, according to which the entire society was corrupt, and all 
the instruments who carried on its functions were of essentially 
base metal. Whoever will read either the " Gorgias" or the 
" Republic," will see in how sweeping and indiscriminate a man
ner he passes his sentence of condemnation. Not only all the 
sophists and all the rhetors,• but all the musicians and dithyram
bic or tragic poets ; all the statesmen, past as well as present, 
not excepting even the great Perikles, receive from his hands 
one common stamp of dishonor. Every one of these men_ are 
numbered by Plato among the numerous category of flatterers, 
who minister to the immediate gratification and to the de~ires of 
the people, without looking to their permanent improvement, or 
making them morally better. " Perik!es and Kirnon (says Sok
rates in the " Gorgias ") are nothing but servants or ministers 
who supply the immediate appetites and tastes of the people; 
just as the baker and ihe confectioner do in their respective 
departments, without knowing or caring whether the food will 
do any real good, a point which the physician alone can deter
mine. As ministers, they are clever enough: they have provided 
the city amply with tribute, walls, docks, ships, and su,ch other 
follies: but I (Sokrates) am the only man in Athens who aim, 
so far as my strength permits, at the true purpose of politics, the 
mental improvement of the people." 2 So wholesale a condemna

1 Plato, Gorgias, c. 57, 58; pp. 502, 503. 
2 Plato, Gorgias, c. 72, 73, p. 517 (Sokrates speaks): 'Ajt11&eir upa ol 

l:µrrpor11'hv Aoyot i/uav, I'm ovoiva i/µtir iuµcv uvopa uya&ov yeyovora Ta 
1rol.1nKii. lv Tf/Oe Tfi rr&l.et. 

'il oatµovte, ova' iyw ..piyt..J TOVTOvr (PeriklCs and Kirnon) f:Jr ye d la
" 6VO V> elvat rroAet..Jr, u/.i.<£ (lOl OOKOVUl TWV ye VVV oI a IC 0 V l IC cJ Tep O l 
ytyovivat Kat µul.1.ov oloi Te timopi(etv Tfj rr61.et wv lrrd)vµet. 'Al.I.a yap 
µem{3t(3a(uv Tar lrri&vµiar Kaiµ~ lrrtTpirretv, rrei&ovT£r Kai (3w(oµevo1 l:rrZ 
Tovro, il&ev lµel.l.ov uµeivovr eueui'iat ol rro/,zrni, wr error elmlv, ovoi:v TOV· 
Tl.JV olf:pepov lKeivot. /'nrep µ6vov epyov fortv uyai'fov rroAtrov. 

•Avev yilp ut..Jrppouvv11r Kat 0tKatouvv11r, l.iµivt..Jv Kat Teixt..Jv Kat vet..Jptt..JV Ka2 
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tion betrays itself as the offspring, and the consistent offspring, 
of systematic peculiacity of vision, the prejudice of a great and 
able mind. 

It woulJ be not less unju,;t to appreciate the sophists or the 
statesmen of Athens from the poiut of view of Plato, than the 
present teachers and politicians of England or France from that 
of .Mr. Owen or Fourier. Both the one an<l the other class labored 
for society as it stood at Athens : the statesmen carried on the 
business of practical politics, the sophist trained up youth for 
practical life in all its departments, as family men, citizens, and 
leaders, to obey as well as to command. Both accepted the 
system as it stood, without contemplating the possibility of a new 
birth of society: both ministered to certain exigences, he!U their 
anchorage upon certain sentiments, and bowed to a certain moral
ity, actually felt among the living men around them. That which 
Plato says of the statesmen of Athens is perfectly true, that they 
were only servants or ministers of the people. He, who tried 
the people and the entire society by comparison with an imagin
ary standard of !1is own, might deem all these ministers worthless 
in the lump, as carrying on a system too bad to be mended; but, 
nevertheless, the difference between a competent and an in
competent minister, between Perikles and Nikias, was of un
speakable moment to the security and happiness of the Athenians. 
What the sophists on their part undertook was, to educate young 
men so as to make them better qualified for statesmen or minis
ters; and Protagoras would Irnve thought it sufllcient honor to 
himself,- as well as sufficient benefit to Athens, which assuredly 
it would have been, - if he could have inspired any young 
Athenian with the soul and the capacities of his friend and com
panion Perikles. 

So far is Plato from considering the sophists as the corruptors 
of Athenian morality, that he distinctly protests against that 

iJiupwv Kat rotovrwv <j>Avapti:Jv lµrrmA~ICaGt r~v rroAtv (c. 74, p. 5191 

A). 
Olµat (says Sokrates, c. 77, p. 521, D.) µtr' oliiywv 'AfJ11vaiwv, iva µ~ 

eirrw µovor, hrqeipeiv rv wr; UlcrjfJi:Jr; rrol.trlKV ri,yv17 Kllt rrpU.rrttv Tlt rraAtTlKll 
µ-Ovar; ri:Jv viiv, 11Te (IVV av rrpur; xU.ptv Aiyw1' ·ravr; Aoyovr; avr liiy<J iKttarare, 
aliAu rrpor; TO 13iA.rtarov, av rrpor ri> ijotarav, etc. 
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supposition, in a remarkable passage of the " Republic." It is, 
he says, the whole people, or the society, with its established 
morality, intelligence, and tone of sentiment, which is intrinsically 
vicious; the teachers of such a society must be vicious also, 
otherwise their teaching would not be received; and even if their 
private teaching were ever so good, its effect would be washed 
away, except in some few privileged natures, by the overwhelm
ing deluge of pernicious social influences.1 Nor let any one 
imagine, as modern readers are but too ready to understand it, 
that this poignant censure is intended for Athens so far forth as 
a democracy. Plato was not the man to preach king-worship, 
or wealth-worship, as social or political remedies: he declares 
emphatically that not one of the societies then existing was such 
that a truly philosophical nature could be engaged in active 
functions under it.ll These passages would be alone sufficient to 
repel the assertions of those who denounce the sophists as pois
oners of Athenian morality, on the alleged authority of Plato. 

Nor is it at all more true that they were men of mere words, 
and made their pupils no better, - a charge just as vehemently 
pressed against Sokrates as against the sophists, - and by the 
same class of enemies, such as Anytus,3 Aristophanes, Eupolis, 
etc. It was mainly from sophists like Hippias that the Athenian 
youth learned what they knew of geometry, astronomy, and 

1 This passage is in Repulil. vi, 6, p. 492, seq. I put the first words of the 
passage (which is too long to lie cited, but which richly deserves to be read, 
entire) in the translation given by Stallliaum in his note. 

Sokrates says to Adcimantus: "An tu quoque putas esse quidem 
sophistas, homines privatos, qui corrumpunt juventutem in quacunque re 
mentione digna ; nee illml tamen animad vertisti et tilii persuasisti, qnocl 
multo magis debebas, ipsos Athenienses turpissimos esse aliorum corrup
tores 1" 

Yet the commentator who translates this passage, does not scruple (in 
his rrolegomena to the Republic, pp. xliv, xlv, as well as to the Dialogues) 
to heap upon the sophists aggravated charges, as the actual corruptors of 
Athenian moralitv. · 

2 Plato, Rcpub."vi, 11, p. 497, B. µ110eµiav u~iav elvat TWJ) viiv Karaurauiv 
.r~r; </itA.oufHpov <fiiJuwr:, etc. 

Compare Plato, Episto!. vii, p. 325, A. 
3 Anytns was the accuser of Sokrates: his enmity to the sophists may be 

seen in Plato, l\Ieno. p. 91, C. 
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arithmetic: but the range of what is called special science, pos
sessed even by the teacher, was at that time very limited; and 
the matter of instruction communicated was expressed under the 
general title of "\Vords, or Discourses," which were always 
taught by the sophists, in connection with thought, and in refer
ence to a practical use. The capacities of thought, speech, and 
action, are conceived in conjunction by Greeks generally, and by 
teachers like Isokrates and Quintilian especially; and when 
young men in Greece, like the Breotian Proxenus, put themselves 
under training by Gorgias or any other sophist, it was with a 
view of qualifying themselves, not merely to speak, but to act.l 

Most of the pupils of the sophists, as of Sokrates 2 himself, 
were young men of wealth; a fact, at which Plato sneers, and 
others copy him, as if it proved that they cared only about high 
pay. :But I do not hesitate to range myself on the side of Iso
krates,3 and to contend that the sophist himself had much to 
lose by corrupting his pupils, - an argument used by Sokrates 
in defending himself before the dikastery, and just as valid in 
defence of Protagoras or Prodikus,4 - and strong personal 
interest in sending them forth accomplished and virtuous ; that 
the best-taught youth were decidedly the most free from crime 
and the most active towards good; that among the valuable ideas 
and feelings which a young Athenian had in his mind, as well as 
among the good pursuits which he followed, those which he 
learned from the sophists counted nearly as the best; that, if 
the contrary had been the fact, fathers would not have continued 
so to send their sons, and pay their money. It was not merely 

1 Xenoph . .Anabas.ii,6. IIp6;,vor-ev&vr µeipuKwv &v hre&vµtt yevfo&ai 
uv~p TU µeya/,,a 1t'pUTTElV lKavor· Kat Ota rnim7v T1;v hrd}vµiav 
MwKe ropyii;t upyvpwv Ti;> Aeovrivr,i.... ToaoVTCJV cl' lrrt&vµCiv, a<Jioclpa 
lvo1)AOV av Ka? TOVTO el;t:ev, on TOVTCJV ovoi:v UV {}f:/,,01 KTii.<!&at µeTu UO/Kla(, 
UAAU C1VV Ti;> OtKatr,i Kat Ka/,,r;J ,;leTO cleiv TOVTCJV Tvyxuvetv, uvev oi: TOVTCJV µ~. 

Proxcnus, as described by his friend Xenophon, was certainly a man who 
did no dishonor to the moral teaching of Gorgias. 

The connection between thought, speech, and action, is seen even in the 
jests of Aristophanes upon the purposes of Sokratcs and the sophists: 
NiK~v 1t'puTTwv Kat (3ov/,,evwv Kat Tfj y'-wTT1J rro/,,eµi~(,)v (Nubes, 418). 
2 Plato, Apo!. Sokr. c. l O, p. 23, C ; Protagoras, p. 328, C. 
3 See Isokr. Or. x,·, De Perm. sects. 218, 233, 235, 245, 254, 257. 
4 Plato, Apo!. Sokrat. c. 13, p. 25, D. 
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that these teachers countervailed in part the temptations to dis
sipated enjoyment, but also that they were personally uncon
cerned in the acrimonious slander and warfare of party in his 
native city; that the topics with which they familiarized him 
were, the general interests and duties of men and citizens ; that 
they developed the germs of morality in the ancient legends, as 
in Prodikus's fable, and amplified in his mind all the undefined 
cluster of associations connected with the great words of moral
ity; that they vivified in him the sentiment of Pan-Hellenic 
brotherhood ; and that, in teaching him t.he art of persuasion,1 
they could not but make him feel the dependence in which he 
stood towards those who were to be persuaded, together with the 
necessity under which he lay of so conducting himself as to 
conciliate their good-will. 

The intimations given in Plato, of the enthusiastic reception 
which Protagoras, Prodikus, and other sophists2 met with in the 
various cities; the description which we read, in the dialogue 

, called Protagoras, of the impatience of the youthful Hippo
krates, on hearing of the arrival of that sophist, insomuch that 
he awakens Sokrates before daylight, in order to obtain an 
introduction to the new-comer and profit by his, teaching; the 
readiness of such rich young men to pay money, and to devote 
time and trouble, for the purpose of acquiring a personal supe· 
riority apart from their wealth and station; the ardor with 
which Kallias is represented as employing his house for the 
hospitable entertainment, and his fortune for the aid, of the 
sophists; all this makes upon my mind an impression directly 
the reverse of that ironical and contemptuous phraseology with 
which it is set forth by Plato. Such sophists had nothing to 
recommend them. except superior knowledge and intellectual 
force, combined with an imposing personality, making itself felt 
in their lectures and conversation. It is to this that the admira
tion was shown; and the fact that it was so shown, brings to 

1 See these points strikingly put by Isokrates, in the Orat. xv, De 
Permutatione, throughout, especially in sects. 294, 297, 305, 307; and 
again by Xenoph. l\Icmorab. i, 2, 10, in reference to the teaching of 
Sokrates. 

2 See a striking passage in Plato's Republic, x, c, 4, p. 600, C. 
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view the best attributes of the Greek, especially tl1e Athenian 
mind. It exhibits those qualities of which Perikles made 
emphatic boast in his celebrated funeral oration ; I conception 
of public speech as a practical thing, not meant as an excuse for 
inaction, but combined with energetic action, and turning it to 
good account by full and open discussion beforehand; profound 
sensibility to the charm of manifested intellect, without enervat
ing the powers of execution or endurance. Assuredly, ~ man 
like Protagoras, arriving in a city with all this train of admira
tion laid before him, must have known very little of his own 
interest or position, if he began to preach a low or corrupt 
morality. If it be true generally, as Voltaire has remarked, 
that " any man who should come to preach a relaxed morality 
would be pelted," much more would it be true of a sophist like 
Protagoras, arriving in a foreign city with all the prestige of a 
great intellectual name, and with the imagination of youths on 
fire to hear and converse with him, that any similar doctrine 
would destroy his reputation at once. Numbers of teachers 
have made their reputation by inculcating overstrained asceti
cism; it will be hard to find an example of success in the 

'opposite vein. 

CHAPTER LXVIII. 

SOKRATES. 

THAT the professional teachers called sophists, in Greece, 
were intellectual and moral corruptors, and that much corruption 
grew up under their teaching in the Athenian mind, are com
mon statements, which I have endeavored to show to be errone
ous. Corresponding to these statements is another, which re pre-

Thucyd. ii, 40. </!lAO<Jotf!ovµev UJJeV µal,a1dar;- ov rovr; 'A6yovr: rnlr; lpyot, 
f3/,,af31)v i}yovµevot - oiarpepovrnr; OE Kat rooe lx;oµev, CJu-re roAµ~v Te ol 
avrol µa'Atara ical rrepl c:iv trrqetpi}aoµev tic'Aoy[~etrlJat. 

I 
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sents Sokrates as one whose special merit it was to have rescued 
the Athenian mind from such demoralizing influences ; a repu
tation which he neither deserves nor requires. In general, the 
favorable interpretation of evidence, as exhibited towards 
Sokrates, has been scarcely less marked than the harshness 
of presumption against the sophists. Of late, however, some 
authors have treated his history in an altered spirit, and have 
manifested a disposition to lower him down to that which they 
regard as the sophistical level. :M. Forchhammer's treatise : 
"The Athenians and Sokrates, or Lawful Dealing against Revo
lution," goes even further, and maintains confidently that Sok
rates was most justly condemned as an heretic, a traitor, and 
a corrupter of youth. His book, the conclusions of which I 
altogether reject, is a sort of retribution to the sophists, as 
extending to their alleged opponent the same bitter and unfair 
spirit of construction with that under which they have so long 
unjustly suffered. But when we impartially consider the evi
dence, it will appear that Sokrates deserves our admiration and 
esteem ; not, indeed, as an anti-sophist, but as combining with 
the qualities of a good man, a force of character and an original
ity of speculation as well as of method, and a power of intel-• 
lectually working on others, generically different from that of 
any professional teacher, without parallel either among contem
poraries or successors. 

The life of Sokrates comprises seventy years, from 469 to 399 
B.c. His father, Sophronisk'us, being a sculptor, the son began 
by following the same profession, in which he attained sufficient 
proficiency to have executed various works; especially a draped 
group of the Charites, or Graces, preserved in the acropolis, and 
shown as his work down to the time of Pausanias.1 His mother, 
Phamarete, was a midwife, and he had a brother by the moth
er's side named Patrokles.2 Respecting his wife Xanthippe, and 
his three sons, all that has passed into history is the violent 
temper of' the former, and the patience of her husband in 
enduring it. The position and family of' Sokrates, without 
being absolutely poor, were humble and unimportant: but he 

1 Pausanius, i, 22, 8 ; ix, 35, 2. 
2 Plato, Euthydem. c. 24, p. 297, D. 
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was of genuine Attic breed, belonging to the ancient gens 
Dredalida~, which took its name from DreJalus, the mythical 
artist as progenitor. 

The personal qualities of Sokrates, on the other hand, were 
marked and distinguishing, not less in bocly than in mind. His 
physical constitution was healthy, robust, and encluring, to an 
extraordinary degree. Ile was not merely strong and active as 
an hoplite on military service, but capable of bearing fatigue or 
hardship, and indifferent to heat or cold, in a measure which 
astonished all his companions. He went barefoot in all seasons 
of the year, even during the winter campaign at Potidrea, under 
the severe frosts of Thrace ; and the same homely clothing suf
ficed to him for winter as well as for summer. Though his diet 
was habitually si~ple as well as abstemious, yet tl1ere were 
occasions, of religious festival or friendly congratulation, on 
which every Greek considered joviality and indulgence to be 
becoming. On such occasions, Sokrates could drink more wine 
than any guest present, yet without being overcome or intoxi
cated.I Ile abstained, on principle, from all extreme gymnastic 
training, which required, as necessary condition, extraordinary 
abundance of food.2 It was his professed purpose to limit, as 
much as possible, the number of his wants, as a distant approach 
to the perfection of the gods, who wanted nothing, to control 
such as were natural, and prevent the multiplication of any that 
were artificial.3 Nor can there be any doubt that his admirable 

1 See the Symposion of Plato as well as that of Xenophon, both of which 
profess to depict Sokrates at one of these jovial moments. Plato, Sympo· 
sion, c. 31, p. 214, A; c. 35, etc., 39, adfinem; Xenoph. Symp. ii, 26, where 
Sokrates requests that the wine may be handed round in small glasses, but 
that they may succeed each other quickly, like drops of rain in a shower. 

The view which Plato takes of indulgence in wine, as affording a sort 
of test of the comparative self-command of indivitluals, and measuring the 
facility with which any man may be betrayed into folly and extravagance, 
and the regulation to which he proposes to submit the practice, may be 
seen in his treatise De Legibus, i, p. 649; ii, pp. 671-674. Compare Xenoph. 
:Memorab. i, 2, l ; i, 6, 10. 

2 Xenoph. Memorab. i, 2, 4. TO µf:v imeprnt'tiovrn {nreprroveiv atreOOKiµal;e, 
etc. 

a Xenoph. l\Iem. i, 6, 10. EYen Antisthenes (disciple of Sokrates, and 
the originator of what was called the Cynic philosophy), while he pro· 

VOL. VIII. 26oc. 
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bodily temperament contributed materially to facilitate such a 
purpose, and assist him in the maintenance of that self-mastery, 
contentc,d sclf-suiliciency, and independence of the favor! ~s well 
as of the enmity of others, which were essential to his plan of 
intellectual life. His friends, who communicate to us his great 
bodily strength and endurance, are at the same time full of jests 
upon his ugly physiognomy ; his flat nose, thick lips, and prom
inent eyes, like a satyr, or silenus.2 Nor can we implicitly 
trust the evidence of such very admiring witnesses, as to the 
philosopher's exemption from infirmities of temper; for there 
seems good proof that he was by natural temperament violently 
irascible; a defect which he generally kept under severe control, 
but which occasionally betrayed him into great improprieties of 
language and demeanor.3 

Of those friends, the best known to us are Xenophon and 
Plato, though there existed in antiquity various dialogues com

nounced virtue to be self-sufficient for conferring happiness, was obliged to 
add that the strength and vigor of Sokratcs were required as a farther 
condition: avrupK1/ T~V upen)v Trpot; evoaiµoviav, µ7Joevot; 7rp0<10eoµev1jV OTl 
µ~ ri/t; r,,,,KpartKi/t; icrxvot;; '\Vinckelman, Antisthen. Fragment. p. 4 7; 
Diog. Laert. vi, 11. 

1 See his reply to the invitation of Archelaus, king of Macedonia, indi
cating the repugnance to accept favors which he could not return (Aristot. 
Rhetor. ii, U ). 

2 Plato, Sympos. c. 32, p. 215, A; Xenoph. Sympos. c. 5; Plato, Theretet. 
p.143. D. 

3 This is one of the traditions which Aristoxenus, the disciple of Aris
totle, heard from his father Spintharus, who had been in personal commu
nication with Sokrates. See the :Fragments of Aristoxcnus, Fragm. 27, 
28; ap. Frag. Hist. Grrec. p. 280, ed. Didot. 

It appears to me that Frag. 28 contains the statement of what Aristox
enns really said about the irascibility of Sokrates; while the expressions 
of Fragm. 27; aseribcd to that author by Plutarch, are unmeasured. 

Fragm. 28 also substantially contra.diets Fragm. 26, in which Diogenes 
asserts, on the authority of Aristoxenus, - what is not to be believed, even 
if Aristoxcnus had asserted it, - that Sokrates made a regular trade of his 
teaching, and collected perpetual contributions: see Xenoph. Memor. i, 2, 
6 j i, 5, 6. 

I see no reason for the mistrust with which Preller (Hist. Philosophic, c. 
v, p. 139) and Ritter (Geschich. d. l'hilos. vol. ii, ch. 2, p. 19) regard the 
general testimony of Aristoxenus about Sokrates. 
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posed, and memoranda put together, by other hearers of Sokra
tes, respecting his conversations and teaching, which are all now 
lost.I The " ]\IemoraLilia " of Xenophon profess to record 
actual conversations held by Sokrates, and are prepared with the 
announced purpose of vindicating him against the accusations 
of Meletus and his other accusers on the trial, as well as against 
unfavorable opinions, seemingly much circulated respecting his 
character and purposes. "\Ve thus have in it a sort of partial 
biography, subject to such deductions from its evidentiary value 
as may be requisite for imperfection of memory, intentional dec
oration, and partiality. On the other hand, the purpose of Plato, 
in the numerous dialogues wherein he introduces Sokrates, is 
not so clear, and is explained very differently by different com
mentators. Plato was a great speculative genius, who came to 
form opinions of his own distinct from those of Sokrates, and 
employed the name of the latter as spokesman for these opinions 
in various dialogues. How much, in the Platonic Sokrates, can 
be safely accepted either as a picture of the man or as a record 
of his opinions, - how much, on the other hand, is to be treated 
as Platonism; or in what proportions the two are intermingled, 
- is a point not to be decided with certainty or rigor. The 
"Apology of Sokrates," the " Kriton," and the " Phre<lon," - in 
so far as it is a moral picture, and apart from the doctrines advo
cated in it, -appear to belong to the first category; while the 
political and social views of the "Republic" and of the treatise 
" De Legibus," the cosmic theories in the "Tim::eus," and the 

• 	 hypothesis of Ideas, as substantive existences apa"rt from the 
phenomenal world, in the various dialogues wherever it is stated, 
certainly belong to the second. Of the ethical dialogues, much 

1 Xenophon (l\Iem. i, 4, I) alludes to several such biographers, or collect
ors of anecdotes about Sokrates. Yet it would seem that most of these 
Socratici vfri (Cicer. ad Attic. xiv, 9, I) did not collect anecdotes or con
versations of the master, after the manner of Xenophon; bnt C'Omposed 
dialogues, manifesting more or less of his method and f1i'Jor, after the type 
of Plato. Simon the leathcr-cntter, however, took memoranda of conver
sations held by Sokrates in his shop, and puhlished several dialogues pur
porting to be such. (Diog. Laert. ii, 123.) The Socratici viri are generally 
praised by Cicero (Tus. D. ii, 3, 8) for the elegance of their style. 
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may be probably taken to represent Sokrates, more or less 
Platonized. 

But though the opinions put by Plato into the mouth of Sok
rates are liable to thus much of uncertainty, we finJ, to our great 
satisfaction, that the pictures given by Plato and Xenophon of 
their common master are in the main accordant; differing only 
as drawn from the same original by two authors radically differ
ent in spirit and character. Xenophon, the man of action, 
brings out at length those conversations of Sokrates which had 
a bearing on practical conduct, and were calculated to correct 
vice or infirmity in particular individuals; such being the matter 
which served his purpose as an apologist, at the same time that 
it suited his intellectual taste. But he intimates, nevertheless, 
very plainly, that the conYersation of Sokrates was often, indeed 
usually, of a more negative, analytical, and generalizing ten
dency; 1 not destined for the reproof of positive or special defect, 
but to awaken the inquisitive faculties and lead to the rational 
comprehension of vice and virtue as referable to determinate 
general principles. Now this latter side of the master's physi
ognomy, whicli Xenophon records distinctly, though without 
emphasis or development, acquires almost exclusive prominence 
in the Platonic picture. Plato leaves out the practical, and con
secrates himself to the theoretical, Sokrates; whom he divests in 
part of his identity, in order to enrol him as chief speaker in 
certain larger theoretical views of his own. The two pictures, 
therefore, do not contradict each other, but mutually supply ea~h 
other's defects, and admit of being blended into one consistent ' 
whole. And respecting the method of Sokrates, a point more 
characteristic than either his precepts or his theory, - as well as 
respecting the effect of that method on the minds of hearers, 
both Xenophon and Plato are witnesses substantially in unison: 
though, here again, the latter has made the method his own, 

Xenophon, Memor. i, 1, 16. Avro, cle rrept TWV uv8p<.>7rfllJV uel Olt• 
Myero, 11 Ko rr iJ v, ri <v 11 <f3 ef, Ti u 11 e(3 t ~ · ri 1wA.ov, Ti alu;rpov • Ti 
oiKawv, ri uotKov • ri <iv<lpfo, ri oetl.ia • ri a<.></Jpocivvri, ri µavia • ri rr6A.tr, 
Tt 7rOAITlKOr' ri upx~ uv{ipwrr<.>v, Tl up;rtKQ~ uiv.Jpwrr<.>v, etc. 

Compare i, 2, 50 ; iii, 8, 3, 4 ; iii, 9 ; iv, 4, 5; iv, 6, 1. a1<07rwv aiiv rofr 
ovvova£, d €K a 11 r o v eZ 11 r <~ v ov r w v , ovoi rr o r ' l t.. 1/ ye. 

I 
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worked it out on a scale of enlargement and perfection, and 
given to it a permanence which it could never have derived from 
its original author, who only talked and never wrote. It is . 
fortunate that our two main witnesses about him, both speaking 
from personal knowledge, agree to so great an extent. 

Both describe in the same manner his private life and habits; 
his contented poverty, justice, temperance in the largest sense 
of the wor<l, and self-sufficing independence of character. On 
most of these points too, Aristophanes and the other comic 
writers, so far as their testimony counts for anything, appear as 
confirmatory witnesses; for they abound in jests on the coarse fare, 
shabby and scanty clothing, bare feet, pale face, poor and joyless 
life, of Sok rates.I Of the circumstances of his life we are almost 
wholly ignorant: he served as an hoplite at PotidIBa, at Delium, 
and at Amphipolis; with credit apparently in all, though exag
gerated encomiums on the part of his friends provoked an 
equally exaggerated skepticism on the part of' AthenIBus and 
others. He seems never to have filled any political office until 
the year (s.c. 40G) in which the battle of Arginusm occurred, in 
which year lie was member of the senate of Five Hundred, and 
one of the prytanes on that memorable day when the proposition 
of Kallixenus against the six general5 was submitted to' the 
public assembly: his determined refusal, in spite of all personal 
hazard, to put an unconstitutional question to the vote, has been 
already recounted. That during his Jong life he strictly obeyed 
the laws,2 is proved by the fact that none of his numerous ene
mies ever arraigned him before a court of justice: that he dis
charged all the duties of an upright man and a brave as well as 
pious citizen, may also be confidently asserted. His friends lay 
especial stress upon his piety; that is, upon his exact discharge 

1 Aristoph. Nubes, 105, 121, 362, 414; Aves, 1282; Eupolis, Fragment. 
Iucert. ix, x, xi, ap. Meineke, p. 552; Ameipsias, Fragmenta, Konnns, p. 
703, Meineke; Diogen. Lacrt. ii, 28. 

The later comic writers ridiculed the Pythagoreans, as well as Zeno the 
Stoic, on grounds very similar: see Diogenes Laert. vii, 1, 24 . ., 

• Plato, Apo!. Sokr. c. I. Nvv lyw rrrf>rov fat O!Ka<JTQptov ava(Je/JJlKa, 
fr11 yeyovwr rrl.tiw t(3ooµf;1wvra. " 
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of all the religious duties considered as incumbent upon an 
Athenian.I 

Though these points are requisite to be established, in order 
that we may rightly interpret the character of Sokrates, it is not 
from them that he bas derived his eminent place in history. 
Three peculiarities distinguish the man. 1. His long life passed 
in contented poverty, and in public, apostolic dialectics. 2. His 
strong religious persuasion, or belief, of acting under a mission 
and signs from the gods; especially his dmmon, or genius ; the 
special religious warning of which he believed himself to be fre
quently the subject. 3. His great intellectual originality, both 
of subject and of method, and his power of stirring and forcing 
the germ of inquiry and ratiocination in others. Though these 
three characteristics were so blended in Sokrates that it is not 
easy to consider them separately; yet, in each respect, he stood 
distinguished from all Greek philosophers before or after him. 

At what time Sokrates relinquished his profession as a statu
ary we do not know ; but it is certain that all the middle and 
later part of his life, at least, was devoted exclusively to the self
imposed task of teaching; excluding all other business, public or 
private, and to the neglect of all means of fortune. "\Ve can hardly 
avoid speaking of him as a teacher, though he himself disclaimed 
the appellation :2 his practice was to talk or converse, or to praitle 
without end,3 if we tra.nslate the derisory word by which the ene
mies of philosophy described dialectic conversation. Early in 
the morning he frequented the public walks, the gymnasia for 
bodily training, and the schools where youths were receiving in
struction: he was to be seen in the market-place at the hour when 
it was most crowded, among the booths and tables where goods 
were exposed for sale: his whole day was usually spent in this 

1 Xcnoph. Memor. i, I, 2-20; i, 3, 1-3. 
2 Plato, Apo!. Sokr. c. 21, p. 33, A. lyi:J 0£ 01ouaKa.A.or µev oVclevv' 

'lf'w1rore lyev6µ1Jv: compare c. 4, p. 19, E. 
Xenoph. Memor. iii, 11, 16. Sokratl\s: brtaKwrrniv r~v iavroii u'lrpay· 

µoaVV'l}V ; Pillt. Ap. Sok. c. 18, p. 31, n. 
3 'AooA.eaxeiv; see Ruhnken's .;\nimadversiones in Xenoph. l\Iemor. p. 

293, of Schneider's edition of that treatise. Compare Plato, Sophistes, c. 
23, p. 225, E. 

http:01ouaKa.A.or
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public manner.I He talked with any one, young or old, rich or 
poor, who sought to address him, and in the hearing of all who 
chose to stand by: not only he never either asked or received 
any reward, but he made no distinction of persons, never with
held his conversation from any one, and talked upon the same 
general topics to all. Ile conversed with politicians, sophists, 
military men, artisans, ambitious or studious youths, etc. He 
visited all persons of interest in the city, male or female: his 
friendship with Aspasia is well known, and orie of the most in
teresting chapters2 of Xenophon's .l\Iemorabilia recounts his visit 
to and dialogue with Theodote, a beautiful hetffira, or female com
panion. Nothing could be more public, perpetual, and indiscrim
inate as to persons than his conversation. But as it was engaging, 
curious, and instructive to hear, certain persons made it their habit 
to attend him in public as companions and listeners. These men, 
a .fluctuating body, were commonly known as his disciples, or 
scholars ; t~ough neither he nor his personal friends ever em
ployed the terms teaclter and disciple to describe the relation 
between them.3 1\Iany of them came, attracted by his reputation, 

1 Xenoph. l\Iem. i, I, IO; Plato, Apo!. Sok. I, p. 17, D; 18, p. 31, A. 
olov ofj µot OOKet 0 ~eiJr: lµe rij rr6A.ei rrpoure~etKivat rotoiir6v Ttva, or: vµar: 
E)lelp(JV Kat 1rel~(Jll, Kat OVetrJi((JV §va fKaUTOV, OVOEll rrafJoµai, T~ V I/µ epa II 

oA-1111 rravraxov rrpouKa~i((,)v. 
• Xen. Mem. iii, l I. 
3 Xenophon in his Memorabilia speaks always of the companions of Sok

rates, not of his discipks: ol uvvovrer: abrfii- ol uvvovuiaurat (i, 6, l) 
ol avvOtarpi{Jovret;- ol uvyytyv6µevot - ol fralpot - ol bµi/.ovvret; abrfii 
ol avv~~ett; (iv, 8, 2)- ol µ~· abrov (iv, 2, 1) - ol l1rl~vµ11rai (i, 2, 60) . 
.A.ristippus also, in speaking to Plato, talked of Sokmtes as olraipot; hµwv ; 
Aristot. Rhetor. ii, 24. His enemies spoke of his disciples, in an invidious 
sense; Plato, Ap. Sok. c. 21, p. 33, A. 

It is not to be believed that any companions can have made frequent 
visits, either from Megam and Thebes, to Sokrates at Athens, during the 
last years of the war, Lefore the capture of Athens in 404 B.c. And in 
point of fact, the passage of the Platonic Theretetus represents Eukleides 
of Megara as alluding to his conversations with Sokrates only a short time 
before the death of the latter (Plato, Theretetus, c. 2, p. 142, E). The 
story given by Aulus Gellius - that Eukleides came to visit Sokrates by 
night, in women's clothes, from Megara to Athens - seems to me an 
absurdity, though Dcycks (De l\Icgaricarum Doctrina, p. 5) is inclined to 
believe it. · 
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during the later years of his life, from other Grecian cities ; Me· 
gara, Thebes, Elis, Kyrene, etc. 

Now no other person in Athens, or in any other Grecian city, 
appears ever to have manifested himself in this perpetual and in· 
discriminate manner as a public talker for instruction. All teach
ers either took money for their lessons, or at least gave them 
apart from the multitude in a private house or garden, to special 
pupils, with admissions and rejections at their own pleasure. By 
the peculiar mode of life which Sokrates pursued, not only his 
conversation reached the minds of a much wider circle, but he 
became more abundantly known as a person. ·while acquiring a 
few attached friends and admirers, and raising a certain intel
lectual interest in others, he at the same time provoked a large 
number of personal enemies. TJ1is was probably the reason why 
he was selected by Aristophanes and the other comic writers, to 
be attacked as a general representative of philosophical and rhe
torical teaching; the more so, as his marked and repuJsive physi
ognomy admitted so well of being imitated in the mask which 
the actor wore. The audience at the theatre would more readily 
recognize the peculiar figure which they were accustomed to see 
every day in the market-place, than if Prodikus or Protagoras, 
whom most of them did not know by sight, had been brought on 
the stage ; nor was it of much importance, either to them or to 
Aristophanes, whether Sokrates was represented as teaching what 
he did really teach, or something utterly different. 

This extreme publicity of life and conversation was one among 
the characteristics of Sokrates, distinguishing him from all teach
ers either before or after him. Next, was his persuasion of a 
special religious mission, restraints, impulses, and communications, 
sent to him by the gods. Taking the belief in such supernatural 
intervention generally, it was indeed noway peculiar to Sokrates: 
it was the \)rdinary faith of the ancient world; insomuch that the 
attempts to resolve phenomena into general laws were looked 
upon with a certain disapprobation, as indirectly setting it aside. 
And Xenophon! accordingly avails himself of this general fact, 
in replying to the indictment for religious innovation, of which 

1 Xenoph. Mem. i, I, 2, 3. 
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his master was found guilty, to affirm that the latter pretended to 
nothing beyond what was included in the creed of every pious· 
man. But this is not an exact statement of the matter in debate ; 
for it slurs over at least, if it does not deny, that speciality of in-· 
spiration from the gods, which those who talked with Sokrates-' 
as we learn even from Xenophon- believed, and which Sokra
t&s himself believed also.1 Very different is his own representa
tion, as put forth in the defence before the dikastery. He had 
been accustomed constantly to hear, even from his childhood, a 
divine voice, interfering, at moments when he was about to act, 
in the way of restraint, but never in the way of instigation. Such 
prohibitory warning was wont to come upon him very frequently, 
not merely on great, but even on small occasions, intercepting 
what he was about to do or to say.2 Though later writers speak 

1 See the conversation of Sokrates (reported by Xenophon, l\fem. i, 4, 
15) with Aristodemus, respecting the gods: "'Vhat will be sufficient to 
persuade you (asks Sokrates) that the gods care about you 1 " " When 
they send me special monitors, as you say that they do to you (replies Aristode
mus); to tell me v.:hat to do, and what not to do.'' To which Sokrates 
replied, that they answer the questions of the Athenians, by replies of the 
oracle, and that they send prodigies (ripara) by way of information to the 
Greeks generally. He further ad vises Aristodemus to pay assiduous court 
(t'hparrevttv) to the gods, in order to see whether they will not send him 
monitory information about doubtful events (i, 4, 18). 

So again in his conversation with Enthydemus, the latter says to him: 
'1;ol cle,i:i !.wKpaur,loiKa<Jiv lrt <fit'At1ei>repov 1/ roir u'A'Aotr ;r,pi;a
{} at, oiye µnae i:trepw rwµevot Vtro C'OV trpoanµaivovatv, UT£ ;r,pq 1t'Ol£lV Kat a 
µq (iv, 3, 12). 

Compare i, I, 19; and iv, 8, I I, where this perpetual communication and 
advice from the gods is employed as an evidence to prove the superior piety 
of Sokrates. 

2 Plato, Ap. Sok. c. 19, p. 3), D. Tovrov oe ainov lartv (that is, the 
reason why Sokrat~s had never entered on public life) o v µ e i r l µ o;, 
rro'A'AaKti; uK1JKoare rro'A'Aa;r,oii 'Aiyovroi;, ort µ01 ~elov rt Kai 
vaiµ6vtov yiyverat, 0 Oq Kat tv rfi ypa<fi'.l ltrtKW(lWOWV MeAT)TOC lypa.paro. 
'Eµot oe roiir' larlv l K tr at cJ ur apf fi µ e v o v, tpwv~ rti; ytyvoµev1), ;) 
orav yiv11rat, ad utrorpitrtt µe roVTOV 0 av µil,'Aw trparutv, trporpetret clt
oinrore. Tovr' lar!v oµot lvavriovrat rii. rro'AtrtKu rrparreiv, 

.Again, c. 31, p. 40, A, he tells the dikasts, after his condemnation: 'H 
yap tiwffvla µot µavrtKq &roii clatµoviov l v µe v r iii rr p6 aff e v x p 6v 't' 
1l'aVrt traVV '1!'1JKVq aet fiv Kat '/l'llVV Etrl aµtKpOi.f lvaiJrtoV
µev1), el rt µ0.'Aotµt µ~ op~wi; 'l!'pafetv. Nvvl &e fvµ{3e{3111te 

VOL. VIII. 18 
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of this as the dremon or genius of Sokrates, he himself does not 
personify it, but treats it merely as a "divine sign, a prophetic or 
supernatural voice."! He was accustomed not only to obey it im
plicitly, but to speak of it publicly and familiarly to others, so 
that the fact was well known both to his friends and to his ene
mies. It had always forbidden him to enter on public life; it.for
bade him, when the indictment was hanging over him, to take any 
thought for a prepared defence ;2 and so completely did he march 
with a consciousness of this bridle in his mouth, that when he 
felt no check, he assumed that the turning which he was about to 
take was the right one. Though his persuasion on the subject 
was unquestionably sincere, and his obedience constant, yet he 
never dwelt upon it himself as anything grand, or awful, or en
titling him to peculiar deference; but spoke of it often in his 
usual strain of familiar playfulness. To his friends generally, it 
seems to have constituted one of his titles to reverence, though 
neither Plato nor Xenophon scruple to talk of it in that jesting 

µot, U'll'fp opii:re Kat abTOl, raVTt, U ye 0~ 0[7]f1et7] UV Tl' Kal t>oµii;erat fo;rara 
l(aKi:JV elvat. 'Eµot Oe OVTE t;iovrt lwfJev Ot1<ofJev nvavrtwf17] To T0 1j fJ E0 v 
a 7/ µel 0 v' OVTE nviKa avi{3atvov lvravfJol lrrl TO OtKa<Irqptov ovr' lv ri;J l.oyi,i 
/LEAAOVTt Tl EpElV' l<atrOL Ev UAAot, AO)'Ot' 'll'OAAa;rov Oi) /LE 

lrreuxe "Atyovra µera;v. 
He goes on to infer that his line of defence has been right, and that his 

condemnation is no misfortune to him, but a benefit, seeing that the sign 
has not manifested itself. 

I agree in the opinion of Schleiermacher (in his Preface to his transla· 
tion of the Apology of Sokrates, part i, vol. ii, p. 185, of his general trans
lation of Plato's works), that this defence may be reasonably taken as a 
reproduction by Plato of what Sokrates actually said to the dikasts on his 
trial. In addition to the reasons given by Schleiermacher there is one 
which may be noticed. Sokrateo predicts to the dikasts that, if they put 
him 'to death, a great number of young men will forthwith put themselves 
forward to take up the vocation of cross-questioning, who will give them 
more trouble than he has ever done (Plat. Ap. Sok. c. 30, p. 39, D). Now 
there is no reason to believe that this prediction was realized. If, there
fore, Plato puts an erroneous prophecy into the mouth of Sokrates, this is 
probably because Sokrates really made one. 

1 The words of Sokrates plainly indicate this meaning: see also a good 
note of Schleiermacher, appended to his translation of the Platonic Apol
ogy, Platons W erke, part i, vol. ii, p. 432. · 

1 Xenoph. Mem. iv, 8, 5. 
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way which doubtless they caught from himself.t But to his ene
mies and to the Athenian public, it appeared in the light of an 
offensive heresy ; an impious innovation on the orthodox creed, 
and a desertion of the recognized gods of Athens. 

Such was the dremon or genius of Sokrates, as described by 
himself and as conceived in the genuine Platonic dialogues; a 
voice always prohibitory, and bearing exclusively upon his own 
personal conduct.2 That which Plutarch and other admirers of 
Sokrates conceived as a ·aremon,or intermediate being b~tween 
gods and men, was looked upon by the fathers of the Christian 
church as a devil; by LeClerc, as one of the fallen angels ; by 
some other modern commentators, as mere ironical phraseology 
on the part of Sokrates himself.3 Without presuming to deter
mine the question raised in the former hypotheses, I believe the 
last to be untrue, and that the conviction of Sokrates on the point 
was quite sincere. A circumstance little attended to, but deserv
i~g peculiar notice, and stated by himself, is, that the restraining 
voice began when he was a child, and continued even down to the 
end of his life : it had thus become an established persuasion, 
long before his philosophical habits began. But though this pe
culiar form of inspiration belonged exclusively to him, there were 

1 Xenoph. Sympos. viii, 5; Plato, Euthydcm. c. 5, p. 272, E. 
'See Plato (Theretct. c. 7, p. 151, A; Phredms, c. 20, p. 242, C; Repub

lic, vi, IO, p. 496, C)-in addition to the above citations from the Apology. 
The passage in the Euthyphron (c. 2, p. 3, B) is somewhat less specific. 

The Pseudo-Platonic dialogue, Theages, retains the strictly prohibitory 
attribute of the voice, as never in any case impelling; but extends the 
range of the warning, as if it was heard in cases not simply personal to 
Sokrates himself, but referring to the conduct of his friends also (Theages, 
c. II, 12, pp. 128, 129). 

Xenophon also neglects the specific attributes, and conceives the voice 
generally as a divine communication with instruction and advice to Sok
rates, so that he often prophesied to his friends, and was always right 
(llfemor. i, I, 2-4; iv, 8, I). 

3 See Dr. Forster's note on the :Euthyphron of Plato, c. 2, p. 3. 
The treatise of Plutarch (De Gcnio Socratis) is full of speculation on 

the subject, but contains nothing about it which can be relied upon as 
matter of fact. There are various stories about prophecies made by 
Sokrates, and verified by the event, c. II, p. 582. 

See also this matter discussed, with abundllnt references, in Zeller, 
Philosophic der Griechen, v. ii, pp. 25-28. 
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also other ways in which he believed himself to have received 
the special mandates of the gods, not simply checking him when 
he was about to take a wrong turn, but spurring him on, directing, . 
and peremptorily exacting from him, a positive course of pro-. 
ceeding. Such distinct mission had been imposed upon him by 
dreams, by oracular intimations, and by every other means which 
the gods employed for signifying their special will.I 

Of these intimations from the oracle, he specifies particularly 
one, in•reply to a question put at Delphi, by his intimate friend, 
and enthusiastic admirer, Chrerephon. The question put was, 
whether any other man was wiser than Sokrates; to which the 
Pythian priestess replied, that no other man was wiser.\l Sokrates 
affirms that he was greatly perplexed on hearing this declaration 
from so infallible an authority, being conscious to himself that he 
possessed no wisdom on any subject, great or small. At length, 
after much meditation and a distressing mental struggle, he 
resolved to test the accuracy of the infallible priestess, by taking 
measure of the wisdom of others as compared with his own. 
Selecting a leading politician, accounted wise both by others and 
by himself, he proceeded to converse with him and put scruti
nizing questions; the answers to which satisfied him that this 
man's supposed wisdom was really no wisdom at all. Having 
made such a discovery, Sokrates next tried to demonstrate to the 
politician himself how much he wanted of being wise; but this 
was impossible; the latter still remained as folly persuaded of 
his own wisdom as before. "The result which I acquired (says 
Sokrates) was, that I was a wiser man than he, for neither he 
nor I knew anything of what was truly good and honorable; but 
the difference between us was, that he fancied he knew them, 
while I was fully conscious of my own ignorance; I was thus 
wiser than he, inasmuch as I was exempt from that capital 
error." So far, therefore, the oracle was proved to be right. 

• Plato, Ap. Sok. c. 22, p. 33, C. 'Eµol cle rovro, wr fyw 1J7Jµt, Trpo11rira1<
rat {nro roii -Seo ii npurretv 1<a1 t" µav re t c;, v Kat ti; f v v Tr vi CJ v, Kat 
Tr.avd rp6Trtp, <[JTr€p rir TrOTe KaL UAA7J -Seia µo'ipa uv~pcJ
Tr<p Kat oriovv Trpo11€ral;e rrparreiv. 

1 Plato, Apol. Sok. c. 5, p. 21, A. Sokrates offers to produce the testi· 
rnony of the brother of Chrerephon, the latter himself being dead, to attest 
the reality of this question and answer. 
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Sokrates repeated the same experiment successively upon a 
great number of different persons, especially those in reputation 
for distinguished abilities; first, upon political men and rhetors, 
next upon poets of every variety, and upon artists as well as 
artisans. The result of his trial was substantially the same in 
all cases. The poets, indeed, composed splendid verses, but 
when questioned even about the words, the topics, and the 
purpose, of their own compositions, they could give no consistent 
or satisfactory explanations ; so that it became evident that they 
spoke or wrote, like prophets, as unconscious subjects under the 
promptings of inspiration. l\Ioreover, their success as poets filled 
them with a lofty opinion of their own wisdom on other points 
also. The case was similar with artists and artisans; who, while 
highly instructed, and giving satisfactory answers, each in his 
own particular employment, were for that reason only the more 
convinced that they also knew well other great and noble 
subjects. This great general mistake more than countervailed 
their special capacities, and left them, on the whole, less wise 
than Sokrates.1 

"In this research and scrutiny (said Sokrates, on his defence) 
I have been long engaged, and am still engaged. I interrogate 
every man of reputation; I prove him to be defective in wisdom; 
but I cannot prove it so as to make him sensible of the defect. 
Fulfilling the mission imposed upon me, I have thus established 
the veracity of the god, who meant to pronounce that human 
wisdom was of little reach or worth; and that he who, like 
Sokrates, felt most convinced of his own worthlessness, as to 
wisdom, was really the wisest of men.2 l\Iy service to the god 
has not only constrained me to live in constant poverty 3 and 
neglect of political estimation, but has brought upon me a host 

•Plato, Ap. Sok. c. 7, 8, p. 22. 
t Plato, Ap. Sok. c. 9, p. 23. I give here the sense rather than the exact 

words : Oho> i·.uwv aotpwTaTO!,' EaTlV, oaTl!,' wa;rrp 'i.wKpUTl}!,' lyvwKEV liri 

ovO.vilc u€t6c fun TJ) u/,,1/~tit;i Trpo> aopiav. 
TavT' ·~;;,µI:-; fr: Kai vvv Trepllwv l;71r& /Wt lpevvw KaTii. rov i'>eov, Kat TQV 

aan:iv Kat TWV ;tvwv UV Tlva o1wµat uo<J>i>v rival" /Wt eTrw1av µ01 µ~ OOKij, r 'i' 
i'J e {iJ /3o1J i'J wv lvrJeiKvvµat I'm ovK i:uTL ao</>6» 

3 Plato, Ap. Sok. c. 9, p. 23, A-C. 
• . •tv Treviq, µvpit;i Elµ~, otii. rqv roi• ihov °AaTpe1av. 
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of bitter enemies in those whom I have examined and exposed; 
while the bystanders talk of me as a wise man, because they give 
me credit for wisdom respecting all the points on which my ex
posure of others turns." - "·whatever be the danger and obloquy 
which I may incur, it would be monstrous indeed, if, having main
tained my place in the ranks a~ an hoplite under your generals at 
Delium and Potidffia, I were now, from fear of death or anything 
else, to disobey the oracle and desert the post which the god has 
assigned to me, the duty of living for philosophy and cross
questioning both myself and othcrs.1 And should you even now 
offer to acquit me, on condition of my renouncing this duty, I 
should tell you, with all respect and affection, that I will obey 
the god rather than you, and that I will persist, until my dying 
day, in cross-questioning you, exposing your want of wisdom and 
virtue, and reproaching you until the defect be remedied.'! l\Iy 
mission as your monitor is a mark of the special favor of the god 
to you; and if you condemn me, it will be your loss; for you will 
find none other such.3 Perhaps you will ask me, ·why cannot 
you go away, Sokrates, and live among us in peace and silence? 
This is the hardest of all questions for me to answer to your 
satisfaction. If I tell you that silence on my part would be dis
obedience to the god, you will think me in jest, and not believe 
me. You will believe me still less, if I tell you that the greatest 
blessing which can happen to man is, to carry on discussions 
every day about virtue and those other matters which you hear 
me canvassing when I cross-examine myself as well as others; 
and that life, without such examination, is no life at all. Never
theless, so stands the fact, incredible as it may seem to you." 4 

1 Plato, Ap. Sok. c. 17, p. 29. Toii oi: i1eoiJ TUTTOVTor;, wr: lyw ,;,.7&qv Kat 
inrt/-,apov, </JiA.0110</Jovvru µe rleiv (iiv, Kat f;era;ovra l,uavrov Kat TOV( u/./,.ovr, 
lvraV>'fa rli: </Jo/3111'hl, 1/ &U.varov 1/ uA.?.o ortoiiv rrpii.yµa A.irrotµL rT;v TU~Lv. 

2 Plato, Ap. Sok. c. 17, p. 29, C. 
3 l'lato, Ap. Sok. c. 18, p. 30, D. 
'Plato, Ap. Sok. c. 28, p. 38, A. 'Euv re yap Aty"', I'm ri;i &ei;i arret&eiv 

TOVT' fort, IWt Ota TOVT' uavvarov n11vxiav uyetv, OV rrefoe11{ff; µoL W(" eipt.JV£VO• 
jtEVfi'" fUV T1 au i,{yt.J /'m Kat TVYXUVEL µeytl1TOV aya{fov OV av{fpiJTrfi' TOVT01 

CKUl1TI/!: hµipa(" 'lrE(ll llflETij(" roi!r; A.oyovr; 1rOletl1&aL Kut TWV ul.}.t.JV, rrtpt WV 
vµeir; tµoii UKOVETe rlta?.eyoµivov Kat t1iavrov Kat UAAoV(" l;eru,;ovror: - 6 rle 
ave;era11ro, f3ior ov {3tt.Jro, civfJpwmiJ (these last striking words are selected 

http:ul.}.t.JV
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I have given rather ample extracts from the Platonic Apology, 
because no one can conceive fairly the character of Sokrates 
who does not enter into the spirit of that impressive discourse. 
·we see in it plain e\'idence of the marked supernatural mission 
which he believed himself to be executing, and which would not 
allow him to rest or employ himself in other ways. The oracular 
answer brought by Ch:erephon from Delphi, was a fact of far 
more importance in his history than l1is so-called dremon, about 
which so much more has been said. That answer, together with 
the dreams and other divine mandates concurrent to the same 
end, came upon him in the middle of his life, when the intel
lectual man was formed, and when he had already acquired a 
reputation for wisdom among those who knew him. It supplied 
a stimulus which brought into the most pronounced action a pre
existing train of generalizing dialectics and Zenonian negation, 
an intellectual vein with which the religious impulse rarely comes 
into confluence. "Without such a motive, to which his mind was 
peculiarly susceptible, his conversation would probably have 
taken the same general turn, but would assuredly have been re
stricted within much narrower and more cautious limits. For 
nothing could well be more unpopular and obnoxious than the 
task which he undertook of cross-examining, and convicting of 
ignorance, every distinguished man whom he could approach. 
So violent, indeed, was the enmity which lie occasionally pro
voked, that there were instances, we are told, in which he was 
struck or maltreated,1 and very frequently laughed to scorn. 
Though he acquired much admiration from auditors, especially 
youthful auditors, and from a few devoted adherents, yet the 
philosophical motive alone would not have sufliced to prompt him 
to that systematic, and even obtrusive, cross-examination which 
he adopted as the business of his life. 

This, then, is the second peculiarity which distinguishes Sok· 
rates, in addition to his extreme publicity of life and indiscrimi
nate conversation. He was not simply a philosopher, but a 
religious missionary doing the work of philosophy ; "an elench_. 

by Dr. Hutcheson, as the motto for his Synopsis Philosophire Moralis) 
raiira &e frt fjrrov rreiuern'Ji µot Uyovrt. 

1 Diogen. Laert. ii, 21. 
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tic,-or cross-examining god,- to use an expression which Plato 
puts into his mouth respecting an Eleatic philosopher going about 
to examine and convict the infirm in reason." 1 Nothing of this 
character belonged either to Parmenides and Anaxagoras before 
him, or to Plato and Aristotle after him. Both Pythagoras and 
Empedokles did, indeed, lay claim to supernatural communica
tions, mingled with their philosophical teaching. But though 
there be thus far a general analogy between them and Sokrates, 
the modes of manifestation were so utterly different, that no fair 
comparison can be instituted. 

The third and most important clrnracteristic of Sokrates- that, 
through which the first and second became operative - was his 
intellectual peculiarity. His influence on the speculative mind 
of his age was marked and important; as to subject, as to method, 
and as to doctrine. 

He was the first who turned his thoughts and discussions dis
tinctly to the subject of ethics. With the philosophers who pre
ceded him, the subject of examination had been Nature, or the 
Kosmos,2 as one undistinguishable whole, blending together 
cosmogony, astronomy, geometry, physics, metaphysics, etc. The 
Ionic as well as the Eleatic philosophers, Pythagoras as well as 
Empedokles, all set before themselves this vast and undefined 
problem ; each framing some system suited to l1is own vein of 
imagination; religious, poetica~ scientific, or skeptical. Accord
ing to that lionorable ambition for enlarged knowledge, however, 
which marked the century following 480 B.c., and of which the 
professional men called sophists were at once the products and 
the instruments, arithmetic, geometry, and astronomy, as much as 
was then known, were becoming so far detached sciences as to 

1 Plato, Sophistes, c. I, p. 216; the expression is applied to the Eleatic 
stranger, who sustains the chief part in that dialogue: Ta;( i1v ovv Kai aoi 
Ttr; OVTOr; Ti:JV KpetTTOVl.lV avvhroLT01 rfia{;').ovr; ~µii-> ovrar; l:v Toir; A_oyotr; 
tmnpo,uevor; Kllt EAEJ';l.lV, -8 e 0 r; WV T t r; EA. e /' K T l K or;, 

• Xenoph. Mem. ~ I, 11. ObJI: )'<tp 7repl ri;r; ri:Jv 7ravrl.lv rpvawr;, fi7rep 
ri:Jv UAAl.lV ol 7rAeiaTot, oteAiyero, aKOrri:Jv 07rl.lr; 0 KaA.ovµevor; V7r0 ri:Jv 
aorpiari:Jv Koaµor; lxa, etc. 

Plato, Phredon, c. 45, p. 96, B. ravrTJr: ri}r; aorpiar;, J]v o~ 1rnA.oiia1 7r £ p ~ 
rpvatl.lr; laropiav. 

http:rpvatl.lr
http:7ravrl.lv
http:EAEJ';l.lV
http:KpetTTOVl.lV
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be taught separately to youth. Such appears to have been the 

state of science when Sokrates received his education. He 

received at least the ordinary amount of instruction in all: 1 he 

devoted himself as a young man to the society and lessons of the 

physical philosopher Archelaus,2 the disciple of Anaxagoras, 

whom he accompanied from Athens to Samos; and there is even 

reason to believe that, during the earlier part of his life, he was 


. much devoted to what was then understood as the general study 

of Nature.3 A man of his earnest and active intellect was likely 

first to manifest his curiosity as a learner: " to run after and 

track the various discourses of others, like a Laconian hound;' if 

I may borrow an expression applied to him by Plato,4 before he 


1 Xenoph. Memor. iv, 7, 3-5. 
1 Ion, Chins, Fragm. 9. ap. Didot. Fragm. Historic. Graicor. Diogen. Laert. 

ii, 16-l 9. 
Ritter ( Gesch. der Philos. vol, ii, ch. 2, p. 19) calls in question the asser· 

tion that Sokrates received instruction from Archelaus; in my judgment, 
without the least reason, since Ion of Chios is a good contemporary witness. 
He even denies that Sokrates received any instruction in philosophy at all, 
on the authority of a passage in the Symposion of Xenophon, where Sok
rates is made to speak Of himself as ~µa> Oe opii> avTOVpyOV( TtVaf Ti/> 
rptA.0110</Jiar livTar (l, 5). But it appears to me that that expression implies 
nothing more than a sneering antithesis, so frequent both in Plato and 
Xenophon, with the costly lessons given by Protagoras, Gorgias,and Prodi· 
kns. It cannot be understood to deny instruction given to Sokrates in the 
earlier portion of his life. 

a I think that the expression in Plato's Phaido, c. 102, p. 96, A, applies to 
Sokrates himself, and not to Plato: ru ye !µa 1rafJn, means the mental ten
dencies of Sokrates when a young man. 

Respecting the physical studies probably sought and cultivated by Sokrates 
in the earlier years of his life, see the instructive Dissr.rtation of Tychsen, 
Ueber den Prozess des Sokra!Cs, in the Bibliothek der Alten Literatnr und 
Kunst; Erstcs Stiick, p. 43. 

• Plato, Parmenid. p. 128, C. 1<af.rot CJ117rep ye al AaKatvat 11KvAaKer, t:V 
·µeTafJeir Ka2 lxvevetr Ta A.exi9£vra, etc. 

Whether Sokratcs can be properly said to. have been the pupil of Anaxag· 
oras and Archclaus, is a question of little moment, which hardly merited 
the skepticism of Bayle (Anaxagoras, note R; Archelaus, note A: com
pare Schanhach, Anaxagorai Fragmenta, pp. 23, 27). That he would seek 
to acquaint himself with their doctrines, and improve himself by commu
nicating personally with them, is a matter so probable, that the slenderest 
testimony suffices to make us believe it. Moreover1 ~s :J have before 

YOL. v~rr. 18*, ~7oc. . ' ,, .. 
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struck out any novelties of his own. And in Plato's -dialogue 
called "Parmenides,'' Sokrates appears as a young man full of 
ardor for the discussion of the Parmenidean theory, looking up 
with reverence to Parmenides and Zeno, and receiving from 
them instructions in the process of dialectical investigation. I 
have already, in the preceding chapter,1 noted the tenor of that 
dialogue, as illustrating the way in which Grecian philosophy 
presents itself, even at the first da~·n of dialectics, as at once 
negative and positive, recognizing the former branch of method 
no less than the latter as essential to the attainment of truth. I 
construe it as an indication respecting the early mind of Sokrates, 
imbibing tl1is conviction from the ancient Parmenides and the 
mature and practised Zeno, and imposing upon himself, as a con
dition of assent to any hypothesis or doctrine, the obligation of 
setting forth conscientiously all that could be said against it, not less 
than all that could be said in its favor: however laborious such 
a process might be, and however little appreciated by the multi· 
tude.2 Little as we know the circumstances which went to form 
the remarkable mind of Sokrates, we may infer from this dialogue 
that he owes in part his powerful negative vein of dialectics to 
"the double-tongued and all-objecting Zeno." 3 

To a mind at all exigent on the score of proof, physical science 
as handled in that day was indeed likely to appear not only 
unsatisfactory, but hopeless; and Sokrates, in the maturity of his 
life, deserted it altogether. The contradictory hypotheses which 
he heard, with the impenetrable confusion which overhung the 
subject, brought Mm even to the conviction, that the gods intend· 
ed the machinery by which they brought about astronomical and 
physical results to remain unknown, and that it was impious, as 

remarked, we have here a good contemporary witness, Ion of Chios, to tho 
fact of his intimacy with Archelans. In no other sense than this could a 
man like Sokrates be said to be the pupil of any one, 

1 See the chapter immediately preceding, p. 472. 
s See the remarkable passage in Plato's Parmenides, p. 135, C to 136, E, 

of which a portion has already been cited in my note to the preceding chap. 
ter, referred to in the note above. 

" Timon the Sillographcr ap. Diogcn. Laert. ix, 25, 
'Ap<poupoy/,,wr;r;ov oe µtya r;fJivor oi•tc uAarraovvv 
Zi/vc.>vor, i:ai:rc.>v lrr1!c?r.Topor, etc, 
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well as useless, to pry into their secrets.I His master Archelaus, 
though mainly occupied with physics, also speculated more or 
less concerning moral subjects; concerning justice and injustice, 
the laws, etc.; and is said to have maintained the tenet, that 
justice and injustice were determined by law or convention, not 
by nature. From him, perhaps, Sokrates may have been partly 
led to turn his mind in this direction. But to a man disappointed 
with physics, and having in his bosom a dialectical impulse power· 
fol, unemployed, and restless, the mere realities of Athenian life, 
even without Archelaus, would suggest human relations, duties, 
action and suffering, as the most interesting materials for contem
plation and discourse. Rokrates could not go int() the public 
assembly, the dikastery, or even the theatre, without hearing dis
cussions about what was just or unjust, honorable or base, expe
dient or hurtful, etc., nor without having his mind conducted to 
the inquiry, what was the meaning of these large words which 
opposing diRputants often invoked with equal reverential confi
dence. Along with the dialectic and generalizing power of Sok
rates, which formed his bond of connection with such minds as 
Plato, there was at the rnme time a vigorous practicality, a large 
stock of positive Athenian experience, with which Xenophon 
chiefly sympathized, and which he has brought out in his" .Mem
orabilia." Of these two intellectual tendencies, combined with 
a strong· religious sentiment, the character of Sokrates is com~ 
posed; and all of them were gratified at once, when he devoted 
himself to admonitory interrogation on the rules and purposes of 
human life; from which there was the less to divert him, as he 
had neither talents nor taste for public speaking. 

That " the prope1· study of mankind is man," 2 Sokrates was 
the first to proclaim: he recognized the security and happiness of 
man both as the single end of study, and as the limiting principle 

I Xenoph. l\fom. iv, 7, 6. "OAwr oi; TWV ovpaviwv, v har;ra 6 i'feor µrixa· 
vurat, <j>povrtar~v yiyveai'fat <i7rirperrev· OVT£ yup evperu 1iv19p6irrotf aiml 
tv6µ1t;ev eivat, OVTe ;rapit;e<T"Sat i'feoir: ii v heiro TOV t;rirovvra, a ltcelvot aa¢ri· 
viaat ovtc l:povAi;i'iriaav. Ktv&vveiaat O' /iv l<j>ri tea~ mipa¢ipo•f1aat rov ravra 

peptµvwvra, ovoev firrov 1J 'Ava~ayopar 7rapE<j>povTjf!eV, 0 Tu µiytr;ra <j>povf;r;ar; 

trr~ riiJ rur: r..:iv i'fewv µri;ravar; Hriyetcri'fat. 
1 Xenoph. Mem. i, 1, I 6. Avror: &e 7rept r wv ci v if p w .,,. e i w v ci e l 

o1 e A.eyer o , etc. Compare the whole of this chapter. 
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whereby it ought to be circumscribed. In the present state to 
which science has attained, nothing is more curious than to look 
back at the rules which this eminent man laid down. Astronomy 
- now exhibiting the maximum of perfection, with the largest 
and most exact power of predicting future phenomena which 
human science has ever attained- was pronounced by him to 
be among the divine mysteries which it was impossible to under
stand, and madness to investigate, as Anaxagoras had foolishly 
pretended to do. He admitted, indeed, that there was advantage 
in knowing enough of the movements of the heavenly bodies to 
serve as an index to the change of seasons, and as guides for 
voyages, journeys by land, or night-watches: but thus much, he 
said, might easily be obtained from pilots and watchmen, while 
0.11 beyond was nothing but waste of valuable time, exhausting 
that mental effort which ought to be employed in profitable ac
quisitions. He reduced geometry to its literal meaning of land
measuring, necessary so far as to enable any one to proceed 
correctly in the purchase, sale, or division of land, which any 
man of common attention might do almost without a teacher; but 
silly and worthless, if carried beyond, to the study of complicated 
diagrams.I Respecting arithmetic, he gave the same qualified 
permission of study; but as to general physics, or the study of 
Nature, he discarded it altogether: " Do these inquirers (he 
asked) think that they already know human affairs well enough, 
that they thus begin to meddle with dt"vine ? Do they think that 
they shall be able to excite or calm the winds and the rain at 
pleasure, or have they no other view than to gratify an idle 
curiosity? Surely, they must see that such matters are beyond 
human investigation. Let them only recollect how much the 
greatest men, who have attempted the investigation, differ in 
their pretended results, holding opinions extreme and opposite to 
each other, like those of madmen!" Such was the view which 
Sokrates took of physical science and its prospects.2 It is the 

• Xenoph. l\Iem. iv, 7, 5. 
• :X:enoph. Mem. i, 1, 12-15. Plato entertained much larger views on the 

snbject of physlcal and astronomical stndies than either Sokrates or Xen
ophon: see Plato, Phredrus, e. 120, p. 270, A; and Republic, vii, c. 6-11, 
P· 52\), se'l. 
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very same skeptidsm in substance, and carried fa1·ther in degree, 
though here invested with a religious coloring, for which Ritter 
and others so severely denounce Gorgias. But looking at mat,.. 
ters as they stood in 440-430 n.c., it ought not to be accounted 
even surprising, much less blamable. To an acute man of that 
day, physical science as then studied may well be conceived to 
have promised no result; and even to have seemed worse than 
barren, if, like Sokrates, he had an acute perception how much 
of human happiness was forfeited by immorality, and by corrigi
ble ignorance; how much might be gained by devoting the same 
amount of earnest study to this latter object. Nor ought we to 
omit remarking, that the objection of Sokrates: ''You may judge 
how unprofitable are these studies, by observing how widely the 
students differ among themselvei!," remains in high favor down 
to the present day, and may constantly be seen employed against 
theoretical men, or theoretical arguments, in every department. 

Sokrates desired to confine the studies of his hearers to human 
matters as distinguished from divine, the latter comprehending 
astronomy and physics. He looked at all knowledge from the 
point of view of human practice, which had been assigned by the 
gods to man as his proper subject for study and learning, and 
with reference to which, therefore, they managed all the current 
phenomena upon principles of constant and intelligible sequence, 
so that every one who chose to learn, might learn, while those 
who took no such pains suffered for their neglect. Even in these, 
however, the most careful study was not by itself completely suf
ficient; for the gods did not condescend to submit all the phe
nomena to constant antecedence and consequence, but reserved to 
themselves the capital turns and junctures for special sentence.I 
.Yet here again, if a man had been diligent in learning all that 

His treatise De Legibus, however, written in his old age, falls below this 
tone. 

1 Xenoph. Mem. i, I, 7. Kal TOVC µ{.'),),ovra> oiiwvc ;e Kat iroAetC KaAwC 
oi1<Qaetv, µavrtKT/t; lrp11 ir po a oe i a& at. TeKTOVtKiJv µiv yilp, ij xaAKevn
Kilv, ij yef,JpytKDt', ij uvfrpwirov ap;\'.lKOV, ij TWV TOlOVTf,JV epyf,JV t;erac;rtKiJv, f/ 

.AoytartKOV, ij oiKovnptKDV, 1j c;rpaTT/'Ylll:DV yeviaiJat - iriivra TU TOtaVTll 
µai1QµaTa xal uvi1pw1rOV 'Yl'Wµ'l) alpeTea tv6µtt;ev elvat• Ta oe 
µeyt11Ta Twv tv Tovrotc l~T/ Toi>c t9 eoil> iavToic "a Taite£ ire cdtat, 
<Ji. JVOtv oijAOV elvat Toi<; uv&pwirott;, etc. 
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the gods permitted to be learned ; and if, besides, he was assidu
ous in pious court to them, and in soliciting special information 
by way of prophecy, they would be gracious to him, and signify 
beforehand how they intended to act in putting the final hand and 
in settling the undecipherable portions of the problem.I The 
kindness of the gods in replying through their oracles, or sending 
information by sacrificial signs or prodigies, in cases of grave 
difficulty, was, in the view of Sokrates, one of the most signal 
evidences of their care for the human race.2 To seek access to 
these prophecies, or indications of special divine intervention to 
come, was the proper supplementary business of any one who 
had done as much for himself as could be done by patient study.3 
But as it was madness in a man to solicit special information 
from the gods on matters which they allowed him to learn by his 
own diligence, so it was not less madness in him to investigate as 
a learner that which they chose to keep back for their own 
specialty of will.4 

Such was the capital innovation made by Sokrates in regard 
to the subject of Athenian study, bringing down philosophy, to 
use the expression of Cicero,5 from the heavens to the earth ; and 
such his attempt to draw the line between that which was, and 
was not, scientifically discoverable; an attempt remarkable, inas
much as it shows his conviction that the scientific and the religious 
point of view mutually excluded one another, so that where the 
latter began, the former ended. It was an innovation, inestima
ble, in respect to the new matter which it let in; of little import, 
as regards that which it professed to exclude. For in point of 
fact, physical science, though partially discouraged, was never 
absolutely excluded, through any prevalence of that systematic 
disapproval which he, in common with the multitude of his day, 

Xenoph. Mem. i, I, 9-19. 'E¢71 cle clei:v, a µev µafJ6vrar 1rOttlV tcl1.1Kav 
ol fJeol, µavfJaVElV • a Oe µ~ DiiAa Tnir uvfJpomotr fon, 1rEtpuafJat Olii 
/laVTtKiir rrapil TWV fJewv rrvvfJuvearJat • Tovr yup '9eovr, olr UV lAE<tJ wat, 
arJµaivav. 

1 Xenoph. Mem. i, 4, 15; iv, 3, 12. When Xenophon was deliberating 
whether he should take military service under Cyrus the younger, he con
sulted Sokrates, who advised him to go to Delphi an<;! submit the case to 
the oracle (Xen. Anabas. iii, I, 5). 3 Xenoph. Mem. iv, 7, IO. 

• Xenoph. Mem. I, 9; iv, 7, 6. • Cicero, Tusc. Disp. v, 4, IO. 
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entertained: if it became comparatively neglected, this arose 
rather from the greater popularity, and the more abundant and 
accessible matter, of that which he introduced. Physical or as
tronomical science was narrow in amount, known only to few, and 
even with those few it did not admit of being expanded, en
livened, or turned to much profitable account in discussion. But 
the moral and political phenomena on which Sokrates turned the 
light of speculation were abundant, varied, familiar, and interest
ing to every one; comprising-to translate a Greek line which 
he was fond of quoting-" all the good and evil which has be
fallen you in your home ;"I connected too, not merely with the 
realities of the present, but also with the literature of the past, 
through the gnomic and other poets. 

The motives which determined this important innovation, as to 
the subject of study, exhibits Sokrates chiefly as a religious man 
and a practical, philanthropic preceptor, the Xenophontic hero. 
His innovations, not less important, as to method and doctrine, 
place before us the philosopher and dialectician; the other side 
of bis character, or the Platonic hero; faintly traced, indeed, yet 
still recognized and identified by Xenophon. 

"Sokrates," says the latter,2 "continued incessantly discussing 
human affairs (the sense of this word will be understood by what 
bas been said above, page 420); investigating: What is piety? 
What is impiety ? What is the honorable and the base ? What 
is the just and the unjust? What is temperance or unsound 
mind? What is courage or cowardice? What is a city? What 
is the character fit for a citizen? What is authority over men? 
What is the character befitting the exercise of. such authority? 
and other similar questions. l\Ien who knew these matters be 
accounted good and honorable; men who were ignorant of them 
he assimilated to slaves." 

Sokrates, says Xenophon again, in another passage, considered 
that the dialectic process consisted in coming together and taking 
common counsel, to distinguish and distribute things into genera, 
or families, ;o as 10 learn what each separate thing really was. 
To go through this process carefully was indispensable, as the 

I "Orrt TOL tv µeyapot<JL KaKOV r' ciya1%v re TfTVK7al. 
2 Xenoph. Mem. i, I, 16. 
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only way of enabling a man to regulate his own conduct, aiming 
at good objects and avoiding bad. To be so practised as to be 
able to do it readily, was essential to make a man a good leader 
or adviser of others. Every man who had gone through the 
process, and come to know what each thing was, could also of 
course define it and explain it to others; but if he did not know, 
it was no wonder that he went wrong himself, and put others 
wrong besides.I Moreover, Aristotle says : " To Sokrates we 
may unquestionably assign two novelties; inductive discourses, 
and the definitions of general terms." 2 

1 Xenoph. Mem. iv, 5, 11, 12. 'AAA-a roir ty1<pureat µ6votr; l;ean u1<orrel1 
TU KpaTl<1Ta TWV rrpayµarwv, Kat AOY'i' ical lpy<,> otaAeyovra; icara 
y € v 1/' TU µev ayaiJu 1rpoatpelaiJai, TWV oe IWICWV U'lrEX£t1iJat. Ka' oiirw; 
l<f>l'J aptaTOVf: TE Kat £VOatUOV£f1TaTOV!: avopa; yiyveaiJat, Kat 0 ta Ae')' £ f1 iJ at 
Ovvarwrarov;. 'E</>11 oe Kat TO OtaAcyeaiJat ovoµaaiJiJvat, itc roii 
·uvviovra; Kotvfi {3ovA-£VeuiJa1 t5taA.€yovra; 1earu y€v11 ru 
'Tr payµ a Ta' Oelv OVV 'TrEtpiiaiJat lirt µaAtf1Ta rrpo; TOVTO frotµov fovTOV 
'1rapat1K£Va,£lV, /cat TOVTOV uaAl(JTa tmµeAelaiJat • tic TOVTOV yap yiyveaiJat 
avopar 1ipforovr; Te Kat fiywovtKWTUTOV<; Kat OlaAeKTl/C(,)TUTOVr, 

Surely, the etymology here given by Xenophon or Sokrates, of the word 
otaUyeaiJai, cannot be considered as satisfactory 1 

Again, iv, 6, 1. 'l:.wKpan7r of; TOV!: µ'tv eloora; Ti lKaarov £i11 TWV ovn.iv, 
tv6µt,£ Kat Toi; aAAotr av t;11yeia&at ovvaa&at • TOV!: oe µr, elo6rar, ovoev 
E.pri iJavµaurov elvat, avrovi; o't u<f>aA.A-eaiJat Kat aA.A-ov; u<f>a'AA-etv. •av Eve1<a 
<1/CO'lrWV f1Vv rol; f1VVOVf1t, Tl lKaf1TOV ell'J TWV OVTCMV, ovoirror' l'A11ye· Iliivra 
µev ovv, v0'"'pi'£ T0' 'TrOAV av lpyov ell'/ ou;eA-iJelv. tv Of10l!: of: Kal TOii 
TpO'lrOV Ti/i; E1rlf1Kfyewr 011Miaetv olµat., TOf1avra u;w. 

t Aris tot. Metaphys. i, 6, 3, p. 987, b. 'l:.wKparovr rl't 'Trtpl µ'tv ra fJ&tica 
rrpayµarevoµi:vov, rrepl oe Ti/!: o'A11r; <f>vuewr; ovoev - tv µ€vrot TOVTOl!: TO 
KaiJoA-ov '17rovvro; Kai 7rtpl bpiaµwv lmar~aavro; 7rptJ-ov ri)v t5tuvo1av, etc. 
Again, xiii, 4, 6-8, p. 10i8, b. t:..uo yap lartv a Tl!: av urroooi.17 'l:.wKparet 
<ltKaiwr, roil; r' erratCTticoii; A-oyovi; icat ro bpi,euiJai 1eaiJ
6 /,, ov: compare xiii, 9, 35, p. 1086, b; Cicero, Topic. x, 42. 

These two attributes, of the discussions carried on by Sokrates, xplain 
the epithet attached to him by Timon the Sillographer, that he was the 
leader and originator of the accurate talkers : 

'EK <l' apa TWV rirreKAIVE AtiJo~oor, tvvoµo'Afoxrir;, • 
'EA-'Ahvwv errawlr}r a IC pl /3 0 '). 6 y 0 v > u'Ir 0"' '1 v a" 
MvKrnp, p11rop6µvKTo>, vrrarrtKof, elpwvevr17;. 

(ap. Diog. Laert. ii, 19.) 
To a large proportio11 of hearers of that time, as of other times, acci;· 

rate tliinLing and tall.-ing appeared petty and in bad taste: ~ aKp1{30A.oy1a 

http:urroooi.17
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I borrow here intentionally from Xenophon in preference to 
Plato; since the former, tamely describing a process which he 
imperfectly appreciated, identifies it so much the more completely 
with the real Sokrutes, and is thus a better witness than !'Jato, 
whose genius not only conceived Lut greatly enlarged it, for didac
tic purposes of his own. In our present state of knowledge, some 
mental effort is required to see anything important in the words 
of Xenophon; so familiar has eyery student been rendered with 
the ordinary terms and gradations of logic and classification,
such as genus, definition, individual things as comprehended in a 
genus; what each thing is, and to what genus it belongs, etc. 
But familiar as these words have now become, they denote a men
tal process, of which, in 440-430 B.c., few men besides Sokrates 
had any conscious perception. Of course, men concei\·ed and 
described things in classes, as is implied in the very form of lan
guage, and in the habitual junction of predicates with subjects in 
common speech. They explained their meaning clearly and forci
bly in particular cases: they laid down maxims, argued questions, 
stated premises, and drew conclusions, on trials in the dikastery, 
or debates in the assembly: they had an abundant poetical litera
ture, which appealed to every variety of emotion : they were 
beginning to compile historical narrative, intermixed with reflec
tion and criticism. But though all this was done, and often 
admirably well done, it was wanting in that analytical conscious
ness which would have enabled any one to describe, explain, or 
vindicate what he was doing. The ideas of men -speakers as 
well as hearers, the productive minds as well as the recipient 
multitude - were associated together in groups favorable rather 
to emotional results, or to poetical, rhetorical narrative and de
scriptive effect, than to methodical generalization, to scientific 
conception, or to proof either inductive or deductive. That reflex 
act of attention which enables men to understand, compare, and 
rectify their own mental process, was only just beginning. It was 
a recent novelty on the part of the rhetorical teachers, to analyze 

µtKporrperri~ (Aristot. Ethic. Kikomach. iv, 4, p. 1122, b; also Aristot. 
Metaphys. ii, 3, p. 995, a). EYen Plato thinks himself obliged to make a 
sort of apology for it (Theretet. c. 102, p. 184, C). Ko doubt Timon used 
the word aKpt{3ol.6rovr in a sneering sense. 
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the component parts of a public harangue, and to propound some 
precepts for making men tolerable speakers. Protagoras was just 
setting forth various grammatical distinctions, while Proclikus 
discriminated the significations of words nearly equivalent and 
liable to be confounded. All these proceedings appeared then so 
newt as to incur the ridicule even of Plato: yet they were 
branches of that same analytical tendency which Sokrates now. 
carried into scientific inquiry. It may be doubted whether any 
one before him ever used the words genus and species, originally 
meaning family and form, in the philosophical sense now exclu
sively appropriated to them. Not one of those many names 
called by logicians names of the second intention-which imply 
di>:tinct attention to various parts of the logical process, and 
enable us to consider and criticize it in detail, then existed. All 
of them grew out of the schools of Plato, Aristotle, and the sub
sequent philosophers, so that we can thus trace them in their 
beginning to the common root and father, Sokrates. 

To comprehend the full value of the improvements struck out 
by Sokrates, we have only to examine the intellectual paths pur
sued by his predecessors or contemporaries. He set to himself 
distinct and specific problems: " 'Vhat is justice? 'Vhat is 
piety, courage, political government? 'Vhat is it which is really 
denoted by such great and important names, bearing upon the 
conduct or happiness of man?" Now it has been already re
marked that Anaxagoras, Empedokles, Demokritus, the Pytha
goreans, all had still present to their minds those vast and undi
vided problems which had been transmitted down from the old 
poets; bending their minds to the invention of some system which 
would explain them all at once, or assist the imagination in con
ceiving both how the Kosmos first began, and how it continued 
to move on.2 Ethics and physics, man and nature, were all 

1 How slowly grammatical analysis proceeded among the Greeks, and 
how long it was before they got at what are now elementary ideas in every 
instructed man's mind, may be seen in Grafenhahn Geschichte der Klassis
chen Philologie im Alterthum, sects. 89-92, etc. On this point, these 
sophists seem to have been decidedly in advance of their age. · 

2 This same tendency, to break off from the vague aggregate then con
ceived as physics, is discernible in the Hippokratic treatises, and even in 
the treatise De AntiquA MedicinA, which M. Littre places first in his edition, 
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blended together; and t11e Pythagoreans, who explained all nature 
by numbers and numerical relations, applied the same explana
tion to moral attributes, considering justice to be symbolized by 
a perfect equation, or by four, the first of all square numbers.I 
These early philosophers endeavored to find out the beginnings, 
the component elements, the moving cause or causes, of things in 
the mass; 2 but the logical distribution into genus, species, and 
individuals, does not seem to have suggested itself to them, or to 
have been made a subject of distinct attention by any one before 
Sokrates. To study ethics, or human dispositions and ends, apart 
from the physical world, and according to a theory of their own, 
referring to human good and happiness as the sovereign and 

and considers to be the production of Hippokratils himself, in which case it 
'll·ould be contemporary with Sokrates. On this subject of authorship, how
ever, other critics do not agree with him: see the question examined in his 
,·ol. i, ch. xii, p. 295, seq. 

Hippokrates, if he be the author, begins by deprecating the attempt to 
ronnect the study of medicine with physical or astronomical hypothesis ( c. 
2), and he farther protests against the procedure of various medical writers 
nnd sophists, or philosophers, such as Empedokles, who set themselves to 
make out " what man was from the beginning, how he began first to exist, 
and in what manner he was constructed," (c. 20.) This does not belong, 
he says, to medicine, which ought indeed to be studied as a comprehensive 
whole, hut as a whole determined by and bearing reference to its own end: 
" You ought to study the nature of man; what he is with reference to that 
which he cats and drinks, and to all his other occupations or habits, and to 
the consequences resulting from each:" o, Tl luriv U.vapc.nror rrpor TU tuaiO
µeva Kat trtvoµeva, Kat o, Tl 'lr(lOr TU U.itAa hrtr17<levµara, Kat o, TL utfi' EKUGTOV 
iicuur<:J Evµ/1~uerat. 

The spirit, in which Uippokratc> here approaches the study of medicine, 
is exceedingly analog-ons to that which dictated the innovation of Sokrates 
in respect to the study of ethics. The same character pervades the treatise, 
De Aere, Locis ct Aqni", a definite and predetermined field of inquiry, and 
.the IIippokratic treatises generally. 

I Adstotel. l\fctaphys. i, 5, P· 98.5, 986. TO µ'ev rot6voe TWV upiaµwv traao( 
0tKatOuVV7), TO OE TOlOVOe ..pv;d Klll VOV(, lrepov oe Katpor, etc. Ethica Mag
na, i, I. *OtKlll011VV7) updJµor luaKt( i.uor: see Brandis, Gesch. dcr Gr. 
Rom. Philos. lxxxii, lxxxiii, p. 492. 

2 Aristotel. l\Ietaphys. iii, 3, p. 998, A. Olov 'EµrreooKA~r trvp Kat Mwp 
Kat Ta µera ToVTwv, 11 T 0' xel(, ¢7Jl1l'V tlvat lE WV iur1 ril OvTa tvvtrapx&v
TWV, aA A, 0 {;" wr y iv 11 Aiyet ravra ri:•v nvTWv. That generic division 
and subdivision was unknown or unpractised by these early men, is noticed 
by ~Jato (Sophist. c. 114, p. 267, D.) _ · · 
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comprehensive end ; l to treat each of the great and familiar 
words designating moral attributes, as logical aggregates compre
hending many judgments in particular cases, and connoting a 
certain harmony or consistency of purpose among the separate 
judgments; to bring many of these latter into comparison, by a 
scrutinizing dialectical process, so as to test the consistency and 
completeness of the logical aggregate or genera.I notion, as it 
stood in every man's mind : all these were parts of the same 
forward movement which Sokrates originated. 

It was at that time a great progress to break down the 
unwieldy mass conceived by former philosophers as science ; 
and to study ethics apart, with a reference, more or less distinct, 
to their own appropriate end. Nay, we see, if we may trust the 
"Phredon" of Plato,2 that Sokrates, before he resolved on such 
pronounced severance, had tried to construct, or had at least 
yearned after, an undivided and reformed system, including 
physics also under the ethical end ; a scheme of optimistic 
physics, applying the general. _idea, " What was best,'' as the 
commanding principle, from whence physical explanations were 

Aristotle thinks that the Pythagoreans had some faint and obscure notion 
Of the logical genus, 7rtpt TOV T t Ea T l V ~pqaVTO µev AEyetV Kat opi(eafJaz, 
Aiav oe arrA.wr i:rrpayµarevfJlJaav (Metaphys. i, 5, 29, p. 986, B ). But we see 
by comparing two other passages in tlrnt treatise (xiii, 4, 6, p. 10i8, b, with 
i, 5, 2, p. 985, b) that the Pythagorean definitions of Katpilr, TO oiKawv, etc., 
were nothing more than certain numerical fancies; so that these words 
cannot fairly he said to have designated, in their view, logical· genera. Nor 
can the ten Pythagorean avaTozxiaz, or parallel series of contraries, be called 
by that name; arranged in order to gratify a fancy about the perfection of 
the number ten, which fancy afterwards seems to have passed to Aristotle 
himself, when drawing up his ten predicaments. 

See a valuable Excursus upon the Aristotelian expressions Ti laTt - Ti 
~v elvat, etc., appended to Schweglcr's edition of Aristotle's Mctaphysica, 
vol. ii, p. 369, p. 378. 

About the few and imperfect definitions which Aristotle seems also to 
ascribe to Demokritus, see Trendeleuburg, Comment. ad Aristot. De Ani
rna, p. 212. 

1 Aristotle remarks about the Pythagoreans, that they referred the virtues 
to number and numerical relations, not giving to them a theory of their 
own: TUI,' yup upETCl' ell,' TOVI,' aptfJµovi; avuywv 0 vK 0 l" e i av T,;; v a p ,. 
T,;; v T ~ v ii e w pi av errotelro (Ethic. Magn. i, 1 ). 

'Plato, Phredon, c. 102, se'J., pp. 96, 97. 
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to be deduced; which he hoped to find, but did not find, in 
Anaxagoras. But it was a still greater advance to seize, and 
push out in conscious application, the essential features of that 
logical process, upon the correct performance of which all our 
security for general truth depends. The notions of genius, 
subordinate genera, and individuals as comprehended under 
them, - we need not here notice the points on which Plato and 
A1istotle differed from each other and from the modern concep
tions on that subject, - were at that time· newly brought into 
clear consciousness in the human mind. The profusion of logical 
distribution employed in some of the dialogues of Plato, such as 
the Sophistes and the Politicus, seems partly traceable to his wish 
to familiarize hearers with that which was then a novelty, as well 
as to enlarge its development, and diversify its mode of applica
tion. He 'takes numerous indirect opportunities of bringing it 
out into broad light, by putting into the mouths of his dialogists 
answers implying complete inattention to it, exposed afterwards 
in the course of the dialogue by Sokrates.I What was now begun 
by Sokratcs, and improved by Plato, was embodied as part in a 
comprehensive system of formal logic by the genius of Aristotle; 
a system which was not only of extraordinary value in reference 
to the processes and controversies of its time, but which also, 
having become insensibly worked into the minds of instructed 
men, has contributed much to form what is correct in the habits 

1 As one specimen among many, see Plato, Theretet. c. 11, p. 146, D. It 
is maintained by Brandis, and iti part by C. Ileyder (see Heyder, Kritische 
Darstellnng und Vergleichung der Aristotelischcn und Hcgelschen Dialek
tik, part i, pp. 85, 129}, that the logical process, called division, is not to be 
considered as having been employed by Sokratcs along with definition, 
but begins with Plato: in proof of which they remark that, in the two Pla
tonic dialogues called Sophist€s and Politi ens, wherein this process is most 
abundantly employed, Sokrates is not the conductor of the conversation. 

Little stress is to be laid on this circumstance, I think; aml the terms in 
which Xenophon describes the method of Sokrates ( owl.iyovrar KaTil yiv11 
Tu rrpuyµaTa, l\Iem. iv, 5, 12) seem to imply the one process as well as the 
other: indeed, it was scarcely possible to keep them apart, with so abun
dant a talker as Sokrates. Plato don btless both enlarged and systematized 
the method in every way, and especially made greater use of the process of 
division, because he pushed the dialogue further into positive scientific 
research than Sokratcs. 
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of modern thinking. Though it has been now enlarged and. 
recast, by some modern authors - especially by Mr. John Stuart 
Mill, in his admirable System of Logic - into a structure com
mensurate with the vast increase of knowledge and extension of 
positive method belonging to the present day, we must recollect 
that the distance, between the best modern logic and that of 
Aristotle, is hardly so great as that between Aristotle and those 
who preceded him by a century, Empedokles, Anaxagoras, and 
th~ Pythagoreans ; and that the movement in advance of these 
latter commences with Sokrates. 

By Xenophon, by Plato, and by Aristotle, the growth as well 
as the habitual use of logical classification is represented as con
current with and dependent upon dialectics. In this methodized 
discussion, so much in harmony with the marked sociability of 
the Greek character, the quick recurrence of short question and 
answer was needful as a stimulus to the attention, at a time when _ 
the habit of close and accurate reflection on abstract subjects had 
been so little cultivated. But the dialectics of Sokrates had far 
greater and more important peculiarities than this. 1Ve must 
always consider his method in conjunction with the subjects to 
which he applied it. As those subjects were not recondite or 
special, but bore on the practical life of the house, the market
place, the city, the dikastery, the gymnasium, or the temple, with 
which every one was familiar, so Sokrates never presented him
self as a teacher, nor as a man having new knowledge to commu
nicate. On the contrary, he disclaimed such pretensions, uniformly 
and even ostentatiously. But the subjects on which he talked 
were just those which every one professed to know perfectly and 
thoroughly, and on which every one believed himself in a con
dition to instruct others, rather than to require instruction for 
himself. On such questions as these: What is justice? What 
is piety? What is a democracy? What is a law? every 
man fancied that he could give a confident opinion, and even 
wondered that any other person should feel a difficulty. When 
Sokrates, professing ignorance, put any such question, he found 
no difficulty in obtaining an answer, given off-hand, and with very 
little reflection. The answer purported to be the explanation or 
definition of a term - familiar, indeed, but of wide and compre
hensive import - given by one who had never before tried to· 
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render to himself an account of what it meant. Having got this 
answer, Sokrates put fresh questions, applying it to specific cases, 
to which the respondent was compelled to give answers incon
sistent with the first ; thus showing that the definition was either 
too narrow, or too wide, or defective in some essential condition. 
The respondent then amended his answer; but this was a prelude 
to other questions, which could only be answered in ways incon• 
sistent with the amendment ; and the respondent, after many 
attempts to disentangle himself, was obliged to plead guilty to the 
inconsistencies, with an admission that he could make no satisfac
tory answer to the original query, which had at first appeared so 
easy and familiar. Or, if he did not himself admit this, the hearers 
at least felt it forcibly. The dialogue, as given to us, commonly 
ends with a result purely negative, proving that the respondent was 
incompetent to answer the question proposed to him, in a manner 
consistent and satisfactory even to himself. Sokrates, as he pro-
fessed from the beginning to have no positive theory to support, 
so he maintains to the end the same air of a learner, who would be 
glad to solve the difficulty if he could, but regrets to find himself 
disappointed ofthat instruction which the respondent had promised. 

We see by this description of the cross-examining path of 
this remarkable man, how intimate was the bond of connection 
between the dialectic method and the logical distribution of par
ticulars into species and genera. The discussion first raised by 
Sokrates turns upon the meaning of some large generic term; 
the queries whereby he follows it up, bring the answer given into 
collision with various particulars which it ought not to compre
hend, yet does; or with others, which it ought to comprehend, 
but does not. It is in this manner that the latent and undefined 
cluster of association, which has grown up round a familiar term, 
is a~ it were penetrated by a fermenting leaven, forcing it to 
expand into discernible portions, and bringing the appropriate 
function which the term ought to fulfil, to become a subject of 
distinct consciousness. The inconsistencies into which the hearer 
is betrayed in his various answers, proclaim to him the fact that 
he has not yet acq~ired anything like a clear and full conception 
of the common attl'ibute which binds together the various par
ticulars embraced under some term which is ever upon his lips; 
or perhaps enable him to detect a different fact, not less impor
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tant, that there is no such common attribute, and that the general
ization is merely nominal and fallacious. In either case, he is· 
put upon the train of thought which leads to a correction of the 
generalization, and lights him on to that which Platol calls, 
seeing the one in the many, and the many in the one. Without 
any predecessor to copy, Sokrates, fell as it were instinctively 
into that which Aristotle~ describes as the double track of the 
dialectic process ; breaking up the one into many, and recom
bining the many into one; the former duty, at once the first and 
the most essential, Sokrates performed directly by his analytical 
string of questions ; the latter, or synthetical process, was one 
which he did not often directly undertake, but strove so to arm 
and stimulate the hearer's mind, as to enable him to do it for 
himself. This one and many denote the logical distribution of a 
multifarious subject-matter under generic terms, with clear under
standing of the attributes implied or connoted by each term, so. 
as to discriminate those particulars to which it really applies. 
At a moment when such logical distribution was as yet novel as 
a subject of consciousness, it could hardly have been probed and 
laid out in the mind by any less stringent process than the cross
examining dialectics of Sokrates, applied to the analysis of 
:;ome attempts at definition hastily given by respondents; that 
"inductive discourse and search for (clear general notions or) 
definitions of general terms,'' which Aristotle so justly points out 
as his peculiar innovation. 

I have already adverted to the persuasion of religious mission 
under which Sokrates acted in pursuing this system of conversa
tion and interrogation. He probably began it in a tentative way,a 

1 Plato, Phredrus, c. 109, p. 265, D: Sophistes, c. 83, p. 253, E. 
1 Aristot. Topic. viii, 14, p. 164, b. 2. 'Earl µrv yap <J<; a1l'AW<; ebreiv 

OtaJ.eKTtKo<;, o1rporartKO(; Kai lvarartK6<;. 'Eo-rl di: riJ µf:v 1rporeiveai'Jat, f v 
,,. 0 l E i: v Ta ,,. Ae i (J ( clei: yup iv OA<J( A-11.Pi'Ji/vat 1rpor: 0 0 /.oyor;) TO o' tvfoTaO'
.'fat, T 0 l v 1l' 0 A A U.· ti yil.p cltatpei: ti civatpti:, ro µi:v cltooiJr;' TO o' ob, TWV 
1rporetvoµivwv. 

It was from Sokrat~s that dialectic skill derived its great extension and 
development (Aristot. Mctaphys. xiii, 4, p. 1078, b. 

3 \Vhat Plato makes Sokrates say in the Euthyphro11.,c. 12, p.11, D, 'AK(,)V 

elµl o-orpo>, etc., may be accounted as true at least in the beginning of the 
active career of Sokratcs; compare the Hippias Minor, c. 18, p. 376, B; 
Lacbes, e. 33, p. 200, E. 
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upon a modest scale, and under the pressure of logical embar
rassment weighing on his own mind. But as he proceeded, and 
found himself successful, as well as acquiring reputation among a 
certain circle of friends, his earnest soul became more and more 
penetrated with devotion to that w.hich he regarded as a duty. 
It was at this time probably, that his friend Chrerephon came 
back with the oracular answer from Delphi, noticed a few pages 
abo.ve, to which Sokrates himself alludes as having prompted 
him to extend the range of his conversation, and to question a 
class of persons whom he had not before ventured to approach, 
the noted politicians, poets, and artisans. Ile found them more 
confident than humbler individuals in their own wisdom, but 
quite as unable to reply to his queries without being driven to 
contradictory answers. 

Such scrutiny of the noted men in Athens is made to stand 
prominent in the " Platonic Apology," because it was the prin
cipal cause of that unpopularity which Sokrates at once laments 
and accounts for before the dikasts. Nor can we doubt that it 
was the most impressive portion of his proceedings, in the eyes 
both of enemies and admirers, as well as the most flattering to 
his own natural temper. Nevertheless, it would be a mistake to 
present this part of the general purpose of Sokrates - or of his 
divine mission, if we adopt his own language - as if it were the 
whole; and to describe him as one standing forward merely to 
unmask select leading men, politicians, sophists, poets, or others, 
who had acquired unmerited reputation, and were puffed up with 
foolbh 'conceit of their own abilities, being in reality shallow and 
incompetent. Such an idea of Sokrates is at once inadequate 
and erroneous. His conversation, as I have before remarked, 
was absolutely universal and indiscriminate; while the mental 
defect which he strove to rectify was one not at all peculiar to 
leading men, but common to them with the mass of mankind, 
though seeming to be exaggerated in them, partly because more 
is expected from them, partly because the general feeling of 
self-estimation stands at a higher level, naturally and reason
ably, in their bosoms, than in those of ordinary persons. That 
defect was, the "seeming and conceit of knowledge withoµt 
the reality,'' on human life with its duties, purposes, and cou-

VoL. VIII. 19 28oc. 
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ditions ; the knowledge of which Sokrate5 called emphati
cally "human wisdom," and regarded as essential to the dignity 
of a freeman; while he treated other branches of science as 
nhove the level of man,1 and as a stretch of curiosity, not merely 
i;uperfluous, but reprehensible. His warfare against such false 
persuasion of knowledge, in one man as well as another, upon 
those subjects - for with him, I repent, we must never disconnect 
the method from the subjects - clearly marked even in Xeno
phon, is abundantly and strikingly illustrated by the fortile 
genius of Plato, and constituted the true missionary scheme 
which pervaded the last half of his long life; a scheme far 
more comprehensive, as well as more generous, than those anti
sophistic polemics which are assigned to him by so many authors 
as his prominent object.2 

In pursuing the thread of his examination, there was no topic 
upon which Sokrates more frequently insisted, than the contrast 

1 Xenoph. Memor. i, 1, 12-16. II6rep6v rrore vo11foavrei; lKavwi; fiol/ 
Tc!v{}pwrreta elclEvat lpxovrat (the physical philosophers) irr! TO rrepl Twv 
TvtovTwv cppovri!;etv • 1) T<t /''Ev clv{}pwrreia rrapivrei;, Tu cle clatµovta 11Korrovv
TEi;, ~yoiivrat Tel. rrpo11fiKovra rrpurretv ••••. ••.. A{m)i; cle rrepl Twv U. v {} pw
rr et WV aet 0 le ;i. Eye T 0 11/Wrrwv, Tl ev11e(3ei;, Tl u11e,(3f:i; Kat rrepl TWV ui'.Aoiv, 
1'i Toi!> µev eloorai; i1yeiro KaAovi; Kiqa{}ovi; elvat, rovi; cle U. y v o o ii v r a i; 
U. v op arr o cl wcl et i; U.v cltKai<Ji; KEKAij11{}a1. 

Plato, Apolog. Sok. c. 5, p. 20, D. ~rrep lurlv fowi; U.v{}pwrriv11 11ocpia · Ti;J 
ovn yap KtVOVVfV(J TaVT1JV elvat aocpoi;. OVrOt cle Tux' U.v, ovi; uprt EAf)'OV, 
µeit;<J Ttvil.1/ Kar' uv{}p<JITOV 11ocpiav 11ocpol elev, etc. Compare c. 9, p. 23, A. 

1 It is this narrow purpose that Plutarch ascribes to Sokratils, Qu~stiones 
Platonicre, p. 999, E ; compare also Tennemann, Geschicht. dcr Philos. 
part ii, art. i, vol. ii, p. 81. 

Amidst the customary outpouring of groundless censure against the 
sophists, which Tennemann here gives, one assertion is remarkable. Ile 
tells us that it was the more easy for Sokrates to put down the sophists, 
since their shallowness and worthlessness, after a short period of vogue, had 
already been detected by intelligent men, and was becoming discredited. 

It is strange to find such an assertion made, for a period between 420
399 n.c., the era when Protagoras, Prodikus, IIippias, etc., reached the 
maximum of celebrity. 

And what are we to say about the statement, that Sokrates put down 
the sophists, when we recollect that the Megaric school and Antisthenes, 
both emanating from Sokrates, are more frequently attacked than any one 
else in the dialogues of Plato, as having all those skeptical and disputatious· 
J>ropensities with which the sophists are reproached~ 
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between the stale of men's knowledge on the general topics of 
man and society, and tliat which artists or professional men pos
sessed in their rcspecti1·e special crafts. So perpetually did he 
reproduce this comparison, that hi:; enemies accused him of wear
ing it threadbare. 1 Take a man of 8pecial vocation - a carpenter, 
a brazier, a pilot, a musician, a surgeon - and examine him on 
the state of his professional knowledge, you will find him able to 
indicate the persons from whom and the steps by which he first 
acquired it: he can describe to you his general aim, with the 
particular means which he employs to realize the aim, as well as 
the reason why such means must be employed and why precau
tions must be taken to combat such and such particular obstruc
tions: he can teach his profession to others: in matters relating 
to his profession, he counts as an authority, so that no extra
professional person thinks of contesting the decision of a surgeon 
in case of disease, or of a pilot at sea. But while such is the 
fact in regard to every special art, how great is the contrast in 
reference to the art of righteous, social, and useful living, which 
forms, or ought to form, the common business alike important to· 
each and to all ! On this subject, Sokrates2 remarked that every 

1 Plato, Gorgias, c. IOI, p. 491, A. 
Kallikles. '!2r uel Tavra A.iyetr, wIwKparer. Sokrates. Ou µfivov ye, w 

Kalcl.tKAelr, uAila rrept TWV avrwv. Kallik!C,;. N11 roi:·r t9eovr, ure;rvwr ye 
Uel UKVTi:af Kat KVU</Jear /Wt µayfipOUf Aiywv Kat laTpOV>, 
ovdev rravv. Compare Plato, Symposion, p. 221, E; also Xcnoph. 
Mcmor. i, 2, 37; iv, 5, 5. 

•It is not easy to refer to specific passages in manifestation of the con
trast set forth in the text, which, however, runs through large portions of many 
Platonic dialogues, undt•r one form or another: see the Menon, c. 27-33, 
pp. 90-94; Protagoras, c. 28, 29, pp. 319, 320; Politicus, c. 38, p. 299, D; 
Laches, c. 11, 12, pp. 185, 186; Gorgins, c. 121, p. 501, A; Alkibiadcs, i, c. 
12-14, pp. 108, 109, llO; c. 20, p. ll3, C, D. 

Xenoph. Mem. iii, 5, 21, 22; iv, 2, 20-2.3; iv, 4, 5; iv, 6, 1. Of these: 
passages, iv, 2, 20, 2.3 is among the most remarkable. 

It is remarkable that Sokrute,; (in the I'latonic Apology, c. 7, p. 22), 
when he is describing his wanderings (rrl.1'»17v) to test supposed knowledge, 
first in the statesmen, next in the poets, lastly in the artisans and crafts
men, finds satisfaction only in the answers which these latter made to him 
on matters concerning their respective trades or professions. They would 
haYc been wise men, h:id it not been for the circumstance that, because 
they knew these particular things, they fancied that they knew other things 
also. 
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one felt perfectly well-informed, and confident in his own knowl
edge; yet no one knew from whom, or by what steps, he had 
learned: no one had ever devoted any special reflection either to 
ends, or means, or obstructions: no one could explain or give a. 
consistent account of the notions in his own mind, when pertinent 
questions were put to him : no one could teach another, as might 
be inferred, he thought, from the fact that there were no pro
fessed teachers, and that the sons of the best men were often 
destitute of merit: every one knew for himself, and laid down 
general propositions confidently, without looking up to any other 
man as knowing better ; yet there was no end of dissension and 
dispute on particular cases.I 

Such was the general contrast which Sokrates sought to im
press upon his hearers by a variety of questions bearing on it, 
directly or indirectly. One way of presenting it, which Plato 
devoted much of liis genius to expand in dialogue, was, to discuss, 
·whether virtue be really teachable. How was it that superior 
men, like Aristeides and Perikles,2 acquired the eminent qualities 
essential for guiding and governing Athens, since they neither 
learned them under any known master, as they had studied music 
and gymnastics, nor could insure the same excellences to their 
sons, either through their own agency or through that of any 
master? Was it not rather the fact that virtue, as it was never 
expressly taught, so it was not really teachable; but was vouch
safed or withheld according to tlie <'pecial volition and grace of 
the gods? If a man has a young horse to be broken, or trained, 
he finds without difficulty a professed trainer, thoroughly conver
sant with the habits of the race,3 to communicate to the animal 
the excellence required; but whom can he find to teach virtue to 
his sons, with the like preliminary know ledge and assured result? 
Nay, how can any one either teach virtue, or affirm \""irtue to he 
teachable, unless he be prepared to explain what virtue is, and 
what are the points of analogy and difference between its various 
branches; justice, temperance, fortitude, prudence, etc.? In 
several of the Platonic dialogues, the discussion turns on the 

1 Pinto, Euthyphrun, e. 8, p. 7, D; Xen. Mcm. iv, 4, 8. 
1 Xenoph. Mem. iv, 2, 2; Plato, Meno, c. 33, p. 94. 
3 Compare Plato. Apo!. Sok. e. 4, p. 20, A; Xen. Mem. iv, 2, 25. 
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analysis of these last-mentioned word::; : the " Laches" and 
"Protagoras" on courage, the " Charmides" on temperance, the 
"Euthyphron" on holiness. 

By these and similar discussions did Sokrates, and Plato am
plifying upon his master, raise indirectly all the important ques
tions respecting society, human aspirations and duties, and the 
principal moral qualities which were accounted virtuous in in
dividual men. As the general terms, on which his conversation 
tu med, were among the most current and familiar in the language,· 
so also the abundant instances of detail, whereby he tested the 
hearer's rational comprehension and consistent application of such 
large terms, were selected from the best known phenomena of 
daily life ;1 bringing home the inconsistency, if inconsistency there 
was, in a manner obvious to every one. The answers made to 
him,- not merely by ordinary citizens, but by men of talent and 
genius, such as the poets or the rhetors, when called upon for an 
explanation of the moral terms and ideas set forth in their own 
compositions,2 - revealed alike that state of mind against which 
his crusade, enjoined and consecrated by the Delphian oracle, was 
directed, the semblance and conceit of knowledge without real 
knowledge. They proclaimed confident, unhesitating persuasion, 
on the greatest and gravest question::; concerning man and society; 
in the bosoms of persons who had never bestowed upon them 
sufficient reflection to be aware that they involved any difficulty. 
Such persuasion had grown up gradually and unconsciously, 
partly by authoritative communication. partly by insensible trans
fusfon, from others ; the process beginning antecedent to reason 
as a capacity, continuing itself with little aid and no control from 
reason, and never being finally revised. 'Vith the great terms 
and current propositions concerning human life and society, a 
complex body of association had become accumulated from count
less particulars, each separately trivial and lost to the memory, 
knit together by a powerful sentiment, and imbibed as it were by 
each man from the atmosphere of authority and example around 

1 Xenoph. Memor. iv, 6, 15. "O;rore oi- abr1lr rt r(iJ ?~oy\J ou~iot, 11ia rwv 
paAt<1ta oµo'Aoyovµevwv hropevero, voµ£i;w1' raVTlJV rl;v lt<1rpu'Aetav eivat 
Aoyov • rotyapovv 7rOA1) µuAt<1ra wv lyi:J olOa, ore Af:yot, rovr <i1wfovrai; 
oµolioyovvrar '!rapel;re. 

'Plato, Apo!. Sok. c. 7, p. 22, C: compare Plato, Ion. pp. 533, 534. 
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him. rpon this ba~is the fancied knowledge really rested; and 
reason, when invoked at all, was called in simply as an handmaid, 
expositor, or apologist of the preexisting sentiment ; as an acces
sory after the fact, not as a test or verification. Every man found 
these persuasions in bis own mind, without knowing how they 
became cstablbhed there; and witnesoed them in others, as 
portions of a general fund of unexamined common-place and 
credence. Because the words were at once of large meaning, 
embodied in old and familiar mental processes, and surrounded by 
a strong body of sentiment, the general a::<sertions in which they 
were embodied appeared self-evident and impm;ing to every one: 
so that, in spite of continual dispute in particular cases, no one 
thought himself obliged to analyze the general propositions them
selves, or to reflect whether he had verified their import, and 
could apply them rationally and consistently.1 

The phenomenon here adverted to is too obvious, even at the 
present day, to need further elucidation a~ matter of fact. In 
morals, in politics, in political economy, on all subjects relating 
to man and society, the like confident persuasion of knowledge 
without the reality is sufficiently prevalent: the like generation 
and propagation, by authority and example, of unverified convic
tions, resting: upon strong sentiment, without consciousness of the 
steps or conditions of their growth; the like enlistment of reason 
as the one-sided advocate of a preestablished sentiment; the like 
illusion, becau~e every man is familiar with the language, that 
therefore every man is master of the complex facts, judgments, 
and tendencies, involved in its signification, and competent both to 
apply comprehensive words and to assume the truth or falsehood 
of large propositions, without any special analysis or study.2 

1 'A;Uc:t rnvra µ£v (says Sokrat0s to Euthydcmns) fo<Jr 1ltu To cnpoopa 
marti•etv Eltlfra1, ova' i:aKi1/1w (Xen. l\lcm. iv, 2, 36): compare !'Jato, 
Alkihiad. i, c. 1-!, p. llO, A. 

• ".:0.loins une science est avancee, moins clle a etc bicn traitee, ct plus clle 
a besoin d'etre cnscignec. C'e>t cc qui me fait hcaneoup dc,;ircr qu'on ne 
renonce pas en Frnnce ,\ l'cnscignemcnt des sciences itleologiqucs, morales, 
et politiques; qui, a pres tont, sont des sciences comme !cs autres - ala 
dijji!rence prL<, que ceu.t q11i ne !es 011t pas lftudi'ees so11t persuades de si bo11ne fai 
de les savoii·, qu'ils se croient en etat d'en decider. (Destutt de Tracy, Elcmens 
d'Idcologic, l'rcfac~, p. xxxiv, ed. Pari8, 1827.) 



There is one important difl'crence, howen:-r, to l1ote, between 
~ur time and that of Sokrates. In his day, the impressions l1ot 
only respecting man and society, but also respecting the physical 
world, were of this same self-sown, self-propagating, and unscien
tific character. The popular astronomy of the Sokratic age was 
an aggregate of primitive, superficial observations and imagin:i
tive inferences, passing unexami11ed from elder men to youngc·r. 
accepted with nnBn~pecting faith, and consecrated by intcn,;e 
~entiment. Not only men like Nikias, or Anytus and l\Icletw,, 
but even Sokrates himself; prote:>ted against the impudence of 
Anaxagoras, when he degraded the divine IIelois and Selene into 
a sun and moon of ralculaule motions and magnitudes. But nO".v, 
the development of the scientific point of view, with the va:<t 
increase of mcthodizcd physical and mathematical knowledgl', 
has taught e\·ery one tliat such primitive astronomical and phy
sical convictions were nothing better than" a fancy of knowledge 
without the reality." I Every one renouncE:s them without he.'i
tation, seeks his conclusions from the scientific teacher, and looks 
to the proofa alone for his guarantee. A man who has nenr 
bestowed special study on a>tronomy, knows that he is ignorant 
of it: to fancy that he knows it, without such preparation, would 
be held an absurdity. ·while the scientific point of view lrn~ 

thus acquired complete predominance in rcforcnce to the phy~i
cal world, it has made little way comparatively on topics regarcl
ing man and rnciety, wherein "fancy of knowledge without lite 

1 "There is no S<'ience which, more tlian a>tronomy, stands in need of snch 
a preparation, or draws more largely on that intellectual liberality which i~ 
ready to adopt whatever is demonstrated, or concede whatever is renderc•l 
highly probable, however new and uncommon the points of view may he, 
in which objects the most familiar may thereby become placed. Almo,t 
all its concfusions stand in open and striking contradiction with tlwse of supe-:;Ji
cial and i•ulyrrr obso1•atio11, and with what appears to every one, nntil he !mi 
understood arnl weighed the proofs to the contrary, the most positive e1·ide1we 
of his senses. Thus the earth on which he stands, and which has sencd for 
ages as the unshaken foundation of the firmest structures either of mt 
or nature, is iii vested by the astronomer of its attribute of fixity, ancl con
cciYcd by him ns turning swiftly on its centre, nnd at the same time moving 
onward through 'pace with great rapidity, etc." (Sir John Herschel, Astron
omy, Introduction, sect. 2.) 
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reality " continues to reign, not without criticism and opposition, 
yet still as a paramount force. And if a new Sokrates were now 
to put the same questions in the market-place to men of all ranks 
and professions, he would find the like confident persuasion and 
unsuspecting dogmati~m as to generalities ; the like faltering, 
blindness, and contradiction, when tested by cross-examining 
details. 

In the time of Sokrates, this last comparison was not open; 
since there did not exist, in any department, a body of doctrine 
scientifically constituted: but the comparison which he actually 
took, borrowed from the special trades and professions, brought 
him to an important result. Ile was the first to see, and the idea 
pervades all his speculations, that as in. each art or profession 
there is an end to be attained, a theory laying down the means 
and conditions whereby it is attainable, and precept$ deduced 
from that theory, such precepts collectively taken directing 
and covering nearly the entire field of practice, but each precept 
separately taken liable fo conflict with others, and therefore 
liable to cases of exception ; so all this is not less true, or admits 
not less of being realized, respecting the general art of human 
living and society. There is a grand and all-comprehensive 
End,- the security and happiness, as far as practicable, of each 
and all persons in the society : I there may be a theory, laying 

I Xenoph. Memor. iv, I, 2. 'ETEKµaipero (Sokrates) oe rii.r uya&ilr 
.puuur, t1C TOV raxv Tt µav{HL'l>EtV oir npo<1EXOlEV, i<at µJn/µovtvttv a av 

• µu:&oiev, 1Cat hn&vµtlv ri:Jv µaiiTJµU.rwv rrU.vrw1" clt' .:iv foriv olKiav re Ka!.wr 
olKeiv Kat 1TOAtv, 1Cal TO OAOV uvitpinroir TE Kai uvitpwrrivoir rrpayµauiv EV 
;rpi)a-Sat. Tovr yii.p TOlOVTOVf f1yeiro rratdevitivrar OVI< UV µovov avrovr re 
EVOaiµovar tlvat Kat rovr tavri:iv OLK€Wf Kai.Cir oli<eiv, uAAc'l Kat ul.Aovr 
avt'fpCi1rOVf Kat 1TOA££f ovvauifat evcJa[µovaf 1'0ti/uat. 

lb. iii, 2, 4. Kai ofrwr E1rl<1K01TWV, rir eLTJ uyaifoii 1/yeµovor uptr'i/, TU µ'Ev 
ul.Aa rreptrjpet, 1cartAeme cie, r il e v cl a i µ o 1• a r rr o t e iv, wv U. v 1/ y iJ rat. 

lb. iii, 8, 3, 4, 5; iv, 6, 8. Ile explains ro u1·aifov to mean rii l.i<f>€Atµov-· 
µexpt Oe TOV W</JtA[µov 1TUVTa Kat ai>rof <1VV£1r£<1/C01r££ i<at (1'1JvcJ1t;,/et TOif 
avvovm (iv, 7, 8). Compare Plato, Gorgias, c. 66, 67, p. 474, D; 475, A. 

Things nre called urai~ii. 1cal KaAii. on the one hand, and KaKii. 1cal alu;rpc't 
on the other, in reference each to its distinct end, of averting or mitigating, 
in the one case, of bringing on or increasing in the other, different modes of 
human suffering. So again, iii, 9, 4, we find the phrases: aclel rrpU.rreiv
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down those means and conditions under 'd1ich the nearest 
approach can be made to that end: there may abo be precept..;, 
prescribing to every man the conduct and character which be:it 
enables him to become an auxiliary towards its attainment, anJ 
imperatively restraining him from acts which tend to hinder it; 
precepts deduced from the theory, each one of them separately 

./;p{)1:ir trpunHv - ,.,), av11<fmpwTara avroir r.purTell', all used Hs equiva
lents. 

l'luto, Symposion, p. 205, A. Kriwtt )'<tp uro.{)wv ei>Oaiµover foo·vrai 
«al oVKirt rrpoa<~ci fpfa-{)at, lvan VE f3oVAerat t::i1<fofµwv elvat ; Uill~U ri/,o~ 

·1loul l;re<v ii urruKf>tatr : compare Euthydem. c. 20, p. 279, A ; c. 25, p. 281, D. 
Plato, Alkibiades, ii, c. 1.3, p. 145, c. ·oaru; upa Tl TWV TOtoVTIJV oiile1·, 

i<lv µi:v 'lrG(JE'lrl/Tal avrif> ii TOV {3el.rilfrov etrtari/µ11-avr1J <!' i1V 
fJ a'vr1) oi/trov ~rrep ICUt f1 TOV iJ<j>eAi,uov-<j>puvtµov ye avri;v 
rpi/aoµev Kai utro;rpwvra ~vµ(Jov/,,ov, KOL ry 'lrOloet Kat avrov lavrif>. TOii Vi; pi'/ 
r.owvvra, Tuvuvrta rovr1Jv : compare Plato, Hcpublic, vi, p. 504, E. 'l'lie 
·faet that this dialogue, called Alkibiades II, was considered by some as 
belonging not to Plato, bnt to Xenophon or JEschines Socraticus, does not 
detract from its value as evidence about the speculations of Sokrates (,.cc 
Diogen, Laert. ii, 61, 62; Athenmus, v, p. 220). 

l'lato, Apo!. Sok. c. 17, p. 30, A. ovdt:v yilp u).l.o 'lr(JUTTIJV rrepttpxoµat, 
~ rrei{)IJV vµwv Kat 1'EIJTf(JOVC «at trper;/Jvr[povr, µiJre UO!/lUTIJV lrrtµe/,,elr;{}at 
µi/re xp11µctTIJV r.pvupvv µiJre OVTIJ arpoopa, c:i, r»r "'VXJJ>, O'lr(J> .,, upiar11 
lurat . .ili)!IJV OTt OVI( lK ;rp11µur1Jv 1iperi) yirveTat, u A,/,,' t E u per~ r x pi/
µara Kat ru/,,/,,a uya{)iJ roir uv{)pw11:ot( a11:avra KaZ lOil,Z 
" a I <l 1/ µ o a i (l. 

Zeller (Die I'hilosophie der Griechen, vol. ii, pp. 61-64) admits as a fact 
this reference of the Sokratic ethics to human secudty and happiness as 
their end; while Brandis (Gesch. der Gr. Hom. Philosoph. ii, p. 40, seq.) 
resorts to inadmissible suppositions, in order to avoid admitting it, and to,. 
explain away the direct testimony of Xenophon. Both of these authors 
con~i<lcr this doctrine as a great taint in the philosophical character of 
Sokrate,;. Zeller even says, what he intends for strong censure, that " the 
encl•emonistic basis of the Sokratic ethics differs from the sophistical moral 
philosophy, not in principle, but only in result,'' (p. 61.) 

I protest against this .illusion to a sophistical moral pltilosophy, and liarn 
shown my grounds for the protest in the preceding chapter. There was no 
such thing as so71histical moral philosophy. Not only the sophists were no 
sect or school, bnt farther, not one of them ever aimed, so far as we know, 
at establishing any ethical theory: this was the great innovation of Sokrn
tik But it is perfectly true that, between the preceptorial exhortation of 
Sokratt\s, and that of l'rotagorns or Prodikus, there was no great or 
material difference; aud this Zeller seems to admit. 

iv• 
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taken being subject to exceptions, but all of them taken collec
tively governing practice, as in each particular art.I Sokrates and 
Plato talk of "the art of <lealing with human beings," "the art 
of behaving in society," "that science which has for its object to 
make men happy:" and they draw a marked distinction between 
art, or rules of practice deduced from a theoretical survey of the 
subject-matter and taught with precognition of the end, and mere 
artless, irrational knack, or dexterity, acquired by simple copy
ing, or assimilation, through a process of which no one could 
render account.'.! 

Plato, with that variety of indirect allusion which is his char
acteristic, continually constrains the reader to look upon human 
and social life as having its own ends and purposes no less than 
each separate profession or craft; and impels him to transfer to 
the former that conscious analysis as a science, and intelligent 
practice as an art, which are known as conditions of success in the 
latter.3 It was in furtherance of these rational conceptions, 
" Science and Art,'; that Sokrates carried on his crusade against 

1 The existence of cases forming exceptions to each separate moral pre
cept, is brought to view by Sokrates in Xen. Mem. h-, 2, 15-19; Plato, 
Republic, i, 6, p. 331, C, D, E; ii, p. 382, C. 

' Plato, Phredon, c. 88, p. 89, E. iivev TEXVIJr rijr rrep2 Tavt'JpCirreta o 
'TOtOVTOr xp~tn'fat tm;retpel Toir uvt'Jptnrotr. el yup 'lrOV µera rixv11r E;rp11ro, 
i:)(11rep l;ret, ovn.1r UV fiy~GaTo, etc. ;, 'lrOAtTtKi/ TEXVIJ, Protagor. c. 27, p. 
319, A; Gorgias, c. 163, p. 521, D. 

Compare Apol. Sok. c. 4, p. 20, A, B ; Euthydemus, c. 50, p. 292, E: Tir 
'lrOT' forlv em<JT~µI/ eKelVIJ, ~ *µilr evoaiµovar 'lrOl~GElEV j • •• 

• 	 The marked distinction between Ti;rv11, as distinguished from U.re;rvo, 
Tpt{Ji/ -U.A.oyor Tpt/3i/ or tµrretpia, is noted in the Phredrus, c. 95, p. 260, E, 
and in Gorgias, c. 42, p. 463, B; c. 45, p. 465, A; c. 121, p. 501, A, a remark
able passage. That there is in every art some assignable end, to whicli 
its precepts and conditions have reference, is again laid down in the Sophis
tes, c. 37, p. 232, A. 

3 This fundamental analogy, which governed the reasoning of Sokrates, 
between the special professions and social living generally, -transferring 
to the latter the idea of a preconceived end, a theory, and a regulated prac
tice, or art, which are observed in the former, - is strikingly stated in one 
of the aphorisms of the emperor Marcns Antoninus, vi, 35: Ovx opijr, rrwr ol 
/3uvaVGOt rqvfrat upµu~ovrat µev u;rpt TlVor 7rpnr Tovr l01tJrnr, OVotV ~GIJOV 
µevTOt UV?EXOV?a/ TO ii A.oyov Ti/r rexv11r, Kal TOVTOV U'lrOIJ· 
'Ti/Vat oii;r V'lroµf:vovcrtv; Ov oeivov, el" up;i:tTEKTwv, teal Q larpilr.• 
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"that conceit of knowledge without reality," which reigned un
disturbed in the moral world around him, and was only begin
ning to be slightly disturbed e\·en as to the physical world. To 
him the precept, inscribed in the Dclphian temple, "Know Thy
self," was the holiest of all texts, which he constantly cited, and 
strenuously enforced upon his hearers ; interpreting it to mean, 
Know what sort of a man thou art, and what are thy capacities, 
in reference to human use. 1 Hi,; manner of eHforcing it was 
alike original and effective, and though he was dexterous in vary
ing his topics 2 and queries according to the individual person with 
whom he had to deal, it was his first oLject to bring the hearer 
to take just measure of his own real knowledge or real ignorance. 
To preach, to exhort, even to confute particular errors, appeared 
to Sokrates useless, so long as the mind lay wrapped up in its 
habitual mist or illusion of wisdom: such mist must be dissipated 
before any new light could enter. Accordingly, the hearer being 
usually forward in announcing positive declarations on those 
general doctrines, and explanations of those terms, to which he 
was most attached and in which he had the most implicit confi
dence, Sokrates took them to pieces; and showed that they 
involved contradiction and inconsistency; professing himself to 
be without any positfre opinion, nor ever advancing any until 
the hearer's mind had undergone the proper purifying cross
examination,3 

µi;')).. ov alcliaovrat r ov r iJ r lo ia t r ix v 1J r ;l. 6 yo v, 1) o u v if pc.> 'Ir or 
TOV eavrov, or avr<iJ IWLVO( fUTt 'l!'pO( roiJr ifeovr; 

1 Plato (Phrodr. c. 8, p. 229, E; Charmides, c. 26, p. 164, E; Alkibiad. i, • 
p. 124, A; 129, A; 131, A. 

Xenoph. l\Iem. iv, 2, 24-26. oilrnr lavriJv lrrtuimpftµevor, o'lroi6t; fori 'l!'pilr 
r ij v av if p (,)tr iv 1J v xp ei av, lyvc.>Ke ri/v avrov rJvvaµtv. Cicero (de 
Legib. i, 22, 59) gives a paraphrase of this well-known text, far more vague 
and tumid than the ronreption of Sokrates. 

• See the striking conversations of Sokrates with Glaukon and Char· 
mides, especially that with the former, in Xen. l\Iem. iii, c. 6, 7. 

a There is no part of Plato in which this doxosophy, or false conceit of 
wisdom, i~ more earnestly reprobated than in the Sophistes, with notice of 
the elenchus, or cross-examining exposure, as the only effectual cure for 
such fundamental vice of the mind; as the true purifying process (Sophistes, 
c. 33-35, pp. 230, 231 ). 

See the same process illustrated by Sokrates, after his questions put to 
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It was this indirect and negative pl:oceeding, which, though 
only a part of the whole, stood out as his most original and most 
conspicuous characteristic, and determined his reputation with a 
large number of persons who took no trouble to know anything 
el:ic about him. It was an exposure no leos painful than surprising 
to the person questioned, and produced upon several of them an 
effect of permanent alienation, so that they never came near him 
again,1 but reverted to their former state of mind without any per
manent change. But on the other hand, the ingenuity and nov
elty of the process was highly interesting to hearers, e$pecially 
youthful hearers, sons of rich men, am] enjoying leisure; who not 
only carried away with them a lofty admiration of Sokrates, but 
were fond of trying to copy his negative polemics.2 Probably 
men like Alkibiades and Kritias frequented his society chiefly 
for the purpose of acquiring a quality which they might turn to 
some account in their political career. His constant habit of 
never suffering a general term to remain undetermined, but apply
ing it at onc.e to particulars; the homely and effective instances of 

the slave of Menon (Plato, Menon, c. 18, p. 84, B; Charmides, c. 30, p. 
166, D). 

As the Platonic Sokratcs, even in the Defence, where his own personality 
stands most manifest, denounces as the worst and deepest of all mental 
defects, this conceit of knowledge without reality, &li,ua&ia abri'; &errovei
clurror, f1 roii oiecriJat cloivai u o v K oloev, c. 17, p. 29, B,- so the Xeno
phontic Sokratcs, in the same manner, treats this same mental infirmity as 
being near to madness, and distinguishes it carefully from simple want of 
knowledge, or conscious (gnorance: Maviav ye µi/v. tvuvrwv µev l</"l elvat 
<ro¢iq, ov µivrot ye T~V uvem<TT1/,UO<TVV1/V .µaviav lvoµtl;cv. To of. uyvoelv 
lavr/iv, Kat uµi1 TL> oli!e clo;ul;rtv, 1wt oiecr!Jat ytyvw<rKell', lyyvriin1 µaviar 
Vi.o;'t(ETo elmi (:\Iem. iii, 9, 6 ). This conviction thus stands foremost in 
the mental character of Sokrates, and on the best eviuence, Pluto and Xen
ophon united. 

Xenoph. Mcm. h·, 2, 40. IToAAOt µev ovv TWV OVTCJ oian&ivrwv V1r0 
};wKpurovr OVKErl av;<;> 7rpO<Tr/rnav, ovr Kat {3AaKwTf:povr lvvµil;ev. 

2 Plato, Apo!. Sok. c. 9, p. 23, A. Oiovrat yap µe lKu<rron ol -rrapovrer 
TaVra aVrOv clval ao¢0v, U. Uv llAAov t~eAty~w. 

Ibid. c. 10, p. 23, C. ITpur cle rovroir, ol vioi µat lrraKoAov&ovvrer, olr 
µ&./,icrra crxo?.~ EaTlV, ol TWV Jrt.OV<TLCJTUTIJV, avroµarot xaipov<rtv ciKOVoVTe( 
l;era/;oµf:v<JV TWV uv{tpw-;rwv, Kat avrnt rro/,/cuKCf lµe µtµovvTat, elra emxet
pov<rtV cil.Aovr t;erU.l;eiv, etc. 

Compare also ibid. c. 22, p. 33, C; c. 27, p. 37, D. 

http:Gl:EF.CE
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which he made choice; the string of interrogatories each advanc
ing towards a result, yet a result not foreseen by any one; the 
indirect and circuitous manner whereby the subject was turned 
round, and at last approached and laid open by a totally different 
face, all this constituted a sort of prerogative in Sokrates, which 
no one else seems to have approached. Its effect was enhanced 
by a voice and manner highly plausible and captivating, and to a 
certain extent by the very eccentricity of his silenic physiogno
my.I 1Vhat is termed" his irony," or assumption of-the charac
ter of an ignorant learner, a8king information from one who knew 
better than himself, while it was essential 2 as an excuse for his 
practice as a questioner, contributed also to add zest and novelty 
to his conversation; and totally banished from it both didactic 
pedantry and seeming bias as an advocate; which, to one who 
talked so much, was of no small advantage. After he had ac
quired celebrity, this uniform profession of ignorance in debate 
was usually construed as mere affectation; and those who merely 
heard him occasionally, without penetrating into his intimacy, often 
suspected that he was amusing himself with ingenious paradox.a 
Timon the Satirist, and Zeno the Epicurean, accordingly described 
him as a buffoon, who turned every one into ridicule, especially 
men of eminence.4 

1 This is an interesting testimony preserved by Aristoxenus, on the tes
timony of his father Spintharus, who heard Sokrates (Aristox. Frag. 28, ed. 
Didot). Spintharus said, respecting Sokrntes: ort ov 1ro.A.Aoir a{m5r ye 

mi'Javuripot(' EVTtTVX'IKW~ ei11 • TOtaVT'IV clvat T~V Te ¢uvljv Kai TO uroµa KaL 

To lrri¢aiv6µrvov i11'Jor, Kai rrpor ?rurJi re Toi> elp'lµivot( Tljv roii eioovr lcll

OTf/Ta. 
It seems evident also, from the remarkable passage in Plato's S~·mposion, 

c. 39, p. 215, A, tlrnt he too must have been much affected by the singular 
physiognomy of Sokrates: compare Xcnoph. Sympos. iv. 19. 

• Aristot. <le Sophist. Elench. c. 32, p. 183, b. 6. Compare also Plutarch, 
Qurest. Platonic. p. 999, E. Tilv ovv 0.eyKrtKov .lioyov wrJrrep Kai'JapTtKov 

l;rwv ¢upµa1wv, or.uKpUT'lf uqt07rlfJTOf fiv frfpuvr {.Aiy;ruv, r0 µ17of:v urro¢ai

veui'Jat. Kai µu.Al,ov ~ITTeTO, OOKWV t;ljreiv KOtl'ij T~V u.Aiji'Jeiav, OUK abror lDit;t 
oofv f3o'li'Jeiv. 

3 Xenoph. l\Icm. iv, 4, 9. 
Plato, Gorgias, e. 81, p. 481, B. rJrrovv&t;et ravra r.uKpuT'l' ij rrali;e1; Re

public, i, c. II, p. 337, A. avTlj lKeiVTJ & elui'Jvia elpwveia r.uKpUTOV(, etc. 
(Apo!. Sok. c. 28, p. 38, A.) 

4 Diog. Lacrt. ii, 16; Cicero, De Nat. Deor. i, 34, 93. Cieero (Brutus, 
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It is by Plato that the negative and indirect vein of' Sokrates has 
been worked out and immortalized; while Xenophon, who sym
pathized little in it, complains that others looked at his master too 
exclush·ely on this side, and that they co"uld not conceive him as 
a guide to virtue, but only as a stirring and propulsive force) 
One of the principal objects of his "l\Iemorabilia" is, to show that 
Sokrates, after having worked upon novices sufficiently w'ith the 
negative line of questions, altered his tone, desisted from embar
rassing them, and addressed to them precepts not less plain and 
simple than directly useful in practice.2 I do not at all doubt 
that this was often the fact, and that the various dialogues in 
which Xenophon presents to us the philosopher inculcating self
control, temperance, piety, duty to parents, brotherly love, fidelity 
in friendship, diligence, benevolence, etc., on positive grounds, 
are a faithful picture of one valuable side of his character, and 
an essential part of the whole. Such direct admonitory influence 
was common to Sokrates with Prodikus and the best of the 
sophists. 

It is, however, neither from the virtue of his life, nor from the 

85, 292) also treats the irony of Sokrates as intended to mock and humil
iate his fcllow-dialogists, and it sometimes appears so in the dialogues of 
Plato. Yet I doubt whether the real Sokrates could have had any pro
nounced purpose of this kind. 

1 The beginning of Xen. Mem. i, 4, I, is particularly striking on this head: 
El cle Ttver !.wKpUT1/V voµit;ovatv (iir lvtot ypa<f>ovcrt Te KaL Aiyovat rrep1 
avTOV TeKµatpoµevOt) 1r p 0 T p f 1/J a (T {fa t µev uvi'fpii1rOV!; E1r' aptTqiJ Kpartti• 
TOV yeyovivat, 1r p 0 a ya y ei v cl't lrr' alirqv ovx IKav6v-crKe1/Jaµevot µ~ 
µ6vov a EKe'ivor KOAacrT'1/ptov lveKa Tove 1rUVT' oloµi
,, 0 v !: el cl evat l p"' T CJ,, 1] A e y xe ,,, UAAa KaL aAtywv crvvclt11µeprve Toi, 
crvvcltarpi{3ovcrtv, OOKtµat;ovrwv, el IKavor nv {3e4riovr 1rOteiv rovr crvvovrar. 

1 Xenophon, after describing the dialogue wherein Sokrates cross
examines and humiliates Euthydemus; says at the end: 'Ode (Sokrates) 
tJ!; E)'VW aVTOV OUTWr tXOVTa, i'j Kt (TT a µEV a VT OV cl t e Tap a TT e v, a1r
A 0 v(TT a Ta cl e Ka 2 (Ta</> i (TT a Ta t;11yeZTO u Te EVOflL(ev elclivat oeZv, 
/<:at aE1rtTTf0eVEtv KpaTtcrTa elvat. 

Again, iv, 7, I. "On µev ovv a1r A CJ r rqv fovroii yvwµ11v urre<f>atVETO 
!.wKpUT1/C rrpilr rovr clµtAovvrar avri;i, OOKEL µot cl~AOV EK rCJv elp11µivwv elvat, 
etc. 

His readers were evidently likely to doubt, and required proof, that 
Sokrates could speak plainly, directly, and positively: so much better known 
was the other side of his character. 
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goodness of his precepts - though both were essential features 
in his character- that he derives his peculiar title to fame, but 
from his originality and prolific efficacy in the line of speculative 
philosophy. Of that originality, the first portion, as has been 
just stated, consisted in his having been the first to conceive the 
idea of an ethical science with its appropriate end, and with pre
cepts capable of being tested and improved; but the second point, 
and not the least important, was~ his peculiar method, and extra
ordinary power of exciting scientific impulse and capacity in the 
minds of others. It was not by positive teaching that this effect 
was produced. Both Sokrates a.nd Plato thought that little men
tal improvement could be produced by expositions directly com
municated, or by new written matter lodged in the memory.I It 
was necessary that mind should work upon mind, by short ques• 
tion and answer, or an expert employment of the dialectic pro
cess,2 in order to generate new thoughts and powers; a process 
which Plato, with his exuberant fancy, compares to copulation 
and pregnancy, representing it as the true way; and the only 
effectual way, of propagating the philosophic spirit. 

We should greatly misunderstand the negati~·e and indirect 
vein of Sokrates, if we suppose that it ended in nothing more 
than simple negation. On busy or ungifted minds, among the 
indiscriminate public who heard him, it probably left little per
manent effect of any kind, and ended in a mere feeling of admira
tion for ingenuity, or perhaps dislike of paradox: on practical 
minds like Xenophon, its effect was merged in that of the pre
cepforial exhortation: but where the seed fell upon an intellect 
having the least predisposition or capacity for systematic thought, 
the negation had only the effect of driving the hearer back at 
first, giving him a new impetus for afterwards springing forward. 
The Sokratic dialectics, clearing away from the mind its mist of 

Plato, Sophistes, c. 17, p. 230, A. µerr£ oe 1rOAAOV ?rOVOV TO vov8eT11Tf.. 
Kilv eiOor ri;r ?ratcleiar aµtKpov uvvretv, etc. Compare a fragment of Demo
kritus, in Mullach's edition of the Fragm. Demokrit. p. 175. Fr. Moral. 
59. 	 Tov oloµevov voov txeiv ovov{hriwv µarato?rovfrt. ' 

Compare Plato, Epistol. vii, pp. 343, 344. 
1 Compare two passages in Plato's: Protagoras, c. 49, p, 329, A, and c. 

94, p. 348, D; and the Phredrus, c. 138-140, p. 276, A, E. 

I 
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fancied knowledge, and laying bare the real ignorance, produced 
an immediate eflect like the touch of the torpedo: I the newly
created consciousness of ignorance was alike unexpected, painful, 
and humiliating, - a season of doubt and discomfort; yet com
bined with an internal working and yearning after truth, never 
before experienced. Such intellectual quickening, which could 
never commence until the mind had been disabused of its original 
illusion of false knowledge, was considered by Sokrates not merely 
as the index and precursor, but as the indispensable condition, 
of foture progress. It was the middle point in the ascending 
mental scale; the lowest point being ignorance unconscious, self
satisfied, and mistaking itself for knowledge; the next above, 
ignorance conscious, unmasked, asl1amed of itself, and thirsting 
after knowledge as yet unpossesse<l; while actual knowledge, the 
third and highest stage, was only attainable after passing through 
the second as a preliminary.2 This second, was a sort of preg
nancy; and every mind either by nature incapable of it, or in 
which, from want of the necessary conjunction, it had never 
arisen, was barren for all purposes of original or self-appropriat
ed thought. Sokrates regarded it as his peculiar vocation and 
skill, employing another Platonic metaphor, while he had him
self no power of reproduction, to deal with such pregnant and 
troubled minds in the capacity of a midwife; to assist them in 
that mental parturition whereby they were to be relieved, but at 
the same time to scrutinize narrowly the offspring which they 
brought forth; and if it should prove distorted or unpromising, to 
cast it away with the rigor of a Lykurgean nurse, whatever might 
be the reluctance of the mother-mind to part with its new-born.3 

I Plato, Men. c. 13, p. 80, A. oµotoraror Tij r.lt.areir;z vftpK1) Tii fJa}.aaa[r;z. 
2 This tripartite gracluation of the intellectual scale is brought out by 

Pl!tto in the Symposiou, c. 29, p. 204, A, ancl in the Lysis, c. 33, p. 218, A. 
The intermediate point of the scale is what Plato here, though not al

ways, expresses by the worcl ¢ilioao¢or, in its strict etymological sense, " a 
lover of knowleclge ;" one who is not yet wise, but who, having learned to 
know and feel his own ignorance, is anxious to become wise,-and has 
thus made what Plato thought the greatest and most clifficult step towards 
really becoming so . 
. a The effect of the interrogatory proceclure of Sokratcs, in forcing on tho 

minds of youth a humiliating consciousness of ignorance and an eager 
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There is nothing which Plato is more fertile in illustrating, than 
this relation between the teacher and the scholar, operating not 
by what it put into the latter, but by what it evolved out of him; 
by creating an uneasy longing after truth, aiding in the elabora
tion necessary for obtaining relief, and testing whether the doc
trine elaborated possessed the real lineaments, or merely the 
delusive semblance, of truth. 

There are few things more remarkable than the description 
given of the colloquial magic of Sokrates and its vehement effects, 
by those who had themselves heard it and felt its force. Its 
suggestive and stimulating power was a gift so extraordinary, as 
well to justify any abundance of imagery on the part of Plato to 
illustrate it.I On the subjects to which he applied himself, man 
and society,. his hearers l1ad done little but feel and affirm: 

anxiety to be relieved from it, is not less powerfully attested in the simpler 
language of Xenophon, than in the metaphorical rnriety of l'lato. See the 
conversation with Euthydemus, in the Memorabilia of Xenophon, iv, 2; a. 
long dialogue which ends by the confession of the h1tter (c. 39) : 'AvayKu(ei 
µe ravra oµo/..oyelv OIJAOVOTL iJ i-µTj <f>av~.OTTJt;. Kai <f>povri(w µTj Kpcmarov· v 
µoi atyii.v· KLVOvvevw yup urr/..w~ ob&e11 fioivat. Kai rruvv 1il%µwr l;rwv urrij/..
{Je· Kai voµiaa~ ri;J ovri civ&purro&ov elvai: compare i, I, 16. 

This same expression, " thinking himself no better than a. slave," is 
also put by Plato into the mouth of Alkibiadcs, when he is describing the 
powerful effect wrought on his mind by the conversation of_Sokratcs (Sym
posion, c. 39, P· 215, 216}: ITeptKAfaVf &e UKOV(,)11 Kai ci/../..wv uya{Jwv PT/TO· 
pw11 ev µev f}yovµ11v, TOlOVTOl1 O' ov&i:v faaa;rov, oVOe re{Jopvp1}TO µov f} 'ljlv;rq 
oM' fiyavaKTet .:i, uv & p a rr o & w o;;, c o' a " e t µ i v o v. 'A/../..' vrril rov· 
TOV TOV Mapaiiov rro/../..uKl~ oi) OVT(,) Oteri{JTJV, ware µoi &o;ai µTj {3twTn11 eivat 
f;rovTL ,;,, l;rw. 

Compare also the Meno, c. 13, p. 79, E, and Theretet. c. I 7, 22, p. 148, E, 
151, C, where the metaphor of pregnancy, and of the obstetric art of Sok
rat~s, is expanded: 'lrUIJ;(OVIJ! Oe OTJ ol eµot ;uyytyvoµevot Kat TOVTO TaVTOV 
raz, TlKTOVaatr. i:ioivovat yup Kat urropiar tµrriµrr/..avTal VVKTU> Te Kat fiµipar 
'lrOAV µii./../..ov " eKeivai. TaVTT/11 TE TTJv woiva lr<:ipetv Te Kat urrorravetv fi 
l:µi) rix1111 &iivarai - 'Eviore &e, oE l'tv µ fi µ o t &6 ; w at v l y" vµ o v e c 
el Va l , y V O V f 0 T t 0 V 0 eV l µ 0 V 0 f 0 VTa l , 'lrUVV evµevWf rrpoµvW
µat, etc. 

1 There is a. striking expression of Xenophon, in the Memorabilia, about 
Sokrates and his conversation (i, 2, 14): 

"He dealt with every one just as he pleased in his discussions," says 
Xenophon : roli: 1le &w/..eyoµivoti: avrt;i rrii.at ;rpwµevov lv roii: /..oyOtf o:rwr 
t{3ovJ.ero. 

VOL. VIII. 29oc. 
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Sokrates undertook to make them think, weigh, and examine 
themselves and their own judgments, until the latter were brought 
into consistency with each other, as well as with a known and 
venerahle end. The generalizations emhodiecl in their judgments 
had grown together and coalesced in a manner at once so intimate, 
so familiar, yet so uzn-erifiecl, that the particulars implied in them 
had pa~sed out of notice: so that Sokrates, when he recalled these 
particulars out of a forgotten experience, presented to the hearer 
his own opinions under a totally new point of view. His conver
sations - even as they appear in the reproduction of Xenophon, 
which presents but a mere skeleton of the reality- exhibit the 
main features of a genuine inductive metl10u, struggling against 
the deep-lying, bnt unheedeu, errors of the early intellect acting 
by itself, without conscious march or scientific guidance, - of the 
intellectus sibi permissus, - upon which Ilacon so emphatically 
dwell:;. Amidst ahundance of instantim negativm, the scientific 
value of which is dwelt upon in the "Novum Organon," I and 

1 I know nothing so clearly illustrating both the subjects and the method 
chosen by Sokrates, as various passages of the immortal criticisms in the 
Novum Organon. ·when S0krutes, as Xenophon tell,; u~, devoted his time 
to questioning others: V>'liat is piety 1 'Yhat is justice 1 'Vhat is tcmper
iince, courage, political go1·ernmcnt 1" etc., we best understand the spirit 
of his procedure by comparing t!ic sentcnec which Bacon prononnccs upon 
the first notions~( the i11tcllect, - as mdically vicious, crmjiised, badly abstracted 
from thi11gs, a11d 11eedi11g complete reexamination and rei·ision, - withont which, 
he says, not one of them could be trusted : 

" Quod vero attinet ad notiones primas intcllecti'ts, nihil est eontm, q1ws 
intellectus sibi permissus con,r;essit, qnin nobis J>rO s11specto sit, nee ullo motlo 
ratum nisi novo ju<licio sc stiterit, et sccullllum illud pronnntiatnm fuerit." 
(Di.,tl'ibutio Opcris, prefixed to the N. 0. p. 168, oL\Ir. Montagn's edition.) 
"Scrum sane rebus perditis adhibetur remedium, postquam mens ex quo
tidiana vitre consuetudine, et auditionilms, et doctrinis inqninatis occupata, 
ct vanissimis idolis obscssa fuerit ....•.Restat nnica salus ac sanitas, ut opus 
mentis universum de integro reswnatur; ac mens, jam ab ipso principio, nu11o 
rnodo sibi permittat111·, sed perpetuo regatur." (lb. l'rrnfatio, p. 186.) "Syllo
gbmus ex propositionilms constat, propo,itioncs ex verbis, verba notionum 
te.<scrrn sunt. Itaquc si notioncs ipsre (id quod basis rci est) confusre sint 
ct tcmerc a rebus abstrnctm, nihil in ii,; qum supcrstruuntur est firmitudinis. 
Itaqnc spes mt una in inductionc ve1«l. In 11otionibus nihil sani est, nee in 
logicis, nee in physicis. ~Yon Substantia, non Qualitas, Ayere, Pati, ipsum 
Esse, boltle notiones sunt; multo minus Grave, Leve, Den:mm, Tenue, Humi
dum, Siccum, Generatio, Corruptio, Attrahcre, l!'ugare, Elcmentum, :Materia, 
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negative instances, too, so dexterously chosen as generally to show 
the way to new truth, in place of that error which they set aside, 

Fonna, ct id Genus,; sed omncs ph:mtasticre ct male terminatrc. Notiones 
infimarum spc<'icrum, Ilominis, Canis, et prchcnsionum immcdiatamm 
sens us, Allii, Kigri, non fal!unt magnopcre: reliqure omnes ( quibus lwmines 
!tactenus asi surd) alwrrationes sunt, nee debi tis mod is a rebus abstractre et 
excitatro." (Aphor. 14, 15, 16.) "Ncmo adhuc tanta mcntis constantia et 
rigore invcntus est, ut dccrcverit et sibi imposuerit, tlzeorias et notiones coTrt
muues penitus abolere, et intellectum abraswn et cequwn ad particularia de integro 
applicare. Itaque ratio iUa quam l1abemus, ex nw1td fide et multo etimn casu, 
necnon ex puerilib1L<, quas primo lzausimus, 11otioni/111s, Jarrago quaxlam est et 
congeries." (Aphor. 97.) "Nil magis philosophim offccisse deprchendimus, 
qunm quod res qure familiares sunt et frequenter occurmnt, contemplatio
nem hominum nou morentur ct detineant, scd recipiantur obiter, neque 
earum causre quasi solcant-; ut non srepius rcquiratur informatio de rebus 
ignotis, quam attentio in notis." (Aphor. 119.) 

These passages, and many others to the same effect which might be 
extracted from the Novum Organon, afford a clear illustration ancl au 
interesting parallel to the spirit and purpose of Sokrates. He sought to 
test the fundamental notions and generalizations respecting man and soci
ety, in the same spirit in whieh Bacon approached those of physics: he 
suspcctctl the unconscious process of the growing intellect, and desired to 
revise it, by com purison with particulars; and from particulars too the most 
clear and certain, but which, from being of vulgar occurrence. were least 
attended to. And that which Sokrate,; described in his language as "conceit 
of knowledge without the reality," is itkntical with what Bacon designates 
as the primary notions, the puerile notions, the aberrations, of the intellect left 
to itself, which haYe become so familiar and appear so certainly known, that 
the mind cannot shake them off, and has lost all habit, we might almost 
say all power, of examining them. 

The stringent process- or electric shock, to nse the simile in Plato's 
Menon - of the Sokrtttic elenchus, afforded the hest means of resuscitating 
this lost power. And the manner in which Plato speaks of this cross
examining clenchus, as "the great and sovereign purification, without 
which every man, be he the great king himself, is unschooled, dirty, and 
full of uncleanness in respect to the main con<litions of happiness,"-iwt Ti>v 
Uey;rov l.tKTfaV .,, upa µeyiGTTJ Kai KVplWTUTT/ TWV Kai'triprrewv CrrTt, Kat TOV 
ltvil.eyKTOV av voµirrTi.ov, UV Kat Tvy;r&v11 µt;ar f3ar;i/..evr i:Jv, TU µiyiarn 
UK(dJaprov Ovra · Urraic5evr0v re xal ala,rr1Vv )"E/oi1h:ai raiJra, 12 Km9api:Jrarov 

Kat KUAAllYTOV tr.prn:e TOV uvTwr lrrfiµevov evvaiµova fivai; Plato, Sophist. 
c. 34, p. 230, E, -precisely corresponds to that "cross-examination of human 
reason in its native or spontaneous process," which Bacon specifics as one of 
the three things essential to the expurgation of the intellect, so as to qualify 
it for the attainment of truth : "Itaque doctrina ista de expurgatione intcl
lectfls, ut. ipse ad veritatem habilis sit, tribus redargutionibus absolvitur; 

http:vo�irrTi.ov
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- t11ere is a close pressure on the hearer's mind, to keep it in the 
distinct tract of particulars, as conditions of every just and con
sistent generalization; and to divert it from becoming enslaved 
to unexamined formulre, or from delivering mere intensity of 
persuasion under the authoritative phrase of reason. Instead of 
anxiety to plant in the hearer a conclusion ready-made and 
accepted on trust, the questioner keeps up a prolonged suspense, 
'vith special emphasis laid upon the particulars tending both 
affirmatively and negatively; nor is his purpose answered, until 
that state of knowledge and apprehended evidence is created, out 
of which the conclusion starts as a living product, with its own 
root and self-sustaining power consciously linked with its 
premises. If this conclusion so generated be not the same as 
that which the questioner himself adopts, it will at least be some 
other, worthy of a competent and examining mind taking its own 

redargutione philosophiarum, rcdargutioue demonstrationum, et redargutione 
rationis humanre nativre." (Xov. Organ. Distributio Operis, p. 170, ed. 
Montagu.) 

To show further how essential it is, in the opiuion of the best judges, that 
the native intellect should be purged or purified, before it can properly 
apprehend the truths of physical philosophy, I trauscribe the introductory 
passage of Sir John Herschel's "Astronomy:"

" In entering upon any scientific pursuit, one of the student's first 
endeavors ought to be to prepare his mind for the reception of truth, by 
dismissing, or at least loosening his hold on, all such crude and hastily 
adopted notions respecting the objects and relations he is about to examine, 
as may tend to embarrass or mislead him; and to strengthen himself, by 
something of an effort and a resolve, for the unprejudiced admission of any 
conclusion which shall appear to be supported by careful observation and 
logical argument; even should it prove adverse to notions he may have 
previously formed for himself, or taken up, without examination on the 
credit of others. Such an ~{fort is, in fact, a commencement of tliat intellectual 
discipline wliich forms one of tlie nwst important ends of all science. It is the 
first movement of approach towards that state of mental purity which alone 
can fit ns for a full and steady perception of moral beauty as well as physical 
adaptation. It is the "euphrasy and rue," with wliich we must purge our s(gli.t 
before we can receive, and contemplate as they are, the lineaments of truth and 
nature." (Sir John Herschel, Astronomy; Introduction.) 

I could easily multiply citations from other eminent writers on physical 
philosophy, to the same purpose. All of them prescribe this intellectual 
purification: Sokratcs not only prescribed it, but actually administered it, 
by means of his elenchus, in reference to the subjects on which he talkeit 
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independent view of the appropriate evidence. And amidst all 
the variety and divergence of particulars which we find enforced 
in the language of Sokrates, the end, towards which all of them 
point, is one and the same, emphatically signified, the good and 
happiness of social man. 

It is not, then, to multiply proselytes, or to procure authoritative 
assent, but to create earnest seekers, analytical intellects, foreknow
ing and consistent agents, capable of forming conclusions for them
selves and of teaching others, as well as to force them into that 
path of inductive generalization whereby alone trustworthy con
clusion:; can be formed, that the Sokratic method aspires. In 
many of the Platonic dialogues, wherein Sokrates is brought 
forward as the principal disputant, we read a series of discussions 
and arguments, distinct, though having reference to the same sub
.i•·d, hut terminating either in a result purely negative, or without 
any tld'.nite rc,;ult at all. The commentators often attempt, hut 
in my judgment with little success, either by arranging the di:!
logucs in a suppo5ed sequence or by various other liypotheses, to 
assign some positive doctrinal conclusion as having been indirectly 
contemplated by the author. Il11t if Plato had aimed at any sub
stantive demonstration of this sort, we cannot well imagine that 
he would have left his purpose thus in the dark, visible only by 
the micro~cope of a critic. The didactic value of these dialogues 
- that wherein the genuine Sokratic spirit stands most manifest 
..,.. consists, not in the positive conclusion proved, but in the argu
mentative process itself, coupled with the general importance of 
the subject, upon which evidence negative and affirmative is 
brought to bear. 

This connects itself with that which I remarked in the pre
ceding chapter, when mentioning Zeno and the first manifestations 
of dialectics, respecting the -large sweep, the many-sided argu
mentation, and the strength as well as forwardness of the nega
tive arm, in Grecian speculative philosophy. Through Sokrates, 
this amplitude of dialectic range was transmitt~d from Zeno, first 
to Plato and next to Aristotle. It was a proceeding natural to 
men who were not merely·interested in establishing, or refuting, 
some given particular conclusion, but who al::;o - like expert 
mathematicians in their own science - loved, esteemed, and 
sought to improve the dialectic process itself, with the means of 
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verification which it afforded; a feeling, of which abun<lant evi
dence is to be found in the Platonic writings.I Such pleasure in 
the scientific operation,- though not merely innocent, but valu
able both as a stimulant and as a guarantee against error, and 
though the corresponding tatite among mathematicians is always 
treated with the sympathy whieh it deserves,- incurs much un
merited reprobation from modern historians of philosophy, under 
the name of love of disputation, cavilling, or skeptical subtlety. 

But over and above any love of the process, the subjects to 
which dialectics were applied, from Sokrates downwards,- man 
and society, ethics, politics, metaphysics, etc., were such as par
ticularly called for this many-sided handling. On topics like 
these, relating to sequences of fact which depend upon a multi
tude of cooperating or conflicting causes, it is impossible to 
arrive, by any one thread of positive reasoning or induction, at 
abrnlute doctrine, which a man may reckon upon finding always 
true, whether he remembers the proof or not; as i,; the ease with 
mathematieal, astronomical, or physical truth. The utmost which 
science can ascertain, on subjects thus complicated, is an aggregate, 
not of peremptory theorems and predictions, but of tendencies ;2 

by studying the action of each separate cause, and combining 
them together as well as our means admit. The knowledge of 
tendencies thus obtained, though falling much short of certainty, 
is highly important for guidance: but it is plain that conclusions 
of this nature, resulting from multifarious threads of evidence, 
true only on a balance, and always liable to limitation, can never 
be safely detached from the proofs on which they rest, or taught 
as absolute and consecrated formulre.3 They require to be kept 

See particularly the remarkable passage in the rhi!Cbus, c. 18, p. 16, 
seq. 

•See this point instructively set forth in l\Ir. John Stuart l\Iill's System 
of Logic, vol. ii, book vi, p. 565, 1st edition. 

3 Lord Bacon remarks, in the No\'um Organon ( Aph. i'l): 
" Erat autem sapiertia Grrecorum professoria, et in dispntationcs effnsa, 

quod genus inquisitioni vcritatis advcrsissimnm est. Itaqno nomcn illnd 
Sophistarum - quod per contcmptnm ab iis, qui se philosophos habcri 
volnerunt, in antiquos rhetorcs rejectmn et tradnctum est, Gorgiam, Prota
goram, Hippiam, I'olnm -etiam uni verso gencri competit, l'latoni, Aris
totcli, Zenoni, Epicnro, Thcophrasto, et corum succcssoribus, Chrysippo, 
Carneadi, reliquis." 
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in perpetual and conscious association with the evidences, affirma
tive and negative, by the joint consideration of which their truth 
is established; nor can this object be attained by any other means 
than by ever-renovated discussion, in~tituted from new and dis
tinct points of view, and with free play to that negative arm 
which is indispensable as stimulus not less than as control. To 
ask for nothing but results, to decline the labor of verification, to 
be satisfied with a ready-made stock of established positive argu
ments as proof, and to decry the doubter or negative reasoner, 
'vho starts new difficulties, as a common enemy, this is a proceed
ing sufficiently common, in ancient as well as in modern times. 
But it is, nevertheless, an abnegation of the dignity, and even of 
the functions, of speculative philosophy. It is the direct reverse 
of the method both of Sok rates and Plato, who, as inquirers, felt 
that, for the great subjects which they treated, multiplied threads 
of reasoning, coupled with the constant presence of the cross
examining elenchus, were indispensable. Nor is it less at vari
ance with the views of Aristotle, - though a man very different 
from either of them, - who goes round his subject on all sides, 
states and considers all its difficulties, and insists emphatically on 
the necessity of having all these difficulties brought out in full 
force, as the incitement and guide to positive philosophy, as well 
as the test of its sufficiency.I 

Baron is quite right in effacing the distinction between the two lists of 
persons whom he compares ; and in saying that the latter were just as 
much sophists as the former, in the sense which he here gives to the word, 
as well as in every other legitimate sense. But he is not justified in im
puting to either of them this many-sided argumentation as a fault, looking 
to the subjects upon which they brought it to bear. His remark has appli
cation to the simpler physical sciences, but none to the moral. It had 
great pertinence and value, at the time when he brought it forward, and 
with reference to the important reforms which he was seeking to accom
plish in physical science. In so far as Plato, Aristotle, or the other Greek 
philosophers, apply their deductive method to physical subjects, they come 
justly under Bacon's censure. But here again, the fault consisted less in 
disputing too much, than in too hastily admitting false 01: inaccurate 
axioms without dispute. 

1 Aristotel. Metaphysic. iii, I, 2-5, p. 995, a. 
The indispensable necessity, to a philosopher, of having before him all 

the difficulties and doubts of the problem which he tries to solve, and of 
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Understanding thus the method of Sokrates, we shall be at no. 
loss to account fo1· a certain variance on his part,.-- and a still 
greater variance on the part of Plato, who expanded the method 
in writing so much more - with the sophists, without supposing 
the latter to be corrupt teachers. As they aimed at qualifying 
young men for active life, they accepted the current ethical and 
political sentiment, with its unexamined commonplaces and in
consistencies, merely seeking to shape it into what was accounted. 
a meritorious character at Athens. They were thus exposed, 

looking at a philosophical question with the same alternate attention to its 
affirmative and negative side, as is shown by a judge to two litigants, is 
strikingly set forth in this passage. I transcribe a portion of it; 'Eur2 oe 
roir tinropijuat {3ovl..oµ€vot( 1rflovpyov .ril vta1ropijuat 1<al..w> • ft yup vurepov 
dnropia AVul( TWV rrporepov urropovµiJJWV for£, l..vew cl' OVI( lartv uyvoovvrar 
TOV &uµ6v • ••••• ~LO od rar ovuxepeia, refhwpTjKevat 'lra<rar 'lr(IOTepov, 
TOVTWV re xapiv, Ka2 OIU TO rovr t;11rovvrar uvev TOV Vta'lropijuat rrpwrov, 
oµoiovr elvaL roir ?Toi oel {3aoit;eiv uyvoov11t, Kru rrpiir rovroir ovcl' el 'lrOTe TO 
t;11rovµevov evp11Kev, ij µi'/, yiyvw111<etv. TO y1'ip riii.or TOVT<,J µev oil oijii.ov, r<;i 
de 1rp01J11'0pt)KOtt Oij.l.ov. 'ETl OE {3i'Artov avu)'Kt/ lxav trpo~ TO Kpivm, TOV 
CJ11rrep UVTlOlKWV !(at TWV uµrpt11/311rovvrwv ;l.6ywv UKTJKOOTa 'lrUVTWV. 

A little further on, in the same chapter (iii, I, 19, p. 996, a), he makes a 
remarkable observation. Not merely it is difficult, on these philosophical 
subjects, to get at the truth, but it is not easy to perform well even the prelimi
nary task of discerning and setting forth the ratiocinative difficulties which 
are to be dealt with: Ilep£ yup TOVTWV arruvrwv oil µovov xaii.em)v TO 
evrrop~11al Tijr uA11i>eia>, uAA' oboe TO ota"1ropij11at Aoy<,J p¢oiov 
1rnAwr. il.tarropij11at means the same as oirqeii.i>elv rilr u11:opiar (Bonitz. 
not. ad l.oc.), "to.go through the various points of difficulty." 

This last passage illustrates well the characteristic gift of Sokrates, 
which was exactly what Aristotle calls ro oia11:opij11at ii.6y<,J KaAwr; to force 
on the hearer's mind those ratiocinative difficulties which served both as 
spur and as guide towards solution and positive truth; towards compre
hensive and correct .generalization, with clear consciousness of the common 
attribute binding together the various particulars included. 

The same care to admit and even invite the development of the nega
tive side of a question, to accept the obligation of grappling with all the 
difficulties, to assimilate the process of inquiry to a judicial pleading, is to 
be seen in other passages of Aristotle; see Ethic. Nikomach. vii, I, 5; De 
Anima, i, 2, p. 403, b; De Crelo, i, 10, p. 279, b; Topica, i, 2, p. IOI, a: 
(Xpf}l1tµor ve f; OtaAEKrtKi'/) 1rpor rur Ka Tu rptA011orpiav lm11rf;µar, art ovvaµe· 
llOt Trpo, uµrpurepa Vta?rop~<rat, /Jij.ov ev exaUTOt' Karo1f!oµeifa TUATjrTE' TE J<a~ 
ro 1f!evoo(. Compare also Cicero, Tusc. Disput. ii, 3, 9. 

http:Oij.l.ov
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along with others - and more than others, in consequence of 
their reputation - to the analytical cross-examination of Sokrates, 
and were quite as little able to defend themselves against it. 

1Vhatever may have been the success of Protagoras or any 
other among these sophists, the mighty originality of Sokrates 
achieved results not only equal at the time, but incomparably 
grander and more lasting in reference to the future. Out of his 
intellectual school sprang not merely Plato, himself a host, but 
all the other leaders of Grecian speculation for the next half
century, and all those wl10 continued the great line of speculative 
philosophy down to later times. Eukleides and the l\Iegaric 
school of philosophers, - Ari~tippus and the Kyrenaic,-Antis
thenes and Diogenes, the first of those called the Cynics, all 
emanated more or less directly from the stimulus imparted by 
Sokrates, though each followed a different vein of thought.I 
:Ethics continue to be what Sokrates had first made them, a dis
tinct branch of philosophy, alongside of which politics, rhetoric, 
logic, and othe~· speculations relating to man and society, gradually 
arranged themselves; all of them more popular, as well as more 
keenly controverted, than physics, which at that time presented 
comparatively little charm, and still less of attainable certainty. 
There can be no doubt that the individual influence of Sokrates 
permanently enlarged the horizon, improYed the method, and 
multiplied the ascendent minds, of the Grecian speculative world, 
in a manner never since paralleled. Subsequent philosophers 
may have had a more elaborate doctrine, and a l~ger number of 
disciples who imbibed their ideas; but none of them applied the 
same stimulating method with the same elficacy; none of them 
struck out of other minds that fire which sets light to original 
thought; none of them either produced in others the pains of 
intellectual pregnancy, or extracted from others the fresh and 
unborrowed off~pring of a really parturient mind. 

Having thus touched upon Sokrates, both as first opener of 

1 Cicero (de Orutor. iii, 16, 61 ; Tu;;cul. Dioput. v, 4, II): " Cujus (So-· 
cratis) multiplex ratio disputandi, rerumqne varietas, et ingenii magnitudo, 
l'latonis ingcnio et litcris consecrata, plura genera effecit dissentientium ' 
philosophorum." Ten distinct vmieties of Sokratic philosophers are enu
merated; but I lay little stress on the exact number. 

VOL. VIII. 20 
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the field of ethics to scientific stlllly, and as author of a method, 
little copied and never paralleled since his time, for stimulating 
in other men's minds earnest analytical inquiry, I speak last 
about his theoretical doctrine. Considering the fanciful, far
fetched ideas, upon which alone the Pythagoreans and other 
predecessors had shaped their theories re,;pecting virtues and 
vices, the wonder is that Sokrates, wlio had no better guides to 
follow, should have laid down an ethical doctrine which lrns tl11J 
double merit of being true, as far as it goes, legitimate, and cf 
comprehensive generality: though it errs,. mainly by stating a 
part of the essential conditions of virtue I - sometimes also a part 
of the ethical end-as if it were the "·hole. Sukrates resolved 
all virtue into knowledge or wisdom ; all vice, into ignorance or 
folly. To do right was the only way to impart happiness, or the 
least degree of unhappiness compatiLle with any given situation: 
now this was precisely what every one wished for and aimed at; 
only that many persons, from ignorance, took the wrong road; 
and no man was wise enough always to take the right. But as 
no man was willingly his own enemy, so no man ever <lid "Tong 
willingly; it was because he was not fully or correctly informed 
of the consequences of his own actions; so that the proper remedy 
to apply was enlarged teaching of con~equences and imp~oved 
judgment.2 To make him willing to be taught, the only condition 
required was to make him conscious of his own ignorance ; the 
want of which consciousness was the real cause both of indocility 
and of vice. 

That this doctrine sets forth one portion of the essential condi

1 In setting forth the ethical end, the language of Sokrates, as far as we 
can judge from Xenophon and Plato, seems to have been not always con
sistent with itself. He sometimes staterl it as if it included a reference tu 
the happiness, not merely of the agent himself, but of others besides; both 
as coordinate clements; at other times, he seems to ~peak as if the en'l 
was nothing more than the happiness of the agent himself, though the 
happiness of others was among the greatest and most essential means. 
The fomier view is rather countenanced hy Xenophon, the best witness 
about his master, so that I have given it as belonging to Sokratcs, though 
it is not always adhered to. The latter view appears most in Plato, who 
assimilates the health of the son! to the health of the body, an end esscn

• tially self-regarding. 
'Cicero, de Orator. i, 47, 20-1. 
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tions of virtue, is certain; and that too the most commanding 
portion, since there can be no assured moral conduct except 
under the supremacy of reason. But that it omits to notice, what 
is not less essential to virtue, tl1e proper condition of the emo
tions, de,.;ires, etc., taking account only of the intellect, is also 
certain ; and has been remarked by Aristotle 1 as well as by 
many others. It is fruitle$s, in my judgment, to attempt by any 
refined explanation to make out that Sokrates meant, by" knowl
edge," something more than what is directly implied in the word. 
He had present to his mind, as the grand depravation of the 
human being, not so much vice, as rnadne::s ; that state in which 
a man does not know what he is doing. Against the vicious 
man, securities both public and pl'ivate may be taken, with 
considerable effect; against the madman there is no security ex
cept perpetual restraint. Ile is incapable of· ~my of the duties 
incumbent on social man, nor can he, even if he wishes, <lo good 
either to himself or to others. The sentiment which we feel to
wards such an unhappy being i~, indeed, something totally differ
ent from moral reprobation, such as we feel for the vicious man 
who does wrong knowingly. But Sokrates took measure of both 
with reference to the purposes of human life and society, and 
pronounced that the latter was less completely spoiled for those 
purposes than the former. :Madness was ignorance at its extreme 
pitch, accompanied, too, by the circumstance that the madman 
himself was unconscious of' his own ignorance, acting under a 
sincere persuasion that he knew what he was doing. But short of 
this extremity, there were many varieties and gradations in the 
scale of ignorance, which, ifaccompanied by false conceit of knowl
edge, differed from madness only in degree, and each of which 
disqualified a man from doing right, in proportion to the ground 
which it co,·ered. The worst of all ignorance - that which stood 
nearest to madne,;s - was when a man was ignorant of himself, 
fancying that lie knew what he did not really know, and that he 
could do, or avoid, or endure, what was quite beyond his capacity; 
when, for example, intending to :::peak the same truth, he some
times said ohc thing, sometimes another; or, casting up the same 

1 Xeuoph. l\Icm. iii, 9, 4; Ari,;tot. Ethic. Nikomach. vi, 13, 3-5; Ethic. 
Eudem. i, 5; Ethic. l\fagn. i, 35. 
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arithmetical figures, made sometimes a greater sum, sometimes a 
less. A person who knows his letters, or an arithmetician, may 
doubtless write bad orthography or cast-up incorrectly, by design, 
but can also perform the operations correctly, if he chooses; while 
one ignorant. of writing or of arithmetic, cannot do it correctly, 
even though he should be anxious to do so. The former, there
fore, comes nearer to the good orthographer or arithmetician 
than the latter. So, if a man knows what is just, honorable, and 
good, but commits acts of a contrary character, he is juster, or 
comes nearer to being a just man, than one who does not know 
what just acts are, and does not distinguish them from unjust; 
for this latter cannot conduct himself justly, even if he desires 
it ever so much.I 

The opinion here maintained illustrates forcibly the general 
doctrine of Sokrates. I have already observed that the funda
mental idea which governed his train of reasoning, was, the 
analogy of each man's social life and duty to a special profession 
or trade. Now what is principally inquired after in regard to 
these special men, is their professional capacity; without this, no 
per;,on would ever think of employing them, let their dispositions 
be ever so good; with it, good dispositions and diligence are 
presumed, unless there be positive grounds for suspecting the 
contrary. llut why do we indulge such presumption? Because 
their pecuniary interest, their professional credit, and their place 
among competitors, are staked upon succes~, so that we reckorr 
upon their best efforts. But in regard to that manifold and 
indefinite series of acts which constitute the sum total of social 
duty, a man has no such special interest to guide and impel him, 
nor can we presume in him those dispositions which will insure 
hi~ doing right, wherever he knows what right is. l\Iankind are 

1 Xcnoph. 11Iem. iii, 9, 6; iv, 2, 19-22. ourniurepov Ve ruv lrruJniµevov 
T<< oiKata rov µ7 lrru1ra,11ivov. To call him the Juster mun of the two, when 
neither ure ju,t, can hanlly he meant: I translate it accoriling to what 
seems to me the meaning intended. So YfJa,uµartKwTE(Jov, in the sentence 
before, means, comes nearer to a good orthogrnphcr. The Greek derivative 
adjectives in -u'o~ arc very difficult to render precisely. 

Compare Plato, Hippias Minor, c. 15, p. 3i2, D, where the same opinion 
is maintained. llippius tells Sokratcs, irr that dialogue (c. 11, p. 369, BJ, 
that he fixes his mind on a part of the truth, and omits to notice the rest. 
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obliged to give premiums for these dispositions, and to attach 
penalties to the C'Ontrury, by means of praise and censure; more
over, the natural sympathies and antipathies of ordinary minds, 
which determine so powerfully the application of moral terms, 
run spontaneously iu this direction, and even overshoot the limit 
which reason would prescribe. The analogy between the paid 
special duty and the general social duty, fails in this particular. 
Even if Sokratcs were correct as to the former, - and this 
would be noway true, - in making the intellectual conditions of 
good conduct stand for the whole, no such inference could safely 
be extended to the latter. 

Sokrates affirmed that " well-doing" was the noblest pursuit 
of man. ""\Vell-doing" consisted in doing a thing well after 
having learned it and practised it, by the rational and proper 
means ; it was altogether disparate from good fortune, or success 
without, rational scheme and preparation. "The best man (he 
said), and the most beloved by the gods, is he who, as an husband
man, performs well the duties of husbandry; as a surgeon, those 
of medical art; in political life, his duty towards the common
wealth. But the man 'vho does nothing well, is neither useful, 
nor agreeable to the gods." I This is the Sokratic view of human 
life ; to look at it as an assemblage of realities and practical 
details; to translate the large words of the moral vocabulary into 
those homely particulars to which at bottom they refer; to take 
account of acts, not of di:>po:;itions apart from act (in contradiction 
to the ordinary flow of the moral sympathies); to enforce upon 
every one, that what he chiefly required was teaching and prac
tice, as preparations for act ; and that therefore ignorance, espec

- ially ignorance mistaking itself for knowledge, was his capital 
deficiency. The religion of Sokrates, as well as his ethics, had 
reference to practical human ends; no1· had any man ever less 
of that transcendentalism in his mind, which his scholar Plato 
exhibits in such abundance. 

It is intlisputable, then, that Sokrates laid down a general 
ethical theory which is too narrow, and which states a part of 
the truth as if it were the whole. Bt1t, as it frequently happens 
with philosophers who make the like mi~take, we find that he 

1 Xenoph. Mcmor. iii, 9, 14, 15. 
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did not confine his deductive reasonings within the limits of the 
theory, but escaped the erroneous consequences by a partial 
inconsistency. For example; no man ever insisted more emphati
cally than he, on the necessity of control over the passions and 
appetites, of enforcing good habits, and on the Yalue of that state 
of the sentiments and emotions which such a course tended to 
form.I In truth, this is one particular characteristic of his 
admonitions. Ile exhorted men to limit their external wants, to 
be sparing in indulgence, and to cultivate, even in preference to 
honors and aclvancement, tho;;e pleasures which would surely 
arise from a performance of duty, as well as from self-examina
tion and the consciousness of internal improYernent. This earnest 
attention, in measuring the elements and conditions of happiness, 

I Xenoph. Mem. ii, 6, 39. ifoat o' lv uv>'Jponrotr uperat A.iyovrat ravrar 
Trucar <JKorrovµevo~ eipiwetr ,uaft~11et Te Kat µ e Ai T ll av~avoµivar. Again, 
the necessity of practise or discipline is inculcated, iii, 9, 1. ·when Sok
ratcs enumerates the qualities requisite in a good friend, it is not merely 
superior knowledge which he talks of, but of moral excellence; continence, 
a self-sufficing temper, mildness, a grateful uisposition ( c. ii, 6, 1-5 ). 

Moreover, Sokrates laid it down that continence, or self-control, was the 
very basis of virtne: r~v ty.-puretav ciperiJ> Kp7Jrrioa (i, 5, 4). Also, that 
continence was indispensable in order to enaule a man to acquire knowleclge 
(iv, 5, IO, II). 

Sokrates here plainly treats ty1<purewv (continence, or self-control) as 
not being a state of the intellectual man, and yet as being the very basis of 
virtue. Ile therefore does not seem to have applieu consistently his gener· 
al doctrine, that virtue consisted in knowledge, or in the excellence of the 
intellectual man, alone. Perhaps he might have said: Knowledge alone 
will be sufficient to make you virtuous; but before you can acquire knowl· 
edge, you must previously have disciplined your emotions and appetites. 
This merely eludes the objection, without saving the sufficiency of the 
general doctrine. 

I cannot concur with Ritter (Gcsch. der Philos. vol. ii, ch. 2, p. i8) in 
thinking that Sokratcs meant by knowledge, or u·isdom, a transcendental 
attribute, aho\·e humanity, and such as is possessed only by a god. This is 
by no means consistent with that practical conception of human life and 
its ends, which stands so plainly marked in his character. 

"Why should we think it wontlcrfol that Sokratcs shoulu pronose 11 

defective theory, whil'h embraces only one side of a large and complicated 
question? Considering that his was the first theory derived from data. 
really belonging to the subject, the wonder is, that it was so near an 
approach to the truth. 
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to the state of the internal associations as contrasted with the 
effect of extrrnal causes, as well as the pains taken to make it 
appear how much the latter depend upon the former for their 
power of conferring happiness, and how sufficieut is moderate 
good fortune in respect to externals, provided the internal man 
be properly disciplined, is a vein of thought which perrn<les both 
Sokrates and Plato, and which passed from them, under various 
modifications, to most of the subsequent schools of ethical philoso
phy. It is probable that Protagoras or Prodikus, training rich 
youth fur acth·e life, without altogether leaving out such internal 
element of happiness, wonk! yet dwell upon it le;;s; a point of 
decided superiority in Sokmtes. 

The political opinions of SokratGs were much akin to his 
ethical, and deserve especial notice, as having in part contributed 
to his condemnation by the dikastery. He thought that the 
functions of government belonged legitimately to those who knew 
best how to exercise them for the advantage of the governed. 
"The legitimate king or governor was not the man who held the 
sceptre, nor the man elected by some vulgar persons, nor he who 
had got the post by lot, nor he who had thrust himself in by 
force or by fraud, but he alone who knew liow to govern well." 1 

Just as the pilot governed on shipboard, !he surgeon in a sick 
man's house, the trainer in a palmstra; every one else being 
eager to obey these professional superiors, and even thanking 
and recompensing them for their directions, simply because their 
greater knowledge was an admitted fact. It was absurd, Sokrates 
used to contend, to choose public officers by lot, when no one 
would teust himself on shipboard under the care of a pilot 
selected by hazard,2 nor wou!tl any one pick out a carpenter or a 
musician in like manner. 

·we do not know what provision Sokrates suggested for apply
ing his principle to practice, for discovering who was the fittest 
man in point of knowledge, or for superseding 11im in case of 
his becoming unfit, or in case another fitter than he should arise. 
The analogies of the pilot, the surgeon, and professional men 
generally, would naturally conduct him to election by the people, 
renewable after temporary periods; since no one of these profes

1 Xen. M<'m. iii, 9, 10, 11. • Xen. Mem. i, 2, 9. 
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sional persons, whatever may be his positive knowledge, is ever 
trusted or obeyed excC'pt by the free choice of those who confide 
in him, and ~\'ho may at any time make choice of another. But 
it does not appear that Sokrates followed out this part of the 
analogy. His companions remarked to him that his first-rate 
intellectual ruler would be a despot, who might, if he pleased, 
either refuse to listen to good advice, or even put to death those 
who gave it. "Ile will 110t aet thus," replied Sokrates, "for if 
lie does, he will himself be the grC'atest loser." ' 

We may notice in this doctrine of Sokrates the same imperfec
tion as that which is involved in the ethical doctrine; a dif'po
sition to make the iatellectual conditions of political fitnes~ stand 
for the whole. His negative political doctrine is not to be mis
taken: he appro,·e<l neither of democracy, nor of oligarchy. As 
he was not attached, either by sentiment or by conviction, to the 
constitution of Athens, so neither had he the least sympathy with 
oligarchical usurpers, such as the Four Hundred and the Thirty. 
His positive ideal state, as far as we can divine it, would have 
been something like that which is worked out in the "Cyropmdia" 
of Xenophon. 

In describing the persevering activity of Sokrates, as a religious 
and intellectual missionary, we have really described his life ; 
for he had no other occupation than this continual intercourse 
with the .Athenian public; his indiscriminate conversation, and 
invincible dialectics. Discharging faithfully and bravely his 
duties as an hoplite on military service,- but keeping aloof from 
official duty in the dikastery, the public assembly, or the senate
house, except in that one memorable year of the battle of Ar
ginusm,- he incurred none of those party animosities which an 
active public life at Athens often provoked. His life was legally 
blameless, nor had he ever been brought up before the dikastery 
until his one final trial, when he was seventy years of age. That 
he Rtood conspicuous before the public eye in 423 B. c., at the 
time when the "Cloudci" of Aristophanes were brought on the 
stage, is certain: he may have been, and probably was, con~picu
ous even earlier: ~,o that we can hardly allow him less than 
tl1irty years of public, notorious, and efficacious discoursing, down 
to his trial in 3DD n.c. 

1 Xen. Mcm. iii, 9, 12: compare Plato, Gorgias, c. 56, pp. 469, 4 70. 
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It was in that year that JUeICtus, seconded by two auxiliaries, 
Anytus and Lykon, presented against him, and hung up in the 
appointed place, the portico before the office of the second or 
king-archon, an indictment against him in the following terms: 
"Sokrates is guilty of crime: first, for not worshipping the gods 
whom the city worships, but introducing new divinities of bis 
own ; next, for corrupting the youth. The penalty due is
death!' 

It is certain that neither the conduct nor the conversation of 
Sokrates liacl undergone any alteration for many years past ; 
since the sameness of 11is manner of talking is both derided by 
his enemieg and confessed by himself. Our first sentiment, there
fore, apart from the question of guilt or innocence, is one of 
astonishment, that he should ha\'e been prosecuted, at seventy 
years of age, for persevering in an occupation which he had pub
licly followed during twenty-five or thirty years preceding. Xeno
phon, full of reverence for his master, takes up the matter on 
much higher ground, and expresses himself in a feeling of indig
nant amazement that the Athenians could find anything to con
demn in a man every way so admirable. But whoeYer attentively 
considers the picture which I have presented of the purpose, the 
working, and the extreme publicity of Sokrates, will rather be 
inclined to wonder, not that the indictment was presented at last, 
but that some such indictment had not been presented long before. 
Such certainly is the impression suggested by the language of 
Sokrates himself, in the" Platonic Apology." He there proclaims, 
emphatically, that though his present accusers were men of con
sideration, it was neither their enmity, nor their eloquence, which 
he had now principally to fear; but the accumulated force of an
tipathy,- the numerou~ and important personal enemies, each 
with sympathizing partisans,-the long-standing and uncon
tradicted calumnies~! raised against him throughout his cross
examining career. 

I Plato, .Apo!. Sok. c. 2, P· 18, B; c. 16, P· 28, A. ·o oe Kat l:v TOtt; lµ
rrpoa-&ev tl.q·ov, UTl rroiUi/ µot arrixi'>eta yiyov_e Kat rrpl!t; \TOAAOVt;, eV LaTe 
1irt u'l.11-&it; foTtl', Kat TOVT' foTtV 0 tµe alpi/aet, lavrrep aipij- ov MiA17Tot;, 
oMe 'Avvrot;, aA.A.' fi Ti:iv ?ToU&v rJw,BoA.iJ 1cat <j>-&6vot;. 
. The expression Twv rroA.l.wv in this last line is not used in its most com
mon signification, bnt is equivalent to TOvT1.1v rwv ?ToA.A.w·v. 

, VOL. VIII. 20• 30oc. 
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In truth, the mission of SokratGs, as he himself describes it, 
could not but prove eminently unpopular and obnoxious. To 
convince a man that, of matters which he felt confident of know
ing, and had never thought of questioning or even of studying, 
lie is really profoundly ignorant, insomuch that he cannot reply 
to a few pertinent queries without involving himself in flagrant 
contradictions, is an operation highly salutary, often necessary, to 
]1is future improvement; but an operation of painful surgery, in 
which, indeed, the temporary pain experienced is one of the con
ditions almost indispensable to the future beneficial results. It is 
one which few men can endure without liating the operator at the 
time; although doubtless such lmtred would not only disappear, 
but be exchanged for esteem and admiration, if they persevered 
until the full uiterior consequences of the operation de,·eloped 
themselves. But we know, from the express statement of Xeno
phon, that many, who underwent this first pungent thrust of his 
dialectics, never came near him again : he disregarded them as 
laggards,1 but their voices did not the less count in the hostile 
chorus. 'Vhat made that chorus the more formidable, was the 
high quality and position of its leaders. For Sokrates himself 
tells us, that the men whom he chiefly and expressly sought 
out to cross-examine, were the men of celebrity as statesmen, 
rhetors, poets, or artisans; tbo~e at once most sensitirn to such 
humiliation, and most capable of making their enmity effective. 

When we reflect upon this great body of antipathy, so terrible 
both from number and from constituent items, we shall wonder 
only that Sokrates could have gone on so long standing in the 
market-place to aggravate it, and that the indictment of l\Ieletus 
could have been so long postponed; since it was just as applica
ble earlier as later, and since the sensitive temper of the people, 
as to charges of irreligioi1, was a well-known fact.2 The truth 
is, that as history presents to us only one man who ever devoted 
his life to prosecute this duty of an elenchic, or cross-examining 
missionary, so there was but one city, in the ancient world at 

Xen. Mem. h·, 2, 40. IIolcilot µ'i:v ovv TWV OVTW otare1'ft:nwv inri> ~WK· 
pU:rovr; oVKirt uVrt;J r.poayearz11, oD!,"' Kal f3i.aKwTipovr; i·116µt(ev. 

• Plato, Euthyphron, c. 2, p. 3, C. eicJiJr <m eVcJ,(,/1o/.a ru roiaiira rrpilf 
Tovr rro/,~.oiir, · 
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least, wherein he would liave been allowed to prosecute it for 
twenty-five years with safrty and impunity; and tl1at city was 
Athens. I have in a prerious volume noted the respect for indi
vidual dis~e11t of opinion, ta~tc, nnd behavior, amon~ one another, 
which ehnracterizcd the ,\thenian population, and which Perikles 
puts in emphatic relief as a part of l1is funeral discourse. It 
was this established liberality of the democratical sentiment at 
Athens which so long protected the noLle eccentricity of Sok
rates from being disturbed by the numerous enemies which he 
provoked: at Sparta, at Thebes, at Argos, l\Iiletus, or Syracuse, 
his blameless life would have been insufficient as a shield, and 
his irresistible dialectic power would have caused him to be only 
the more speedily :o;ilenced. Intolerance is the natural weed of 
the human bosom, though its growth or development may be 
countcrat:ted by libernj.izing causes; of these, at Athens, the 
most powerful was, the democratical constitution as there worked, 
in combination with diffused intellectual and ~sthetical sensibil
ity, and keen relish for discourse. Liberty of speech was con
secrate<l, in every man's estimation, among the first of priv
ileges; every mnn was accustomed to hear opinions, opposite to 
his own, constantly expresse<l, and to believe that others had a 
right to their opiniong as well as himself. And though men 
would not, as a genPral principle, have extended such toleration 
to religious subjects, yet the establishe<l habit in reference to 
other matters greatly influenced their practice, and rendered 
them more averse to any positive severity against avowed dis
senters from the received religious belief. It is certain that there 
was at Athens both a keener intellectual stimulus, and greater 
freedom a~ well of thought as of speech, than in any other city 
of Greece. The long toleration of Sokrates is one example of 
this general fact, while his trial proves little, and his execution 
nothing, against it, as will presently appear. 

There must doubtless have been particular circumstances, of 
which we are scarcely at all informed, which induced his accus
ers to prefer their indictment at the actual moment, in spite of 
the advanced age of Sokrates. 

In the first place, Anytus, one of the accusers of Sokrates, 
appears to have become incensed against him on private grounds. 
The son of Anytus had manifested interest in his com·ersation, 
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and Sokrates, observing in the young man intellectual impulse 
and promise, endeavored to dissuade his father from bringing 
him up to his own trade of a leather-seller.I It was in this gen
eral way that a great proportion of the antipathy against Sok
rates was excited, as he himself tells us in the "Platonic Apol
ogy." The young men were those to whom he chiefly addressed 
himself, and who, keenly relishing his conversation, often carried 
home new ideas which displeased their fathers; 2 hence the 
general charge against Sokrates, of corrupting the youth. Now 
this circumstnnce had rec~ntly happened in the peculiar case of 
Anytus, a rich tradesman, a leading man in politics,.and just 
now of peculiar influence in the city, because he had been one 
of the leading fellow-laborers with Thrasybulus in the expulsion 
of the Thirty, manifesting an energetic and meritorious patriot
ism. Ile, like Thra~ybulus and mani others, had sustained 
great loss of property 3 during the oligarchical dominion; which 
perhaps made him the more strenuous in requiring that his son 
should pursue trade with assiduity, in or<ler to restore the family 
fortunes. He seems, moreover, to have been an enemy of all 
teaching which went beyond the narrowest practicality, hating 
alike Sokrates and the sophists.4 

'Vhile we can thus point out a recent occurrence, which had 
brought one of the most ascendent politicians in the city into 
special exasperatio:i against 8okrates, another circumstance 
which weighed him down was, his pa~t connection with the 
deceased Kritias and Alkibiades. Of these two men, the 
latter, though he had some great admirers, wa:> on the whole 
odious; still more from his private insolence and enormities 
than from his public trea~on as an exile. But the name of 
Kritias was detested, and deservedly detested, beyond that of 
any other man in Athenian history, as the chief director of tlrn 
unmeasured spoliation and atrocities committed by the Thirty. 

1 See Xenoph. Apo!. Sok. sects. 2:l, 30. This little piece bears a very 
erroneous title, and may possibly not be the composition of Xenophon, as 
the commentators generally affirm; but it has eYery appearance of being 
a work of the time. 

2 Plato, Apo!. Sok. c. 10, p. 23, C; c. 27, p. 37, B. 
3 Isokrnt. Or. xviii, cont. Kailirnach. s. 30. 
'See Plato, Menon, c. 27, 28, pp. 90, 91. 
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That Sokrates had educated both Kritias and Alkibiades, was 
affirmed by the accusers, and seemingly believed by the general 
public, both at the time and aftenrnn1s.t That both of them 
had been among tlm•e who conversed with him, when young 
men, is an unque:;tiouable fact; to what extent, or doll'n to '~·lrnt 
period, the conver~ation was carried, we cannot dbtinctly ascer
tain. Xenophon :liiirms that both of them frequented his 
society when young, to catch from him an argumentative facility 
which might be serviceable to their political ambition; that he 
curbed their violent and licentious propensities, so long as they 
continued to come to him; that both of them manifested a 
re~pectful obedience to him, which seemed in little consonance 
with their natural t<'mpers; but that they soon quitted him, 
weary of such restraint, after having acquired as much as they 
thought convenient of his peculiar accomplishment. The writ
ings of Plato, on the contrary, impress us with the idea that the 
association of both of them with Sokrates must have been more 
continued and intimate; for both of them are made to take 
great part in the l>latonic dialogues, while the attachment of 
Sokrates to Alkibiades is represented as stronger than that 
which he ever fell; towards any other man; a fact not difficult to 
explain, since the latter, notwithstanding his ungovernable dis
positions, was distinguished in his youth not less for capacity 
and forward impube, than for beauty; and since youthful beauty 
fired the imagination of the Greeks, espee;ially that of Sokrates, 
more than the charms of the other sex.2 From the year 420 
B.c., in which the activity of Alkibiades as a political leader 
commenced, it seems unlikely that he could have seen much of 
Sokrate,;, and after the year 4l;i n.c. the fact is impossible; 
since in that year he became a permanent exile, with the excep
tion of three or four months in the year 407 n.c. At the 
moment of the trial of Sokrates, therefore, his connection with 
Alkibiades must at least have been a fact long past and gone. 
Respecting Kritias, we make out less; and as he was a kinsman 

1"Eschincs, cont. Timarch. c. 34, p. 74. vµez, "1:.wnpUT?/ TOV ao<jJU!T~V 
unKreivare, oTl Kpiriav t<puv11 'lrt'l!"auievKw,, etc. Xenoph. l\Iem. i, 2, 12. 

• Sec Plato ( Charmidcs, c. 3, p. 154, C; Lysis, c. 2, p. 204, B ; l'rotago· 
ras, c. I, p. 309, A), etc. 
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of Plato, one of the well-known companions. of Sokrates, and 
present at his trial, and himself an accompli,;hed and literary 
man, his association with Sokrates may !tarn continued longer; 
at least a color was given for ~o as;;erting. Though the suppo
sition that any of the vices either of Kritias or Alkibiades were 
encouraged, or even tolerated, by Sokrates, can ha\·e arisen in 
none but prejudiced or ill-informed minds, yet it is certain that 
such a supposition was entertained; and that it placed him 
before the public in an altered position after the enormities of 
the Thirty. Anytus, incensed with him already on the subject 
of his son, would be doubly incensed against him as the reputed 
tutor of Kritias. 

Of 1\Ieletus, the primary, though not the most important 
accuser, we know only that he was a poet; of Lyken, that he 
was a rhetor. Both these classes had been alienated by the 
cross-examining dialectics to which many of their number had 
been exposed by Sokrntes. They were the la,;t men to bear such 
an exposure with patience, and their enmity, taken as a class 
rarely unanimous, was truly formidable when it bore upon any 
single individual. 

'Ve know nothing of the speeches of either of the accusers 
before the dikastery, except what can be picked out from the re
marks in Xenophon and the defence of Plato. Of the three 
counts of the indictment, the second was the easiest for them to 
support, on plausible grounds. That Sokrates was a religious 
innovator, would be considered as proved by the peculiar divine 
sign, of which he was wont to speak freely and publicly, and 
which visited no one except himself: Accordingly, in the" Pla
tonic Defence," he ne,·er really replies to this second charge. 
He questions l\le!etus before the dikastery, and the latter is rep
resented as answering, that he meant .to accuse Sokrates of not 
believing in the gods at all; I to which imputed disbelief Sok
rates answers with an emphatic negative. In support of the 
first count, however, -the charge of general disbelief in the gods 
recognized by the city, - nothing in his conduct could be cited; 
for he was exact in his legal worship like other citizen~, and 
even more than others, if Xenophon is correct.2 But it would 
-------- ---·--------- -------------·~---------------

1 l'!.1to, Apol. Sok. c. 14, p. 26, C. 
~ Xeu. Mem. i, 2, 64 ; i, 3, 1. 
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appear that the olU calumnies of the Aristoplianic " Clouds" 
were revived, and that the effect of that witty drama, together with 
similar efforts of Eupolis and others, perhaps hardly less witty, 
was still enduring; a striking proof that these comedians were 
no impotent libellers. Sokrates manifests greater apprehension 
of the effect of the ancient impressions, than of the speeches 
which had been just delivered against him: but these latter 
~peeches would of course tell, by refreshing the sentiments of 
the past, and reviving the Aristophanic picture of Sokrates, as a 
speculator on physics as well as a rhetorical teacher for pleading, 
making the worse appear the better reason.I Sokrates, in the 
"Platonic Defence," appeals to the number of persons who had 
heard him discourse, whether any of them had ever heard him 
say one word on the subject of physical studies ;2 while Xeno
phon goes further, and represents him a~ having positively dis
countenanced them, on the ground of impiety.3 

As there were three distinct accusers to speak against Sokrates, 
so we may reasonably suppose that they would concert before
hand on what topics each should insist; l\Ieletus undertaking 
that which related to religion, while Anytus and Lykon would 
dwell on the political grounds of attack. In the "Platonic 
Apology," Sokrates comments emphatically on the allegations of 
l\Ieletus, question,; him pulilicly before the dikasts, and criticizes 
his replies: he makes little allusion to Anytus, or to anything 
except what is formally embodied in the indictment; and treats the 
last count, the charge of corrupting youth, in connection with the 
first, as if the corruption alleged consisted in irreligious leaching. 
But Xenophon intimates that the uccusers, in enforcing this allega
tion of pernicious teachii1g, went into other matters quite distinct 
from the religious tenets of Sokrates, and denounced him as 
having taught them lawlessness and disrespect, as well towards 
their parents as towards their country. "\Ve find mention made 
in Xenophon of accusatory grounds similar to those in the 
"Clouds;" similar also to those which modern authors usually 
advance against the sophists. 

Sokrates, said Anytus and the other accusers, taught young 

1 Plato, .Apol. Sok. c. 3, p. 19, Il. 2 Plato, Apo!. Sok. c. 3, p. 19, C. 
3 Xen. l\Icm. i, I, 13. 
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men to despise the existing political constitution, by remarking 
that the Athenian practice of naming archons by lot was silly, 
and that no man of sense would ever choose in this way a pilot 
or a carpenter, though the mischief arising from bad qualifica
tion, was in these eases far less than in the case of the archons.I 
Such teaching, it was urged, destroyed in the minds of the hear
ers respect for the laws and constitution, and rendered them 
violent and licentious. As examples of the way in which it had 
worked, his two pupils Kritias and Alkibiades might be cited, 
both formed in his school ; one, the most violent and rapacious of 
the Thirty recent oligarchs; the other, a disgrace to the democ
racy, by his outrageous insolence and licentiousness ; 2 both of 
them authors of ruinous mischief to the city. 

Moreover, the youth learned from him conceit of their own 
superior wisdom, and the habit of insulting their fathers as well 
as of slighting their other kinsmen. Sokrates told them, it was 
urged, that even their fathers, in case of madness, might be law
fully put under restraint ; and that when a man needed service, 
those whom he had to look to, were not his kinsmen, as such, 
but the persons best qualified to render it: thus, if he was sick, 
he must consult a surgeon; if involved in a lawsuit, those who 
were most conversant with such a situation. Between friends 
also, mere good feeling and affection was of little use; the impor
tant circumstance was, that they should acquire the capacity of 
rendering mutual service to each other. No one was worthy of 
esteem except the man who knew what was proper to be done, 
and could explain it to others : which meant, urged the accuser, 
that Sokrates was not only the wisest of men, but the only person 
capaLle of making his pupils wise; other advisers being worth
less compared with him.3 

Ile was in the habit too, the accusation procec<le<l, of citing 
the worst passages out of distinguished poets, and of perverting 
them to the mischievous purpose of spoiling the dispositions of 
youth, planting in them criminal and despotic tendencies. Thus 
he quoted a line of Hesiod: "No work is disgraceful; but indo
lence is disgraceful : " explaining it to mean, that a man might 

1 Xen. Mem. i, ~. 9. 2 Xen. l\Iem. i, 2, 12. 
3 Xcn. Mem. i, 2, 49-53. 
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without scruple do any rnrt of work, base or unju~t as it might 
be, for the $ake of profit. Xcxt, Sokrate:> wa;; particularly fond 
of quoting tho;;e line;; of Homer, in lhe second book of the Iliad, 
wherein Odyso:cus i,; dc:'cribed a:> bringing back the Greeks, who 
had ju,;t disper~e:i from the public agora in compliance with the 
exhortation of Agamemnon, and were hastening to their ships. 
Odysseus caresses and flatters the chiefs, while he chides and 
even strikes the common men ; tl1ough both were doing the same 
thing, and guilty of the same fault; if fault it was, to obey what 
the commander-in-chief had hitmelf just sugge,;ted. Sokrates 
interpreted this passnge, the accuser affirmed, as if Horner praised 
the application of 8tripes to poor men and the common people.I 

Nothing could be Pa:<ier than for an accuser to find matter for 
inculpation of Sokrates, by partial citations from his continual 
discourses, given without the context or explanations which had 
accompanied them; by bold invention, "·here even this partial 
basis was wanting; sometimes a],,;o by taking up real error, since 
no man who i.:1 continually talking, especially extempore, can 
always talk correctly. Few teacl1ers woul<l escape, if penal sen
tences were permitted to tell agairnt them, founded upon evidence 
such a;; this. Xenophon, in noticing the imputations, comments 
upon them all, denies somp, an<l explains others. As to the pas
sages out of Ile~iod and Homer, he affirm:; that Sokrates drew 
from them inferences quite contrary to those alleged; 2 which 
latter seem, indeed, altogether unreasonable, invented to call 
forth the deep-seated democratical sentiment of the Athenians, 
after the accuser had laid his preliminary ground by connecting 
Sokrates with Kritias and Alkibiades. That Sokrates improperly 
depreciated either filial duty or die domestic affections, is in like 
manner highly improbable. 'Ye may much more reasonably 
believe the a:;sertion of Xenophon, who represents him to have 
exhorted the hearer "to make himself as wise, and as capable 
of rendering service, as possible; so that, when he wished to 
acquire esteem from father or brother or friend, he might not sit 
still, in reliance on the simple fm~t of relationship, but might earn 
such feeling by doing them positive good." 3 To tell a young 

1 Xen. Mcm. i, 2, 5G-59. • Xcn. l\Iem. i, 2, 59. 
a Xcn. l\Icm. i, 2, 55. Kal ITaptKUAE& fa1µeii.elcr8at TOU w~ tppovtµWTUTOV. 
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man that mere good feeling would be totally insufficient, unless 
he were prepared and competent to carry it into action, is a 
lesson which few parents would wish to discourage. Nor would 
any ge11erous parent make it a crime against the teaching of 
Sokrates, that it rendered his son wiser than himself~ which prob
ably it would do. To restrict the range of teaching for a young 
man, because it may make him think himself wiser than hi$ 
fathe1·, is only one of the thousand shapes in which the pleading 
of ignorance against knowledge was then, and still continues 
occasionally to be, presented. 

iNevertheless, it is not to be denied that these attacks of .Any
tus bear upon the vulnerable side of the Sokratic general theory 
of ethics, according to which virtue was asserted to depend upon 
knowledge. I have already remarked that this is true, but not 
the whole truth ; a certain state of the affections and dispositions 
bei11g not le:-s indispensable, as conditions of virtue, than a cer
tain state of the intelligence. An enemy, therefore, had some 
pretence fo1· making it appear that Sokrates, stating a part of the 
truth as the whole, denied or degraded all that remained. But 
though this would be a criticism not entirely unfounded against 
liis general theory, it would not hold against his precepts or prac
tical teaching, as we find them in Xenophon; for these, as I have 
remarkoo, rpach much wide1· than his general theory, and incul
cate the cultivation of habits and dispositions not less strenuously 
than the acquisition of knowledge. 

The censures affirmed to have been cast by Sokrates against 
the choice of archons by lot at Athens, are not denied by Xen
ophon. The aecuser urged that " by such censures Sokrates 
excited the young men to despise the established constitution, 
and to become lawless ~md violent in their conduct." 1 This is 
just the same pretence, of tendency to bring the government 
into hatred and contempt, on which in former days prosecution8 
for public libel were instituted against writers in England, and 

clvat Kat W¢cl~1;icjrarov, U7T'wt;, ltlv Te VrrO 1r:arpt)( l:tlv re inrO UcJcA<PoV lclv re 
{J1r' uV.ov TlVOf povlc1'JTal Tt/ii1m9at, µ~ TiiJ oiicflor tlvat 7rl<7TEVWV aµe/c~, aii).a 
r.etpi1ra1, vdi' WV UV (3ovl.11ra1 rtµiicr{}at, roL1To1r wrpD..iµor elJJnt. 

1 Xcn. Mcm. i, 2, 9. roi!r <le rowvrnvr iloyovr lrraipeiv !:rpq ro1lr viov~ 
'tcararppovelv riir Ka8ecrrw<r1'J> rroiltuiar, Kat rroieiv /]iaiovr, 
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on which they still continue to be abundantly instituted in France, 
under the fin;t Prei'idcnt of the Republic. There can hardly be 
a more serious political mischief than such confusion of the dis
approving critic with a conspirator, and imposition of silence upon 
dissentient minoritie8. Nor has there ever been any case in 
which snch an imputation was more destitute of color than that 
of Sokrates, who appealed always to men's reason and very little 
to their feelings ; so little, indeed, that modern authors make his 
coldness a matter of charge against him; who never omitted to ' 
inculcate rigid observance of the law, and set the example of 
snch observance himself. 'Whatever may have been his senti
ments about democracy, he always obeyed the democratical gov"': 
ernment, nor is there any pretence for charging him with parti
cipation in oligarchical schemes. It was the Tliirty who, for the 
first time in his long life, interdicted his teaching altogether, and 
were on the point almost of taking his life; while his intimate 
friend Cluerephon was actually h1 exile with the democrats.I 

Xenophon lays great emphasis on two point8, when defending 
Sokrates against his accusers. First, that his own conduct was 
virtuous, self-denying, and strict in obedience to the law. Next, 
that he accustomed his hearers to hear nothing except appeals to 
their reason, and impressed on them obedience only to their 
rational convictions. That such a man, with so great a weight 
of pre>tunption in his favor, should be tried and found guilty as 
a corruptor of youth, -the most undefined of all imaginable 
charges, - is a grave and melancholy fact in the history of man
kind. Yet when we see upon what light evidence modern authors 
are willing to admit the same charge against the sophists, we 
have no right to wonder that the Athenians when addressed, not 
through that calm reason to which Sokrates appealed, but through 
all their antipathies, religious as well as political, public as well 
as private - were exaspernted into dealing with him as the type 
and precursor of Kritias and AlkihiadGs. 

After all, the exasperation, and the consequent verdict of 
guilty, were not wholly the fault of the dikaMs, nor wholly brought 
about by his accusers and his numerous priYate enemies. No 
such verdict would have been given, unless by what we must 

1 Plato, Apo!. Sok. c. 5, p. 21, A; c. 20, p. 32, E; Xcn. Mcm. l, 2, 31. 
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call the coment and concurrence of Sokrates himself. This is 
one of the most important facts of the case, in reference both to 
himself anJ to the Athenians. 

\Ve learn from his own statement in the " Platonic Defence," 
that the verJid of guilty was only pronounced by a majority of 
five or six, amid,;t a body so numerous as an Athenian dikastery; 
probably five hunJred and fifty-seven in total number,1 if a con
fused statement in Diogenes Laertius can be trusteJ. Now any 
one who reads that defence, anJ consiJers it in conjunction with 
·the circumstances of the case anJ the feelings of the dikasts, will 
see that its tenor is such as must have turned a much greater 
number of votes than six against him. And we are informed by 
the di;:;tinct testimony of Xenophon,2 that Sokrates approached 
his trial with the feelings of one who bar<lly wished to be acquit
ted. Ile took no thought whatever for the preparation of his 
defence; and when his friend Ilermogenes remonstrated with him 
on the serious consequences of such an omission, he replied, first, 
that the just and blameless life, which he was conscious of having 
passed, was the best of all preparations for defence; next, that 
having once begun to meditate on what it woulJ be proper for him 
to say, the divine sign had interposed to forbiJ him from proceed
ing. He went on to say, that it was no won<ler that the gods 
should deem it better for him to die now, than to live longer. 
He had hitherto lived in perfect satisfaction, with a consciousness 
of progressive moral improvement, and with esteem, marked and 

1 Pinto, Apo!. Sok. c. 25, p. 36, A; Diog. Lacrt. ii, 41. Diogenes says 
that he was condemned by two hundred and eighty-one 1f11¢otr -;r},efoat rwv 
u-;roA.vovawv. If he meant to assert that the verdict was found by a major
ity of two hundred and eighty-one above the acquitting votes, this would be 
contradicted by the " Platonic ApolO!:;)»" which assures us beyond any 
douht that the majority was not greater than five or six, so that the turn
ing of three votes would have altered the verdict. Dut as the number two 
hundred and eighty-one seems precise, and is not in itself untrustworthy, 
some commentators conf'true it, though the words as they now stand arc 
perplexing, us the ng:g:rcgute of the majority. Since the " Platonic Apol
o;.;y'' proves that it was a majority of five or six, the minority would conse
quently be two lmnrlrcd and seventy-six, uml the total five hundred and 
fifty-seven. 

• Xen. llfcm. h·, 8, 4, 8e'f. He learned the fact from I!ennogcncs, who 
heard it from Sokratcs himself. 
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unabated, from his friends. If his life were prolonged, old age 
would ~oon overpower him; he would lose in part his sight, his 
hearing, or his intelligence; and life with sud1 abated efficacy 
and dignity would be intolerable to him. ·whereas, if he were 
condemned now, he should be condemned unjustly, which would 
be a great disgrace to his judges, but none to him; nay, it would 
even procure for him increase of sympathy and admiration, and 
a more willing acknowledgment from every one that he had been 
both a just man and an improving preceptor.I 

These word;;, spoken before his trial, intimate a state of belief 
which explains the tenor of the defence, and formed one essential 
condition of tlie tinal result. They prove that Sukrates not only 
cared little for being acquitted, but even thought that the approach
ing trial was marked out by the god:i as the term of his life, and 
that there were good reasons why he should prefer such a consum
mation as best for himself. Nor is it wonderful that he should 
entertain that opinion, whcm we recollect the entire ascendency 
within him of strong internal conscience and intelligent reflection, 
built upon an originally fearless temperament, and silencing what 
Plato 2 calls " the child within us, who trembles before death;" 
his great love of colloquial influence, and incapacity of living 
without it; his old age, now seventy years, rendering it impossi
ble that such influence could much longer continue, and the op
portunity afforded to him, by now towering above ordinary men 
under the like circumstances, to read an impressive lesson, as 
well as to leave behind him a reputation_ yet more exalted than 
that which he had hitherto acquired. It was in this frame of 
mind that Sokrates came to his trial, and undertook his unpre
meditated defence, the substance of which we now read in the 
" Platonic Apology." His calculations, alike high-minded and 
well-balanctd, were completely realized. Had he been acquitted 
after such a defence, it would have been not only a triumph over 
his personal enemies, but would have been a sanction on the part 
of the people and the popular dikastery to his teaching, which, 

1 Xen. Mem. iv, 8, 9, 10. 
2 Plato, l'hrerlon, c. 60, p. 7i' E. uAA' lcrc.ii- lvt Tl> Kat EV i)µlv 1!"al>, iicrnc 

Ta Totavra eof3frrai. Tovrnv ol:v ;;:tlf'wµdJa ;;:eii'fctv f'?/ deoitvat Tov {}&va
rav, l1rT;;rp T~! !'°f'/i"/.i::;.na.. 
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indeed, had been enforced by Anytus,1 in his accusing argument, 
in reference to acquittal generally, even before he heard the 
defence: whereas his condemnation, and the feelings with which 
he met it, have shed <louble and triple lustre over his whole life 
and character. 
· Prefaced by this exposition of the feelings of Sokratcs, the 
"Platonic Defence" becomes not merely sublime and impressive, 
l>ut also the manifestation of a rational and consistent purpose. 
It does, indeed, include a vindication of himself against two out 
of the three counts of the indictment; against the charge of not 
believing in the recognized gods of Athens, and that of corrupting 
the youth; respecting the second of the three, whereby he was 
charged with religious innovation, he says little or nothing. But 
it bears no resemblance to the speech of one standing on his trial, 
with the written indictment conduding "Penalty, Death," hang
ing up in open court before him. On the contrary, it is an 
emphatic lesson to the hearers, embodied in the frank outpouring 
of a fearless and self-confiding conscience. It is undertaken, 
from the beginning, because the law commands ; with a faint 
wi~h, and even not an unqualified wisl1, but no hope, that it 
may succeed.2 Sokrates first replies to the standing antipathies 
against him without, arising from the number of enemies whom 
his cross-examining elenchus had aroused against him, and from 
those false reports which the Aristophanic " Clouds" had con
tributed so much to circulate. In accounting for the rise of these 
antipathies, he impresses upon the dikasts the divine mission 
under which he was acting, not without considerable doubts 
whether they will believe him to be in earnest ;3 and gives that 
interesting exposition of his intellectual campaign, against "the 
conceit of knowledge without the reality," of which I have already 

l Plato, Apo!. Sok. c. 17, p. 29, C. 
2 Plato, Apo!. Sok. c. 2, p. l 9, A. Bov/,o[µrJV µev ovv li.v roiiro ovrw yevfo· 

fJa1, et Tl uµnvov Kat t'µiv n.al eµol, Kai ?TAeov Tl µe ?TOli/Uat UITOAO)'OVµevov • 
oi,uat Ot· ailrO xal~errOv clval. Kal oV 1U~VV µe ilav&Uvct olOv if7rl. "Oµwr oe 
TOVTO µ[v i T<J V?Tl/ r<;i {}e<;i rpi?,ov, TlfJ vi: VO/llfJ ?Telariov Kai lcr.o?.oyr;riov. 

3 Plato, Apo!. Sok. c. 5, p. 20, D. Kai fow;: µev ori;w Tl<7lV vµi:Jv rra[!;nv 
- ev µivrot fore, miaav vµiv n)v <l?.~'9eiav lpi:J. Again, c. 28, p. 37, E. 
'Eav re yap 'Myw, OTt TlfJ fJe<;i <i7redielv TOVT' forl, Kai Ota rovr' uvvvarov 
fJ<rVXiav uyetv, ob rrefoea8e /lOt wr elpowevoµiv~i. 
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spoken. Ile then goes into the indictment, questions l\leletus in 
open court, and dissects his answers. Having rebutted the charge 
of irreligion, he reverts again to the imperative mandate of the 
gods under which he is acting, "to spend his life in the search 
for wisdom, and in examining himself as well as others;" a 
mandate, which if he were to disobey, he would be then justly 
amenable to the charge of irreligion ;I and he announces to the 
dikasts distinctly, that, even if they were now to acquit him, he 
neither could nor would relax in the course which he had been 
pursuing.2 He considers that the mission imposed upon him is 
among the greatest blessings ever conferred by the gods upon 
Athens.3 He deprecates those murmurs of surprise or dis
pleasure, which his discourse evidently called forth more than 
once,4 though not so much on his own account as on that of the 
dikasts, who will be benefited by hearing him, and who will 
hurt themselves and their city much more than him, if they 
should now pronounce eondemnation.s It was not on his own 
account that he sought to defend himself, but on account of the 
Athenians, lest they by condemning him should sin against the 
gracious blessing of the god; they would not easily find such 
another, if they should put him to death.6 Though his mission 
had spurred him on to indefatigable activity in individual collo
quy, yet the divine sign had always forbidden him from taking 
active part in public proceedings; on the two exceptional occa
sions when he had stood publicly forward, - once under the 
democracy, once under the oligarchy, - he had shown the same 
resolution as at present; not to be deterred by any terrors from 
that course which he believed to be just.7 Young men were 

1 Plato, Apo!. Sok. c. 1i, p. 29, A. 2 Plato Apo!. Sok. c. 17, p. 30, B. 
a Plato, Apo!. Sok. c. 17, p. 30, A, B. ofoµat oVcliv tr(J vµlv µel(ov uya.Jov 

yEvfoi'iat r/ r~v lµ~v r(ii .JE(ii im1Jpf<IlaV. 
•Plato, Apo!. Sok. c. 18, p. 30, B. 
• Plato, Apo!. Sok. c. 18, p. 30, B. Kat yup, ,;,, l:yw olµat, ovqrrf<I.Je 

Ul(OVoVTff- tuv lµe U'lrOKTElV1JTe TOtovrov ovra olov lyw Aty(J, OVK lµe µ'''"' 
{3'Aa1/lfre ~ vµ<ir avrov1:. 

s Plato, Apo!. Sok. e. 18, p. 30, E. tro?.'Aov clt"' lyw irrrf:p lµavrov utro'Ao
yeiai'l~i, wr Tl~ av OlolTO, ut.'A' VtrEp vµi;,v µiJ TL l~aµapT1/Te trept T~V TOV &eov 
OO<ILV vµlv lµov Kara1/111:piauµfVOl' euv yup lµe U'lrOKTflV1JTe, ob /;11-ofo1: UAAOV 
Tot0vrov d•pi/aere, etc. 

7 Pinto, Apo!. Sok. e. 20, 21, p. 33. 
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delighted as well as improved by listening to his cross-examina
tions; in proof of the charge that he had corrupted them, no 
evidence had been protlucetl; neither any of themselves, who, 
having been once young when they enjoyetl his conversation, had 
since grown elderly; nor any of their relatives; while he on his 
part coul<l pro<luce abundant testimony to the improving effect of 
his society, from the relatives of those who hatl profited by it.I 

"No man (says. he) knows what death is; yet men fea1· it as 
if they knew well that it was the greatest of all evils, which is 
just a case of that worst of all ignorance, the conceit of knowing 
what you· do not really know. For my part, this is the exact 
point on which I differ from most other men, if there be any one 
thing in which I am wiser than they; as I know nothing about 
Hades, so I do not pretend to any knowledge; but I do know 
well, that disobedience to a person better than myself; either god 
or man, is both an evil and a shame ; nor will I eve1· embrace 
evil certain, in order to escape evil which may for aught I know 
be a good.~ Perhaps you may feel indignant at the resolute 
tone of" my defence; you may have expected that I should do as 
most others do in less dangerous trials than mine; that I should 
weep, beg and entreat for my life, and bring forward my children 
and relatives to do the same. I have relatives like other men, 
and three children; but not one of them shall appear before you 
for any such purpose. Not from any insolent dispositions on my 
part, nor any wish to put a slight upon you, but because I hold 
such con<luct to be degrading to the reputation which I enjoy; 
for I ltave a reputation for superiority among you, deserved or 
undeserved as it may be. It is a disgrace to Athens, when her 
esteemed men lower themselves, as they do but too often, by 
such mean and cowardly supplications ; an<l you dikasts, instead 
of being prompted thereby to spare them, ought rather to con
demn them the more for so <lishonoring the city.3 Apart from 

' Plato, Apo!. Sok. c. 22. 
•Plato, Apo!. Sok. c. 17, p. 29, B. Contrast this striking and truly• 

Sokratic sentiment about the fear of death, with the commonplace way in 
which Sokrate; is represented as handling the same subject in Xenoph. 
l'ifemor. i, 4, 7. , 

3 Plato, Apo!. Sok. c. 23, pp. 34, 35. I translate the substance and not 
the words. 
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any reputation of mine, too, I should be a guilty man, if I sought 
to bias you by supplications. l\fy duty is to instruct and persuade 
you, if I can ; but you have sworn to follow your convictions in 
judging according to the laws, not to make the laws bend to 
your partiality; and it is your duty so to do. Far be it from me 
to habituate you to perjury ; far be it from you to contract any 
such habit. Do not, therefore, require of me proceedings dis
honorable in reference to myself, as well as criminal and impious 
in regard to you, especially at a moment when I am myself 
rebutting an accusation of impiety advanced by l\leletus. I 
leave to you and to the god, to decide as may turn out best both 
for me and for you." I 

No one who reads the "Platonic Apology" of Sokrates will 
ever wish that he had made any other defence. But it is the 
speech of one who deliberately foregoes the immediate purpose 
of a defence, persuasion of his judges; who speaks for posterity, 
without regard to his own life : " sola posteritatis cura, et abruptis 
vitre blandimentis." 2 The effect produced upon the dikasts was 
such as Sokrates anticipated beforehand, and heard afterwards 
without surprise as without discomposure, in the verdict of guilty. 
His only surprise was, at the extreme smallness of the majority 
whereby that verdict was passed.3 And this is the true matter 
for astonishment. Never before had the Athenian dikasts heard 
such a speech addressed to them. While all of them, doubtless, 
knew Sokrates as a very able and very eccentric man, respecting 
his purposes and character they would differ ; some regarding 
him with unqualified hostility, a few o.thers with respectful admi
ration, and a still larger number witli simple admiration for ability, 
without any decisive sentiment either of antipathy or esteem. 

1 Plato, Apo!. Sok. c. 24, p. 35. 
•These are the striking words of Tacitus (Hist. ii, 54) respecting the 

last hours of the emperor Otho, after his suicide had been fully resolved 
upon, but before it had been consummated : an interval spent in the most 
careful and provident arrangements for the security and welfare of those 
around him : "ipsum viventem quidem rclictum, sed sola posteritatis cnra, 
ct abruptis vitro blandimentis." 

3 Plato, Apo!. Sok. c. 25, p. 36, A. OvK uvDbrt11r6v µot yeyove ri> yeyovi>~ 
roiiro, UAAU 1rOAV µaUov {)avµu((,) eKaTEp(,)V TWV "1~</>(,)V rov yeyovora upt{)µ6v.
Ov yap r/5µ1111 ey(,)yE OVT(,) ?rap' oAiyov foea{}at, UAAa ?rapa 1rOA1)., etc. 

VOL. VIII. 21 Sloe. 
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But by all these ·three categories, hardly excepting even his 
admirers, the speech would be felt to carry one sting whfoh never 
misses its way to the angry feelings of the judicial bosom, whether 
the judges in session be one or a few or many, the sting of "affront 
to the court." The Athenian dikasts we.re always accustomed to 
be addressed with deference, often with subservience : they now 
heard themselves lectured by a philosopher who stood before them 
like a fearless and invulnerable superior, beyond their ;power, 
though awaiting their verdict ; one who laid claim to a divine 
mission, which probab!Jmany of them believed to be an impos
ture, and who declared himself the inspired uprooter of "conceit 
of knowledge without the reality," which purpose many would not 
12nderstand, and ~ome would not like. To many, his ·demeanor 
would appear to betray an insolence not without analogy to Alki
biades or Kritias, with whom his accuser had compared him. · I 
have already remarked, in reference to· his· trial, that, considering 
the number of personal enemies whom he made, the wonder is, 
not that he was tried at all, but that he was not tried until so late 
in his life : I now remark in reference to the verdict, that, con
sidering his speech before the dikastery, we cannot be surprised 
that he was found guilty, but only that such verdict passed by so 
small a majority as five or six. 

That the condemnation of Sokrates was brought on distinctly 
by the tone and tenor of his defence, is the express testimony of 
Xenophon. "Other persons on trial (he says) defended them
selves in such manner as· to conciliate the favor of the dikasts, ·or 
flatter, or entreat them, contrary to the laws, and thus obtained 
acquittal. But Sokrates would resort to nothing of this customary 
practice of the dikastery contrary to the laws. Though he· might 
easi"ly have been let off by the dikasts, if he would have done any
thing of the kind even moderately, he preferred rather to adhere to 
the laws and die, than to save his life by violating them."' Now 
no one in Athens except Sokrates, probably, would have construed 
the laws as requiring the tone of oration which he adopted; nor 
would he himself have so construed them, if he had been twenty 

1 Xenoph. l\fem. iv, 4, 4. 'Ex:elvor; ovoev i1>9i:/..71ue riJv elc.>>9iirCJV lv ri;J 
OtkaU7"7jptft' Trapa roiir; voµovr; Trotijuat ; al.I.a p(LOtCJr; UV a<j>ei9etr; ~1'0. riJv 
dticauriJv, .el Kai µerpfor; .Tt TOVTCJV fadi71ue, 7rpoei/..ero µiiJ./..ov rulr. voµotr; 
fµµivCJV U7ro>9avelv, q 7rapavoµiJv r-7JV. 
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years younger, with less of acquired dignity, and more years of 
possible usefulness open before him. Without debasing himself 
by unbecoming flattery or supplication, he would have avoided 
lecturing them as a master and superior,1 or ostentatiously assert
ing a divine mission for purposes which they would hardly' under
stand, or an independence of their verdict which they might con
strue.as defiance. The rh()tor Lysias is said to have sent to him 
a composed speech for his defence, which. he declined to use, not 
thinking it suitable. to his dignity. But such a man as Lysias 
would hardly compose what would lower the dignity even of the 
loftiest client, though he would look to the result also ; nor is 
there any doubt that if Sokrates had pronounced i4- or even a 
much less able speech, if. inoffensive, -he would have been 
acquitted. Quintiliau,2 indeed, expresses his satisfaction that 
Sokrates maintained that towering dignity which brought out.the 
rarest and most exalted of his attributes, but which at the same 
time renounced all chance of acquittal. Few persons will dissent 
from this criticism : but when we look at the sentence, as we 
ought. in fairness to do, frorri the point of view of the dikasts, 
justice will compel us to admit that Sokrates deliberately brought 
it upon himself. · 

If. th.e verdict of guilty was thus brought upon Sokrates by his 
o~vn consent an.d cooperation, much more may the same· remark 
b.e made respecting the capital sentence which followed it. In 
Athenian procedure, the penalty inflicted was determined by. a 
separate vote of tl,ie dikasts, taken after the verdict of guilty. 
The accuser having named the. penalty which he thought suitable, 
tl;te accu.sed party on his side named some lighter penalty upon 
l1imself; and between these. two the. dikasts were called on to 
make their option, no third proposition being admissible. The 
pmd~nce of an accused party always induced him to propose, even 
against himself, some measure. of punishment which the dikasts 

1 Cicero (de Orat i, 54, 231) : " Socrates ita in judicio ca pi tis pro se ipse 
dixit, ut non supplex aut reus, sed magister aut dominus videreti1resse judicu.m." 
So Epiktetus also remarked, in reference to the defence of Sokrates : "By 
all means, abstain from supplication fm:. mercy; but do not put it specially 
forward, that you will abstain, unless you intend, like Sokrates, purposely_ 
to provoke the judges." · · (Arrian, Epiktllt. Diss, ii, 2, IS.) 

•Quintilian, Inst. Or. ii, 15, 30; xi, I, IO; Piog.. Laert. ii, 40. 
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might be satisfied to accept, in preference to the heavier sentence 
invoked by his antagonist. 

Now l\Ieletus, in his indictment and speech against Sokrates, 
had called for the infliction of capital punishment. It was for 
Sokrates to make his own counter-proposition, and the very small 
majority, by which the verdict had been pronounced, afforded 
sufficient proof that the dikasts were no way inclined to sanction 
the extreme penalty against him. They doubtless anticipated, 
according to the uniform practice before the Athenian courts of 
justice, that he would suggest some lesser penalty; fine, impris
onment, exile, disfranchisement, etc. And had he done this purely 
and simply, there can be little doubt that the proposition would 
have passed. But the language of Sokrates, after the verdict, was 
in a strain yet higher than before it; and his resolution to adhere 
to his own point of view, disdaining the smallest abatement or 
concession, only the more emphatically pronounced. " 'What 
counter proposition shall I make to you (he said) as a substitute 
for the penalty of Meletus ? Shall I name to you the treatment 
which I think I deserve at your hands? In that case, my prop
osition would be that I should be rewarded with a subsistence at 
the public expense in the prytaneum; for that is what I really 
deserve as a public benefactor; one who has neglected all thought 
of his own affairs, and embraced voluntary poverty, in order to 
devote himself to your best interests, and to admonish you indi
vidually on the serious necessity of mental and moral improve
ment. Assuredly, I cannot admit that I have deserved from you 
any evil whatever; nor would it be reasonable in me to propose 
exile or imprisonment, which I know to be certain and consider
able evils, in place of death, which may perhaps be not an evil, 
but a good. I might, indeed, propose to you a pecuniary fine ; 
for the payment of that would be no evil. But I am poor, and 
have no money: all that I could muster might perhaps amount 
to a mina : and I therefore propose to you a fine of one mina, as 
punishment on myself. Plato, and my other friends near me, 
desire me to increase this sum to thirty minre, and they engage 
to pay it for me. A fine of thirty minre, therefore, is the counter
penalty which I submit for your judgment." I 

1 Plato, Apol. Sok. c. 26, 27, 28, pp. 37, 38. I give, as well as I can, the 
_substantive propositions, apart from the emphatic language of the original. 
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Subsistence in the prytaneum at the public expense, was one 
of the greatest honorary distinctions which the citizens of Athens 
ever conferred; an emphatic token of public gratitude. That 
Sokrates, therefore, should proclaim himself worthy of such an 
honor, and talk of assessing it upon himself in lieu of a pun
ishment, before the very dikasts who had just passed against 
him a verdict of guilty, would be received by them as nothing 
less than a deliberate insult; a defiance of judicial authority, 
which it was their duty to prove, to_ an opinionated and haughty 
citizen, that he could not commit with impunity. The persons 
who heard his language w.ith the greatest distress, were doubtless 

. Plato, Krito, and his other friends around him; who, though 
sympathizing with him fully, knew well that he was assuring the_ 
success of the proposition of Meletus,l and_ WO\lld regret that he 
should thus throw away :ti.is life by what they would think an ill 
placed and unnece~sary self-exaltation. Had he proposed, with 
little or no preface, the substitute-fine of thirty minre with which 
this part of his speech concluded, there is every reas_on for 
believing that the majority of dikasts w.ol,lld have voted for it. 

The sentence of death pf1.Ssed against him, by what majority 
we do not know. But Sokrates neither altered his tone, nor 
ll}anifested any regret for the language by whicli he had himself 
seconded the purpose of his_ accusers. On the contrary, he told 
the dikasts, in a short address prior to his departµre for the 
prison, that he was satisfied botq with his own conduct and with 
the result. The divine sign, he said, which was wont to restrain 
him, often on very small occasions, both in deeds and in words, 
had never manifesteQ. itself once to him throughout the whole 
day, neither when be came thither at first, nor at any one point 
throughout his whole discourse. The tacit acquiescence of this 
infallible monitor satisfied him not only that he had spoken 
rightly, but that the sentence passed was in reality no evil to 
him; that to die now was the best thing which could befi1ll him.2 
Either death was tantamount to a sound, perpetual, and dream
less sleep, which in his judgment would be no loss, but rather 
a gain, compared with the present life; or else, if the common 

1 See Plato, Krit.o, c. 5, p. 45, B. 

2 Plato, Apo). Sok. c. 31, p. 40, B; c. 33, p. 41, D. 
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mythes were true, death would transfer him to a second life in 
Hades, where he would find all the heroes of the Trojan war, 
and of the past generally, so as to pursue in conjunction with 
them the business of mutual cross-examination, and debate on 
ethical progress and perfection.1 

There can be no doubt that the sentence really appeared to 
Sokrates in this point of view, and to his friends also, after the 
event had happened, though doubtless not at the time when they 
were about to lose him. He took his line of defence advisedly, 
and with full knowledge of the result. It supplied him with the 
fittest of all opportunities for manifesting, in an impressive man
ner, both his personal ascendency over human fears and weak
ness, and the dignity of what he believed to be his divine mission. 
It took him away in his full grandeur and glory, like the setting 
of the tropical sun, at a moment when senile decay might be 
looked upon as close at hand. He calculated that his defenc"' 
and bearing on the trial would be the most emphatic lesson 
which he could possibly read to the youth of Athens; more 
emphatic, probably, than the sum total of those lessons which 
his remaining life might suffice to give, if he shaped his defence 
otherwise. This anticipation of the effect of the concluding 
scene of his life, setting the seal on all his prior discourses, 
manifests itself in portions of his concluding w~rds to the dikasts, 
wherein he tells them that they will not, by putting him to death, 
rid themselves of the importunity of the cross-examining elen
chus; that numbers of young men, more restless and obtrusive 
than he, already carried within them that impulse, which they 
would now proceed to apply; his superiority having hitherto 
kept·them back.2 It was thus the persuasion of Sokrates, that 
his removal would be the signal for numerous apostles, putting 
forth with increased energy that process of interrogatory test 
and spur to which he had devoted his life, and which doubtless 
was to him far dearer and more sacred than his life. Nothing 
could be more effective than his lofty bearing on his trial, for. 
inflaming the enthusiasm of young men thus predisposed; and 

1 Plato, Apol. Sok. c. 32, p. 40, C; p. 41, Il. 
• Plato, Apol. Sok. c. 30, p. 39, C. 
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the loss of life was to him compensated by the missionary 
successors whom he calculated on leaving behind. 

·Under ordinary circumstances, Sokrates would have drunk 
the cup of hemlock in the prison, on the day after his trial. But 
it so happened that the day of his sentence was immediately 
after that on which the sacred ship started on its yearly ceremo
nial pilgrimage from Athens to Delos, for the festival of Apollo. 
Until the return of this vessel to Athens, it was accounted 
unholy to put any person to death by public authority. Accord
ingly, Sokrates remained in prison, - and we are pained to read, 
actually with chains on his legs,- during the interval that this 
ship was absent, thirty days altogether. His friends and com
panions had free access to him, passing nearly all their time with 
him in the prison; and Krito had even arranged a scheme for 
procuring his escape, by a bribe to the jailer. This scheme was 
only prevented from taking effect by the decided refusal of 
Sokrates to become a party in any breach of the law; I a reso
lution, which we should expect as a matter of course, after the 
line which he had taken in his- defence. His days were spent in 
the prison, in discourse respecting ethical and human subjects, 
which had formed the charm and occupation of his previous life: 
it is to the last of these days that his conversation with Simmias, 
Kebes, and Phredou, on the immortality of the soul is referred, 
in the Platonic dialogue called " Phredon." Of that conversa
tion the main topics and doctrines are Platonic rather than 
Sokratic. But the picture which the dialogue presents of the 
temper and state of mind of Sokrates, during the last hours of 
his life, is one of immortal beauty and interest, exhibiting his 
serene and even playful equanimity, amidst the uncontrollable 
emotions of his surrounding friends, - the genuine, unforced 
persuasion, governing both his words and his acts, of what he 
had pronounced before the dikasts, that the sentence of death 
was no calamity to him,2 - and the unabated maintenance of 
that earnest interest in the improvement of man and society, 
which had for so many years formed both his paramount motive 
and his active occupation. The details of the last scene are 
given with minute fidelity, even down to the moment of his dis- · 

1 Plato, Krito, c. 2, 3, seq. 2 Plato, Phrodon, c. 77, p. 84, E .. 
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solution; and it is consoling to remark that the cup of hemlock 
- the means employed for executions by public order at 
Athens - produced its effect by steps far more exempt irom 
suffering than any natural death which was likely to befall him. 
Those who have read what has been observed above respecting 
the strong religious persuasions of Sokrates, will not be sur
prised to hear that his last words, add1·essed to Krito immedi
ately before he passed into a state of insensibility, were: "Krito, 
we owe a cock to .2Esculapius : discharge the debt, and by no 
means omit it." I 

Thus perished the "parens philosophire," the first of ethical . 
philosophers; a man who opened to science both new matter, 
alike copious and valuable ; and a new method, memorable not 
less for its originality and efficacy, than for the profound philo
sophical basis on which it rests. l'hough Greece proquced 
great poets, orators, speculative philosophers, historians, etc., yet 
other countries having the benefit of Grecian literature to begin 
with, have nearly equalled her in all these lines, and suqiassed 
her in some. But where are we to look for a parallel to Sok
rates, either in or out of the Grecian world? The cross-examin

. ing elenchus, which he not only first struck out, but wielded 
with such matchless effect and to such noble purposes, has been 
mute ever since his last conversation in the prison ; for eve11 
his great successor Plato was a writer and lecturer, not a collo~ 
quial dialectician. No man has ever been found strong enough 
to bend his bow ; much less, sure enough to use it as he did. 
His life remains as the only evidenc.e, but a very satisfactory 
evidence, how much can be done by this sort of intelligent inter
rogation; how powerful is the interest which it can be made 
to inspire; how energetic the stimulus which it can apply in 
awakening dormant reason and generating new mental power. 

It has been often customary to exhibit Sokrates as a moral 
preacher, in which character probably he has acquired io himself 
the general reverence attached to his name. This is, indeed, a 
true· attribute, but not the characteristic or salient attribute, nor 
that by which he permanently worked on mankind. Ou the 
other hand, Arkesilaus, and the New Academy,1 a century and 

1 Plato, Phredon, c. 155, p. ll8, A. 

1 Cicero, Academ. Post. i, 12, 44. "Cum Zenone Arcesilas sibi omne 
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more afterwards, thought that they were following the example 
of Sokrates....:... and Cicero seems to have thought so too - when 
they reasoned against everything; and when they laid it down 
as a system, that, against every affirmative position, an equal 
force of negative argument might be brought up as counterpoise. 
Now this view of Sokrates is, in my judgment, not merely partial, 
but incorrect. He entertained no such systematic distrust of the 
powers of the mind to attain certainty. He laid down a clear, 
though erroneous line of distinction between the knowable and 
the unknowable. About physics, he was more than a skeptic; 
he thought that man could know nothing ; the gods did not 
intend that man should acquire any such information, and there
fore managed matters in such a way as to be beyond his ken, for 
all except the simplest phenomena of daily wants; moreover, not 

certamen instituit, non pertinacia aut studio vincendi (ut mihi quidem 
videtur), sed earum rerum obscuritate, qure ad confessiouem ignorationis 
addnxerant Socratem, et jam ante Socratem, Democritum, Anaxagoram, 
Empedoclem, omnes pene veteres; qui nihil cognosci, nihil percipi, nihil 
sciri, posse, dixerunt .••••• Itaque Arcesilas negabat, esse quidquam, qnod 
sciri posset, ne illnd quidem ipsum, quod Socrates sibi reliquisset: sic 
omnia latere in occulto." Compare Acaclem. Prior. ii, 23, 74: de Nat. 
Deor. i, 5, 11. 

In another passage (Acaclem. Post. i, 4, 17) Cicero speaks (or rather 
introduces Varro as speaking) rather confusedly. He talks of "illam 
Socraticam dubitationem de omnibus rebus, et nu!Hl. affirmatione adhibit~, 
consuetudinem disserendi ;" but a few lines before, he had said what implies 
that men might, in the opinion of Sokrates, come to learn and know what 
belonged to human conduct and human duties. 

Again (in Tusc. Disp. i, 4, 8), he admits that Sokrates had a positive 
ulterior purpose in his negative qnestioning: "vetus et Socratica ratio 
contra alterius opinioncm disserendi: nam ita facillime, qnid veri similli
mum esset, inveniri posse Socrates arbitrabatnr." 

Tenncmann (Gesch. clcr Philos. ii, 5, vol. ii, pp. 169-175) seeks to make 
out considerable analogy between Sokrates and Pyrrho. But it seems to 
me that the analogy only goes thus far, that both agreed in repudiating all 
speculations not ethical (see the verses of Timon upon Pyrrho, Diog. Lai!rt. 
ix, 65 ). But in regard to ethics, the two cliffered materially. Sokrates 
maintained that ethics were matter of science, and the proper subject of 
study. Pyrrho, on the other hand, seems to have thought that speculation 
was just as useless, and science just as unattainable, upon ethics as upon 
physics ; that nothing was to be attended to except feelings, and nothing 
cultivated except good dispositions. 

21• 
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only man could not acquire such information, but ought not to 
labor after it. But respecting the topics which concern man and 
society, the views of SokratGs were completely the. reverse. 
This was thG field whic;h the gods had expressly assigned, not 
roerely to human practice, but to human study and acquisition of 
knowledge; a field, wherein, with that view, they managed p)le
nomena on principles of constant and observable seqllenc::e, so 
that every man. who took the requisite pair,1s might know them. 
Nay, SokratGs went a step further; and this forward step is the. 
fundamental conviction upon which all hi.$ missionary impulse 
hinges. He thought that every man not only might know these. 
thing;i but ought to h;now them ; that he could not possibly act 
well,, unles~ he. did know: them ; and that it was his imperious. 
duty tQ,learn them as he would karn a, profession; otherwise, he 
was nothing bettet· than a slave, unfit to be trusted as a free and. 
accountable being. Sokrates felt persuaded that no man could 
behave as a just, temperate, courageous, pious, patriotic agent,· 
unless he taught himself to know correctly what justice, temper
ance, courage; piety, and patriotism, etc., really were. He w:as · 
possessed with the truly Baconian idea, that the power of steady 
moral action depended upon, and was limited by, the rational 
comprehension of moral ends and means. But when he looked 
at the minds around him, he perceived that few or none either 
had any such comprehension, or had ever studied to acquire it ; 
yet at. the same time every man felt persuaded that _he did 
possess it, and acted confidently upon such persuasion. Here, 
then, Sokrates found that. the first outwork for him to swmount., 
was, that universal "conceit of knowledge without the reality," 
against which he declares such emphatic war; and against which, · 
also, though under another form of words and in reference to 
other subjects, Bacon declares war not less empliatically, two 
thousand years afterwards: "Opinio copire inter causas inopire 
est." Sokrates found ·that those notions respecting human and. 
social affairs, on which each man relied and acted, were nothing 
but spontaneous products of the "intellectus sibi permissus," of 
the intellect left to itself either without any guidance, or with 
only the blind guidance of sympathies, antipathies, authority, or 
silent assimilation. They were products got together, to use. 
Bacon's language, "from much faith and much chance, and from 
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the primitive suggestions of boyhood," not merely without eate 
or study, but without even consciousness of the process, and 
without any subsequent revision. Upon this basis the sophists, 
or professed teachers for active life, sought to erect a superstruc
ture of virtue and ability; but to Sokrates, such an ·attempt 
appeared hopeless and contradictory- not less impracticable than 
Bacon in his time pronounced it to be, to carry up the tree of 
science into majesty and fruit-bearing, without first clearing away 
those fundamental vices which lay unmolested and in poisonous 
influence round its root. Sokrates wentto work in tlie Baconian 
manner and spirit; bringing his cross-examining process to bear, 
as the first condition to all forth-er improvement, upon these rude, 
self-begotten, incoherent generalizations, which passed in men's 
minds for competent and direCting knowledge. But he, not less 
than Bacon, performs this analysis, not with a view to finality in 
the negative, but as the first stage towards an ulterior profit; 
as the preliminary purification, indispensable to future positive 
result. In the physical sciences, to which 'Bacon's attention was 
chiefly turned, no such result could be obtained without improved 
experimental research, ·bringing to light facts new and yet 
unknown; but on those ·topics which Sokrates discussed, the 
elementary data of the inquiry were all within the hearer's 
experience, requiring only to be pressed upon his notice, affirm
atively as well as negatively, together ·with 'the appropriate 
ethical and political end ; in such manner as to stimulate within 
him the rational effort requisite for combining them anew upon 
consistent principles. 

If, 'then, the philosophers of the New Academy considered 
Sokrates either as a skeptic, or as a partisan of systematic nega
tion, they misinterpreted his character, and ·mistook the first 
stage of his process - that which :Plato, Bacon, and Herschel 
call the purification of the intel!ect - for the ultimate goal. The 
elenchus, as Sokrates used it, was animated by the truest spirit 
of positive science, and formed an indispensable precursor to its 
attainment.I 

There are two points,· and twC> points only, in topics concerning 
man and society, with regard t<> which Sokrates is a skeptic; or 

Plato, Apo!. Sok. c. 7, p. 22, A. Jel o~ VfliV ri'jv lµi'/v 1rAUV1]V tmotlfat, 
bJ(J7rEp Ttva, 'lrOVOV' 7rOVOVvTOf1 etc. 

I 
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rather, which he denies; and on the negation of which, his whole 
method and purpose turn. He denies, first, that men can know 
that on which they have bestowed no conscious effort, no delib
erate pains, no systematic study, in learning. He denies, next, 
that men can practise what they do not know; 1 that they can be 
just, or temperate, or virtuous generally, without knowing what 
justice, or temperance, or virtue is. To imprint upon the minds 
of his hearers his own· negative conviction, on these two points 
is, indeed, his first object, and the primary purpose of his multi
form dialectical manreuvring. But though negative in his means, 
Sokrates is strictly positive in his ends; his attack is undertaken 
only with distinct view to a positive result; in order to shame 
them out of the illusion of knowledge, and to spur them on and 
arm them for the acquisition of real, assured, comprehensive, 
self-explanatory knowledge, as the condition and guarantee of 
virtuous practice. Sokrates was, indeed, the reverse of a skeptic; 
no man ever looked upon life with a more positive and practical 
eye ; no man ever pursued his mark with a clearer perception 
of the road which he was travelling; no man ever combined, in 
like manner, the absorbing enthusiasm of a missionary,2 with the 
acuteness, the originality, the inventive resource, and the gener
alizing comprehension, of a philosopher. 

His method yet survives, as far as such method can survive, 
in some of the dialogues of Plato. It is a process of eternal 
value and of universal application. That purification of the 
intellect, which Bacon signalized as indispensable for rational or 
scientific progress, the Sokratic elenchus affords the only known 
instrument for at least partially accomplishing. However little 
that instrument may have been applied since the death of its 

1 So Demokritus, Fragm. ed. Mullach, p. 185, Fr. 131. ovre Ti'xv11, ovTe 
tro</>i11, l</>lKTOV, ~v µq µft{}y Tlr. . . • . • . 

2 Aristotle (ProLlem. c. 30, p. 953, Bek.) numbers both Sokrates and 
Plato (compare Plutarch, Lysand. c. 2) among those to whom he ascribes 
</>vtrtv µeA.ayxoAu<qv, the black bile and ecstatic temperament. I do not 
know how to reconcile this with a passage in his Rhetoric (ii, 17 ), in which 
he ranks Sok rates among the sedate persons ( uruinµov ). The first of the 
two assertions seems countenanced by the anecdotes respecting Sokrates 
(in Plato, Symposion, p. 175, B; p. 220, C), that he stood in the same 
posture, quite unmoved, even for several hours continuously, absorbed in 
meditation upon some idea which had seized his mind. 
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inventor, the necessity and use of it neither have disappeared, nor 
ever can disappear. There are few men whose minds are not 
more or less in that state of sham knowledge against which Sok
rates made war: there is no man whose notions have not been 
first got together by spontaneous, unexamined, unconscious, un
certified association, resting upon forgotten particulars, blending 
together disparates or inconsistencies, and leaving in his mind 
old and familiar phrases, and oracular propositions, of which he 
has never rendered to himself account: there is no man, who, if 
he be destined for vigorous and profitable scientific effort, has not 
found it a necessary branch of self-education, to break up, disen
tangle, analyze, and reconstruct, these ancient mental com
pounds; and who has not been driven to do it by 11is own lame 
and solitary efforts, since the giant of the colloquial elenchm~ no 
longer stands in the market-place to lend him help and stimulus. 

To hear of any man,1 especially of so illustrious a man, being 
condemned to death on such accusations as that of heresy and 
alleged corruption of youth, inspires at the present day a senti
ment of indignant reprobation, the force of which I have no 
desire to enfeeble. The fact stands eternally recorded as one 
among the thousand misdeeds of int-0lerance, religious and polit
ical. But since amidst this catalogue each item has its own 
peculiar character, grave or light, we are bound to consider at 
what point of the scale the condemnation of Sokrates is to be 
placed, and what inferences it justifies in regard to the character 
of the Athenians. Now if we examine the circumstances of the 
case, we shall find them all extenuating ; and so powerful, 
indeed, as to reduce such inferences to their minimum, consistent 
with the general class to which the incident belongs. 

1 Dr. Thirlwall has given, in an Appcmlix to his fonrth volume (Ap· 
pend. vii, p. 526, seq.), an interesting and instrne,ive review of the recent 
sentiments expressed by Hegel, and by some other eminent German 
authors, on Sokrates and his condemnation. It affords me much satisfaction 
to see that he has bestowed such just animadversions on the unmeasured 
bitterness, as well as upon the untenable views, of 1\1. Forchhammer's 
treatise respecting Sokrates. 

I dissent, however, altogether, from the manner in which Dr. Thirlwall 
speaks about the sophists, both in this Appendix and elsewhere. 1\Iy opin· 
ion, respecting the persons so called, has been given at length in the pre
ceding chapter. 
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First, the sentiment now prevalent is founded upon a convic
tion that such matters as heresy and heretical teaching of youth 
are not proper for judicial cognizance. Even in the modern 
world, such a conviction is of recent date ; and in the fifth cen
tury B.C. it was unknown. 8okrates himself would not have 
agreed in it; and all Grecian governments, oligarchical and 
democratical alike, recognized the opposite. The testimony fur
nished by Plato is on this point decisive. ·when we examine 
the two positive communities which he constructs, in the treatises 
"De Republic&" and "De Legibus," we find that there is noth
ing about which he is more anxious, than to establish an unre
sisted orthodoxy of doctrine, opinion, and education. A dissenting 
and free-spoken teacher, such as Sokrates was at Athens, would 
not have been allowed to pursue his vocation for a week, in the 
Platonic Republic. Plato would not, indeed, condemn him to 
death ; but he would put him to silence, and in case of need send 
him away. This, in fact, is the consistent deduction, if you 
assume that the state is to determine what i"s orthodoxy and 
orthodox teaching, and to repress what contradicts its own views. 
Now all the Grecian states, including Athens, held this principlet 
of interference against the dissenting teacher. But at Athens, 
though the principle was recognized, yet the application of it was 
counteracted by resisting forces which it did not find elsewhere; 
by the democratical constitution, with its liberty of speech and 
love of speech, by the mor~ active spring of individual intellect, 
and by the toleration, greater there than anywhere else, shown 
to each man's peculiarities of every sort. In any other govern
ment of Greece, as well as in the Platonic Republic, Sokrates 
would have been quickly arrested in his career, even if not 
severely punished ; in Athens, he was allowed to talk and teach 
publicly for twenty-five or thirty years, and then condemned 
when an old man. ot these two applications of the same mis
chievous principle, assuredly the latter is at once the more 
moderate and the less noxious. 

Secondly, the force of this last consideration, as an extenuating 
circumstance in regard to the Athenians, is much increased, when 
we reflect upon the number of individual enemies whom Sokrates 
made to himself in the prosecution of his cross-examining process. 

1 Ree Plato, Euthyphron, c. 3, p. 3, D. 
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Here were a multitude of individuals, including men personally 
the most eminent and effective in the city, prompted by special 
antipathies, over and above general convictions, to call into action 
the dormant state-principle of intolerance against an obnoxious 
teacher. If, under such provocation, he was allowed to reach the 
age of seventy, and to talk publicly for so many years, before any 
real JUeletus stood forward, this attests conspicuously the efficacy 
of the restraining dispositions among the people, which made 
their practical habits more liberal than their professed principles. 

Thirdly, whoever has read the account of the trial and defence 
of Sokrates, will see that he himself contributed quite as much to 
the result as all the three accusers united. Not only he omitted 
to do all that might have been <lone without dishonor, to insure 
acquittal, but he held positive language very nearly such as JUe
Ietus himself would have sought to put in his mouth. Ile ditl 
this <leliLerately, -having an exalted opinion both of himself 
and his own mission, - and accounting the cup of hemlock, at 
his age, to be no calamity. It was only by such marked and 
offensive self-exaltation that he brought on the first vote of the 
dikastery, e\·en then the narrowest majority, by which he was 
found guilty: it was only by a still more aggravated manifesta
tion of the same kind, even to the pitch of something like insult, 
that he brought on the second vote, which pronounced the capital 
sentence. Now it would be uncan<lid not to allow fo1· the effect 
of such a proceeding on the minds of the dikastery. They were 
not at all disposed, of their own accord, to put in force the recog
nized principle of intolerance against him. · Tiut when they found 
that the man who stood before them charged with this offence, 
addressed them in a tone such as dikasts had never heard before 
and could hardly hear with calmness, they could not but feel 
disposed to credit all the worst inferences which his accusers had 
suggested, and to regard Sokrates as a dan·gerous man both relig
iously and politically, against whom it was requisite to uphold the 
majesty of the court and constitution. 

In appreciating this memorable incident, therefore, though the 
mischievous principle of intolerance cannot be denied, yet all the 
circumstances show that that principle "·as neither irritable nor 
predominant in the Athenian bosom; that even a large body of 
collateral antipathies did not readily call it forth against any indi

http:RDfAP.KS
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vidual; that the more liberal and generous dispositions, which 
deadened its malignity, were of steady efficacy, not easily over
borne; and that the condemnation ought to count as one of th~ 
least gloomy items in an essentially gloomy catalogue. 

Let us add, that as Sokrates himself did not account his own 
condemnation and death, at his age, to be any misfortune, but 
rather a favorable dispensation of the gods, who removed him 
just in time to escape that painful consciousness of intellectual 
decline which induced Demokritus to prepare the poison for 
J1imself, so his friend Xenophon goes a step further, and while 
protesting against the verdict of guilty, extols the manner of 
death as a subject of triumph; as the happiest, most honorable, 
and most gracious way, in which the gods could set the seal upon 
a useful and exalted life.I 

It is asserted by Diodorus, and repeated with exaggerations 
by other later authors, that after the death of Sokrates the Athe
nians bitterly repented of the manner in which they had treated 
him, and that they even went so far as to put his accusers to death 
without trial.2 I know not upon what authority this statement is 
made, and I disbelieve it altogether. From the tone of Xeno
phon's "Memorabilia," there is every reason to presume that the 
memory of Sokrates still continued to be unpopular at Athens 
when that collection was composed. Plato, too, left Athens 
immediately after the death of his master, and remained absent 
for a long series of years: indirectly, I think, this affords a pre
sumption that no such reaction took place in Athenian sentiment 
as that which Diodorus alleges; and the same presumption is 
countenanced by the manner in which the orator 1Eschines speaks 
of the condemnation, half a century afterwards. I see no reason 
to believe that the Athenian dikasts, who doubtless felt them
selves justified, and more than justified, in condemning Sokrates 
after his own speech, retracted that sentiment after his decease. 

1 Xcn. Mcm. fr, 8, 3 : 

" Dcniqnc Dcmocritnm postqnam matnrn vctnstas 
Admonuit mcmorcs motus lnngucsccre mcntis, 
Spontc sua Jetho scsc ohvius obtulit ip,;e." 

(Lucretius, iii, I 052.) 
2 Diodor. xiv, 37, with \Vesscling's note; Diog. Laert. ii, 4.3; Argument. 

ad Isokrat. Or. xi, Busiris. Lr I i:;i.
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